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BOUNTY

LAND

WARRANT-ASSIGNMENT.
OPINION.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office may properly determine, in advance
of location, whether the assignment of a bounty land warrant has been made
according to the prescribed form and regulations.

Assistant Attorn ey- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
January 3, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
I am in receipt, by reference, of a communication from the Commissioner of the General Land Office asking whether he has authority to
pass upon the sufficiency of an assignment of a bounty land warrant
before it has been presented for location, in view of the following
instructions to registers and receivers in the circular of February 15,
1896:
To avoid as far as possible complications of land titles arising in consequence of
the location of fraudulent or imperfectly assigned warrants, registers and receivers
are peremptorily enjoined to refuse all warrants presented when the assignments
thereof do not accord in every essential partienlar with the rules herein prescribed;
and in all cases when the question of title is in doubt they must decline to receive
the warrants until the holders thereof have submitted the same to this office forexamination, and have obtained a favorable decision thereon. (27 L. D., 218.)

There is no conflict between these instructions and the practice which
has prevailed in the General Land Office for the past fifty years, of
determining in advance of location whether assignments of bounty land
warrants are made in accordance with the form and pursuant to the
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
These warrants are declared by statute to be assignable "by deed
or instrument of writing made and executed according to such form
and pursuant. to such regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office" (U. S. Rev. Stat., section 2414),
and there is no reasou why the Commissioner may not, in advance of
location, determine whether the assignment has been made according
to the form and in pursuance of the regulations prescribed by him.
Approved:
C. N. BLISS,
Secretary.

12781-VoL 28-1
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ABANDONED MILITARY RESERVATION-PREFERRED RIGIT OF ENTRY.
CARILLO v. RODMERO ET AL.
In determining whether a preferred right to enter lands within an abandoned military reservation is asserted within the period fixed by the act of August 23,1894,
time should not be held to run while said lands are withheld from entry nnder
direction of the General Land Office.
The words "and are nov residing upon any agricultural lands in said reservations"
as used in said act, apply only to persons who are then actually residing upon
said lands to the exclusion of a home elsewhere.

Seoretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D.)
3, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
This controversy arose upon a contest filed November 9, 1895, by
Elvira Carillo against the homestead entry of Carmen Romero, made
June 25, 1895, for the W. of the SW. of Sec. 26 and the NW. of
the NW. of Sec. 35, T..13 S., Y. 14 E., Tucson, Arizona, alleging a
preference right of entry under the act of August 23, 1894 (28 Stat.,
491), by virtue of prior occupancy and improvement of said tract.
This tract is part of the Fort Lowell abandoned military reservation,
established by executive order October 26, 1875, which was relinquished
February 24, 1891, and subsequently became subject o lhe operation
of said act of August 23, 1894, which opened to settlement and entry
under the public land laws (under certain conditions and exceptions)
lands within abandoned military reservations containing over five
thousand acres, which had theretofore been placed under the control of
the Secretary of the Interior for disposition under the act of July 5,
1884. Said act further provided
That a preference Tight of entry for a period of six months from the date of the
act shall be given all bona fide settlers who are qualified to enter under the homestead law and have made improvements and are now residing upon any agricultural
lands in said reservations, and for a period of six months, from the date of settlement when that shall occur after the date of this act.

That part of the reservation embracing the tracts in controversy
was surveyed and the township plats were approved and filed in the
local office prior to the creation of the reservation.
June 3; 1895, Carmen Romero fled application to make homestead
entry of the W. - of the SW. I of See. 26; NE. of the SE. 4 of Sec.
27, and the NW. I of the 1NW. 4 of Sec. 35, township and range aforesaid, which was placed of record June 5, but on July 5 thereafter she
relinquished the forty acres in Sec. 27.
June 4, 1895, Elvira Carillo filed application to make homestead
entry of the N. 4 of the NW. 1- and W. - of the NE. of said Sec. 35,
which she withdrew on June 1.0, and at the same time filed another
application for the N. of the NW. ; the NW. i of the NE. 4 of Sec.
35, and the SW. 4-of the SW. 4-of Sec. 26. This application was also
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withdrawn on June 17, 1895, and another application was filed for the
NE. J of the NW. -1,the NW. 1 of the NE. I and the S. t of the SE.
of Sec. 26.
On November 17, 1895, Mrs. Carillo withdrew her last application,
and on the 19th of said month she filed an affidavit of contest against
the homestead entry of Romero, alleging settlement, occupation and
improvement of said tract by affiant and her husband prior to survey
and before the establishing of the reservation. That since her husband's death in 1890 she has by herself or her employees and her
tenants been in actual, peaceable and notorious possession of said land,
and by virtue of said occupation she has under the act of August 23,
1894, the preferred right to enter said land at any time within six
months'from June 3, 1895.
The filing of her contest must therefore be considered as the first
assertion of her right under the act of August 23, 1894, as she acquired
no rights by her several applications which were voluntarily withdrawn.
The contest therefore presents two issues: First, whether Mrs.
Carillo was residing upon the tract within the meaning of the act of
August 23, 1894, at the date of said act; and, Second, whether she
asserted her preference right of entry within the period limited by the
act.
The surveyed portion of the reservation which embraced the land in
dispute was subject to entry at the date of the passage of the act, but
by erroneous advice to the local officers it was withheld from entry
until they were instructed by letter of May 28, 1895, that "entries may
be allowed to go of record in said reservation for the surveyed lands,
subject to the conditions named in the act of August 23, 1894." This
letter was received at the local office on or about June 3, 1895, and it is
from this date the contestant claims that the time prescribed by the
act within which the preference right must be asserted begins to run.
The circular of December 1, 1894, 19 L. ID., 392, issued under this
act, instructed the local officers that
where the lands have not been surveyed the equitable construction of this act seems
to be that the preference right of entry shall extend to a period of six months from
the date of the filing of the triplicate plats of survey in your office.

This principle will apply with equal force when the lands have been
withheld from entry by the action of your office. It is therefore held
that Mrs. Carillo was not barred by the failure to assert her claim within
six months from the date of the act, she having commenced her contest
within six months from the date that the local officers were notified
that entries might be allowed.
Omitting for the present all reference to the claim of Mrs. Romero to
the preference right given by the act by virtue of her residence upon
the tract embraced in her homestead entry at the date of the act, the
next question presented by this contest is whether Mrs. Carillo was a
resident upon the tract in controversy within the meaning of the act,
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and at the date thereof. The evidence clearly shows that she had not
at the date when the land became subject to entry made either an
actual or constructive residence upon the tract nor at any time prior
to the date of Romero's application to enter, but that her actual and
legal residence was in the town of Tucson.
It is claimed by the contestant that she "resided" on the land in
the sense that the word is used in the act," and that it was not intended
by the act that an actual. residence must have been maintained, but
residence within the meaning of the act could be shown by actual settiement of one who had improved the tract and was the owner of the
improvements at the date specified, of which he was in possession either
by his tenants or servants.
The word residence is employed in this act in the same sense that it
is used in the homestead laws, and means a residence to the exclusion
of a home elsewhere.
In construing this act the Department, in the decision of January 28,
1898, 26 L. D., 87, said:
The words open to settlement under the public land laws must necessarily have
reference to laws nuder which settlement is one of the means of initiating a right
and is an essential condition to the acqrdsibion of title. It has a well known technical meaning, ad has reference to settlement which can only be made and maintained in person; as contradistinguished from occupancy and settlement which may
be maintained by tenants and agents as in the case of occupants of townsite lots.

The Words "and are now residing upon any agricultural lands in said
reservations" must, for the same reason, apply solely to persons who
are theri actually residing upon said lands to the exclusion of a home
elsewhere.
It appears that Juan Tom as Romero settled upon this land in 1868,
then unsurveyed and not reserved. The township plat of survey.which
was filed in the local office January 2, 1874, showed that his possessions,
among other lands, embraced the SW. of the SW. I of said section 26,
and the NW. 1 of the NW. I of said section 35, the subdivisions really in
controversy.
Romero resided upon the land until his death in 1872, and since that
time to, the present his widow, the contestee has resided thereon.
Before the land was surveyed Romero sold a portion of the claim occupied by him to Leopold Carillo, the husband of the contestant, and by
mutual agreement the land was divided by a lane. Carillo during his
life time improved his portion of said subdivision by the erection of a
dwelling house, constructed irrigating ditches and cultivated the land,
and his widow, the contestant, has continued to cultivate and occupy
the land by her employees and tenants since his death.
The survey of the lands showed that their improvements and respective possessions were upon the same legal subdivisions.
Neither party acquired any right by virtue of theirsettlementexcept
such as were recognized and confirmed by the aet of August 23, 1894.
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If Mrs. Carillo was a bonas fide settler upon the land at the date of said
act she would be entitled to make joint entry of the subdivisions in
controversy, under section 2274 of the Revised. Statutes, but mere occupancy and cultivation of the laud by tenants and employees without
settlement and residence, to the exclusion of a-home elsewhere, will
give her no right to the benefit of the act of August 23, 1894, or to the
provisions of said Sec. 2274 Revised Statutes. The Department can
not lend its aid to enforce contracts as to the possession of public land
except as between bonas fide settlers.
Your decision dismissing the contest of Mrs. Carillo is affirmed.

HOMESTEAD

CONTEST-DEATH1 OF ENTRYMAN-IEI1S.

LYMAN

v.

BALDWIN'S HEIRS.

A charge of failure to cultivate, brought against the heirs of a homesteader within
six.months after the death of the entryman, does not call for cancellation, and
is not sufficient ground to support a contest.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Offiee, January
(W. V. D.)
8,1899.
(L. L. B.)
.

January 22, 1892, Daniel G. Baldwin made homestead entry for the
E. t of the NE. i, the NE. of the SE. i of Sec. 22, and the NW. i of the
SW. i of Sec. 23, all in T. 3 N., R. 21 W., Missoula, Montana.
January 17, 1893, he was adjudged insane and committed' to the
Warm Springs, Montana, Insane Asylum, where he died on October 16,
18965.
March 25 1896, Patrick Lyman filed affidavit of contest alleging
that:
Daniel G. Baldwin is now deceased and that his heirs are not residing upon or
cultivating said land as required by law; that during the life of the ehtryman he
wholly abandoned said tract and changed his residence therefrom for more than six
months.

Notice of contest was served on the defendants April 10, 1896.
Hearing was had in May following. The register and receiver found
that the heirs had failed to reside on or cultivate the land since the
death of the entryinaii; that the entryman had complied with the law
up to the date he was declared insane, but recommended the cancellation of the entry because of the failure of the heirs to cultivate the land
since the death of the entryman.
Construing the act of June 8, 1880 (21 Stat., 166), providing for the
relief of entrymen who have become insane, the local officers held that
the operation of the statute ceasbd with the death of the insane entryman, and that thereafter it as incumbent upon the heirs of the
deceased "to resume cultivation of this land within six months of the
entryman's death."
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Upon appeal your office concurred with the register and receiver,
both as to the finding of facts and the construction of the said statute,
and their action was affirmed.
The heirs have appealed.
The evidence has been examined and found to clearly preponderate
in favor of a compliance with the law as to residence and cultivation
by the entryinan up to the time he became insane. It also shows that
the heirs have failed to reside on or cultivate the land since the death
of the entryman.
The contestant having failed to show default upon the part of the
entryman, the contest must be dismissed, because the other charge in
the affidavit of contest (namely, failure on the part of the heirs to reside
upon or cultivate the land) was prematurely brought. The entryman
died October 16, 1895, and the contest was filed March 25, 1896. Notice
issued the next day and service was had April 10, 1896. This was less
than six months from the death of the eutryman.
The charge of failure to cultivate by the heirs brought within six
-'months after the death of the entryman does not call for a cancellation
of the entry, and is not a sufficient ground to support a contest. (Serl
v. Sullivan's Heirs, 15 L. D., 182.)
The decision appealed from is reversed and the contest' dismissed.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-DEATH OF ENTRYMAN-WIDOW-HEIRS.

KEYs v. KEYS.
On the death of a homesteader, leaving a widow and heirs, the widow takes the
homestead right of her husband free from any claim on behalf of te heirs; and
an agreement to divide the land with the heirs, made by her under mistake as
:
to her rights in the premises, can not be held binding, in the absence of any
action taken under said agreement by which she would be estopped from the
repudiation thereof.

Secretary Bliss to the Commnissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D.)
3, 1899.
(C. W. P.)
The case of Horace A. Keys against Frances E. Keys, involving lots
1 and 2 and the S. A of the NE. i of Sec. 5, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., Oklahoma
land district, Oklahoma Territory, on appeal by Horace A. Keys from
your office decision of June 4,1897, dismissing his contest of Mrs. Keys'
entry of the tracts in question, has been considered.
Robert .. Keys made homestead entry of said tracts October 5, 1891,
and died December 16, 1894, leaving a widow, the defendant, Frances
E. Keys, and four children by a former wife, surviving him.
Mrs. Keys, on February 25, 1896, filed a relinquishment of said tracts,
and on the same day made homestead entry of the same.
March 2, 1896, Horace A. Keys, one of the children of the decedent,
filed an affidavit of contest against said entry, alleging that at the date
of the entry made by Mrs. Keys, he was an actual bona fide settler on
said tracts, and had made valuable improvements thereon.
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A hearing was ordered for November 16, 1896, when both parties
appeared. After the evidence on the part of the contestant bad been
produced, the defendant's counsel moved to dismiss the contest. The
local officers sustained the motion and dismissed the contest. The con-,
testant appealed. Your office affirmed the judgment of the local officers.
The contestant now appeals to the Department.
It appears from the evidence submitted by the contestant that Robert
0. Keys died December 16, 1894, and that shortly after his death, his
widow, the defendant, under the mistaken belief that she was only
entitled to a third of the land in question, as well as to a third of the
personal property of the decedent, agreed to a division of the land, and
took a certain portion thereof, containing fifty acres, as her part, leaving the remainder for division between the children of the decedent by
his former marriage. In the latter part of December, 1894, the contestant moved into an unoccupied house upon the land, and has resided on
the land ever since. And he rented from the contestee a part of that,
portion of the land which was taken by her under the arrangement above
referred to. In July, 1895, the contestant built a dugout on that part
of the land taken by the children and moved into it. It also appears
that soon after the division of the property, Mrs. Keys, having discovered that she was entitled to the whole of the land in question, under
the homestead law, told the contestee that she was going to hold the
entire tract.
That Mrs. Keys, as the widow of Robert 0. Keys, had a right to his
homestead claim upon his death, there can be no question, and that
she was entitled to relinquish the claim, if she so elected, there can be
no doubt since the decision of the Department in the case of Steberg
x. Hanolt, 26 L. D., 436.
It appears that, under a mistaken idea of her right to the land, she
agreed to divide it with the children of her deceased husband. It cannot be held that such a contract would be binding upon her, in the
absence of something in the nature of an estoppel, and it is not pretended that either the contestant or the other children of the decedent
have placed any valuable improvements upon the land, or are in any
way injured by the contestee's repudiation of her agreement.
Even if it should be conceded that the contestant could be regarded
as a settler upon the land under the settlement laws, the testimony
shows that Mrs. Keys was the prior settler.
The claim that this agreement should be held to be binding on Mrs.
Keys for the reason that the division of the land was made in pursuance
of an agreement by Mrs. Keys with her husband prior to his death which
prevented him from making a will in favor of his children, is without
force, for the decedent could not by will defeat the law which provides
that upon the death of the entryman the homestead right shall inure
to the benefit of the widow.
Your office decision is therefore affirmed.
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McIiNNON V. ANDERSON.

Motion for review of deparmental decision of July 8, 1898, 27 L. D.,
154, denied by Secretary Bliss, January 4,1899.

CANTREL V. BURRUSS.

On motion for review of departmental decision of July 27, 1898, 27
L. D., 278, the judgment of cancellation as to Cantrels entry is so modified as to leave said entry intact as to the land not i conflict with the
claim of Burruss. Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, January 9, 1899.
PRACTICE-ATTORNEY-APPEAL-LO CAL OFFICERS.
BROADBROOKS V. KYLE.
The failre of an attorney to file written authority for his appearance before the
local office will justify said office in refusing to recog uize said attorney; but
the absence of such written authority cannot be afterwards taken advantage of
by one who has otherwise authorized such appearance.
Mailing an appeal to the local officers within the time allowed for taking an appeal
from their action, does not bring the appeal within the rule as t time, if hot
received at the local office within the time fixed therefor.
A desert land entry is not invalid because allowed by the receiver, in the absence of
the register, where both offices are filled at such time, and the register on his
return approves the action of the receiver.

Acting Scretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the Cieneral Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

January 9 1899.

(0. W.

P.)

The case of Clarence E. Broadbrooks v. Mary A. Kyle. is before the
Department'on appeal of the former from your office decisions of February 27, 1897, and Jne 3, 1897, whereby Mary A. Kyle's'desert' land
entry, No. 302, made January 27, 1896, of the EJ of the SW- and lots
3 and 4, Sec. 31, T. 32 N., R, 34 E., Miles City land district, Montana,
was held intact, and the claim of Broadbrooks, under his desert land
application for the same tract, was denied.
The facts are stated in the decisions appealed from.
The grounds of appeal alleged are:
1st. In holding that John J. Kerr was the attorney for the appellant
on November 30, 1895, or at any time prior to February 16, 1896, and
that notice of the rejection by the local officers of the appellant's desert land application given to Kerr was binding upon the appellant.
2nd. In finding that the appeal of 'the applicant, filed on February
26, 1896, from the second rejection of his desert land application, was
not filed in time.
3rd. In finding that it was not necessary to consider the question as
to whether appellant's second application should have taken precedence
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over, that of Mrs. Kyle, because, as he claims, it reached Miles City
simultaneously with the latter and antedated it.
4th. In holding valid Mary A. Kyle's desert land entry, which was
allowed by the receiver, in the absence of the register.
ath. In affirming Mrs. Kyle's right to the land, and declaring that her
desert land entry should remain intact.
.6th. I not holding that appellant's desert land application should
now be allowed.
7th. In refusing appellant's motion for review.
1. It appears that on November 30, 1895, the local officers rejected
the appellant's first desert land application, and that notice of the
rejection was given by mail to John J. Kerr, as attorney for the appellant, on the same day. Notice does not appear to have been given to
the appellant himself, and it is claimed by the appellant that Kerr was
not his attorney at the time notice was served on him, and that consequently notice to him was not notice to the appellant.
The record shows that Kerr drew up the applicant's first application
papers and forwarded them to the local officers, together with the purchase money for the land, and that e received the purchase money
returned to him by the local officers, on the rejection of the appellant's
first application, and again forwarded the purchase money, with the
appellant's second application, which was again returned to him by the
local officers, on January 29, 1896, and lie was notified of the rejection
of the appellant's second desert land application, and advised that
"Clarence E. Broadbrooks has this day been notified by registered mail."
It is admitted that Kerr was authorized by the appellant to draw up
his application papers and forward the t the local officers, together
with the purchase money, which he did, and it is not pretended that
the appellant gave the local officers notice that his employment as
attorney was limited to those specific acts. But it is argued that
Kerr's employment was in fact confined to those acts, and that he was
not authorized to receive notice of the action of the local officers in
rejecting the appellant's application, and that consequently such notice
was not binding on the appellant. It is. insisted' that only attorneys
who file their appearance and authority for acting as attorneys for the
parties, whom they claim to-represent, can be recognized as such attorneys under the regulations of March I9Q 1887 (5 L. D., 308).
That Kerr was authorized to represent the appellant as his attorney
in regard to his desert land application cannot be denied upon the
admitted facts, and the appellant cannot be permitted to deny that
notice of the rejection of his application given to Kerr as his attorney
was notice to him. Walker v. Gwin, 25 L. D., 34; Duncan v. Rand, 19
L. D., 354; Atkins v. Creighton, 14 L. D., 287. The failure of the attorney to file written authority for his appearance would have justified
the local office in declining to recognize said attorney in the first
instance; but the absence of such' written authority can not now be

-
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taken advantage of by the applicant who, as hereinbefore shown, had
otherwise authorized said attorney to act for him in the premises.
2. The next point presented is in regard to the appellant's second
appeal.
It is admitted that the appellant was notified by the local officers of
the second rejection of his application on January 29, 1896, and the
record shows that the appellant's second appeal was not filed in the
local office until March 10, 1896. The time for appeal expired March
9, 1896. The appeal was consequently filed, too 'late. Affidavits were
filed by the appellant, tending to prove that. the appellant mailed to
the local officers at Miles City a copy of this appeal on March 3, 1896,
*and also that the said Kerr mailed to the local officers at Miles City
said appeal on February 26, 1896. But mailing an appeal to the local
officers within the time allowed for taking an appeal from them does
not bring the appeal within the rule as to time, if not received at thelocal land office within the period fixed therefor. (McLeod v. La Rock,
18 L. D., 137.)
3. In view of the foregoing, it is manifest that there is no error in
your office decision in the ruling complained of in the third assignment
of errors.
4. It is insisted that the entry of Mrs. Kyle is invalid because
allowed by the receiver at Miles City, in the absence of the register.
The record shows that William J. Smith, who made desert land entry
of said land July 16, 1894, but whose entry had been canceled on
October 5, 1895, filed a relinquishment of his entry on January 25,
1896, and that Mrs. Kyle, on January 27, 1896, presented a desert land
application for said land, which was accepted by the receiver in the
absence of the register, and that upon the register's return, the action
of the receiver was approved by him.
While it is true that a vacancy in the office of either the register or
receiver disqualifies the remaining officer for the performance of the
duties of his own office during the vacancy, the rule is not held to
apply to the case of the absence of one of the officers, when both
offices are filled. In the case of Clewell and Marsh, 2 L. D., 320, in
which Marsh had visited the receiver at his residence at some distance
from his office, and presented an application to enter a tract of land
under the homestead law, at the same time tendering the fees, and
the receiver accepted the application and the fees, the entry was
allowed. In the case of Paris Meadows et al., 9 L. D., 41, it was held
that a filing by Meadows, received and accepted by the receiver during
the temporary absence of 'the register, was not void because presented
to and accepted by the receiver in the absence of the register, as was
held in the original decision of the Department, and it was said:
On the other hand, I have no doubt that, when a paper is presented to and received
by the register, receiver, or an authorized clerk, and is duly made of record as a
declaratory statement, and placed on the proper files, it is then within the meaning
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of the law filed not only in the office, but with the officer to whom the law directs it,
provided the two offices of register and receiver are then filled. To hold otherwise
would tend to unsettle titles and give rise to interminable litigation, imposing upon
parties, who have in the utmost good faith attempted to fulfill every requirement of
the law, great trouble and expense, followed by the loss of claims and homes, which
on every principle of right and justice they have reason to think secure. (See
Walker v. Sewell, 2 L. D., 613.)

But the case of Potter v. United States, 107 U. S., 126, is conclusive
on the point. It is there held that the register and receiver were not
required to sit at the same time and concurrently pass upon the
sufficiency of the proof of settlement and improvement by pre-emptors;
*that if the proof is submitted to the register on one day and he is satisfied, there is nothing in the statute which implies that it may not be
lawfully submitted, at some subsequent day, to the receiver for his
approval; that they were nowhere required to meet and jointly consider
the sufficiency of the proof; that if both were satisfied, that is all the
law requires. It will be observed that the desert land law (19 Stat.,
377,) simply requires that the applicant shall file his declaration with
the register and receiver.
The fifth, sixth, and last errors assigned by the appellant are too
general to require special consideration. Rule of practice 88 requires a
specification of errors "which shall clearly and concisely designate the
errors of which he complains."
The decisions of your office are accordingly affirmed.

JONES

. PUTNAM.

Motion for review of departmental decision of October 31, 1898, 27
L. D., 575, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, January 9, 1899.

'HOMESTEAD

CONTEST-SECOND

ENTRY.

MAY V. COLEMAN (ON REVIEW).
''A homestead entry, made in good faith, for one hundred and sixty acres when the
entryman was entitled to take but eighty acres, is illegal only as to the excess,
and in sueh ease.the.entryman may be allowed to retain the eighty on which his
improvements are situated and relinquish the remainder.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land
(W. Y. D.)

Offie, January 11, 1899.

(C. W. P.)

This is a motion filed by the attorney for Jacob W. May to review the
decision of the Department of November 2, 1898, in the case of the
said May against James A. Coleman, affirming the action of your
office in canceling the entry of the 'said Coleman as to the S. i of the
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N-E. of Sec. 35, T. 28 N., R. 3 E., Perry land district, Oklahoma Territory, and allowing his entry of the N. t of said E. .to stand, subject to his compliance with the requirements of the homestead law, and
also awarding the S. J of the NE. 1 of said section to May.
The motion is based upon the same- grounds which were urged by
the attorney for May, in his elaborate brief in the case, when it was
before the Department upon the merits.
The record shows that Colernan made homestead entry of the NE.
of said See. 35, September 28, 1893; that on July 5, 1894, May filed an
affidavit of contest, charging that Coleman on May 15, 1877,
filed his homestead entry for the S. A SW. of Sec. 22, Tp. 14 S., range 1 E., in
Dickinson Co;, Kansas, submitted final proof on the same October 6, 1881, and
patent was issued in April, 1882; the tract contained eighty acres.

This affidavit was corroborated by one J. T. loward, who on May
23, 1895, withdrew his corroboration. On the motion of Coleman, May
wasrequired to amend his affidavit of contest, and on June 26, 1895,
he filed an amended affidavit, in which he charged that Coleman has
"totally exhausted his homestead right and has had the benefit of the
homestead law, and is thereby- disqualified from acquiring title to the
tract of land herein involved."
In these affidavits there is no charge of fraud or of wilful and deliberate peijury, but the charge is simply that the homestead entry made
by Coleman September 28, 1893, is illegal by reason of his having
exhausted his homestead right by his homestead entry of May 15, 1877.
The case was set for hearing on Marcb 27, 1896, and on motion of
Coleman the hearing was postponed to April 3,1896, when Mayappeared
in person and by attorney, but Coleman failed: to appear, and the case
was heard upon the evidence presented by May.
The local officers held that the contestant had sustained the charges
made in his contest affidavit, and had proven to their satisfaction that
Coleman's entry was fraudulent and voidable in its inception and
should be canceled, and they so recommended. Coleman appealed.
The evidence showed that Coleman, on May 15, 1877, made homestead entry of the S. A of the SW. 1 of Sec. 22, T. 14 S., R. 1 E., Salina
land district, Kansas, upon which he made final proof, and that final
certificate issued October 6, 1881, and patent April 29, 1882; that he
did not commute said entry, but made proof of his compliance with
the homestead law as to residence and cultivation for a period of five
years, less the term of his military service. There was also in evidence
a certified copy of the homestead affidavit of Coleman for the land in
controversy, which contains the averment that he-had not "heretofore
made entry under the homestead laws, or filed a soldier's declaratory
statement."

The contestant testified that Coleman told him that he had previous
to his entry of the land in controversy made a homestead entry in
Kansas, and that he had commuted it.
e also offered in evidence
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the deposition of R. L. Cormack, who testified that Coleman lived on
the land he entered in Kansas, about three years. This was all the
testimony in the case.

Your office did not decide directly upon the contest, but Coleman
having filed in your office a relinquishment of the S. of said NE. 4,
accompanied with the affidavit; which is set out, in substance, in the
decision complained of, your office held that Coleman was clearly entitled under section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 856), to make
an additional homestead entry of eighty acres, accepted his relinquishment, canceled his entry as to the S. of the said NE. 4, held his entryof the N. 4 of said NE. 1 intact, and awarded the S. of the said NE. 4
to the contestant. The decision complained of affirmed your decision.
The record shows that, at the time Coleman entered the land in controversy he was entitled, under the sixth section of the act of March2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854), to make an additional entry of eighty acres of
land. He made entry of one hundred and' sixty acres under th6 belief,
as he swears in the affidavit which accompanies his relinquishment,
that he was entitled to make entry for that quantity of land.
In the case of Legan v. Thomas (4 L. D., 441), the Department held
(syllabus) that an entry covering more than one hundred and sixty
acres will be canceled to the extent of the illegal excess, but that prior
to such cancellation the entire tract is preserved from all other appropriation; and in Henry C. Tingley's case, 8 L. D., 205, it was held that
a homestead entry, embracing tracts in two or more sections, must.
approximate one hundred and sixty acres, as nearly as practicable,
without requiring a division of the smallest legal subdivision included
therein; and that a homestead entry allowed in violation of this rule
is subject to attack for such illegality, and a preference right to enter
the lands finally excluded therefrom may be awarded to the adverse
claimant; and that the entryman should be allowed to select and
relinquish'one of the smallest legal subdivisions.
It is clear that Coleman's entry was only illegal as to the excess, and
that he should be' allowed to select the eighty acres on which his
improvements are situated and.relinquish the other eighty.
In regard to the objections that May, after he instituted his contest,
had a vested right to the land in controversy, if he successfully prosecuted his contest, of which he would be unlawfully deprived if Coleman were allowed to relinquish his claim to eighty acres of the land
- involved, and retain the other eighty, it is not necessary to add anything to what is said in the decision complained of.
The motion for review is therefore denied.
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MINING CLAIM-ANNUAL

EXPENDITURE-FINAL CERTIFICATE.

TRIPP ET AL. v. DUNPHY.
The expense of keeping .awatchman and custodian in charge of a mine that is not
being worked, may be properly charged as an item of annual expenditure.
The final certificate on a mineral entry should issue in the name of the heirs of the
applicant, where it is known at the date of its issuance that the applicant died
*prior to the submission of final proof and making payment for the land.

Acting Secretary Ryan to te Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(C. J. W.)
January 11, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
The ontr oversy in the above stated case involves mineral entry No.
458, for lot No. 37, sections 25 and 26, township 9 south, range 21 east,
M. D. M.. Stockton land district, California, and known as the Second
Volcano Quartz Mine. It appears that said claim was located by Mack
Culler and Sarah J. Beck, on November 21, 1882, and that William
Dunphy derived his possessory title from said locators, through a
regular chain of conveyances, set forth in the abstract of title filed
with the record, and that on March 12, 1892, said William Dunphy
filed his application for patent therefor.
Notice of the application was published and posted from March 19,
to May 21, 1892, during which period no adverse claim or protest was
filed.
- About the 17th of September, 1892, William Dunphy died, and on
March 6, 1896, Carmefi U. Dunphy, executrix of the estate of said
William Dunphy, made mineral entry No. 458 for said claim, but subsequently, by direction of your office, the name of William Dunphy was
substituted for that of Carmen U. Dunpiv executrix, in the final
certificate.
January 1, 1896, George A. Tripp and W. P. Thompson located the
Tripp Quartz mining claim, embracing the same land and lode as the
Second Volcano Quartz mine, and their location notice was recorded.
by the recorder of Madera county, on February 17, 1896.
On March 6, 1896, they filed their protest, verified by the affidavit of
Tripp alone, and on April 20, thereafter, filed the corroborative affidavits of H. E. Bigelow, 0. HI. Cole, John Brown, and W. H. Henderson.
The protest charged, in substance, the abandonment of the mine by
defendant and a failure to perform assessment work for the year
ending December 31, 1895, which it was insisted operated as a forfeiture
of the possessory title and left said mine legally subject to relocation.
On June 15, 1896, your office directed the local officers to allow a
hearing for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the claimants of
the Second Volcano Quartz mine performed the annual assessment work
therefor for the year ending December 31, 1895. Such hearing
occurred, at which both parties submitted testimony, and appears to
have closed on September 19, 1896.
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On December 28, 1896, the local officers rendered a joint decision, in
which they found that the owners of said Second Volcano Quartz mine
had expended upon it for the year 1895 more than was required by the
statute, and recommended that the protest be dismissed and that patent
issue in the name of William Dunphy. The protestants appealed from
this decision, and on, May 4, 1897, your office affirmed the local officers,
and dismissed the protest. The protestants have appealed to the
Department, upon the following grounds:
1st. That the preponderance of the evidence does establish that the said mining
claim was abandoned and forfeited by the said applicant prior to the location by
protestants.
2nd. That the protestants were in the quiet, peaceable, adverse and exclusive possession of said mining claim at the time entry was made by Carmen U. Dunphy.
3d. That the evidence shows that protestants' location was legally and regularly
made in compliance with all the laws, rules and customs governing the same.
4th. That the Honorable Commissioner erred in holding that Protestants were
obliged to show that the contestee abandoned and forfeited the said mine.
5th. The Honorable Commissioner erred in not requiring the contestee to show
that she had complied with the law, relative to holding and possessing a mining
claim on public land.
6th. That the Honorable Commissioner erred in holding it necessary to sustain the
protest that protestants were required to show the validity of their own location and
also to negative the claim of contestee.
7th. That the evidence fails to show that the contestee did or caused to have done
the one hundred dollars worth of work on said mine for the year 1895, as required
by law.

The vital issue in the case made by the respective contentions of the
parties, is whether or not the amount of assessment work required by
law had been done upon the mine by or for the defendant for the year
1895.
There is. a great deal of irrelevant testimony in the record, notice of
which is not deemed necessary. The proof shows clearly that E. E.
Calhoun, who made the affidavit showing the assessment work for the
year 1895, and who was dead at the time of the hearing, was the agent.
of defendant, and the watchman and keeper of the mine for its owner,
and understood the dutie& and responsibilities of such position. The
protestants, who subsequently made a relocation of this claim, knew of
its occupancy by Calhoun for the defendant, and Tripp made application
for Calhoun's place a short time before making relocation. That he had
full notice of defendant's claim is abundantly shown, and not denied.
There was no abandonment of it by the owner, and if his right to it
was lost, it could in this case only be because of a failure to have the
assessment work performed for the year 1895.
In reference to this matter, the proof shows that defendant paid in
cash for labor on the mine in 1895 eighty-eight dollars, for which receipts
are exhibited, and that other payments were made, not in actual cash,
but its equivalent, which, when added to the cash payments, raise the
expenditures on assessment work for 1895 to much more than one
hundred dollars. It is objected to these items of expenditure that they
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can not properly be charged to the account of assessment work. It
appears from the evidence that the agent, Calhoun, was to have, as
compensation for looking after the mine, tle use of a dwelling house,
consisting of several rooms, near by, but not ol the property, which
belonged to the estate of the mine owner; that Calhoun was postmaster, and not only resided in the building, but used one room as a
post-office, and the building was shown to be worth four or five dollars
per month for rent. It further appears that nothing on this account
was embraced in Calhoun's receipt, which was for cash paid for specified work. It is denied by protestants that the expense of keeping a
watchman over the mine can be properly charged as au item of assessment expenditure. If this sort of service may be properly classed as
labor on the mine, it would then be within the express terms of section
2324 of the Revised Statutes.
That one who guards and cares for the works, machinery, and buildings of a developed mine, which has been worked, ut in which mining
operations are temporarily suspended, performs an important and
necessary service can not be doubted.
In the case of Lockhart et. al. v. Rollins, 21 Pacific Reporter, 413, it
was held by the supreme court of Idaho (syllabus) that:
- Where mining works are idle, time and labor of a watchman and custodian expended
on the property in taking care of it is labor done on the claim.

This seems to be a reasonable interpretation of the law, and under it
the value of the use of the building furnished Calhoun could be properly allowed as a credit on his assessment account.' This item alone
added to the eighty-eight dollars paid in cash, would make the expenditures on the mine for the year 1895 over one hundred dollars.
There is another item, connected with the agreement made with one
Lee, a Chinaman, who removed the old mill building and stacked the
lumber, which the defendant is fairly entitled to have added to the
amount paid on assessment work. It seems that Lee was to have ten
dollars, which was paid him in cash, and certain quartz and tailings
from the mill, which appears to have yielded several dollars.
It is manifest that the estate of defendant paid out much more than
a hundred dollars- for the year 1895, in the effort to preserve the hoisting works and other valuable appendages of the mine, and the steps
taken indicate not an intention to abandon the claim, but rather the
reverse.
While there is some conflict in the testimony, the decided weight of
it is in favor of defendant,, who appears to have paid five thousand
dollars for his possessory title, and to have maintained his claim by a
substantial compliance with the law as to annual work.
The material facts elicited at the hearing are sufficiently set forth in
your office decision.
If the testimony of GeorgeC.Crane, the bookkeeper for the Dunphy estate, who acted under instructions from those interested in it,
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and who paid out money. for it, is to be credited, it is manifest both
that it was the purpose of the owners to maintain their claim to the
mine, and that the assessment work for 1895 was done. The protestants insist that Crane is impeached by statements made by him in a
trial before a justice of the peace several months before the hearing
when he was charged with malicious mischief f6r working upon the
claim in question, which statements they claim are inconsistent with
his testimony at the hearing. No foundation was laid for the introdue-'
tion of this secondary evidence, but if it is to be considered as having
a place in the record, the vagueness and uncertainty of it leaves Crane's
testimony unimpaired.
It is noticed that by direction of your office the final certificate issued
to Carmen U. Dunphy, executrix, was changed by substituting the
name of William Dunphy, the deceased applicant for patent. As it
was known at the time of issuing such final certificate that William
1)unphy died after making application for patent and before submitting final proof and making payment of the purchase money.for the
land and thereby earning title, it appears that the certificate should
have been issued in the name of "the heirs of William Dunphy,
deceased," and the certificate should now be so corrected.
Both parties have participated in all of the proceedings in this case,
including the hearing in the local office, the appeal to your office and
the appeal to the Department without calling attention to or asking a
decision of the question, if any, growing out of the failure of William
Dunphy, his heirs and representatives, to carry his application for
mineral patent to entry within a reasonable time after the expiration of
the period of publication and such question. is not intended to be
considered as determined or decided by what is here done or said.
As modified herein your office decision is accordingly affirmed.

REPAYMENT-DESERT LAND ENTRY.
THoMAs R. DEAN.
One who submits final proof and secures patent on part of the land embraced in his
desert land entry, and relinquishes the remainder, and then applies for repayment of the money paid on the relinquished tract, will not be heard to say that
his entry was "'erroneously allowed.,"

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the GeneralLand Office, January
(W. V. D.)
13, 1899.
(C. J. G.)
The record in this case shows that Thomas R. Dean made desert
land entry No. 424, April 14, 1890, for the E. A of SE. Sec. 25, T. 36 N.,
R. 11 E., and NE. 4ISE.tE.iof SW. 4., lots3 and 4, and SE. I of NW.
Sec. 30, T. 36 N., R. 12 E., M. D. M., containing 601.95 acres, Susanville
land district, California.
12781-VOL 28
2
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June 6, 1890, final proof was made and final certificate issued for the
NE. , NW. 1 of SE. 4, E. of SW. 4, lots 3 and 4, SE.
f NW. Sec.
30, T. 36 N., R. 12 E., M. D. M., containing 401.35 acres. Proof was
not made on a portion of the original entry, to wit, the E. A of the SE 1.
Sec. 25, T. 36 N., R. 11 E., and the E. SE. -,SW. SE. i Sec. 30, T. 36
N., R. 12 E., M. D. M. Dean relinquished all his right, title and claim
to this portion of his original entry, and May 23, 1891, your office canceled said entry to that extent.
November 9, 1891, patent issued on that portion of Dean's entry for
which final proof was made.
April 9, 1897, Dean filed an application for repayment of the purchase money paid by him on the portion of ig original entry that had
been relinquished. The basis of said application was:
The entry was erroneously allowed for the reason that the entryman had previously made a Lassen county filing, for lands in sections 29 and 32, T. 36 N., R. 12 E.,
No. 861, on July 18, 1887, and had thereby exhausted his right to make desert land
entry.

May 10, 1897, your office, after stating the facts in the case denied
the said application for repayment, and Dean has now filed an appeal
to the Department.
Without discussing the allegations of error set forth in the said
appeal it is sufficient to state that Dean, having submitted his proof
and received patent for a portion of the land included in his entry, will
not now be heard to say that said entry was erroneously allowed.
Your office decision is hereby affirmed.
FRANK

. CORLiss' HEIRS.

Motion for review of departmental decision of October 8, 1898, 27
L. D., 510, denied by Secretary Bliss, January 13, 1899.

RA1ROA1)

GRANT-1ANDS EXcEiPT:ED-sETTLEMENT CLAIM.
U:NiON PACIFIC Ry.

Co. v.

GRANT.

The occupancy and improvement of land at the date of the definite location of the
Union Pacific road, do not constitute a pre-emption claim that has "attached"
at such time, within the meaning of the excepting clause in the grant to sald
company..

Secretary Bliss to the Commissiloner of the General Land Q e, January
(F. W. C.)
13, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
The Union Pacific Railway Company has appealed from your office
decision of June 16, 1896, sustaining the action of the local officers in
holding the NW. i of Sec. 5, T. 5 S., R. 70 W., Denver land district,
Colorado, to have been excepted from the grant made to aid in the construction of that portion of the Union Pacific railway formerly known
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as the Denver Pacific railroad, by reason of the settlement claim of one
Mrs. Townsend existing at the date of the filing and approval, on
August 20, 1869, of the map of definite location of that portion of the
line of the road opposite this tract.
From the records of your office it does not appear that any claim has
ever been asserted to this tract prior to the tender, on October 16, 1884,
of the homestead application of Frederic H. Grant, which application
was accompanied by his affidavit, corroborated, in which he alleged
that he had been acquainted with the land for ten years, that when he
first knew it there were very old buildings and improvements upon it,
and that he, afflaut,is informed that it was settled upon, resided upon, and improved, by a Mrs. Townsend, a widow, in or prior to the year 1868, and that she continned to reside upon
and improve said land nuntil after the definite location of the line of the Denver
Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, August 20, 1869.

Upon said allegation hearing was ordered, clue notice being given
the company, and at the time appointed two witnesses were introduced
on behalf of Grant. John Davis, the principal witness, testifies that
he first became acquainted with this land in 1868, that at that time the
land was unsurveyed, the plat of survey not being filed until 1874, and
that Mrs. Townsend was at that time living upon what after surver
became the NW. of said section 5, being the tract here in question;
that she had a small portion of the SW.4 of said section cultivated at
that time, and that he, Davis, purchased of her the improvements upon
the SW. i; that Mrs. Townsend's house was finished in the spring of
the following year, and that she resided upon the land at intervals.
until 1870, when she sold the remainder of her improvements upon the
tract here in question, also to him, Davis. During the year 1869 she
planted to potatoes a small piece of the tract here in question, and this,
together with her house upon the tract, constituted her entire improvement.
As to her qualification to assert a settlement claim.,the record is very
neager. Both the witnesses introduced by Grant swear that she
intended to claim the tract under the pre-emption law, that she
appeared to be a native-born citizen, and that the general report was
that she was a divorced woman. She does not appear to have been
heard from since 1870, and does not appear to have ever initiated a
claim to the land by any proceeding in the local office.
Upon the record thus made the local officers found that the tract here
in question " was in the possession and occupancy of a Mrs. Townsend,
who claimed the same under the pre-emption laws," and held "that
the land was excepted from the operation of the grant, and therefore
recommended that Frederic H. Grant's application to make his homestead filing upon the land be accepted." Upon appeal by the railroad
company your office sustained thetlocal office, as before stated, and the
company has prosecuted the case by appeal to this Department.
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The grant under which the Union Pacific Railway Company lays
claim to this tract is similar to the grant made to aid i the construction
of the Central Pacific railroad, and provides that the odd-numbered
sections granted are those " to which a pre-emption or homestead claim
may not have attached at the time the line of said road is definitely
fixed," and in the recent case of Wight v. Central Pacific Railroad Co.
(27 L. D., 182) it was held that:
It is true that somne of the departmental decisions have given recognition to claims
resting only on settlement, possession, cultivation or improvements existing t the
time of definite location, but as applied to grants which are in terms and i legal
effect the same as the one now under consideration they are in conflict with the
decisions of the supreme court and can not be followed.

Again, in the case of the Central Pacific Railroad Co. v. Hulsaker
(27 L. D., 297), the decision in the case of Wight v. Central Pacific
Railroad Co., sujira, was referred to and followed.
Under these decisions, which are in harmony with the repeated
rulings of the supreme court involving a construction of the grant
under which appellant lays claim, it must be held that the record
before the Department does not evidence such a claim to the land
under consideration, at the time of the filing or approval of the company's map of definite location, as would serve to except the tract from
the operation of the grant, and your office decision is accordingly
reversed and the application by Grant to make homestead entry of this
land will stand rejected.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-DESEHTED

WIFE-SETTLEMENT RIGHT.

SINNETT V. CHE EKE.
The right of a deserted wife to make entry of the land embraced within the relinquished homestead entry of her husband, depends upon her settlement on the
land when his entry is canceled, and to be effective, as against an adverse
claimant, must be asserted within three months from such cancellation.

Secretary Bliss to the Comissioner of the General Land Ofce, Janutary
(W. V. D.)
13, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
The land in controversy, to wit, the E. A SE. and SE. 1 NE. , See.
23, and SW. - SW. , S ec. 24, T. 39, R. 18 W., BoonvilleMissouri, was
formerly embraced in the homestead entry of Jacob M; Sinnett, made
October 24, 1889, which he relinquished December 10, 1894, and on the
same day Stephen R. Cheek made homestead entry of said tracts.
On October 10, 1895, Mary A. Sinnett contested said entry, alleging
that she was the deserted wife of Jacob M. Sinnett; that-she furnished
the money to make his entry; that she lived on said land with her husband from date of entry until February, 1892, when he took her and
their children to her father's house in an adjoining county on a pretended visit, but did not return for them, although he promised to do
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so; that while her hsband, the entryman, had lived on the land sufficient time to entitle him to a patent, he declined to make final proof,
but relinquished said entry in favor of the defendant to deprive her of
her rights, of which the defendant had notice.
At the hearing the facts alleged in the contest were substantially
proven, except as to any collusion between defendant and Sinnett with
the intention of defrauding her, although he-knew that she had placed
on record a notice that she claimed a homestead in said land.
There is no question that her absence front the land while on a visit
to her father was enforced by the failure of her husband to take her
back to the homestead as he had promised, and to which she was
always willing to return. But although it maybe conceded that his
residence was her residence until after his abandonment of contestant,
and that when the relinquishment was executed and his purpose to
abandon her was manifested, she was constructively residing on the
land, it does not appear that she took any steps to secure her rights as
a settler until nearly one year after the entry of Cheek. Whatever
right she may have had to make entry of this particular land as the
deserted wife of Sinnett must have depended upon her settlement upon
the land at the date of the cancellation of his entry, and this right
could only have been preserved and maintained by proper proceedings
in the land office within three months from the initiation of her right,
either by making entry of the land or by filing within that period a
contest against the entry of Cheek.
As no action was taken by her until ten months after the entry of
Cheek, whatever right she might have had was barred by this delay.
The decision of your office dismissing the contest and holding
Cheek's entry intact is affirmed.
]REPAYMENT-ENTRY CANCELED FOR CONFLICT.
GEORGE D.

CLONINGER.

An entry that on contest is canceled on account of the superior right of a bona fide
settler is "'canceled for conflict" within the meaning of the repayment act of
June 16,1880.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D.)
13, 1899.
(G. C. R.)
George D. Cloninger has appealed from your offiee decision of September 9, 1897, which denied his application for repayment of fees and
commissions paid on homestead entry, No. 8080, for the N. of the
SW. of Sec. 36, T. 30, R. 10 W., Ironton, Missouri.
It appears that a former application for repayment, &c., on said entry
was made by Cloninger in March, 1886, and was on April 15, next thereafter, denied because "the law does not provide for repayment in cases
where parties voluntarily relinquish or abandon their claims;" and the
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decision appealed from denied the application because of the former
action of your office, which had not been appealed from.
It appears that (loninger's entry of said tract was canceled in January, 1886, as a result of a contest brought by one Hensley, alleging prior
settlement upon the land. It would therefore appear that the applieant did not "voluntarily relinquish," as found by your office in its
decision of April 13, 1886, denying the repayment.
Sec. 2 of the act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287), provides that:
In all cases where homestead or timber-culture or desert-land entries or other
entries of public lands have heretofore or shall hereafter lie canceled for conftict, or
?where, from any canse, the entry has been erroneously allowed and can not be con.firmed, the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to be repaid to the person who made
~suoh entry, or to his heirs or assigns, the fees and commissions, amount of purchase
-money, and excess paid upon the same upon the surrender of the duplicate receipt
-and the execution of a proper relinquishment of all claims to said land, whenever
such entry shall have been duly canceled by the Commissioner of the General Land
'Offlce.

It appears that Cloninuger's entry was canceled "for conflict"-that
is, his entry was canceled because it conflicted with the superior rights
of a bona Jide settler, and that those rights were determined by a contest properly initiated and successfully proseeuted.
iles N. Ydsti (27
L. D., 616). The case therefore falls within the meaning of the statute.
The decision appealed from is reversed, and the application for
re-payment will be allowed.

RErPAYMENT-DESERT LAND ENTRY.

EDWAnD BARR.
Where a desert entry, not "erroneously allowed," is canceled for failure to effect
reclamation within the statutory period, the eutrymian is not entitled to repayment on a showing that he did not reclaiul the land because he believed it
might be held subject to a railroad grant.
Acting

eeretary Ryan to the Commissioner of te

{W. V. D.)

January 6, 1899.

General

Land Oce,
(G. C. R.)

On December 19, 1887, Edward Baer made desert land entry for the
NE. of Sec. 23, T. 5 N., R. 5 W., S. B. M., Los Angeles, California.
He paid fifty cents an acre, amounting to eighty dollars, on the date
of said entry. Upon the expiration of the statutory period for making
proof of reclamation, he was notified to show cause why his entry should
not be canceled for failure to comply with the law, etc. Failing to
respond thereto, his entry was, on October 20, 1891, duly canceled.
On June 1, 1897, he relinquished all claim to the land, and applied for
a return of the fees, conmissions and purchase moneys by him expended
in making said entry. He accompanied his application with an affidavit, in which he states
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that he never made any attempt to reclaim the land embraced in said entry, for the
reason that shortly after date of entry it became a matter of public notice that
the Hon. Secretary of the Interior had, in a communication dated June 23,1888, to
the Commissioner of the U. S. General Land Office, informed that official that the
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. would contend for lands claimed by it under its grants
in the courts;

that he "ascertained" that his entry covered land claimed by said
railroad company "to have been reserved for it under an act of Congress, approved July 26, 1866," which grant had not been finally
adjusted, and therefore his entry was "erroneously allowed" for the
reason that the land department had no jurisdiction over the land
embraced therein until the grant had been finally adjusted and the
land excepted therefrom; that even if he reclaimed the land and made
final proof, etc., it would avail him nothing, if the court confirmed the
claim of the company; or he might be defeated after reclamation, etc.,
should it later appear that the company had sold the land, etc.
Your office, by decision dated July 7, 1897, denied his application
for a return of the purchase money, and he has appealed to this
Department.

It appears that said desert land entry embraces land in an odd sec.
tion and within the primary limits of the grant to the Atlantic and
Pacific Railroad Company (act of July 27, 1866, 14 Stat., 292), and
within the indemnity limits of the Southern Pacific Railroad. The
grant to both companies was made by the same act. The withdrawal
for the benefit of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company under that
act was made March 22, 1867, but this withdrawal was revoked August
15 ,1887 (6 L. D., 92).
The act of July 6, 1886 (24 Stat., 123), forfeited the grant to the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, and the record fails to show*
that the Southern Pacific Railroad Company ever selected the tract.
Tile entry in question was therefore not "erroneously allowed"
within the meaning of'the statute which authorizes repayment. The
fact that the appellant was dissuaded from complying with the law
after entry, on the grounds that said company might at some future
time claim the land, and that he might after-all lose its purchase price
and his labor in its reclamation, will not justify, under the terms of the
statute, the repayment applied for.
The decision appealed from is affirmed..

ROBERTSON v. PHILLIPS.

Petition for re-review denied, January 13, 1899, by Secretary Bliss.
See departmental decisions reported in 27 L. D., 74 and 369.
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MTINING CLAIM-NOTICE OF APPLICATION-EXCLUSION.
,WOODS V. HOLDEN LIT AL.
Where the notice of an application for a mineral patent excepts and excludes
therefrom all conflict with a specified survey, no portion of the land embraced
in said survey, as it existed at the time when the posting and publication
of said notice commenced, should be included within the entry allowed under
said application.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,: Janary
13, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
(W. V. D.)
The previous decisions of the Department in this case were made
February 14, 1898 (26 L. D., 198), and September 12, 1898 (27 L. D., 3.75).
The case is again before the Department upoul the motion of Holden
et al. for a reconsideration of so much of said decisions as holds that
the Mary Mabel entry, as allowed by the local office, improperly
embraces a part of the area in conflict with the Little Montana. In
support of this contention it is said that before the filing of the application for patent to the MIary Mabel, the owners of the Little Montana,
in recognition of the superiority of the right of the owners of the Mary
Mabel to that portion of the conflict between the Mary Mabel and
Little Montana which is embraced in the Mary Mabel entry, waived,
renounced and abandoned all fight thereto and thereby recognized the
same as being a part of the Mary Mabel; and that while the notices of
the application for patent to the Mary Mabel excepted and excluded
the conflict with the Little Montana, the words of exception and
exclusion in such notices had reference to that portion of said conflict
which was at that time claimed by the owners of the Little Montana
and did not refer to that portion thereof which had been theretofore.
waived, renounced and abandoned by the owners of the Little
Montana. Assuming, as was dne in the decision of February 14,
1898, that prior to the application for. patent to the Mary Mabel, the
owners of the Little Montana had relinquished to the United States
for the use of the Mary Mabel that portion of said conflict which is
embraced in the Mary Mabel entry, it does not. follow that this contention is correct. Its weakness lies in the fact that the notices of the
application for patent to the Mary Mabel excepted and excluded the
conflict with survey "No. 8826, Little Mdontaina lode." Whatever was
embraced and included with this survey was excepted and excluded
by the Mary Mabel notices, which clearly conveyed the information
that the conflict with survey "No. 8826, Little Montana lode," was
excepted and excluded in its entirety from the claim sought to. be
patented under such notices. At the time of the application for patent
to the Mary Mabel and during the greater portion of the period of
publication and posting of the notices of that application, survey
No. 8826 of the Little Montana lode embraced and included the entire
conflict with the Mary Mabel, and it was not until about a week before
the expiration of such period of publication and posting that any
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change was made in that survey. It was then amended so as to
eliminate that portion of said conflict which is now in controversy, but
that amendment did not operate retrospectively so as to reduce and
diminish the exception and exclusion expressly made in the Mary
Mabel notices as theretofore published and posted. Considering the
purpose for which these notices were published and posted, they must
be considered as referring to survey No. 8826 as it existed at the time
when the publication and posting of the notices was commenced.
There has been no attempt to produce an instrument or conveyance
whereby the owners of the Little Montana have relinquished to the
United States for the benefit of the Mary Mabel, or otherwise, any
portion of the area in conflict between the Mary Mabel and Little
Montana, but it is asserted that the course pursued by the owners of
the Little Montana in obtaining a patent to that claim amounts to a
waiver or abandonment of that portion of the conflict which is embraced
in the-Mary Mabel entry. Whatever may have been the effect of these
proceedings upon the right of the owners of the Little Montana to this
portion of said conflict, the question of its inclusion or exclusion by
the Mary Mabel notices must be determined not by ascertaining whether
.it was then claimed by the owners of the Little Montana, but by ascertaining whether it was then a part of survey No. 8826 of the Little
Montana lode.
It appearing that the contention made by the motion for reconsideration is not well taken, that motion is denied and is herewith transmitted for the files of your office.

PRICE oF LAND IiN1RAILROAD LIMITS-ACT OF MARCH 27. 1854.

HANS OLESON.
Under a railroad grant which provides that "the sections and parts of sections
which by such grant renain to the United States ....
shall not be sold for less
than double minimum," the sections so renaining are identified when the map
showing the definite location of the line of road is filed and accepted, and from
such time, irrespective of any order of withdrawal or notice to the local office,
are subject to sale only at the double minimum price.
The act of March 27, 1854, providing that settlers on "public lands which have been
or may be withdrawn from market in consequence of proposed railroads, and
who had settled thereon prior to such withdrawal shall be entitled to pre-emption at the ordinary minimum," refers to and contemplates withdrawals that are
made in anticipation of the location of proposed roads, and not such as are
.made after the, road has been definitely located, and in recognition of rights
which have attached thereunder.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D.)
14, 1899.
(Go. B. G.)
I have considered the application of Hans Oleson for repayment of
an alleged excess paid by him upon his preemption entry covering the
NE. i of Sec. 14, T. 118, R. 41 W., Marshall land district, Minnesota.
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The application is made under the act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287),
and is before the Department on appeal from your office decision of
May 5, 1896, holding that " as Hans Oleson's settlement .was onlMay 1,
1868, subsequent to the date of definite location of the railroad, the
price he paid, $2.50 per acre, was the proper price."
This land is within the primary limits of the grant made by the act
of July.4, 1866. to the State of Minnesota (14 Stat., 87), and conferred
by the State upon what afterwards became the Hastings and Dakota
Railway Company. The granting act contained the following provisions material to the questions here presented:
That there be, and is hereby, granted to the State of Minnesota, for the purpose
of aiding in the construction of a railroad from Houston, in the county of Houston,
through the counties of Fillmore, Mower, Freeborn, and Faribault, to the western
boundary of the State; and also for a railroad from Hastings, through the counties
of Dakota, Scott, Carver, and McLeod, to such point on the western boundary of
the State as the legislature of the State may determine, every alternate section of
laud designated by odd numbers to the amount of five alternate sections per mile
on each side of said road; but in case it shall appear that the United States have,
when the lines of route of said roads are definitely located, sold any section, or part
thereof, granted as aforesaid, or that the right of preemption or homestead settlement has attached to the same, or that the same has been reserved by the United
States for any purpose whatever, then it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the
Interior to cause to be selected, for the purposes aforesaid, from the public lands of
the United States nearest to the tiers of sections above specified, so much land in
alternate sections or parts of sections, designated by odd numbers, as shall be equal
to such lands as the United States have sold, reserved, or otherwise appropriated,
or to which the right of homestead settlement or preemption has attached as aforesaid, which lands, thus indicated by odd numbers and sections, by the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, shall be held by said State of Minnesota for the pnrposes and uses aforesaid:
That the sections and parts of sections of land which by such grant shall remain
to the United States within ten miles on each side of said road shall not be sold for
less than double the minimum price of public lnds.

The line or route of said road was definitely located through the
township in which the land covered by Oleson's entry lies by the filing
and acceptance of the map of definite location June 26, 1867. An order
purporting to make a withdrawal of the lands falling to the grant,
according to this definite location, was made by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office April 22, 1868, notice of which was received
at the local office May 7, 1868.
Oleson settled upon the tract and filed his preemption declaratory
statement therefor May 1, 1868. He thereafter submitted proof and
made payment for the land at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre, but the amount paid not being satisfactory to your
office he made an additional payment of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre for the return of which the application under consideration is made.
It is contended that inasmuch as Oleson's settlement and filing were
made before notice of definite location was received at the local office,
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he was entitled to preempt this land at one dollar and twenty-five cents
per acre, and that having been erroneously required to pay two dollars
and fifty cents per acre, he is entitled to repayment of the excess, by
virtue of the act of June 1, 1880 (supra).
When did the definite location of the line or route of said road
become operative and what was the effect thereof upon the price of the
alternate even numbered settions within the limits of the grant?
InI view of the contentions of counsel, and to avoid any possible
uncertaintyin the decisions of the Department, these questions deserve
extended consideration.
This grant was of five alternate sections per mile, designated by odd
numbers, on each side of said road, subject to the condition that if
when the line or route of said road was " definitelylocated ," the United
States bad sold any such section or part thereof, or if the right of preemption or homestead settlement had attached thereto, or if the same
had been reserved by the United States for any purpose whatever,
then the lands so sold, preempted, homesteaded or reserved, should
be excepted from the grant and it should be the duty of the Secretary
of the Interior to cause to be selected from adjacent public lands an
equal quantity of other lands in lieu of those so excepted.
In the case of Van Wyck v. Knevals (106 U. ., 360, 365), the court
had under consideration the question of when the rights of the Saint
Joseph and Denver City Railroad Company attached to the sections of
land grantted to the State of Kansas for the use and benefit of that
company by the act of July 23, 1866 (14 Stat., 210), and particularly
the significance of the term " definitely fixed," as used in that act, which
corresponds to the term "definitely located" used in the act here under
consideration. In that case the court said:
The grant is of ten alternate sections, designated by odd numbers, on each side of
the proposed road, subject to the condition that if it, appear, when the route of the
road is "definitely fixed," that the United States have sold any section or a part
thereof, or the right of preemption or homestead settlement has attached, or the
same has been reserved by the United States for any purpose, the Secretary of the
Interior shall cause an equal quantity of other lands to be selected from odd sections
nearest those designated in lieu or the lands appropriated, which shall be held by
the State for the saine purpose. The grant is one tit prasenti, except as its operation
is affected by that condition; that is, it imports the transfer, subject to the limitations mentioned, of a present interest in the lands designated. The difficulty in
immediately giving full operation to it arises from the fact that the sections designated as granted are inepable of identification until the route of the road is
"definitely fixed."
The inquiry then arises, When is the route of the road to be considered as "definitely fixed" so that the grant attaches to the adjoining sections? The complainant
in the court below, who derives his title from the company, contends that the route

is definitely fixed, within the meaning of the act of Congress, when the company
files with the Secretary of the Interior a map of its lines, approved by its directors,
designating the route of the proposed road. On the other hand, the defendant,the appellant here,-who acquired his interest by a subsequent entry of the lands
and a patent therefor, contends that the route can not be deemed definitely fixed, so
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that the grant attaches to any particular sections and cuts off the right of entry
thereof until the lands are withdrawn from market by order of the Secretary of the
Interior, and notice of the order of withdrawal is communicated to the local landofficers in the districts in which the lands are situated.
We are of opinion that the position of the complainant is the correct one. The
route must be considered as "definitely fixed" when it has ceased to be the subject
of change at the volition of the company. Until the map is filed with the Secretary
of the Interior the company is at liberty to adopt such a route as it may deem best,
after an examination of the ground has disclosed the feasibility and advantages of
different lines. But when a route is adopted by the company and a map designating it is filed with the Secretary of the Interior and accepted by that officer, the
route is established; it is, in the language of the act, " definitely fixed," and can not
be the subject of future change, so as to affect the grant, except upon legislative
consent. No further action is required by the company to establish the route. It
then becomes the duty of the Secretary to withdraw the lands granted from market.
But if he should neglect this duty, the neglect would not impair the rights of the
company, however prejudicial it might prove to others. Its rights are not made
dependent upon the issue of the Secretary's-order, or upon notice of the withdrawal
being given to the local land-officers. Congress, which possesses the absolute power
of alienation of the public lands, has prescribed the period at which other parties
than the grantee named shall have the privilege of acquiring a right to portions of
the lands specified, and neither the Secretary nor any other officer of the Land
Department can extend the period by requiring something to be done subsequently
and until done, continuing the right of parties to settle on the lands as previously.
Otherwise, it would be in their power, by vexatious or dilatory proceedings to defeat
the act of Congress, or at least seriously impair its benefit. Parties learning of the
route established-and they would not fail to know it-might between the filing of
the map and the notice to the local land-officers, take up the most valuable portions
of the lands. Nearness to the proposed road would add to the value of the sections
and lead to a general settlement upon them.

Under this decision it is clear that the right of the railway company
in the case at bar attached to the granted sections June 26, 1867, upon
the, filing and acceptance of its map of definite location, and no order
of withdrawal by the Commissioner of the General Land Office or
notice to the local office Was necessary to give effect thereto.
What was the effect of this definite location upon the even numbered
sections within the place linits of the grant?
Section 2 of the granting act provides, as before shown,
that the sections and parts of sections of land which by such grant remain to the
United States within ten miles on each side of said' road shall not be sold for less
than double the minimum price of public lands.

The sections and parts of sections which ".renain to the United
States'? include the alternate even numbered sections within the geographical limits of the grant. When may these be said to remain to
the United States within the meaning of the granting act? Obviously,
that which identifies the lands passing under the grant equally identifies those not passing, that is, those remaining to the United States.
This identification, under the terms of the granting adt, is accomplished
by the filing and acceptance of the map of definite location. Congress
having directed that the lands which "remain to the United States
. ..

shall not be sold for less than double the minimum price of
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public lands," it follows that when the identification of the lands so
remaining is accomplished, the double minimum price attaches at once
by reason of the legislative direction, and, thereafter, such lands can
not be sold for less than double the minimum price.
This view not only seems to be in accord with the letter of the law,
but it is the only one finding support therein which would not, to a
greater or less extent, defeat the object of this portion of the granting
act. The legislative policy in making land grants to railroads was
primarily to develop the country; and it was thought that there would
result an increase in the value of the public lands remaining to the
United States within the limits of the grants, so that the sale of those
lands at double the usual price would compensate the government for
the loss of the lands granted. If a time subsequent to that at which
the line of road becomes definitely located were fixed for the attaching
of the increased price, the lands remaining to the United States might
be appropriated at single minimum, after such definite location and
before the attaching of the'increased price, and the purpose and intent
of the law be thereby defeated. As said by the supreme court in tile
case of Van Wyck v. Knevals, spra:
Parties learning of the route established-and they would not fail to know itmight, between the filing of the map and the notice to the local land-officers, take up
the mnost valuable portions of the lands; nearness to the proposed road would add to
the value of the sections and lead to a general settlement upon them.

It is stated in counsel's brief that the order of April 22, 1868, contained the following direction:
When legal inceptive iights have attached under the preemption laws prior to the
receipt of this letter, you will permit the party to prove up and pay for the land at
$1.25 per acre.

Counsel is mistaken in this statement, for there is no such provision
in that order. A withdrawal of lands upon a trial line of said road,
made July 12, 1866, contained a provision in substance like that quoted,
but the tract embraced by Oleson's entry was not within the limits of
that withdrawal, so the terms thereof could not affect the matter now
under consideration.
The order of April 22, 1868, was made by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, was addressed to the local officers and concluded
with the following direction: "The withdrawal herein ordered will
take effect from the receipt of this." After calling attention to the
fact that the company had filed its map of definite location June 26,
1867, the order directed the local officers to withhold from all entry the
odd numbered sections within the limits of the grant and to withhold
the even numbered sections from private entry, but to permit preemption and homestead entry thereof at the increased price of $2.50 per
acre. Congress having prescribed in the granting act the time when
the company's rights to the granted lands would attach and when the
lands remaining to the United States would be increased in price, viz,
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upon the definite location of the line or route of the road, it was not
competent for the Commissioner of the General Land Office to prescribe a different time, and thus defeat the will of Congress, and the
concluding paragraph in the order of April 22,1868, can not be given
that effect. This order must be treated as intended to enforce proper
recognition of the fact that by operation of law the right of the company had attached to the granted lands and the lands remaining to
the United States had been increased in price upon the definite location
of the line or route of the road, and should not be treated as an attempt
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office to postpone the effect
given by the statute to such definite location.
In speaking of the operation and effect of an order of withdrawal
made upon the filing of the map of general route of the Northern
Pacific Railroad, it is said i Buttz v. Northern Pacific Railroad (119
U. S., 55, 72, 73):
When the general route of the road is thus fixed in good faith, and information
thereof given to the Land Department by filing the map thereof with the Commissioner of the General Land Office, or the Secretary of the Interior, the law withdraws from sale or preemption the odd sections to the extent of forty miles on each
side. The-object of the law in this :particular is plain: it is to preserve the land for
the company to which, in aid of the construction of the road, it is granted.
Although the act does not require the officers of the Land Department to give notice
to the local land officers of the withdrawal of the odd sections from sale or preemption, it has been the practice of the Department in such cases to formally withdraw
them. It can not be otherwise than the exercise of a wise precaution by the Department to give such information to the local land officers as may serve to guide aright
those seeking settlements on the public lands; and thus prevent settlements and
expenditures connected with them which would afterwards prove to be useless.
In the present case, the general route of the road was indicated by the map filed
in the office of the Secretary of the Interior on the 21st of February, 1872. It does
not appear that any objection was made to the sufficiency of the map, or to the
route designated, in any particular. Accordingly, on the 30th of March, 1872, the
Commissioner of the General Land Office transmitted a diagram or map, showing
this route, to the officers of the local land office in Dakota, and by direction of the
Secretary ordered them to withhold from sale, location, preemption, or homestead
entry all surveyed and unsurveyed odd numbered sections of public land falling
within the limi ts of forty miles, as designated on the map.

In St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company v. Northern Pacific Railroad Company (139 U. S., 1, 18), in following the case of Buttz v.
Northern Pacific Railroad, suIprcc, and in speaking of the same order of
withdrawal of the lands -along the general route, it is said: "His
action in formally announcing their withdrawal was only giving publicity to what the law itself declared."
It is urged by counsel that since Oleson's settlement was made befo e
the order of April 22, 1868, was received at the local office, he was entitled under the act of March-27, 1854 (10 Stat., 269), since incorporated
into section 2281 of the Revised Statutes), to preempt the land so settled upon, at $1.25 per acre. This act read as follows:
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That every settler on public lands which have been or may be withdrawn from
market in consequence of proposed railroads, and who had settled thereon prior to
such withdrawal, shall be entitled to preemption at the ordinary minimum to the
lands settled on and cultivated by them: Prorided, They shall prove up their rights
according to such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of
the Interior, and pay for the same before the day that may be fixed by the President's
proclamation for the restoration of said lands to market.

Apart from the fact that the act refers in terms to settlement made
prior to withdrawal of the land from market in consequence of a proposed railroad, instead of to settlement made prior to the receipt of
notice of the withdrawal at the local office, it is believed that a withdrawal like that of April 22, 1868, made after the right of the railroad
company has attached and become fixed, is not such a withdrawal as
is there contemplated.
In the nomenclature of the public land laws, the word "withdrawal"
is generally used to denote an order issued by the President, Secretary
of the Interior, Commissioner of the General Land Office, or other
proper officer, whereby public lands are withheld from sale and entry
under the general land laws, in order that presently or ultimately they
may be applied to some designated public use, or disposed of in some
special way. Some times these orders are not made until there is an
immediate necessity therefor, but more frequently the necessity for
their making is anticipated. Withdrawals are also made by Congress
and are then spoken of as legislative withdrawals to distinguish them
from those before described which are known as executive withdrawals.
In the administration of the grants of public lands made to aid in the
construction of railroads executive withdrawals are made, either in
advance of the definite location of the line or route of the road, and for
the purpose of preserving the land for the satisfaction of the grant, or
after such definite location and for the purpose of properly advising
the local officers and others that the lands falling to the grant, as well
as those remaining to the United States have been identified, and that
the granted lands have passed to the railroad company, and the lands
remaining to the United States can be disposed of only at double the
minimum price. The former withdrawal is made in recognition of what
is about to occur, and the latter in recognition of what has occurred.
At the time of the passage of the act of March 27, 1854, there had
been but three acts making grants in aid of the construction of railroads and these were the acts of September 20, 1850 (9 Stat., 466), June
10, 1852 (10 Stat., 8), and February 9, 1853 (10 Stat., 155). Almost contemporaneously with the passage of each of these acts' in one instance
the day before, an order was issued by the Commissioner of the General
Land Of ice, under the direction of the President, whereby, in anticipation of the probable location of the line or route of the proposed railroad,
the lands adjacent thereto were withdrawn from sale and entry, so that
they might not be disposed of in advance of the attaching of the rights
of the railroad company and thus the purpose sought by Congress, viz.,
:~~~~~~~~
*f,
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the construction of the road, be defeated. Subsequently, maps were
duly filed definitely locating and fixing the lines or routes of these roads,
but no orders of withdrawal were issued thereon so that at the time of
the passage of the act of March 27, 1854, the only withdrawals made
prior thereto to which reference could have been had were such as had
been made in advance of the location of the lines or routes of proposed
roads and before any rights had attached thereunder. Considering the
conditions existing at the time of the passage of the act, and giving to
it a construction not inconsistent but in harmony with the act of June
4, 1866, supra, and other granting acts, it must be held that the act of
March 27, 1854, refers to and contemplates such withdrawals as are
made in anticipation of the location of proposed roads and not such as
are made after the road has been definitely located and in recognition
of rights which have attached thereunder.
For the reasons here given the decision of your office is affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-WITHDRAWAL ON GENERAL ROUTE.

UNION PACIFIC R. R. CO. (CENTRAL BRANCH)

. PETERSON.

Under a, railroad grant that directs a withdrawal by the Secretary of the Interior on
the filing of a map of general route, no rights attach to specific tracts on the filing of said map; and where the order for such withdrawal is by its terms not
effective until received at the local. office, and a homestead entry is allowed prior
to sch time, though after the filing of said map, and remains of record at date
of definite location, it excepts the land covered thereby from the operation of
the grant, and this is true even though the entry thus allowed is not enforceable
by the entryman.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, Jagu(W. V. D.)

ary 20, 1899.

(F. W. C.)

The Central Branch of the Union. Pacific Railroad Company has
appealed from your office decision of May 12, 1897, holding the W. of
the SE. 1 of Sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 7 E., Topeka land district, Kansas, to
have been excepted from the grant made by the act of July 1, 1862
(12 Stat., 489), and July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356), under which it claims
this land, by reason of the homestead entry of Johann Swenson, made
July 14, 1863.
Your office decision rests upon the ground that said entry was of
record, uncanceled, at the date of the filing of the map showing the
definite location of the company's line of road opposite this tract, May
29, 1868.
ID its appeal it was urged on behalf of the company that this tract
was within the limits of the withdrawal authorized by the act upon the
map of general route, and that said map of general route was filed
and the withdrawal ordered thereon prior to Swenson's entry, it being
claimed as a consequence that Swenson's entry was improperly allowed
and, further, that Swenson had, prior to mnaking the entry under con-
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sideration, to wit, May 25, 18(63, made homestead entry of lots 7 and 8
of said section 7, upon which entry he subsequently made final proof
and final certificate issued; and that the entry now under consideration
was, by your office letter of August 6, 1869, canceled as illegal because
of the prior entry made by Swenson.
These matters were not treated of in your office decision appealed
from, but have been made the subject of reports, from which it appears
that the map. of general route was filed June 27, 1863, upon which a
withdrawal was ordered July 9, 1863, which order was not, however,
received at the local office until July 23, 1863.
The act making the grant provides that, upon the filing of the map
of general route, "the Secretary of the Interior shall cause the lands
within fifteen miles (afterward changed to twenty-five miles) of said
designated route or routes to be withdrawn from preemption, private
entry, and sale."
In the present case it would appear that the Secretary ordered the
withdrawal upon the filing of the map of general route without unnecessary delay, but before the notice thereof was received at the local land
office, Swenson had been permitted to make entry of the land.
In the case of Kansas Pacific Railway Company v. Dunmeyer (113
U. S., 629, 636), in considering the effect of the fling of the map of
general route under this grant, the court says:
This action does not, like the filing of the line of definite location, vest in the
company a right to any specific piece of land. It establishes no claim to any particular section with an odd number. It authorizes the Secretary to withdraw certain
land firom sale, preemption, etc. What if he fails to do this? What if be makes an
order, as in this case, withdrawing a limit of twenty-five miles front sale, yet permits a party to enter and obtain a patent on some of this land?

In ordering the withdrawal upon the map in question it was directed
that "this order will take effect from the date of its reception at your
office" (being the local office).
The statute directing withdrawal upon general route was not selfexecuting and this anticipatory executive withdrawal was by its terms
not effective until received at the local office, and since no title vested
in the company to any specific tract by the filing of the map of general
route, it can not be held that Swenson's entry was without effect.
Said entry remained of record unexpired, until after the definite
location of the road, when it was discovered that Swenson had made a
prior homestead entry, and for that reason his entry covering the tract
in question was canceled.
In the case of Whitney v. Taylor (158 U. S., 85), the court, after
reviewing the holding in several railroad cases, proceedsAlthough these cases are none of them exactly like the one before us, yetthe
principle to be deduced from them is that when on the records of the local land office
there is au existing claim on the part of an individual under the homestead or preemption law, which has been recognized by the officers of the government and has
not been canceled or set aside, he tract in respect to which that claim is existing is
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excepted from the operation of a railroad laud gra.nt containing the ordinary excepting clauses, and this notwithstanding such lain may not be enforceable by the
claimant, and is subject to cancellation by the government at its own suggestion, or
upon the application of other parties. It was not the intention of Congress to open
a controversy between the claimant and the railroad company as to the validity of
the former's claim. It was enough that the claim existed, and the question of its
validity was a matter to be settled between the government and the claimant, in
respect to which the railroad company was not permitted to be heaxd.

The local officers have permitted Swenson to make entry of the land,
and having thereby given recognition to his claim, the fact that such
entry was not enforceable by Swenson, and that it was subject to cancellation because he had made a prior entry, can not affect the question
as to whether the tract covered thereby passed under the railroad
grant. As stated by the courtIt was enough that the claim existed, and the question of its validity was a matter
to be settled between the government and the claimant, in respect to which the railroad company was not permitted to he heard.

See also Hastings and Dakota Railroad Coinpany v. Whitney (132
U. S., 357, 364).
Your office decision holding this tract to have been excepted from the
company's grant is therefore affirmed.

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. Co.

. WALTERS ET AL.

Motions for review and rehearing denied by Secretary Bliss, January
20, 1899. See departmental decisions reported in 23 IL.D., 331 and 492.

JU-RISDICTIONi-NOTICE OF CONTEST.
SLOCUV

V. HARRISON.

The fact that notice issues on a contest before a prior contest against the same entry
hasbeenformally closed, will notprevent a consideration of the case on its merits,
when the defendant participates in the trial, and appeals asking for a judgment
on the merits, as well as on the jurisdictional question, and no prejudice is
alleged or shown.

Secretary Bliss to the Conmissioner of the General Land O ce, January
(J. IL. MC.)
(W. V. D.)
20, 1899.
Cuthbert Harrison, on October 26, 1893, made homestead entry for
-the NE.Iof Sec.29, T. 25, R. 6W., I. M., O.T.

On October 30,1893, one 0. L. Palmer instituted contest against said
entry, alleging prior settlement. A hearing was had, as the result of
which the local officers found and held that Palmer had proved his allegation. They advised Harrison of their decision by registered letter
dated November 8, 1895. He did not appeal.
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The record of the proceedings in the case was transmitted to your
office; which, on Jly 27, 1896, affirmed the- decision of the local
officers, and directed them to notify Palmer that he would be allowed
thirty days within which to file application for said land.
Palmer, after due notice, failed to exercise his right; of which the
local officers notified your office by letter of October 29, 1896. In reply
your office, by letter of November 14, 1896, directed the local officers
as follows:
If he has not done so, be has waived his right to the land by virtue of his contest;
and in aedordanee with letter "HEt", of July 26, 1896, larrison's entry remains intact,
and you will so inform him.

By letter of April 6, 1897, your office finally closed the case of.Palmer,
v1.Harrison, leaving Harrison's entry intact.

Prior to the last named date, however-to wit, on April 2, 1896Jesse C. Slocum had filed contest affidavit, alleging that Harrison bad
never established residence upon the land, and that Palmer had abandoned it. Action on said contest was suspended to await the result of
the Palmner-Harrison contest.
On November 4, 1896, the local officers issued notice of a hearing as
between Harrison and Slocnmn-such hearing to be had December 19,
.1896. Personal service was obtained on Harrison on November 18,1896.
At the trial both Slocum and Harrison appeared, personally and bycounsel.

As the result of the hearing the local officers rendered jointdecision
recommending the cancellation of the entry.
The entryman appealed to your office; which, on June 26, 1897,
affirmed the decision of the local officers and held the entry for cancellation.

The entryman has appealed, alleging that your office erredIn refilsing to pass upon the sufficiency of the notice issued and served in said
cause, said notice having been issued and served prior to the action of the Commissioner in closing the former contest of Palmer v. Harrison for prior settlemeit,
involving the land in controversy.

This allegation has reference to the fact, shown by the record (snpra),
that notice of contest in the case of Slocum v. Harrison was issued
(November 4,1896) before your office had finally closed the contest case
of Palmier v. Harrison. When the case came up for hearing before the
local officers, counsel for the defendant filed a motion to dismiss on
this groun(; bt the motion was overruled, and the hearing proceeded.
When the case was brought on appeal before your office the defendant
contended that,
all proceedings in this case against Harrison, including the issuance of contest
notice and trial Deemher 19, 1896, were without jurisdiction, and defendant's
motion to dismiss should have been sustained.

It is to be observed that at said hearing, notwithstanding the objection thus raised, counsel for the defendant continued to take part in
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the proceedings, cross examined the ontestant's witnesses, examined
the defendant and his witnesses, and has based his appeal to your office,
and from your office to the Department, upon the merits of the case (as
well as upon the question of jurisdiction). The defendant Harrison
had never appealed from the local officers' adverse decision of November 8, 1895-a year, lacking four days, prior to the issuance of notice of
the hearing between Harrison and Slocum; hence his rights were in no
way prejudiced by such notice; nor does he even allege such prejudice.
The question thus raised is purely technical.
The Department held, in the case of Mott. v. Coffman (19 L. D., 106):
A case will not be remanded on objection to the notice, though such objectiDn be
well grounded, where the defendant appears, participates in the trial, and appeals,
asking for a judgment on the merits of the case, and Do prejudice is shown.

The case at bar is analogous, in principle, to the ase above cited;
and the ruling therein enunciated warrants the assumption of departmental jurisdiction in the case here under consideration-not perhaps
under strict rules, but certainly in the exercise of administrative
authority.
It appears proper, therefore, to proceed to a consideration of the case
upon its merits.
The testimony taken at the hearing showed that Harrison at one
time had a shanty, "part dugout and part boards,' upon the, land;
that upon the adverse decision of the local offleers in the case of Palmer
v. Harrison he dremw the board portion of the shanty off the land and
left it at the side of the road for awhile, after which he drew it upon
his sister's claim. According to the defendant's testimony, he left the
land "in the fore part of July, 1894," and remained away until "vthe
last Monday in August, 1896." He states further that upon his return
he broke about one acre of the land, cleared out a well that Palmer
had dug, and partially repaired a sod-house that Palmer had left on
the land, one end of which had fallen out. In this house, which by
the description must have been uninhabitable in wintry weather, Harrison alleges that he established residence. He slept there a few nights,
upon or under bedelothing which he borrowed for the purpose and
returned to its owner the next morning; and the food he ate upon the
land was cooked for him before he took it there. It is clear from his
own testimony that his sleeping and eating upon the land were solely
for the purpose of making a merely colorable compliance with the
requirements of the homestead law, and that he never re-established
(if indeed he ever actually established) residence upon the land.
The decision of your office is correct, and is hereby affirmed.
MATTHIAS S. FATHERSTONE.

Motion for review of departmental decision of September 30, 1898,
27 L. D., 476, denied by Secretary Bliss, January 23, 1899.
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IINDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT-PROTEST.

ELDORADO WOOD AND FLU3IE CO.V
A protest against t he allowance of an Indian allotment j tistifies a hearil, where it
is shown that said allotment, as applied for, covers land iclu11ded within the
occupation, elDclosure, and (excisive possession of one who in good faith has
placed valuable improvements thereon, relying on a school indemnity selection,
that subsequently proved in valid.

Acting Secretary Ryan to th! Cominissionier of the General Laqzd( Offilce,
(W. V. D.)
January 23, 1899.
(H. G.)
The Eldorado Wood and Fltine Company, a corporation, appeals
from the decision of your office of March 11, 1896, refusing its application for a hearing upon its protest filed against the approval of the
Indian allotment applications filed November 6, 1893, numbered respectively 10 and 13, by Maggie James, for her minor child Eliney James,
and Capt. Pete Mayo-Pin-now-now, Idians of the Washoe tribe, for
the N. of the SW. of Sec. 35, and the N. of the SE. R of Sec. 3t,
T. 11 N., t. 19 E., M. D. M. and the S. - of the NW. of Sec. 35, and
the S. of the NE. 1 of Set. 34, T. 11 N., R. 19 E., M. D. M., in the
Sacramento, California, land district, as to such portions of said allotments as conflict with the claim of said company to the SE. I of the
NE. 1, the N. of the SE. , the E. A of the SW. , the SW. of the
SW. of Sec. 3, and the SW. 1 of the NW. of Sec. 35, T. i N., R.
19 E,, of which tracts last mentioned the State of California made selection on October 15, 1875, i said land district, in lieu of an alleged
deficiency of school lands in fractional township 3 north, range 2 east.
These tracts vere sold by the State to one A. A. Terry, and by inesne
conveyances, in the nature of assignments of the certificate of purchase and by quit-claim deeds, were transferred to the said Eldorado
Wood and Flnme Company, the last conveyance being dated January
31, 1877.
Prior to the selection of the said tracts by the State of California, a
party occupying said lands without any apparent claim or color of title
thereto, except possession, occupancy and improvement, sold his possessory rights to the company.
June 8, 1885, the State's lieu selection for sach tracts, previously
described, was canceled, for the reason that the basis on which it was
made belonged to the State, thus rendering void the selection of lands
taken in lieu thereof. The protest, which is duly verified, asserts that
the corporation remained in ignorance of the rejection of the State's
selection, and continued to pay interest to the State upon the unpaid
portion of the purchase price up to the yearl89l. These payments were
irregularly made at different intervals, the longest of which was four
years. One-fifth of the purchase money was paid at the date of the
purchase from the State by the original assignor of the certificate of
-

-
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purchase therefrom. The improvements purchased and made by said
company amount to several thousand dollars, the main expenditure for
which was made upon a tract adjoining the tracts in conflict with the
Indian allotment applications.
June 5,1894, the State of California filed a new selection for the same
land as that included in the former rejected selection covering the tract
that the protestant corporation claims, and this selection was presumably induced by the said company.
November 6, 1893, when these allotment applications were filed, a
portion of the tracts filed on had been in the possession of the lessee
of the Eldorado Wood and Flume Company for fifteen years. Although
the State selection had then been canceled for nearly eight years, the
company had paid interest to the State on its assigned certificate of
purchase for five years after such cancellatioii.
The failure to pay
additional interest up to the time of the notification of the filing of the
Indian allotment applications may be accounted for from the fact that
the interest theretofore had been paid at irregular intervals and only
whenever demanded.
Your office refused the application of the said Eldorado Wood and
Flume Company for a hearing upon the protest against the Indian allotment applications, substamtially upon the following grounds: (1) The
company has, by reason of its occupancy, acquired no rights to the land
as against the United States, and can only hope to obtain title through
its grantor, the State of California, which has applied to make a new
selection of the tracts claimed by the company, in lieu of deficiency in
Sec. 16,,T. 9 S., . 30 E., reserved for forest purposes; (2) The State
has no right to the land as against the Indians who have applied for
allotments; and (3) At the time of the filing of the Indian allotment
applications the land was not so appropriated" as to render it not subject to allotment. Your office also rejected the application of the State
of California to make indemnity school selection for the same tracts.
A motion for review of your said office decision was filed, which was
denied by your office lecision of March 16, 1897. Accompanying this
notion were several affidavits made by officers of the protestant company, its lessee and a surveyor. They are to the effect that the im provements upon the tracts covered by the company's claim are of the value
of at least five thousand dollars, and that the Indian applicants have
made no improvement thereon, with the exception of a shanty worth
not to exceed fifty dollars, which was erected with the consent of the
lessee of the company outside of its enclosure. As the only charge
contained in these affidavits which presented new niatter was that the
Indians had not occupied the lands in question nor cultivated and
improved the same, your office held that such an allegation was equivalent to aiu allegation that they never made settlement on the lands
sought to be allotted as required by law (act of February 28,1891, Sec.
4, 26 Stat., 794), and that as it appeared that the shanty on said tract,
even though erected without the enclosure of the company and with
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the knowledge and consent of its lessee, was presumably used as a resi
deuce, there is some doubt about the sufficiency of the charge of nonsettlement. However, your office held that it had no jurisdiction of
such charge of non-settlement, as the departmental circular of June
13, 1896, defining the jurisdiction of your office and of the Indian Office
in Indian allotment cases, provides that "the action of the office of
Indian Affairs on said allotments shall be conclusive, so far as the
General Land Office is concerned, as to whether the Indian was a settler upon said land," and for the reason, apparently, that the matter
was within the province of the Indian Office, and not under the jurisdiction of your office, the application for a hearing, based on the affidavits filed with the motion for review, was denied, as well as the motion
itself, which was based upon alleged errors in the former decision of
your office.

Another, a homestead applicant for some portion of the tracts
involved, Henrietta E. Barnes, has withdrawn her application for a
hearing and also her appeal from the action of the local office in rejecting her application, and her rights need not be considered herein.
At the time of the purchase of the tracts described from the State by
the predecessor in title of the corporation protestant, the lands had
been merely selected by the State, and nearly ten years elapsed before
action was finally taken by your office rejecting the selection. The
title has never passed from the United States to the State of California
for any of the lands in question, and the State never had any title or
right to a title to convey. It appears to have been the practice in that
State to make selections and then dispose of the lands without awaiting the action of your office in confirming or rejecting such selection, a
practice probably caused by the length of time necessarily consumed in
determining the right of the State to such lieu selections.
It must be assumed that the corporation took its certifteate of purchase for the tracts with full knowledge of the situation and the power
vested in the land department to withhold approval of the selection
under which the purchase was made. The -right of your office and of
this Department to disapprove of the selection of the State is unquestionecl, and it is only after the lands selected have been approved or certified to the State, that purchasers from the State are protected by force of
the act of March 1, 1877 (19 Stat., 267; Durand v. Martin, 120 U. S., 366,
369). It is not contended by the protestant corporation that this act
affords it any .protection, nor that itwas necessary to give it notice of the
rejection of the selectionby the State of thelauds in question. Thelack
of notice to the corporation is relied upon only for the purpose of showing its good faith. Its officers paid interest on the purchase money for
five years after the rejection of such selection and were ready to pay
the residue under the contract of purchase as it accrued, upon demand,
as they had always done. At the inceptioiiof the purchase from the
State of the tract in dispute, one-fifth of the purchase money was paid,
and the corporation in good faith also )urchased the improvements of
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the former occupants. It rested secure for about seven years in its
ignorance of the action of your office rejecting the selection of the
State, and when apprised of the filing of the Indian allotment applications, sought to have the State make a new selection for the lands,
which was accordingly done. The officers of the corporation evidently
relied upon the right of the State to the lands.
It must be borne in mind that the State selection was certified to by
the local office as not in conflict with any adverse right, and until the
action of your office nearly ten years later, it might reasonably have
been hoped that the State would be able to complete its title.
The protestant was recognized by the State as a purchaser, and its
good faith is manifest It-has also sought to obtain title by procuring
the State to make a new selection embracing the lands in question,
and this selection was rejected because the Idian allothment applications had intervened. It is true that these applications were made for
lands not covered by an entry at the time, but the occupation, enclosure and improvements of the corporation and its lessee were then open
and well known. In the technical sense of the word, the tract may
not have been lawfully appropriated at the time of the allotment applications, but it was in a sense actually appropriated by the occupation,
enclosure and exclusive possession of the portion enclosed, which covered the main body of the land in question. The rights of the Indian
applicants should be protected as fully as those of other claimants to
the public lands, but they can not be permitted to seize upon the fruits
of the labor and expenditure of others, made under an honest belief
that their tenure would ripen into a perfect title; to permit this to be
done in a case like this is represented to be, would shock the moral
sense and do violence to the spirit and intent of the public land laws.
Williams v. United States, 138 U. S., 514.
The foregoing views are based wholly upon the allegations of the
protest and the supplemental affidavitsfiled in support of the motion
for a review. Their truth is assumed only for the purposes of inqniring
whether or not a hearing should be ordered. They show sufficient
ground for such an inquiry, at which the State of California, the protestant, and the Indians, represented by their proper agent and by
attorney, should appear. The proceeding is one begun for the purpose
of securing a hearing before the approval of the allotments.
Your office will direct a hearing to determine the issues presented by
the protest of the company-and the affidavits accompanying the motion
for a review of the decision of your office. So much of your office
decision as confirms the selection of the State is affirmed, but so much
thereof as rejects that portion of the selection of the State conflicting
with the Indian allotment applications is vacated, and the selection of
the State as to the tracts last mentioned will be supsended pending
the result of the inquiry ordered herein.
Transmitted with the papers in the case are the homestead entry
papers of Lewis Cameron, filed August 21, 1896, for the S. i of the SW.
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of Sec. 3S, and the SE. 1 of the SE. of Sec. 33, T. 11 N., R. 19 E., M.
D. M., in the same land district, which includes a portion of the tract
claimed by said corporation protestant, but which does not include
lands in either of the said Indian allotment applications. In order to
avoid a circuity of action, and to fully determine the rights of all of the
parties, Cameron will also be cited to appear at such hearing. The
application of the State to select lands, a portion of which is embraced
in the entry of Cameron, was prior to his entry, and was awarded to
the State by your office decision in this case, without notice to this
entrynian, as your office decision was promulgated prior to his entry.
He must be afforded an opportunity to be present at such hearing.
It does not appear what action has been taken in this matter by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, but in any event the circular of June
13, 1896, cited by your office, does not affect the authority of the Secretary of the nterior.
4

MINING CLAIM-PLACER P ATYNT-ADVERSE-LODE WITHIN PLACER.
NORTH STAR LODE.
The statutory' provisions relative to adverse proceedings apply only to. cases where
there are adverse claims to the same unpatented ground, hence a suit instituted by
a placer patentee against a lode claimant for land included in the placer patent is
not an adverse proceeding within the purview of the statute, and the judgment rendered therein can not be accorded the conclusive effect which attaches to a judgment rendered in an adverse proceeding such as is contemlilated by the statute.
Whether all the land embraced in a lode location within a patented placer, such
location having been after the placer location but before the placer application,
is excepted from the placer patent, or only the known lode or vein and twenty-five
feet on each side thereof subsequently entered by the lode claimant: Qy?
Where it is held in a judicial proceeding, though such proceeding may not be of
the adverse character contemplated by the statute, that all of the land embraced
in such a lode location is excepted from the placer patent, and that such excepted
land, not included in the lode entry, is public land open to exploration, and awards
the same to a subsequent lode claimant, as against the placer patentee, and said
patentee aeq uiesces in such judgment, and thereafter, having due notice of proceedings before the Department by such lode claimant to secure patent makes no
objection thereto, the patent may go in accordance with the judicial award.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
Jdnuary .23, 1899.
The record in this case discloses the following facts:
October 15, 1878, John Coyes and others located what has since
been known as the Noyes placer mining claim, and December 17, 1878,
made application for patent therefor, thereafter obtained the allowance of mineral entry thereof (No. 511, Helena, Montana,) and received

patent for the claim July 28, 1880.. The patent contained the following
reservation:
That should any vein or lode of quartz, or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver,
cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or other valuable deposits, be claimed or known to exist
within the above described premises attthe date hereof, the same is expressly excepted
and excluded from these premises.
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December 2, 1878, after the location of the placer claim'but before
the application for the placer patent, the South Star lode claim, fifteen
hundred feet in length and three hundred feet in width-one hundred
and fifty feet on each side of the vein or lode, was located chiefly within
the boundaries of the Notes placer. November 2, 1886, Samuel Ayotte,
Maxime Lalande and another person, made application for patent for
said lode claim, describing it as fifteen hundred feet in length and fifty
feet in width-twenty-five feet on each side of the vein or lode, and
entry thereof was allowed September 1, 1887.
November 28, 1890, your office, in due course of proceeding, held the
South Star entry for cancellation on the ground of conflict with the
patented placer claim. The South Star applicants appealed to the
Department and also instituted suit in the local court to obtain a judicial determination of the rights of the claimants, respectively, to the
ground there in controversy. The complaint filed in that suit asserted
ownership and right of possession, as against the placer claimants, to
the premises described in the application for the lode patent, being
fifteen hundred feet in length and fifty feet in width as aforesaid and a
part of the South Star lode claim as originally located. The Department suspended the appeal from your office decision to await the result
of the suit in court.
April 14, 1893, judgment was. rendered by the court in favor of the
South Star claimants for the lode claim described in their complaint,
and patent therefor (fifteen hundred feet i length and fifty feet in
width-twenty-five feet on each side of the vein or lode) was awarded
them by departmental decision of March 12, 1895 (South Star Lode,
201. D ., 204).
January 1, 1888, more than two years after the application for patent
to the South Star lode claim, that portion thereof as originally located,
lying within the limits of the placer claim and north of the South Star
claim as applied for and patented, was located by Frank Clemens as
the North Star lode claim. Clemens thereafter conveyed the North
Star 61aimi to Samuel Ayotte and Maxime Lalande, two of the South
Star claimants, who December 19, 1889, made an amended location of
the North Star and January 3,1890, made application for patent therefor at the local office. During the period of publication the owners of
the patented placer alleging title under their patent to the ground
covered by the North Star location and application, filed in the local
office April 11, 1890, what they termed an adverse, and instituted suit
thereon in the local court. In this Slit judgment was rendered May 5,
1893, in favor of the North Star claimants, and December 16, 1895,
mineral entry of that claim was allowed by the local officers.
It was not claimed in the court proceedings that the vein or lode in
the North Star claim was "' known to exist" at the date of tile application for the placer patent, but the contention of the North Star claim.ants was, that all the surface ground embraced within the South Star
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claim as originally located was by virtl e of that location and by operation of lawv, excepted from and carved out of the placer patent; and
that by reason of this exception from the placer patent and the subsequent entry by the South Star claimants of a portion of the excepted
ground containing the South Star lode or vein, the residue of the
excepted ground (of which that now in controversy is part) was at the
time of the discovery and location of the North Star lode subject to
location and purchase by anyone discovering a vein or lode therein.
This contention seems to have been sustained by the local court in the
suit against the North Star claimants and to have been followed by
the local office in allowing mineral entry of the North Star December
16, 1895.
June 8 1896, your office, having before it for consideration all the
papers in the present case, including a copy of the record of proceedings in the local court, held the North Star entry for cancellation on
the ground that the existence of the vein or lode upon which the same
is based was not known at the date of the application for the placer
patent; that a lode within a patented placer can not be located or
patented upon a discovery made subsequent to the application for the
placer patent, and that no surface ground was excepted from the placer
patent except as an incident to the known South Star lode.
From this decision the North Star claimants have appealed to the
Department and in their assignments of error and argument they present practically the same contention that was urged by them in the
local court, viz., that the entire South Star claim as originally located
(three hundred feet in width) was excepted from the. patented placer,
absolutely and forever, and that the portion thereof -not included in the
South Star application, entry and patent, was open to location and purchase at the date of the North Star location.
The so-called adverse claim and suit of the placer patentees were
intended to be in conformity with sections 2325 and 2326 ot the Revised
Statutes, which, as a part of the prcceedings to obtain patent to a mining claim, provide for judicial determination of the possessory right to
ground embraced in conflicting mining claims. These proceedings
were commenced prior to the decision (April 28, 1890) by the supreme
court in the case of Iron Silver Mining Co. v. Campbell (135 U. S., 286),
and, presumably, upon the theory that it was incumbent upon the
placer patentees to take such action in order to protect their rights
against the application of the North Star lode claimants. In the case
cited, however, the supreme court held that the statutory provisions
relating to adverse claims apply only where there are adverse claims to
the same unpatented mining ground, and that they do not apply to one
who "had himself gone through all the regular proceedings required
to obtain a patent for mineral land from the United States; had established his right to the land claimed by him, and received his patent."
The suit instituted in the local court by the placer patentees against
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the North Star lode claimants was, therefore, not an adverse proceeding
within the purview of the statute, and the judgment rendered therein,
while entitled to great respect, can not be accorded the conclusive
effect which attaches to a judgment rendered in an adverse proceeding
such as is contemplated by the statute.
The principal question arising upon these facts is: Is the ground
embraced in the North Star claim public land of the United States and
as such subject to present disposition by the land department, or did
the title thereto effectually vest in the placer claimants upon the issuance of the placer patent? That question could probably be determined only by inquiring whether the entire surface area of the South
Star claim as originally located, was absolutely and forever excepted
from the placer patent by the provisions of section 2333 of the Revised
Statutes. See Elda Mining and Milling Go. v. Mayflower Gold Mining
Co. (26 L. D., 573) and Cape May Mining and Leasing. Co. v. Wallace
(27 L. D., 676, 679).
The difficulties in reaching a correct solution of this question are
such that the Department believes it better to withhold a decision
thereof until a case is reached wherein the opposing views and arguments are fully presented, so that the decision may be based upon full
consideration thereof.
If the title to the ground for which patent is here sought effectually
vested in the placer claimants upon the issuance of the placer patent,
they the
are
only persons who will be injured or who can complain if a
lode patent is now issued to the North Star claimants for the same
ground.
The placer claimants, however, seem to have acquiesced in the judgment of the State court rendered against them in their suit against the
North Star claimants and although having fall notice of this proceeding in the land department, they are making no objection to the issuance of patent to the North Star claimants, and are not contesting the
jurisdiction or authority of the land department in the premises. Under
these circumstances, the decision of your office is reversed, and the
North Star mineral entry will be passed to patent, if the claimants are
otherwise entitled thereto.
A paper is found among the files which purports to be an adverse
claim against the North Star application, filed by Robert M. Cobban
and William F. Cobban, claimants of the Midnight lode. Whether this
adverse claim was filed in time, and what, if any, proceedings have
been had thereon, are matters which have not been considered, but will
be left to the disposition of your office.
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PROCEEDINGS ON SPECIAL AGENT'S REPORT-NOTICE.

JOHN

.

MILLER.

By the circular of Jly31, 18815, directing the manner i which notice of proceedings
on a special agent's report shall be served, personal service; if the claimant can
be reached, together with notice by registered mail is requisite to confer jurisdiction.
The case of United States v. Dana, 18 L. D., 161, modified.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
Jan-ary24, 1899.
(W. A. E.)
September 24, 1883, George H. Miller made timber land entry for the
SW. of Sec. 22, T. 24 N., R. 5 E., Olympia, Washington, land district.
After due notice, final proof and payment were made and final certificate was issued.
June 25, 1886, a special agent of the General Land Office reported
that
this tract is in my opinion underlaid with coal. Coal veins of the New Castle mine
on Sec. 27, just south, run north. There are indications of coal all along coal creek,
which runs through this tract. Very hilly, rough, and precipitous laud. Covered
with a fair growth of fir timber.

August 20,1886, your office held said entry for cancellation upon this
report, and directed the local officers to notify the claimant that he
would be allowed sixty days in which to apply for a hearing to show
cause why his entry shouf( be sustained.
In accordance with these instructions, notice was sent by registered
etter to the claimant at the address given by him at the time of making his entry and this letter was received and receipted for by John C.
Miller, a minor son of the claimant. The report of the special agent.
showed that the claimant himself was in jail at that time under indictment for murder.
No action having been taken by the claimant within te time allowed,
the entry was canceled by your office letter of November 23, 1886.
November 25, 1890, Thomas J. ullarkey filed coal declaratory statement for the land in question, and on January 26, 1891, Alfred F.
Germain made homestead entry thereof.
August 11, 1891, after due notice, Germain submitted final comnutation proof, and Mullarkey protested, alleging that the land is more valuable for the coal it contains than for agricultural purposes. A hearing was had, and resulted in a finding that the land did not contain
any valuable coal, whereupon the protest of Mullarkey was dismissed
by the local officers. On successive appeals, the action of the local
office was affirmed by your office ol November 12,1892, and by the
Department on February 19, 1894, thus, in effect, establishing that the
charge made by the special agent against Miller's entry, and upon
which it was canceled was untrue.
May 29, 1896, the local officers served notice on Germain, requiring
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him to complete his entry by payment for the land, on the proof submitted by him, but it does not appear that he has yet complied with
this order.
February 6, 1897, John C. Miller, as administrator of George H. Miller, deceased, filed an application to have the timber and entry of said
George Hl. Miller reinstated, and the homestead entry of Germain canceled.
It is alleged in this application that at the time the hearing was
ordered on the report of the special agent, the said George H. Miller
was confined injail, in King county, Washington, charged with murder;
that on account of this legal detention he never received notice of the
hearing; that he remained in jail until late in the year 1888, when he
was released,his health shattered and his mind seriously impaired; and
that he lingered in this condition until July, 1894, when he died.
This application was denied by your office for the reason that notice
of the order holding said entry for cancellation and of the right of the
entryman to apply for a hearing was sent to his last known address by
registered mail, on August 30, 1886, and was received and receipted for
on the fllowing day by John C. Miller, then a minor, who, it appears,
is the son of said entryman and the same person who now, as administrator is applying for the reinstatement of the entry.
From this action of your office the applicant has appealed.
This case involves several questions in regard to the proceedings
upon a special agent's report, and a brief preliminary examination of
those proceedings would not be out of place.
For many years the Department has employed special agents to
investigate and report upon entries in order to prevent frauds upon
the government. At first; these reports were accepted by your office
as final, and an entry was canceled upon an adverse report without
giving the entryman an opportunity to be heard.
In "The Le Cocq Cases" ( L. D., 781), however, the Department put
an end to this practice, and directed that thereafter no entry should be
canceled on a special agent's report until the entryman had been given
an opportunity to appear and defend himself. Your office then adopted
the practice of holding the entry for cancellation upon the report and
directing the local officers to appoint a day for hearing and notify the
entryman thereof, the burden of proof being thrown upon hillm. In the:
case of George T. Burns (4 L. D., 62), it was direct ed that thereafter in
hearings ordered upon a special agent's report the burden of proof
should be upon the government. No change, though, was made in the
practice of immediately holding the entry for cancellation upon the
report.
By circular of July 31, 1885 (4 L. D., 503), the practice of ordering
hearings as a matter of course and without application, in cases of
entries held for cancellation on special agents' reports, was discontinued, and it was directed that thereafter when an entry was so held
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for cancellation the entryrnan should be allowed sixty clays, after due
notice, in which to appeal to the Secretary of the Interior or to show
cause why the entry should be sustained. This circular was amended
May 24, 1886 (4 L. D., 545), by striking out the alternative of direct
appeal to the Secretary, since which time there has been no further
material change in the practice.
In the case of lenry C. Putnam (5 L. D., 22,) an outline of the roceedings upon a special agent's report was given, as follows:
When from the report of a special agent it appears that an entry is fraudulent or
from any other cause its validity should be enquired into, such entry should not be
canceled upon the report of the agent or the testimony accompanying it, but should
be held for cancellation, and the etryman should be notified of such action and
allowed sixty days in which to apply for a hearing to show cause why the entry
should be sustained; and if it appears from the report of the special agent that the
entry has been transferred, the transferee shall alo be notified as well as the original entrymau. If at the expiration of such time the claimant fails to apply for a
hearing to show cause, the entry should then be canceled by the action of your
office. But if in response to such notice, the claimant offers to show cause why the
entry should be sustained, a hearing should be ordered, at which the gov ernment
should offer proof to sustain the allegation that the entry is illegal or fraudulent
before the entryman shall be required to present his defense. Such hearing is a
proceeding de novo, at which the register and receiver should not consider the ex
parte testimony contained in the agent's report, but in all such cases where the entry
has been regularly made and final certificate issued, the burden of proof is on the
governient, and it will be required to establish the truth of the charge at the
time of the hearing by the examination of the special agent or such other witnesses
as may be produced, so that the entryman may have the opportunity of cross examination as allowed by law.

it is doubtful whether the special agent's report against Miller's entry
stated facts, as contradistinguished from mere opinions of the agent,
sufficient to warrant the cancellation of the entry, even if they had
been admitted to be true, but apart from this, the question arises as to
whether Miller was properly notified of the charges against his entry
and given due opportunity to make defense against the same.
As the proceedings on the reports of special agents are required to
be conducted in accordance with the rules of practice prescribed for
contests so far as the same are applicable, and as it has been held that
notice by registered mail in contest cases is not sufficient to confer
jurisdiction, it follows that jurisdiction is not acquired in these proceedings where notice is. served by registered mail, unless it is so provided
in some specral rule.
It is considered by your office that special authority is found in the
circular of July 31, 1885, suprra, which provides that:
Notice to claimants will be sent by registered letter to their last kno wn post office
address, and the return letter receipt (or returned letter) will be transmitted to this
office with register and receiver's report.
Notice will also be served personally if claimant can be reached, and registers and
receivers and special agents will take every precaution to see that notice reaches the
party or his attorney, and to preserve and transmit the evidence of service, or of
attempt to procure service.
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Under the terms of this circular, notice by registered letter to the last
known address and personal service, if the claimant can be reached,
are equally important and equally necessary.
In the case of United States v. Dana, (8 L. D., 161), it was said:
That part of the cirolar quoted, which provides that notice will be served personally if claimant can be reached, and enjoining on registers and receivers and special
agents that they shall take every precaution to see that notice reaches the party or
his attorney, is merely directory, and is not a limitation on the manner of notice, as
therein before provided.

This statement was not necessary to the decision in that ase and
overlooks the letter and spirit of the rule and the superiority of personal
service, where claimant can be reached, as a means of imparting information of the action taken and about to be taken on the special agent's
report. The quoted portion of the decision cited will not be followed.
Here the report of the special agent affirmatively showed that the
entryman was not at home, but was in jail, charged with murder. It
was known therefore that he could be reached and yet no effort was
made to serve notice upon him personally. It is true that the registered letter containing notice was received and receipted for by his
minor son, but it is not shown that this minor son was acting at the
request of the father or with his knowledge.
It appears then, that the claimant was never properly served with
notice of the action of your office. Your office decision is accordingly
reversed, and you are directed to instruct the local officers to call upon
Germain to show cause why his entry should not be canceled and the
entry of Miller reinstated.
APPLICATION TO ENTER-ADVERSE CLAIM.
MURRAY v. PIERCE.
An application to enter presented in accordance with an order of the local office at a
time when on account of the press of business it could not be acted upon, and on
which the fees were tendered in a reasonable time, confers upon the applicant a
right superior to that acquired under a subsequent entry of the land by another.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the ommaissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
January 23, 1899.
(L. L. B.)
On December 26, 1893, Clarence L. Pierce made homestead entry for
the NE. 1 of Sec. 1 T. 25 N., R. 3 W., Enid, Oklahoma.
January 25, 1894, Francis E. Murray filed contest against said entry,
alleging settlement on the 16th day of September, 1893, and claiming
priority of right by reason of his said settlement.
This was the sole charge in the affidavit, except that he applied to
enter on December 26, 1893. The record shows that this application
to enter was rejected because of the prior entry of Pierce made on the
-

same day.

The hearing was finally reached January 10, 1895.

Francis E. Mur-
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ray was introduced, and after stating his name, age, residence and
occupation, aid that he had been sworn, counsel for the defendant
objected to the introduction of any testimony on the material charge,
and moved to dismiss the contest because the contest affidavit did not
contain sufficient facts to constitute a eause of action, for that the charge
was prior settlement, and the settlement was alleged to have been made
more than ninety days prior to the entry of Pierce. The notice of contest recited the same charge.
The motion was overruled, and the evidence at the hearing showed
that the contestant had actually applied to make entry on the 12th of
December, 1893, within ninety days from his alleged settlement.
His said application of December 12th was mnade in virtue and ander
the provisions of the following order made and signed by the register
and receiver of the said land office, and conspicuously posted on the

land office door.
Whereas there are about 7,243 quarter sections of land subject to entry in this district, and whereas up to the close of business on December 5, 1873, there have been
acted on by this office 6,589 applications to wit: 5,142 homestead entries, 1,168
rejected and suspended applications, 287 declaratory statements, 34 applications to
make second entries, and 18 applications to amend, and whereas only 10 days, including this day remains before the expiration of the 90 days allowed by law for those
to file their applications who claim settlement on September 16, 1893, and whereas
there has lately been issued by this office for the convenience of the people 1,822
numbers 925 of which were called up to the close of business on Dec. 5th, now
therefore:
It is ordered that those who have received numbers present themselves as usual at
the Land Office and will be disposed of at a rate not to exceed 200 per day.
Beginning on Monday the 11th inst., in addition to the numbered line the register
will receive the applicatiob of all those who have, not been num bered, swear the
parties to the affidavit if desired, and stamp upon each application the day, hour
and minute or fraction of a minute at which it is received. The application will
then be kept i the Land Office and consideredfiled as of the time it i8 stamped and will be
acted upon in its order. The applicant calling after the 15th inst., if necessary, to
pay his money, and get his receipt, as the law only requires that the application
shall be presented within 90 days by this process every possible application can be
received within the 90 days and no right be lost to any applicant. The result shows
that more applications will have been acted upon by Dec. 16th than there are quar-.
ter sections subject to entry, but lest the fact that there are more applications than
there are tracts subject to entry may impair the right of some person who has made
settlement, the above method is adopted out of abundance of caution.

The record shows that in obedience to this order Murray presented
his application and swore o his homestead affidavit on the said 12th of
December, 1893, and left his entry papers in the hands of the local
officers. This was a full compliance with said order.
But the register and receiver in their opinion, wherein they awarded
the superior right to Pierce, say:
They (referring to applicants under this order) were notified that this was simply
dtone in orde to give every one an opportunity to file his application before the
expiration of ninety days, and that all parties must see to it that they responded as
their numbers-were called, so as to pay the fees and commissions and have their
applications acted upon,
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that this applicant failed to respopd, although his number was repeatedly called prior to December 16, 1893.
Mr. Whittinghill, the attorney for Murray, testified that as such attorney he appeared at the land office for the purpose of paying his $14.00
(fee and commission for entering), and getting his receipt; that when he
got there the register came to the door of the land office and announced
that they would call these numbers up to 100; that Mr. Murray's number, being No. 486, was not reached for several days; that he appeared
at the land office for Mr. Murray and others almost every day fr two
weeks longer, and finally was, with many others, allowed to look
through a great number of papers lying on a desk in the east end of
the land office, but could not find Murray's papers; that he finally
found them on December 26, 1893, and tendered the fees for filing, but
was informed that the land had been filed on just before le came in.
This testimony, which is not disputed by any witness, relieves Murray
from any charge of negligence, and appears to show that his failure to
tender the fees at an earlier date was due in a measure to his papers
having been misplaced, or so promiscuously mixed up with a large
number of similar applications as to make it difficult to discover them.
But, however this may be, having made his application in compliance
with the order of the register and receiver, and having tendered the
money due for making his entry within a reasonable time thereafter, it
must be held that his rights under is application were superior to
those of Pierce under'his entry.
Pierce initiated his claim by entry made December 26, 1893. He was
not a settler on the land at that date. It follows that Murray's right,
in virtue of his application to enter made December 12, 1893, entitles
him to the land, irrespective of any rights he may have acquired, by
settlement.
As the records of the local office as here presented show that Murray
is entitled to the tract in controversy although such showing is not set
out in the contest affidavit, this Department in the exercise of its supervisory authority will administer justice on the record presented.
It is therefore ordered that the entry of Pierce be canceled and the
application of Murray be accepted of record. The ecision appealed
from is therefore affirmed.
CONTEST-A-uTHORITY Or1LOCAL OFFICE TO ORDER REARING.
MENDENHALL V. CAGLE.
The Department will not interfere with the action of the local officers in directing
a hearing in any case unless, it e shown that by such action they have exceeded
their authority.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D.)
25, 1899.
(J. L. Mc.)
This Department, on February 9, 1898 (26 L. D., 177), rendered a
decision in the case of Byron E. Cagle v. W. J. Mendenhall, reversing.
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previous departmental rulings in the same case (20 L. D., 447, and 21
L. D., 96), and directing that Cagle be allowed to make homestead
entry for the NW. of, Sec. 22, T. 23 N., R. 1 W., Perry land district,
Oklahoma Territory.
Pursuant to the above direction, your office, on March 11, 1898,
instructed the local office to cancel Mendenhall's'entry and permit
Cagle to make entry of the land.
On March 2, 1898, Men denhall filed in the local office a protest against
the allowance of Cagle's entry, alleging that the latter was a "sooner,"
and asking a hearing to establish that fact. On March 22, 1898, when
Cagle presented his application to enter, the local officers declined to
receive it, and ordered a hearing on Mendenhall's protest. Cagle filed
in the Department a petition addressed to the supervisory authority of
the Secretary. This petition, with affidavits and exhibits accompanying the same, were by departmental letter of April 7,1898, transmitted
to your office "for your early consideration and appropriate action."
On April 14, 1898, Cagle made entry of the land.
On April 26, 1898, Mendenhall filed contest affidavit against said
Cagle, alleging "that said Byron E. Cagle, subsequent to August 19,
1893, and prior to 12 o'clock, noon, September 16, 1893, did enter upon
and occupy a portion of the lands known as the Cherokee Outlet."
This affidavit is corroborated by that of M. F. Kelso, who states, in
substance, that he saw said Byron E. Cagle (and another man) in the
vicinity of the land in controversy, and at a point about two or two
and a half miles west of the west line of the Otoe and Missouria reservation," at about eleven o'clock A. M. of the day of the opening.
This affidavit was afterwards amended so as to read:
That on September 16, 1893, and before twelve o'clock, noon, on said date, I saw
Byron E. Cagle in the Red Rock bottom, at a point west of the west line of the Otoe
and Missouria Indian reservation, near the NW. 1 of Sec. 22, T. 23 N.,. R. 1 W.

Cagle filed a motion to dismiss the contest, principally upon the
ground that the question of "soonerisn" had already been adjudicated
by this Department, in the decisions hereinbefore referred to.
The local officers denied the' motion, and ordered a hearing to be had
on January 25, 899.
Cagle has filed in the Department a petition for the exercise of its
supervisory authority, asking that it order the dismissal of said contest, on the grounds, iii substance, that the contest affidavit is not
sufficiently specific; and that the question of soonerism" has been
already adjudicated.
In the departmental decisions (20 L. D., 447; 21 L. D., 90; and 26 L. D.,
177;) heretofore rendered, the controlling question has been whether
or not Cagle was disqualified because of his having entered the territory from the west line of the Otoe and Missouria Indian reservation.
This question was, by the decision of February 9, 1898, decided in the
negative, and Cagle was held not to be disqualified-on that ground.
The question as to whether Cagle entered the territory prior tp twelve
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o'clock, noon, on the day of the'hearing, Was not touched upon in your
office decision of February 5, 1893, by appeal from which the case was
brought before the l)epartment; neither does it appear that the Department has ever definitely passed upon that question.
The Department will not interfere with the action of the local officers in directing-a hearing in any case unless it be shown that by such
action they have exceeded their authority. It does not appear that
they have erred in directing a hearing, in the case at bar to determine
whether or not Cagle entered the territory prematurely.
In view of the facts set forth, and of the long time during which the
case has been under litigation, you are hereby directed to instruct the
local officers to proceed with the hearing heretofore ordered by them;
and after such hearing to pass judgment upon the case with the greatest expedition consistent with its careful consideration. Should the
case come to your office on appeal, you will take prompt action thereon.
This contest will be treated as one under the second section of the
act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), and Mendenhall will be required
to pay the expenses of the trial, as is usual in such cases.
Cagle's petition is denied, and, with the accompanying documents,
herewith transmitted for the files of your office.

HOMESTEAD CONTEST-VOID MARRIAGE.

CRANDALL V. GRAY.
A charge that an entrywoman at the date of her entry was, by reason of marriage,
disqualified to make entry must fail where it appears that the alleged marriage
was illegal and void ab iitio.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D.)
Z9, 1899.
(G. R. 0.)
Cypriau U. Crandall has appealed to this Department from your office
decision of May 11, 1897, dismissing his contest against homestead
entry No. 5268, made March 31, 1890, by Susan Gray,-for the SE 4 of
Sec. 8, T. 15 S.j R. 2 W., in the Los Angeles, California, land district.
This contest was begun by Crandall on February 24, 1896, the substance of his charges being that Susan Gray at the date of her entry
was the wife of William Gray and therefore not a qualified entryman.
Hearing was had, 'and on July 28, 1896, the local officers recommended
the dismissal of the contest. On appeal your office affirmed their
decision.
There is no dispute between the parties as to the material facts of
this case. It appears that in December, 1869, William Gray was married to one Martha Titherington in Yorkshire, England. He left her
immediately after the marriage and came to this country. He was
told, in 1870, that this woman was dead, and believing this to be true,
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in December, 1872, he married Susan Gray, the defendant in this case.
In February, 1886, he made homestead entry of the land in question.
He lived with Susan Gray as her husband for many years, and had
seven children by her. In the latter part of 1889 he learned that
Martha Gray was still living, and in March, 1890, after the birth of
their youngest child, he told Susan Gray of this fact. They then
abandoned their marital relations. He relinquished his homestead
entry for the land in dispute and allowed her to make entry of it so
that she would have a home for herself and her children, and since
then he has contributed to their support. He has made occasional
visits to the house where she lived, but they both deny that they have
lived together as husband and wife since March, 1890. Their neighbors and their own children have always looked upon them as husband
and wife.
Sec. 61 of the civil code of California provides:
A subsequent marriage contracted by any person during the life of a former husband or wife of such person, with any person other than such former husbaud or
wife, is illegal and void from the beginning, unless:
1. The former marriage has been annulled or dissolved;
2. Unless such former husband or wife was absent, and not known to such person
to be living for the space of five successive years immediately preceding such subsequeut marriage, or was generally reputed and was believed by such person to be
dead at the time such subsequent marriage was contracted; in either of which cases
the subsequent marriage is valid until its nullity is adjudged by a competent
tribunal.

The marriage of Gray with Martha Titherington has not been annulled
or dissolved; Gray has known his wife, Martha Gray, to be living at a
time less than three years before the date of his marriage with Susan
Gray, and it was not " generally reputed," at such time, that his former
wife was dead, nor does it appear that he had any good reason for
believing that she was dead. Under these circumstances his marriage
with Susan Gray was illegal and void, atinitio, and she was ot, therefore, disqualified by such marriage from making this entry. Your
decision is affirmed.
HOMESTEAD CONTEST-WIDOW-ADMINISTRATOU.

BuciER v. BEN AM
The temporary separation of a homestead eutryman and his wife will not defeat the
right of the latter, as the widow of the entryxman, to submit final proof on his
entry.
The administrator of the estate of a deceased homesteader is not entitled under the
law to perfect the entry of the decedent.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January
(W. V. D-)
25, 1899.
(G. R. 0.)
On September 20, 1890, Elias . Benham made homestead entry No.
8789, for the WA of NWf, SEA of NWj and NW- of SWj of Sec. 12,
T. 2 N., R. W., in the Oregon City, Oregon, land district., On Sep-
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tember 12, 1893, after giving notice, Evaline Benham, claiming to be
the widow of said entryman, appeared at the local office and submitted
final proof. On the same date Joseph Bucher, administrator of the
estate of Elias C. Benham, deceased, filed a protest against the allowance
of said proof, alleging:
First. The said Evaline Benham is not the widow of the said E. C. Benham, but
is the wife of Charles Buckingham, ad at the time she went through the form of a
marriage with said E. C. Benham, she had a living husband, to wit, the said Charles
Buckingham.,
Second. The said Evaline Benham was not living with said E. C. Benham as his
wife at the time of his death and had not been for a long time.
Third. Said Evaline Benham is not attempting to make said proof fon her own
benefit but for the benefit of certain persons living at Noquin in the State of Washngton and said Evaline Benham has sold or agreed to sell said land in advance to
said persons.

Hearing was had on this protest before the local officers on June 26,
1896, both parties appearing. On September 29, 1896, the local officers
rendered a decision finding that Evaline Benham was the person
legally entitled to submit final proof under E. C. Benham's homestead
entry. On appeal your office affirmed this decision. A further appeal
brings the case before this Department.
The protestant contends that the marriage of the defendant with the
entryman, Elias C. Benham, on December 21,1891, was invalid, because,
she was, at that time, the wife of Charles Buckingham. The testimony
shows that she was married to said Buckingham on July 3, 1889, and
that on February 26, 1891, she was granted a decree of divorce by the
circuit court of Multnomah county, Oregon. This decree, through an
inadvertence, was not entered of record at that time, but on January
28, 1895, it was, by order of said court, "entered as of said 28th day of
February, 1891."1 Her divorce from Buckingham took effect therefore
on this last-mentioned date, and her marriage with Benham on December 21,1891, was valid. She was his wife at the time of his death and,
as his widow, was entitled to make final proof on his entry. The fact
that she had not lived with him for about six months prior to his death
will not, under the circumstances, deprive her of this right. Their,
separation was made with his consent, for the purpose of earning money
to support the family, and was not intended to be permanent.
There is nothing whatever in the testimony to sustain the charge
that the defendant is seeking to secure title to the land in the interest
of any person other than herself.
The appellant alleges error in your decision in holding that the proof
was regularly submitted and that said proof is sufficient. These are
questions that are not in issue i this controversy, and they need not
be discussed in this decision.
Error is also alleged in your decision "in not dismissing the proof
submitted, and allowing Joseph Bucher, as administrator, to make
proof thereon." The administrator of the estate of a deceased home-
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stead entryman who dies before making final proof, has no interest
whatever, as such administrator, in the land embraced in such entry.
In such cases the right to make final proof and receive patent for the
land is given to his widow, or, in the event of her death, to his heirs or
devisee, and to no other person. (Sec. 2291, Revised Statutes.) The
protestant in this case can be regarded only as a mere objector, or
amicues curiae. Even were it held that the proof should be dismissed
Bucher would not be entitled to-perfect Benham's entry.
If i other resbects regular, the final proof of the defendant may be
approved. Your decision is affirmed.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. It. CO. V. CHERRY.

Motion for review of departmental decision of September 30, 1898, 27
L. D., 470, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, January 30, 1899.

ALASKAN LAND-OCCUPANCY-PAYMENT.
ALASKA IMPROVEMENT CO. (ON REVIEW).
A supplemental showing of improvements made after survey may be accepted in
proof of the actual occupancy of land applied for under the act of March 3,
1891, where the necessity for such oconpancy, the use of the land prior to
application, and the good faith of the applicant are manifest.
Certificates issued on account of the deposit made to secure a survey can not be
accepted in payment for lands purchased for purposes of trade and manufacture.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Cornmissionerof the General Land Office,
(W. V. ).)
January 30, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
The Department by decision of September 23, 1898, (97 L. D., 451)
affirmed the decision of your office, upon the application of the Alaska
Improvement Co. to purchase land in the Territory of Alaska occupied
for the purposes of trade and nManufdcture, as far as it required the
applicant to amend the survey so as to cover only the land actually
used and occupied by it for trade and manufacture.
This ruling was based upon the decision of the Department in the
case of John G. Brady, which held that all entry of lands in Alaska
for the purpose of trade or manufacture under the act of March 3,
1898, must be limited to the land possessed and actually occupied for
such purpose. In this case the official survey showed that the improvements did not occupy a frontage on the Karluk river exceeding onehalf of the frontage claimed, and the company was required to amend
its survey to conform to the rule above stated.
.A motion for eview of this decision has been filed by the company,
supported by affidavits, plats and photographs, showing that all of said
frontage is actually occupied by said company in the prosecution of its
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business, and that owing to a high and very steep bluff along the entire
front varying from two hundred to two hundred and fifty feet above
the line of ordinary high water-mark, the character of the frontage is
such that buildings and other structures must be placed on the narrow
rim between the bluff and the shore.
It is further shown that the entire frontage is occupied by improvements of the company which have been made from time to time by said
company since said survey, at a cost of about $46,000, and about a million feet of lumber was used in their construction; that the full frontage of the survey on said river is occupied by such improvements as
shown by the plat exhibited with said affidavits, and that all of said
frontage is necessary for the convenient and successful carrying on of
the business of a fishery canning company.
These facts are shown by the affidavits filed with said motion, from
which it now appears that all of said frontage was actually occupied
and is necessary for the business of said company, and it is now shown
that the part of the froiitage which did not appear to be occupied by
improvements when the case first caine before the Department is now
occupied by a fisherman's lookout, posts, piles, net racks, capsta-ns, tanks
for coal oil, and other structures necessary to the use of the business
carried on by said company.
While it is true that most of these improvements have been made
since the survey, they were made upon the space that has always been
used by the company ili hauling its seines, and spreading the nets, for
the purpose of facilitating the operations and uses to which the land
theretofore had been applied.
The good faith of the applicant being abundantly shown, and it
appearing that the entire frontage claimed is actually necessary for the
successful prosecution of the business, and has always been sed for
the purpose in aid of which the improvements placed thereon since
survey, the application comes within the spirit of the act and no further
survey should be required.
The decision of September 23, 1898, so far as it required the applicant to amend the survey is revoked.
It appears from your letter that the ex officio surveyor general "issued
his receipt for the money tendered in payment for the land, being triplicate certificate of deposit for the survey." Your attention is called to
the case of John G. Brady, 26 L. D., 305, in which it is held that there
is no statutory authority for accepting in payment for lands purchased
for trade and. manufacture the certificates issued on. account of the
deposit made to secure the survey of said land. You will therefore
require payment to be made for said land in accordance with said ruling
before approving the entry.
FEELEY V. HENSLEY.

Motion for review of. departmental decision of October 4, 1898, 27 IL.
D., 502, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, January 30, 1899.
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SCHOOL LAND-SURVEYED LAND IN FOREST RESERVATION.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

(ON REVIEW).

Where a forest reservation includes within its limnits a school section, surveyed prior
to the establishment of the reservation, the State under the authority of the
first proviso to section 2275 R. S., as amended by the act of February 28, 1891,
may be allowed to waive its right to such section and select other land in lien
thereof.
The decision herein of December 27,189,.19 L. D., 585, recalled and vacated.
Instructions of December 19,1893,17 L. D., 576, modified.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the Gceracl and, Office,
(W. V. D.)
January 30, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
This is a motion by the State of California for review of the decision
of the Department, dated December 27, 1894 (19 L. D., 585), rejecting
the application of the State to select, as school land, the SE. 1 of the
SW. of See. 26, T. 16 S., R. E., M. D. M, in lieu of the same. quantity of land in See. 36, T. 7 S., R. 29 E., M. D. M. Briefly stated, the
contention of the State is that section 2275 Revised Statutes, as
amended by the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 796), furnishes
authority for the allowance of the selection in question and that the
Department. erred in holding to the contrary. The State of Oregon is
also interested in the question presented and by its Attorney-General
has filed a brief in the case.
The land in section thirty-six is within -the boundaries of the Sierra
forest reservation established by executive order, dated February 14,
1893 (27 Stat., 1059). The section was surveyed prior to. the establishment of the reservation. It is conceded by the State that full title
to the tract i that section passed to it not later than the date of the
public survey tereof, and that it was not thereafter within the power
of the executive to reserve the same or i any way impair the State's
right thereto. The State insists, however, that under, the provisions of
the said amended. section it may be allowed to surrender the land to
the United States and then take other public land in-lieu thereof.
It is urged that by reason of the inclusion and isolation of the land
in section thirty-six within the boundaries of the reservation, the State
is practically precluded from either leasing or selling it, or deriving
revenue therefrom in any manner for the use of public. schools, and
that thus, unless it can surrender the same and take other land in lieu
thereof, the State's grant of lnds for school purposes will, in this and7
many similar instances, suffer serious substantial loss; also, on the
other hand, that, should the State succeed i selling or leasing such
and similar tracts, its vendees or lessees would have necessarily a right
of way over the reservation, thus destroying the integrity of the same
and subjecting the territory within its boundaries to a divided jurisdiction-a condition which would seriously obstruct and interfere with:
the purposes of the reservation and probably be fruitful of confusion
and controversies growing out of the attempts of the State and Fed-.
eral authorities to administer their respective laws. Such considera-
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tions as these, it is urged, doubtless influenced Congress to enact the
legislation in question under which the State claims the privilege of
relinquishing the land i section thirty-six and taking the other tract
in lieu thereof. These are undeniably important considerations, and to
be borne in mind in interpreting the said legislation.
As amended by the act of February 28, 1 91, supra, section 2275
Revised Statutes reads:
Where settlements, with a view to pre-emption or homestead, have been or shall.
hereafter be made before the survey of the lands in the field, which are found to
have been made on sections sixteen or thirty-six, those sections shall be subject to
the claims of such settlers; and if such sections, or either of them, have been or shall
be granted, reserved, or pledged for the use of schools or colleges in the State or
Territory in which they lie, other lands of equal acreage are hereby appropriated
and granted, and may be selected by said State or Territory, in lieu of such as may
be thus taken by pre-emption or homestead settlers. And other lands of equal
acreage are also hereby appropriated and granted, and may be selected by said State
or Territory, where sections sixteen or thirty-six are mineral land, or are included
within any Indian, military, or other reservation, or are otherwise disposed of by
the United States: Provided, Where any State is entitled to said sections sixteen
and thirty-six, or where said sections are reserved to any Territory, notwithstanding
the same may be mineral land or embraced within a military, Indian, or other reservation, the selection of such lauds in lieu thereof by said State or Territory shall
be a waiver of its right to said sections. And other lands of equal acreage are also
hereby appropriated and granted, and may be selected by said State or Territory, to
compensate deficiencies for school purposes where sections sixteen or thirty-six are
fractional in quantity, or where one or both are wanting by reason of the township
being fractional, or from any natural cause whatever. And it shall be the duty of
the Secretary of the Interior, without awaiting the extension of the public surveys,
to ascertain and determine, by protraction or otherwise, the number of townships
that will be included within such Indian, military, or other reservations, and thereupon the State or Territory shall be entitled to select indemnity lands to the extent
of two sections for each of said townships in lieu of sections sixteen and thirty-six
therein; but such selections may not be made within the boundaries of said reservations: Provided, 7?oereer, That nothing herein contained shall prevent any State
or Territory from awaiting the extinguishment of any such military, Indian or
other reservation and the restoration of the lands therein embraced to the public
domain and then taking the sections sixteen and thirty-six in place therein; but
nothing in this proviso shall be construed as conferring any right not now existing.

*
*

The above is general legislation applicable to all the States and Territories to which public lands have been granted, reserved or pledged
by acts of Congress. The section is readily divisible into fonr parts.
There is first a grant of indemnity for lands settled upon which, on
subsequent survey, are found to be in sections sixteen or thirty six.
Then follows a grant under which a State or Territory may take lands
in lieu of such of said setions as "are mineral land, or are included
within any military, Indian, or other reservation, or are otherwise disposed of by the United States," to which is directly attached the
important proviso thatWhere any State is entitled to said sections sixteen and thirty-six or where said
sections are reserved to any Territory, notwithstanding the same may be mineral
land or embraced within a military, Indian, or other reservation, the selection of
such lands in lieu thereof by said State or Territory shall be a waiver of its right
to said sections.
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The third grant is made "to compensate deficiencies," where those
sections are fractional, or where one or both are wanting in the township. And last, there is made provision for ascertaining in advance
of the public urvey the number of school sections in any military,
Indian or other reservation and for allowing indemnity without awaiting such survey. It is under the second division of the section that
the State specifically claims the privilege of making the exchange
above indicated.
In the decision under review it was said that the words " before the
survey," which appear only in the first part of the section, were to be
regarded as appearing in each of the other parts. Certainly it was
not intended that these words should be inserted in the third division,
because it could not be known that " sections sixteen or thirty-six are
fractional in quantity" until after survey, and it is difficult to discover
where these words could be interpolated in the second division of the
section without substantially changing its meaning. Upon very careful consideration, the Department is of opinion that it was error to
read these words into this part of the statute, and that it was the
intention of Congress to make provision therein for the selection by a
State or Territory of other lands in lieu of the sixteenth and thirtysixth sections included within a reservation, whether such sections had
been surveyed prior or subsequent to the creation of the reservation.
Read as a whole, and keeping in view the languageused in its proviso,
the second division of the section does not support the conclusion that
Congress intended to confine the right of a State or Territory to make
lieu selections; to cases where sections sixteen and thirty-six were
: unsurveyed at the date of the reservation.
In the decision under review, the position is taken that after the survey of these sections the right of the State thereto becomes fixed and
absolute and the land ceases to be public land; that this second division of the section contemplates the allowance of indemnity only where
section sixteen or thirty-six has been disposed of by the United States;
that as a matter of law the United States can not dispose of these sections after the right of the State thereto becomes ixed and absolute,
and Congress did not intend that any disposition thereof, after the
right of the State becomes fixed and absolute, should be made in the
creation of forest reservations, because the authority to create such
reservations is, by the act of March 3, 1891, ifra, confined to the setting apart and reserving of "public lands," and that therefore where
sections sixteen and thirty-six are surveyed at the time of their inclusion within a forest reservation, they are not disposed of by the United
States but the right of the State thereto remains intact, unimpaired by
the creation of the forest reservation. This view; however, does not
accord to the proviso its proper influence in the interpretation of this
division. The entire division should be read together to correctly
determine its meaning. The language in the proviso recognizes unmistakably that sections sixteen and thirty-six may be "mineral land or
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embraced within a military, Idian or other reservation," and yet the
State be entitled thereto, or they be reserved to a Territory; and distinct provision is made that i such event the selection of other lands
" in lieu thereof by said State or Territory, shall be a waiver of its right
* to said sections." It may be worthy of mention that there is no such
recognition of the right of the State, and no such provision for a waiver
thereof. in the first division of the section which authorizes the allowance of indemnity for sections sixteen and thirty-six, where they have
been taken by preemption or homestead settlers in pursuance of settlement made with a view to preemption or homestead, before the survey
of the lands in the field.
There are many statutes authorizing a selection of lieu lands: smetimes these selections are authorized as indemnity for lands which vere
lost to a grant because they were otherwise disposed of or claimed,
before the identiflcation by survey or otherwise, of the lands passing
under the grant; at other times, they are allowed in exchange for lands
which have been identified as passing under a grant and to which the
rights of the grantee have attached, but which are needed by the government for some reservation or other public purpose, or to enable it to
discharge some claimed obligation to others. The terms "indemnitv"
and 'liiu selection," therefore, in the nomenclature of the public land
laws are not used simply to denote a compensatory allowance for lands
which have been lost to a grantee, but are also at times employed to
include the giving of one tract for another, the right to which is relinquished or waived by the grantee.
While it is not within the power of Congress or of the executive to
' divest the State of school lands after its right thereto has attached, the
thing contemplated by this statute is an exchange made at the solicitation of the State and not a takling of its property against its will.
Such an exchange is not wholly new. B the second section of the
act of March 1, 1877 (19 Stat., 267), provision was made whereby the
State of California was permitted to take title to indemnity school
selections, previously made and certified, in lieu of granted sections to
which it had full title, but for which the State had been allowed to make
lieu selection upon the belief that the granted sections were within a
Mexican grant. Title to the said granted sections thereupon returned,
under the terms of the act as construed by the supreme court in
Durand v. Martin (120 IU.S., 366), to the United States. In speaking
of the exchange there provided for, the court said (pp. 375-6):
The selection was confirmed, and the United States took in lieu of the selected
land that which the state would have been entitled to but for the idemnity it had
claimed and got. In its effects this was an exchange of lands between the United
States and the state. . . . If the state was actuallyentitledtoindemnity, it was got,
and the United States only gave what it had agreed to give. If the state claimed
and got indemnity wlfen it ought to have taken the original school sections, the
United States took the school sections and relinquished their rights to the lands
which had been selected in lieu.
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See also California v. Nolan (15 L. D., 477,and same v.Herbert,id.,519).
It is worthy of note that the legislation under which the Sierra forest
reserve and other forest reservations, were created (section 21, act of
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat., 1095, 1103) was pending before Congress at the
time when the act of February 28, 1891, spra, was pending, and

became a law only a few days later. Congress knew wheii these acts
were under consideration that such reservations would necessarily
embrace, in many instances, lands which had been granted, reserved
or pledged to States and Territories for the use of public schools. It
surely knew also that these reservations would frequently contain surveyed townships or portions thereof within which would be the school
sections sixteen and thirty-six which had passed to the States or were
reserved or pledged to the Territories, and that these sections, entirely
surrounded by government lands and sometimes far within the boundaries of the reservations, would be of little or no benefit-as is alleged
to be the fact in the. case at bar-to the States or Territories while the
reservations existed. It is very desirable on the part of the United
States that i all cases where reservations are made the land therein
should be subject, as far as possible, to the same governmental
authority and jurisdiction in order to successfully carry out the objects
sought in creating them. It is believed, therefore, that the conclusion
herein reached accords with the intent of Congress, and is in pursuance of a wise public policy. It gives to the State that which she
reasonably asks-the right to select the tract herein described in lieu
of the equal tract in section thirty-six, which is completely enclosed in
the Sierra forest reservation. The selection, when approved, will operate as a waiver by the State of its right to the tract used as a basis.
The exchange will apparently be mutually beneficial to both parties. X o
The decision of December 27, 1894, is hereby recalled and vacated, X
and the opinion expressed in your office letter of September 29,1894, to
the effect that the State's. application should be allowed under said
amended section 2275, is hereby approved. The instructions relative
to indemnity for school lands within the boundaries of forest reservae
tions approved by the Department December 19, 1893 (17 L. D., 576),
<
will be amended to conform to the views herein expressed.

\
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HOMESTEAD-LAND SUBJECT TO ENTRY-SECTION 2289 R. S..

BARBOUR

. WILSON ST AL. (ON REVIEW).

The words "subject to pre-emption" used in section.2289 R. S., priorto its amendment
by section 5 act of March 3,1891, to define in part lands subject to homestead
entry, are omitted from the section as amended. and since said amendment the
only limitation placed upon the character of lands subject to homestead entry
by said section is that they shall be "unappropriated public lards."
No State law incorporating a town can, of itself, appropriate any public lands of the
United States, and thereby withdraw or except them from disposition under the
homestead law, or other laws of the United States. If such an appropriation
exists it is because some law of the United States so declares.

).
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The act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 392), reserves from pre-emption and homestead
entry public lands within the limits of an incorporated town to the extent of
the maximum quantity susceptible of entry by such town under the townsite
laws.
Where the limits of an incorporated town embrace less than 2560 acres, the maximum
quantity susceptible of entry nuder the townsite laws, a part of which has been
entered as a towasite and the remainder of which is vacant and unoccupied land
contiguous to that theretofore entered, all of such public land is reserved from
pre-emption and homestead entry.
A homestead entry improperly allowed of land so reserved may be permitted to stand,
where subsequently the town is disincorporated, and no adverse claimI exists.
The protestant herein held not an adverse claimant.
The departmental decision of December 3, 1896 (23 L. D., 462), recalled and vacated,
and the ease remanded with instructions to pass the entry to patent.

Acting Secretary Byan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
January 30, 1899.

*

This is a motion by the Castle Land Company for a review and
re-consideration of the decision of this Department, dated December
3, 1896 (23 IL.D., 462), involving soldiers' additional homestead entry
of the N. of the SW. 1 (lots 5-and 6) Sec. 24, T. 8 N., R. 8 E., Helena,
Montana, land district.
The status of this land has been the subject of consideration by this
Department for several years. April 5, 1894, a Sioux half-breed scrip
location thereof made by William IL. Quinn. on August 25, 1890, was
declared invalid, and your office directed to cancel the same (McGregor
et al. v. Quinn, 1 L. D., 368), and this ecision was adhered to on
motion for review (19 L. D., 295). After the scrip location and prior
to the decision directing its cancellation, the land was sold to the Castle Land Company by Massena Bullard, who had-purchased the same
from Quinn, the scrip locator. The land company platted the tract
and conveyed by warranty deeds to G-eorge H. Barbour and others a
number of lots therein, the title to which being dependent upon the
validity of the scrip location, failed with the cancellation thereof. On
account of such failure, the appellant and other lot purchasers afterwards brought suits in the local courts against the company upol its
covenants of warranty.
After the cancellation of the scrip location, and on October 30, 1894,
the defendant, Wilson, filed his application to make soldiers' additional
homestead entry of the tract. The land being within the limits of the
incorporated town of Castle, the town authorities were cited to show
cause, if any, why such application should not be allowed, and through
the mayor and town clerk and under the corporate seal of the town,
they advised your office that the land was not then and never had been
occupied for trade or business, ad that the town would not interpose
any objection to the Wilson entry. The application was then allowed
under the direction of your office, and afterwards the land company
purchased the land from Wilson; but on August 2, 1895, Arthur P.
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fleywood initiated a contest against the Wilsonen'try, alleging that the
same was made in the interest of said company, under a prior agreement by the entryman to convey the title when acquired.
August 30, 1895, Heywood made application to amend his affidavit
of contest by. adding thereto the charge that the land in question, at
the date of Wilson's application and entry, was within the limits of an
incorporated town. The amendment was disallowed by your office
October 28, 1895, on the ground that if the additional charge were
true it would not of itself require the entry's cancellation. This ruling
was, presumably, because of the town's previous consent to the entry.
A hearing was had upon the original charge, at which the contestant
also introduced evidence in support of the charge made in his rejected
amendment, but the local officers decided in favor of the defendant
and recommended the dismissal of the contest. February 13, 1896, the
contestant Heywood waived his right of appeal, and February 15,1896,
George H. Barbour made application to intervene and appeal. The
application alleges that the company procured Hleywood to waive his
right of appeal; that Barbour is a party in interest having purchased
one of the Castle lots from the company prior to 1894; that the Wilson
entry is fraudulent because made for the benefit of the Castle Land
Company, and that Barbour does not wish any after-acquired title
which the company may procure.
Your office denied said application, and also the right of Barbonr to
appeal, whereupon he invoked the supervisory authority vested in the
Secretary of the Interior, and on July 1, 1896, procured an order directing your office " to certify the record and proceedings in the case to
this Department for consideration and such action as may be found
necessary and proper." (23 L. D., 12.)
In the decision under review, the Department held that the validity
of Wilson's entry was not affected by the fact that it was made for the
benefit of another, because being a soldiers' additional homestead, the
right was assignable either before or after entry, citing Webster v.
Luther (163 U. S., 331). That decision also held that the amendment
of section 2289, of the Revised Statutes, by the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stat., 1095), did not remove the inhibition theretofore contained in
sections 2258 and 2289 of the Revised Statutes against homestead
entry of public lands included within the limits of an incorporated
town, and that if, at the date of Wilson's entry the land covered
thereby was i an incorporated town, the entry was invalid because
the land was not "unappropriated public land" within the meaning of
the homestead law. That decision made no reference to the act of
March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 392), hereinafter mentioned.
The motion for review alleges error in these rulings and in permitting
Barbour to be heard to defeat the company in its effort to make good
the title and covenants of warranty under and through which he claims
to be interested in the controversy.
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Section 2258 of the Revised Statutes, before its repeal, declared:
The following classes of lands, unless otherwise specially provided for by law,
shall not be subject to the rights of preemption, to wit:
First. Lands included in any reservation by any treaty, law, or proclamation of
the President, for any purpose.
Second. Lands included within the limits of any incorporated town, or selected
as the site of a city or town.
Third. Lands actually settled and occupied for purposes of trade and business,
and not for agriculture.
Fourth. Lands on which are situated any known salines or mines.

Section 2289, prior to its amendment, declared:
Every person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-one years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who has filed his declaration of
intention to become such, as- required by the naturalization laws, shall be entitled
to enter one quarter section or a less quantity of unappropriated public lands, upon
which such person may have filed a preemption claim, or which may, at the time
the application is made, be subject to preemption at one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre; or eighty acres or less of such unappropriated lands at two dollars
and fifty cents per acre, to be located in a body, in conformity to the legal subdivisions of the public lands, and after the same have been surveyed. And every
person owning and residing upon land may, under the provisions of this section,
enter other land lying contiguous to his land, which shall not, with the land so
already owned and occupied, exceed in the aggregate one hundred. and sixty acres.

By the provisions of this section the same classes of land which were
excepted romi preemption were excepted from homestead entry.
The act of March 3,1891, spra,.in section 4 repealed the preemption

law, of which section 2258 was a part, and in section 5, amended section 2289 so as to read:
Every person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twentyone years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who has filed -his declaration of
intention to become such, as required by the naturalization laws, shall be entitled
to enter one quarter section, or a less quantity, of unappropriated public lands, to
be located in a body in conformity to the legal subdivisions of the public lands;
but no person who is the proprietor of more than one hundred and sixty acres of
land in any State or Territory shall acquire any right under the homestead law.
And every person owning and residing on land may, under the provisions of this
section, enter other land lying contiguous to his land, which shall not, with the
land so already owned and occupied, exceed in the aggregate one hundred and sixty
acres.

In the original section the lands subject to homestead entry were
described as "unappropriated public lands

.

.

.

. subject to pre-

emption," while in the amended law they are described as "unappropriated public lands," the words " subject to preemption" being stricken
out or repealed. When these words were stricken out or repealed
the statute stood, and was to be construed, as if they had never been
inserted therein. Whatever effect or meaning was given to the section
by their presence was withdrawn by their repeal. Prior to the amendment it was necessary to examine the preemption law to determine
what lands were subject to homestead entry, but since the amendment
that question is to be determined without reference to the preemption
law.
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The repeal of the pre-emption law did not in itself necessitate any
change in the homestead statute, ad the expression to the contrary in
the decision under review is not sustained by authority. While by its
repeal the pre-emption law ceased to have any force as a separate or
independent law, yet it had been made a part of the homestead statute
in so far as it furnished an interpretation of the words " subject to preemption " in the latter, and in that respect it was not repealed. Sutherland's Statutory Construction, See. 257. Endlich's Interpretation, of
Statutes, Sec. 492. Maxwell's Interpretation of Statutes, p. 31. Clarke
v. Bradlatcgh, L R. 8 Q. B. Div., 63, 69. I .r Commissioners of Lunatic
-Asylums, 8 Irish Rep., Eq. series, 366. Spring Valley, etc., Co. v. San
Francisco, 22 Cal. 434.. Wood v. Hustis, 17 Wis., 416. Sika v. Chicago,
etc., Ry. Co., 21 Wis., 370. Schwenle et atl. v. Union Depot, etc., Co.
7 Colo. 512.
The only limitation placed upon the character of lands subject to
homestead entry by section 2289, since the amendment of March 3,
1891, is that they shall be " unappropriated public lands." Were the
lands embraced in this soldiers' additional entry of that charactere
That they were public lands of the United States is not questioned.
While geographically within the boundaries of an incorporated town
they were not settled upon or occupied but were vacant and unoccupied.
Were they appropriated by law; and if so, by what law?
That the authority of the United States over the disposition of the
public domain is paramount is established. The second paragraph of
section 3 of Article IV of the Constitution provides that "The Congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging to the
IUnited States.'?
In M'Cullocb v. Maryland, 4 Wheaton, 316, 406, Chief Justice Marshall delivering the opinion of the court, said:
The government of the United States, then, though limited in its powers, is
supreme; and its laws, when made in pursuance of the Constitution, form the
supreme law of the land; 'anything in the Constitution or laws of any State, to the
contrary, notwithstanding.'

In Wilcox v. Jackson, 13 Peters, 498, 517, the court said:
We hold the true principle to be this, that, whenever the question in any court,
state or federal, is whether a title to land, which had once been the property of the
United States, has passed, that question must be resolved by the laws of the United
States.

In IUnited States v. Gratiot, 14 Peters, 526, 537, involving the power
of Congress to dispose of the public lands, under said provision of the
Constitution, the supreme court said:
The term territory, as here used, is merely descriptive of one kind of property,
and is equivalent to the word lands. And Congress has the same power over it as
over any other property belonging to the United States, and this power is vested in
Congress without limitation, and has been considered the foundation upon which
the territorial governments rest.
12781-voL 28-5
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In Gibson v. Chouteau, 13 Wall., 92, 99, Mr. Justice Field, speaking
for the court, said:With respect to the public domain, the Constitution vests i Congress the power
of disposition and of making all needful rules and regulations. That power is subject to no limitations. Congress has the absolute right to prescribe the times, the
conditions, and the mode of transferring this property, or any part of it, and to designate the persons to whom the transfer shall be made. No state legislation can
interfere with this right or embarrass its exercise.

It is apparent from these citations that no State law incorporating a
town can, of itself, appropriate any public lands of the United States
and thereby withdraw or except them from disposition under the home.
stead law, or other laws of the United States. If such appropriation
exists it is solely because a law of the United States so declares. Is
there such a law?
The act of May 23, 184 (5 Stat., 657), authorized the corporate
authorities of a town, or, if not incorporated, the judge of the county
court, to enter at the minimum price, public lands "settled upon and
occupied as a townsite." The entry was to be in trust for the several
use and benefit of the occupants according to their respective interests
and was required to be made prior to the commencement of the public
sale of the body of land which included such towlisite, otherwise the
'same would be sold at public auction like other lands. While the occupants were thus given a preference right of entry at the minimum price,
that right was required to be exercised before the public sale, so that,
if the land was not taken by the occupants the government might obtain
for its treasury such price as the lands would command at public auction. This act applied to lands " settled upon and occupied as a townsite," whether within an incorporated town or not. Settlement and
occupancy, and not incorporation, determined the application of the
statute. It did not attempt to deal with or appropriate vacant and
unoccupied lands, no matter where located. This was the oly townsite law in existence when the homestead statute was enacted permitsubject
ting homestead entry of " unappropriated public lands ....
to pre-emption." Vacant and unoccupied public lands even though
located within the boundaries of an incorporated town were at that
time "unappropriated," but they were not "subject to pre-emption"
because of the express exception from the operation of the pre-emption
law of " lands included within the limits of any incorporated town."
The act of March 3,1.863 (12 Stat., 754, Rev. Stat., Secs. 2380-2381),
authorized the President " to reserve from the public lands, whether
surveyed or unsurveyed, townsites on the shores of harbors, at the
junction of rivers, important portages, or any natural or prospective
centers of population," and provided for surveying such townsites into
lots and appraising and selling the same. The reservation of a townsite by the President in pursuance of this act, would, undoubtedly,
constitute an appropriation of the lands therein for townsite purposes,
but the tract here involved was never so reserved nor was its reser-
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vation ever requested, hence no appropriation of it can be predicated
upon this statute.
The act of July 1, 1864 (13 Stat., 343; Rev. Stat., sees. 2382-2384),

repealed the act of May 23, 184t, supra, and authorized tracts of public
land not exceeding six hundred and forty acres to be disposed of as

;;

*

townsites " in any case in which parties have already founded, or may
hereafter desire to found, a city or town on the public lands." The act
required a plat of the townsite to be filed with the recorder of the
county and a verified transcript thereof to be transmitted to the, General Land Office and a similar map to be filed in the local land office.
The President was then authorized to cause the lots embraced therein
to be offered at public sale to the highest bidder, the lots not disposed
of at public sale to become subject to private entry. No attempt has
been made to bring the lands here in question within the provisions of
this act. Neither a plat thereof nor a transcript of a plat has ever
been filed in either the local land office or in the General Land Office.
This act also requires that proof be made showing "'the extent and
character of the improvements " and "that such city or town has been
established in good faith." There were no improvements upon the tract
here in question, no city or town was actually founded or established
thereon and no one has applied to the Land Department for permission
to found a city or town thereon or to have the tract disposed of as a
townsite. This. statute makes no reference to incorporation and operates independently of that fact.
The act of March 2 1867, (14 Stat., 541; Rev. Stat., sees. 2387-2393),
is quite similar to the repealed act of May 23, 1844, supra, and authorizes the corporate authorities of a town, or, if not incorporated, the
judge of the county court, to enter at the minimum price, public. lands
"settled upon and occupied as a ownsite." Here, again, settlement
and occupancy, and not incorporation, determine the application of the
statute. The quantity of land subject to entry under this act is sealed
according to the number of inhabitants, the maximum quantity being
2560 acres, but vacant and unoccupied lands are not within its operation, no matter where located.
From what has been said, it seems clear that none of these townsite
laws has the effect of appropriating for townsite purposes, or of withholding from other disposition, vacant and unoccupied public land
merely because it happens to be within the artificial limits of an incorporated town.
It remains to consider the purpose and effect of the act of March 3,
1877 (19 Stat., 392).* At the time of its passage "lands included
ACT OF MARCH 3, 1877.
Be it enacted by the Senate and louse of Bepresentatives of
in Congress assembled, That the existence or incorporation
lic lands of the United States shall not be held to exclude
stead entry a greater quantity than twenty-five hundred

te United States of America
of any town upon the pubfrom pre-emption or homeand sixty acres of land, or
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within the limits of any incorporated town" were absolutely excepted
and excluded from the operation of the pre-emption and homestead
laws by sections 2258 and 2289 of the Revised Statutes. Originally it
was not the purpose of this exception and exclusion to reserve for townsite purposes lands so situated, but only to reserve them from preemption and homestead entry. The reason for this was that the government desired by the sale of these lands at public auction to obtain
for its treasury the advantage of their appreciation in value incident
to teir proximity to centers of population and trade. Root v. Shields
(1 Woolworth, 340; 20 Fed. Cas., 1160.) When, later on, the practice
the maximum area which may be entered as a townsite under existing laws, unless
the entire tract claimed or incorporated as such townsite shall, including and in
excess of the area above specified, be actually settled upon, inhabited, improved, and
used for business and municipal purposes.
See. 2. That where entries have been heretofore allowed upon lands afterward
ascertained to have been embraced in the corporate limits of any town, but which
entries are or shall be shown, to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, to include only vacant unoccupied lands of the United States, not settled upon or used for municipal purposes, nor devoted o any public use of such town,
said entries, if regular in all respects, are hereby confirmed and may be carried into
patent: Provided, That this confirmation shall not operate to restrict the entry of
any townsite to a smaller area than the maximum quantity of land which, by reason
of present population, it may be entitled to enter under section twenty-three hundred and eighty-nine of the Revised Statutes.
Sec. 3. That whenever the corporate limits of any town upon the public domain
are shown or alleged to include lands in excess of the maximum area specified in
section one of this act, the Commissioner of the General Land Office may require the
authorities of such town, and it shall be lawful for them, to elect what portion of
said lands, in compact form and embracing the actual site of the municipal occupation and improvement, shall be withheld from pre-emption and homestead entry;
and thereafter the residue of such lands shall be open to disposal under the homestead and pre-emption laws. And uipon default of said town authorities to make
such selection within sixty. days after notification by the Commissioner, be may
direct testimony respecting the actual location and extent of said improvements, to
be taken by the register and receiver of the district in which such town may be situated; and, upon receipt of the same, he may determine and set off the proper site
according to section one of this act, and declare the remaining lands open to settlement and entry under the homestead and pre-emption laws.; and it shall be the, duty
of the secretary of each of the Territories of the United States to furnish the surveyor-general of the Territory for the use of, the United States a copy duly certified
of every act of the legislature of the Territory incorporating any city or town, the
same to be forwarded by such secretary to the surveyor-general within one month
from date of its approval.
Sec. 4. It shall be lawful for any town which has made, or may hereafter make
entry of less than the maximum quantity of land named in section twenty-three
hundred and eighty-nine of the Revised Statutes to make such additional entry, or
-entries, of contiguous tracts, which may be occupied for town purposesias when
added to the entry or entries therefore [theretofore] made will not exceedvtwentyfive hundred and sixty acres: Provided, That such additional entry shall not together
with all prior entries be in excess of the area to which the town may be entitled at
date of the additional entry by virtue of its population as prescribed in said section
twenty-three hundred and eighty-nine.
Approved, March 3, 1877.
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of selling public lands at auction was substantially abandoned, the
effect of this exception and exclusion was that lands within the limits
of an incorporated town could be disposed of, omitting mention of some
minor exceptions only under the townsite laws, and for that reason they
came to be generally considered as reserved for townsite purposes,
although that was not the primary purpose of the law.
The extent of the incorporated limits of a city or town not being pre.:scribed by the laws of Congress but by State and Territorial laws
(Root v. Shields, supro) the artificial boundaries of incorporated towns

frequently departed from the lines of settlement and occupancy and
included tracts of vacant and unoccupied land which greatly exceeded
in area the quantity susceptible of entry under townsite laws.

Thus,

under the exception and. exclusion made by sections 2258 and 2289 all
public lands within the limits of an incorporated town in excess of the
quantity susceptible of entry under townsite laws, came to be practically withheld from all disposition.
It was to correct this situation that the act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat.,
392), entitled "An act respecting the limits of reservations for townsites
upon the public domain" was passed. It presupposes or assumes the
existence of another statute reserving from pre-emption and homestead
entry all lands within the limits of an incorporated town, but contains
within itself sufficient to give it full operation and effect independently
of the existence or repeal of the statute whose existence is so assumed.
Giving due consideration to all of its provisions, so far as applicable
to a case like this, this act may be summarized as follows:
1. It reserves from pre-emption and ho6mestead entry the maximum
quantity of public land within the limits of au incorporated town which
is susceptible of entry by such town under the townsite laws.
2. When within the limits of an incorporated town there are included
more public lands than the maximum quantity susceptible of entry.by
such town, it provides for identifying the lands reserved and for subjecting to tlie preemption and homestead laws all lands in excess of
the quantity so reserved.
3. It authorizes a town which has made entry of less than the maximum quantity to make additional entries of contiguous tracts occupied
for towDsite purposes, the aggregate, of all entries not to exceed the
quantity of land which the existing population of the town entitles it
to enter according to the scale prescribed by section 2389 of the Revised
Statutes (act of March 2, 1867, spra,), and not to exceed the maximum
quantity of 2560 acres.
4. The quantity of land so reserved from pre-emption and homestead
entry is not merely the area which the existing population of the town
entitles it to enter, but the maximum area of 2560 acres, less that
embraced in prior entries, if there have been any; in other words, the
reservation is not confined to the present needs of the town, but in
anticipation of its future growth, includes the total area which the town
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may yet enter, without going beyond the maximum limit prescribed by
the townsite laws.
Whether the land so reserved is thereby appropriated for townsite
purposes so as to withdraw and withhold it from all other disposition
under the public land laws, or whether under the terms of the statute
the appropriation is operative only against the pre-emption and homestead laws, it is not now necessary to inquire.
At the time of Wilson's soldiers' additional homestead entry the corporate limits of the town of Castle embraced the land here in controversy and other contiguous land theretofore entered under the townsite
laws, all of which was less than 2560 acres in area. Thus, while the
land here in controversy was then vacant and unoccupied and therefore
not subject to entry under the townsite laws, it was so situated that it
would probably become subject to such entry in the event of the future
growth of the town, and was therefore clearly reserved under the act of
March 3, 1877. The entire area included within the boundaries of the
incorporated town being less than 2560 acres, and this land being contiguous 'to the land theretofore entered, its identification as reserved
land was fully accomplished by the statute. It follows that at the time
of Wilson's entry, January 22, 1895, the land included therein was not
"unappropriated" within the meaning of section 2289 as amended, and
that the allowance of the entry was improper.
In September, 1895, on account of a falling off in its population, the
town of Castle was disincorporated under the laws of the State, and
thus the obstacle in the way of the entry was removed; in other wordss
while the land was not subject to homestead entry when Wilson's entry
was allowed, it became subject to homestead entry soon thereafter, and
is so now.
In the administration of the public land laws it is uniformly and
wisely held that an entry of land held in reservation or for other reason
not subject to entry, made and maintained in good faith under color or
claim of right will, if the land has since become subject to thatclass or
character of entry, be permitted to remain intact as having attached
when the land became subject to entry, if there be no adverse claim.
(Richard Griffin, 11 L. D., 231; Thunie v. St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba Ry. Co., 14 L. D., 545; John W. lines, 15 Li. D., 546; Settoon
v. Tschirn, 19 L. D., 1; James M. Dewar, 19 L.D., 575; Oscar Sassin,
20 L. D., 12).
The facts of this case bring it clearly within this rule. If Wilson's
entry were canceled he or his assignees could immediately make another
entry of the same land in the exercise of his soldiers' additional right.
It would not accord with the spirit in which the government's business
should be transacted to require this course to be followed when the
same result can be attained by more direct and reasonable means.
Without now undertaking to determine for all cases who is an adverse
claimant within the meaning of the cases -last cited, it is certain that
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Barbour does not occupy that status. He does not claim to have
initiated or acquired, and does not seek to initiate or acquire, any right
to the land in opposition to that entry, but confesses that his interest
in the land is one the preservation and protection of which depends
upon the Wilson entry being successfully carried to patent. Indeed
the attitude in which Barbour comes before the land department is that
of a vendee inviting the government to aid him in defeating his vend-.
or's title. He was accorded an opportunity of showing that the entry
should not be passed to patent and has failed in the undertaking, but
there was nothing in this which made him an adverse claimant.
The decision under review is recalled, and the case is remanded to
your office with instructions to pass the entry to patent.

INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT-LAW Or'DESCENT.

HEIRS OF GEORGE B.

VAN: ARSDALE.

In determining rights of inheritance under an allotment to acitizen Pottawatomie of
land in Oklahomia the law of descent in force in said Territory must govern; and
under said law, where the widow of an allottee dies all of her children, or their
representatives, have a share in the interest held by the widow,

Assistant Attorney-General Van 1)evanter to the Secretary of the Interior
January 30, 1899.
(W. C. P.)
I am i receipt, by your reference, with request for an opinion, of the
letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated December 29, 1898,
and accompanying papers~ relating to the question of the present ownership of lands allotted to George B. Van Arsdale, a Citizen Pottawatomie Indian, now deceased.
This question arose upon the presentation for approVal of a deed, in
which the grantors were described as "' Nellie Finley, nee Van Arsdale,
sole heir at law of George B. Van Arsdale, Pottawatomie allottee No.
562, and of Josette Van Arsdale, his widow, and John B. Finley, husband of said Nellie Finley," and purporting to convey the land formerly
allotted to said George B. Van Arsdale.
It seems from the papers submitted that this land, situated in Oklahoma, was allotted to said Van Arsdale, that he died in June, 1892,
leaving Josett6, his widow, and Nellie Finley, his daughter, as his sole
heirs, that the widow died in July, 1895, leaving said Nellie Finley, her
daughter by the marriage with Van Arsdale, and several other children, the fruits of a former marriage with one Trapp, as her heirs.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs expresses the opinion that Lnder
the laws of Oklahoma the land upon the death of Van Arsdale went
in equal parts to his widow and child, and that upon the widow's
death her interest descended to all her children equally; but since the
attorney for Nellie Finley, disputes the right of the children of the for-
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mer marriage to any interest in said land, the Commissioner submits
the matter, saying:
proposes to appeal the ease, I respectfully transmit the papers for your
As ....
consideration of the question of heirship, which is the only question presented for
your consideration and decision.

There is no argument among the papers against the Commissioner's
position, nor is there any appearance here in behalf of Nellie Finley.
The act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), under which this allotment was made, provides:
That the law of descent and partition in force in the State or Territory where such
lands are situate shall apply thereto after patents therefor have been executed and
delivered, except as herein otherwise provided.

There is nothing in the act to take this land out of the general rule,
and therefore the laws of Oklahoma as to descent and partition apply.
The law of Oklahoma relating to succession (Chap. 86, Art. 4, Sec. 3)
provides that the estate of one who dies intestate shall be succeeded to
and distributed:
First. If the decedent leave a surviving husband or wife, and only one child, or
the lawful issue of one child, in equal shares to the surviving husband, or wife and
child, or issue of such child.

Under this law the interest of Van Arsdale in this land went to
Josette, his widow, and Nellie, his only child, in equal shares.
This section frther provides:
If the decedent leave no surviving husband or wife, but leaves issue, the whole
estate goes to such issue, and if such issue consists of more than one. child living, or
one child living and the lawful issue of one or more deceased children, then the
estate goes in equal shares to the children living or to the child living, and the issue
of the deceased child or children by right of representation.

*

0

Josette Van Arsdale left Nellie Finley, her laughter, also several
children and issue of deceased children by a former marriage. Under
the law, her estate, which included a half interest in the land in question,
went to her children and the representatives of her deceased children.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs states that section 12 of said
article 4, chapter 86, of the Oklahoma statutes, is cited in support of
the claim that Nellie Finley is the sole owner of this land. Said seetion reads as follows:
Kindred of the half blood inherit equally with tose of the whole blood in the
same degree, unless the inheritance come to the intestate by descent, devise or gift
of some one of his ancestors, in which case all those who are not of the blood of
such ancestors must be excluded froui such inheritance.

*

I agree with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that this section
has no bearing on this case. All the children of the decedent, Mrs.
Van Arsdale, are equally of her blood.
The law as above quoted governing this case is so clear and explicit
as not to be in need of construction to ascertain its meaning, nor is
argument necessary to demonstrate the applicability of the law to the
case.
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I concur in the opinion expressed by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs that Nellie Finley is not the sole owner of this land and that
all the children, or their representatives, of Josette Van Arsdale, have
a share in the half interest in said land which went to her upon the
death of the allottee.
Approved, January 30, 1899,
Tnos. RYAN, Acting Secretary.

APPLICATION TO ENTER-ADVERSE CLAIM.
LUNSFOrD V. NABORS.
An application to enter irregular in form, and returned to the applicant for correction, protects him as against intervening adverse claims.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
February 1, 1899.
(0. J. G.)
This is an appeal by James B. Nabors from your office decision of
May 29, 1897, reversing the decision of the local office and holding his
homestead entry for the S of the SEX of Sec. 6, T. 20 S., R. 3 W.,
Montgomery land district, Alabama, subject to the right of William G.
Lunsford to make homestead entry of said land.
It appears that on Jannary 27, 1896, Nabors went before the clerk of
the court of Jefferson county, Alabama, and made homestead affidavit
and application for the land described, at the same time paying the
proper fee and commissions. These papers, with the fee and commissions, were duly transmitted to the local office, and were received there
January 28, 1896. The same day the local office returned to Nabors
his homestead application, in order that he might remedy his failure
to show that lie was within the provisions of the act of May 26, 1890
(26 Stat., 221), amending section 2294 of the Revised Statutes, which
provides under what circumstances applications may be prepared
remote from the local office. The perfected application was received
in the local office February 4, 1890, was placed of record, and duplicate
receipt issued to Nabors.
In the meantime, to wit, January 30, 1896, William G. Lunsford
established residence on the land in question by moving into a cabin
built thereon by a prior settler. At that time Lunsford found a notice,
signed by Nabors, tacked on the door of the cabin, warning trespassers
to keep off.
February 3, 1896, Lunsford applied to make homestead entry of this
land which was rejected for conflict with the prior application of
Nabors; and on March 9, 1896, he filed affidavit of contest against the
entry of Nabors, alleging that he established residence on the land
prior to said entry.
Testimony was taken before W. H. Hfunter, U. S. Commissioner at
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Birmingham, both parties being present with their counsel. The local
office rendered decision in favor of Nabors, it being held that Lullsford's allegation had not been sustained, and that Nabors was the first
legal applicant. Upon appeal your office reversed this decision.
The evidence is conflicting as to the time the trespass notice, found
by Lunsford when he moved oil the land, was placed there by Nabors;
the former swearing that it was there in October, 1895, while the latter
and several of his witnesses testify that it was not posted until Jannary 28, 1896. The evidence is conclusive, however, that said notice
was there and observed by Lunsford on January 30, 1896.
Your office held that the posting of the notice by Nabors was not an
act of settlement, and in this the Department concurs. It was held in
the case of Henline v. Ginder, 24 L. D., 476, that the rule recognizing
slight acts of settlement in the presence of an adverse claim is limited
to parties making the race for Oklahoma lands, and is not applicable
to the ordinary case of a party who claims priority of settlement. The
claim of Nabors is thus ma(le to depend upon his application to enter.
Upon this point your office held that said application "was not lawful
and valid until it was received complete on February 4, 1896, and his
rights must date from this time"; citing in support thereof the'case of
Davis v. Fraser, 21 L. D., 294.
In the case of Walk v. Beaty, 26 L. D., 54, it was held (syllabus):
The failure to file a "non-sooner" affidavit, with a soldier's declaratory staterdent,
may be subsequently remedied, even though an intervening adverse claim to the
land may be asserted.

- That case cited and distinguished the case of Lawson H. Lemmons,
19 L. D., 37, the syllabus of which is:
An application for public land should be rejected if defective when presented;
and the Tight of the applicant, in such ease, to thereafter perfect his application
can not be recognized in the presence of an intervening adverse claim.

The Lemmons case, however, was overruled by that of -Neff v. Snider,
26 . D., 389, the syllabus of which is:
An application to enter suspended on account of defects therein, with notice of
such action to the applicant, operates to reserve the land from other disposition
until final action thereon.

In the case of McCormick v. Barclay, 21 L. D., 60, it was held (syllabus):
Where an application to enter is found irregular in form, and is returned to the
applicant for correction, it should be regarded by the local office as pending for a
reasonable time, and excluding, during said period, other applications for the land.

See also the case of Smith v. United States, 16 L. D., 352, wherein
an application to make homestead entry, returned to the applicant
because it did not show why it was made before the clerk of the district court instead of at the local office, as in the case under consideration, was held to be a pending application and to protect the rights of
the applicant.
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With respect to the case of Davis v. Fraser, supra, upon which your
office relies, it is not considered as conclusive of the case under consideration, for the reason that there is ot a parallel state of facts in
the two cases. In that case it was held that " a homestead application
prepared before a clerk of court, or other officer remote from the local
office, takes effect only when filed in the proper land office." This
ruling is applicable to and controlling in the case at bar. The facts in
the case cited, however, are that the homestead application prepared
before the clerk of court was not actually filed in the local office until
an entry had intervened, although said application was executed the
day before the entry was made. It was accordingly held that such
application did not become a finished act before the filing of it; and as
this was subsequent to the entry the application was therefore too late.
It was also held that "homestead applications and affidavits made
before a United States commissioner, or the clerk of a State court, are
not lawful and valid, unless they show that the applicant 'is prevented'
by reason of distance, bodily infirmity, or other good cause, from personal attendance at the district land office." But this can not properly
be construed to mean that an application erroneous in form, returned
for correction, does not operate to reserve the land from other disposition until final action thereon, or that a homestead application must be
complete in every particular when first presented in order to so reserve
the land. In the case at bar the application of Nabors was filed in the
local office prior to Lunsford's settlement. or application to enter.
Therefore the question in this case, as distinguished from the one cited,
is, whether the application of Nabors, being incomplete when filed and
returned to him for correction, was a pending application and protected
his rights against the subsequent claims of Lunsford.
Under the decisions cited herein the Department is of opinion that
the omission of Nabors to file the affidavit referred to was properly
curable upon notice to him; and that when cured, as was done, it took
effect by relation as of the date filed.
Your office decision is hereby reversed, and the entry of Nabors will
remain intact subject to compliance with law.

RAILROAD GRANT-LAND EXCEPTED-PRE-EMPTION ITILING.

UNION PACIFIC

RY. Co. v. FisEn.

The preferred right of purchase secured by a pre-emption filing on "offered" land
terminates with the expiration of the statutory period for the submission of
final proof and making payment, and, if within that period such filing is not
earried to entry, it is not after such time even an apparent record claim to the
land, for the same record t at gives notice of the filing, gives like notice of its
termination. Such expired filing is of no advantage to the claimant which a
formal cancellation would withdraw, and no obstacle to the disposition of the
land which such a cancellation would remove.
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By the terms of section 3, of the act of July 1, 1862, making a grant of lands to the
Union Pacific Ry. Co. all lands, "sold, reserved or otherwise disposed of by the
United States," or "to which a pre-emption or homestead claim may ....
have attached at the time the line of said road is definitely fixed," were excepted
from said grant; and by section , of the amendatory act of July 2,1864, it was
provided that said grant should not defeat or impair any "pre-emption, homestead ....
or other lawful claim;" and it is held that an expired pre-emption
filing upon "offered" landis not an existing or subsisting claim upon the records
of the local office, and does not constitute a pre-emption, or other lawful claim,
within the meaning of the excepting clauses i said grant.

Acting Secretary Byan to the Commissioner of the General Land Oe,
(W. V. D.)
February1, 1899.
The Union Pacific Railway Company has appealed from your office
decision of May 15,1897, holding that the preemption filing of Almon
Benton excepted the NW. 1 of the NE. I Sec. 13, T. 7 S., R. 11 E., Topeka
land district, Kansas, from the grant made by the act of July 1, 1862
(12 Stat., 489) and the amendment thereto of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356).
This tract is within the limits of that grant and the line of road opposite thereto was definitely fixed by the map of definite location filed
January 11,'1866.
The land was offered for sale under proclamation No. 636, dated March
22, 1859, under which a sale of public lands commencing September 19,
1859, was held at the Kickapoo land office. While offered for sale the
tract was not sold, and thereupon took the status of offered land.
August 5, 1862, Almon Benton filed preemption declaratory statement embracing said tract, in which July 21, 1862, was given as the
date of his settlement, but the filing was never perfected into an entry.
At the date of the definite location of the line of road, this filing had
not been formally canceled upon the records of the local office and for
that reason it is held in your office decision that the land covered by
the filing was excepted from the grant.
The railroad company listed the tract for patent nuder its grant June
21, 1881, but notwithstanding this listing the local officers, without
notice to the company, permitted Frank F. Fisher to make homestead
entry of the tract October 7, 1896, and this entry is sustained by your
office decision.

What was the status of Benton's preemption filing at the date of the
definite location of the line of roadl Was it at that time an existing
preemption claim, within the meaning of the granting acts? If it was,
the land embraced therein was excepted from the grant.
By the terms of section three of the granting act there were excepted
from the grant all mineral lands and all lands sold, reserved or otherwise disposed of by the United States" or "to which a preemption or
homestead claim may .

. .

. have attached, at the time the line of said

road is definitely fixed," and by section four of the amendatory act it
was provided:.
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And any lands granted by this act, or the act to which this is an amendment, shall
not defeat or impair any pre-emption, homestead, swamp land or other lawful claim,
nor include any government reservation or mineral lands; or the improvements of
any bonafide settler, on any lands returned and denominated as mineral lands..
The main contention of appellant is that the tract was offered land
at the time of the filing thereon by Benton and that the filing had, by
operation of law, wholly expired and become altogether inoperative
before the definite location of the line of road and was therefore as
completely extinguished as if formally canceled.
It becomes necessary to inquire what were "offered" lands and to
ascertain the effect and status of a pre-emption filing thereon.
Originally the controlling purpose in disposing of the public lands
was the obtaining of public revenue. Under the proclamation of the
President and after appropriate public notice the lands were offered at
public sale to the highest bidder, the minimum price being one dollar
and twenty-five cents per acre, and if when so offered a tract remained
unsold it became subject to private sale under section 3 of the act of
April 24, 1820 (3 Stat., 566-R. S., Sec. 2357), which provided:
And all the public lands which shall have been offered at public sale before the
first day of July next, and which shall then remain unsold, as well as the lands that
shall thereafter be offered at public sale, according to law, and remain unsold at the
close of such public sales, shall be subject to be sold at private sale, by entry at the
land office, at one dollar and twenty-five cents an acre, to be paid at the time of
mal•ng such entry as aforesaid.
As a result of this system of public and private sales, the public
lands came to be spoken of as "unoffered" lands, meaning those which
had not yet been exposed to public sale, and "offered" lands, meaning
those which had been exposed to public sale but remained unsold. The
latter, but not the former, were subject to private sale or entry at the
minimum price. It will not be necessary to here refer to a class of
lands the status of which has been affected by a change in the price
thereof as shown in the case of Eldred v. Sexton (19 Wall., 189).
The preemption act of September 4, 1841 (5 Stat., 453; Sees. 10-15),
gave a preferred right to purchase or enter, at the minimum price, not
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, or a quarter section, of public
land to one who should make a personal settlement thereupon, inhabit
and improve the same, and erect a dwelling-house thereon. This preferred right extended equally to uoffered and offered lands, except
that by section 14 it was provided respecting unoffered lands:
That this act shall not delay the sale of any of the public lands of the United
States beyond the time which has been, or may be, appointed by the proclamation
of the President, nor shall the provisions of this act be available to any person or
persons who shall fail to make the proof and payment, and file the affidavit required
before the day appointed for the commencement of the sales as aforesaid.
and by section 15 it was provided respecting offered lands:
That whenever any person has settled or shall settle and improve a tract of lanld,
subject at the time of settlement to private entry, and shall intend to purchase the
same under the provisions of this act, such person shall in the first case, within
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three months after the passage of the same, and in the last within thirty days next
after the date of such settlement, file with the register of the proper district a
written statement, describing the land settled upon, and declaring the intention
of such person to claim the same under the provisions of this act; and shall, where
such settlement is already made, wvithin twelve months after the passage of this
act, and where it shall hereafter be mate, within the same period after the date of
such settlement, make the proof, affidavit, and payment herein required; and if he
or she shall fail to file such written statement as aforesaid, or shall fail to make such
affidavit, proof, and payment, within the twelve months aforesaid, the tract of land
so settled and improved shall he subject to the entry of any other purchaser.

Thus the effect of the act of 1841 was that, as to unoffered lands,
the filing of a preemption declaratory statement was not required, but,
the preference right of purchase was lost unless exercised by the making of de proof and payment before the time fixed for the public sale,
in which event the land would be offered and sold to the highest
bidder, and if not sold would become subject to private entry by the
first applicant, at the minimum price. As to offered lands, the preference right was dependent upon the filing of a declaratory statement
in the local office within thirty days after the time of settlement and
would be lost unless exercised by the making of due proof and payment within twelve months after the date of settlement.
Under the statute regulating sales of public lands, unoffered land
could not be purchased at any price or in any manner in advance of the
public sale, while offered land was at all times subject to purchase by
the first applicant at a fixed price. The preemption act of 1841 gave to
one complying with the terms thereof the privilege of purchasing unoffered land at the same fixed price at any time before the day appointed
for the commencement of the public sale. This was the conferring of
an entirely new privilege, but the privilege of purchasing offered lands
at the fixed price was conferred by the act of April 24,1820, and existed
independently of the preemption law, so that as to them the only effect
of the act of 1841 was to give to one complying with its terms a period
of twelve months from the time of settlement within which to fully exercise his privilege and make payment for the land. This was not the
conferring of an entirely new privilege bat rather the modification or
enlargement of an existing one.
The act of March 3, 1843 (5 Stat., 619), supplemented the preemption
act of 1841, and by section 5 required that settlers upon unoffered lands
should file a declaratory statement in the local office within three months
-from the time of settlement, in default of which the tract would be
awarded to the next settler in order of time who should file such statement and otherwise comply with the law, and section 9 referring to the
provision respecting offered land, in section 15 of the act of 1841, to the
effect that the tract would be subject to the eiitry of any other purchaser
unless the preference right was exercised by the making of proof and
payment within twelve months after the date of settlement, provided as
follows:
And said act shall not be so construed as to preclude any person who may have
filed a notice of intention to claim any tract of land by preemption under said act,
from the right allowed by law to others to purchase the same by.private entry
after the expiration of the right of preemption.
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Respecting the right or privilege secured by a preemption filing, the
two acts of 1841 and 1843, taken together, made a difference between
unoffered and offered lands in that on unoffered lands the right or
privilege continued up to the commencement of the public sale wvhenever that might be, and if the filing had not then been perfected into
an entry the land was offered at the public sale and if not sold became
subject to private entry by the first applicant, and on offered lands the
right or privilege continued for twelve months from the time of settlement and if the filing had not then been perfected into an entry, the land
was likewise subject to private entry by the first applicant, the person
who made the filing having the same right as others to thereafter purchase the land by private entry. The effect, however, of a failure to
carry a preemption filing into an entry within the time prescribed by
these acts was the same whether the filing embraced unoffered or
offered lands, that is, the right or privilege secured by the filing terminated ipsofacto, by operation of law, and thereafter the person who
made the filing had no greater or different right or privilege of purchasing or entering the land than was possessed by others, and bad
no greater or different right or privilege of purchasing or entering the
land than he would have possessed if he had not made the filing. If
at the time of the filing the land was unoffered, he could purchase at
the public sale by becoming the highest bidder, or if it remained
unsold at the close of such sale he could then make private entry
thereof at the minimum price upon the same terms accorded to others,
but neither at the public sale nor in making such private entry would
his filing avail him anything whatever. So if the land was offered
land at the time of the filing, upon the expiration of the time for carrying the filing into an entry the land became subject to private entry by
the person who made the filing upon the same terms that it was subject
to such entry by others, but the filing would be of no advantage to
him either in the presence or absence of other applicants. This result
was not dependent upon the cancellation of the filing upon the records
of the local office, nor was it the custom or practice of the land department to make a formal cancellation of such filings. The absence of a
formal cancellation was therefore no indication that the officers of the
land department recognized the expired filing as one thereafter to be
prosecuted to confirmation, nor, indeed, would such recognition have
been within the range of their authority.
That the "right of preemption," in the instance of offered lands,
expired by operation of law with the expiration of the time for making
proof and payment, and was so regarded by Congress, is fully illustrated by section 9 of the act of 1843, where it is provided that one
who may have filed a preemption declaratory statement for offered land
under the act of 1841 shall not be excluded from the right allowed by
law to others to purchase the. same by private entry after the ex iration
of the right of preemption."
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The fact that a filing had thus terminated and that all rights and
privileges thereunder were extinguished, was as much a matter of
record in the local office as would be a formal entry of cancellation, so
that no inquiry into matters not shown by the records of that office was
necessary in determiniDg the status or effect of the filing. The date
of settlement given in the declaratory statement, whether the filing
had been perfected into an entry, whether the land was unoffered or
offered at the time of the filing, and if unoffered whether it had since
been exposed to public sale, were matters necessarily appearing upon
the records of the local office. It follows, therefore, that under the
acts of 1811 and 1843 a preemption filing whether made upon unoffered
or offered land did not, after the expiration of the time for making
entry thereunder, constitute .even an apparent record claim to the
laud. The same record which gave notice of the filing gave like notice
of its termination. The filing was thereafter of no advantage to the
claimant which a formal cancellation would withdraw and it was no
obstacle to the disposition of the land which such a cancellation would
remove.
In Union Pacific Railway Co. v. flartwich (26 L. D., 680), it was held
that a preemption filing made ol unoffered lands was extinguished by
operation of law, if proof and payment were not made thereunder
before the day appointed for the commencement of the public sale
at which such land was offered, and that a formal cancellation upon the
records was not necessary to put an end to the preemption right.
The case under consideration is essentially different from that of a
filing which has become subject to cancellation by the claimant's failure
to maintain personal settlement, his ownership of three hundred and
twenty acres of other land or his agreement to sell the land before
entry. In such a case the claim would not be enforceable by the
claimant and would be subject to cancellation upon an ascertainment
of the facts, but in the absence of such ascertainment matters of this
character would not appear upon the records of the local office, and
would, therefore, not affect the status of the filing as an existing claim.
The status of the land at the time of the definite location of the
road, January 11, 1866, constitutes the criterion by which the lauds to
which the company is entitled are to be determined. Van Wyck v.
lKnevals (106 U. S., 360); Kansas Pacific Ry. Co. v. Dunmeyer (113
U. S., 629). At that time Benton's preemption filing made upon
offered land August 5, 1862, and based upon a settlement made July
21, 1862, had expired by operation of law, as shown by the records of
the local office, and had no more effect as a claim to the land than'if it
had never been made. It is not claimed that'Benton's settlement continued. after the expiration of his filing and up to the time of the
definite location of the line of road, but this was not deemed material
by your office and is not deemed material. by the Department.
Following the enactment of the homestead law, May 20, 1862, the
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practice of disposing of public lands at public sale was gradually
abandoned, and while the authority for such sales remained, it came to
be rarely exercised. As before shown, under the statutes then exist-,
ing, one making a preemption filing upon unoffered land had until the
day appointed for the public sale within which to carry his filing into
an entry by making proof and payment. The abandonment, therefore,
of public sales resulted in giving to those who had made preemption
filings upon unoffered land, an unlimited or indeterminate time within
which to perfect or complete their claims by making proof and pay-.
ment. To correct thissituation, the act of July 15,1870. (16 Stat.,279),
and the resolution of March 3, 1871 (16 Stat., 601), provided that claimants for unoffered lands should make the proper proof and payment
within thirty months after the date prescribed- for filing declaratory
statement. (See sec. 2267, R. S.) These additional enactments being
subsequent to the definite location of the company's line of road and
being limited to uoffered lands do not affect the case at bar and are
now mentioned only for the purpose of completing the historical statement of the legislation affecting the general subject under consideration. Any discussion of their effect upon filings upon unoffered land
must be left to a case whose facts make such discussion necessary.
The views here expressed are not altogether in conflict with the decisions of the Department in the cases of Allen v. Northern Pacific Rt. R.
Co. (6 L. D., 520); Schetka v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (5 L. D., 473),
and Eimmerson v. Central Pacific R. R. Co. (3 L. D., 117 and 271). At
the time when these decisions were rendered the Department held that
settlement, inhabitancy and improvement constituted a preemption
claim within the meaning of the excepting clauses of this and other
similar railroad ggants, and that lands so settled upon, inhabited and
improved at the time of the definite location of the line of road, were
excepted from the grant, although no declaratory statement had been
filed or action taken in the land office, whereby a claim to the land had
been asserted or recognized. The decisions cited applied this holding
to the cases of persons who made preemption filings upon offered land
and failed to make proof and payment within the time prescribed, but
who, when the line of road was thereafter definitely located, were still
inhabiting the land; and in support thereof it was said that "the preemption law bases the preemption right on settle ent and that "the
mere fact that the preemptor's filing had lapsed is not sufficient evidence
of the abandonment of his claim." That which was thus held to except
the land from the grant was the settlement and not the expired filing.
In the Schetka case a filing was made upon offered land by one Barth
and the time for making proof and payment thereunder expired before
the definite location of the line of road. It was held:
If the settlement existed at the time of the definite location, the claim of the company is at an end. If, however, the claim of Barth to the land had ceased at that
date, I see no reason from this record why the tract should not be awarded to the
company.
12781-VOL 28-6
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In the Allen case, a filing upon offered land, made by one Fittlar, had
expired before definite location, and the decision, calling attention to
the absence of an allegation that the original claimant continued to
hold the land at the time of the definite location of the road, ordered a
hearing to ascertain the facts in that connection, and held that"'if the
land was at that date free from the settlement claim of Fittlar,' aforesaid, I see no reason from the present record why the railroad company
should not get the land." These were, in effect, decisions that an
expired filing upon offered land, although not formally canceled upon
the records of the local land office, did not constitute such a preemption
claim as excepted the land from the grant, for clearly there was no
occasion to inquire whether personal settlement or inhabitancy had
been maintained up to the time of the definite location of the line of
road, if the filing itself, although expired, defeated the grant.. That
this is the proper interpretation of these decisions is shown by the subsequent cases of Northern Pacific B. R. Co. v. Stovenour (10 L. D., 645)
and Meister v. St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry. Co. et al. (14 L.
D., 624). In the Stovenour case, which involved unoffered land, it was
said:
This conclusion renders it necessary further to consider whether the laud was
'free from preemption, or other claims or rights,' at the date when the line of the
company's road was definitely located, to wit: July 6, 1882. At that date, it will be
observed, the time prescribed by statute, within, which proof and payment were
required to be made under the declaratory statements of Pare and Yeaman, had
elapsed, without proof and payment having been made. These declaratory statements
were, therefore, at the date when the couipaiy's rights attached under its grant, what
are usually denominated 'expired filings;' and there is no evidence, or allegation
even, that the parties named were then settlers or residents on the laud.
Were these filings, nevertheless, 'preemption claims,' such as served to except the
land from the grant? I am of the opinion that they vere not. Upon the expiration
of the time limited by statute for the making of proof and payment, without such
proof and payment having been made, the presumption arose that whatever claim,
or claims, had previously attached to the laud, under or by reason of such filings,
had been abandoned, and no longer in fact existed. This presumption, however, was
not conclusive, but was open to rebuttal by any one claiming an interest in or right
to the land, who might allege the contrary. The claimant, Stovenour, has made no
such allegation in this case. So far as the record shows, the laud in dispute; was
primafacie subjectto the grant to the company at the date of the definite location of
its road, and must be held, therefore, in the absence of any allegation or showing to
the contrary, to have passed under the grant.

In the Meister case, which involved offered land, it was said:
Said land was offered at public sale October 26, 1864. On July 8, 1869, Garrett
Cronk filed preemption declaratory statement (No. 81) for said tract and others,
alleging settlement July 5, 1869, but never attempted to perfect title under said
filing.
You affirmed the decision of the local officers on the ground that Cronk's filing
expired before the attachment of rights under said grant, and that said land
therefore enured to said grant.
On appeal to this Department, Meister alleges error in rejecting his application
on such ground. Under the preemption law (See. 2264 of the Revised Statutes) it
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was necessary for Cronk, within twelve months after the date of his settlement to
'make the proof, affidavit, and payment' required, and upon failure thereof said
land became ' subject to the entry of any other purchaser.' Cronk never complied
with this provision of the law. The twelve months from his settlement expired
July 5, 1870, and said tract then became prima facie vacant public land, and subject
to the grant of the company at the date of the definite location of its road on
December 19, 1871, and must be held to have passed under its grant in the absence
of any showing to the contrary.

The holding of the Department upon which all these decisions seem
to have been predicated, viz, that settlement, or settlement followed by
inhabitancy and iuiprovement, constitutes a preemption claim with the
excepting clauses found in this and similar grants to aid in the conm
struction of railroads, has given way to subsequent rulings of the
supreme court fully establishing what is a preemption or homestead
claim within the meaning of these granting acts. The court's rulings
are here given in its own language.
In Kansas Pacific v. Dunmeyer (113 U. S., 629, 640, 644), it is said:
The land granted by Congress was from its very character and surroundings uncertain in many respects, until the thing was done which should renmove that uncertainty,
and give precision to the grant. Wherever the road might go, the grant was limited originally to five sections, and, by the amendment of 1864, to ten sections on
each side of it within the limit of twenty miles. These were to be odd-numbered
sections, so that the even-numbered sections did not pass by the grant. And these
odd-numbered sections were to be those 'not sold, reserved, or otherwise disposed of
by the United States, and to which a preemption or homestead right had not attached
at the time the line of said road is definitely fixed.' When the line was fixed, which
we have already, said was by the act of filing this map of definite location in the
General Land Office, then the criterion was established by which the lands to which
the road had a right were to be determined.
Topographically this determined
which were the ten odd sections on each side of that line where the surveys had
then been made. Where they had not been made, this determination was only postponed until the survey should have been made. This filing of the map of definite
location furnished also the means of determining what lands had previously to that
moment been sold, reserved or otherwise disposed of by the United States, and to
which a preemption or homestead claim had attached; for, by examining the plats
of this land in the office of the register and receiver, or in the General Land Office,
it could readily have been seen if any of the odd sections within ten miles of the
line had been sold, or disposed of, or reserved, or a homestead or pre-emption laim
had attached to any of them. In regard to all such sections they were not granted.
The express and unequivocal language of the statute is that the odd sections not
in this condition are granted. The grant is limited, by its clear meaning, to the
other odd sections, and not to these.
In the case before us a claim was made and filed in the land office, and there recognized, before the line of the company's road was located. That claim was an existing one of public record in favor of Miller when the map of plaintiff in error was
filed. In the language of the act of Congress this homestead laimr had attaeched to
the land, and it therefore did not pass by the grant.
Of all the words in the English language, this word attached was probably the
best that could have been used. It did not mean mere settlement, residence, or cultivation of the land, but it meant a proceeding in the proper land office, by which
the inchoate right to the land was initiated. It meant that by such a proceeding a
right of homestead had fastened to that laud, which could ripen into a perfect title
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iby future residence and cultivation. With the performance of these conditions the
company had nothing to do. The right of the homestead having attached to the
land it was excepted out of the grant as much as if in a deed, it had been excluded
from the conveyance by metes and bounds.

The Danmeyer decision is cited with approval in Dakota Rfailroad
Co. v. Whitnley' (132 U. S., 357), and Whitney v. Taylor (158 U. S., 85).
In the latter it is said at page 93:
With reference to the first of these reasons it is true that there must be a settleMent and improvement in order to justify the filing of such a declaratory statement.
Settlement is the initial fact. The act of September 4, 1841, c. 16, 5 Stat., 453, which
was in force at the time of these transactions, gave the right of preemption to one
inaking 'a settlement in person;' and who inhabits and iproves the land and erects
-a dwelling thereon, ( 10,) and authorized the filing of a declaratory statement
within three months after the date of such settlement. ( 15.) In this respect a
preemption differs from a homestead, for the entry in the land office is in respect to
the latter the initial fact. Act of May 20, 1862, c. 15, 12 Stat., 392: Rev. Stat. 2290;
Maddox v. Burnham, 156 U. S., 544. But it is also true that settlement alone without a declaratory statement creates no preemption right. 'Such a notice of claim
or declaratory statement is indispensably necessary to give the claimant any standing
as a preemptor, the rule being that his settlement alone is not sufficient for that
purpose.' Lansdale v. Daniels, 100 U. S., 113, 116. And the acceptance of such
declaratory statement and noting the same on the books of the local land office is
the official recognition of the preemption claim. While the cases of Kansas Pacific
Railway Co. v. Dunmeyer and Hastings and Dakota Railway Co. v. Whitney, sqqjra,
involved simply homestead clainis, yet, in the opinion in each, preemption and homestead claims were mentioned and considered as standing in this respect upon the
same footing. Further, it may be noticed that the granting clause of the Pacific
Railroad acts, differing from similar clauses in other railroad grants, excepts lands
to which preemption or homestead 'claims' have attached, instead of simply cases
,of preemption or homestead 'rights.' And the filing of this declaratory statement
was, in the strictest sense of the term, the assertion of a preemption claim, and when
Bled and noted it was officially recognized as such.

.In Northern Pacific Railroad Co. v. Colburn (164 U. S. 383, 386,388),
it is said:
But frequent decisions of this court have been to the effect that no preemption or
homestead claim attaches to a tract until an entry in the local land office. Thus, in
the case of Kansas Pacific Railroad v. Dunmeyer, 113 U. S., 629, 644, Mr. Justice Miller,
speaking for the court said:
'Of all the words in the English language, this word "attached" was probably the
.best that could have been used. It did not mean mere settlement, residence or
cultivation of the land, but it meant a proceeding in the proper land office, by which
the inchoate right to the land was initiated. It meant that by such a proceeding a
Tight of homestead had fastened to that land, which could ripen into a perfect title
-by future residence and cultivation.'
This language was quoted and the decision reaffirmed in Hastings and Dakota
Railroad v. Whitney, 132, U. S. 357; Whitney v. Taylor, 158 U. S. 85. In Lansdale
v. Daniels, 100 U. S., 113, 116, it was ruled that ' such a notice of claim or declaratory
statement is indispensably necessary to give the claimant any standing as a preemptor, the rule being that his settlement alone is not sufficient for that purpose.'
See also Maddox V. Buruiham, 156 U. S., 544. Now in this case the allegations are that
Kelly never made any entry in the local land office,and the decision of the Secretary
-of the Interior is based simply on the fact of occupation and cultivation. And while
the decision of that fact may be conclusive between the parties, his ruling that such
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occupation and cultivation created a claim exempting the land from the operation
of the land grant, is a decision on a matter of law which does not conclude the
parties, and which is open to review in the courts.
For the reasons above indicated, because the decision of the land department was
only on matters of fact and did not conclude the law of the case, and because suc
facts so found were not of themselves sufficient to disturb the title of the railroad
company, the judgment is reversed.

In this connection see Wight v. Central Pacific Pt. R. Co. (27 IL.D.;
182), and Central Pacific R. R. Co. v ilunsaker (27 L. D., 297).
After a careful examination of the statutes and of judicial and
departmental decisions it is held that an expired preemption filing
upon offered land is not an existing or subsisting claim upon the
records of the local land office, and does not constitute a preemption
or other lawful claim within the meaning of the excepting clauses of
the grant here under consideration.
In some departmental decisions expressions are found attribdting t&
the case of Whitney v. Taylor, supra, a conclusion different from that
here announced. (See Fish v. Nortliern Pacific P. R. Co., 21 L. D., 65;
23 L. D., 15.) Without giving any consideration to whether the land
in question was offered or unoffered or whether a filing upon offered
land, shown by the records of the local land office to have expired by
operation of law, is any more an existing or subsisting record-claim
than one shown by those records to have been canceled or set aside for
matters dehors the record, these decisions quote, and give special force
to, the following extract from the opinion in that case:
When on the records of the local land office there is an existing claim on i ie part
of an individual under the homestead or preemption law, which has been recognized
by the officers of the government and has not been canceled or set aside, the tract.
in respect to which that claim is existing is excepted froin the operation of a railroad land grant containing the ordinary excepting clauses, and this notwithstanding such claim may not be enforceable by the claimant, and is subject to cancellation
by the government at its own suggestion, or upon the application of other parties.
It was not the intention of Congress to open a controversy between the claimant
and the railroad company as to the validity of the former's claim. It was enough
that the claim existed, and the question of its validity was a matter to be settled.
between the government and the claimant, in respect to which the railroad company was not permitted to be heard . . . . Jones had filed a claim in respect to this.
land, declaring that he had settled and improved it, and intended to purchase it
under the provisions of the preemption law. Whether he had in fact settled or
improved it was a question in which the government was, at least op to the time of
the filing of the map of definite location, the only party adversely interested. An&
if it was content to let that claim rest as one thereafter to be prosecuted to consummation, that was the end of the matter, and the railroad company was not permitted
by the filing of its map of definite location to become a party to any sueh controversy..

That case involved the effect of an unexpired preemption filing upon.
unoffered land existing upon the records of the local office at the time
of the definite location of the company's line of road, March 26, 1864..
It was charged by the company that the claimant had not made settlement upon the land, or that if such a settlement had been made the
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elaim had been abandoned before the definite location of the line of
road. A consideration of the entire decision seems to indicate that
what was said in the extract quoted above was in response to this
charge. It was also charged that the filing was not followed by payment
and final proof within the time prescribe(, and that at the date of the
definite location of the company's line of- road the filing had become,
in the nomenclature of the land office, an expired filing, and the land
had become thereby discharged of all claim by reason thereof. In
response to this charge the court, quoting from the decision of the Secretary of the Interior thereon, said:
It thus appears that the tract in question remained in the category of unoffered
lands, and was not proclaimed for sale. The preemption act of March 3, 1843 (5
Stat., 620), provided that the settler on unoffered land might make proof and payment at any time before the commencement of the public sale, which should embrace
his land. Until such time arrived the fling protected the claim of the settler. This
was the status of the law at the time said company's rights attached, and it so continned until modified by the act of July 1, 1870. 16 Stat., 279.

That this decision upon the effect of an unexpired filing upon unoffered land is not a decision upon the effect of an expired filing upon
offered land is manifest, and that the court does not consider that the
status of an expired filing was thereby determined seems probable in
view of the subsequent decision in Northern Pacific Railroad Company
v. Colburn (164 U. S., 383, 388), where the court says:
There are other questions in this case, such as the significance of n 'expired filing.' . . . . But as none of these matters wvere considered by the supreme court of
the State, and are not noticed by counsel for defendant in error, we deem it unwise
to make any observations thereon, leaving them fbr consideration in'the future progress of the case.

The decision of your office is reversed, and the entry of Fisher is
ordered cancelled.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SETTLEMENT RIGHT.

HEAD V. ROBERTS.
The failure of a settler to make homestead entry within the statutory period after
settlement cannot be excused on the ground- of poverty, in the presence of an
intervening adverse entry made in good faith after the right of such settler has
expired by limitation of the statute.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
February1, 1899.
(L. L. B.)

George D. Roberts has appealed from your office decision of June
24, 1897, sustaining the contest of Samuel E. Head against his homestead entry for the SE' of Sec. 18, T. 38 N., R. 22 W.,,Boonville district, Missouri.
The facts are correctly stated in the decision appealed from and may
be summarized as follows:
May 14, 1896, Roberts made his entry.
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July 16, 1896, Head filed contest alleging settlement in November
1894, and that he moved his family on the land December 24, 1894.
His improvements are valued by himself at seventy-five or eighty
dollars.
His excuse for failing to make entry until more than a year and a
half after his settlement is that he was an old man, and not in good
health,-aud that between the date of his settlement and the entry of
Roberts he was unable to secure the fourteen dollars necessary to place
his entry of record.
It is shown that Roberts knew of Head's occupation of the land when
he made entry, but he says, and it is not disputed, that he did not know
that Head designed to enter the land, but believed that he had squatted
on the land for the purpose of selling his improvements and possessory
rights and so traffic in the land.
By your office decision, as well as that of the local officers, the contest
of Head was sustained because of the poverty of Head and the fact that
Roberts knew of his settlement on the land at the time he entered the
same. There is no evidence tending to show that Roberts practiced
any deception, trick or fraud of any kind upon the rights of Head, or
that he knew, or had reason to believe, that Head designed to make
entry of the land.
Because Roberts was able to make entry of this land and Head was
not, certainly does not amount to an unlawful advantage such as is
contemplated in the case of Keeler v. Landry (22 L. D., 465), quoted in
your said office decision. Nor is the case of Paxton i. Owens, I SL.ID.,
540 (also relied on in support of your said office decision), decisive of
the case at bar, for the Department therein held Owen's entry for cancellation, becauseOwen's entry was made in bad faith and not for the purpose of actual settlement
and cultivation, and without intent to endeavor to comply faithfully and honestly
with the requirements of the homestead laws and make this tract of land a home
for himself and family.

It is believed that this Department has never held that inability to
procure the money necessary to make entry of a tract of land would
afford an excuse to a settler to defer his entry beyond the three months
in which his rights are protected by settlement, as against an entryman
who makes entry in good faith after the rights of the settler have
expired by limitation of the statute. The fact that Roberts knew when
he made his entry that Head was in the occupation of this land and
had been for more than a year and a half would in no manner impeach
his good faith, for the presumption arising from this long continued
occupation is not in favor of but against the theory of an intention on
the part of the settler to enter the land. The presumption of an intention to enter the land by a settler ceases after the expiration of three
months.
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The case of Pruitt v. Skeens, 12, L. D., 629, is decisive of the case at
bar. In that case it was held thatThe excuse offered by Pruitt for his ladhes in filing a correct application cannot be
accepted without doing violence to the rulings of this Department. If he did not
wish to spare, at once, the money required to make his entry, and preferred to wait
until he could do so more conveniently he must wait at his own hazard. Even
should it appear that he did not have the money and could not obtain it this Department would not be authorized on that account to withhold the land from entry by
another more fortunately circumstanced. . . . It is true he knew Pruitt was a
settler on the land at the time he, Skeens, made his entry, but Pruitt not having
applied to enter within three months after notice of the rejection of his first application, the law raises the presumption that he did not design to enter. And if it
should be shown in evidence that Skeens knew that Pruitt meant to enter the land,
this fact, of itself, would be no bar to Skeen's entry, for Pruitt not having made his
entry within the time prescribed by the statute, the land was subject to the application of the next qualified settler.
Had it been shown that by some trick, deception, or other fraudulent practice,
Skeens had overreached Pruitt, or had taken advantage of facts or information
obtained from him through any fiduciary, or other confidential relations existing
between them, as in the case of Newbaur . Bush (12 L. D, 533), the case would have
presented a very different aspect.

The decision appealed from is reversed and the entry of Roberts will
be held to await compliance with the homestead law.

JONES V. PUTNAM.

Motion for rehearing denied by. Acting Secretary Ryan, February 1,
1899. See departmental decision of October 31, 1898, 27 L. D., 575.

UNCOMPAHGRE TJTE LANDS-ALLOTMENT-ENTRY.
INSTRUCTIONS.

Commissioner Hermanin to register and receiver, Salt Lake City, Utak,
April 14, 1898.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

lVashington, D. C., April 14, 1898.
On April 5, 1898, the Honorable Secretary of the Interior directed
this office to instruct you not to permit or accept any filings or entries
on Uncompahgre lands until receipt of instructions therefor from the
Department.

The act of Congress of June 7, 1897 (30 Stat., 87), provides that:
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to allot agricultural lands in
severalty to the Uncompahgre Ute Indians now located upon or belonging to the
Uncompahgre Indian reservation in the State of Utah, said allotments to be upon
the Uncompahgre and Uintah reservations or elsewhere in said State. And all the
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lands of said Uncompahgre reservation, not theretofore allotted in severalty to said
Unconmpabgre Utes, shall, on and after the first day of April, 1898, be open for location and entry under all the land laws of the United States, excepting, however,
therefrom, all lands containing gilsonite, asphalt, elaterite or other like substances.
And the title to all of the said lands containing gilsonite, asphaltum, elaterite or
other like substances is reserved to the United States.

The following instructions have, therefore, been now determined
upon:

(

You are instructed to allow entry for said lands, not excepted by the
above quoted clause, under the regulations now in force under the dif-ferent land laws of the United States. You will require from each
applicant, except for mineral lands, a non-mineral affidavit, form 4-062,
amended so as to show that the land not only does not contain the minerals mentioned in the form, but also does not contain gilsonite, asphalt,
elaterite, or other like substances, and you will require of any applicant
for mineral lands an affidavit showing that the land does not contain
gilsonite, asphalt, elaterite or other like substances, and both of these
affidavits must be made before officers qualified to take non-mineral
affidavits under existing laws, and must be made on personal knowledge and not upon information and belief.
Where you have reason to believe that the land embraced in the
application of any of the applicants contains either or any of the substances mentioned in the exception-of the act of June 7, 1897, above,
you will suspend such application and report to this office your reasons
for such belief so that instructions may be given you looking to a full
investigation if same should be warranted. And you will warn all persons making entries that any entry made by them, of whatever character, for such lands, will be void.
Approved,

C. N. BLISS, Secretary.
FOREST RESERVE-USE OF LAND FOR CHURCH ANfD SC100L PURPOSES.

T. S. C. LowE ET AL.
Permission to occupy lands within a forest reserve for church and school purposes,
under the provisions of the act of June 4, 1897, asked for on behalf of a corporation, may be granted to the petitioners as individuals, where it appears that
they are settlers residing in the vicinity of said reserve.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
February 4, 1899.
(J. I. P.)
I am in receipt of your office letter of the 30tb ultimo enclosing a

petition and correspondence by Prof. Lowe and others of the trustees
of Lowe Institute for permission to occupy certain lands in the San
Gabriel timber land reserve in California for church and school purposes, under the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 34-36), and departmental
regulations of June 30, 1897 (24 L. D., 589), thereunder.
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The act of June 4, 1897, provides thatThe settlers residing within the exterior boundaries of such forest reservations
or in the vicinity thereof, may maintain schools and churches within such reservation, and for that purpose they may occupy any part of said forest reservation, not
exceeding two acres for each school house and one acre for a church.

Paragraph 10 of the regulations of June 30, 1897, under said act
provides thatThe permission to occupy public lands in the reserve for school houses and churches,
as provided for in the lav, is merely a privilege, and is subject to any future disposition that way be made of such tracts by the United States.

The petition of Prof. Lowe and others, referred to, declares that the
Lowe Institute is a corporation, but that the petitioners themselves are
settlers residing in. the vicinity of said forest reservation.
Your letter apparently construes the term " settlers " as used in the
act and the regulations thereunder to mean "persons residing in or
near the reserve or persons who may come to that locality temporarily
for the purpose of enjoying the benefit of its educational institutions,"
and in the light of that construction you recommend the granting of
the petition.
The petitioners request the granting of this privilege for and on
behalf of the Lowe Institute. As the Lowe Institute is a corporation
it can not be held to be a settler within the meaninfg of the act or the
regulations thereunder, nor does the present case require any unusual
construction of the word "settlers" to bring it within the statute and
regulations.

The petition, which is signed by T. S. C. Lowe, Leontine A. Lowe,
Thaddeus Lowe and Leon P. Lowe and others, declares that said petitioners are settlers residing in the vicinity of and near the San Gabriel
forest reserve, and as they are properly within the purview of the act,
the privilege petitioned for is hereby granted to them as individuals.

CONFIRMATION-ALABAMA LANDS.
JAMES G. HARRIS ET AL.
An entry of Alabama land, reported valuable for coal prior to the act of March 3,
1883, and not thereafter offered at public sale, is within the confirnatory proyisions of the proviso to section 7, act of March 3, 1891, if there was no action
in the nature of a protest or contest against the validity of the entry until after
the expiration of two years from the issuance of the receiver's receipt.

Acting Secretary Ryat to the ommissioner of the General Land Office,
(G. B., G.)
(W. V. D.)
February 3, 1899.
I have considered the request for instructions contained in your letter
of the 24th instant, respecting the proper disposition to be made of
the entries of James G. Harris, Oliver P. Quinn, Philip H. Harris,
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William J. Youngblood and John E. Kilgore, of lands within the Montgomery, Alabaima, land district, and the entry of Mary E. Minter, of
lands within the Huntsville, Alabama, land district, all of which entries
were erroneously allowed for the reason that the lands embraced therein
had been reported to your office as containing coal, prior to the act of
March 3, 1883 (22 Stat., 487), which directed that lands so reported
should be offered at public sale before becoming subject to disposal as
agricultural lands. These lands have not been offered at public sale,
but if there was o contest or protest against the validity of said
entries nor any action in the nature of a contest or protest against their
validity until after the expiration of two years from the date of the
issuance of the receiver's receipt upon the final entry, you will dispose
of said entries as coming within the confirmatory provisions of the
proviso to the seventh section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,
1095), notwithstanding this element of irregularity or invalidity in said
entries.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SETTLEMENT RIGHTS.
HODGES V. DANIELS.

In the case of a settlement claim that includes surveyed and unsurveyed lands, the
right of the settler to make entry of the surveyed land is only protected for the
period of three months from settlement as against intervening adverse claims.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the Genercl Land Qf ice,
(W. V. D.)
February 6, 1899.
(L. L. B.)
July 23, 1875, a fiactional survey of T. 12 S., R. 9 W., Oregon City,
Oregon district, was completed. Tis survey embraced the north tier
of sections, together with sections 10, 11 and 12.
Neither the record here nor that of your office shows when the plat
was filed in the local office.
The remaining part of the township was surveyed October 15, 1893,
and the plat filed in the local office December 12, 1894. This plat
embraced sections 8 and 9 of said township.
On said December 12 George A. Hodges applied to make homestead
entry for lots 1 and 2, Sec. 8, lot 4, Sec. 9, and the SW. 1 SW. A See. 4,
in said township. His application was rejected for excess in acreage
(190.12), and because in conflict as to the SW. - SW. Sec. 4, with the
pending homestead application of Wade H. Daniels, made December 3,
1891, for SW. J of said Sec. 4. Thereupon Hodges filed amended application, leaving out lot 2 of Sec. 8. This application was filed December 24, 1894, and was rejected for conflict with Daniel's entry which
had been allowed December 12, 1894. Therenpon Hodges filed a con-.
test against Daniel's entry, alleging that he settled upon the SW.±
SW. I of said Sec. 4, together with lot 1 in Sec. 8, and lot 4 in Sec. 9,
in 1887, and had continued to cultivate said tract ever since his settle-
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ment. From this statement it will be seen that the controversy is over
the SW. 4SW. 1Sec. 4, T. 12 S., R..9W.
Although the exact date of filing the plat of the survey embracing
said section 4 is not in the record, it was presumably filed within a
reasonable time after the survey was completed, and the record discloses
that said section was open to settlement as early as November, 1888.
At the hearing Hodges showed that be had settled on the land in
1887, and that he had cultivated about an acre and a half and fenced
in about ine acres of the forty acre tract in dispute. It was also
shown that Daniel settled on the tract covered by his entry in 1891.
The register and receiver found in favor of the contestant, and by
your office decision of January 26, 1897, their action was reversed and
Hodges contest dismissed. Hodges has appealed.
From this record it will be seen that Daniel was the first to apply to
make entry of the tract in dispute, and if his claim is to be defeated it
must be by reason of Hodges prior settlement in 1887. As the foregoing shows Hodges settlement embraced unsurveyed lands in sections 8
and 9, and the forty acres in dispute which was surveyed in 1875, aid
which was subject to entry as early as November, 1888, as will hereafter
appear.
The third section of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), allowed
a homestead settler three months (same as a preemption settler) from
the date of his settlement in which to make his entry. During this time
his rights were preserved by his settlement.
By decisions of this Department too numerous to need citation, this
statute has been construed to require a settler on surveyed lands to
make his entry within three months from the date of his settlement,
and a settler on unsurveyed lands within the same time after the plat
of survey has been filed in the local office for the district in which the
land is located; that after the expiration of that time, his rights are not
preserved by his settlement, but the land is open to the claim of the
first legal applicant, or settler.
Hodges settlement upon that portion of the land that was not open
to entry until December 12, 1894, protected his claim thereto, but the
forty acres in dispute had been open to entry many years prior to the
date of his application to make entry therefore and under all the departmental decisions his rights acquired by settlement thereon had expired
long prior to his application and long prior to the application and etry
of Daniel.
But Hodges claims protection under letter of your office of date
February 9, 1881, addressed to the register and receiver of the Los
Angeles land office. as follows:
GENTLEMEN: I have received from you a number of applications from homestead
settlers to amend their entries to include parts of their claims surveyed since the
dates of their entries.
It is the established practice of this office, that a preemption settler on unsurveyed
laud is not bound to file his declaratory statement until after an approved survey
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has been made, which shall enable him to describe the tract claimed by proper legal
subdivisions. Where part only of his claim has been surveyed, he is not bound to
file until after the entire tract claimed has been surveyed, and plat thereof returned
to the local office.
This rule now applies to homestead settlers on unsurveyed lands, under the third
section of the act of May 14,1880. You will therefore advise this class of settlers
that they are not bound to file until after the entire tract claimed has been surveyed
and a plat thereof returned to your office; and that in cases where part only of their
claims are surveyed aud they desire to make immediate entry thereof, their election
to take a less number of acres than the law allows them will be considered a waiver
of their right to take the greater quantity. (Copp's Land Owner, Vol. 8, p. 7 .)

Upon a diligent search no reported decision is found based upon this
letter, nor any decision in which it is discussed or in any manner
referred to.
That part of the letter in which it is said that "Where part only of
his claim has been surveyed, he is not bound to file until after the
entire tract claimed has been surveyed, and plat thereof returned to
the local office," if thereby it is meant that the surveyed portion of his
claim is protected by his settlement alone, as against other qualified
claimants, after three months from date of settlement, is believed to be
in violation of all departmental precedents. Nor can he justly claim to
have been misled by this instruction of your office, for it appears from
the record that in November, 1888, he was informed by the register of'
the local office, in answer to a letter written by himself, that all of the
lands upon which he had settled were unsurveyed except the SW.'
SW. 1 (the tract in dispute) and that no filing could be allowed on said
unsurveyed part prior to survey, and "you will have to take your
chances as to the SW. SW. 4 of See. 4; as to balance you are all
right until survey is made."
Daniel was the first to apply to enter the land, and his entry was
allowed when there was no other valid claim thereto.
Your office decision is right and it is affirmed.

BRIDGES

v.

BRIDGES.

Motion for review of departmental decision of December 6, 1898, 27
L. D., 654, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 6, 1899.

KNOBLE V. OUR.

Motion for review of departmental decision of November 19, 1898,
27 L. D., 619, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 6, 1899.
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RAILROAD GRANT-LAND EXCEPTED-PRE-EMPTION FILING.

UNION PACIFIC RY. CO.

. CUNNINGHAM.

An unexpired pre-emption filing existing of record at the date of the grant and definite location, serves to except the land covered thereby from the operations of
the grant to the Union Pacific.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Coimniissioner of the General Land O e,
(W. V. D.)
February 6, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
The Union Pacific Railway Company has appealed from your office
decision of May 12, 1897, in which it is held that the S. Aof the SW. 1
of See. 25, T. 10 S., R. 8 E., Topeka land district, Kansas, was excepted
from its grant made by the acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864, by
reason of the pre-emption declaratory statement by one E. Colburn.
From your office decision it appears that this tract has not been.
offered at public sale, and that on May 30, 1857, said Colburn filed
pre-emption declaratory statement covering this land, in which settlement was alleged the same day.
-Under the acts of September 4, 1841 (5 Stat., 453), and March 3, 1843
(5 Stat., 621), the privilege secured by a pre-emption filing continued
up to the commencement of the public sale including the tract filed for.
This was the law at both the dates of the acts making the grant and
of the definite location of the road opposite this land on July 11, 1866.
The filing by Colburn was therefore a subsisting claim sufficient under
the terms of the grant to defeat its operation upon the land in question. (Union Pacific Railway Co.. v. Wade,. 27 L. D., 46.)
It further appears from your office decision that on December 18,
-1896, Frank Cunningham was permitted by the local officers to make
homestead entry of this land, which entry is still of record.
Although it would appear that said entry was allowed without notice
to the company, notwithstanding it had been previously listed on
account of the grant, no rights were acquired by said listing, and in
view of the above decision holding the tract to be excepted from the
grant, the entry by Cunningham will be permitted to stand, subject to
due compliance with law, and the company's listing will be canceled
from the records.
Your office decision is accordingly affirmed.

SHAFER v. GRISs.

Motion for review of departmental decision of October 10, 1898, 27
L. D., 519, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 6, 1899.
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WILLIAM

GRANT-WITHDRAWAL-ACT OF APRIL 21, 1876.

E.

INDAN

v.

NORTERN PACIFIC

B. R. CO.

The act of April 21, 1876, is remedial in character and was intended to relieve settiers who, without notie of a withdrawal of lands in aid of a railroad grant,
made entries of lands so withdrawn, but should be construed in each case arising thereunder, in connection with the granting act, and so applied as not to
impute to Congress an intention to defeat or impair vested rights, or to legislate
with respect to lands that had passed beyond legislative control.
Under a railroad grant title to the designated sections vests immediately upon the
definite location of the line of road, and thereafter sch lands are beyond control or disposition by Congress, except upon breach of a condition subsequent;
and where, prior to the act of April 21, 1876, the legal title to lands has thus
passed to a railroad company, such lands are not subject to disposal under said
act, in the absence of a forfeiture for breach of a condition subsequent. The
word "withdrawal" employed in said act must be held to refer to withdrawals
of lands remaining subject to control and disposition by Congress.
By the terms of the grant to the Northern Pacific a legislative-withdrawal took
effect at once upon the filing and acceptance of the map of general route, by
which the lands thus withdrawn were taken out of the public domain, as
between the company and individuals, irrespective of any notice to the local
office of such withdrawal A homestead entry of lands so withdrawn is without
effect as against the company, and while, prior to definite location, it may be
confirmed or validated by act of Congress, if it is not so confirmed during said
period it is ineffective as against the operation of the grant on definite location,
and thereafter it is not competent for Congress to confirm said entry, in the
absence of a breach of condition subsequent, and the said act of 1876, is consequently not applicable thereto.
The cases of Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Symons, 22 L. D., 686, and Inman v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co., 24 L. D.,318, overruled.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the GeneralLand Office, February
(W. V. D.)

7, 1899.

(E. F. B.)

The Department has considered the appeal of William E. Inman
from the decision of your office of January 19, 1895, holding for cancellation his homestead entry of the E. I- of the SE. i of Sec. 35, T. 13 N.,
R. 2 W., Vancouver Washington, land district.
The railroad company contends that there was no valid pre-emption
or homestead claim to this land at the date of definite location of the
portion of its road opposite thereto such as would bring Inman's entry
within the provisions of the act of April 21, 1876 (19 Stat., 35), and
this contention was sustained by the decision of your office.
This land is within the limits of the legislative withdrawal made
by operation of law (see Buttz v. Northern Pac. Railroad, 119 U. S.,
55, 72; and St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Co. v. Northern Pacific Railroad Co., 139 U. S., 1, 17), as well as the executive withdrawal made
by order of the Secretary of the Interior, upon the filing and acceptance of the map of the general route of the road August 13, 1870,
notice of which was received at the local office of the district within
which the land is situated, October 19, 1870. The line of road opposite
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thereto was definitely located September 13, 1873, and this tract fell
within the primary limits of the grant as adjusted to such definite
location.
After the filing of the map of general route and the resulting withdrawal, but prior to the time when notice thereof was received at the
local office, Anna M'i. Lane made homestead entry of the quarter-section
embracing the tract now in controversy. This entry was existing of
record at the date of definite location of the road, but Lane having
failed to perfect title thereunder, it was canceled November 26, 1877.
October 31, 1889, William E. IJnman made homestead entry of the
land in controversy, alleging settlement November 27,1888. Be claims
the right to perfect title under his homestead entry pursuant to the
second section of the act of April 21, 1876. Said act is as follows:
That all preemption and homestead entries, or entries in compliance with any law
of the United States, of the public lands, made in good faith, by actual settlers,
upon tracts of land of not more than one hundred and sixty acres each, within the
limits of any land-grant, prior to the time when notice of the withdrawal of the
lands embraced in such grant was received at the local land-office of the district in
which such lands are situated, or after their restoration to market by order of the
General Land-Office, and where the preemption and homestead laws have been complied with, and proper proofs thereof have been made by the parties holding such
tracts or parcels, they shall be confirmed, and patents for the same shall issue to the
parties entitled thereto.
SEc. 2. That when at the time of such withdrawal as aforesaid valid preemption
or homestead claims existed upon any lands within the limits of. any such grants
which afterward were abandoned, and, under the decisions and rulings of the Land
Department, were reentered by preemption or homestead claimants who have complied with the laws governing preemption or homestead entries, and shall make the
proper proofs required under such laws, such entries shall be deemed valid, and
patents shall issue therefor to the person entitled thereto.
SEc. 3. That all such preemption and homestead entries which may have been
made by permission of the Land Department, or in pursuance of the rules and
instructions thereof, within the limits of any land-grant at a time subsequent to
expiration of such grant, shall be deemed valid, and a compliance with the laws and
the making of the proof required shall entitle the holder of such claim to a patent
therefor.

The act is remedial in character and was intended to relieve settlers
who, without notice of a withdrawal of lands in aid of a railroad grant,
made entries thereof, but it must be construed in connection with the
granting act because it could not have been intended to thereby impair
or defeat vested rights or to affect lands not subject to the control of
Congress.
Under the usual railroad land grants the title to the designated sections vests in the railroad company immediately upon the definite location of the line of road and thereafter such lands are beyond control
or disposition by Congress, except upon breach of a condition subsequent such as the failure to construct the road. This is so clearly
established by supreme court decisions as to be no longer a subject of
controversy.
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In the case of Van Wyck V. Knevals (106 U. S., 360, 365, 366), the

court said:
When that route is thus established the grant takes effect upon the sections by
relation as of the date of the act of Congress. In that sense we say that the grant
is one in lraeseti. It cuts off all claims, other than those mentioned, to any portion of the lands from the date of the act, and passes the title as fully as though
the sections had been capable of identification ....
. When the route of the road
is "definitely fixed," no parties can subsequently acquire a preemption right to any
portion of the lands covered by the grant. The right of the State and of the coinpany is thenceforth perfect as against subsequent claimants nuder the United States.

The question as to w hat act was necessary to fix the definite location
of the road, and when the title to the lands vested, was directly in issue
in that case. On the one hand, it was contended that the route was
definitely fxed within the meaning of the granting act when the company filed with the Secretary of the Interior a map of its lines, approved
by its directors, designating the route of the proposed road. On the
other hand, it was contended that the route was not definitely fixed so
that the grant attached to any particular sections, and cut of' the right
of entry thereof until the lands were withdrawal from market by order
of- the Secretary of the Interior, and notice of the withdrawal was
communicated to the local land officers in the districts embracing the
lands.
The court in passing upon these adverse contentions said, at page 366:
The route must be considered as "definitely fixed " when it has ceased to be the
subject of change at the volition of the company. Until the map is filed with
the Secretary of the Interior the company is at liberty to adopt such a route as it
may deem best, after an examination of the ground has disclosed the feasibility and
advantages of different lines, But when aroute is adopted by the company and a
map designating it is filed with the Secretary of the Interior and accepted by that
offiecr, the route is established; it is, in the language of the act, "definitely fixed,"
and can not be the subject of future change, so as to affect the grant, except upon
legislative consent. No further action is required of the company to establish the
route. It then becomes the duty of the Secretary to withdraw the lands granted
from market. But if he should neglect this duty, the neglect would not impair the
rights of the company, however prejudicial it might prove to others. Its rights
are not made dependent upon te issue of the Secretary's order, or upon notice of
the withdrawal being given to the local land-officers. Congress, which possesses the
absolute power of alienation of the public lands, has prescribed the period at which
other parties than the grantee named shall have the privilege of acquiring a right
tp portions of the lands specified, and neither the Secretary nor any other officer of
the Land Department can extend the period by requiring something to be done subsequently, and until done, continuing the right of parties to settle on the lands as
previously. Otherwise, it would le in their power, by vexatious or dilatory proceedings, to defeat the act of Congress, or at least seriously iipair its benefit.
Parties learning of the route established-and they would not fail to know it-might,
between the filing of the map and the notice to the local land-officers, take up the
most valuable portions of the lands, Nearness to the proposed road would add to
the value of the sections and lead to a general settlement upon them.

This doctrine was re-affirmed in the cases -of Kansas Pacific Railroad
Company v. Dnmrfeyer, 113 U. S., 629; Walden v. Knevals, II U. S.,
12781-VOL 28
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373; Wisconsin Railroad Company v. Price County, 133 U. S., 496; and
Deseret Salt Company . Tarpey, 142 U. S., 241.
In the last case cited, at page 248, the court, in passing upon the
character of title acquired by the railroad company by the definite
location of its line of road, quoted with approval the following language
from Wisconsin Railroad Co. v. Price County, supra:
The title conferred was a present one, so as to insure the donation for the constructiou of the road proposed againstany revocation by Congres8, except for non-performauce of the work within the period designated, accompanied, however, with such
restrictions upon the use and disposal of the lands as to prevent their diversion
from the purposes of the grant.

The court further said, at page 249:
The terms used in the granting clause of the act of Congress, and the interpretation thus given to them exclude the idea that they are to be treated as words of
contract or promise, rather than, as they naturally import, as words indicating an
iimediate transfer of interest. The title transferred is alegaltitle, as distinguished
from an equitable or inchoate interest.

Where before the act of April 21,1876, the legal title to lands had
thus passed to a railroad company beyond the power of revocation by
Con gress, excepting for non-performance of conditions subsequent, such
lands are not subject to disposition under that act in the absence of a
forfeiture for breach of a condition subsequent. A construction must
be given to the act which does not impute to Congress an intent to
divest legal titles which had theretofore vested and respecting which
no breach of a condition subsequent was asserted. Examining its provisions in the light of this rule it is clear that the word " withdrawal"
there employed refers to withdrawals of lands remaining subject to
control and disposition by Congress and not to prior withdrawals made

contemporaneously with the vesting of title in the grantee company.
In furtherance of grants made to aid in the construction of railroads,
the authority to withdraw lands along the probable routes thereof in
anticipation and in advance of their definite location, was exercised by
the President and by the Secretary of the Interior from the date of the
earliest. grants.. In speaking of the purpose and character of the withdrawals made in conuection with railroad grants, it was said in the
recent case of Hans Oleson (28 L. D., 25):
In the nomenclature of the public land laws, the word " withdrawal" is generally
used to denote an order issued by the President, Secretary of the Interior, Commissioner of the General Land Office, or other proper officer, whereby public lands are
withheld from sale and entry under the general land laws, in order that presently
or ultimately they may be applied to some designated public use, or disposed of in
some special way. Sometimes these orders are not made until there is al immediate
necessity therefor, but more frequently the necessity for their making is anticipated.
Withdrawals are also made by Congress and are then spoken of as legislative withdrawals to distinguish them from those before described which are known as exocutive withdrawals. In the administration of the grants of public lands made to aid
in the construction of railroads, executive withdrawals are made, either in advance
of the definite location of the line or route of the road, and for the purpose of preserving the land for the satisfaction of the grant, or after such definite location and
for the purpose of properly advising the local officers and others that the lands fall-
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ing to the grant, as well as those remaining to the United States have been identified, and that the granted ]ands have passed to the railroad company, and the lands
remaining to the United States an be disposed of only as double the minimum
price. The former withdraval is made in recognition of what is about to occur, and
the latter in recognition of what has occurred.
At the time of the passage of the act of March 27, 1854, there had been but three
acts making grants in aid of the construction of railroads and these were the acts of
September 20, 1850 (9 Stat., 466), Jne 10, 1852 (10 Stat., 8), and February 9, 1853
(10 Stat., 155). Almost contemporaneouslywith thepassageof each ofthese actsin
one instance the lay before, an order was issued by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, under the direction of the President, whereby, in anticipation of the
probable location of the line or route of the proposed railroad, the lands adjacent
thereto were withdrawn from sale and entry, so that they might not be disposed of
in advance of the attaching of the rights of the railroad company and thus the purpose sought by Congress, viz, the construction of the road, be defeated.

In discussing the power of Congress over lands embraced in such
'withdrawals, the court said in Menotti v. Dillon (167 U. S., 703, 720):
The railroad company accepted the grant subject to the possibility that Congress
might, in its discretion, and prior to the definite location of its line, sell, reserve or
dispose of enumerated sectious for other purposes than those originally contem:
plated. Kansas Pacific Railwayv. Dunmeyer, 113 U. S., 629, 639, 644; United States
i. Southern Pacific Railroad, 146 U. . 570, 593. In Northern Pacific Railroad v.
Sanders, 166 U. S., 620, 634, we said: "The company acquired, by fixing its general
route, only an inchoate right to the odd-numbered sections granted by Congress, and
no right attached to any specific section until the road was definitely located, and
the map thereof filed and accepted. Until such definite location it was competent
for Congress to dispose of the public lands oil the general route of the road as it saw
proper."
It is true, as said in many cases,that theobject of anexecutiveorder withdrawing
from preemption, private entry and sale, lands within the general route of a railroad
is to preserve the lands, unencumbered, until the completion and acceptance of the
road. But where the grant was, as here, of odd-numbered sections, within certain
exterior lines, "not sold, reserved or otherwise disposed of by the IJnited States, and
to which a preemption or homestead claim may not have attached, at the time the
line of said road is defin itely fixed," the filing of a map of general route and the issuing
of a withdrawal order did not prevent the United States, by legislation, at any time
prior to the definitelocationoftheroad, from selling, reserving or otherwise disposing
of any of the lands which, but for such legislation, would have become, in virtue of
such definite location, the property of the railroad company. Especially must this
be true, where the grant is made subject to the reserved power of Congress to add
to, alter, amend orrepealthe act containing such grant. Theact of 1866did-nottake
from the railroad company any lands to which ithad then acquired an absoluteright.
The right it acquired, in virtue of the act making the grant and of the accepted map
of its general route, was to earn such of the lands, within the exterior lines of that
route, as were not sold, reserved or disposed of, or to which no preemption or homestead claim had attached, at the time of the definite location of its road. That act
did not violate any contract between the United States and the railroad company,
for the reason that the contract itself recognized the right of Congress at any time
before the line of road was definitely located, to dispose of odd-numbered sections
granted. It was one that disposed of the lands in question before the definite location of the road. It dedicated theseandlikelands, part of thepublie domain, to the
specific purposes stated in its provisions, and to that extent removed the restrictions
created by the withdrawal order of 1865, leaving that order in full force as to other
lands embraced by it. Bullard v. Des Moines and Fort Dodge Railroad, 122 U. S.,
167, 174. That order took these lands out of the public domain as between the rail-
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*road company and individulals. but they remained public lands under the full control
of Congress, to be disposed of by it in its discretion at any time before they became
the property of the company under an accepted definite location of its road,

Fron'the authorities cited the following rules are clearly deducible:
First. Subject only to the control and power of disposition remaining in Congress, an anticipatory withdrawal, whether legislative or
executive, during the time it remains in force, withholds the lands
embraced therein from other appropriation or disposition, and prevents
the acquisition of any legal or equitable title or right by settlement or
entry in violation of such withdrawal.
Second. Until the definite location of the line of road the railroad
company's right to the designated sections is at most only an inehoate
one and, notwithstanding the anticipatory withdrawal, they remain
under the control of Congress and may be disposed of by it in its
discretion at any time before the line of road is definitely located.
Third. Upon the accepted definite location of the line of road the
designated sections imediately become the property of the raiload
company and are not subject to further control or disposition by Congress, unless there be a breach of a condition subsequent.
We must now apply these rules to the facts in the case at bar. The
map fixing the general route of the road was filed by the railroad cornpany and accepted by the Secretary of the Interior August 13, 1870,
and the land in controversy is part of an odd-numbered section within
forty miles of the route so fixed. In speaking of the legislative withdrawal made by operation of law, as well as of the executive with
drawal made by order of the Secretary of the Interior, upon the filing
and acceptance of this map of general route, it was said in Butt v.
Northern Pacific Railroad (119 U. S., 55, 72):
When the general route of the road is thus fixed in good faith, and information
thereof given to the Land Department by filing the map thereof with the Commissioner of the General Land Office, or the Secretary of the Interior, the law withdraws
from sale or preemption the odd sections to the extent of forty miles on each side.
The object of the law in this particular is plain: it is to preserve the land for the
company to which, in aid of the construction of the road, it is granted. Although
the act does not require the officers of the Land Department to give notice to the
local land officers of the withdrawal of the odd sections from sale or preemption, it
has been the practice of the Department in such cases, to formally withdraw them.
It cannot be otherwise than the exercise of a wise precaution by the Department
to give such information to the local land officers as may serve to guide aright
those seeking settlements on the public lands and thus prevent settlements and
expenditures connected with them which would afterwards prove to be useless.

In again discussing the same matter, the court said in St. Paul and
Pacific Railroad Company v. Northern Pacific Railroad Company (139
U. S., 1, 17):
Besides, the withdrawal made by the Secretary of the Interior of lands within the
forty-mile limit, on the 13th of August, 1870, preserved the lands for the benefit of
the Northern Pacific Railroad from the operation of any subsequent grants to other
companies not specifically declared to cover the premises. The Northern Pacific act
directed that the President should cause the lands to be surveyed forty miles in
width on both sides of the entire line of the road, after the general route should be
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fixed, and as fast as might Ire required by the construction of the road, and provided
that the odd sections of lands granted should not be liable to sale, entry or preemption before or after they were surveyed, except by the company. They were therefore excepted by that legislation from grants, independently of the withdrawal by
the Secretary of the Interior. His action in formally announcing their withdrawal
was only giving publicity to what the law itself declared. The object of the withdrawal was to preserve the land unencumbered until the completion and acceptance
of the road.
In the recent case of Buttz v. Railroad Company, 119 U. S., 5, 72, this court,
speaking of the act making the grant to the Northern Pacific Company, said:
'Although the act does not require the officers of the Land Department to give
notice to the local land officers of the withdrawal of the odd sections from sale or
preemption, it has been the practice of the department in such cases to formally
vithdraw them. It cannot he otherwise than the exercise of a wise precaution by
the department to give such information to the local land officers as may serve to
guide aright those seeking settlements on the public lands; and thus preventsettlements and expenditures connected with them which would afterwards prove to be
useless."
After such withdrawal, no interest in the lands granted can be acquired, against
the rights of the company, except by special legislative declaration, nor, ideed in
the absence of its announcement, after the general route is fixed.

It is thus seen thata legislative withdrawal of the odd-nu mbered
sections to the extent of forty miles on each side of the general route
of the road took effect immediately upon the filing and acceptance of
the map of general onte whereby said lauds were reserved and appropriated by operation of law for the purpose of satisfying the grant to
said company. At that time the land in controversy was free from
claim and therefore fell within the operation of the withdrawal. The
homestead entry of Anna M. Lane Was made at the local land office
during the continuance of this withdrawal and at a tiue when, as
between the railroad company and individuals, this land had been
taken out of the public domain and could not, as against the rights of
the company, be acquired by entry unler the homestead law. The
entry was made before notice of the withdrawal was received at the
local office, but it was, nevertheless, made after the withdrawal became
operative, and in the two cases last cited it is held that while the
giving of such notice to the local land officers was the exercise of a wise
precaution it was not required by the granting act and was not essential to the operation of the withdrawal. A similar ruling was made in
Van Wyck v. Knevals, spra, respecting notice of definite location and
the consequent passing of title to the railroad grantee.
The case of Riley v. Wells, decided by the supreme court March 7,
1870 (Book 19, Lawyers' Cooperative Edition of United States Supreme
Court Reports, 648), involved a preemption entry allowed by te local
officers at a time when the land embraced therein was withdrawn from
entry to await an ascertainment as to whether it would be required in
satisfaction of a land grant, and i discussing the status of that entry
the court said:
It will appear from the case of Wolcott . The Des Moines Co. (snura) that the
tract of land, of which the lot in question was a part, had been withdrawn from
- -;
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sale and entry oia account of a difference of opinion among the officers of the Land
Department as to the extent of the original grant, by Congress, of lands in aid of
the improvement of the Des Moines river, from the year 1846 down to the resolution
of Congress of March 2,1861, and the act of July 12, 1862, which acts, we held, confirmed the title in the Des Moines Company. As the husbandcof the plaintiff
entered upon the lot in 855, without right and the possession was continned without right, the permission of the register to prove tip the possession and impro,=ements, and to make the entry under the preemption laws, were acts in violation of
law, and void, as was also the issuing of the patent.

To the same effect see Wood v. Beach (156 U. S., 548); Spencer v.
McDougal (159 U. S., 62); Wolcott v. Des Moines Co. (5 Wal., 681),
and Woolsey v. Chapman (101 U. S., 755).
At the time of Lane's entry the homestead law was applicable 6nly
to "unappropriated public lands" not "included in any reservation by
any treaty, law or proclamation of the President of the-United States,
or reserved-for salines or for other purposes." This land being reserved
and appropriated by law for the purpose of satisfying the grant to the
railroad company was not subject to homestead entry.
owever the
right to the land in controversy which the company acquired by fixing
the general route of its road was only an inchoate one, and until the
passing of title by definite location of the line of road it was competent for Congress to confirm or validate said entry or to otherwise dispose of said land as it saw proper. Had said entry been so confirmed
or validated before the definite location of the line of road, it would
have become a subsisting entry whose existence at the time of such
definite location would have excepted the land included therein from
the grant to the railroad company, but in the absence of its confirination or validation by Congress the entry, being of land included in
said legislative withdrawal, was without effect and Lane acquired no
right or claim thereunder as against the railroad company. At the
time of the definite location of the line ot road, September 13, 1873,
the entry had not been confirmed or validated and therefore was no bar
or obstacle to the passing of the legal title to the railroad company
under its grant.
Upon definite location of its line of road the land became the property
of the railroad company and was no longer subject to control or disposition by Congress, except upon a breach of a condition subsequent.
It was- not until more than two years thereafter that the act of April
21, 1876, was passed, and then it was not competent for Congress to
confirm or validate Lane's entry as against the vested right and title
of the-railroad company in the absence of a breach of a condition subsequent. The road has been constructed, is now in operation and there
is no claim of a forfeiture for, non-perfornance of a condition subsequent. It results that neither Lane's entry, made during the existence
of, the legislative withdrawal on general route, nor Inman's settlement
and entry made after title passed to the railroad company upon the
definite location of its line of road, cart be recognized as defeating the
title of the company.
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While the Department is always prompted by a strong desire to
protect the interests of individual claimiants under the land laws, it
recognizes that in so doing it is not authorized to impair or destroy
legal rights vested in others, and that it is its duty to administer the
land laws according to the final and authoritative interpretation given
to them by the decisions of the Supreme court.
The effect of the act of April 21, 1876, upon the right and title of a
railroad company to lands along lines of road which were not definitely
located until after the passage of that act, is not presented by the facts
of this case and. is, therefore, not a mnatter requiring discussion or
decision herein.
The decision of your office is affirmed. Te former departmental
decisions in the cases of Northern Pacific Railroad Co. 'qu.Symions (22
L. D., 686), and Inman v. Northern Pacific R,. P. Co. (24 L. D., 318), are
overruled in so far'as they are in conflict herewith.
The case is one which can be disposed of under the act of July 1,
1898 (30 Stat., 620).
REGULATIONS UNDER THE ACT OF JULY 1, 1898 (30 STAT., 597,620), TO
FACILITATE THE ADJUSTMENT BY THE LAND DEPARTMENT OF CONFLICTING CLAIMS TO LANDS WITHIN TIHE LIMITS OF THE GRANT TO
THE NORTIIERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
DEPARTMfENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., February 1, 1899.
The provision in the act of July 1, 1898, is as follows:
That where, prior to January first, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, the whole
or any part of an odd-numbered section, in either the granted or the indemnity
limits of the land grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, to which the
right of the grantee or its lawfnl successor is claimed to have httached by definite
location or selection, has been purchased directly from the United States or settled
upon or claimed in good faith by any qualified settler nder color of title or claim
of right under any law of the United States or any ruling of the Interior Department, and where purchaser, settler, or claimant refuses to transfer his entry as hereinafter provided, the railroad grantee or its successor in interest, upon a proper
relinquishment thereof, shall be entitled to select in lien of the land relinquished an
equal quantity of public lands, surveyed or unsnrveyed, not mineral or reserved, and
not valuable for stone, iron, or coal, and free from valid adverse claim or not occupied by settlers at the time of such selection, situated within any State or Territory
into which sch railroad grant extends, and patents shall issue for the laud so
selected as though it had been originally granted; but all selections of unsurveyed
lands shall be of odd-numbered sections, to be identified by the survey when made,
and patent therefor shall issue to and in the name of the corporation surrendering
the lauds before mentioned, and such patents shall not issue until after the survey:
Provided, however, That the Secretary of the Interior shall from time to time ascertain and, as soon as conveniently may be done, cause to be prepared and delivered
to the said railroad grantee or its successor in interest a list or lists of the several
tracts which have been purchased or settled upon or occupied as aforesaid, and are
now claimed by said pnrchasers or occupants, their heirs or assigns, according to the
smallest government subdivisions. And all right, title, and interest of the said rail-
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road grantee or its successor in interest in and to any of such tracts, which the said
railroad grantee or its successor in interest may relinquish hereunder shall revert
to the United States, and such tracts shall be treated, under the laws thereof, in the
same manner as if no rights thereto had ever vested in the said railroad grantee, and
all qnalified persons who have occupied and may be on said lands as herein provided,
or who have purchased said lands in good faith as aforesaid, their heirs and assigns,
shall be permitted to prove their titles to said lands according to aW, as if said,
grant had never been made; and upon such relinquishment said Northern Pacific
Railroad Company or its lawful successor in interest may proceed to select, in the
maner hereinbefore provided, lands in lien of those relinquished, and patents shall
issue therefor: Irovided furth-er, That the railroad grantee or its successor in interest shall accept the said list or lists so to be made by the Secretary of the Interior
as con clasive with respect to the particular lands to be relinquished by it, but it
shall not be bond to relinquish lands sold or contracted by it or lands which it uses'
or needs fortrailroadpuirposes, or lands valuable for stone, iron, or coal: Awd preided
further, That whenever any qualified settler shall in good faith make settlement
in pursuianee of existing law upon any odd-numbered sections of unsurveyed public
lands within the said railroad grant to which the right of such railroad grantee or
its successor in interest has attached, then upon proof thereof satisfactory to the
Secretary of the Interior, and a due relinquishment of the prior railroad right, other
lands may be selected in lien thereof by said railroad grantee or its successor in
interest, as hereinbefore provided, and patents shall issue therefor: Ad proivided
fwi'ther, That nothing herein contained shall be construed as intended or having the
effect to recognize the Northern Pacific Railway Company as the lawful successor of
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company in the ownership of the lands granted by the
United States to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, under aud by virtue of
foreclosure proceedings against said Northern -Pacific Railroad Company in the
courts of the United States, but the legal question whether the said Northern Pacific
Railway Company is such lawful sucessor of the said Northern Pacific Railroad
Company, should the question be raised, shall be determined wholly without
reference to the provisions of this act, and nothing in this act shall be construed as
enlarging the quantity of land which the said Northern Pacific Railroad Coinpaly is entitled to under laws heretofore enacted: And provided frther, That all
qualified settlers, their heirs or assigns, who, prior to January first, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, purchased or settled upon or claimed in good faith, under
color of title or claim of right under any la:w of the United States or any ruling of
the Interior Department, any part of an odd numbered section in either the granted
or indemnity limits of the land rant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to
which the right of such grantee or its lawful successor is claimed to have attached
by definite location or selection, may in lieu thereof transfer their claims to an equal
quantity of public lands surveyed or nsnrveyed, not mineral or reserved, and not
valuable for stone, iron, or coal, and free from valid adverse claim, or not occupied
by a settler at the time of such entry, situated in any State or Territory into which
such railroad grant extends, and make proof therefor as in other cases provided;
and in making such proof, credit shall be gi ven for the period of their bona fide residonce and amount of their improvements upon their respective claims in the said
granted or indemnity limits of the land grant to the said Northern Pacific Railroad
Company the same as if made upon the tract to which the transfer is made; and
before the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to be prepared and delivered to said
railroad grantee or its successor in interest any list or lists of the several tacts
which have been purchased or settled upon or occupied as hereinbefore provided, he
shall notify the purchaser, settler, or claimant, his heirs or assigns, clainting against
said railroad company, of his right to transfer his entry or lai, as herein provided,
and shall give him or them option to take lieu lands for those claimed by him or
them or hold his claim and allow the said railroad company to do so under the terms
of this act.
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A. Wh7o are the beneficiaries under this act? Prom whon may relinquishments be received and by whom mnay the lieu selections be made ?
l. The act designates a class of beneficiaries whose status is that of
claimants adverse to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company or its
successor in interest, and in doing so, different words and terms of
description are used in different portions of the act, but considering
the act in its entirety, and giving due recognition to each provision
therein, this class embraces any qualified person who, prior to January
1,1898, by settlement, entry, or purchase, initiated in good faith a claim
to lands of the description given "under color of title or claim of right
under any law of the United States or any ruling of the Interior
Department," and who is still maintaining such claim conformably to
such law or ruling. This class also embraces the heirs of the claimant,
in all instances where he has died, and his claim or entry, or right to
perfect title thereunder, is one which under the public land laws descends
or passes to his heirs; it further embraces the assigns of the claimant,
in all instances where, in the absence of an inhibition against so doing,
he has sold or transferred his claim or entry, or the right to perfect
title thereunder, to one who is not by law disqualified from succeeding
to such claim or entry, or the right to perfect title in.himself thereunder.
2. The act designates as one beneficiary the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, or its lawful successor in interest, subject, however, to
the following proviso:

And orovidedfurther, That uothingherein containedshallbeconstroedl as inteuded
or having the effect to recognize the Northern Pacific Railway Company as the lawful successor of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company in the ouership of the

lands granted by the United States to the Northern Pacific Railroad Compally, under
and by virtue of foreclosure proceedings against said Northern Pacific Railroad
Company in the courts of the United States, but the legal question whether the said
Northern Pacific Railway Company is such lawfiul successor of the said Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, should the question be raised, shall be-determined wholly
without reference to the provisions of this act.

An examination of a certified copy of the record in the foreclosure
proceedings referred to, and a consideration of the opinion of the
Attorfley-General, dated February 6, 1897 (21 Opinions of AttorneysGeneral, 486), show that the Northern Pacific Railway Company is
such lawful successor in interest as to all lands within the limits of
the -grant, excepting those situated in the State of Minnesota and in
the State of North 1)akota east of the Missouri River. As, to all
lands within the limits of the grant situated in the State of Minnesota and in the State of North Dakota east of the Missouri River, the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company has no successor in interest, but
its property and affairs are now in the hands of receivers, appointed
and acting under the authority and direction of certain circuit courts
of the United States. Within the limits of that portion of the grant
to which the Northern Pacific Railway Company is thus the lawful
successor in interest, relinquishments should be executed, and selections in lieu thereof should be made, by said railway company. Within
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the limits of that portion of the grant situated in the State of Allinnesota and in the State of North Dakota east of the Missouri River,
relinquishments should be executed by the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company and also by the receivers thereof and selections in lieu thereof
should be made by sneb receivers on behalf of the railroad company,
the eceivers in executing relinquishments and in making liea selections
to act. under proper authorization first obtained from the proper court.
3. In these regulations the claimant adverse to the railroad company
or its successor in interest, will for convenience be spoken of as the
individual claimant,.his claim to the land in contest or controversy will
be spoken of as an individual claim, the railroad company or its successor in interest, as the case may be, will be spoken of as the railroad
claimant, and its claim to the land in contest or controversy will be
spoken of as the railroad claim.
B. Wat lands re subject to relinquishment so as to become the bases
for lieu selections
X
4. To authorize a lieu selection the relinquishment must be of the
whole or some legal subdivision of an odd-numbered section in either
the primary or indemnity limits of the land grant to the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, which is the subject of conflicting claims asserted
by an individual claimant upon the one partand by the railroad claimant
upon the other part.
5. A relinquishment can in no event be made uintil after the land
claimed has become identified by the public surveys.
6. The act makes special provision for instances where after January
1, 1898, a qualified person in good faith makes settlement, with a view
to homestead entry, upon unsurveyed lands within the primary limits
of said grant, which, upon survey, are found to be within al odd-numbered section to which the right of the railroad company has attached
by the definite location of its line of road. The purpose of this provision is to afford relief to those who make such settlement before the
identification by survey of the lands to which the railroad claimant is
entitled. Such settlement claim must be continued and the right of the
settler asserted after survey, by an application at the local land office
to make homestead en try of the lands settled upon, accompanied by
proof of such settlement and the continued maintenance of the claim.
These claimants are not accorded the privilege of taking other lands in
lieu of those settled upon, but if the proof submitted is deemed satisfactory the railroad claimant will be requested to relinquish the lands
embraced in sai(l claims and to take other lands. All the provisions of
these regulations are applicable to these lands, excepting those pertaining to relinquishments by idividlnaf claimants.
7. Since the issuance of patent terminates the jurisdiction of the
Land Department over the lands patented and exhausts its power to
examine and decide upon claims to such lands, and since this act manifestly refers to conflicting claims to lands which have not passed beyond
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the jurisdiction of the Land Department, it follows that its provisions
are confined to unpatented lands, and that lands which have been patented are not the subject of relinquishment and can not be made the
basis of a lien selection under this act; but the point to which the opposing claims have been prosecuted or the extent to which they have been
considered by the Land Department is not material, if they be otherwise within the terms of the act and the lands remain unpatented.
C. Whot are the claits which combe qwithib the provisions of t7is act?
S. An individual claim adverse to the railroad claim is one which
prior to January 1, 1898, was initiated in good faith by some qualified
person, by settlement, entry, or purchase "under color of title or claim
of right tinder any law of tbe.United States or anyruling of the Interior Department," and which is still maintained conformably to such
law or ruling, and is one which, i the absence of the railroad claim
could be perfected into fll title. (See also paragraph 6.)
9. The railroad claim is one which arises from the definite location of
the line of railroad if the land is within the primary limits of the grant,
or which arises from a lieu selection if the land is. within the indemnity
limits, and is one which, in the absence of all individual claims, would
enable the railroad claimant to obtain full title to the land.
10. The purpose of the act is to avoid further strife and contention,
before the land department between the railroad claimant upon the one
hand, and individual claimants upon the other hand, and to that end
the act extends alternatively to the individual claimant and the railroad claimant an opportunity to acquire other lands of equal area in
lieu of those in contest. The privilege of making a lieu selection is not
dependent upon success or failure in the contest, but rather upon the
existence of a contest or controversy which is intended to be disposed
of without subjecting the parties to the delay, expense and inconvenience incident t its further prosecution. The act contains a provision
that nothino therein " shall be construed as enlarging the quantity of
land which the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company is entitled to
under laws heretofore enacted" but in the light of other provisions in
the act in harmony with which this one must be construed, it is obvions that this provision is not intended to restrict the operation of the
act to these instances in which the railroad claim is ultimately found to
be the superior one. To ascertain that fact would require the prosecution of every contest to a final decision and would render the- act practically inoperative, because, if compelled to litigate its claim to a final
decision through the local office, the General ILand Office and before
the Secretary of the Interior, it is doubtful whether the railroad claimant would surrender for the benefit of the defeated individual claimant
the railroad claim thus established at a' cost of much time, expense
and inconvenience. The claim which will support a relinquishment and
lieu selection is not described as a laufil one but as a "right ....
claimed to have attached by definite location or selection" and as a
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claimi initiated in good faith " under color of title or clain ctf right," etc.
Under the act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365) the railroad company
became entitled to all the odd-numbered sections within the primary
limits of the grant or to indemnity for such as were "granted, sold, reserved, occupied by homestead settlers, or preempted, or otherwise disposed of," at the date of the definite location of its line of road. Thus
the maximum quantity of lands to which the company was entitled is
established by ascertaining the area included in odd-numbered sections
within the primary limits of the grant as adjusted to the line of definite
location. The clause in the act of July 1, 1898, providing against an
enlargement of the quantity of lands to which the railroad company
was then entitled has reference to the maximiiun quantity ascertained
as aforesaid, and does not restrict the privilege of making selections
under that act to those instances where the railroad claimant has an
absolute legal right to the particular lands relinquished, a matter
which would not be involved in an ascertainment of the quantity of
the grant.
D. What lands are sulbect to seleetio;i in lieu of those relinquished?
11. Selections will be limited to a quantity of land not exceeding
that relinquished, but, since all selections must be according to legal
subdivisions which generally approximate but do not always embrace
the same area, a slight difference in the acreage of the tract relinquished
and selected will not be deemed an inequality in quantity.
12. Subject to the limitations named in paragraphs 13 and 14, selections may be made from any public lands within a State into which the
Northern Pacific Railroad land-grant extends, surveyed or unsurveyed,
,not mineral or reserved, not valuable for stone, iron or coal, not subject
to valid adverse claim, and not occupied by a settler at the time of
such selection; bat odd-nurbered sections within the Bozeman, Helena,
and Missoula land districts in the State of Montana, and the COeur
d'Alene land district in the State of daho, which are also within the
primary or indemnity limits of said land-grant, can not be selected by
or patented to the railroad claimant unless they have been finally classified as non-mineral under the act of February 26, 1895 (28 Stat., 683).
&3.Selections of unsurveyed lands by the railroad claimant are confined to odd-numbered sections or legal subdivisions therein "to be
identified by the survey when made," that is, the selection must be of
the whole or some legal subdivision of a designated-oddL-niumlered section so that the public survey when made will give identity to the land
selected.
Selections of unsurveyed lands by an individual claimant must be
designated according to the description by which they will be known
when surveyed, if that be practicable, or, if not practicable, by giving
with as much prerision as possible the locality of the tract with reference to known land-narks, so as to admit of its being readily identified
when the lines of survey come to be eteuided id the selection must
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be made to conform to such survey within thirty days from the date of
the receipt at the local land office of the approved plot of the township
embracing such lands.
14. Lands selected by an individual claimant in lieu of other lands,
the claim to which has not been carried to final entry and certificate or
to the submission of final proof entitling him to final entry and certifi-

cate, must be in a compact body and be of the character subject to entry
under the particular law controlling the claim relinquished, and this
applies whether the lands selected are surveyed or unsurveyed. (See
paragraph 36.)
E. Procedure in obtaining relinquishmients.
15. As soon as may be practicable after the adoption of these regulations, an examination will be made of the contests pending before the
Secretary of the Iterior, and those appearing to come within the provision of the act of July 1, 1898, will be returned to the Commissioner
of the General Land Office for disposition hereuder, together with all
like contests then pending in the General Land Office. From time to
time thereafter other contests or controversies appearing to come within
the provisions of said act ill be dispose( of in like manner. Any
claimant believing that his or its claim comes within the provisions of
said act may request that such claim be disposed of thereunder, and
such request will receive due consideration.
16. In speaking of the surrender by the individual claimant of the
lauds in contest and the taking by him of other lauds in lieu thereof,
the act describes it as a transfer of his claim or entry, but since the
transaction, whether by the individual claimant or by the railroad
claimant is essentially the same, it is for convenience described and
spoken of throughout these regulations as a relinquishment of the lands
in contest and a selection of other lands in lieu thereof.
17. The option of relinquishing the lands in contest and selecting
other lands in lieu thereof is by law first extended to the individual
claimant, and if he elects to hold the lands which are in contest the
railroad claimant will be called upon to relinquish the same and to
select other lands in lieu thereof. (See paragraphs 29 to 31, inclusive.)
18. Whenever any contest or controversy appears to come within the
provisions of said act, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
will notify the individual claimant of the option accorded by law to
individual claimants and will request him, if still maintaining his claim
as herein required, to make proof of such continued maintenance and
to exercise his option within sixty days after the time of receiving such
notice. (See paragraph 30.) If the claimant elects to relinquish the
lands in contest and take other lands in lieu thereof, he must execute
a proper relinquishment as hereinafter required (see paragraphs 24 to
26, inclusive) and transmit the same to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, together with notice of his election so to do.
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19, In all cases where the individual claim has not passed to final
entry and certificate, or to the submission of final proof entitling the
claimant to final entry and certificate, a failure to furnish satisfactory
proof of the continued maintenance of the claim and to exercise such
option within the time named will be deemed an abandonment of the
claim, and the land embraced therein will be disposed of accordingly.
20. In all cases where the individual claim has passed to final entry
and certificate, or to the submission of final proof entitling the claimant,
to final entry and certificate, proof of the continued maintenance of the
claim is not essential, but a failure to exercise such option within the
time named will be deemed an election on the part of the individual
claimant to hold the land in contest.
21. The Commissioner of the General Land Ofice may in his discretion extend the time for exercising such option in special cases upon
proper cause being shown.
22. An individual claimant may, without formal notice or request,
make proof of the continued maintenance of his claim, and exercise his
option and notify the Commissioner of the General Land Office thereof,:
in which event the notice and request otherwise required will not be
necessary. (See paragraphs 18 and 24 to 26, inclusive.)
23. From time to time, and as soon as conveniently may be done, the
Commissioner of the General Land Office shall prepare and submit to
the Secretary of the Interior, duplicate lists describing, according to
the smallest legal subdivision, the lands to which there are conflicting
claims as described in these regulations, and which the individual
claimants have elected to hold, and upon the approval of any such list
by the Secretary of the Interior, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office will retain one copy thereof in his office and will transmit the
other copy thereof to the said railroad claimant, with the request that
it relinquish its claim to the lands therein described. Every list will
be deemed conclusive against the railroad claimant to the extent that
it will be required, within sixty days after receipt thereof, to execute
and deliver to the Secretary of the Interior a proper relinquishment to
the United States of all lands in said list, or to make satisfactory showing that those not relinquished have been sold or contracted to be sold
or are used or needed for railroad purposes or are valuable for stone,
iron or coal. (See paragraphs 24 to 26 inclusive, and 29 to 31 inclusive.)
F. What is a proper relinquishmnent?
24. The relinquishment must be by an instrument in writing describing the lands in contest and making appropriate reference to the claim
intended to be surrendered, and in terms releasing, quit-claiming, and
relinquishing unto the United States of America, all the right, title,
interest and claim of the individual or railroad claimant, as the case
may be, to such lands. It must be executed, witnessed and acknowledged conformably to the laws respecting the conveyance of real property in the State where the land is situate.
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25. Relinquishments by individuals of claims which have passed to
final entry and certificate, or to the submission of final proof entitling
the claimant to final entry and certificate, must also be executed by the
wife of the claimant, if he have one, in such manner as.will effectually
bar any dower, homestead or other interest on her part in or to the
lands relinquished.
26. A relinquishment of an. individual claim which has passed to
final entry and certificate, or to the submission of final proof entitling
the claimant to final entry and certificate, or which under e~xisting laws
is assignable before that time, and also all relinquishments by the railroad claimant, must be accompanied by proof satisfactorily showing
whether the land relinquished has been sold, contracted to be sold, or
encumbered. (See paragraphs I and 32.)
G. Effect of relinquishment-when right to select other lands is complete.
27. Upon the filing with and acceptance by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office of a relinquishment by the individual claimant, the
lauds in contest may be patented to the railroad claimant, in the same
manner as other lands falling within the terms of the grant; and the
individual claimant, upon receiving otice of the acceptance of his
relinquishment, will be entitled upon proper application (see paragraph
32), to select other lands according to the conditions and limitations of
said act (see paragraph 36).
28. Upon the filing with and acceptance by'the Commissioner of the
General Land Office of a relinquishment by the railroad claimant, the
lands so relinquished "shall revert to the United States, and such
tracts shall be treated under the laws thereof in the same manner as if
no rights thereto had ever vested in the said railroad grantees17 and
the individual claimants thereto shall be permitted to perfect their
claims or entries and to obtain title thereunder upon compliance with
the laws pertaining thereto. In the event that any individual claim on
account of which a relinquishment is made by the railroad claimant is
not perfected into full title, the lands embraced therein will not' revert
to the railroad claimant but will be subject to other disposition according to law. The railroad claimnant, upon receiving notice of the acceptance of its relinquishment, will be entitled, upon proper application
(see paragraphs 32 to 41 inclusive), to select other lands according to
the conditions and limitations of said act.
H1. Disposition of contests involving lands sold or contracted to be sold
by the railroad claimant, used or needed for railroadpurposes, or valuable
for stone, iron or coal.
29. By the terms of the act the railroad claimant is exempted and
excused from relinquishing lands which have been sold or contracted
to be sold by it, or which are used or needed for railroad purposes, or
which are valuable for stone, iron or coal.
30. Where it satisfactorily appears from the record in any contest
that the lands in controversy come within the terms of this exemptions
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the Commissioner of the General Land Office i calling upon the individlal claitnant to exercise the privilege accorded to him (see paragraphs 17 and 18) will notify him that the railroad claimant can not be
required to relinquish such lands and that unless he elects to relinquish
the same and take other lands in lien thereof, the contest will proceed
to final determination without further regard to. said act; and where
such exemption is satisfactorily shown after the individual claimant
has elected to hold the lands in contest (see paragraph 23) the Commnissioner of the General Land Office will notify him thereof and accord
him another opportunity, to be exercised within a stated time, to relinquish the lands in contest and take other lands. In the event that this
privilege is declined the contest will proceed to final decision in the
usual way.
31. The affidavit of two persons having personal knowledge of the
facts will be deemed sufficient to prima facie establish that any lands
come within this exempted class; but such affidavit should state flly
when and to whom the lands were sold or contracted to be sold, and
if contracted to be sold, the extent to which such contract has been
performed and whether it is still subsisting; the necessity for the present or future use of such lands for railroad purposes and the extent
thereof; or how it has been ascertained that they are valuable for stone,
iron or coal, as the case may be.
I. Proceditrein selecting lieu lands and perfecting title thereto.

32. Applications to select lien lands hereunder, whether by an individual claimant or by the railroad claimant, must be presented to the
local land office of the district within which the lands selected are sitnate. The application must particularly state the description and
acreage of the lands relinquished, the acceptance by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office of the relinquishment and the description of
the lands selected (see paragraph 13) and mast be accompanied by
proof that the land selected is of the character subject to selection. (See
paragraphs 11 to 14, inclusive.) If the records of the local office do not
show to the contrary, the character of the land will be deemed to be
prima facie established where the application is supported by the oath

of the individual claimant, or of an agent of the railroad claimant
based upon a personal examination of the land.
33. If the application is in proper form and upon examination of the
records in the local office the lands selected appear to be subject to
i such selection, the local officers will accept the application, give it an
J appropriate number, make due notation of the selection upon the
records of their office and transmit the papers to'the Commissioner of
the General Land Office for his consideration.
- 34. When the lands selected have been returned as mineral by the
surveyor-general, the first sub-division of paragraph 103 of the Mining
Regulations, approved December 15, 1897, shall be applicable thereto,
but in view of the proof exacted by paragraph 32 hereof the require-
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ments of paragraph 104 of such Mining Regulations will be dispensed
with as to all selections hereunder-of lands not returned as mineral.
35. When any lands, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, have been
selected hereunder by an individual claimant or by the railroad claimant, no right thereto can be initiated by settlement or entry while such
selection remains of record.
36. Where lands are' selected by an individual claimant in lieu of
lands the claim to which has not been ca ried to final entry and certificate or to the submission of final proof entitling him to final entry and
certificate the claimant will be required to perfect his right to the
lands selected by compliance with the law relating to that class of
claims and to submit proof thereof i the usual way, but credit will be
given for his bona fide residence, improvements, cultivation, or reclamation, as the case may be, and for any payment of fees or purchase
money, upon the land relinquished, it being the purpose of the act to
give individual claimants the same status with respect to the lieu lands
selected by them which they occupied with respect to the lands relinquished.
. J. Time of isutingjpatents to selected lands.
37. Unsurveyed lands, whether selected by an individual claimant
or by the railroad claimant, will in no event be patented until after
survey.
38. Unsurveyed' lands selected by the railroad claimant will not be
patented until after the expiration of four months from the date of
the receipt at the local land office of the approved plat of the township
embracing the lands .so selected; and surveyed lands selected by the
railroad claimant will not be patented until after the expiration of four
months from the date of selection.
39. Unsurveyed lands selected by an individual claimant in lieu of
lands the claim to which has been regularly carried to final entry and
certificate or to the submission of final proof entitling him to final entry
and certificate, will not be patented until after the expiration of four
months from the date of the receipt at the local land office of the approved plat of the township embracing the lands so selected; and surveyed lands selected by an individual claimant in lieu of lands the
claim to which has reached a like status will not be patented until after
the expiration of four months from the date of selection.
40. The purpose of the last two paragraphs is, in all instances
where publication and notice will not be had, to give to settlers, if any,
upon such lands at the time of the selection thereof, the full period
prescribed by law within which to apply at the local land office to make
homestead entry of the land, and to afford ample time for the local
officers to advise the Commissioner of the General Land Office of any
such application before the time arrives for issuing patent under the
selection.
41. Selections made by the railroad claimant which are found satis12781-VOL 28-8
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factory by the Commissioner of the General Land Office will, upon the
expiration of the time required to elapse before the issuing of patent
(see paragraphs 37 to 40, inclusive), be certified to the Secretary of the
Interior, and if approved by him will be patented to the railroad claimant a tough originally granted.

K. Forms to be sited in the admninistrationof said act.
42. The election of the individual claimant to hold or relinquish the
lands in controversy, and the proof of the maintenance of his claim,
may be made accordilg to the following form:
TnIE STATE OF
County of

,

cc.

being first duly sworn Upon his oath, deposes and testifies as follows:
1. Q. What is your name, age and post-office address?-Answer.
2. Q. Are you a native born citizen of the United States, and, if so, in what State
or Territory were you born ?-Answer.
3. Q. If you are not a native born citizen of the United States, have you declared
your intention to become a citizen r have you been naturalized? If so, when and
where? Answer.
4. Q. Are you the identical person who has heretofore been claiming (here describe
land) under the
law? If so, how and when was your claim initiated?Answer.
5. Q. )o you understand that there are confiicting claims to this land, one of
which is your claim and the other of which is the claim of the Northern Pacific

X

Railroad Company, or its successor ininterest1-Answer.
6. Q. Do you desire and elect under the act of Congress approved July 1, 1898 (30
Stat., 597, 620), to hold the land in controversy and retain your present claim thereto,
.or do you desire and elect under said act to relinquish the land in controversy and to
transfer your said claim to other hetndsq-Answer.
7. Q. State fully and accurately where you resided from time to time since the
initiation of your said claim to said laudl-Answer.
8. Q. Of whom does your family, if any, consist, and where have they resided
from time to time since the initiation of said claim?-Answer.
9. Q. State accurately what you have done in the way of iproving, cultivating
or reclaiming this land, giving dates, value of improvements and amount of expenditure ?-Answer.
10. Q. How much of the time were you upon said land during the year 1897, and
what work did you do or have done thereon during that yearl-Answer.

11. Q. What personal property did you have on this land on January 1, 1898?Answer.

12. Q. Have you sold, conveyed or mortgaged any portion of this land or assigned
your claim thereto? If so, state when, to whom and for What purpose?-Answer.
13. Q. How much other laud do you own now ?-Answer.
14. Q. Have you ever made a filing upon or an entry of other public lands? If so,
give the time, description of the land, name of the land office, and character of the
filing or entry 1-Answer.
15. Q. To whom can you refer for support and corroboration of the statements
made herein 1-Answer.

.(Sign plainly with full name.)
I hereby certify that the foregoing testimony was fully read to the said
before being subscribed by him and that the same was subscribed and sworn to by
him before me thisday of
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NoTE.-This affidavit may be made before the register or receiver of the local
land office, or before any other officer authorized to administer an oath.
If the claimant elects to relinquish the lands in controversy he must execute the
accompanying relinquishment.

43. A relinquishment by an individual claimant may be made substantially according to the following form, and one by the railroad
claimant may be modeled theretrol:l
K11ewV ill men by thesepresents:
ThatLI.
of
county, in the Stateof
the identicalperson who
heretofore initiated aud is now asserting a claim to the following described lands, to
wit: (Describe fully and aceurately) under the
-law,
desiring to take advantage of the provision in the act of Congress approved July 1, 1898 (30 Stat., 597,620),
authorizing an adjustment by the land department of conflicting claims to lands
within the limits of the grant to-the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, do hereby
release, quit-claim and relinquish unto the United States of America, ll my right,
title, interest and clah in and to the lands aforesaid, and I request that this relinquishnient be accepted by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in order that,
under te provisions of the act of Congress aforesaid, I may select other lands in
lieu of those hereby relinquished and ihay perfect ad obtain title to the lands so
selected instead of to the lands hereby relinquished.
I,wife of the said
for the purposes aforesaid, do hereby
join my said husband in releasing, quit-claiilng and relinquishing unto the United
States of America, the lands aforesaid, and I do especially waive and relinquish any
and all dower, homestead or other interest in the lands relinquished, to which I am
now or might hereafter be, entitled aecording to lav.
Witness our hands and seals this
day of
A. D
[SEAL. ]
[SE AL.]

Witnessed by:

NOTE.-This relinquishment must be executed, witnessed and acknowledged conformably to the laws respecting the conveyance of real property in the State where
the lands relinquished are situate, and the officer before whom the acknowledgment
is made must make and attach hereto, under his name and official seal, an appropriate certificate of such ackno-wledgment.

44. The application to select lands in lieu of those relinquished, and;
the affidavit in support thereof, may be substantially according to the
following foims:
UNITED STATEls LAND OFFICE AT
No.
.
(Date)
No .

-

I,
, of the County of
, in the State of --, having made relinquishment of my (state character of claim) claim, covering the
of Section-,
in Township -- , Range

-,

in

-

, land district, containing

acres, here-

tofore included in the conflicting claims of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
or its successor in interest, and myself, which relinquishment has been duly accepted
by the Commnissioner of the General Land Office, do hereby make application to
select in lieu of the lands so relinquished the following lands, to wit:
in
- land district.
My post-office address is
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UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE AT

(Date)
We hereby certify that we have carefully considered the foregoing application and
have critically examined the plats and records of this office, so far as they apply to
the lands sought to be selected. Finding that the application and proofs fully conform to the statute and regulations thereunder, and that the lands selected appear
by the records of this office to be subject to selection, we have accepted the application, and have made due notation thereof upon the records, pending the advice of
the Commissioner of the General Land Office. $fees paid.
Register.
Receiver.
AFFIDAVIT

TO

BE

MADE

BY INDIVIDUAL

CLAIMANT

IN

SUPPORT

O

FOREGOING

APPLICATION TO SELECT.
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE AT
(Date)

No.-I,
, of
county in the State of
,being duly sworn upon
my oath, do depose and say that my post-office address is
; that I am
the individual claimant who makes the foregoing application Under the act of July
1, 1898 (30 Stat., 597, 620); that I am acquainted with the lands sought to be selected
under the foregoing application, and have examined every subdivision thereof; that
there is not to my knowledge within the limits of said land any vein or lode of
quartz or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, or other mineral substance; that there is not within the limits of said land to my knowledge any placer
or other valuable mineral deposit or any salines; that no portion of said land is
claimed for mining purposes under local customs or rules of miners, or otherwise;
that no portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part of the year; that
said land is essentially non-mineral land; that it does not to my knowledge contain
any valuable stone, iron or coal; that it is not reserved in any manner, is not subject
to any-valid claim whatsoever, and is not occupied by any settler. And firther
afflant sayeth not.
I hereby certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to affiant in my presence
before be signed his name thereto; that said affiant is to me personally known (or
hag been satisfactorily identified to me); that I verily believe him to be a credible
person and the person he represents himself to be; and that this affidavit was subscribed and sworn to by him before me at my office at
, within the
land
district, on thisday of

NoTEx--This affidavit may be made before the register orreceiver of the local land
office or before any other officer authorized to administer an oath.
If the claim relinquished be a desert land claim, timber culture claim, or a
timber purchase claim, which has not been carried to final entry and certificate or
to the submission of final proof entitling the claimant to final entry and certificate,
the applicant must also make proof of the character of the land selected, as
required by the regulations controlling that class of claims.
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45. The following form may be used in listing lands to be relinquished
by the railroad claimant:'

*

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
, IS-.
1Washington, D. C.,
Whereas an act of Congress, approved July 1, 1898 (30 Stat., 597, 620), makes provision for the relinquishment by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, or its successor in interest, upon the conditions therein named, of the whole or any part of
an odd numbered section, in either the primary or indemnity limits of the land.
grant to that company, to which the right of said company, or its lawful successor,
is claimed to have attached by definite location, or selection, and which prior to
January 1, 1898, has been "purchased directly from the United States or settled upon
or claimed in good faith by any qualified settler, under color of title or claim of
right under any law of the United States, or any ruling of the Interior Department,"
or which, if an odd numbered section in the primary linits, is settled upon after
January 1, 1898, and before survey, by a qualified person, in good faith, with a view
to homestead entry, and makes provision for the selection by said company, or its
successor in interest, of other lands in lieu of those relinquished; and
Whereas it is further provided in said act that the Secretary of the Interior shall
ascertain and from time to time cause to be prepared and delivered to said railroad
company, or its.successor i interest, a list or lists of the tracts coming within the
provisions thereof; and
Whereas it is further provided by said act that said railroad company, or its successor in interest, shall accept the list or lists so made by the Secretary of the
Interior as conclusive with respect to the particular lands to be relinquished by
it, but "shall not be bound to relinquish lands sold or contracted by it or lands which
it uses or needs for railroad purposes, or lands valuable for stone, iron, or coal;"
and
Whereas it is further provided, as to all claims, excepting homestead settlements
made on unsurveyed lands after January , 1898, that "before the Secretary of the
Interior shall cause to be prepared and delivered to said railroad grantee, or its
successor in interest, any list or lists of the several tracts, which have been purchased or settled upon or occupied as hereinbefore provided, he shall notify the
purchaser, settler, or claimant. his heirs or assigns, claiming against said railroad
company, of his right to transfer his entry or claim, as herein'provided, and shall
give him or them option to take lieu lands for those claimed by him or them, or hold
his claim and allow the said railroad company to do so, under the terms of this
act;" and

Whereas, upon examination by this office the following tracts of land have been
found to be of the character authorized to be relinquished under said act, and the
claimants therefor against the railroad company (where entitled to such option)
have, upon due notice of their rights under said act, refused to transfer their
respective claims to other lands, to wit:
LIST No.
State of
Parts of Sections.

Land District.

,

Sec.

Tp.

R.

Adverse Claimants.
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Now, therefore, the said list is hereby submitted to the Secretary of the Interior
for bis consideration, with the recommendation that directions be given to this
office to call upon the Northern Pacific Railroad Company or its successor in interest,
as the case may be, to relinquish all of said lands or. to satisfactorily show that
those not relinquished have been sold or contracted to be sold, or are used or needed
for railroad purposes, or are valuable for stone, iron or coal; and to advise said
railroad company or its successor in interest that upoD filing the relinquishment
requested it will be entitled to select other lands in lien thereof, as provided in
said act.
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT 01 THE ITERIOR,.
, 18"9.
Approved:
Secretary of the in terior.
L. Oases not covered by these regulations.

46. If in the administration of said act cases are found which are
not covered by these regulations, such cases will be disposed of according to their respective merits, under special instructions, or supplemental regulations embracing cases of that character will be adopted,
as may seem necessary.
BINGER IIEREDANN,
Commissioner.

Approved, February 14, 1899:
C. N. BLISS,
Secretary.

RAILROAD GRANT-SECTION 1, ACT OF APRIL 2i, 18T.
CAMPLAN V. NORTHERN PACIFIC R.

. Co.

The confirmation, by section 1, act of April 21, 1876, of a preemption filing, as
against a prior withdrawal on the general route of the Northern Pacific, is
dependent upon compliance with the preemption law, and the presentation of
proper proofs thereof by the claimant; and if these conditions are not complied
with the confirmation is not operative, and does Dot defeat the attachment of
the company's right.
Secretary Bliss to the Co0Mnissioner of the General Land Office, February

(W. V. D.)

7, 1899.

(E. F. B.)

Emil A. Camplan has filed a motion for review of the decision of the
Department of May 3, 1897 (unreported), rejecting his application to
contest the right of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to the S. 4
of the S. -1of Sec. 33, T. 2 N., R. 4 W., Helena, Montana, land district.
This land is within the limits of the legislative withdrawal made
by operation of law, as well as the executive withdrawal made by
the order of the Secretary of the Interior, upon the filing and acceptance of the map of the general route of the road,- February 21, 1872,
notice of which was received at the local office May 6, 1872. The line
of road opposite thereto was definitely located July 6, 1882, and this
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tract fell within the primary limits of the grant as adjusted to such
definite location. After the filing and acceptance of the map of general route and the resulting Withdrawal, but prior to the time when
notice thereof was received at the local office, Andrew MeJorley filed
pre-emption declaratory statement for said tract; together with other
lands, alleging settlement thereon the same day. MJorley did not
comply with the pre-emption law; did not make final proof under his
filing; did not make paymeut for the land, and, indeed, never carried
the filing into an entry.
The present case arises upon the application of Camplan, made September 4, 1895, to contest the right of the railroad company to said
tract, with a view of making entry thereof under the homestead law,
contending that the declaratory statement of said McJorley, filed before
notice of withdrawal upon general route was received al the local office
and existing upon the records of that office at the date of the definite
location of the line of road, constituted such a claim as excepted the
tract from the grant to said company.
The tract in controversy is part of an odd-numbered section lying
within forty miles of the general route of the road, as fixed February
21, 1872.
Upon the authority of William E. Inman v. Northern Pacific R. R. CO.,
(2S L. D., 95), decided this day, it is held that the legislative withdrawal
of the odd-numbered sections to the extent of forty miles on each side
of the general rolte of the road took effect immediately upon the filing
and acceptance of the map of general route, whereby said lands were
reserved and appropriated by operation of law for the purpose of satisfying te grant to said ompany; and that the pre-emption filing of
MeJorley, made at the local land office during the continuance of this
withdrawal, was made at a time when as between the railroad company'
and individuals this land had been taken out of the public domain and
could not, as against the rights of the company, be acquired by settleMent, filing, or entry under the pre-emnption law. Lanmds so reserved
and appropriated were not subject to pre-emnption.
Until the passing of title to the railroad company by the accepted
definite location of the line of its road, it was competent for Congress
to confirm or validate this filing or to otherwise dispose of said land,
as it saw proper. This onfirmation could therefore have been made
absolute or subject to such conditions and limitations as Congress
deemed proper. By the first section of the act of April 21,1876 (19
Stat., 35), Congress exercised its power of confiriation, but made the
confirmation dependent upon compliance with the pre emption law,
and the presentation of proper proofs thereof by the claimant. This
- condition was not complied with by MeJorley, either before or after
the act of April 21, 1876, and for that reason the confirmation never
became operative and did not defeat the title'of the railroad company
under its grant.
The motion for review is therefore denied.

-
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DECISIONS RELATING TO THE PUBLIC LANDS.
MINING CLASAI-LODE APPLICATION-INTERSECTING MILLSITE.
PAUL JONES LODE.

An application for a lode patent should not embrace and lying within and beyond
an intersecting patented millsite.

Secretary Bliss to the Commissioner of the General LandOffice, February
(W. V. D.) 10, 1899.
(C. W. P.)
The Combination Mining and Milling Company has appealed from
the decision of your office, dated August 5,:1897, holding for cancellation that part- of mineral entry No. 28, embracing the Paul Jones
quartz lode claim lying south of the patented Gladstone millsite claim,
and requiring an amended survey of said lode claim, showing the portion of the claim for which patent may issue. In view of the errors
assigned. a history of the case will be given from the outset.
It appears that on November 14, 1893, your office, upon the application for a patent to the Paul Jones lode claim, by the Combination Mining and Milling. Company, found that the approved plat and field
notes of survey show that said claim conflicts with the Gladstone Millsite claim, survey No. 1939, lot 46 B., which passes entirely across said
Paul Jones lode claim, dividing it into two separate non-contiguous
portions, 175 feet of said lode lying in the northeasterly end of said
claim, wherein is situated the discovery tunnel, the improvement
claimed in the estimate of $500 expended in the development of this
-claim, and 1125 feet lying southwesterly and beyond said millsite claim,
the remaining 200 feet of said lode being within the boundaries of said
millsite, lot 46 B., upon which patent issued December 2, 1892, to the
Black Pine Mining and Milling Company and Eneas McAndrew, the
same being embraced in Helena mineral entry No. 1644, upon the Gladstone lode and millsite claim; that the Paul Jones location was made
January 19, 1891, upon a discovery on that portion of the claim lying
northeasterly of said millsite; that the survey of said claim was made
February 28, 1893, and approved May 6, 1893; that application for patent was filed June 1, 1893. IUpon these findings your office held that it
was error to extend the survey beyond the northerly line of the patented millsite, or to include in the application for patent for the Paul
Jones claim ground already patented; and held that said entry must
be canceled as to the part above stated, but, that inasmuch
as much the greater part of the Paul Jones lode claim lies southeasterly from said
millsite, claimant may, if he so desires, retain that portion of his claim, provided
he can show a discovery of mineral thereon, and that $00 have been expended in
labor or improvements upon that part of said claim,

and allowed the claimant thirty days to elect which part of said claim
it will retain under its application and said
at the expiration of the time allowed said entry will be held for cancellation as to
one of the non-eontigious portions of the lode claim at the point where the lode
enters the patented millsite and passes within it.
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'January 30, 1894, the Combination Mining and Milling Company
filed a paper in your office, in which it is stated that the Combination
Mining and Milling Company, after the entry of the Gladstone millsite,
became the owner thereof, and that said company is now the owner of
both the Gladstone millsite and the Paul Jones lode claim; that the

.6.
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issuance of a patent for the Gladstone millsite, in so far as it includes
the grQund in conflict, was a "mistake," and it is requested that the
Combination Company be permitted to correct or rectify the mistake
by executing a deed to the United States, upon a proper showing as to
present ownership by said company, and that a patent be then issued

*
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for the entire area embraced in the Paul Jones lode claim, including
that part in conflict with the Gladstone millsite claim.
March 2,1894, the Combination Company filed three affidavits, made
by F. H. Bird, Henry lsendorf and J. D. MeDonald.
In the affidavit of F. H. Bird, it is set out:
That from the discovery on the said Paul Jones claim there is a well efined vein
of lead matter coutainirn silver ores running across the said Gladstone millsite;
that said vein is indicated by float and out croppings along the entire course of said
vein, and that by the aforesaid float and out croppings the said vein can be readily
traced entirely through the said Gladstone millsite; tliat said float and out croppings from their present appearance and from the nature of the ground mnust have
been readily discernible to any person acquainted with the ground and who carefully inspected the same before the patent to the said Gladstone millsite was issued.
That between the 17th and 20th of October A. D. 1894, by his direction a tunnel was
run upon the ground so in conflict, and at a distance of about 185 feet from the discovery on the said Paul Jones claim and at a depth of about four feet from the surface, the said tunnel struck the vein hereinbefore mentioned, which said vein was
readily traced and had a well-defined wall, and that during the aforesaid time by
his direction a shaft was sunk upon the ground so in conflict with the said Gladstone
millsite, and at a distance of about 230 feet foem the discovery on the said Paul
Jones Quartz Lode mining claim, and at a distance of about 165 feet from the north
boundary line of the said Gladstone millsite, and at a depth of about seven feet
from the surface the said shaft struck the said vein, which said vein consisted of
similar lead matter containing silver, and could be readily traced and had a well
defined wall.

These averments are corroborated by Isendorf and McDonald in
their affidavits.
Your office, by letter dated February 6, 1897, after stating that the
survey of the Paul Jones lode claim was made February,28, 1893, based
on a location made January 19, 1891, and that

*

the record in the case of the Gladstone millsite shows that the original survey of
said claim was made in October, 1886, by Thomas T. Baker, U. S. deputy surveyor,
is kniown
who reported that no veins or lodes of quartz or other rock in place .
to exist on any part of the Gladstone millsite, so far as I know or could ascertain,
(and that) August 6, 1892, a resurvey of said claim was imade, the deputy (surveyor)
making, substantially, the same report as to the character of the land embraced in
the millsite claim, (and further stating that) there is also on file with the case the
usual affidavit as to no known veins or lodes, made by Jos. W. Harper, attorney for
claimant company, corroborated by two witnesses, vho swear that for six months
they have resided near and have often been upon said Luillsite, and that, so far as
they know, there is no vein or lode or other rock in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, and that they verily believe that none exists thereon,
your office said: "It thus appears that the patent for the millsite claim was regularly issued upon competent evidence, and does not appear to have been a 'mistake.' "

The request contained in the paper filed by the Combination coinpany, January 30, 1894, was denied by your office, but on April 23,
1897, sixty days were allowed- to file the evidence of discovery and
expenditure theretofore required.
In the decision appealed from it is held that, no action having been
taken by the claimant and the time allowed having expired, "said
mineral entry, No. 28, is hereby-pursuant to decision of November 14,
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1893,-held for cancellation as to all that portion of the Paul Jones
claim lying south of the said Gladstone millsite," and that should that
decision become final, instructions will be issued to the U. S. surveyorgeneral, requiring a amended survey of the Paul Jones claim, showing the portion of the claim for which patent may issue, i. e., that
portion lying north of the Gladstone millsite.
The records of your office show that the Gladstone milisite was
located September 17, 1886; that application for patent thereto was
made August 29, 1887, and publication dly made for the prescribed
period of sixty days, and it appears that the resurvey which was made
August 6, 1892, was made at the instance of the Combination Mining
and Milling Company. It also appears that the affidavit as to no
known veins or lodes was iade by Joseph NV. Harper, who was one of
the orporators of the Combination Mining and Milling Company,
incorporated December 23, 1887, three days prior to the date of said
affidavit, that no adverse claim was filed and that patent was issued
December 2, 1892, to the Black Pine Mining Company and GEneas
McAndrew, co-claimant. It thus appears that the government's title
to the land covered by the millsite has passed to the Black Pine Mining Company and Eilneas MeAndrew, and all control of the executive
department over the title has ceased.
It is alleged in the appeal from your office decision that the land in
conflict was nown to be mineral land at the date of the millsite,
patent, but this averment is not supported by the affidavits filed in the
case. Moreover, it is not alleged that the land was known to be mineral land at the date of the application for the millsite patent or at-the
date of final entry. It does not appear that there was any "smistake"
in the issuance of the patent for the millsite; nor is sufficient ground
shown for the acceptance of a surrender of the title to the land covered
by the millsite patent.
There appears to be no error in your office decision of November 14,
1893, holding that the Paul Jones Quartz lode mining claim could only
stand for one or the other of the two parts, and giving the claimant
the privilege of retaining the larger portion by showing a discovery of
mineral thereon and that $500 in labor or improvements thereon had
been expended. Said decision is supported by the Andromeda lode
case, 13 L. D., 146, cited in the decision; the Bi-metallic Mining Company's case, 15 L. D., 309, and the Mabel Lode case, 26 L. D., 675.
Your office decision of August 5, 1897, is therefore affirmed.

HAYDEN v.:TINGLEY ET AL.

Motion for review of departmental decision of September 24, 1898,
27 L. D., 455, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 16, 1899.
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LA MB V. NORTHERN PACIFIC

R. R. Co.

A claim resting upon a rejected application to make homestead entry, and not upon
settlement, entry, or purchase, is not within the provisions of the act of July 1,
1898, or the regulations thereunder.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Coimissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
February 16, 1899.
(J. L. MCC.)

-

Your office, on August 28, 1896, affirmed the action of the local officers in rejecting the application of June 10, 1895, of James W. Lamb,
to make homestead entry for the SE. 1 of Sec. 15, T. 19 N., R. 8 W.,
Olympia land district, Washington, for conflict with an indemnity
selection of said tract made by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company per lists of June 5, 1885, and June 7, 1893.
August 6, 1894, the Department directed that one Eugene L. Curtiss
be permitted, in pursuance of his prior application, to make entry of
said land within a fixed time, in which event the company's selection
would be canceled.
Curtiss did not make entry of the land, and hence the only objection
to the company's indemnity selection was removed. Lamb's subsequent
application was therefore properly rejected, and the decision of your
office is affirmed. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Dean et al. (27 L. D.,
462); Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Fly (27 L. D., 464); Dunnigan v.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (27 L. D., 467).
Lamb's claim rests upon a rejected application to make homestead
entry and not upon settlement, entry, or purchase, and therefore does
not appear to come within the provisions of the act of July 1, 1898 (30
Stat., 597, 620), or the regulations thereunder (28 L. D., 103).
STATE BOUNDARY-NAVIEGABLE STREAM-RELICTION.
GILLESPIE V. STATE OF NEBRASKA.
The control and right to dispose of public lands lying under a navigable stream,
that forms the boundary of a State, and within the limits thereof, passes from
the government to the State on its admission to the Union, and if a sudden
change occurs thereafter in the course of such stream, the reliction lying within
said State is not the property of the United States.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land O.file,
(W. V. D.)
February 16, 1899.
(G. B. G.)
April 15, 1896, the local officers rejected the application of Lloyd G.
Gillespie to make homestead entry for lot 5 of Sec. 1, T. 28 N., R. 8 E.,
and lots 5, 6, 7 and 8 of See. 36, T. 29 N." R. 8 E., O'Nea] land district,
Nebraska, for the following reasons:
1. Notations on the plats of this office showing the resurvey of townships 28 and
29 of range 8 east show that the tracts applied for are not "subject to disposal, nor
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location, until special instructions are given by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office to the register and receiver at this office," and it does not appear that
any instructions have been received at this office from the Commissioner of the General Land Office relative to the disposition of the tracts in question, since the filing
of the above mentioned plats.
2. Under section 7 of the act of April 19, 1864 (13 U. S. Stat., 47), a portion of the
tract applied for, viz: lots 5, 6, 7 and 8, of Sec. 36, T. 29 N., R. S E., belongs to the
State of Nebraska for the support of common schools.
Gillespie duly appealed from.that action; whereupon your office rendered its decision of February 20, 1897, allowing his application for lot
5 of Sec. 1, aforesaid, but rejecting it as to the said lots 5, 6, 7 and 8 of
Sec. 36, for the reason stated that said last named tracts are within a
section granted to the State of Nebraska for the support of common
schools by section 7 of the act of April 19, 1864 (13 Stat., 47).
Gillespie has appealed to the Department.
It appears from your said office decision and from the records and
files of your office, which have been examined, that at the date of said
granting act, A-pril 19, 1864, all of the above described land was covered
by the waters of the Missouri river, which river formed the boundary line
between the State of Nebraska and the Territory of Dakota. . The river
flowed in a southerly direction at this point, and, making a bend
towards the east and north, enclosed a peninsula about two and a half
miles long, and about twenty-three chains wide, across the neck. This
peninsula was then on the Dakota side of the river. The township
was originally surveyed in 1858, and the west side of the river was then
meandered. Some time between 1867 and 1869 the river cut its way
through the neck, leaving its former bed, which included the lands in
controversy, practically dry, and placing the peninsula on the Nebraska
side.
After the river had changed its course, and in February, 1870, a
survey was made of the old river bed, and this survey made the old
meander line of the west bank of the river the western boundary of
the above-described lots, while the center of the.. old channel became
their eastern boundary.
By-act of April 28, 1870 (16 Stat., 93), Congress made the center of
the new channel the boundary line between Nebraska and Dakota, but
this did not affect the status of the lands in controversy in any way,
since they have been within the original limits of the State of Nebraska
since its formation, the enabling act of that State providing as to its
boundary line at this point that said line shall follow "the middle of
the channel" of the Missouri river (13 Stat., 47).
This being so, this case is controlled by the recent case of John J.
Serry et at. (27 L. D., 330), wherein it was held that (syllabus):
Where a sudden change occurs in the course-of a navigable river that forms the
boundary between a State and a Territory, the reliction lying within the State is
not the property of the United States.
The Missouri river being a navigable stream, the control and right to
dispose of the public lands under said stream and within the limits of
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the State passed to the State upon its admission into the Union.
Pollard v. Hagan (3 Howard, 212); Barney v. Keokuk (94 U. S., 324);
Hardin'v. Jordan (140 U. S., 371).
In this view it is not necessary to discuss the action of the local
officers denying Gillespie's application, because of the aforesaid notations upon the plats of this land on file in their office. His application
is hereby rejected as to all of said lots, because they are not now and
were not at the date of filing said application the property of the
United States. Your office decision is so modified.

RAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF APRIL 21, 176.
NOR'ruE1Pn PACIFIC

R. I. Co. v.

SHERWOOD.

.

The withdrawal on the general route of the main line of the Northern Pacific of
lands lying within the common limits of said route and the primary limits
of the branch line, as thereafter fixed by definite location, took effect at once,
on the filing and approval of the map of said route, and a pre-emption filing on
lands, while so vithdrawn is without effect, nor is it confirmed by section 1, act
of April 21, 1876, if the preemptQr does not comply with the law and submit
proof thereof; and hence will not defeat the attachment of rights under the
grant for the branch line on the subsequent location thereof.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. . Urquhart, 8 L. D., 365, Howard . Northern Pacific R. R.
Co., 23 L; D., 6, overruled.
A claim resting upon a rejected application to enter, and not upon settlement, entry
or purchase, is not within the provisions of the act of July 1, 1898.

Acting Secretary. Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Ofie,

(W. V. D.

February 16,1899.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company has appealed from your
office decision of February 4, 1898, holding that lots 1, 2, 3, and 4 (north
of the river), Sec. 25, T. 9 N., . 22 E., North Yakima land district,
Washington, were excepted from the grant pertaining to the branch.
line of its road. The tract in controversy is part of an odd-numbered
section lying within forty miles of the general route of the main line of
said road, down the valley of the Columbia river, as fired-by the filing
and aceptance of the map of such generall route August 13, 1870, and
is, therefore, within the limits of the legislative withdrawal made by
operation of law, as well as the executive withdrawal made by the
order of the Secretary of the Interior upon the fixing of such general
route, notice of which was received at the local office December 8, 1870.
The tract is also within the primary limits of the grant for the branch
line of said road, as adjusted to the map of definite location of such
branch line, filed and accepted June 23, 1883. The portion of the main
line down the valley of the Columbia river was never definitely located
or constructed and the grant pertaining thereto was declared forfeited
by the act of September 29, 1890 (26 Stat., 496), which was subsequent
to the definite location of the branch line and the consequent attachment of the rights of the railroad company thereunder.
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This tract is part of a section which the company elected to take pursuant to instructions of December 24, 1890 (1 L. D., 625, 628), in part
satisfaction of its moiety of the lands falling within the common limits
of the grant for the branch line aid the grant for the portion of the
main line which was so forfeited.
Except as it may have been affected by the definite location of the
branch line, the legislative withdrawal made upon the fixing of the general route of this portion of the main line, remained in force until the
declaration of forfeiture made September 29, 1890. Upon September
19, 1870, which was after this withdrawal took effect and before notice
thereof was received at the local office, Henry Burbank filed preemption declaratory statement for aid tract, alleging settlement thereon
August 14,1870, but he never attempted to perfect title thereunder.
The legislative withdrawal made by operation of law upon the fixing
of the general route of the main line down the valley of the Columbia
river, took effect immediately upon. the filing and acceptance of the
map of such general route and reserved and appropriated the laud in
controversy for the purpose of satisfying the grant for said main line,
and the preemption filing of Burbank, made during the continuance of
such withdrawal, was made at a time when sch lands were not subject
to settlements filing or entry under the preemption law and was therefore without effect. (Inman v. Northern Pacific R. R.Co., 28 L. D., 95)
Until the passing of title to the railroad company by an accepted
definite location of one of its lines of road, it was within the power of
Congress to confirm or validate this filing or to otherwise dispose of
said lands as it saw proper, and such confirmation culd have been
made absolute or subject to such conditions and limitations as were
deemed proper. By the first section of the act of April 21, 1876 (19
Stat., 35), Congress exercised this power but chose to make the confirmation dependent upon the settler's compliance with the preemption
law and his presentation of proper proofs thereof. Hlad the confirmation been made absolute the filing would have had the same status and
effect as if there had been no existing withdrawal, but the conditions
attached by Congress to the confirmation show that it was made solely
for the protection of the settler whose filing was made without notice
of the existing withdrawal and that it was intended to be operative
only in the event that he complied with the preemption law and submitted proper proof thereof. This condition was not complied with by
Burbank and for that reason the confirmation never became operative,
Caniplan v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (28' L. D., 118), and Northern Pacific It. R. Co. (20 L. D. 191).
It is true that the legislative withdrawal, by reason of which the land
in controversy was withheld from-the operation of the preemption law
at the time of Burbank's settlement and filing, was made upon the fixing of the general route of the main line down the valley of the Columbia river, and that the grant for this portion of the main line was
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afterwards forfeited; but prior to such frfeiture and during the continuance of such withdrawal, the branch line had been definitely located
and the title to the tract in controversy had become thereby Vested in
the-railroad company subject only to the effect given to Burbank's filing
by the first section of the act of April 21, 1876. As before stated, this
act would have confirmed that filing had Burbank complied with the
preemption law and submitted proper proof thereof. This he did not
do and for that reasofn his filing was not brought within the terms or
purpose of the statute and did not become operative against the grant
to the railroad company. So far as the case of Northern Pacific R. R.
Co. v. Urquhart (8 L. D., 365), and Howard v. Northern Pacific R. R.
Co. (23 L. D., 6), are in conflict herewith, they are overruled.
The present controversy arises over James Sherwood's application to
make homestead entry of the land, made September 9, 1889, which was
rejected by the local office, your office and the Department (220 L. and
R., 318), and which was repeated or renewed March 3, 1897, and again
rejected by the local office. . These applications were rejected for conflict with the grant to the railroad company. Sherwood has not made
entry of or purchased the land, and neither of his applications alleged
settlement prior thereto. He does not therefore seem to be entitled to
the benefit of the act of July 1, 1898 (30 Stat., 597, 620).
Under these circumstances it does not become necessary to consider
the application of Jock Morgan to purchase said land under section five
of the act of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat., 566).
The decision of your office is accordingly reversed.

RAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF JULY 2, 1864-EXPIRED FILING.
IUNION PACIFIC RY. Co. v. WADE (ON REVIEW).
The enlargement of the grant to the Union Pacific made by the act of July 2, 1864,
is operative as to lands which were at the date of said act public lands, and were
otherwise subject to the grant on definite location.
An expired preemption filing on offered land is~not an existing or subsisting aclaim
within the meaning of the excepting clauses of the grant to this company.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,.
(F. W. C.)
February16, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
With your office letter of Septemler 15, 1898, was returned the
motion, filed on behalf of the Union Pacific Railway Company, for
review of departmental decision of June 6, 1898 (27 IL. D., 46), in which
it was held that the E. Wof the SE. A of Sec. 33, T. 7 S., R. 8 E., Topeka
land district, Kansas, was excepted from the grant made by the acts
of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489), and July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356), for the
reason that said tract was included in the pre-emption declaratory
statement of William Shute filed July 31, 1861.
The lands in the above township, including the tract here in question,
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were offered in accordance with proclamation No. 636, beginning September 19, 1859, at Ogden, Kansas. The land was therefore offered
land at the date of Shute's filing, and under the act of September 4,
1841 (5 Stat., 453), Shute was required. to make proof and payment
within twelve months of his settlement, which time expired July 31,
1862.
In the previous decision of this Department it was held that said
filing had not expired at the date of the grant, the tract being supposed
to be within the limits of the grant made by the act of July 1, 1862.
In the motion for review it is alleged that, as adjusted to the map of
definite location filed January 11, 1866, this tract falls beyond the limits
*of the grant made by the act of 1862, but within the enlarged grant
made by the act of July 2, 1864.' It is therefore urged that said filing
was not a subsisting claim at the date of the passage of the act of
July 2,1864, and for this reason a review of the previous decision of
the Department is requested.
The motion was entertained and returned for service by departmental letter of August 8, 1898, and as returned by your office letter of
September 15, 1898, bears evidence of the service made as required.
Upon inquiry at your office it is learned that the tract in question is
beyond the limits of the grant made by the act of 1862 and within the
enlarged limits of the grant made by the act of July 2,1864. Although
the enlargement of the grant by this later act was not made by words
of new and additional grant, but merely by enlarging the number of
sections named in the original grant and the distance from the road
within which they were to be taken, yet as to the enlargement the
grant must be held as operating upon lands which at the date of
the passage of the later act were public lands, and were otherwise
subject to the grant on definite location.
The tract in question being offered land, the filing by Shute had
expired prior to July 2, 1864, and the case is therefore controlled by
the recent decision of the Department in the case of Union Pacific
Railway Co. v. Fisher (28 L. D., 75). For reasons therein given it must
be held that Shute's filing was not a subsisting claim at the date of the
enlarged grant, and the previous decision of the Department is therefore'recalled and vacated and the land held to have passed to the
company upon the definite location of its line of road opposite thereto.
It follows that the homestead entry of William L. Wade, made of this
land on December 9, 1896, was without authority and in violation of
the rights of the company, and said entry is therefore ordered canceled.

DERGRiCK V. STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Motion for review of departmental decision of November 25, 1898,
27 IL. D., 644, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 17, 1899.
12781-VoL 28-9
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DECISIONS RELATING TO TH1E PUBLIC LANDS.
RAILROAD STATION GROUNDS-APPROVAL OF PLAT.
OPINION.

Under a grant of a railroad right of way through the Indian Territory, with necessary station grounds, it is a proper exercise of the general authority of the
Interior Department over the public lands to require a plat to be filed showing
the lands required for station purposes, although the granting act does ot provide for the filing of sch plat, and the approval thereof fixes the right of the
company to occupy the ground incladed therein.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
February 17, 1899.
(W. C. P.)
I have the honor to acknowledge the ieceipt of your communication
of the 3d instant, enclosing a letter from Hon. 0. E. Platt, United
States Senate, calling attention to the provisions of the acts granting
a right of way to the Kansas and Neosho railroad and also the southern
branch of the Union Pacific railroad, and asking whether the approval
of the map of location fixes the right, of the railroad company to all
the lands included within the lines marked on the plat for station
grounds, and as to the proper way now to ascertain how much land is
necessary for station purposes at the different stations.
The grant to the State of Kansas to aid in the construction of the
Kansas and Neosho Valley road is found in the act of July 25, 1866
(14 Stat., 236), and that to aid in the construction of the southern
branch of the Union Pacific in the act of July 26, 1866 (14 Stat., 289).
The grant of the right of way to the Neosho Valley road is found in
section six of the act of July 25, and its extent is defined as follows:
Said way is granted to said railroad to the extent of one hundred feet in width
on each side of said road where it may pass through the public domain; also all
necessary ground for station buildings, workshops, depots, machine-shops, switches,
side-tracks, turn-tables and water-stations.

By section eight the company was authorized to construct its road
through the Indian Territory, and a right of way was provided for as
follows:
And the right of way through the Indian Territory, wherever such right is now
reserved or may hereafter be reserved to the United States by treaty with the
Indian tribes, is hereby granted to said company, to the same extent as granted by
the sixth section of this act through the public lands; and in all cases where the
right of way, as aforesaid, through the Indian lands, shall not be reserved to the
government, the said company shall, before constructing its road, procure the consent of the tribe or tribes interested, which consent, with all its terms and conditions, shall be previously approved and indorsed by the President and filed with the
Secretary of the Interior.

Section six of the act of July 26, provides for the right of way for
the southern branch of the Union Pacific road, and is in the same
words as section six of the other act hereinbefore quoted from. By
section eight of the latter act the Union Pacific company is authorized
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to construct its, road from the southern boundary of Kansas "south
through the Idian Territory, with the consent of the Indians, and not
otherwise," to Fort Smith in the State of Arkansas. The right of way
for that portion of the road is provided for as follows:
And the right of way through said Indian Territory is hereby granted to said
company, its successors and assigns, to the extent of one hundred feet on each side
of said road or roads, and all necessary grounds forstations, buildings, work-shops,
machiue-shops, switches, side-tracks, turntables, and vater-stations.

The provisions of these two acts relating to the use of lands for station purposes are in effect the same, so that they may be considered
together. Neither act provides specifically for the filing of a plat of
station grounds, nor is provision made in specific terms for determining
the quantity of ground for any one station.
The Secretary of the Interior is charged with the supervision of
public business relating to Indians, just as he is with that relating
to public lands. The managenent of the public business relating to
Indian affairs is: committed primarily to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, while the management of that relating to the public lands is
committed primarily to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
In the case of Catholic- Bishop of Nesqually v. Gibbon (158 13. S., 155),
the supreme court had under consideration an act of Congress which
confirmed to missionary societies land then occupied by them-not to
exceed six hundred and forty acres. No plan was provided for determining what societies were entitled to land under that provision nor for
ascertaining the quantity to which any such society should receive
title. The court held that these duties devolved upon the Interior
Department, saying:
It may be laid down as a general rule that in the absence of some specific provision
to the contrary in respect to any particnlar grant of public land, its administration

falls wholly and absolutely within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, -ander the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior. It is not
necessary that 'with each grant there shall go a direction that its administration
shall be under the authority of the land department. It falls there unless there is
express declaration to the contrary.

The same rule applies in this case, and it niust be held that, in asmuch
as there is no direction to the contrary, the administration of these acts
devolves upon this Department. By section six of the act of July 26,
necessary station grounds for that part of the line outside the Indian
Territory were granted, there being no direction as to how the quantity
of land necessary therefor should be determined. That part of the
grant has been administered by this Department. That the administration of the grants made by these acts comes within the jurisdiction of
this Department does not in my opinion admit of any doubt. It is true,
as stated by Senator Platt, that neither of the acts contains any requirement for the filing of maps of location or that such a Map if filed should
be approved by the Secretary of the Interior. The omission as to the
latter: point is supplied by the general provisions of law as above
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pointed out. The necessity for filing plats for station and other purposes has been considered by this Department in connection with the
grant for the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, made by the act of July
27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292), which is as to station grounds to the same effect
as the acts under consideration. In the decision in that ease (Santa Fe
Pacific R. R. Co., 27 L. D., 322) the following is said:
As to these additional lands made necessary for the purposes named in the act,
there is no express provision contained therein requiring the filing of a map or plat
thereof, but the necessity for the filing of such: a map arises from the fact that the
ground desired must be identified and from the further fact that only the right to
take ground necessary for the purposes named is granted, and ,an affirmative showing of such necessity must be made to the Secretary of the Interior, who is charged
with the administration and disposition of the public lands under the laws of
Congress.

The same necessity exists inside the Indian Territory and the same
rule should obtain tere; The purpose of these plats being to identify
the ground the company is entitled to occupy under its grant for the
purposes specified, it follows that approval of a plat fixes the right of
the company to occupancy of the ground included therein. So far as
such plats have been filed and approved the quantity of land which
may be used and the necessity therefor have been determined by the
tribunal charged with that duty and thereby the company has acquired
-a vested right to the use of the land embraced in such plats.
So long as the law remains as now, conditions may at any time
become such as to create a necessity for new station buildings, workshops, depots, machine-shops, etc., and the company upon showing
such necessity would be entitled to the use of the required quantity of
ground. Not only is this true under the provisions of the acts under
consideration, but the act of April 25, 1896 (29 Stat., 109), provides a
plan by which any company operating a railroad i the Indian Territory may acquire the right to use additional ground at existing
- stations-or for the establishment of new stations or depots. Thus Congress recognized the probability that additional lands will be needed
for railroad purposes.. Under none of these acts can the railroad company secure the use of land to which there is at the time a prior
adverse claim.
If it is desired to limit the quantity of land which may hereafter be
acquired for station and other purposes to a certain number of stations
within a given length of road, and to a definite quantity of land for
each station, etc., additional legislation is needed for that purpose.
Approved, February 17, 1899.
THOS. RYAN,

Acting Secretary.
BRADBURN V. LoWE

Notion for review of departmental decision of December 22, 1898,
27 L. D., 705, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 18, 1899.
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RE-PAYMENT-ENTrY-rATEN T-J1RISDICTION.
JOHN C. HOLLISTER.
Where a patent issues on an entry erroneously allowed, and the patentee, under a
suit to quiet title is adjudged to hold the title in trust for another and required
to convey the land to the successful party in such proceeding, and so does, and
thereafter applies for repayment, the Land Department is without jurisdiction
to cancel of record the entry so allowed, but may properly regard it as no longer
a subsisting entry of the applicant requiring cancellation.

Acting Secretary -Ryan to the Conmissioner of the General Land Office,

(W.:V. D.)

February 20, 1899

Herewith find the papers relating to the repayment claim of John
C. Hollister. Your attention is especially invited to the letter of the
Auditor for the Interior Department, dated August 26, 1898, and its
enclosure, being a copy of the opinion of the Acting Comptroller of the
Treasury upon said claim dated April 23, 1898.
The Auditor and Comptroller, seem to be of the opinion that your
office still possesses the power and authority to cancel upon the public
records Hollister's entry, and this notwithstanding the fact that upon
that-entry a patent was issued conveying the land embraced therein to
Hollister, under which patent the Stimson Land Company is now
holding the legal title to said land, pursuant to the judicial proceedings described in department decision of March 8, 1898, reported in 26
LD.
1) 328.
It has been so frequently decided by the supreme court that upon the
issuance of patent all control and jurisdiction over the land patented,
and over the proceedings by which such patent is obtained, passes
beyond the land department, that this question is now recognized as
entirely settled by those who are familiar with proceedings in the land
department. It is, therefore, not within the province of your office to
cancel or make other disposition of Hollister's entry, if under existing
conditions he has a subsisting entry to be canceled.
The departmental decision herein proceeded upon the view that Hollister no longer has a subsisting entry requiring cancellation, and this
is shown by the following extract from said decision:
The statute, however, makes the repayment conditional upon the surrender of the
duplicate receipt, the execution of a proper relinquishment of all claims to the land
and the cancellation of the entry by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Here the decree of the court and the conveyance of Hollister thereunder operate as
a surrender and relinquishment to Smith of all claims by Hollister to the land.
According to the decree of the court Smith was entitled. to the government title,
and a surrender and relinquishment to him of lollister's claim was as effective as
would be a surrender and relinquishment to the government itself, in a case where
it had not otherwise disposed of the land. By the decree of the court Hollister's
entry and title, with all the rights resulting therefrom, were effectually transferred
to and invested in Smith, so that no entry by Hollister remains to be canceled.
The purpose in requiring the surrender of the duplicate receipt, the relinquishament of all claims to the land and the cancellation of the entry was to prevent any
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assertion of Claim or right under the entry after such repayment. In other words,
any possible cloud. cast upon thetitle by reason of the entry must be removed before
the purchase money and commissions can be returned. Here the purpose of the
statute has been fully satisfied by the complete transfer of all possible ights under
the Hollister entry to one who has been decreed to have succeeded to all of the
rights of the government in the ind.

It is to be regretted that this Department is constrained to differ
from the opinion given by the Auditor and Comptroller. It may be
that their attention has not been called to the fact that the land department, after the issuance of patent, is without control or jurisdiction
over either the land patented or the proceedings by which the patent
is obtained. The duty, however, of prosecuting the claim before the
Auditor and the Comptroller is one which devolves upon the claimant,
and can not be assumed by the land department.
The Auditor and Comptroller seem to be of opinion that it is your
duty to make an appropriate cancellation of Iollister's entry, and that
this duty is so clearly ministerial in character that it can be enforced
by maudamus, Theclaimantis of courseat liberty to institute judicial
proceedings of this character, or to rely upon the decision of this
Department allowing his claim, and to commence a suit in the Court of
Claims or in a district court of the United States, to test his right to
repayment.
You will advise the claimant of the action of the Auditor and Comptroller and of the action of this Department, in order that he may take
such further steps. if ay, as may to him seem proper. No further
action will be taken by the land department.
INDIAN LANDS-RAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF JUNE 2,

174.

OPINION.
The act of June 22, 1874, and the aendatory act of August 29, 1890, relate only to
railroad lands that are settled upon and claimed under the preemption or hornestead laws, nd do not extend to lands occupied y Indians, not under said laws,
but merely in continuance of their ancient right of occupancy or possession.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
February 20, 1899.
Under your reference of November 22, 1897, I have considered certain
papers relative to a request made upon the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company for the reconveyance, under the provisions of the act of June
22, 1874 (18 Stat., 194), of certain tracts of land, i all forty-eight, which
have been patented to the company on account of its grant.
It appears that certain Calispel Indians-that is, those now living
and their ancestors-have occupied these lands since long prior to the
passage of the act making the grant for said company, and have no
other home.
No reservation was ever provided for on their account, and these
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lands, being within the limits of the grant as adjusted to the map of
definite location, filed August 30,1881, were patented to the railroad
company on account oFts grant October 29, 1895.
The company was called upon to reconvey the lands under the provisions of the act of June 22,1874 (supra), and to select other lands
within the limits of its grant in lieu thereof.
To this request the company replied, under date of November 5, 1897,
as follows:
The proposed relinquislnelts, as we understand, are requested under the act
of June 22,1874, and whilst there is no doubt as to the ability of the company to
relinquish to the United States te land in place and heretofore patented to the
company, an examination of said act makes it extremely doubtful whether the
Department of the Interior has jrisdiction to allow the couipany indemnify for
the same. The company is not satisfied that echanges made under this act for the
benefit of Indians would be lega], and is therefore unable to comply with the government's request for the relinquishment of the lands in place.
According to its revious advices to the Department, the company is willing to
relinquish these lands, provided a legal and satisfactory way is found to indemnify
it for the same. In the absence of express legislation, it occurs to the company that
further action by Congress should be taken, having for its object the authorization
for the Secretary of the Interior to receive relinquishiuents from the company in
such cases as the above, and permit the company to select and receive patents in
lieu thereof in even numbered sections within its grant.
The company would be pleased to know of any intended introduction of a bill
looking to the accomplishment of this end, because there are other cases of similar
character, which should also be provided for under such a. bill.

It was upon receipt of this response that the matter was referred to
me for opinion as to the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to
permit selections of other lands within the limits of the grant in lieu
of the lands desired for these Inidians, and for a statement as to whether
any further legislation is necessary to obtain the end desired.
Being of opinion that under existing legislation the railroad company
could not be given indemnity upon surrendering these patented lands
for the purposes named, I prepared, and you transmitted with favorable recommendation to the committees in Congress, an amendment
to a pending appropriation bill, which was intended to authorize an
exchange of lands in instances like that here under consideration. The
amendment, while at first adopted, was ultimately rejected, and there
has been no further legislation upon the subject.
I am of opinion that the act of June 22, 1874 (supra), and the act
of August 29,-1890 (26 Stat., 369), amendatory thereof, relate only to
instances where the railroad lands are settled upon and claimed under
the pre-emption or homestead laws, and that they do not include
instances where such lands are occupied by Indians, not under the
pre-emption or homestead laws, but merely in continuance of their
ancient or pristine right of occupancy or possession.
Approved, February 20, 1899,
Ti-Ios. RYAN,
Acting Secretary.
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HOMESTEAD CONTEST-DEATH OF ENTRYMAN-NOTICE.
BARKSDALE V. RHODES.
A contestant who alleges the death of an etryman, and that the deceased left no
heirs competent to inherit his rights under the entry, and secures the cancellation of the entry on the proof of such allegations, is entitled to a preferred
right of entry.
A stranger to the record will not be heard to allege want of due notice to the
defendant.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

February 20, 1899.

(L. L. B.):

October 16, 1891, Robert Rhodes made homestead entry for the SW.
- of Sec. 21, T. 14 N., R. 5 ., (Guthrie, Oklahoma. At that time he
was not a citizen of the United States, having only declared his intentiou of becoming a citizen.
July 14, 1894, he died.
July 16, 1894, Isaac MccKendrick applied to make homestead entry
for the tract, which was rejected the same day because the land- was
covered by the entry of Rhodes..
On the same day that McKendrick applied to enter, but later in the
day, Wn. P. Barksdale filed an affidavit of contest against the entry
of Rhodes, making the. heirs-at-law of Robert. Rhodes the parties
defendant.

In his said affidavit he alleged the death of the entryman, that he
had never been naturalized, that he was unmarried, and that he had
no heirs in the United States or elsewhere, competent to inherit the
land embraced in the entry of the decedent.
August 16, 1896, one month subsequent to the date of the rejection of
his application to enter and the filing of Barksdale's contest affidavit,
McKendrick appealed from the rejection of his said application.
Notice of Barksdale's contest, after a proper showing, was made by
publication and posting.
t does not appear that any copy of the
notice was mailed by registered letter or otherwise to the defendants,
but a copy thereof was served on the administrator of Rhodes' estate.
On the day of the hearing McKendrick appeared and filed a protest
in writing against the "receiving or acceptance" of the ex parte proof
offered by Barksdale. No one appeared in defense of the entry.
The reasons assigned in McKendrick's protest are: That he applied
to enter the land before Barksdale filed his contest; that he went upon
it and commenced to cultivate it "after the death" of the entryinan,
and that the contestant well knew these facts when he filed his contest; that in his appeal to the Commissioner from the rejeetion of his
application, he asked for a hearing to determine his rights, and he
therefore asked that all action be suspended by the register and receiver-until final action by the Commissioner on his appeal.
The record does not show what action was taken by the local office
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on this protest; it must have been overruled or ignored, for the hearing on Barksdale's contest proceeded and the register and receiver
recommended that the entry be canceled.
By your office letter of May 26, 1897, the action of the local office
was affirmied and the entry of Rhodes held for cancellation on the contest of Barksdale.
Mcendrick has appealed.
The charges in the affidavit of contest were sustained by the proof,
and this fact is not disputed by McKendrick, but his counsel insist:
First. That upon the death of the entryman without heirs the land immediately reverted to the government and became open to entry and
settlement, and therefore the application of McKendrick to make entry
was wrongfully rejected, and his application having been made prior to
the commencement of Barksdale's contest he should be awarded the
right of entry.
Second. That inasmuch as Barksdale failed to address a registered
copy of his notice of contest to the defendants, the local office acquired
no jurisdiction to entertain his contest.
While it is true that upon the death of an entryman without heirs,
all rights accruing under his entry are determined, the land covered
thereby remains segregated until the entry is canceled of record. This
was accomplished by the contest of Barksdale bringing tothe knowledge of the local office the fact that the entryman left no heirs capable
of inheriting his rights under the entry. Having thus secured the
cancellation of the entry of Rhodes he is entitled to the preference
tight of entry under the act of Nay 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140). Such
right has been awarded to the contestant when the default upon the
part of the entryman was discoverable from the records of the General
Land Office (Krichbatm v. Perry, I L. D., 517); and when such default
was apparent in the records of the local and office (Austin v. Norin,
Id., 461).
It is also held that a successful contestant is entitled to a preference
right of entry where the default alleged was failure to submit final
proof within the statutory period, which fact is always a matter of
record.
The contest was properly allowed, notwithstanling Fay's entry had expired by
limitation, for it was properly allowed when made and was intact pon the records
when Matthews applied to contest. While it so remained of record, Matthews could
not be allowed to make entry of the land, but was compelled first to remove Fay's
entry, which he could only do by a contest, and his contest was initiated before any
steps had been taken by the government to cancel it. (Matthews v. Barbaronie,
12 L. D., 285).

As to the second error assigned, it is sufficient to say that the defendant, and those.claiming under him, only caP be allowed to object to the
sufficiency of the notice of contest.
A stranger to the record will not be heard to allege the want of due
notice to the defendant. Hopkins v. Daniels et al. (4 L. D., 126).
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Questions affecting the sufficiency of notice can only be raised by
the defendant or those claiming under him.

Burdick v. Robinson (11

L. D., 199).
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

HOMESTEAD SETTLEMENT.-CITIZENSHIP.

MODADE V. IIVELY (ON REVIEW).
The residence of an alien in this country the last three years of his minority, who is
otherwise within the terms of section 2167 R. S.. qualifies him in the matter of
citizenship to the extent that he may initiate a homestead claim by settlement,
without having previously filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen.

Acting ecretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
Febritary20, 1889.
(G. B. G.)
By departmental decision of July 14, 1898 (27 L. D., 185), it was
adjudged that Catherine ively is entitled to lots 3 and 4 and the E. i
of the SW. Wof Sec. 7, T. 12 N., R. 6 W., Oklahoma Territory, by virtue
of her homestead application of Januarv 28, 1896, "unless defeated by
the prior settlement claim of Mary McDade," and in view of the alle.
gations of settlement contained in McDade's amended application to
enter said land, your office was directed
to order a hearing between the parties, on condition that Mary McDade, within
thirty days from notice of this decision, files in your office a sworn statement that
she was a settler on the land prior to and on January 28, 1896.

August 31, 1898, counsel for

ively filed with the Department a

petition for reconsideration of said decision, and in view of the matters
therein contained your office was directed to take no further steps in
said case until further advised. Said petition has now been considered.
There is only one question submitted therein which did not receive
careful consideration of the Departmuent at the time of the former
decision, viz:
(1) It was error to overlook the fact that Mary McDade admits that she is alien
born, and that she did not declare her intention to become a citizen until March 7,
1896.
(2) It was error not to hold that inasmuch as defendant's rights under her application to make entry are conceded to have attached on January 28, 1896, contestant's
qualifications of citizenship, under her declaration of intention made March 7, 1896,
could not relate back so as to defeat defendant, and a hearing on the question of
prior settlement would therefore be useless,

This )epartment has uniformly and often held that no rights are
acquired by acts of settlement upon the public lands, by an alien who
has not declared his intention to become a citizen of the United States
as required by the naturalization laws, and that a subsequent declaration of such intention does not operate retroactively so as to give legal
effect to such acts of settlement as against an intervening adverse
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claim legally asserted. AlcMurdie v. Central Pacific Railroad Company (C . L. O., 36); Aubrey v. Clapp (1 L. D., 489);. Bell v. Ward
(4 L. D., 139); Central Pacific Railroad Co. v. Painter (6 L. D., 485);
Titarnore v. Southern Pacific Railroad Co. (10 L. D., 463); Central
Pacific Railroad Co. v. Booth et al. (11 L. D., 89); Central Pacific Railroad Co. t. Taylor et at. (11 L. D., 354); Silva v. Rees e al. (12 L. D.,
507); Herron v. Northern Pacific Railroad Co. (14 L. D., 664); Butler
v. Davis (24 L. D., 60).
It follows that if Mary McDade must depend upon her declaration
of intention, made March 7, 1896, her claim must fail, for the reason
that prior to that time Hively had initiated her claim to the land in
controversy by a homestead application therefor.
A farther question is presented, however, which finds its predicate
in an affidavit executed by McDade, May 21, 1896, in which she says:
I came to the United States from Ireland when an infant about three years of age,
and have resided in the United States ever since.
and am forty-four years of
age.

These facts are not disputed.
The question is, whether under these facts the preliminary declaration of intention to become a citizen, as directed by section 2165 of the
Revised Statutes, is not by section 2167 dispensed with, and, if so,
whether an alien coining within the descriptive clause of section 2167
and who has not filed a declaration of intention, can initiate a right-of
homestead under section 2289.
Sections 2165 and 2167 of the Revised Statutes are in part as follows:
Src. 2165. An alien may be admitted to become a citizen of the United States in
the following manner, and not otherwise:
First. He shall declare on oath, before a circuit or district court of the United
States, or a district or supreme court of the Territories, or a court of record of any
of the States having common-law jurisdiction, and a seal and clerk, two years, at
least, prior to his admission, that it is bona fide his intention to become a citizen of
the United States, and to renounce forever all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign
prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty, and, particularly, by name, to the prince,
potentate, state, or sovereignty of which the alien may be at the time a citizen or
subject.
Second. He shall, at the time of his application to be admitted, declare, on oath,
before some one of the courts above specified, that he will support the Constitution
of the United States, and that he absolutely and entirely renounces and abjnres all
allegiance and fidelity to every foreign prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty; and,
particularly, by name, to the prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty of which he
was before a citizen or subject; which proceedings shall be recorded by the clerk of
the court.

(The declaration required by this section may now be made before
the clerk of any of the courts named therein. 19 Stat., 2.)
S1xC. 2167. Any alien, being under the age of twenty-one years, who has resided
in the United States three years next preceding his arriving at that age, and who
has continued to reside therein to the time he may make application to be admitted
a citizen thereof, may, after he arrives at the age of tventy-one years, and after he
has resided five years within the United States, including the three years of his
minority, be admitted a citizen of the United States, without having made the
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declaration required in the first condition of section twenty-one hundred and sixtyfive; but such alien shall make the declaration required therein at the time of his
admission; and shall further declare, on oath, and prove to the satisfaction of the
court, that, fr two years next preceding, it has been his bona fide intention to
become a citizen of the United States; and he shall in all other respects comply
with the laws in regard to naturalization.

In the case of Dougherty v. California and Oregon Railroad Company,
it appeared that the land there involved was settled upon by Dougherty
November 1, 1866, that it was withdrawn for the benefit of said company November 25y 1867, and that Dougherty filed his pre-emption
declaratory statement therefor April 16, 868, which was in time, the
only question in the case being his personal qualification. It further
appeared that he came to this country from Ireland in 1854, being at
that time about fourteen years of age. April 17,1868, he was admitted
to citizenship under the act of May 26, 1824 (4 Stat., 69, now section
2167 of the Revised Statutes), without having filed previous declaration of intention. Mr. Secretary Delano said (2 Copp's L. L., 929):
The act of September 4, 1841, exteuds the privilege of pre-emption to every person otherwise qualified, "being a citizen of the United States, or barivg filed his
declaration of intention to become a citizen ais equired by the natntalization laus."
You decide that as Dougherty had not actually filed declaration of intention to
become a citizen, his settlement was invalid; that the land, at date of withdrawal,
was public land and included therein; that his claim wholly failed, and the land
passed to the railroad company.
The manifest purpose of this restriction of the pre-emption act is in consonance
within the policy of Congress, as manifested in all the laws for the disposal of the
public domain, to wit, to prevent aliens acquiring title under it; and such construction mnst be given to the act as will secure that end. At the same time the
pre-emption act is of such a nature as to entitle it to a construction that will, within
proper boundaries, most widely extend its beneficent provisions.
The restriction is, "having filed declaration of intention as required by the naturalization lans." If it is not required by the naturalization laws, it is not required by
the pre-emption act. If the former substitutes something else as equivalent therefor, it may be substituted under the latter.
But in cases such as Dougherty's, said laws do not require filing of declaration of
intention three [two] years before making application, etc. Proof that for three
[two] years preceding the application it has been the bona fide intention of the alien
to become a citizen is substituted therefor, and at the expiration of the three [two]
years the person is in the same condition legally that he would have been had he
filed his declaration of intention in the usual way.
To put aliens, naturalized without previous filing of declaration, on the same
footing as those who were naturalized after making such filing, I think was clearly
the intention of Congress.

In the essentially similar case of Meriam v. Poggi (17 L. D., 579),
except that the decision in that case was put on two grounds, Mr.
Secretary Smith aid:
In the case at bar, Miss Poggi has already completed her citizenship, a certificate
to that effect, nuder section 2167 of the Revised Statutes, bearing date December 18,
1890, forming part of the record before Mc.
The questions presented for determination are: 1. Did the residence of Miss Poggi
in this country during the last three years of her minority, confer upon her the right
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of preemption? 2. Does the minor child of an alien, who declares his intention to
become a citizen, but who does not secure citizenship during such hild's minority,
possess the sanie rights -as would be possessed had such parent died during the
minority of his child, without securing naturalization papers?
An affirmative answer to either of these questions, decides the case at bar in favor
of Miss Poggi.
A declaration of intention to become a citizen of the United States does not make
the declarant a citizen. It is the initiation of the right thereafter to become such
citizen upon the performance of the other requisite acts.
The naturalization laws have also made certain acts and conditions the equivalent
of the formal declaration of intention otherwise required.
The pre-emption law authorizes entry thereunder by citizens of the United States
or those who have"' filed a declaration to become such as required by the naturalization laws." Surely, under this language, those charged with the administration of
the preemption laws must accept as a satisfactory compliance with that law those
acts, recognized by the naturalization laws as equivalent to the formal declaration
of intention prescribed.
Had the preemption law extended its privileges only to citizens of the United
States, and to those who had declared their intention to become citizens, it would
have been much more restrictive than the naturalization laws. In the passage of
the preemption law, I think it was the intention of Congress to put aliens, naturalized without previous filing of declaration, on the same footing as those who were
naturalized after making such filing. There can be no reason for any distinction,
and hence the preemption law provided, as I construe it, that a declaration of intention, under its provisions, should only be required in such cases as it was required
by the naturalization laws.

The only difference in the two cases last cited and the case at bar is
that i those cases the citizenship of the alien was an accomplished fact
at the time the Department had them under consideration, while here,
so far as appears from the record, Mary McDade is still an alien.
There is no material difference in the fact that in those cases a right
was asserted under the preemption law, while here it is asserted under
the homestead law. The -requirements of the two laws as to a declaration of intention to become a citizen are the same. Nor is the first
difference above noted believed to be important. The material question decided in those cases was that an alien such as is described in
section 2167 of the Revised Statutes may initiate a right under the
public land laws which may-not be defeated by the intervention of an
adverse claim; that such an alien occupies the same status under the
public land laws as does an alien who has made his preliminary declaration of intention under section 2165.
With reference to the clause in section 2177 of the Revised Statutes,
that "sach alien shall make the declaration required therein at the
time of his admission,"it has been held that this refers to the declaration required by the second condition of section 2165 (State v. McDonald,
24 Miun., 48). This condition does not relate either in terms or by
implication to the applicant's intention at some future time to become
a citizen of the United States, but provides that the applicant shall
declare on oath that he will support the Constitution of the United
States, and that he thereby renounces all, allegiance to every foreign
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government, and the requirements of this condition of said section presupposes either that the preliminary declaration of intention has been
filed or that the law did not require it.
The requirement of section 2167, that the applicant shall "further
declare on oath and prove to the satisfaction of the court that for two
years next preceding it has been his bona-fide intention to become a
citizen of the, United States," takes the place of the preliminary declaration of intention required by the first condition of section 2165-not
because it is a declaration of intention, but because it is part of the
proof required to be shown of a past and continuing itention not
evidenced by the formal declaration required by section 2165.
In other words, an alien within the descriptive clause of section 2167
who has filed no declaration of intention to become a citizen occupies
the same position with reference to citizenship as does an alien not
within that section who has filed such declaration, conditioned only
upon his ability to make proof that his intention has been bona fide
such.
This being so; inasmuch as the homestead law does not require more
in the matter of citizenship than floes the naturalization law, it follows
that an alien who occupies the position of one who has filed his declaration of intention is entitled to the same rights under the homestead
laws as one who has in fact filed such declaration.
The phrase found in section 2289, "as required by the naturalization
laws," may not be extended by construction to include something not
required by the naturalization laws.
The policy of the United States government has been and is, to give
homes to the people of other countries whenever these people renounce
their allegiance to their own government and have become sufficiently
familiar with our own istitutions to give reasonable promise of good
citizenship. The evidence of these qualifications is fixed by statute.
In'the case at bar, Mary McDade has resided in the United States
since infancy and for more than forty years. If at any time before final
certificate, she makes the proof required by section 2167 and obtains
full citizenship, her rights as a citizen will relate back to and protect
her settlement, if she had one, upon the lands in controversy.
It follows that the residence of Mary McDade in this country during
the last three years of her minority, qualifies her to the extent that she
may initiate a homestead claim without the previous filing of a declaration of intention to become a citizen. She was therefore qualified to
initiate a settlement right on the land in controversy, without reference
to her declaration of intention of March 7, 1896.
The petition is denied, and your office is hereby directed to carry
into effect the decision hereinbefore rendered.
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EDWARD O'KEEP:E.

Motion for review of departmental decision of October 20, 1898, 27
L. D., 565, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, February 18, 1899.

1HOMESTEAD-DESERTED WIFE.
ELLIOTT V. SRA.PS..
The Tight of a deserted wife to make entry of the land settled upon or entered by
her husband, is not a right that she acquires through him, but is by virtue of
the claim that she initiates in her own right, and by her own acts after she has
become qualified to make settlement and entry.

Secretary itchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
February Z25, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
This controversy involves the right to the SE. of Sec. 21, T. 24 N.<
R. 3 W., Enid, Oklahoma, embraced in the homestead entry of William
W. Sears, made October 4, 1893, against which a contest was brought
November 6, 1893, by George 0. Elliott, alleging prior settlement.
A hearing was ordered and the case was continued upon the application of Elliott from time to time until November 7, 1894, when it was
dismissed for failure to prosecute. Upon.the-appeal of Elliott your
office, by decision of April 29, 1895, affirmed said decision, due notice of
which was given and no further action therein was taken by said contestant.
:
:
June 25, 1895, Josephine Elliott filed al application to be allowed to
intervene and to prosecute said contest in her own name and behalf,
alleging that she is the deserted wife of George 0. Elliott, and is in all
respects a qualified homesteader; that in the month of November, 1894,
George 0. Elliott eserted his family (affiant and her two children)
leaving them on said land without making provision for their support;
that.she settled on said tract September 19, 1893, her husband having
settled thereon September 16, and with her husband established residence on said land, moving all their personal effects on the land, upon
which she with her family have continuously resided ever since; that
at the time she settled upon said tract with her husband no other person was claiming the land and no improvements were upon said tract
belonging to said defendant; that after she had resided upon said tract
more than six months, the defendant Sears moved his family on said
tract and established. his residence thereon the latter part of March,
1894; that she, her husband, and her children, had been residing upon
said tract from September 19, 1893, and were so residing there October
4, 1893, when Sears made his homestead entry, and that since settling
on said land she has caused to be made nearly all the improvements,
consisting of a sod house, a well, about 65 acres of breaking, an orchard

-
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of about 85 trees, and a stable partially 6oimpleted built of sod and lmber. She further swears that she never learned of the condition of said
contest until May 7, 1895, having received up to that time all her information through her husband; that she cannot account for his failure to
submit testimony in said cause when it was set for hearing, except upon
the theory, which she believes to be true, of a conspiracy between her
husband and Sears to allow said contest to be dismissed in order to
defeat her rights and claims.
A hearing was had upon said application, and the local officers found
that the evidence failed to sustain the allegations of Josephine Elliott.
They recommended that her contest be dismissed and that the homestead entry of Sears remain intact.
Upon the appeal of Josephine Elliott your office held that while the
testimony as to priority of settlement was contradictory, the preponderance of evidence shows that George 0. Elliott's settlement was
prior to the settlement of Sears, and that
if George 0. Elliott's initial act of settlement, was prior to Sears' settlement, then
Josephine Elliott's rights as the deserted wife of George 0. Elliott relate back to
the date of settlement and his right as a prior settler inures to the benefit of
Josephine Elliott.

Your decision rests upon the theory that Josephine Elliott acquired
a valid settlement right by reason of the initial act of settlenent of
her husband and that as the deserted wife of George 0. Elliott she
succeeded to all his right as a settler and was therefore entitled to
prosecute his contest against the entry of Sears in her own name and
for her benefit.
The effect of your decision was to revive a contest for her benefit and
to confer upon her rights under said contest which could not have been
accorded to her'husband. Wheu she filed her application George 0.
Elliott had no right under his contest, except such as he might obtain or
preserve by review or by appeal to the Department to correct the error of
your office, if there was any, in sustaining the action of the local officers
- dismissing his contest. He had ample opportunity to prosecute his
contest for more than a year, and by refusing to proceed with it after
uhe local officers, upon sufficient grounds, had refused a further ontinniance of the case, the contest was properly dismissed, which decision
was affirmed by your office on appeal of Elliott. Furtheroie, at the
date of the dismissal of the contest he had not deserted his wife, but
was living with his family on the tract. She says her husband deserted
her in November 1894. I her testimony she says it was before Christ:
nas. George 0. Elliott in a corroborated affidavit dated November
19, 1894, filed with his appeal to the Commissioner from the decision of
the local officers, swears that he has resided with his family continuously upon the land since September 19, 1893. In another. affidavitdated November 30, 1894, he swears that he was then living upon the
tract with his family. In her testimony, she says that she knew as
early as January, 1895, that the contest had been dismissed, and at
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that time she first learned that her husband had finally left her, but
she took DO steps to assert any claim or to watch the contest proceedings until after the decision of your office of April 29, 1895.
There is not the slightest evidence of any collusion between Sears
and Elliott, nor any circumstanc-e to warrant the presumption that the
dismissal of the contest was the result of a collusion between the
parties.
Whatever may have been the motive that prompted the action of
Elliott, there is no evidence or circumstance that tends in the slightest
degree to implicate Sears in any improper transaction with Elliott.
Sears evidently believed he had the superior right to the land, and
always evinced a disposition to proceed with the hearing.
But independently of this, it was error to hold that the initial act of.
settlement of George Elliott inured to the benefit of Josephine Elliott,
and .that er rights as the deserted wife of George 0. Elliott related
back to the (late of his settlement, so as to confer upon her all rights
that he might have asserted under such settlement as against an
entryman claiming adversely to him.
The wife of a homestead settler acquires no individual rights by virtue of her husband's settlement, nor is she as a deserted wife subrogated to the right acquired by the husband, either huder settlement or
entry. The act of desertion simply qualifies her to make entry in her
own name and for her own benefit as the head of a family. As no one
can be a qualified settler under the homestead law who is not entitled
to make original entry, it must follow that no rights can be acquired
by settlement that can be asserted against an adverse claimant, except
by a person qualified to make entry.
If the desertion of a wife by a homestead settler invests her with all
the right that he acquired under his settlement from the date of his
initial act, by virtue of their marital relation at the time of settlement,
she would for the same reason succeed to all his rights under his entry
and in case of entry it would only be necessary to prove the desertion
and abandonment of the land by the husband to entitle her to make
final proof and receive patent for the land, under her husband's entry.
This was the precise question at issue in Bray v. Colby, 2 L. D., 78, in
-which it was distinctly held that a deserted wife cannot make final
proof or obtain patent in her own name under her husband's entry.
Nor does any of the five rules prescribed in said decision for the government of your office in cases of desertion, recognize any right in the wife
to claim the land in her own right by virtue of her husband's settlement or entry; but on the contrary it was held that her rights can only
accrue from the date that she is qualified to initiate a claim.
This principle was clearly stated in Larson v. Pechierer et al., IL. D.,
401, wherein it was said:
As regards Mrs. Larson's claim to the tract in question, it should be observed that
in her declaratory statement she alleges settlement as of March D, 1868, the date of
12781-VOL 28-10
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her husband's alleged settlement; thereby basing her claim upon an act alleged to
have been performed by herself duriug coverture. Whereas she could only acquire
title to the land under the pre-emption law, by virtue of certain specilic acts performed by herself i'hen a feme sole and the head of a family, in compliance with
the statutory requirements, because during the period of overture her being was
merged, in contemplation of law, into that of her husband, none of whose acts
could inure to the benefit of her claim, preferred, as it was, subsequently to the
date of her divorce. Heece it follows that his abandonment of the land was her
abandonment, so that she could only acquire title, in any event, de nero, as stated.

In the case of Mary Lewis, 3 L. D., 187, the husband made entry and
deserted his wife, abandoned the land and surrendered to her his duplicate receipt and improvements oil the premises. Afterwards his entry
was canceled upon his voluntary relinquishment, and thereupon a preemptor filed declaratory statement for the land. Shortly after the cancellation the wife applied for reinstatement of her husband's entry,
which was rejected "upon the ground that said entry having been
canceled, no right can inure to her by virtue whereof she can assert
claim under the same." The Department concurred in this view, but
allowed her to make entry in her own right, as she was a settler upon
the land, and the pre-emption filing was a nullity, having been made
without previous settlement.
In Tyler v. Emde, 12 L. D., 94, the husband deserted his wife leaving
her npou the land, and relinquished his entry. The Department said:
I therefore find that Mrs. Tyler was a leserted wife o December 19, 1885, whenl
the relinqniishluent was filed in pursuance ofthe agreement. From that time I hold
she was a settler. U der the act of May 14, 1880, she was entitled to the time allowed
to pre-emptors to put her claim of record. ...
As she was a settler at the instant
of the cancellation of Tyler's entry, and the prior settler, her rights are fully protected by the law.

From the authorities cited, it will be seen that the right of a deserted
wife to make entry of the land settled upon or entered by her husband,
is not a right that she acquires through him, but is by virtue of the claim
that she initiates in her own right, and by her own acts, after she has
become qualified to make settlement and entry.
If a homestead entryman deserts his wife, leaving her upon the land,
she may contest his entry upon the ground of abandonment and secure
the right to enter said tract, not only as a successful contestant but by
virtue of her settlement existing at the date of cancellation. Bray v.
Colby, 2 L. D., 78; Roche v. Roche, 18 L. D., 9; Sinuett v. Cheek, 28
L. ID., 20.
Where a deserted wife secures the cancellation of her husband's entry
and thereafter makes entry of the land, she may in making final proof
be entitled to credit for her residence on the tract prior to the date of
her husband's desertion; Jennie W. Lindsey, 24 L. D., 557. But this
is not by virtue of any right that she acquired through her husband's
settlement and entry, but by reason of her own actual residence. While
Such residence gave her no right to assert a claim to a tract of public
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land, as against others whose rights were initiated prior to her qualification as a homesteader, she may, as between the government and herself, be allowed credit for such residence, after she has made entry of
the tract, as in the case of an alien settler, who by reason of his alienage
was not qualified to make a valid settlement. But in such cases the
alien may upon the removal of the disability be entitled to credit forthe time that he resided tpon the land durinigthe disability, which will
not, however, relate back so as to defeat an intervening or adverse
claim or right existing prior to the removal of the disability. Pillips v. Sero, 14 L. D., 568, and authorities cited; Herronv. Northern
Pacific RI. IR. Co., lb.,

64.

Both of the parties to the original contest settled on the land the
afternoon of September 16, 1893, and each performed sufficient acts of
settlement, which was followed within a reasonable time by actual residence, and both improved and cultivated the tract. The testimony is
condicting as to which was the first settler, but that, is immaterial so
far as it affects the right of Sears and Mrs. Elliott. Conceding that
George 0. Elliott was the first settler, he alone could defeat the entry
of Sears, who was at least the next settler in point of time, and who has
in good faith complied with the law as to residence and cultivation of
the tract, and has continuously resided on the land with his wife and
children since February, 1894.

Your decision is reversed, and the homestead entry of Sears will
remain intact.

CONTEST-CHARGE-STRANGER TO TIIE RECORD.
ENGBARD V. RUNGE ET AL.
After the local officers have accepted an affidavit of contest, and issued notice
thereon that has been duly served on the defendant, the contest should not be
dismissed on the motion of a stranger to the record alleging that said affidavit
fails to set forth a cause of action.
A hearing should not be had under a second contest, charging collusion between the
parties to the prior suit, 'until final disposition of such suit.

Secretary Hithcock. to the Commtssioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
. February 25, 1899.
(C. J. W.)
On April 14, 1893, Theodore A. Runge made homestead entry for the
SW. i of Sec. 13, T 105 N., R. 69 W., Chamberlain, South Dakota.
On May 31, 1898, John Engbard filed 'his affidavit of contest, as
follows:
That the said Theodore A. Runge has wholly abandoned said tract, and changed
his residence therefrom for more than six months since making said entry, and next
prior to the date herein; this said tract is not settled upon and cultivated by said
party as required by law.
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On the same day, but after Engbard's affidavit was filed, Joseph E.
Sailer filed an affidavit, alleging:
That the said Theodore A. Runge has wholly abandoned said tract of land and
changed his residence therefrom for more than six months since making said entry;
that he abandoned said tract wholly and absolutely more than six months prior to
April 14, 1898, and also next prior to the date herein, and that such abandonment
and change of residence from said tract commenced more than six months prior to
April 14, 1898, and continued to this date; that said tract is not settled upon and
cultivated by said party as required by law, nor was it so settled upon and cultivated for the six months-next preceding April 14, 1898.

The defendant Runge was personally served with notice of the contest of Engbard on June 20, 1898, which was set for hearing July 20,
1898, at which time Engbard appeared and IRunge did not, but the case
was continued to July 21st, on account of pressure of other business.
On July 21st, Engbard again appeared, but Runge made default. At
this time Sailer appeared by his counsel and fihid a motion to dismiss
Engbard's contest, on the ground that it failed to state a cause of
action. Engbard then offered to amend his affidavit as follows:
That the said Theodore A. Runge has abandoned said tract and changed his residence therefrom for more than three years next prior to the date hereof, and that
said abandonment has continued down to the date of the making of this affidavit;
that the said tract is not settled upon and cultivated by the said party as required by
law, and has not been so settled upon nor cultivated during any.portion of the period
of time hereinbefore set out.

The local officers thereupon held that Engbard's affidavit stated no
cause of action and could not be amended, and that the amendment
offered by him constituted a new contest, and was therefore junior to
that of Sailer, citing as authority for such ruling the case of Wilson v.
Lefreiner, 24 L. D., 398. From this decision Engbard appealed, and
on November 3, 1898, your office affirmed the local office.
Upon substantially the same grounds set out in his appeal from the
decision of. the local officers, Engbard has appealed from your office
decision to the Department.
Whether or not Engbard's first affidavit of contest stated a cause of
action is the main issue upon which the whole structure of the case is

made to depend.

The local officers found that it did not, and your

office concurred in that conclusion.

The affidavit was filed on May 31, 1898, and charged that the aban '
donment occurred more than six months before that date and still
continues. This is, in substance, a charge that the entrymab aban-

doned the land as early as November 30, 1897, four months and fourteen days before the expiration of five years from the date of his
entry, and that his abandonment was still continuing at the (late of
the affidavit, one month and sixteen days after the expiration of five
years from the date of the entry. The question as to whether or not
the entryman could have cured the default charged, commencing as it
did in the five year period required for residence and cultivation, and
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extending into the period allowed for the submission of final proof, and
together onstitutino abandonment for more than six months, by
resuming residence ol the land, between the date of the affidavit of
contest and the date of service of notice of the contest on him, need
not be now considered, since the defendant alone could raise that
question and he has not appeared. Nor need it be now determined in
what respect the affidavit is defctive, further than to hold that there
is enough in it to amend by, and the defendant alone could object to
its sufficiency and to its amendment. Hensworth v. Holland (8 L. D.,
400); Svenneby v. Broste (10 L. D., 108). After the local officers had
accepted Engbard's affidavit of contest and had issued notice upon it
which was served on the defendant, it was error to dismiss it on the
motion of a stranger to the record. Sailer had no right to appear, or
to make any motion in the case of Engbard v. Runge.
It appears from the record that pending Engbard's appeal from the
decision dismissing his contest, the local officers permitted Sailer to
contest both Engbard and Runge on a charge of speculation and collusion between them, upon which a hearing was had and a decision rendered adverse to Sailer, from which he did not appeal. Your office
properly held that it was error upon the part of the local officers to
order a hearing upon the charges of Sailer while the contest of EDgbard
v. Runge was pending.
In so far as your office decision applies to the contest of Engbard v.
Runge, it is reversed. Engbard will be allowed to amend his affidavit
without losing his status as the first contestant.
The case is remanded, that a )earing may be had in accordance with
the views herein expressed, and Engbard allowed an opportunity to
offer proof in support of his charges.

ALASKAN 1LANDS-SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL-APPROXIMATION.
OPINION.

By means of special survey the acreage which an applicant is entitled to enter in
Alaska as a soldiers' additional homestead may be definitely described and separated from the body of the public lands, hence no reason exists why the rule
of approximation should be applied in such entries made in said district.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
(W. V. D.)
February 25, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
'I am in receipt, by reference from the Secretary, "for consideration

and opinion upoln the question presented by the Commissionerf
letter dated the 7th instant from the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, asking to be instructed whether the rule of approximation in
additional homestead entries outside the district of Alaska is to be
followed in allowing entries made in Alaska upon soldiers' additional
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homestead certificates. The occasion for this inquiry appears to be a
letter from Mr. W. Scott Beebe, of this city, in which, after stating that
he has "several pieces of soldiers' additional homestead scrip" with
which he desires to acquire land in Alaska, he asks:
Can I have a survey made of the land desired, and if in area it amounts to ten
acres, can I enter it with a piece of certified scrip calling for 5.15 acres bypaying the
government price for the excess of 4.75 acre
:

The rule of approximation to which the Commissioner refers is a rule
of expediency which amounts, in many cases, almost to a rle of necessity in the allowance of soldiers' additional homestead entries for land
over which the public surveys have been extended. By the terms of
the statute (section 2306, Revised Statutes), the soldiers' additional
homestead right is limited to the entry of "so much land as, when
added to the quantity previously entered shall not exceed one hundred
ard sixty acres." When this right of entry is exercised upon surveyed
land, as it must be, if exercised at all, outside of Alaska, the land must
be taken according to legal sbdivisions, which, as it has been found
in practice, cannot usually be adj uisted to the area previously entered
so as to make one hundred and sixty acres in the combined entries.
The additional entry niust usually be allowed for more or less than the
acreage to which the applicant is entitled under the law, or the application be altogether rejected. Hence the rule of approximation, long
since established, which allows an applicant to include and pay for the
excess above the amount. to which he is entitled, provided such excess
is not greater than the deficiency would be should a subdivision be
excluded (Richard Dotson, 13 L. D., 27,5).
Section one of the act of May 1.4, 198 (30 Stat., 409)jamong other
things, grants the right to enter unsurveyed lands in the district of
Alaska under provisions of law relating to the acquisition of title
through soldiers' adclitional homuestead rights. Public lands in Alaska
are not surveyed and no provision has been made for extending over
them the systeim of publie surveys. The coIditionI-s there are essentially
different, therefore, from those which gave rise to the rule of approximation in soldiers' additional homestead entries, and which still support
the rule elsewhere..- Land cannot be entered there as an additional
homestead, by legal subdivisions, because there are no such subdivisions. It is essential, however, to the allowance of entry that the land
shall have been surveyed, and provision is made in the fourth paragraph of circular instructions, issued June 8, 1898, under the said act
(27 L. D., 248), for the necessary survey, in the following language:
-The act makes no direct provision for the stirveyihg of lands sought to e entered
as soldiers' additional homestead claius, and therefore special surveys must be mnade
of such lands in the ianner provided for in section 10 of this act, at the expense of
the applicant .
:

By means of the special survey the acreage to which an applicant is
entitled under additional homnestead right may be. definitely described
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and separated from the body of the public lands. There does not
therefore appear to be any reason, and none is alleged by Mr, Beebe,
why the rule of approximation should be applied in additional homestead entries in Alaska under present conditions.
Approved,
E. A. HITCHCOC,;

Secretary.
TOWNSITE-COitPOiRATE LIMITS-LEGISLATIVE ACTION.
LAWSON

T AL. V. KING.

The inclusion of a part of an Indian reservation, established by treaty, within the
corporate limits of a City, under authority of a territorial statute, is beyond the
legislative power of the Territory and without effect.
The register of a ocal land office is not disqualified to act in a case by the fact that
he was of counsel in another suit involving the samne land.

Secretary Hitcheoclk to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
February 28, 1899.
(C. J. W.)
Henry J. King made homestead entry for lots 3 and 4 and the SE. of
the SW. of Sec. 10, and lot 1 of Sec. 15, T. 104 N., R. 71 W., at Chamberlain, South Dakota, on September 30, 1897. On April 22, 1898, pursuant to notice, duly published, King submitted commutation proof in
support of his entry at the-local office, in Chamberlain, under section
2 of the act of June 3, 1896 (29 Stat., 197), at the conclusion of which
a protest, in the name of William Lawson and twenty-seven others,
claiming the land as a towhsite under section 2387 of the Revised Stat
utes, was filed. The right to cross-examine the claimant and his final
proof witnesses wAs asserted and demanded, and it was asked that a hearing be ordered in the event the proof was not rejected. By periission of
the local officers, counsel for protestants cross-examined the claimant
and his Witnesses, so far as said testimony related to the support of his
claiml. ':
. :
I
The local officers overruled a formal motion made by protestants tb
reject King's final proof, but allowed a hearing, and set the same for
May 18,1898.
Counsel for protestants having alleged the disqualification of thb
register to act i the case, and having suggested the appointment of
some suitable agent or other officer to-act with the receiver should a
hearing. be had, the piroceedings were reported to your office, i order
that the question of the alleged disqualification of the register might
be passed upon, which appears to have been done by your office on May
4, 1898, of which ruling protestants were duly notified.
- On May 3, 1898, protestants filed appeal from. all the rulings and
orders of the register and receiver in the above entitled proceedings
on and prior to April 27, 1898.
.
-
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On May 18, 1898, that being the clay set for the hearing, counsel for
protestants presented the local officers with a paper urging that the
register was disqualified to pass upon the rights of protestants, and for
that and other reasons refused to submit to the jurisdictioni of said officers at said hearing. No appearance being made by or on behalf of
said protestants for the purposes of the hearing, counsel for claimant
nooved to dismiss the protest and that the final proof be accepted and
entry allowed thereon. The local officers thereupon dismissed the protest, but adjourned the further consideration of the proof, from day to
day, until May 20, 1898, pending the filing of a proper non-alienation
affidavit by claimant. Said affidavit was fnrnished by claimat onlMay
20, 1898, and thereupon cash certificate, No. 392, was issued to him.
On the same day the papers and decision of the register and receiver
were forwarded to your office, together with a motion by counsel for
claimant to dismiss the appeal filed by protestants on May 3, 1898, on
the ground that the same was from an interlocutory order.
On September 17, 1898, your ffice considered te various matters
presented by the record, approved the final proof, and affirined the
action of the local officers in dismissing the protest. The case is before
the Department on the appeal of protestants from your office decision.
In order that the questions now presented may be better understood,
a recital of the main fcts which led up to the entry of King becomes
necessary.

(on April 14, 1890, Henry J. King filed application to make homestead entry for the land involved, and filed therewith an affidavit setting forth that he made settlement on the same immediately after the
execuative order of February 27, 1885, declaring it open to settlement,
and had continued to reside upon and improve said land.
The order referred to was subsequently revoked and held to be void,
but King's application for the land was rejected because of the then
existing claim of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Coinpany, which has since been forfeited. (King v. Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul R'y Co., 14 L. D., 167). Although his application was
rejected because of the prior ight then existing in said railroad company, he maintained his settlement upon the land until, by proclamation of the President, issued December 5, 1894, declaring the rights of
the railroad company forfeited (19 L. D., 431), his rights attached. On
April 15, 1895, after notice of the restoration of the land to the public
domain had been published, he again made application to enter it as a
homestead. Other claimants were present and protested against the
allowance of the entry, and a hearing was finally ordered for the purpose of settling the rights of the various claimants and, amongst others,
the rights of those claiming as townsite settlers.
The tovnisite claimants were represented in the application by Orcutt,
as mayor of Chamberlain, who applied to enter the land for townsite
purposes for the use of the occupants.
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The decision of the local office was adverse to the townsite claimants,
as was that of your office, and your office decision was affirmed by the
Department on June 15, 1897 (City of Chamberlain v. King et al., 24
L. D., 526).
The townsite claimants moved for review of said departmental decision, which was denied on September 9, 1897 (City of Chamberlain v.
King et at., on review, 25 L. D., 249).
The decision declared against the right to enter the land in controversy for townsite purposes and designated the land which King and
Reynolds would each be permitted to enter. King made entry in pursuance of the right thus awarded, and has offered proof and obtained
final certifieate.
.The protest filed at the conclusion of King's final proof is substantially as follows:
That said land was opened to legal settlement and entry on April 15, 1895, on
which date it was in the exclusive possession of over one hundred townsite settlers
who claimed it under the townsite laws and had thereon improvements to the value
of $10,000.00; that on said April 15, 1895, King was neither a settler upon nor occupaut of said land. but resided on private land in the city of Chamberlain; that said
land is now, was on April 15, 1895, and has been at all times since Marcl 7, 1885,
included within the corporate limits of the city of Chamberlain; that in a receit
suit brought by said Eliza Reynolds against said city involving the validity of said
act of the territorial legislature, dated March 7, 1885, a state court of general jurisdiction upheld the validity of said act of incorporation, as shown by exhibits filed with
the protest; that said King has never used, or attempted to use this land for agricultural purposes, but has used it for trade and business; that if he ever made a
legal settlement on any portion of the laud, the same was confined to lot 1 of seetion 15; that excepting the-small tract on sail lot 1 covered by King's alleged house,
all the land in question is now in the exclusive possession of the townsite claimants;
that as shown hy a plat filed with and made part of the protest, the land is surveyed
into blocks and streets, said plat exhibiting the name of the occupants, the number
.of persons i each family, and value of improvements; that King's said entry was
allowed without authority of law and against good morals; that the decision reported
in 24 L. D., 526, only determined that the city of ClhaLlberlain couldl not make entry
of this land; that these protestants claim the land under section 2387 of the Revised
Statutes, and assert that they have never had their day in court,.

*

The protest was not sworn to by any of the parties, except Lawson,
and its terms clearly indicate that it is an attempt to reopen and readjudicate the questions passed upon in the decisions to which reference
has been made.
Your office overruled the various contentions presented, all of which
rulings, it is alleged in the appeal, were erroneous.
There was an inaccuracy in the departmental decision as to the time
when: the land .in question became subject to settlement, but it is an
error of which the homestead applicants only could complain. No
application to enter the land in question would have been allowed by
the local officers previous to April 15, 1895, but nevertheless the act of
March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 88$), had the effect of restoring the land to the
public domain upon the issuance of the proclamation of the President
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on December 5,1894, supra, declaring the forfeiture of the rights of the
railway company therein ad King then being a settler on said land
his rights attached eo instanti.

It is insisted that the claim of protestants is based upon section 2387
of the Revised Statutes, and that their rights under this section have
never been investigated or passed upon. The fact that the proceeding
had at the instance of the mayor failed to indicate whether it was the
purpose of the townsite claimants to make original townsite entry or
an additional entry, is mentioned in the decision therein, but the effect
of that decision was to deny the right of the townsite claimants to
makeeither anoriginaloran additional entry, and hencethecontention
that the rights of protestants under section 2387 have never been considered is incorrect.
he protestants secured no rights under section
2387 of the Revised Statutes, for the reason that the rights of King
and Reynolds, the homestead claimants, had previously attached.
The effect of the act of the legislature of the Territory of Dakota of
March 7,1885, including the land i controversy within the incorporated
limits of the city of Chamberlain, was considered in the decision of
June 15, 1897 (24 L. D., 526). At that time the land in controversy
was embraced in a reservation created and set apart by article two of
the treaty of April 29, 1868 (15 Stat., 635). After designating the
lands reserved for the Indians; this article of the treaty proceeds:'
be, and the same is, set apart br the absolute and undisturbed use and occupation
of the Indians herein named, and for such other friendly tribes or individual Indians
as from time to time they may be willing, with the consent of the United States, to
admit amongst them; and the United States now solemnly agrees that no persons
except those herein designated and authorized so to do, and except such officers,
agents and employes of the government as uay be authorized to enter upon Indian
reservations i discharge of duties enjoined by law, shall ever be permitted to pass
over, settle upon, or reside in the territory described in this article, or in such territory as may be added to this reservation for the use of said Indians.

The act organizing the Territory of Dakota, March 2, 1861 (12 Stat.,
239), ixed the general boundaries and authority of the Territory but
excepted from such authority the rights of person and property of
Indians so long as they should remain unextinguished by treaty; and
section 185I of the Revised Statutes placed the following linitatiou
upon the legislative authority of the territory: " Te legislative power
of every territory shall extend to all rightful subjects of legislation not
inconsistent with the constitution and laws of the United- States."
This treaty was a law of the United States and it was not competent
for'the legislature of the territory to adopt any legislation inconsistent
therewith. The inclusion of a part of this reservation within the
incorporated limits of the city of Chamberlain, and the extension over
that part of the reservation of the authority and urisdiction of said
city, was manifestly inconsistent with the absolute and undisturbed
use and occupation of the reservation pledged to tke Indians by the
treaty, and Was therefore beyond the legislativel)ower of the terrijory
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and consequently abortive. The land in controversy was therefore not
included within the corporate limits of the city of Chamberlain.It will be assumed that Congress had the powet to dispose of the
land in question as it saw jproper, after the extinction of the Indian
title and the forfeiture of the rights of the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul Railway Company. Uinder the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat.,
888), the relinquishment of the Indian title was secured, and that act
provides that upon the relinquishment of such title and the forfeiture
of the rights of the railway company aforesaid, the title shall revert
to the United States and the land be subject to entry under that act.
During the life of the claim of the railroad, the use of the land for
townsite purposes, directly or indirectly, was prohibited.
Without undertaking to determine to what other forms of entry the
land was subject upon its forfeiture, it was certainly subject to homestead entry.
It is therefore held that King is shown to have been the first settler
on the land after it became subject to entry on December 5, 1894, ,at
which time none of the protestants were occupying it; that the appeal
of protestants fron the order for a hearing was unauthorized <that
being an interlocutory order and not a final disposition of the case by
the local office, and was properly dismissed. The register was not dis7
qualified from acting in the case because of his having been of counsel
in another case involving the same land.
There was no error in accepting King's final proof, and your office
decision is accordingly affirmed.

IIoI!0,NESTEAD-TOWSsITE-ALIENATION.
LAWSON ET AL. V. REYNOLDS.
A written agreement executed by a homesteader, and operating as a mere lease of a,
part of the premises, and the grant of an easement, the use, of which would tend
to improve and increase the value of the land as a homestead, is not an aliena,
tion of any part of such land, and no bar to the perfection of the entry.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Opikq,
(W. V. D.)

February 28, 1899.

'

(C. J. W.)

Eliza Reynolds, on October 4, 1897, made homestead entry for lot 9
of Sec. 15, T. 104 N., R. 71 W., which laud lies near the city of Chamberlai, in South Dakota, and was covered by a conditional grant of
lands for right of way and station purposes to the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. PaulRailway Company, by act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 888)
whichtgrant was forfeited by proclamation of the President of Decemn.
ber 5, 1894 (19 L. D., 43), and thereupon the land wag restored to thd
public domain and became subject to entry.'
*The right to make said entry was awarded to said..Reynolds by the
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deeision of the Department of June 1o, 1897, in the case of City of
Chamberlainqv.King et al.(24 L. D., 526.) Said decision was an affirmance of your office decision in the same case of March 24, 1896, and
was adhered to on motion for review (25 L. D., 249).
On March 10, 1898, Reynolds gave notice of her intentio i to submit
commutation proof in support of her claim under section.2 of the act
of June 3, 1896 (29 Stat., 197). Her proof was accordingly submitted,
at the close of which a protest was filed against the acceptance of said
proof by William Lawson, William Findley, John Elshire, R. J. Clute,
and George Seath. The protest is, substantially, as follows:
1. The alleged homestead entry of said Eliza Reynolds was allowed without
authority of law, and is absolutely null and void. The said tract of laud at the
time it became subject to settlement and entry having been (and is still) within the
incorporated limits of the city of Chamberlain, and actually settled upon, occupied
and used for towusite purposes
2. Said tract of land is now and at all times has been since the 7th day of March,
1885, within the incorporated limits of the city of Chamberlain and in a certain
proceeding instituted by the said Eliza Reynolds against the city of Chamberlain,
its mayor and city council, for the express purpose of having said lot 9 on Sec. 15,
T. 4, R. 71, declared outside the city limits, it was on demurrer to her said bill
duly adjudicated by a court of general jurisdiction that the same was duly and
legally within the incorporated linits of the city of Chamberlain, a copy of which
demurrer, marked Ex. "A", and a copy of the opinions and judgment of said court
mared Exhibit "E" are hereto attached and made part hereof.
3. That said tract of laud is now and has been at all times since February 27,1885,
selected, surveyed and platted for townsite purposes into lots (being lots 35 to 41
inclusive of the entire townsite selection), and that said Eliza Reynolds is not now
and never has been anything but a townsite settler and occupant and has not now
and never has been in possession or control of any of said land, except lot 40, whichshe settled upon in 1885, a substantial subdivisional plat of said lot 9 being hereto
attached, marked Ex. " C ", and made part hereof.
4. That the said entry of Eliza Reyaolds was allowed by the Secretary of the
Interior under the hallucination that he possessed the judicial power to declare null
and void the act of March 7, 1885, of the Legislature of the Territory of Dakota (a
power he does not possess) and the mistaken conception that it was the city of
Chamiberlaiu attempting to make a townsite entry, and the further supposed fact that
there was a tract of land between the original incorporation and the addition that
was not included; in all of which propositions of law and fact, upon which her said
entry was allowed, there was manifest error and misconception; and his said allowance of her said entry does not become 'e8 judicata. The act (or section 1) of the
original incorporation, marked Ex. " D ", and the amendment of March 7, 1885, showing what lauds were included in the incorporation, are hereto attached, marked Ex.
"E", and made part hereof.
5. Said Eliza Reynolds did on or about December 5, 1895, enter into an agreement
with one of the towusite occupants for the use of lot 41, for the purposes of trade and
business, a copy of which agreement is hereto attached, marked Exhibit "F", and
made part hereof, and that said premises now contains an electric light plant, run
by a water power from an artesian well on the premises, and a large creamery building, all combined representing a value of some $10,000.00 and said agreement for
ninety-nine years and said plant and water power constitute an alienation, and the
use of said premises for trade and business, which estops said alleged claimant from
making final proof.
6. That said premises were never subject to homestead settlement or entry until
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April 15,1895, and no preference or prior Tight thereto existed in favor of Eliza Reynolds or any others, and that on said date (April 15, 1895,) and at all times since the
same was within the incorporated li nits of the city of Chamberlain, and each and
every lot thereon was and is in the sole exclusive use, possession and occupation of
the respective claimants named on said plt Ex. "C", with improvements, enumerated, as townsite claimants inder the townsite laws of the United States, and the
only effect of the &dcision
of the Secretary of the Interior was to hold that the townsite claimants should have made application for a townsite entry through the county
judge, which was not done and cannot be done by reason of the land being within
the incorporated limits of a city, and so atjudicated by the courts of the State.
7. Said premises on April 15, 1895, not being in the exclusive possession of Eliza
Reynolds, but being' all occupied by and as a townsite, with valuable improvements,
her entry was without authority of law and null ad void, and nder the law and
the decisions of the Interior Department and the Supreme Court of the United
States, she cannot make thereon a legal homestead entry, annot make final proof
and confiscate the rights and properties of others.
8. The said Eliza Reynolds has never at any time used said premises for anything
except as a townsite settler and oceupant, never having had the sole and exclusive
possession of the same to enable her to cultivate and appropriate the same for agricultural purposes.
9. That at the time said land became subject to settlement and entry, on February
27, 15, lot 41, now occupied by the Chamberlain Electric Light.Plant, and exclusively used for trade and business, was actually settled pon by one Daniel Overacker, and, again, on April 15, 1895, when finally opened to entry, the same was
again actually settled and occupied by said Overacker with some ten persons or
inhabitants members of his family, and later the said premises were by said Overaeker transferred for the purposes of business to the present occupants, and said
lease for ninety-nine years is and constitutes on the part of said Eliza Reynolds a
recognition of said townsite occupation, estopping her from making said final proof.
10. Said William Findley has four members in his family; said William Lawson
has six members in his family; said John Elshire has eleven members in his family;
said R. J. Clute has seven members in his family; said George Seath has six members
in his family-representing thirty-four inhabitants having the occupation of said
premises, besides the said Eliza Reynolds, and the actual value of their respective!
improvements is shown on the respective lots on said plat Ex.. " C", and said lot 41,
occupied for trade and business, is exclusively used for business, and not for residence.

The protestants demanded the right to cross-examine the claimant
and her witnesses, and asked that if the proof was not rejected, that a
hearing be allowed. The protest was sworn to by Lawson only.
The cross-examination of claimant and her witnesses was allowed
and concluded on April 19, 1898. The protestants filed a motion to
reject the final proof of claimant, that a hearing be ordered, and the.
disqUalification of the register to act in the. case was also alleged.
. The local officers overruled the motion to reject the final proof and.
the suggestion as to the disqualification of the register, but allowed the-.
hearing upon the material allegations of the protest, and set the hearing
for May 4, 1898. The protestants excepted to so early a hearing, and
on May 3, 1898, appealed from all orders and proceedings of the register
and receiver in said case on and prior to April 27, 1898. On May 4, 1898,
at the hour set for hearing, the Case was called, but protestants did not'
appear. One hour later, protestants ot appearing, a motion to dismiss
the protest was renewed. by counsel for claimant and allowed; the final
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proof of claimant was accepted, and cash certificate and receipt, No. 388,
issued in her name. On the same day, the protestants were advised of
the action taken.
In the letter of May 4, 1898, transmitting the papers and proceedings
to your office, the local officers report as follows:
After a careful consideration of this case with all papers filed therein, we have
deemed it proper to submit the full case to your office for consideration, and for your
information and our explanation for our acts we would beg to state: first, there is
no application to enter this land under any of the townsite laws in this office; seeond, we consider the most of the allegations in

the protest are matters which were

fully adjudicated by the Honorable Secretary of the Interior as between these parties,
and, third, we would state that the disqualifications referred to, of the register of
this office, by said attorney for protestants in
without foundation, in

his motion and pretended appeal, is

fact, the register having never acted as attorney or counsel

for any of. the parties mentioned

in this case; we are therefore

onfident that

this

assertion on the part of the protestants is for the sole purpose of delay.
The pretended appeal mentioned herein has been ignored by us, for the reasons that
no decision or final determination of the case had been had, and the order allowing
the protestants to put in their testimony is considered by us an interlocutory order,
and au appeal will not lie therefrom.

Counsel .for claimant filed a motion in your office to dismiss the appeal
of protestants, upon the ground that no appeal lay from an interlocutory order.
Your office, ol September 17, 1898, granted the motion, affirmed the
action of the local officers, in dismissing the protest, and approved the
final proof. From this decision the protestants have appealed.
Substantially the same questions are presented by the appeal under
consideration as have this day been considered and passed upon in the
case of William Lawson et al. v. Henry J. King, involving part of the
same land, and it is deemed unnecessary to discuss here at any length
the matters therein considered, but reference is made to the reasons
set forth in said decision sustaining King's final proof, in support of the
action taken in this case.
- The ground of protest, however, presents a question which was not
in the case of these parties v. Henry J. King, and requires notice. It
is therein charged that Reynolds, about December 5, 1895, did enter
into an agreement with one of the townsite occupants for the use of a
part of the land claimed by her, for trade and business, which estops
her from making final proof. The agreement referred to is in writing,
and a copy was offered in evidence by protestants and marked
'." It is as follows:
" Exhibit
Britle Coanty, ss.
Know all men by these Presents:

STATE OF SOUTH DAiOTA,

We, Eliza Reynolds and W. L. Montgomery have made and entered into the following agreement,

and respectively bind ourselves, our heirs, assigns, and successors,

to the faithful fulfillment, in spirit and in
as follows: The
And binds

fact, of the same.

This agreement being

said Eliza Reynolds, for herself, her heirs, and assigns,

herself that

agrees

the said Montgomery, his heirs, assigns, and successors,

shall for such time, not exceeding ninety-nine (99) years, as he or they may desire,
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have the exclusive right and permission to locate and maintain on the north bank
of American Creek, where the same is intersected and crossed by Main St., of.
theCity of Chamberlain, and the public road running north out of said city as a
continuation of said Main street, and on the east side of said street or road,
an artesian well or other necessary power for the required purposes of said Moutgomery, his heirs, assigns, or successors, and for his and their electric light and
manufacturingplauts, upon lthefollowingtermsandconditious, thesaid Montgomery:
his heirs, assigns and successors for such term as they may desire the use of the
site on said American Creek for their artesian well, electric light and manufacturing
plant, shall, at his and their cost and expense, lay and maintain a good and sufficient
pipe to take and convey water from the artesian well or wells to be sunk by him and
them, to my house and pretuises situated upon the same lot of land (Lot 9 in section
15, township 104 north of range 71), and through the same supply me, the said Reynolds, with all the necessary water reqnired-for household, laundry, sewerage, stock,
garden and hot house irrigation purposes, and I, the said Reynolds, for myself, my
heirs and assigns, obligate myself and them that there shall be no unnecessary use
of the water, but that I will use the same as a prudent person would use their own,
and the said Moptgornery, for himself, his heirs, assigns and successors, agrees and
binds himself and them that he will and they shall in good faith carry out their part
of this agreement, and that no unnecessary structures or nuisances shalt be placed
upon said premises, aud that the plants placed thereon shall be kept and maintained
in a business like mianner.
It is further agreed and stipulated that whenever said Montgomery, his heirs,
assigns and successors, discontine the use of the well r wells on said premises,
they shall belong to the premises, and that the other improvements placed upon the
premises shall belong to said Hontgomery, his heirs, successors or assigns, and they
shall have permission to remove the same.
To witness which the said Eliza Reynolds and the said W. L. Montgomery have
hereunto set their respective bands ol this the 5th day of December, A. D. 1895.

The facts pertinent to this agreement, as reported by your office, are
as follows:
It appears that under this agreement'Montgomery dug an artesian well, 8 inch
bore and 600 to 700 feet deep, at the designated point on said lot; that Mrs. Reynolds' house and premises have been supplied through pipes with water from said
-well since its construction; that prior'to that time she had to purchase by the
barrel all water used by her for general domestic purposes, and that her garden is
dependent upon artificial irrigation; that the power supplied by said well is used to
run a water wheel and electric dynamo from which wires extend and connect with
the electric lighting system of Chamberlain; that said 'wheel and dynamo were
placed in house which, on April 15, 1895, was occupied by one Overacker and family;
that another building was erected near by for the purposes of a creamery and was
so used for a time, but that Mrs. Reynolds objected to such enterprise as encroaching upon her rights and forbade the digging of another well for use in connection
therewith; that the power of said artesian well is also employed to run a small
buzz saw. The improvements made on lot 9 by Montgomery are all confined to a'
small area designated on protestants' plat (xhibit "C") as lot 41.

In the light of the facts disclosed, the instrument is not an alienation
of any part of the land, but a mere lease of a portion of the premises
and the grant of an easement, the useof which would tend to improve
and increase the value of the land as a homestead. No consideration
having been received by Reynolds for the easement, except that she is
to have water conveyed without charge to her house and upon her
premises for domestic lse and irrigating purposes, the arrangement is
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not inconsistent with good faith upon her part and is no bar to the
consummation of her entry.
The order of the local officers for a hearing was an interlocutory
order, from which no appeal lay. Theie was no abuse of discretion in
setting an early day for the hearing, and your office properly dismissed
the appeal; The protestants having failed to appear at the hearing,
there was no error in dismissing the protest. The final proof appearing to be sufficient, it was not error to approve it.
Your office decision is accordingly affirmed.

HOMESTEAD CONTEST-SALE OF LAND-DURESS.
BARRY V.

ENDRCKS.

A charge that an entryman has sold the land embraced within his entry must fail
if it appears that the alleged sale was the result of coercion or duress.

Secretary ffitchoo7c to the Commissioner of the General Laihd Office,
(W.V.D.)
M1arch 2, 1899.
(G. C. R.)

:

-

Elisha B. Hendricks has appealed fromr your office decision of February 21, 1898; which holds for cancellation his homestead etry, made
January 27; 1893, for the W. of the SE. and the SW. I of the NE. of
Sec. 17, T. 10 S., R. 2 E., Huntsville land district, Alabama.
Your said office decision reverses te action of the register and
receiver, which recommended that the contest be dismissed.
On May 14, 1897, John -. Barry filed his affidavit of contest against
the entry, alleging that:
E. B. Hendricks sold the above described lands and the improvements thereon to
M. E. Hendricks for the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars, on or about the

day

of November, 1896, and said M. E. Hendricks paid him said amount, and the said
E. B. Hendricks agreed to abandon possession of the same and turn over to the said
M. E. Hendricks, and did so abandon, turn over and deliver the possession, of the
said lands to the said M. E.

Hendricks; and at the same time he agreed to turn over

to her the certificate of entry, and further agreed at the same time to sign his name
on the back of said certificate of entry, which was to be done in

the presence of two

witnesses, who were to witness his signature; and the said E. B. Hendricks was to have
[give] authority to have written above his signature on said

ertificate a transfer to

the said M. E. Hendricks, or a relinquishment of the same to the United States government, whichever she desired, and that he afterwards signed his name on the back
of said certificate in

the presence

of

I. L. Ward and Lon Shelton.

On the same

day the said E. B. Hendricks delivered to the said M. E. Hendricks the said certificate, with his name written thereon ancl the name of the above witnesses as suliscribing witnesses thereto.

The appeal alleges error, in substance, as follows:
1. That it was error to find that the entryman sold the land.
2. That there was any consideration for the alleged sale.
3. That there was no duress.
The . E. Hendricks, to whom it is alleged the entryman actually
sold the land, is the entrymnan's wife.
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The principal facts as shown by the record are as follows:
The entryman, Elisha B. Hendricks, was sixty years old at date
of hearing (July 5,1897). He and his fimily had lived npOn the land
about four vears, and had made substantial improvements and cultivated a part of the land each year. Te entrymian had been married
to his second wife' about twenty-six years, whlen, about October 31,
1896, he was charged with a serious and revolting crime, and was
arrested and put under bond for his appearance, etc. Te nature of
the charge wiqs such that, if true, he was liable to a sentence i the
penitentiary for a term not less than one nor more than seven years,
also to pay a penalty of more than $500. On being arrested, his wife
refused longer to live with him, and demanded a division of property,
which the entryman agreed to. It appears by the terms of the agreement that their outstanding debts were first to be paid and the residue
equally divided between them. In pursuance of this agreement, a part
of the property was divided, mutual fiends assisting in the division.
The entryman sold the cotton raised on the land and discharged the
debts, and took away with him a part Pf his household goods.
It is insisted that when the agreement was made to divide the property, the etryman sold to his wife the land covered by his entry.
Mrs. Hendricks who is an aunt of contestant, John G. Barry, testified
that she bought from her husband the land in controversy and gave
him $220.00 for it; that the sale was iade at the time the property
was divided; that in February, 1897, she sold her interest in the land
to Barry, the contestant, the latter giving therefor his note for $150;
that her husband delivered to her his "certificate of entry" (receiver's
receipt), upon which he had written his name; that when he delivered.
to her the receiver's receipt he told her she could put anything else
on it that would enable me (her) to get the laud."
Willy C. Jones, a brother of Mrs. Hendricks, testified that he was
present at the division of property and sale of the land, and that Mrs.
lHendricks "bought an improvement from her husband;' that "she
gave $250 for the homestead and the improvements, and paid for it
with means she (had) at the time she married;" that
the agreement between them was that Elisha B. Hendricks was to sign his name on
the-back of the certificate of entry, and she was authorized to write or have written
whatever might be required to make it a legal transfer above his name.

Mrs. Hendricks testified that her husband got a wagon and a yoke
of oxen, which came to her from her father's estate, valued at $100. It
would appear that the alleged consideration for the land was that sum
of money, with interest for about twenty-six years.
On cross-examination, Mrs. Hendricks states that she agreed that
her husband might use the wagon and oxen, and that she "kept no
account against him," and that the alleged indebtedness from her hus.
band to her had never been mentioned between them from the time
they were married (twenty-six years before) till they made the agreement to divide their property (November, 1896).
12781-VOL 28-11
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The written evidence, principally relied. upon to establish the alleged
sale of the land, is the receiver's receipt, on the back of which the
entryinan wrote his njame; above his signature M. L. Ward, attorney
for Barry, the contestant, wrote the followingI, Elisha B. Hendricks, hereby relinquish back to the U. .S. all the right, title and
interest that I have under and by virtue of within certificate.

Mr. Hendricks swears that he gave no authority to Ward or any one
else to write a relinquishment on hi's receipt, but says:
I signed it to make satisfaction until I coeld get the property that belonged to
me-to make satisfaction with ny wife who was troubling me.

He also says:
I did not receive one cent for signing My name.

*:

It is evident that Mrs. Hendricks, who was a strong witness against
her husband, and apparently much interested in Barry's behalf, was
not satisfied with the promise made by her husband with respect to
the land when he signed his name to the receiver's receipt. About a
month after that date and before she sold her alleged claim to Barry,
she went to her husband (after their separation) and requested him to
sign a relinquishment to the land; this her husband refused to do unless
she paid him $100. She declined to pay him. Mr. Hendricks testifies
to the same fact, and also swears that he made an additional offer to
relinquish the entry if Mrs. Hendricks would abide by the contract
with reference to the payment of the outstanding debts, etc.; that shedeclined to do so.
When (about November 1, 1896,) Hendricks moved out of the house
in which he and his wife formerly lived, he took a part of his goodstable, trunk, bed, etc.-and put them in another house on the land, and
when not occupying the house he kept his door locked. He took his
meals with near by neighbors, but slept on the land-at least, part of
the time.
Barry, the contestant, on the order of Mrs. Hendricks tore down that
house, and scattered the goods; for this act Barry was arrested and
convieted.' After that time Hendricks occasionally slept in a crib on
the land. In the season of 1897, he, cultivated six or eight acres of the
land, and rented to one Doyle about the same quantity. Hendricks
frequently ordered Barry off the place, but the latter appears to have
remained and cultivated a part of the land.
As shown in the contest affidavit, the principal allegation is, that the
entryman sold the land and delivered to his transferee possession, etc.
The proof does.not sustain the charge that the entryman ever abandoned his claim to the land; on the contrary, it shows that he endeavored in good faith to occupy and improve it from the date of the alleged
abandonment, November, 1896, to the date of contest and hearing.
- The sole question to be determined is, whether the entryman violated
the law by an attempted sale of the land, and, if so, whether such
attempted sale was the result of duress.
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If, as claimed by appellee, Hendricks voluntarily relinquished his
entry to the United States, that relinquishment, when filed, would have
released the land from the entry, and Mrs. Hendricks, if a deserted
wife and the head of a family, and otherwise qualified, or Barry, if
qualified, might have made entry of the land. But Hendricks utterly
repudiated the so-called relinquishment, and the fact that Barry did not
file the relinquishment, which was made to appear regular in form by
Ward's endorsement of the formal part above Hendrick's name, indicates that Barry was not certain that Hendricks intended to relinquish
the entry by merely signing his name on the back of the receiver's
receipt. The relinquishment, even though in proper form, and the voluntary act of the eutryman., was of no effect, because it was not filed.
Even if it be admitted that when Hendrick's signed his name to the
receiver's receipt, he also attempted to sell the land to his wife, it is
apparent that he made the contract because he feared the threatened
prosecution, and that by making the agreement, he would induce his
wife to relent.
Duress is not limited in its meauing to a threatened danger to life or
body. Even threats of lawful prosecution for the purpose of overcoming the will through intimidation will avoid a contract thereby obtained.
From the above considerations, it is seen:
1. That the so-called relinquishment was of no effect, because not filed.
2. That even if Hendricks attempted to sell the land to his wife, he
continued to claim and assert dominion over it, repudiating the alleged
contract.
3. That his attempted sale of the land was the result of coercion or
duress.
For these reasons, his entry will remain intact and the contest will
be dismissed.
The decision appealed from is reversed.

REPAYMENT-OFFERED

MARY A.

TIMBER LAND-SET OFF.

PiNNEY ET AL

Apurchaseretroneously allowed to buy; offered" timber la nd takes nothing thereby;
and if he couts timber from such land is liable in damages to the United States
in a civil action, to the same extent as though the trespass had been committed.
upon any other part of the public domain.
While there is no statutory authority by which the Secretary of the Interior may
set off a demand of the United States against the claim of an individual, the
Department will not certify such a claim to the Treasury Department with
]nowyledge of a probable valid demand of the government against the claimant,
without au ascertainment of the existence and extent of such demand.

Secretaryl Hitchock7 to the Commissioner of the General Land ffice,
(W. V. D.)
Alarclt 3, 1899.
(G. B. G.)
December 24, 1896, Mary Phinney and Francis J. Burns, as the duly
appointed administrators of the estate and guardian of the minor
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children of James F. Phinney, deceased, respectively, joined i the
execution of a power of attorney making Harvey Spaulding and sons
their attorneys to collect and receive frofir the government the purchase money, fees and commissions, amounting to three hundred and
ten dollars, paid by the said James F. Phinney April 1, 1884, under
the timber and stone act, for the SW. of the SE. of Sec. 20 and theW. i of the NE. 4 of Sec. 29, T. 33 N., R. 3 E., Olympia, Washington.
January 29,1897, said attorneys filed in your office a proper application
for the repayment of said money, which was rejected. Appeal here.
James F. Phinney died June 22, 1891, and your office canceled his
entry for said land, March , 1895, "because the land included therein
was offered land and hence not subject to entry under the act of June
3, 1878." This entry being of offered lands was erroneously allowed,
and its confirmation was not authorized by law, since the timber and
stone act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89), only authorized entries of unoffered lands. The cancellation thereof was therefore proper action.
Section 2 of the act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287), provides that,
where from any cause an entry under the desert land laws

*

has been erroneously allowed and cannot be confirmed, the Secretary of the Interior
shall cause to be repaid to the person who made such entry, his heirs or assigns, the
fees anti commissions, amount of purchase money, and excesses paid upon the same,
upon the surrender of the duplicate receipt and the execution of a proper relinquishment of all claims to said land, whenever such entry shall have been duly canceled
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.

-

:

Your office denied said application for the following reasons:

Special Agent C. E. Loomis was directed to make an inspection of this tract and
report the condition of the timber thereon. On August 12j 1892, the special agent
reported that Phinney had cut and removed about a million feet of timber from this
land in 1884 and 1885. The fees and purchase money paid by Phinney on this entry
amount to $310. This amount is deemed a partial set-off for the timber trespass
committed by Phinney on this land.

This decision is complained of by the appellants, in substance, that
it was error to hold that a trespass was committed by Phinney, though
the truth of the statements made in said agent's report be conceded;
error to hold that there is any evidence showing or tending to show
that Phinney cut or removed a million feet of timber, or any portion of
such timber, from this land, and error
a

in holding that where it is plain an entry is erroneously allowed and cannot be confirmed, and the entry is canceled for that reason, that the government can, on a
one-sided, partial and unsubstantiated report of a special agent, without notice to
the applicant that at some time there has or may have been a cutting of the timber
on the tract involved, avoid the repayment of the purchase money, as provided for
in the act of June 16, 1880.

If the entryman or any one for him cut or removed timber from this
- land, he was, while living, and his estate is liable in trespass therefor. The officers of the Land Departmuent, acting as the' agents of the
government under special powers, exceeded their authority in making
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the sale of this laud under the timber and stone act, and the purchaser
took nothing by his purchase. He was therefore liable in damages and
his estate is now liable in damages to the United States, to the same
extent as though the trespass had been committed on any other of the
public lands of the United States. le was not liable to a criminal
prosecution, because he was acting in good faith, believing that the
timber belonged to him, but this is not a valid defence to a civil action.
.This being so, if the fact of the trespass and damages were shown or
conceded, it would be the duty of. this Department to take into consideatioh that fact in adjusting the claim. No statutory authority is
found which authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to set-off a demand
of the United States against the claim of an individual, but the act of
March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 481), makes it the duty of the Secretary of the
Treasury, in all cases where a
claim duly allowed by legal authority (shall be presented to him for payment)
and the plaintiff or claimant therein shall be indebted to the United States in any
manner ....
to withhold payment of an amoulnt of such judgment or claim equal
to the debt thus due to the United States.

For this Department to certify the claim of an individual to the
Treasury Department for payment, with knowledge of a probable valid
demand of the government against the claimant, without a disclosure
of the existence and extent of such demand, might defeat the purposes
of the statute just quoted.
In the absence of an ascertainment of the extent of this trespass
and of the amount of the claim of the government arising therefrom
further consideration will not be given to the pending claim for
repayment.

OKLAHOMA LANDS-ADDITIONAL ENTRY-ACT OF FEBRUARY 10, 1894.
SMITH
-

*

. KIuYKENDALL.

The privilege of making an additional homestead entry under the act of February
10, 1894, of lands on the south side of the Deep Fork river, as against adverse
claimants, rests upon the priority of the initiation of the claim to such lands,
and riot upon the priority of settlement-on the land north of said stream.

Secretary itchcock to the ommissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
.
March 3, 1899.
(J. L. McO.)
James P. Smith, on August 26, 1894, made homestead entry, No.
12,397, for lots 16 and 17 of See. 28, T. 14 N., R. 1 E., Guthrie land district, 0. T., containing 38.20 acres.
Said land lies immediately upon the north side of the Deep Fork of
the Canadian river.
On May 23, 1895, the land On the south side of said Deep. Forkbeing within the limits of the former Kickapdo Indian reservation-was
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opened to settlement and entry by presidential proclamation of May 18,
.1895 (29 Stat., 868).
On May 23, 1895, James 7I. Juykendall made homestead entry, N\o.
12,589, for lots 15 and 18, and the S. of the SW. of said Sec. 28, coltaiing 115.30 acres.
On the sane date, but later in the day, said James P. Smiuith filed
what he termed an application to amend, but what in reality was an
application to make an additioual homestead entry, of said land last
described, under the act of February 10, 1894 (28 Stat., 37), granting
to homestead settlers on the left bank of the Deep Fork river in the
former Iowa reservation, who had entered less than one hundred and
sixty acres, the right to enter other lauds adjoining, so that the full
amount of one hundred and sixty acres could be secured.
The local officers rejected Smith's applications but inasmuch as he
alleged prior settlement they ordered a hearing.
Subsequently the local officers, on Kuykenidall's motion, revoked the
order for a hearing, on the ground that Smith's entry No. 12,397 (for
the land on the north side of the Deep Fork) was niade after February 10, 1894, and that therefore lie did not come within the ternis of
the act of that date.
Smith appealed to your office; which, on June 12, 1897, sustained the
action of the local officers-citing the departmental instructions of
May 18, 1895 (20 L. D., 470).
Smith has appealed from the decision of your office to the Department.
e alleges that he settled on the land embraced in his entry
No. 12,397 (north of the Deep Fork), on January 29, 1894, prior to the
passage of the act of February 10, 1894, and that he used due diligence
to make homestead entry for said land until August 28, 1894, at which
time he was residing on said land; that le was prevented from entering the same by reason of the United States failing to have a proper
plat and record of the same in the United States land office i Guthrie;
also by reason of the governmnent officials accepting other entries for
said lnd that were illegal at t heir inception; that appellant's former
application (presented and rejected January 9, 1894,) was equivalent
to entry, and especially so since his entry was afterward properly
allowed.
The department circular of May 18, 1893 (20 L. D., 470), bearing upon
the matter here under consideration, says:
-

It ust be remembered that, while te parties coming under the provisions of the
said act of February 10, 1894, are permitted the privilege of making. an additional
entry, based on the original entry theretofore made by thein, there is no0 provision
permitting the reservation of any particular tracts for their benefit; and therefore
their claim to any lands under said statute will rest upon a priority of initiation, as
in other eases.

In view of the above instructions, it must be eld, (1) that the portion of the SW. 1 of Sec. 28 lying south of the Deep Fork was not
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reserved for the. benefit of Smith, after it was opened to settlementMay 23, 1895; (2) that (even if it were to be conceded that he was not
excluded from- the benefits of the act of February 10, 1894, because of
his not having made-entry of the land on the north side of the Deep
Fork prior to that date), his claim to the land on the south side of the
-stream must rest upon priority of initiation of right to that land-not
upon priority of settlement on the land north of the Deep Fork; and
he does not show settlement on the land south of the Deep Fork prior
to Kuykendall's entry thereof.
This renders it unnecessary to discuss the several questions raised
by the appellant.
The decision of your office is correct, and is hereby afflrmed.

OKLAHOMA LANDS-CHEROIES OUTTLET-JIUNDRED BOOT STRIP.

FRITCH V. COLLINS.
In determining the loration of the hundlred foot strip opened to occupancy "immediately within the outer boundaries" of the Cherokee Outlet, Mwhere a meandered
river forms a boundary thereof, the strip should be measured from the meauder
line of aid stream.

Secretary Hitchcock to the
(W. V. D.)

ommissioner of the Gene ral Land Office,

Ml1arch

3, 1899.

(G. R. 0.)

William H. Fritch has appealed to this Department from your office
decision of May 7,1897, wherein you dismiss his contest against Wesley
Collins' homestead entry No. 1579, made October 5, 1893, for the NE..4
of the NW. j and Lots :3, 4 and 5 of Sec. 21, and Lot 1 of Sec. 20, in
T. 18 N., R. 6 E., Perry, Oklahoma, land district.
'The said land is within the territory opened to settlement on September 16, 18931 by the President's proclamation of August 19, 1893
(28 Stat., 1222). Affidavit of contest was filed by Fritch on April 2,
1894, and an amended affidavit was filed on October 1, 1895. These
alleged, in substance, that Collins had entered into the said territory
prior to twelve o'clock, noon, of September 16, 1893, and subsequent to
the 19th day of August, 1893; that he had failed to establish his resideuce upon the land with his family as required by law, and that he
held said entry for sale and speculation. Hearing was ad, and on
September 15, 1896, the local officers rendered a decision in which they
- found that Collins had complied with the requirements of the law as to
residence and that he did not enter the land for speculative purposes.
They held further, however, that he was disqualiied from making the
entry by having entered the territory during the prohibited period, and
they recomended the cancellation of his entry. On appeal your
office approved their fudings as to Collins having resided upou the
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land and having made entry in good faith, but you reversed their
decision as to his disqualification, and dismissed the contest.
The allegations of the contestant that Collins had failed to establish
his residence upon the land, and that he had made the entry for speculative purposes are clearly not sustained by the evidence, and the
findings of the local officers and of your office on these points are correct. The question as to Collins' disqualification remains, however, to
be considered.
There is no dispute as to the material facts in the case. The land in
controversy borders on the Cimarron river, which forms a part of the
southern boundary of the territory opened to settlement. On September 1, 1893, Collins crossed the river in the forenoon to the north bank
where he'remained until the hour of opening, at a point about ten feet
fron the water's edge. Indeed he waited at this point until about
fifteen minutes after the others had started in the race and then blazed
three trees and cut some brush upon the track which bordered the
river at that point. The land which he thus selected was in section 17,
but by mistake in making his entry on October 5, 1893, he described
the land in controversy in his application papers. Soon afterwards he
learned that the land in section 17, on which he had settled, was
covered by an Indian allotment, and he then, about October 15, 1893,
settled upon the land which was described in his entry papers.
The proclamation opening the territory to settlement provided that
"a strip of land one hundred feet in width, around and immediately
within the outer boundaries of the entire tract of country to be opened
to settlement" should be temporarily set apart and opened to occupancy, in advance of the time of opening, by persons intending to
settle in the territory. Collins assumed that this one hundred foot
strip would be measured from the water's edge. The-local officers held
that it should be measured from the centre of the stream and therefore
found that Collins, at the time of the opening, was within the prohibited territory. Your office, however, concurred in the view taken
by Collins, and ruled that the one hundred feet should have been
measured from the meandered line of the river. According to your
view Collins was not beyond the boundaries of the one hundred-foot
strip prior to the appointed time.
The Department is of the opinion that your ruling iS the correct one.
The one hundred-foot strip was provided for in order that those persons who came to the territory prior to. the time of opening intending
to settle therein, might have a place within which to camp while waiting, where they would be secure from interference from those who
owned the lands immediately adjoining the territory to be opened. It
was certainly not intended that the bed of a lowing river should be
used for such a purpose. The strip was to be within the boundaries of
the country "opened to settlement." The surveys here went to the
north bank of the river, and its meanders, as shown on the township
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plats, form the boundary of the lands opened to settlement. The one
hundred-foot strip lay immediately within this meandered line, and
Collins' presence within the territory, but within this one hundred foot
strip, prior to the hour of opening, was not in violation of law. Your
office decision is affirmed.
O-LAHOMA LANDS-DISQUALIFICATION OF SETTLER-RESIDENCE.

DEVER ET AL. v.

AYARS.

In a hearing directed to determine superiority of right as between adverse applicarts, where no entry has been allowed, the burden of proof can not be said to
rest upon either of the applicants.
Where a party of intending settlers in Oklahoma select as their starting point in the
race a stream that constitutes a boundary of the territory, and, finding the bed
of said stream affords a doubtful crossing place, pirocure its improvement prior
to the hour of opening, such act will not be held to disqualify a mnember of said
party as a settler.
Advantage gained by presence within the territory prior to the passage of the act
opening it to settlement, does not disqualify a settler.
Priority of settlement will not avail an applicant as against adverse claimants if he
fails to maintain a bona fide residence on the land.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
M
1arch,6, 1899.
(H. G-.)

The case of Henry J. Dever and others v. James T. Ayars, upon the
appeal of the latter from the decisions of your office of May 29, and
August 11, 1897, affirming the rejection by the local officers of his
application to enter the SE. of Sec. I, T. 13 N., B. 3 R, Oklahoma
land district, Oklahoma Territory, has been considered.
The record shows that said tract is part of the Kickapoo lands, opened
to settlement and entry at twelve o'clock noon of May 23, 1895 (27
Stat., 557); that James T. Ayars filed his homestead application for
said tract Mlay 24, 1895; that it was rejected by the local officers on
the ground of ' soonerism," and that from said rejection Ayars appealed
to your office; that on May 25, 1895, Henry J. Dever presented his
homestead application for said tract, which was suspended by the local
officers pending action on Ayars' rejected application, and on the same
day Dever filed a protest in the nature of a contest against the allowance of the entry of Ayars, wherein Dever alleged prior settlement on
the tract in controversy; that May Neil filed an application to enter
said tract as a homestead May 28, 1895, which was suspended pending
action upon the applications of Ayars and Dever; and that on June
21, 1895, John B. Harrod filed his homestead application for said tract,
which was suspended to await action on the prior applications.
November 2, 1895, your office directed the local officers to order a
hearing to determine the rights of the several claimants to said tract,
and a hearing was ordered for January 20, 1896. After two continu-
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ances, Dever and Ayars appeared on May 25, 1896, the day finally set
for a hearing. Harrod and Neil made default. The local officers
decided in favor of Dever, holding that lie was the prior settler and
that Ayars' excuse for failure to reside upon the' land with his family
was not sufficient.
Upon appeal, your office affirmed the decision of the. local office, upon
the ground that, although a lear preponderance of the evidence established the fact that Ayars was the prior settler, he was disqualified
from entering lands in the Kickapoo country because of his presence
therein during the prohibited period. Ayars appeals.
The priority of settlement between Ayars and Dever is involved in
some doubt. A hearing having been ordered prior to entry, and the
application of the parties having been suspended in the meantime, the
burden of proof can not be said to rest upon either of the parties whose
claims are under consideration. Ayars had nearly half a mile less distance to traverse to reach the tract from his starting point than Dever,
but the latter had a better road, uninpeded by steep banks and hills
that were climbed by Ayars, and Dever rode a swift horse. Neither of
the parties attempts to give the time of his arrival on the tract, although
it appears that Ayars had a watch.
owever, the evidence fairly considered establishes the fact that Ayars was first to reach the land and
plant his stake. This fact is proven by eye witnesses, who state positively that Ayars was the first to reach the tract, while Dever's
witnesses do not clearly state that he was the first to arrive.
Ayars and a few others selected for their starting point a bend in the
Deep Fork of the Canadian River, northeast of the tract in question and
but about half a mile from it. Ascertaining that the bed of the stream
was very muddy, and that it w7ould be difficult and dangerous to their
horses to attempt to cross it at a rapid gait, one Martin was employed
to construct a passageway of logs and brush covered with dirt, on
which to cross the stream, and he constructed the same before the hour
of opening. Tis laborer was paid, about a dollar for his services, but
it appears that Ayars, who collected the money for that purpose, did
not contribute any of it himself. The local office held that these acts
were not sufficient to disqualify Ayars, aid this conclusion must be
adopted. It is not quite clear that the trail across this creek, which
was the boundary of the lands opened to settlement, was impassable
without this improvement, but even if it were, the filling of this muiry
place would not constitute an nnlawful or premature eitfy. No advantage appears to have been gained by Ayars over any of his party or of
those who crossed this stream or creek bed in the vicinity, and the
advantage gained over others who passed into the iKickapoo conntry
at the hour of opening at other points on the boundary not made by
the stream, is too much a matter of conjecture to be seriously considered. It can not be held, for this reason, that Ayars was disqualified
to make entry.
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He was in the country previous to the opening day, before the tract
was opened to settlement, owing to the report that the country had
been opened to settlement. but he does not appear to have been in the
vicinity of the tract except in the early part of 1893, before the passage
of the act in relation to such lands. One witness 41thiks" that this
was in April of the year mentioned, after the passage of the act opening the lands to settlement, but Ayars swears positively that it was
prior to the passage of the act, and in this lie is corroborated by the
witness in an affidavit correcting his testinoiy at the hearing. Without considering this affidavit, it must be held that the survey of the
tract by Ayars-took place before the passage of the act in uestion.
The tract is familiarly known as the mound" claim, owing to the
presence of a mound east of its center. Ayars, from his visit in 1893
to the tract, must have known the location of its corn ers and of this
mound, and it was well known by the members of his party that he
intended to make the run for that clain on the opening day.
There is no doubt of his advantage over others in this respect, as he
evidently intended to stake, and did stake, in the vicinity of the northeast corner of the tract; but this disadvantage would not appear to
disqualify him.
It appears, however, that Ayars was employed as a pharmacist in a
drug store at Chandler, Oklalonma, about six miles from the tract
involved, alter the opening day, and received a salary of forty dollars
per month for his services. He states that this employment took about
three-fourtls of his time, and that he spent the other portion of his
time upon the claim, frequently driving out at night maid returning in
the earlVmiiorlitig, and remainiing there on Sunday. His wife, who had
been an invalid for many years, spent most of her time at the hotel at
Chandler kept by her parents, which ad been managed by Ayars
before the opening. A portion of the timne Ayars hired the work done
upon the tract, bat he performed some of the labors upon the tract in
gathering crops, husking corn, and in other labors, such as covering
the valls of his dwelling with canvass.
It is quite clear from the rcord that his presence upon the tract has
been the exception, and not the rule, and that his professional duties
at Chandler have kept him, and will continue to keep him, away from
the tract for a large portion of the time. His excuse is, that he could,
with greater advantage, hire the work done upon the tract by others
and devote his sall salary to the iprovement of his claim and the
maintenance of his family, than if he should reside continuously thereon.
His frequent visits to the tract have not been a sufficient compliance
with the law. It is not even asserted by him that his employment
away from the tract has been, or is, temporary. Dever kept a memorandum of the visits of his adversary to the tract, which clearly shows
that Ayars made but occasional visits there for the purpose of a technical compliance with the law; and this showing is not contradicted.
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It is true that most of Ayar's household goods were upon the tract,
but during, his absence he reainaued at the hotel kept by his wife's
parents, where he had a bedroom set, purchased after the opening, and
it is quite clear from the record that his wife and himself have actually
resided away from the tract most of the time since his settlement.
His unmarried children have been absent froin the tract for the necessary purpose of attending school. A fair consideration of the testiinony upon the matter of his residence, discloses that he did not make

his home upon the tract to the exclusion of one elsewhere, and that
his employment as a pharmacist at Chandler was lnot of a temporary
nature or one caused by poverty or by anything more than a desire to
more profitably employ his time than at agricultural labor.
Dever has been absent from the claim one hundred and one days,
attending to a crop elsewhere, which had apparently been planted
before his settlement. At no time has he been absent for a longer
consecutive period than one month,. and his temporary absences were
necessary and excusable.
It follows that the findings of fact of the local office, as to the priority of settlement in favor of Dever, can not be sustained by the evi-

dence, but that their finding adverse to the disqualification of Ayars,
and as to the insufficiency of his residence upon te tract, must be
sustaimed.

Your office found that Ayars was disqualified, owing to the building
of the causeway or passage across the bed of the stream on the berder
of the Kickapoo country, which Ayars crossed on. the opening day;
bnt this finding, as has been stated, is not concurred in, although the
holding that Ayars was the prior settler is sustained.
For the foregoing reasons, the decision of your office in favor of
Dever is affirmed, upon the ground of the failure of Ayars to maintain
his residence upon. the tract from the time of his settlement until the
time of the hearilng, in the face of the adverse claim of Dever.
Henry J. Dever will be permitted to make entry of the tract involved
in this controversy.
ARID LAND ACT-MINING CLAIMT-WITHDRAWAL.
COLOMOKAs

GOLD

MINING COMPANY.

A mineral entry based on a location made after the withdrawal of the land for a
reservoir site, under the act of October 2,1888, confers no right; but such entry
may be suspended, and if it subsequenitly appears that the land is not required
for reservoir purposes, the entry may then pass to patent.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(0. W. P.)
March 6,1 899.
(W. V.'D.)

On June 1, 1895, the Prairie Dog lode claim, on June 4,1895, the Old
Maid lode claim, and on June 10, 1895, the Buffalo lode claim were
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located on the SW. j of Sec. 25, and the SE. i of Sec. 26, T. 15 S., R.
69 W., Pueblo land district, Colorado, and o January 8, 1897, the
Colomokas Gold Mining Company made application for patent for the
land, under the mining laws of the United States, alleging that it had
become the owner, and was in the actual, quiet and undisturbed possession of said claims.
- After due publication, proof and payment, final certificate was issued
to said company on April 22, 1897.
On March 6, 1890,. the Director of the Geological Survey reconimended that certain lands in the Pueblo land district be selected as a
reservoir site, on Beaver creek, known as No. 13. The SW. 4 of Sec.
25 and the SE. j of Sec. 26, T. 15 S., R. 69 W.; are included i the landsrecommended for such purpose. This proposed selection was under the
act of October 2, 1888 (25 Stat., 526). On Alarch 20, 1890, your office
informed the local officers at Pueblo that said lands had been reserved
for that purpose by Secretary's order of March 10, 1890, and directed
them to allow no further entries or filings on te lands designated in.
said list and embraced within their district. O August 18, 1894, the
Secretary, in a letter to your office, after stating that the Director of
the Geological Survey had reported that in the near fture site No. 13
and other sites
will be needed for the storage of waters for public purposes, and that while some of
the lands covered by the sites will have to be acquired by condemnation, or other
means, before the remaining lands can be nsed for reservoir purposes, yet, he thinks,
it would be wise policy to reserve what is yet undisposed of, as their ehief value is
for reservoir purposes, and the future necessities must demand their acquirement in
maintaining aproper storage of water, if opened to entry under the general land laws,

directed that these lands continue withdrawn from disposition to await
further action by Congress in the matter of these reservoir sites.
On July 16, 1897, your office informed the local officers that the mining claims in question were located subsequent to the act of October 2,
1888, and directed them to advise the claimant that its mineral entry,
No. 1184, was held for cancellation.
The case is brought to the Department by a appeal from the
decision of your office.
The act of Congress of October 2, 1888, reserved from sale, as the
property of the United States, all such lands as should thereafter be
designated or selected for reservoirs, canals, ditches, etc., for irrigating
purposes, until further provided by law.
The act of Congress of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 391), repealed so
much of the act of October 2,188 as provided for the withdrawal ot
the public lands from entry, occupation, and settlement,
except that reservoir sites eretofore located or selected shall remain segregated and
reserved from entry and settlement, as provided by said act, until otherwise provided by law, and reservoir sites hereafter located or selected on public lands shall in
like manner be reserved from the date of location or selection thereof.
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The seventeenth section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095),
provided that reservoir sites located
shall be restricted to and shall contain only so nmich land as is actually necessary
for the construction and maintenance of reservoirs, excluding so far as practicable
land occupied by actual settlers at the date of the location of said reservoirs.

The selection i this case having -been made i conformity with the
acts of Congress, and the mineral location made after the selection of
the reservoir, site, the -claimant acquired no rights under its mineral
entry (Johu U. Gabathuler, 15 . D., 418), but following, the rule
announced in Mary E. Bisbing's case, 13 L. D., 45, and followed in the
subsequent case of Newtos F. Austin, IS L. D., 4, there appears to be
no reason why this entry may not be suspended to await the furtheraction of the proper authorities, in the matter of the actual location of
the reservoir, when, if it shall appear that the land is not required for
that purpose, the entry may be completed.
Your office decision is modified accordingly.

MINERAL LAND-MITNING CLAEIl-CERTIFICATE OF LOCATION.

MAGRUDER

. OREGON AND CALIFORNIA

R. R. CO.

A certificate of the location of a nining claim is not in itself evidence of the mineral character of the lald, and therefore would not he sufficient to overcome an
agricultural return by the surveyor general.
The cases of Sweeney v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co., 20 L. D., 391; Northern Pacific
R. R. Co. v. Marshall et a?., 17 L. D., 545; and Walker v. Southern Pacific R. R.
Co., 24 L. D., 172, overruled.

Secretary llitchcock to the Commissioner oj the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

M1arch 6, 1899.

P.)
(C. W-V.

Sixty acres embraced in lots 5 and 6 of Sec. 11, T. 36 S., R. 3 W.,
Roseburg land district, Oregon, are the lands involved in this case.
The tracts are within the primary limits of the grant made to the
Oregon and California Railroad Company, by the act of July 25, 1866
(14 Stat., 239), of "every alternate section of public land, not mineral," etc.

December 24, 1896, upon the protest of C. Magruder, alleging that
these tracts are mineral land and therefore, excepted from the grant,
your officee ordered a hearing to determine their character.
The hearing took place on February 26, 1897, and March 29, 1897,.
the register and receiver rendered their decision, in which they hold
that the tracts embraced in the mining locations of J. W. Hays, C.
Magruder, and El. H. Magruder, for sixty acres in lots 5 and 6, Sec. 11,
T. 36 S., R. 3 West, are more valuable for mining than for agricultural
purposes, and that the same do not pass to the railroad company under
its grant.
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From that finding an appeal was taken by the company to your office
which on July 2, 1897, rndered a decision holding that the land is
mineral, and that the copnany's clain thereto should he rejected.
The company has appealed to the Department.
The record shows that the land was returned by the surveyor general
as agricultural, and was therefore prima facie subject to the operation
of said grant.
The evidence for the protestant shows that in December 1894, J. W.
days, (. Magruder, the protestant, and his brother, H. H. Magruder,
filed placer mining locations of twenty acres each, embracing portions
of said lots 5 and 6, that these locations are now claimed by Hays, the
Magruders and Beeman, who are the owners of some patented lands in
in Sec. 10, adjoining the lands in question; that they own valuable water
rights, consisting of one ditch, three miles and a half long, and another,
one mile in length, a reservoir, 1100 feet of pipe, etc.; that mining is
now being carried on night and day on the tract in Sec. 10, that no
work is being done at present on the tracts in Sec. 11, but that they are
trying to get on to these tracts; that a portion of the main ditch crosses
a corner of lot 6, See. 11, and that the tracts in Sec. 11 can be mined
jby the ditches which they have constructed in Sec. 10; that two tests
made in the winter of 1896 on lots 5 and 6, Sec. 11, averaged from
twenty-seven to thirty-five cents per square yard.
J. W. Hays stated, in his testimony, that over $2,000 in gold had
been taken from lots 5 and 6, Sec. 11, during the two years preceding
the hearing, by different parties, working by license, and that he had
received a percentage of what they took out of the mine.
J. H. Beeman, who said he was twenty-nine years of age, and his
occupation mining and milling, testified that he had prospected the
ground in question, and that the result of his investigation had led him
to invest $2,000 in the purchase of a one-half interest in said lots 5 and
6, Sec. 11; that he had general supervision of the work being done on
the adjoining land in Sec. 10; that he was working with the "Giant,"
which is in operation day and night; that it has been the custom of
their company to permit miners to work on the land in controversy
whenever the water could be spared from their ditch, and that he has
got as high as forty to fifty cents to the pan of dirt from the ground;
that lie was confident that the ground can be mined at a profit, "especially so, since our (their) company own and control all the water rights,
and that the ditch is already constructed;" that it was his "experience
in conducting the mine, that some work is conducted at a loss, but
after this dead work is done, we strike ground that pays for all the
dead work and leaves a profit."
The railroad company introduced four witnesses, but only one of
them claimed acquaintance with the land.
Charles. De France was the first witness for the company, and said
lie was a lumberman,, and resided in Portland,. Oregon; that on the
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day preceding the hearing he had " made considerable examination of
lots 5 and 6, Sec. 11," and made a partial examination of lot 5 in Sec.
10 adjoining the lots in question, and found mining operations in progress in lot 5, Sec. 10; that the work was being done at right angles
with the river and not towards lot 5, Sec. iL; that it looked as if the
work on that lot had been abandoned for some time. He said he had
some dirt and gravel from the entrance to an abandoned tunnel in lot
5, See. 11, panned out, and out of about twenty pans of dirt he got one
color of gold about the size of a point of a pin; that the same conditions existed as to lot 6, See. 11; that he saw nothing on either lot 5 or
lot 6 that looked like bed rock; that, in his opinion, the land was more
valuable for agriculture than for mining purposes, and that it was valuable for raising fruit; that it would cost from three to four times as
much to work the ground over as could be got out of it.
The next witness examined, D. M. Watson, said he kept a restaurant
in Portland, Oregon; that in November, 1894, he examined lots 5,and 6,
Sec. 11, and noticed that there had .been considerable mining done in
lot 6, but that it had evidently been abandoned for at least five years;
that he and his associates filed mineral locations on lots 5 and 6, See.
11, with a view of ascertaining whether it would be profitable to work.
a mine there, and they found that sixty per cent of it is as suitable for
farming purposes as several other tracts which are now in cultivation
in the same township; and that, after having one hundred and twentyfive feet of. driftihg and tunneling done, digging several holes, and
panning dirt that came from several other holes that were dug on the
land, panning in gulches and exposed bahks, he was willing to swear
that, outside of a narrow strip along the river, it is not what should
be termed as mining land, and that he did not believe that there is
a single yard of gravel or earth inside of the meander lines of lots 5
and 6, Sec. 11, that would bear ten cents in gold; that judging fom
the prospecting and exposures on the lots, the amount of earth removed
from them by mining will not exceed one acre, the same being removed
from the gulches passing through the land; and that all the prospecting and mining done have not developed any bed rock, except the rim
or foot of the -mountains on the north side of the lots, leaving the bulk
of them without bed rock above the surface of the water. He further
said that he was claiming the land as transferee of the Oregon and
California Railroad Compahy, having purchased it from the company
as agricultural land for two dollars and fifty cents per acre.
N. E. Brett said he resided in Newburg, Oregon; that he examined
lots 5 and 6, Sec. 11, in November, 1896, for the purpose of determining
their character, as to whether they are more valuable for mineral or
agricultural purposes, and to ascertain the amount of mining work that
had been done on them, and whether they were being worked and ocen1pied as mining ground; that he found they had been worked out, and
the land abandoned; that the land was more valuable for agricultural
than for mining purposes.
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C. L. Carr, who was the last witness examined for the company, said
he was a special agent of the general land office; that he had been
over lots 5 and 6, Sec. 11, and other lands in their vicinity, and that he
considered lots 5 and 6 of such a character as are classed as agricultural; that this visit was made on February 18, 1897.
The local officers and your office, concurring in opinion that railroad
company did not show the non-mineral character of the land, held it to
be mineral. This conclusion was based upon the theory that a certificate of the location of a mining claim upon land returned as agricultural is sufficient evidence that the land is mineral in character to cast
the burden of proving the contrary upon one who asserts its agricultural character, as held in the case of Sweeney v. Northern Pacific
B. R. Co. (20 L. D. 394); Northern Pacific R. 11. Co. v. Marshall et'al.
(17 L. D., 545), and Walker v. Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (24 LID., 172).
But the theory announced in these cases can not be sustained, and they
are to that extent overruled.
The return of the surveyor general, in connection with the survey of
public land to the effect that the land is mineral or non-mineral, is sufficient evidence of its character .to cast the burden of proving the contrary upon one who alleges that the land is of a different character;
but the opportunities and qualifications of surveyors for determining
the mineral or non-mineral character of land are so uncertain that
this presumption is only a slight one and may be readily overcome
by evidence of a higher character. Aspen Consolidated Mining Co.
v. Williams (27 L-. D., 1); Winscott v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co.
(17 L. D., 274, 276); Barden v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (154 U. S.,
288, 320); Lindley on Mines, Sees. 106, 689. This land having been
returned as agricultural, it was necessary for the protestants to show
the existence of mineral in sufficient quantities to make the land more
valuable for mining than for agricultural purposes; or, as was held in
the case of Castle v. Womble (19 L. D. 455), it was incumbent upon
them to show such a mineral discovery as would warrant a person of
ordinary prudence in the further expenditure of his labor and means
with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a valuable mine.
A certificate of the location of a miuing'claim is not in itself evidence
of the mineral character of the land, and therefore would not be suffi.
cient to overcome an agricultural return by the surveyor general.
Such a certificate is nothing more than a notice or statement of the
location of a mining claim, the recording of which is intended to impart
constructive notice of the claim, its locality and extent. Lindley on
Mines, See. 379. This notice or certificate is not made necessary by
the laws of Congress but may be exacted by local laws or customs,
Lindley on Mines, Sees. 273, 328, 389; and when so exacted
it is primea facie evidence only of such facts as are required by law to be stated
therein, provided they are sufliciently stated. A record of a certificate of a location
which recites the citizenship of locators, the fact of discovery, and the fact that the
location had been marked upon the ground so that the boundaries could be readily
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traced, is not evidence of any of these facts in any of the States or Territories, for
the simple reason, that no such facts are required to be stated in any of the statutory notices. Lindley on Mines, Sec. 392.

A legal

mining location must, under Sec. 2320 of the Revised Statutes,

be predicated upon an actual discovery of mineral, and-hence a mere
location certificate, which-even where exacted by local laws or customs--is only one of the steps required to give effect to such location,
is not evidence of such discovery. Etling et al. v. Potter (17 L. D.,,
424); Strepey et al. v. Stark et al. (7 Colo., 614).
The hearing i this case in the local office was conducted, up to the
time of the decision by the register and receiver, as if the burden of
proof was upon the protestants, and therefore what was said by the
local officers and your office respecting the burden of proof was without
injury to the railroad company if under the evidence produced the
protestants have sustained the burden of proof cast upon them by the
rule here announced. This it is believed they have done; their evidence preponderates over that of the, railroad company and shows that
the land in question reasonably promises, with further development,
to become a paying mine.
The conclusion reached by your office is therefore correct, and to that
extent the decision appealed from is affirmed.

MINING CLAIM-ALIEN-ACT OF MARCH 2, 1897.
OPINION.
The act of March 2, 1897, in defining and regulating the rights of aliens to acquire
real estate in the Territories has reference only to lands the title to which has
passed from the United States, and become the subject of private ownership,
and does not confer upon aliens the privilege of occupying or purchasing mining
claims fron the government under the mining laws.
Any restriction placed by section 2, act of March 3, 1887, upon the acquisition of
public lands by a corporation in which a part of the stock is owned -by persons,
corporations, or associations, not citizens of the United States, was removed by
the act of March 2, 1897, so that now a corporation organized under the laws of
the United States, or any State or Territory thereofmay occupy and purchase
mining claims from the government, irrespective of the ownership of stock
therein by persons, corporations, or associations, not citizens of the United
States.
Under the mining laws as at present existing in the United States, and the Dominion
of Canada, the provisions of section 13, act of May 11, 1898, according certain
privileges in Alaska to citizens of the Dominion, are inoperative.

Secretary Hithehoec to the Secretary of State, March 9, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
(G. B. G-.)
At your direction the Third Assistant Secretary of State, in a letter
of January 24, 1899, requests an official interpr6tation of that clause
in section two of the act'of March 2, 1897 (29 Stat., 518), entitled "An
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act to better define and regulate the rights of aliens to bold and own
real estate in the territories," which reads as follows:
This act shall not be construed to preteent ally persons not citizens of the United
States from acquiring or holding ....
any mine or mining claim in any of the territories of the Uniled States.

The language of the clause shows that it was merely intended to
place a precautionary limitation uponi the general restrictions of that
act and not to affirmatively authorize the doing of something for which
there was no authority outside of that act.
Section 2319 of the Revised Statutes, under which rights in and title
to mineral lands may be acquired from the United States, is as follows:
Sico. 2319. All valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States,
both surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free and open to exploration and purchase, and the lands in which they are found to occupation and purchase, by citizens of the United States and those who have declared their intention
to become soch, under regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local customs or. rules of oniners in the several mining-districts, so far as the sane are
applicable and not inconsistent with the laws of the United States.

This section forms a part of the mining laws of the United States, is
applicable alike to all public mineral lands, whether situate in a Territory or in a State, and restricts the privilege of occupying and purchasing mining claims under such mining laws to "citizens of the
United States and.those who have declared their intention to become
such.".:

The act of March 2, 1897, spra,is applicable only to the territories
of the United States, and prescribes when an alien may and when he
may not "acquire title to or own any land in any of the territories,"
and but for the provision of section 7 thereof it might be contended
that the act applies to the acquisition of both public and private lands.
Section 7 declares
That this act shall not n any manner be construed ....
to authorize aliens to
acquire title from the United States to any of the public lands or to in any manner
affect or change the laws regulating the disposal of the public lands of the United
States.

While there is nothing in the act of 1897 which expressly or necessarily manifests an intention to repeal or alter the pre-existing legislation contained in section 2319 and other portions of the public land
laws, the disposition and purpose of Congress to avoid any such consequence or result is clearly disclosed by the language employed in
section 7. It seems therefore to follow that the act of 1897, in defining
and regulating the rights of aliens to acquire real estate, in the territories has reference only to lands the title to which has passed from
the United States and become the subject of private ownership, and
that it was intended that the privilege of acquiring rights in and to
title to public lands should continue to be defined and regulated by
the public land laws.
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By section 2321 of the Revised Statutes it is shown that the words
"citizens of the United States," employed in section 2319, include "a
corporation organized under the laws of the United States or of any
State or Territory thereof," and thereby the privilege of occupying or
purchasing mining claims under the mining laws is extended to such
corporations.
By section two of the act of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat., 476), it was
provided:
SEC. 2. That no corporation or association more than twenty per centum of the
stock of which is or may be owned by any person or persons, corporation or corporations, association or associations, not citizens of the United States, shall hereafter
acquire or hold or own any real estate hereafter acquired in any of the Territories
of the United States.

This act seenis to have been amended and re-enacted by the act of
1897, which omits, and thereby repeals, section two just quoted, so,
any restriction which that section placed upon the acquisition of public
lands by a corporation a part-of the stock of which is owned by persons, corporations or associations not citizens of the United States, was
removed by the act of 1897, and 1ow a corporation organized under
the laws of the United States or of any State or Territory thereof may,
under sections 2319 and 2321 of the Revised Statutes, occupy and purchase maining claims from the government, irrespective of the ownership of stock therein by persons, corporations or associations not
citizens of the United States.
The clause first above quoted from section two of the act of 1897, to
which specific reference is made in the request for this opinion, does
not confer upon aliens the privilege of occupying or purchasing mining
claims from the government under the mining laws.
Since the inquiry, in response to which this opinion is given, grows
out of a report from the United States consul at Victoria, British
Columbia, respecting the enactment by the provincial legislative
assembly of an act limiting the privilege of placer mining to British
subjects and joint stock companies or corporations incorporated under
the laws of that province, your attention is called to section 13 of the
act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat., 409, 415), which provides:
SEC. 13. That native-born citizens of the Dominion of Canada shall be accorded
in said district of Alaska the same mining rights and privileges accorded to citizens
of the United States in British Colambia and the Northwest Territory by the laws
of the Dominion of Canada or the local. laws, rules and regulations; but no greater
rights shall be thus accorded than citizens of the United States or persons who have
declared their intention to become such may enjoy in said district of Alaska; and
the Secretary of the Interior shall from time to time promulgate and enforce rnles
and regulations to carry this provision into effect.

The rights and privileges accorded by this section to citizens of the
Dominion of Canada are confined to the district of Alaska and do not
extend to any other Territory or to any State of the United States. It
has been found impracticable thus far to promulgate or enforce any
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rules or regulations to carry this section into effect, for the reasons
stated in the following portion of the regulations adopted June 8, 1898,
under the said act of May 14, 1898 (27 L. D., 248, 267):
By the laws of the Dominion of Canada citizens of the United States are, with all
other citizens over 18 years of age, permitted to lease mineral lands in British
Columbia and the Northwest Territory upon the payment of a certain royalty
to the general government, but the laws of that Dominion do not authorize.the

purchase of mineral lands in British Columbia or the Northwest.Territory.
The existing laws of the United States do not makie any provision for the leasing
of mineral lands in Alaska either to citizens of the United States or to others, but
they do provide for afd authorize the purchase of such lands ilu Alaska by our own
citizens.

Since this section accords to native-born citizens of Canada "the same mining
rights and privileges" accorded to citizens of the United States in British Columbia
and the Northwest Territory by the laws of the Dominion of Canada, and since
under the laws of the Dominion of Canada the only mining rights and privileges
accorded to citizens of the United States are those of leasing mineral lands upon the
payment of a stated royalty, and since the laws of the United States do not accord
to its own citizens the right or privilege of leasing mineral lands in Alaska, and
since this section also provides that "no greater rights shall be thus accorded" to
citizens of the Dominion of Canada "than citizens of the United States or persons
who have declared their intention to become such may enjoy in such District of
Alaska," it results that for the time being this section is inoperative.

HOMESTEAD-ABANDONMENT.

THOMAS V. GEGG.
A charge of abandonment will not be sstained, where it appears that the entryman duly established his residence on the land, and that during his absence his
family remained thereon.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
March 9, 1899.
(F. C. D.)
On April 28, 1893, Mack Gregg made homestead entry for the W. i of
the NW. j of Sec. 1, T. 14 N., R. 5 E., Guthrie, Oklahoma, land district;
and on December 2, 1895, William Thomas filed an affidavit of contest
against said entry, alleging abandonment; also, an affidavit showing
that Gregg was a fugitive from justice, and was not in Oklahoma.
Notice thereupon issued and service was made by publication.
Hearing was had January 16, 1896, at which Thomas appeared and
submitted testimony in behalf of his contest. Gregg was held in
default.
The local officers, on November 18, 1896, rendered a decision in favorof Thomas; which decision your office, under the second exception to
Rule 48 of Practice, reversed.
Thomas has now appealed to this Department.
On -February 27, 1896, Martha J. Gregg filed corroborated affidavit
alleging, substantially, that she is the widowed mother of the said
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Mack Gregg; that the said Gregg is her eldest son and only support';
that he was single and they have always had their home in common;
that she and, her minor son, aged sixteen years, have resided on said
land with her son Mack Gregg continuously since November 1, 1892;
that this land is the only home she and her family possess, and the only
home they have ever claimed since Gregg made said entry; that there
are thirty-five acres in cultivation and fifty fruit trees on the land; that
she has personally expended the sum of about six hundred dollars to
improve said land since the making of said entry; that on the 25th day
of April, 1895, Mack Gregg was indicted by the grand jury of Lincoln
county, Oklahoma Territory, in the district court of said county and
territory for burglary; that he was arrested by the officers and com-.
mitted to the county jail in default of bail to await his trial at the
November, 1895, term of said court, but during his incarceration,
escaped from said jail and is now a fugitive from justice; and that she
does not know the whereabouts of the said Gregg. She asked that the
case be reopened in order that she might be allowed to submit proof in
support of her said allegations.
The local officers denied the said application.
It is not denied or isputed by Thomas that Gregg duly established
his residence on said land and maintained his residence thereon and
cultivated the land until within a year from date of trial; and continuous absence on the part of Gregg from said land is only shown for a
period of about eight months previous to trial, during which period it
appears from the evidence, the mother of the entryman remained there
and cultivated the land; therefore, Gregg having established his residence on said land in good faith, and his family, consisting of his
mother and minor brother, being and remaining on the land during his
said absence, a charge of abandonment will not be sustained.
The decision of your office is accordingly affirmed and the contest
dismissed.
Mrs. Gregg, in her answer to Thomas' appeal to this Department,
allegesThat she is informed, states and so believes, that the said Mack Gregg died at
Blackwell, in the Territory of Oklahoma, on the 4th day of December, 1896; that
at the time of his death the said Mack Gregg was a single and unmarried man and
left no widow or minor children surviving him; that she the said Martha J. Gregg
is the mother of the said Mack Gregg, deceased, and his only heir.

Therefore, and inasmuch as nore than five years have elapsed since
the date of Gregg's entry, Mrs. Gregg may be allowed to duly submit
satisfactory proof of the death of the entryman, and of compliance with
the homestead law.
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OMAHnA LANDS-F OR]FEITURE-ALIENATION.
CLAYTON P.

WILIIOT ET AL.

Although a purchaser of Omaha lands under the act of August 7, 1882, may be in
default, he is not divested of his right of purchase until a forfeiture of such
right has been declared by the Secretary of the Interior.
There is no statutory inhibition against the sale and transfer of the right of purchase. accorded by said act.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Conmnissioner of the General Land ffice,
(W. V. D.)
March 9, 1899.
(E. P. B.)
The Department is in recepit of your letter of January 7, 1899, with
i of the SE. 1
Sec. 25, T. 24 N., R. 7 E., O'Neill, Nebraska, in which you recommend
that the right of purchase of said tract under the declaratory statement of Clayton P. Wilmot, made March 21,1 8S7, at Neligh, Nebraska,
be declared forfeited, and that said land be offered for sale under the
third section of the act of May 15, 1888 (25 Stat., 130).
This tract is part of the Omaha Indian lands subject to disposal
nder the act of August 7, 1882 (22 Stat., 341), which provided for the
opening of said lands to settlement by proclamation and for the puraccompanying papers, relative to the status of the SW.

chase thereof, at the appraised value, at any time within one year after
the date of said proclamation, by bona fide settlers occupying any portion of said lands and who have made valuable improvements thereon.
The terms of payment were to be, one-third in one year from date of
entry, one-third in two years, and one-third in three years, from said
date, with interest at the rate of five per cent per annum, and in case
of default in either of said payments the person thus defaulting for a
period of sixty days to forfeit absolutely his right to the tract pur-

chased ancto aly payments he may have made.
Clayton P. Wilmot filed declaratory statement for said tract March
21, 1887, together with the NE. - of the SE. 1 and the SE. 4 of the SE.1
of said section 25, and lot 5 of section 36, same towvnship and range,
under the act of August 7, 1882, spra,
and submitted final proof
thereon September 17, 1887, which was rejected by the local officers
because of insufficient residence through the months of June, July,
August, and up to September 17; but he was allowed to make supplemental proof at any tile
showing continuous residence for six months.
From this action no appeal was taken.
The third section of the act of May 15, 1888 (25 Stat., 150), extending
the time of payment for said lands, provided as follows:
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to declare forfeited all lands sold
under said act upon which the purchaser shall be in default, under existing law, for
sixty days after the passage of this act, in payment of any part of the purchasemoney, or in the payment of any interest on sch purchase-money for the period of
two years previous to the expiration of said sixty days. The Secretary of the Interior shall thereupon without delay cause all such land, together with all tracts of
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land embraced in said act not heretofore sold, to be sold by public auction, after due
notice, to the highest bidder over and above the original appraisal thereof, upon
the terms of payment authorized in said act. And the proceeds of all such sales
shall be covered into the Treasury, to be disposed of for the sole use of said Onalht
tribe of Indians, in such manner as sball be hereafter determined by law.

Pursuant to instructions, the register at Neligh, Nebraska, June 12,
1889, transmitted a list of said Omaha lands, upon which no proof had
been made tnder said act of August 7, 1882, in.which was included.
all the lands embraced in the declaratory statement of Wilmot except
the SW. of the SE. I, the land now in question, which was probably
inadvertently omitted.
This list was submitted for consideration to the Secretary of the
Interior, who, on August 31, 1889 (9 L. D., 326), declared a forfeiture
of all the lands embraced in said list and directed that they be advertised and sold in compliance with the terms of the statute. Your office
thereupon canceled the filings covering the lands embraced in said lists
and said lands were sold at public outcry as provided by the statute.
At the sale Clayton P. Wilmot becamethe purchaser of the NE. 4t of
the SE. I and the SE. of the SE. of said section 25, and lot 5 of
said section 36, being the only lands embraced in his declaratory statement which had been declared forfeited; and as to these lands the
payments demanded have been made and the law has otherwise been
complied with.
By letter of July 25, 1898, the local officers reported that their records
showed that Wilmot's declaratory statement was canceled October 9,
1889, as to the E.
of the SW.
of Sec. 25, and lot 5, Sec. 36; but
nothing is said in regard to the SW. .of the SE. i of said section 25.
It appears that the local office considered that the action of your office
cancelling the filing of Wilmot had reference solely to the tracts
embraced in the lists reported to the Secretary, which had been declared
forfeited, and they accepted from Wilmot, in December, 1891, the interest on the purchase price of the SW. oOf the SE. j fron March, 1888,
to August 2, 1891; based upon his original declaratory statement, and
the interest on the purchase price of said tract has since been regularly
paid.
October 27, 1898, you informed the local officers that while the SW. of the SE. was not described in the list, it was no doubt intended
that it should be, and as the declaratory statement had been canceled,
and there was no proof to support the filing, the payment for the tract
was erroneously accepted. The local officers were therefore directed to
advise Wilmot, or any other known party in interest, that he would be
allowed- sixty days from notice to make any showing he might desire, at
the end of which time the matter would be submitted to the Department for appropriate action.
In response to this notice a letter was iled by F. B. Barber, transferee, stating that he purchased from Wilmot the E. Wof the SE.1 of
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said section 25, and lot 5 of section 36, and at the same time he also
purchased from Wilmot the SW. 1 of the SE. 4, which was included in
the deed with the other lots; that he made application to the local
officers at Neligh, iNebraska, to have said tract "annexed to the land
sold to Wilmot at auction," and they informed him that he could have
the land by paying accrued interest from the date of the public sale
on the appraised valuation of the land, which was twelve dollars per
acre. He stated that he had paid the back interest and has paid the
interest regularly since.
Upon said showing you held that the filing covering the said SW.k
of the SE. I had been canceled by your office, and there being no proof
of settlement on said tract, you recommend that the right of purchase
be declared forfeited and that said tract be- offered for sale under the
third section of the act of May 15, 1888.
The failure of the local officers to embrace this tract in the list submitted to the Secretary of the Interior was evidently through inadvertence, because, if Wilmot's right of purchase was subject to forfeiture
as to any part of the land embraced 'in his filing, it was subject to forfeiture as to all. But as the list of lands submitted to the Secretary,
which he declared forfeited, did not embrace this tract, his action was
effective only as to the lands described in the list, and there was no
authority in your office to cancel any filing except as to the lands which
the Secretary had declared forfeited and directed to be re-offered for
sale in the manner provided by the act.
Although a purchaser under the act of August 7, 1882, may be in
default, he is not divested of his right of purchase until a forfeiture of
such right has been declared by the Secretary (Edward Uhlig, 12 L. D.,
111). In this case the records of the local office showed that the filing
of Wilmot remained intact as to the SW. - of the SE. I, and he was
therefore allowed to pay interest upon the purchase price, based on his
original declaratory statement.
The act of August 19, 1890 (26 Stat., 329), extended-the time of payment to the purchasers of said lands and provided that no forfeiture
shall be deemed to have beea incurred on account of the failure to make
the payments due July 1, 1890, under the act of August 7, 1882, and
the acts ainendatory thereof.
The act of August 11, 1894 (28 Stat., 276), further extended the time
by making the first payment due December 1, 1897, and the second
and third payments in one and two years thereafter, respectively. This
act, as well as the act of August 19, 1890, provided that the interest
that had been paid on said lands should be distributed to the members
of the Omaha tribe of Indians in Nebraska pro rata, and all interest
thereafter coming in shall be annually distributed in like manner.
In view of the fact that the iing of Wilmot as to the SW. of the
SE. 1 of said section 25 has not been canceled, and no forfeiture has
been declared as to said tract, he may be allowed to complete his pur-
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chase under the act of August 11, 1882, if he has complied with te
law, which may be determined from the final proof submitted Septem.
ber 17, 1887, which is now with the record in the case.
The mere fact that the local officers rejected said proof and that no
appeal was taken therefrom, will not preclude the Department from
considering the same, there being no adverse claimant.
The proof submitted by Wilmot shows that he was qualified to purchase said lands and was an actual resident thereon, with his family,
on the 15th day of March, 1887, which was maintained continuously to
June 15, 1887; when he boarded with his family elsewhere on account
of sickness, but that he had no other residence than on said claim,
upon which he had put valuable improvements and where he kept his
furniture, domestic animals and live stock. The proof shows that he
had no personal property except what was on the tract, and that all the
land that could be broken was prepared for the cropping of 1888. The
proof was rejected by the local officers because he had failed to actually
reside on the land with his family from Jane 15, 1887, to September 15,
the date when his final proof was taken.
This proof should not have been rejected. While Wilmot did not
actually reside on the land for the three months preceding the submission of his proof; he was at the date of his filing a bona fide settler
who, with his family, was occupying the tract and had made valuable
improvements thereon. The act provided that these lands should be
appraised i tracts of forty acres each and sold at the appraised value
to bonafide settlers occupying the same and having valuable improvements thereon, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to be sold'
to each settler. The proof submitted by Wilmot shows that he was a
qualified purchaser under said act.
Subsequent to December, 1890, Wilmot sold the tracts of land purchased by him at the public offering to F. B. Barber, and included in
the same deed the SW. i of the SE., which had not been so offered and
upon which he had paid interest on the purchase price based upon his
original filing therefor. Barber has since continued to pay the interest
upon the purchase price for said tract. The sale of his right of purchase to Barber was not in violation of law, as there was no inhibition
in the act against such sale and transfer.
You will therefore advise the local officers that upon the payment by
Barber of all amounts due for said tract, both principal and interest,
they will issue final certificate to him accordingly.
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HOISTEAD CONTEST-DISQUALIFICATION-'RELINQUISHMENT.
MARSHALL V. MURRISON.
The surveyor general's return, as to the quantity of land in a legal sub-division, is
only considered conclusive for the purpose of the disposition thereof as public
land.
To establish the allegation that an entryman is disqualified-by the ownership in fee
simple of one hundred and sixty acres, the proof must show that the eutryman
owned in full said quantity or more; if the ownership is of a less quantity, however much less that quantity may be, the owner is not disqualified.
A relinquishment cannot be held the result of a contest where it is made and filed
without actual knowledge of said contest, and the principal charge therein is
not.sustained by the evidence submitted.

Secretary Hitchcock to the ('omntissioner of the General Land Qffloe,
(W. V. D.)
March 9, 899.
(G. C. ..)
On September 23, 1898, the Department reversed the action of your
office and the local office, and held intact the homestead entry made
November 21, 1893, by Edward Murrison for the NE. i of Sec. 23, T. 29,
R. 3 W., Enid, Oklahoma.
On December 1, 1898, the Department entertained a motion for
review, notices whereof have been duly given and arguments of opposing counsel filed.
The record shows that on November 15, 1893, Elisha J. Tibbitts
made homestead entry of theland, and on November 21, 1893, Edward
Murrison applied to enter it; his application was rejected because of
Tibbitts' entry.
,On December 14, 1893, Tibbitts made a written relinquishment of
his entry on the back of the receiver's receipt, and on the same day
acknowledged before a notary public the instrument "to be his voluntary act and deed." On the next day, December 15, 1893, but before
Tibbitts' relinquishment was filed in the local land office, Walter S.
Marshall filed his homestead application for the land, and also his
contest affidavit against Tibbitts' entry, alleging that he (Marshall)
wasThe prior bona fide settler on the land embraced in said homestead entry and by reason
of his priority of settlement made prior to said entry and prior to any settlement made
by said eutryman, that afflant made settlement on said tract at about 10 o'clock, A. M.,
on the 6th day of November, 1893, and said entry was made in fraud of afflant's prior
settlement rights to said tract. Afflant is a qualified homestead entrynian, as shown
by his homestead application and affidavits hereto attached and made a part of this
affidavit.. Said afflant further alleges that at the date of, settlement there was no
one residing there except said Elisha J. Tibbitts, who lived there without his wife;
that afflant began improving said land on the 8th (of) Nov. 1893-then began on the
14th building a house eight by sixteen feet-frame. Afflant further says that said
defendant, as he is informed and believes, is not a qualified entryman for the reason
that afflant is informed and believes that said defendant was at the date of settlement and entry by said defendant the owner of one hundred and sixty acres in fee
simple, etc.
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Three days after said contest affidavit was filed, and on December
18, 1893, Tibbitts' relinquishment (above referred to) was filed, and on
the same day Edward Murrison made homestead entry of the land.
On August 16, 1894, or eight months after Marshall filed his contest
affidavit, hearing was ordered. The trial was set for October 5th of
that year; Tibbitts made default, but Murrison appeared and asked to
be allowed to intervene. His motion was denied. Marshall introduced
testimony under his contest, and Murrison was notified to appear at
the local office on October 15, 894, and show cause why his entry
should not be canceled. Under that order considerable testimony was
taken, resulting in the decisions to which reference is above given,
The motion herein alleges error, substantially, as follows:
1. In not finding that Tibbitts' relinquishment was the result of
Marshall's contest.
2. In not finding that Tibbitts was disqualified from making said
entry because he was at the time the owner of one hundred and sixty
acres of land in the State of Kansas.
3. Error not to find that the tract books of your office show that the
lands in the State of Kansas, described in copies of deeds introduced in
evidence as owned by Tibbitts, embrace one hundred and sixty acresthe exact area of the two as shown by the plat being 160.269 acres.
4. Error not to find that Tibbitts having filed his relinquishment
pending Marshall's contest, said relinquishment inured to the benefit
of contestant.
5. Error not to find that Murrison was not a bona fide settler on the
land prior to Marshall.
6. Error not to find that Marshall's contest, filed December 15, 1893,
was notice to both Murrison and Tibbitts.
The first and principal question raised by this motion is, whether
the Department erred in holding that Marshall failed to sustain his
allegation that Tibbitts was disqualified when he made entry of the
land.
In Marshall's contest .against Tibbitts-the latter defaulting-there
were introduced certified copies of two deeds. The certificates were
made by the register of deeds for Geary county, Kansas, and, were
dated August 31, 1894, thirty-five days before the hearing.
The copies so certified show that, on November 8, 1880, William L.
Girard and wife, for the consideration of $1200,- conveyed to Elisha J.
Tibbitts the E. of the SE. -1 of See. 14, T. 12 S., R. 4 E., Kansas
(erroneously noted in movant's brief as the S. I of SE. 1 of said section), "containing eighty acres, more or less," subject to a certain
mortgage of $500; also that on November 29, 1882, Jane Thomas, a
widow, &c., for the consideration of $1000, conveyed to Elisha J. Tibbitts the N. of the SW. i of Sec. 12, T. 12 S., R. 4 E., Kansas, "containing eighty acres," and subject to a mortgage of $100.
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It appears that the lands above described were in the name of Elisha
J. Tibbitts, on November 15, 1893 (the date of his entry).
Marshall testified that he wrote to the register of deeds of Geary
county, Kansas, and learned that Tibbitts * owned-one hundred and
sixty acres of land."
Movant admits that the above testimony "was substantially the
record" upon. the close of the testimony of Marshall v. Tibbitts.
In response to the order of the register to show cause, etc., Murrison
appeared at the local office, October 15, 1894, and moved for a continuance. The affidavit in support of that motion cannot be found among
the files of the case; it was evidently, however, based upon the absence
of certain witnesses, for Marshall in resisting the motion admitted that
the absent witnesses would if present " testify to the facts set out and
contained in said affidavit,? and the trial proceeded.
The record shows that Marshall admitted that HI. ]EL Mead would, if
personally present, testify as follows:
I am the county surveyor of Geary county; the government plats and field notes
in my office show that B. J. Tibbitts' land in this county contains 157.74 acres and
no more.

Marshall further admitted that, if George Gross were personally
present he would testify as follows:
I am recorder of deeds of Geary Co., Kansas; the records in my office show that
the N. SW.
of Sec. 12, Tp. 12 S., R. 4 E., and the E. i SE. J of Sec. 14, Tp. 12,
R. 4 E., is the only land in this county in the name of E. J. Tibbitts.

In admitting that the absent witnesses would, if present, testify to
the statements above set out, Marshall did not admit the truth of those
statements; but the statements must be received with like force and
effect as if the witnesses had been present and so testified. Movant
insists that the testimony of the absent witnesses so offered does not
show that Tibbitts was not the owner of one hundred and sixty acres
at date of his entry (November 15, 1893); that the statements in the
affidavit related to the date of hearing, and not the date of entry;
hence, did not disprove the showing made in the certified copies of the
deeds. - As before seen, the affidavit for continuance is not among the
files, and its date cannot therefore be given.
If the alleged facts to which the absent witnesses would testify did
not meet the averments in the contest affidavit, or the proof offered in
support of them, by reason of the fact that the deeds showed Tibbitts'
ownership of one hundred and sixty acres of land at date of entry,
and the absent witnesses would only swear to Tibbitts' ownership of a
less quantity of land at a later date, that fact should have been pointed
out at the time the affidavit for continuance was offered, and objections
made to the motion on that account. The fact that such objection was
not made, and that the motion was denied, shows that the parties all
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understood that the time referred to in the affidavit was the date of
Tibbitts' entry.
Movanlt calls attention to the. plat books and the tract books of your
office, and insists that those records show that the lands above described
as being conveyed to Tibbitts contain more than one hundred and sixty
acres of laud, and that te Department hould test "the accuracy of
the recitals" in the deeds to Tibbitts by those books.
The land conveyed to Tibbitts had long prior to that conveyance
been patented by the government and had become private property.
It may be admitted that the government plat books show that the designated subdivisions of the Kansas lands as originally patented contain one hundred and sixty acres. The plat books, which are made
out from the field books, show the boundaries and contents of the land.
Under section 2396 of the Revised Statutes, each section or subdivision;
of section the contents whereof have been returned by the surveyor
general "shall be held and considered as containing the exact quantity
expressed in such return." The surveyor general's return, as to the
quantity of land in a legal sub-division, is only considered conclusive
for the purposes of the disposition thereof as public land (Mason v.
Cromwell, 26 L. D., 369). It results that the plat books referred to by
the movant as showing the quantity of land held by Tibbitts, are not
conclusive evidence in this case of the quantity of such lands at the
date of Tibbitts's entry.
Eliminating all considerations of the affidavit for continuance, and
the plat books of your office, and leaving the ease alone upon the evidence of the deeds showing Tibbitts' ownership of the Kansas lands,
the proof is not sufficient.
It will be noticed that the deed from Girard and wife to Tibbitts conveyed "eighty acres more or less"-how much more or how much less
does not appear. The deed to Tibbitts from Mrs. Thomas calls for
eighty acres. So there is no positive proof that Tibbitts was at date
of entry "seized in fee simple of one hundred and sixty acres of land."
As said in the decision under review, the alleged disqualification
must be shown by "definite, positive proof." To establish the disqualification charged, the proof must show that the entryman owned
in full one hundred and sixty acres of land, or more; if the ownership
is of a less quantity, however much less the quantity may be, the owner
is not on that account disqualified. Mason v. Cromwell, on review, 26
L. D., 69.
The proof offered does not affirmatively show the disqualification
alleged.
As above seen, Tibbitts actually executed his relinquishment before
Marshall filed his contest affidavit. The relinquishment appears to
have been given to Murrison in pursuance of a previous promise on
Tibbitts' part, who had been threatened with a contest. While the
relinquishment was filed three days after Marshall filed his contest,
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yet it is clear that neither Murrison nor Tibbitts had actual knowledge
of the contest when the relinquishment was made and acknowledged,
or when the same was filed and Murrison's entry allowed. But Tibbitts' relinquishment was evidently the result of his fears that some
one would contest his entry; several had threatened to file such a contest alleging his disqualifications, and among them was Marshall. It
is above shown that Marshall failed to sustain his charge. Counsel for
movant insists that the filing of the relinquishment was an admission
of record "of the truth of Marshall's charge that he, Tibbitts, was the
owner of 160 actes of land," &c., and cites the case of Osborne v. Crow,
11 L. D., 210, which says:
The rule that a relinquislment filed pending a contest is presumed to be the result
of the contest is founded upon the theory that the entryman by filing the relinquishment has admitted the truth of the charge, but when the eharge is not sustained no
such presumption can attach. It has therefore been held that while a relinquishment tiled pending a contest is presumed to be the result of the contest, such presumption is not conclusive, and upon proof that the relinquishment was not the
result of the contest, the contestant must depend upon his ability to sustain the
charge. Mitchell v. Robinson ( L. D., 546); McClellan . Biggerstaff (7 L. D., 442).

It is above shown that neither Tibbitts nor Murrison had actual
knowledge of the coitest filed by Marshall; and since the principal
charge made in the contest affidavit, i. e., Tibbitts' disqualifications,
was not sustained by the proofs offered, it cannot be presumed that the
relinquishment was the result of the contest.
Finally, the proof wholly fails to show that Marshall settled on the
land in advance of Murrison. The latter first -slept on the laud
November 4, 1893, eleven days before Tibbitts made entry. Murrison
was therefore a settler on the land when the same was public land, -and
continued to occupy and improve it. It is true that he occupied the
house built by Tibbitts. but it was apparently not with the latter's
consent. To prevent a contest, Tibbitts promised Murrisou that he
would relinquish the entry, and did so i less than a month after his
entry was allowed. If Marshall ever settled on the land, he lost his
settlement rights by abandonment, for he had not established his residence on the land at date of hearing-eight months after his alleged
settlement.

Upon due consideration of all that is said in support of the motion
for review, no sufficient grounds appear for disturbing the decision
complained of.
The motion is therefore denied.
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BOUNDARY.

JOHN H. WALKER.
In the survey of a small holding, claim that has a boundary line in comnmon with an
adjacent claim, for which mileage has been charged and allowed, the surveyor
is only entitled to compensation for such common boundary line when it is actually run the second time, and such action appears from the record to have been
necessary.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
March 9, 1899.
(E. F. B.)

-

The Department has considered the appeal of John H. Walker, deputy surveyor, from the decision of your office of November 29, 1898,
requiring a re-statement of his account for surveys of "small holding
claims" in the Territory of New Mexico under contract No. 298.
This contract was awarded for the survey of possessory claims aris'
ing under the sixteenth section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,
-854), as amended by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stat.,; 470), which
provides:
That in township surveys hereafter to be made in the Territories of New Mexico,
Arizona, and Utah, and in the States of Colorado, Nevada, and Wyoming if it shall
be made to appear to the satisfaction of the deputy surveyor making such survey
that any person has, through himselft his ancestors, grantors, or their lawful successors in title or possession, been in the continuous adverse actual bonaide possession, residing thereon as his home, [the words underscored being stricken ot of the
original act by the ameudatory act of February 21, 1893], of any tract of land or in
connection therewith of other lands, all together not exceeding one hundred and
sixty acres in such township for twenty years next preceding the time of making such
survey, the deputy surveyor shall recognize andt establish the lines of such possession and make the subdivision of the adjoining lands in accordance therewith.
Such possession shall be accurately defined in the field-notes of the survey and
delineated on the township plat, with the boundaries and area of the tract as a separatelegal subdivision. The deputy surveyor shall return with his srvey the name
or names of all persons so found to be in possession, with a proper description of the
tract in the possession of each as: shown by the survey, and the proofs furnished to
him by such possession.

In stating his account for the surveys made under said contract, the

deputy surveyor has charged for the entire mileage of each separate
claim, although some of said boundary lines are identical and common
to adjoining claims, which he asserts is in accordance with the advice
contained i the letter from your office of October 25, 1897.
Your office rejected said account and required the deputy surveyor
to restate it upon the ground that to allow payment for the same would
be to allow double compensation for chaining and measuring boundary
lines which are identical and common to adjoining claims.
The letter of October 25, 1897, which the deputy surveyor in his
appeal contends authorized the statement of the account in the manner presented, was written in response to a letter from the surveyor-
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general requesting a ruling upon several questions therein presented,
among which was te following:
Where the dividing or boundary line of one claim is also the boundary of another
claim, and is written in the field notes of the deputy surveyor twice, or as a distinct
boundary for each claim, as is always required, will said line be computed as having
been run twice ?

To this inquiry your office, by letter of October 25, 1897, answered
thatWhere said liner as described, is aetually run and marked in the field, and said
action is absolutely necessary in order to determine the boundaries of the claim in
question, compensation will be allow ed for running and marking said line, even
though the line had previously been marked in connection with the boundaries of
another and adjoining claim.

'The action of your office in requiring a restatement of this account
was not inconsistent with the advice contained in your said letter of
October 25, 1897. It is not shown that the common boundary lines
between two laims were actually run and marked in the field twice, or
that said action was absolutely necessary in order to determine the
boundary of the second claim. If the line for which the charge is
made was actually run twice, and such action was necessary to determine the boundary of any claim, the deputy surveyor would be entitled
to compensation for mileage of the entire claim, although one of the
boundaries may be common to an adjoining claim for which mileage had
already been charged and allowed; but no showing to this effect is
made in this appeal. The principal ground upon which he bases his
claim is that proofs on said claims can not be legally obtained at one
and the same time, so as to survey them at one and the same time, but
they must be done at various periods, ad such claims can not be surveyed without retracing many of the lines of previously surveyed claims.
He further contends that it requires twice the time to write up the field
notes in small holding claims, for each separate claim, that it does to do
the field work, and the adoption of a line which has been once run and
marked for one claim as the boundary of a subsequently surveyed claim,
requires it to be retraced and re-m arked, which materially increases the
labor and should not be required without compensation.
Whether the compensation allowed be or be not adequate to the
work performed, it is sufficient to say that there is no authority to
allow mileage for running the same line twice unless it was actually
run a second time and was necessary, which does not appear from this
record.
The decision of your office is affirmed.
12781-VOL 28
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RESERVOIR SITE-WITHDRAWAL--ACT OF MARCH 3, 1891.
CARLS

ILDT.

Under the act of March 3,1891, the Secretaryof the Interior has authority to release
from reservation any portion of the lands selected for reservoir purposes under
the act of October 2, 1888, and the acts amendatory thereof, if it is made to
appear that such land is not actually necessary for the purpose for which said
reservation was made.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commnzissioner of the General Land Oce,
(E. F. B.)
M1arch 9, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
The Department is in receipt of your letter of December 23, 1898,
with accompanying papers relative to the petition of Carls Hildt to
have lots 1, 2, 3. and 4, See. 8, T. 14 N., R. 5 E., Salt Lake Meridian,
withdrawn from reservation, and that he be allowed to make homestead
entry of said tract.
These lots were reserved for reservoir purposes as the Bear lake reservoir site No. 1, Utah-Idaho, under the act of October 2, 1888 (25 Stat.,
505, 526), making an appropriation for the selection and survey of sites
for reservoir purposes, which contained the following provision:
And all the lands which may hereafter be designated or selected by such United
States surveys for sites for reservoirs, ditches or canals for irrigation purposes and
all the lands made susceptible of irrigation by such reservoirs, ditches or canals are
from this time henceforth hereby reserved from sale as the property of the United
States, and shall not be subject after the passage of this act, to entry, settlement or
occupation until further provided by law.

The act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 371, 391),. repealed so much of
said act of October 2, 1888, as provided for the withdrawal of the public lands from entry, occupation and settlement, and provided thatall entries made or claims initiated in good faith and valid but for said act, shall be
recognized and may be perfected in the same manner as if said law had not been
enacted. Except that reservoir sites heretofore located or selected shall remain
segregated and reserved from entry or settlement as provided by said act, until
otherwise provided by law, and reservoir sites hereafter located or selected on publie lands shall in like manner be reserved from the date of the location or selection
thereof.

By the seventeenth section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,
1095), it was provided that the reservoir sites located and selected, and
to be located and selected, under said actsshall be restricted to and shall contain only so, much land as is actually necessary
for the construction and maintenance of reservoirs, excluding as far as practicable
lands occupied by actual settlers at the date of the location of said reservoirs.

The petitioner shows by his corroborated affidavit that he settled
upon this land during the month of April, 1889, and that his settlement and residence upon said tract has been continuous from that time
to the present.
While the reservoir site embracing the land settled upon by Hildt
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was not designated- or selected for reservoir purposes until July, 1889,
it took effect from the date of the act of October 2, 1888, under which
the selection was made, and no relief is afforded to Hildt under the act
of August 30, 1890. But there is ample authority, under the act of
March 3, 1891, in the Secretary of the Interior, to release from reservation any portion of the lands selected for reservoir purposes under the
several acts if it shall be made to appear that any lands so selected are
not actually necessary for the purposes for which said reservation was:
made.
This petition was referred to the Director of the Geological Survey,
who, by letter of January 19, 1899, reported thereon as follows:
The tract of land involved is so small, as compared with the area of land which
may be flooded by the construction of a reservoir, that it does not seem desirable to
wvithhold from -lildt the privileges shared by others. It does not seem to me necessary to retain this particular land, and I beg to suggest that it be released from
reservation, retaining, if permitted by law, the flowage right to the height of
approximately 10 feet above the present ordinary lake level. From general knowledge of the conditions it does not seem desirable to incur the expense of a special
survey.

In view of the recommendation of the Director of the Geological
Survey, and it appearing that the petitioner has settled upon and
improved said tract in ignorance of the reservation for reservoir purposes and has continued to reside upon and improve said- land since

the date of his settlement, it is hereby ordered that said lots 1, 2, 3 and
4 of Sec. 8, T. 14 N., R. 5 E., Salt Lake Meridian, be released from said
reservation, and that the Director of the Geological Survey be notified
of this action.
The application of Carls Hildt to make homestead entry of said
tracts will be received if no other objection appears against the granting of the same.
SCH9L INDEMNITY SELECTIONS-FOREST RESERVATION.

CIRcULAR.

Commissioner Hermann to registers and receivers, larch 11, 1899.
The following regulations are hereby prescribed under Sec. 2275 of
the Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of February 28, 1891
(26 Stats., 796), in pursuance of the decision of the Secretary of the
Interior, dated January 3, 1899, in the case of the State of California
(28 L. D., 57), to wit:
1. Applications for indemnity lands in lieu of school sections sixteen
and thirty six which have been embraced, after survey, within the
boundaries of a forest reservation, must designate by specified lega
subdivisions the lands in lieu of which indemnity is desired. The mere
designation of forty, eighty, or other number of acres, will not be
accepted as a sufficient description.
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2. The State will be required to file with each list of selections a
relinquishment to the United States, by the officer or officers charged
with the care and disposal of such State lands, of all its right and title
in and to the lands designated as bases; and also a certificate by such
officer or officers that the State has not encumbered, sold or disposed
of, nor agreed to encumber, sell or dispose of, any of the said lands,
and that none of them are in possession of any third party under any
law or permission of the State.
3. The said relinquishment must be executed, acknowledged and
recorded in the same manner as conveyances of real property are
required to be executed, acknowledged and recorded by the laws of the
State; and therewith must be filed a certificate by the recorder of deeds
or official custodian of the records of transfers of real estate in the
proper county, that no instrument purporting to convey or i any way
encumber the title to any of said laud is on file or of record in his office.
4. All applications pending at date of the receipt hereof by the
respective local land offices must be made to conform to the foregoing
requirements, and for that purpose a reasonable time will be allowed
for amendment.
Approved,,
THOS. RYAN,

Acting Secretary.
SINNETT V. CHEE K.

Motion for review of departmental decision of January 13, 1899, 28
L. D., 20, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, March 11, 1899.,
INDIAN: LANDS-CONTEST-SUSPENDED

BRADLEY v.

LIEMTETuX

ALLOTMENT.

ET AL.

A hearing will not be ordered to ascertain alleged settlement rights acquired on
land embraced within a suspended Indian allotment, where, prior to the alleged
settlement, the allotment was allowed and the order of suspension made.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
March 11, 1899.
(W. M. W.)
Albert Bradley has appealed from your office decision of October 29,
1898, rejecting his application for a hearing for the purpose of determining his right to make homestead entry for the E. of the SE. of
Sec. 10, and the W. of the SW.
of Sec. 11, T. 151 N., R. 29 W.,
Duluth, Minnesota, land district.
On August 24, 1898, said Bradley filed in the local office his corroborated affidavit, alleging that on April 20, 1896, hecommenced settlement on the E.

SE. , section 10, and the W. A: SW. , section
11, Twp. 151 N., R. 29 W., with a view to acquiring the same under the homestead
laws of the United States.
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That he immediately prosecuted said settlement by erecting on said land a habitable and sufficient log house, which, when- completed, he furnished with all necessary housekeeping and cooking utensils and established his actual residence therein.
That he has ever since maintained his actual and continuous residence in said house
on said land and has cleared about two acres of said land, and raised crops thereon
each season since his said settlement.
That at the time of his said settlement there were no improvements of any character on said land, nor were there any indications whatever that any person claimed,
or had ever claimed, the same. That the plat of the -survey of said township bad
not been filed in this office and he had no means of knowing, and did not know, that
any appropriation of said tract, or any part thereof, had been attempted by any one.
That as now appears by the records of this office, the S. of the SE. :iof said section 10 is covered by the Indian allotment No. 329 of one John Lemieux, and the
N. of the SE. i of said section 10 has thereon the Indian allotment of one Peter
Lemieux for his minor child Paul Lemieux.
And in this behalf affiant says that said allotments are, and each of them is, fraudulent and void for the reason that said John Lemieux never made or caused to be
made, any improvements of any nature or character on said tract covered by his
said allotment, and said Peter Lemieux never settled and resided upon an allotment
claim of his own, as a basis for asserting any allotment for his minor child.

He prays that a hearing may be ordered at which he may he allowed
to prove the allegations of his affidavit,
with a view to the cancellation of said allotments Nos. 329 and 371 and the allowance of his homestead entry pursuant to his said settlement on said land.

The register and receiver forwarded Bradley's showing to your office,
and on October 29, 1898, your office considered and disposed of it as
follows:
-

However, as allotment applications Nos. 329 and 371, which cover a part of the
land claimed by Bradley, were suspended by the Secretary of the Interior on Decemher 2, 1895, and as Bradley does not -claim settlement prior to the dates of the allotments, which were filed in 1894, and as his application for a hearing was made subsequent to the date of the order suspending the said allotments, his said application
for a hearing is dismissed.

Bradley appeals.
In Willam J. Cowling (27 L. D., 554) it was held that (syllabus):
Land included in a suspended Indian allotment is not open to purchase under the
timber land law; nor will a contest against said allotment, filed subsequent to the
order of suspension be entertained.

The land involved in said case was alleged to be valuable only for
the timber. In the case at bar it is sought to lay the foundation for a
homestead entry covering land presumably valuable for agricultural
purposes.

In the appeal it is in effect conceded that a contestant who is asserting a claim based on other grounds that a settlement right, might
be denied the right to contest said allotment under the order of the
Department generally suspending all allotments in the Duluth land
district. But it is contended that because Bradley is asserting a claim
as a onadfide settler on the land in question his case should be made
an exception to the general rule.
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The suspension of the allotments here in question was essentially
the initiation of proceedings against them on the part of the government. The alleged settlement claim of Bradley dates from April, 1896,
which was long after the allotments sought to be contested were filed,
and after they were suspended.
The matter of settlement upon laud embraced in an Indian allotment
similar to those involved herein, was before the Department and
thoroughly considered in the case of William Kalmbach, 26 L. D., 207.
In that case the applicant to contest the allotment alleged settlement
prior to the time the allotment was filed. Your office dismissed the
application to contest the same, as in this case, and upon appeal it was
held (syllabus):
In proceedings by the government to determine whether an application by au
Indian to select certain tracts as an allotment shall be allowed, a stranger to the
record, alleging prior settlement rights, will not be heard to set up his claim, but
must await the disposition of the pending action.

In this class of cases, if the right of contest should be denied a contestant who alleges prior settlement upon the laud involved, there certainly would be equal, if not stronger, reason for denying the right to
one who alleges settlement after the filing and suspension of the allot-

ment claim.
It follows that there was no error in the action of your office in dismissing Bradley's application to contest the Indian allotment claims in
question.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.

JARED V.

EEVES.

Motion for review of departmental decision of November 11, 1899,
27 L. D., 597, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, March 11, 1899.

HOMESTEAD SETTLER-DISQUALInICATION-OWNVNERSHIP Or LAND.
GOURLEY V. COUNTRYMAN (On Review).
The fact that a settler is not disqualified as an etrymam by the ownership of land
at the date of his settlement, will not relieve him from the operative effect of
the statutory inhibition, if he subsequently becomes the owner in fee simple of
one hundred and sixty acres while his rights, as against an adverse claimant,
are dependent upon the maintenance of his status as a qualified settler.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
March 11, 1899.
(L. L. B.)
Counsel for William Gourley have asked a review of departmental
decision of December 21, 1898 (27 L. D., 702), involving the N. j of the
W. i of Sec. 28, T. 11 N., R. 3 W., Oklahoma land district, Oklahoma.
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In said decision the action of your office dismissing Gourley's contest
against the entry of George W. Countryman for said land was affirmed.
The contest alleged prior settlement by Gourley and that the entry
of Countryman, was made in collusion with one Pence for the purpose
of acquiring Gourley's improvements.
Countryman's. entry was made upon the relinquishinent of Pence
July 26, 1895. The entry of Pence was made February 14, 1896, in the
exercise of a preference right awarded him for a successful contest
against a former entry by Gourley. At the time Pence relinquished
and Countryman made entry (July 26, 1895), Gourley, the movant
herein, was still occupying the tract in controversy, not having removed
therefrom after the cancellation as the result of the contest of Pence.
It was such settlement by him that he relied on to sustain his claim
against the entry of Countryman.
It was shown in evidence and admitted by Gourley that he made
final proof and received final certificate for one hundred and sixty
acres of land in South Dakota on August 14,1895, while the land in
controversy was covered by the entry of Countryman and while Gourley was claiming settlement thereon.
In the decision complained of the Department held thatAt the instant Gourley received his final certificate, the superior right of Countryman attached by reason of his entry, which was no longer assailed by the claim of
a qualified settler.

Counsel in their motion assail this conclusion of law and insist1st. That the holder of a final certificate is not such an owner in fee
simple as is contemplated by the act of May 2, 1890 (26 Stat., 81), and
2nd. That the acquisition of one hundred and sixty acres of land
after settlement has been initiated, does not, under said act, disqualify
the settler.
In the decision sought to be reviewed it was said:
At common law, the owner in fee simple of land was such an owner as had full
disposal of the title during his lifetime and upon whose death the absolute title
descended to his heirs,-

and that under the decisions of this Department and of the supreme
court, lands embraced in a final certificate of entry were subject to
alienation, and upon the death of the holder of the certificate
descended to his heirs, and that consequently such an ownership came
within the purview of the statute and disqualified the owner from
entry of lands in Oklahoma.
While not disputing the right of alienation, counsel insist that until'
patent is issued the fee remains in the government. The legal title
does remain in the government until patent issues; but, if the entryman has complied with the law and received final certificate, he is the
equitable owner of the land and the government holds the legal title in
trust for him. The government can not thereafter dispose of the land,
but the entryman can. It is true that while the legal title remains in
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the government the land department possesses the power and authority to inquire whether the law has been complied with and the final
certificate rightfully issued, and, after due notice and hearing, to
cancel the certificate if wrongfully obtained or issued. After patent
issues the courts possess similar power and authority, and yet it has
never been suggested that this prevents a patentee from being seized
in fee simple within the meaning of the statute now under consideration.
In the brief submitted with the motion it is very strongly insisted,
in effect, that if it should be conceded that the holder of a final certificate is such an owner of land as contepplated by the act, it must be
shown that he was such an owner at the date of initiating his settlement, and that the subsequent acquisition of a hundred and sixty acres
of land would not disqualify him. In support of this, counsel rely
upon the language of the act, as follows:
And no person who shall at the time be seized in fee simple of one hundred and
sixty acres of land in any state or territory shall hereafter be entitled to enter land
in said territory of Oklahoma.

They contend that the phrase, "at the -time," refers to the initiation
of the settlement, and if the settler is qualified at that instant, the
demands of the law, in this respect, are satisfied.
There is, perhaps, nothing better settled by adjudicated precedents
than that settlement under the act of May 14, 1880, to be effectual as
against an adverse claimant, must be continuous. If it is interrupted
or discontinued, the adverse claim attaches.
The rule is uniform and unbroken that in all eases of settlement or filing when
the claimant is disqualified he can acquire no rights by either until after the disqualification is removed. If during the time the disqualification exists, a claim,
whether by settlement or filing, is initiated by a competent claimant to the land
claimed by the person disqualified, the initiation of such claim defeats the right of
the disqualified claimant. (Bennett v. Nuckolls, 22 L. D., page 261 of decision.)

If a claim initiated during the settlement of a disqualifi ed settler
will prevail, it can not be seriously contended that a claim previously
initiated and still continuing at the time the disability attaches, will
not, as well, prevail over that of the disqualified claimant. Gourley's
settlement claim could not attach prior to July 26, 1895, because prior
thereto the land was embraced in the entry of Pence, and Gourley's
continuance thereon was but a naked trespass upon the rights of Pence.
Within a month after the entry of Countryman, whatever rights Gourley had under his claimed settlement ceased by reason of his disqualification attaching by reason of his ownership of the land in South
Dakota.
It is alleged in the motion that the Department erred in finding that
there was no evidence introduced sustaining the charge of conspiracy
between Pence and Countryman. This allegation of error is not sustained by the record, which shows an entire absence of any such evidence or any attempt to produce it.
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There being nothing in the motion calling for a reversal or other
interference with the decision sought to be reviewed, the motion is
denied and herewith returned for the files of your office.

REPAYMLENT-MORTGAGEE-ASSIGNEE.

COMMONWEALTH TITLE, INSURANCE AND TRUST CO.
The assignee of a mortgage is entitled to repayment, where an entry is erroneously
allowed and prior to its cancellation the land is mortgaged and the mortgage
assigned, and after cancellation the mortgage is foreclosed and a sheriff's deed
secured; but the assignee in such case should relinquish all claim to the land
before repayment is allowed.

Acting Secretary Ry.jn to te Commissioner of the General Land Qfice,
(W. V. D.)
March 11, 1899.
(C. J. G.)
This is an appeal by the Commonwealth Title, Insurance and Trust
Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from your office decision of
October 27, 1897, denying its application for repayment of the purchase money paid by Amanda Cornack on the E. A of the SE. i of See.
21, and the NE. 4 of the NIE. of See. 28, being a part of her cash
entry No. 4096 for the E. of the SE. J of Sec. 21, and the N. of the
W~E. 4 of Sec. 28, T. 20 E., R. 5 E., lelena land district, Montana.
The facts as to this entry are set forth in departmental decision. of
April 5, 189 (18 L. D., 352), in the case of said Amanda Cormack, from
which it appears that she made settlement on the land embraced in
her entry, October 25, 1888, and continued to reside thereon until
April 30,1890, when she made final proof. Her proof was accepted
May 9, 1890, and fiuial receipt and certificate issued to her.
January 8, 1890, the township embracing the land in question was
selected and recommenided for reservoir purposes, and July 8, 1890,
your office advised the local office of that fact.
May 10, 1890, Cormack obtained a loan of three hundred dollars
from the Northwestern Guaranty Loan Company, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and as security therefor executed and delivered to the company
a mortgage deed upon the land embraced in her entry. June 9, 1890,
the said company assigned this mortgage to the Commonwealth Title,
Insurance and Trust Company aforesaid.
January 9, 1891, your office informed the local office
that the lapd in question with other lands, was reserved for the Box Elder reservation system, and that the preemption cash entry of Cormack was therefore held for
cancellation as illegal.,

Cormack appealed, and the Northwestern Guaranty Loan Company
filed a petition praying
that a time and place be fixed for a hearing on this petition, and that your petitioner
and the said Amanda Cormack as well, may be granted an opportunity to show
cause why the entry of the said Amanda Cormack may not be canceled.
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In the decision referred to it was held that, as the selection of the
land in question was made in conformity with the acts of Congress,
the Department was "without authority to grant the relief demanded
by Cormack, or to order the hearing petitioned for by the Northwestern Guaranty Loan Company." Your office decision of January 9,
1891, with certain modifications as to the description of the land, was
accordingly affirmed.
August 16, 1894, your office canceled the part of Cormack's entry
in conflict with the Box Elder reservation system.
April 29, 1896, in a suit brought by the Commonwealth Title, Insurance and Trust Company against Amanda Cormack, for the foreclosure of said mortgage, the district court for Cascade county, Minnesota,
the county in which the land is situated, rendered a decree directing
that said land should be sold to satisfy said mortgage indebtedness.
In accordance with this decree the land was sold, the said company
becoming the purchaser and receiving a sheriff's deed for the land.
The Commonwealth Title, Insurance and Trust Company now applies
for repayment as the assignee of Amanda Cormack. Section two of
the act of Juned16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287), is as follows:
In all ases where homestead or timber-calture or desert-land entries or other
entries of public lands have heretofore or shall hereafter be canceled for conflict,
or where from any cause the entry has been erroneously allowed and can not be
confirmed, the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to be repaid to the person who
made such entry, or to his heirs or assignees, the fees and commissions, amount of
purchase money and excess paid upon the same, upon the surrender of the duplicate receipt and the execution of a proper relinquishment of all claims to said land,
whenever such entry shall have been duly canceled by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office.

Your office denied the company's application on the ground that
said company is not an assignee within the meaning of the repayment
statute, because it took title to the land covered by Cormnack's entry
after the cancellation of said entry. This ruling is based upon that
portion of departmental circular of August 6,1880, which declares that
those persons are assignees, within the meaning of the statutes, authorizing the
repayment of purchase money, who purchase the land after the entries thereof are
completed, and take assignments of the title under such entries prior to complete
cancellation thereof.

It is also held by your office that the mortgage deed given by Cormack created merely a lien on the land, and that the mortgagee
therefore is not an assignee of the entryman.
In departmental decision of April 5, 1894, supra, it was held that the
selection of the land in question for reservoir purposes was controlled
by the act of October 2, 1888 (25 Stat., 526), and that under said act
such selection operated retrospectively to reserve the land from entry,
settlement and occupation from the date of the act. As Cormack did
not make settlement until October 25, 1888, and as the selection of the
land for reservoir purposes operated to withhold it from entry, settle-
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ment and occupation from the time when the act was passed (October
2, 1888), and thereby avoided Cormack's subsequent settlement and
entry, it seems to have been held that her entry was erroneously
allowed and could not be confirmed, and it was therefore canceled.
The case is thus one in which repayment is authorized by the statute,
the only question being as to whether the company making application
therefor is an assignee within its terms.
The facts in the case of California Mortgage, Loan and Trust Co. (on
review), 26.L . D., 425, are similar to those in the case under consideration. In that case William B. Stewarts pre-emption cash entry was
canceled because the land covered thereby had been, by executive
order, reserved from entry for the benefit of the Mission Indians.
Prior to the cancellation of his entry the California Mortgage, Loan
and Trust Company had loaned Stewart one thousand dollars, taking
a mortgage upon the laud embraced in said entry to secure payment.
After cancellation of his entry in furtherance of the mortgage, Stewart
gave to the company a deed to the land and an assignent of his claim
against the United States for repayment of the purchase money. In
rendering decision the Department concluded as follows:
It is believed that the California Mortgage, Loan and Trust Company is such an
assignee. If it be conceded that a mortgagee is not an assignee within the meaning
of this statute, and that the right of repayment is restricted to assignees of the land
and does- not extend t assignees of only the clain for money paid; and if it be
coneeded that the right of repayment is aequired by an assignee whose interest in
the land is not obtained until after the cancellation of the entry, it does not follow
that the claim of this company should be enied. Inasmuch as the deed executed
by Stewart to the company in 1894 grew ont of and was the consummation of the
mortgage transaction, it should be treated as giving additional effect to the mortgage, which antedated the cancellation of the entry, and as converting the mortgage
lien into a claim to the land itself in so far as Stewart or any assignee of his could
have such a claim after cancellation of the entry.

In the case at bar Cormack obtained the loan, and executed and
delivered the mortgage deed as security therefor to the Northwestern
Guaranty Loan Company, after the entry and prior to its cancellation.
By assignment of the mortgage the Commonwealth Title, Insurance
and Trust Company succeeded to the rights of the Northwestern company, and this was also effected prior to the cancellation of Cormack's
entry. The foreclosure of the mortgage and the delivery of the seriff's
deed, "grew out of and were the consummation of the mortgage transaction." The mortgage lien thus ripened into a claim to the land
itself-a claim initiated prior to the cancellation of Cormack's entry.
It is apparent that, had there been no failure of government title, the
land, under the foreclosure, would have gone to the Commonwealth
company as assignee. Said company is therefore entitled to repayment in this case.
The repayment statute requires, before purchase money is repaid, the
"surrender of the duplicate receipt and the execution of a proper relin-
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quishment of all claims to the land." The duplicate receipt accompanies the papers in this case, as well as a properly authenticated abstract
of title, but there does not seem to have been a relinquishment from
the Commonwealth Title, Insurauce and Trust Company of all claim to
the land.
Your office decision is hereby reversed, and upon further compliance
by the said company with the law as herein indicated, repayment will
be allowed for that part of the land embraced in Amanda Cormack's
entry which was made ineffectual by the reservation for reservoir purposes.
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-ACT O, JUNE la, 1880.
JOHN M. 1RAN

.IN

Section 2, act of Jne 15, 1880, is a part of the homestead laws, and provides a
method of consummating title under that class of homestead entries which
comes within its provisions. The privilege thus accorded, and the title obtained
thereunder, rest upon and have their inception in the original homestead entry,
which is merged in the higher and perfected title obtained by compliance with
the provisions of said section.
By a purchase under section 2, act of June 15, 1880, of land entered under a soldiers'
certificate of additional right, the original entry is merged in the perfected title
secured under said act, the certificate of right is thereby satisfied, and the certified right of the soldier exhausted.
The case of Johu H. Howell, 24, L. D., 35, overruled.
Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,

(W. V. D.)

March 15, 1899.

John M. Rankia appeals from your office decision of June 2, 18987
denying his application of January 18, 1898, for. a recertification in
his own name of the certificate of soldiers' additional homestead right
issued July 8, 1878, to George W. J. Nations, based upon service in
the Missouri Home Guards during the war of the rebellion.
There is no controversy as to the facts. Later in the year of its
issuance the certificate was transferred to Maletna C. Haws, who made
homestead entry thereunder at the Los Angeles, California, local office.
August 6, 1884, your office referring to the case of Wilson Miller et al.
(6 C. L. 0., 190), held said entry to be illegal because based upon service in the Missouri Home Guards, and allowed Mrs. laws sixty days
within which to show cause why the homestead entry should not be
canceled, or to initiate proceedings to obtain title under section two of
the act of June 15, 1880 (21 Stat., 237). The action taken in similar
instances is further shown in the case of William French (2 L. D., 238).
Mrs. flaws elected to comply, and did comply, with the provisions of
said section two and the land was patented to her accordingly, June
12, 1885. After she had met the requirements of said section the homestead entry made under the Nations certificate was formally canceled
upon the records and a notation of such cancellation, with the remark
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"scrip unauthorized," was written across the face of the certificate,
which was further defaced by the drawing of red lines through the
testimonium and signature of the Commissioner. The certificate was
not returned to Mrs. Ilaws but was retained in its obliterated con di tion
ill the 'files of the General Land Office, among the entry papers. Jannary 10, 1898, Mrs. laws, who was asserting ownership of the certificate and of the right to make entry therein certified, assigned the same
to Rankin. Mrs. laws was herself a bona fide purchaser for value of
the certificate.
Your office decision is i the form of a letter to Rankin and holds, or
at least suggests:
1st. That the certificate was, issued on account of service in the
Missouri Home Guards and was therefore void ab initio for want of
authority in your office to issue the same, so that there was never anything to assign;
2nd. That at the time of his purchase Rankin had knowledge of the

notation upon and defacing of the certificate and therefore was not an
innocent purchaser thereof, even if the person from whom he bought
was an innocent purchaser; and
3rd. That said homestead entry became merged into the title obtained
by Mrs. flaws under section two of the act of June 15, 1.880, of which
it formed the basis, and therefore the certificate with which such entry
was obtained was satisfied, and the right therein certified was exhausted,
before the passage of the act of August 18, 1894 (28 Stat., 397), so that
no certificate remained upon which the confirmatory provisions of that.
act could operate.
That act provides, among other things:
That all soldiers' additional homestead certificates heretofore issued nder the
rules and regulations of the General Land Office under section twenty-three hundred and six of the Revised Statutes of the United States, or in pursuance of the
decisions or instructions of the Secretary of the Interior, of date March tenth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, or any subsequent decisions or instructions of
the Secretary of the Interior or the Commissioner of the General Land Office, shall
be, and are hereby, declared to be valid, notwithstanding any attempted sale or
transfer thereof; and where such certificates have been or may hereafter be sold
or transferred, such sale or transfer shall not be regarded as invalidating the right,
but the same shall be good and valid in the hands of bona fide purchasers for value.

The third paragraph of instructions under the foregoing act, issued
'October 16, 1894 (19 L. D., 302), provides:
To enable assignees of these crtificates to exercise in their own names the right
of entry confirmed by this statute, it is directed that the certificate itself shall, in
each instance, prior to any entry by the assignee, be presented to this office for
examination and additional certification covering the fact of assignment. Holders
of such certificates desiring to exercise a right of entry in their own names, must
file such certificates in this office, together with satisfactory proof of ownership and
of bona fide purchase for value. If, upon examination, the proof so filed is satisfactory, an additional certificate will be attached to the original authorizing the location thereof, or entry of land therewith, in the name of the assignee or his assigns.
You will allow no entries in the names of assignees except upon presentation of such
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additional certificates issued by this office. When such additional certificates are
presented, you will issue homestead papers and the final certificate and receipt, in
the name f the transferee, referring to him in said papers as the "assignee of the
soldier."

Considering said legislation and instructions, 'it was said, in the case
of John M. IRankin (26

L. D., 555):

Under the said act and circular, all that a holder of one of these certificates is
required to show to obtain an additional certification in his own name as assignee,
is that he is a bona fide purchaser thereof for value.
- The construction of this act has heretofore received consideration in several
departmental decisions, and property rights have attached thereunder to such an
extent as to forbid a re-examination of the conclusion announced in those decisions.
The rulings have been that the act is remedial in character; that the purpose of
Congress was to make valid and effective these certificates of soldiers' additional
homestead rights when held by bona fide purchasers for value, irrespective of any
irregularity in their procurement, and notwithstanding the then existing departmental rulings did not recognize transfers or sales thereof; and that one who, relying
upon the action of your office in issuing the certificate, has made purchase thereof in
good faith and for value, comes within the protection of the act. (John M. Rankin,
on re-review, 21 L. D., 404; Henry N. Copp, 23 L. D., 123; John H. Howell, 24
L. D., 35; Robords v. Lakey et a/, ibid., 291.)
Under this interpretation of the act, where the original certification was improvident or unauthorized, the burden of the injury and loss must be borne by the government whose agents committed the mistake, if the certificate is in the hands of a boa
fide purchaser for value who purchased upon the assumption that the certificate was
lawfully issued.

Mrs. flaws being a bona fide purchaser for value of the certificate,
the views thus expressed eliminate every question as to the suggested
irregularity or invalidity in its issuance.
If the certificate was not satisfied and the right therein certified was
not exhausted by the action taken by Mrs. flaws, in perfecting or obtaining title-under the act of June 15, 18801 Raukin's knowledge of
the notation upon and defacing of the certificate is not material. The
action of your office in attempting to revoke the certificate did not
take from Mrs. faws her status as a bonafide purchaser for value, and
could not prevent Congress from subsequently recognizing and validating her claim. If the certificate was not satisfied and the right therein
certified exhausted before the passage of the act of August 18, 1894,
that act made the certificate and certified right a claim in her hands
which she could lawfully sell, and which Rankin could therefore lawfully buy, irrespective of his knowledge of the element of irregularity
or invalidity in the original issuance of the certificate.
The real question, therefore, is whether the title obtained by Mrs.
Flaws under the act of 1880, satisfied the certificate and exhausted
the right therein certified. If so, Rankin was necessarily charged
with notice thereof at the time of his purchase and therefore took nothing by it.
Section two of the act of June 15, 1880, is as follows:
That persons who have heretofore nuder any of the homestead laws entered lands
properly subject to such entry, or persons to whom the right of those having so
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entered for homesteads may have been attempted to be transferred by bona jade
instrument in writing, may entitle themselves to said lands by paying the Government price therefor, and i no ease less than one dollar and twenty-five cents per
acre, antLthe amount heretofore paid the Government upon said lands shall be taken
as part payment of said price: Provided, This shall in owise interfere with the
rights or claims of others who may have subsequently entered such lands under the
homestead laws.
The privilege conferred by this section is restricted to those who had
theretofore made homestead entry of lands properly subject thereto
and to their transferees, and this privilege consists of an opportuity
or right on the part of the entryman or his transferee to entitle himself to the lands entered by paying the government p ice therefor.
There being no occasion for the exercise of this privilege where the
entry had been perfected into full title, it was obviously intended
that the privilege should embrace instances where the entryman had
not entitled, or could not entitle, himself to the lands entered by
compliance with existing laws. As. to such entries, payment of the
purchase price naned was substituted for compliance with the equirements of existing laws. Four things were thereby made necessary to
the obtaining of full title: (1). The land must have been theretofore
entered under the homestead laws by the applicant or one through
whom he claims; (2) the land must have been properly subject to
homestead entry; (3) payment of the government price, less the
amount, if any, theretofore paid the government upon the land; ad
(4) the absence of intervening adverse rights. Whether the homestead
entry was still subsisting or, whether on account of irregularity in its
allowance or subsequent non-compliance with existing laws it had
been canceled, was not material, because if no intervening adverse
right to the land had been acquired the entry was for the purpose of
perfecting title under this statute, confirmed as against any irregularity in its allowance .and rehabilitated as against any cancellation
thereof. It was clearly the purpose of Congress to provide a method

of speedily perfecting an imperfect title under homestead entries theretofore made. The homestead entry thus became the basis or genesis
of the title.
That section two of the act of June 15, 1880, became a part of the
homestead laws is shown in the following decisions:
The case of Martha A. Carter (9 L. D., 604), presented the question
whether a perfecting of title under that section constituted a disposition
of the land "under and according to the provisions of the homestead
laws" within the meaning of the joint resolution of May 14, 1888 (25
Stat., 622), which temporarily prohibited all other disposition of certain lands in Alabama,'and it was there said:
In my opinion, the joint resolution referred to was not intended to repeal, as to
the public lands in Alabama, the second section of the act of June 15, 1880. While
an entry under that section is, no doubt, a "cash entry," in one sense and not merely
the consummation of the homestead- entry on' the previous existence of which the
right to purchase is based, it still remains true that such a "cash entry" is by the
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statute allowed only in view of the prior homestead entry, and stands in much the
same relation to the latter as would a cash entry made under the "commutation
clanse" of the homestead act. The making of such entries is not what is technically meant, in pnblic land-law, by " private sale," against which it is that the prohibition in the resolution was really directed. In my opinion, the act of June 15,
1880, is in fact a part of the "homestead" system, to the.whole of which the name
"homestead laws" is generically applied in the provision of the resolution that only
under these "laws," should lands in Alabaina be disposed of during the period
mentioned.

Section two of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854), authorizes
persons who had theretofore made entry of land under the homestead
law, but who had not then perfected and should not thereafter perfect,
title under such entry, to make another homestead entry; and the case
of Joseph H. Nixon (13 L. D., 257), presented the question whether one
who, under section two of the act of June 15, 1880, perfected title to
land theretofore entered by him under the homestead law thereby
debarred himself from making another homestead entry under the
second section of the act of 1889. The question was answered in the
affirmative, it being held that he had perfected title under the homestead law to the. land entered by him thereunder, and had thereby
exhausted his homestead right. Like rulings were made in the cases
of John Lindell (14 . D., 616); George Wilson's Heirs (22 L. D., 484),
and Samuel S. Montgomery (25 L. D., 227).
Upon mature consideration it is held that section two of the act of
June 15, 1880, is to be regarded as a part of the homestead laws and
as providing a method of consummating title under that class of homestead entries which comes within its provisiolis. The privilege accorded
by that section and the title obtained thereunder rest upon and have
their inception in the original homestead entry which becomes merged
into the higher and perfected title obtained by compliance with the
provisions of said section.
It follows therefore that the Nations certificate, with which Mrs.
Haws' entry was effected, became satisfied, and the right therein certified exhausted, when she carried that entry into a completed title
under the act of 1880. The fact that this was followed by a formal
cancellation of the homestead entry upon the records is of no moment.
That entry being one of the links in the chain of her perfected title, its
cancellation was no more efficacious than would be that of a soldiers'
declaratory statement which has been carried into an entry, or that of
a homestead entry which has been commuted to a cash entry under
section 2301 Revised Statutes, or that of a preemption filing which has
been transmuted to a homestead entry under section 2289 Revised Statutes, or that of any designated entry which has been passed to patent.
The case of John H1. Howell (24 L. D., 35), in so far as it involves
the status of a certificate of soldiers' additional right after an entry
made therewith has been perfected into full title under section two of
the act of June 15, is hereby overruled.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
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JURISDICTION-SOLDIER'S ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-VESTED RIGHTS.
MEE V. HUGHART ET AL.
If in proceedings instituted to acquire title to public land an injustice is done to
any party, and the land yet remains subjeet to the jnrisdiction of the Department, it is within the power of the Secretary of the Interior, and it is his duty,
to correct the error.
A soldier's additional homestead right is assignable, and where such right is transferred by means of a power of attorney to make entry in the name of the soldier,
coupled with the right to receive patent thereunder, the death of the soldier
does not revoke the power so conferred, and an entry thereafter made in conformity therewith is valid.
Vested rights secured under a valid entry are not defeated by an erroneous order of
cancellation; and if the land yet remains within the jurisdiction of the Dopartment, and the party claiming under said entry has not acquiesced in its erroqeOns cancellation, it is the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to reinstate the
same, and the intervention of adverse claims is no bar to such action.

Acting Secretary Ryan to te Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
March 20, 1899.
.
(E. B., Jr.)
This case, involving the S. of the NE . and the NE. 1 of the SE.j of
Sec. 35, T. 63 N., R. 13 Wd., Duluth, Minnesota, land districts comes again
before the Department under an order dated October 21, 1898, entertaining the written request of Louis Stegmiller et al., filed December
23, 1896, for reconsideration of their petition of July 11, 1896, to vacate
and set aside the decisions of the Department, dated, respectively,
November 2, 1891 (13 L. D., 484), June 18, 1894 (unreported), and January 10, 1895 (20 L. D., 2), and to reinstate soldier's additional homestead entry No. 1437, made July 15, 1889, in the name of Simeon W. T.
Hughart. The entry had been canceled January 23, 1895, pursuant to
the above mentioned decisions. The said petition was denied Noveinher 23, 1896 (23 L. D., 455).
The ground upon nwhich the petition is based and the reasons for the
denial thereof are stated in the last mentioned decision in the following.
language:
-

The petition under consideration calls the attention of the Department to a recent
decision of the supreme court in the case of Webster v. Luther, 163 UJ. S., 33 in
which that court held that the right of entry given to a soldier who had heretofore
entered, under the homestead laws, less than one hundred and sixty acres, to enter
enough more to make up that quantity, was assignable before entry.
It is true, as stated in the petition, that the decisions of the Department of
November 2, 1891 (13 L. D., 484), and June 18, 1894, were based upon the previous
ruling of the Department, in a long line of decisions, that the right to make soldier's
additional homestead entry is a personal right and not assignable, which construction of the law is now held by the supreme court to he erroneous.
It is admitted that the decisions of November 2, 1891, and June 18, 1894, were in
accordance with the estahlished ruling of the Department; and the fact that such
ruling is now held by the supreme court to be erroneous is not deemed a sufficient
reason for reversing and annulling decisions which have become final.
The petition must, therefore, be denied.
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The decisions Lunder which the entry was canceled were thus conceded to have been erroneous. The only reasons given for the refusal
to vacate them and reinstate the entry were that the decisions complained of were in accord with the established ruling of the Department
when rendered and had become flinal. These were insufficient reasons.
The land was then and still is within the jurisdiction of the DepartMent, and if in the proceedings to acquire title thereto injustice has
been done to any party, it is within the power of the Secretary, as it is
clearly his duty, to correct it (night v. United States Land Association, 142 U. S., 161; Michigan Land and Lumber Co. v. Rlst, 168 U. S.,
589; Beley v. Naptbaly, 169 U. S., 353; Parcher v. Gillen, 26 L. D,, 34;
and Aspen Consolidated Mining Co. v. Williams, 27 L. D., 1).
There is no controversy as to the facts in this case. The said entry
was made with a certificate of soldier's additional homestead right
which had been issued to Hughart i August, 1880, and which he had
sold and assigned to one Tuttle in September, 1880, for a consideration
of one hundred and seventy dollars. At the time of the sale, as was
then the custom in such cases, in order to avoid the effect of the ruling
of the land department that the right to a soldier's additional homestead -was not assignable, Hughart gave a power of attorney to Tuttle,
irrevocable by its terms, and "with power and right of substitution,
association and revocation," to locate, enter and perfect title to the
quantity of land specified in the certificate, sell, receive the purchase
money therefor, sign the grantor's name, and make and deliver any
instruments he might deem fit for enforcing the authority therein
granted. His wife joined therein by releasing her rights "of dower,
homestead exemption and'of any other claim" that she might have "in
the additional homestead entry or right of entry." In 1883 Stegmiller
purchased the said certificate, paying therefor, he swears, about $1440.
He was duly substituted and appointed attorney in fact by Tuttle
under the said power of attorney, and caused the entry aforesaid to be
made in the name of Ellghart. On the day of the entry, July 15,1889,
as such attorney in fact, by a deed executed in the name of, Hughart, he
conveyed the land entered to John A. Jacobson, James Ball, and Louis
D. Cyr.
Simeon T. Hughart died December 28, 1887. April 18, 1890, Edward
W. Mee applied to contest the entry, alleging Hughart's death prior
thereto, and contending that the entry was therefore made without
authority of law and was void. His application came before the
Department in due course, and proceeding upon the theory that
Hughart's additional homestead right was nton-assignable, the decision of November 2, 1891, allowed the application to contest, holding
that if Eughart had died as alleged, before entry, the said power of
attorney was revoked by his death, and the entry was a nullity, and
directed that if, upon investigation, the facts should be proven as
alleged, the entry should be canceled. The decision of June 18, 1894,
affirmed your office decision of December 19, 1892, holding the entry
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for cancellation pursuant to the decision of November 2, 1891, and the.
proof of Hughart's death adduced at a hearing had in March, 1892.
The ecision of January 10, 1895, denied a petition by Stegmiller to
vacate the decision of June 18, 1894, holding that the preference right
of Aiee as successful contestant was not defeated by the confirmatory
act of August 18, 1894 (24 Stat., 397).
The decision of June 18, 1894, was promulgated July 2, 1894. July
9, 1894, Harry Brown offered a timber application for the land, which
was rejected because of ilughart's entry and because of the homestead
application of Mee presented July 5, 1890, shortly after his application
to contest. Brown appealed. The said entry was canceled January
23, 1895, as already stated. Edward W. Mee, the contestant having
died in the meantime, Harry Mee, for himself and the other heirs at
.law of Edward W., filed a timber and stone application for the land
March 7, 1895, in assertion of the preference right accorded to a successful contestant and published notice of intention to make final
proof thereunder on September 11, 1895. No appearance in behalf of
the heirs of Edward W. Mee was made on the date last named, nor, so
far as appears, has any frther action been taken by them, or in their
behalf, relative to the consummation of their claimed preference right.
September 12,1895, Hattie E. Logan offered homestead application
to enter the land. September 23, 1895, Ellen J. McPherson also offered
homestead application therefor, and on the same (late Logan was
allowed to make homestead entry of the land, and on the next day
the application of McPherson was rejected because of Logan's entry..
McPherson appealed September 27, following, and the same day also
filed affidavit of contest against Logan's entry. January 9, 1896,
your office considered the claims of Brown, Logan, and McPherson,
respectively, and held that Brown's timber land application was
entitled to the precedence and must be placed of record, unless Logan
should show cause to the contrary within thirty days from notice.
Logan was also required to make a more definite showing as to her
qualifications to make homestead entry. Action on McPherson's contest affidavit was deferred "pending the final determination of Brown's
appeal." McPherson thereupon appealed. To the order to show cause
Logan made response February 8, 1896, which, however, your office
decided, June 20,1896, to be insufficient, and held her entry for cancellation. She then also appealed. The appeals of McPherson and Logan
are still. pending before the Department in the case kinown, as Vol. 24,
No. 801, Ellen J. lcPherson v. Hattie E. Logan and Harry Brown,
each of whon has been served with a copy of the entertaining order
herein, of the said request of Louis Stegmiller et al. of December 23,
1896, and of the argument in support thereof, as required by the order.
The supreme court of the United States having decided May 18,1896,
in the case of Webster v. Luther, as already stated, that a soldier's
additional homestead right is assignable (see also Beley v.. Naphtaly,
supra), and it appearing that the additional homestead right of Hughart
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was duly assigned by him to Tuttle and by or through the latter to
Stegmiller, it can no longer, be questioned that the power of attorney
given by Hughart and inder which Stegmiller caused entry to be made
was a power coupled with an interest (in fact with the sole beneficial
ownership) in the right to make the additional homestead entry and
receive patent thereunder which was the subject matter of the power.
It is too well settled to need any citation of authority that such power
is not revoked by the death of the grantor. The exercise thereof by
Stegmiller in causing the said entry to be made was entirely legitimate
and proper. Bt for the erroneous ruling that the right was not assignable, and in obedience to which an entry in any name other than that
of Hughart would not have been permitted, Steginiller might have
disclosed the assignment to him and have made the entry in his own
name. He acted however under the power making the entry in the
name of Enghart, the grantor, as lie had the right to do. Te entry
was valid in every respect and the cancellation thereof clearly erroneous; in view of the controlling decision in Webster v. Luther, s

ra.

It only remains to inquire whether the proceedings by Brown, Logani
and McPherson, or either of them, constitute a bar to the reinstatement
of the Hughart entry. The claimants under that entry have never
-acquiesced in the cancellation thereof and have ever since actively and
persistently urged their right to the reinstatement of the entry and
patent pursuant thereto. The entry being valid when made the equitable title to the land and the right to patent thereto at once vested in
Stegmiller as assignee. Of these vested rights he was not deprived and
could not be deprived by the erroneous and wrongful cancellation of
the entry. As was decided by the supreme court in Stark v. Starrs (6
Wall., 402, 418):

The right to a patent once vested is treated by the government, when dealing -vith
the public lands, as equivalent to a patent issued. When, in fact, the patent does
issue, it relates back to te inception of the right of the patentee, so far as may be
necessary, to cut off intervening claimants.

In Cornelius v. Kessel (128 U. S., 456, 461), the court, speaking of the
erroneous cancellation by your office, of an entry after payment for the
land (and the language will apply equally where the cancellation is by
direction of the Department), said:
By such entry and payment the purchaser secures a vested interest in the property
and a right to a patent therefor, and can Do more be deprived of it by order of the
Coinmissioner than he can be deprived by such order of any other lawfully acquired
property. Any attempted deprivation in that way of such interest will be corrected
whenever the matter is presented so that the judiciary can act upon it.

Under this doctrine, even if patent had issued to one of the above
intervening adverse claimants, it would avail nothing as against the
superior rights of those claiming under the Hughart entry if duly
asserted in a suit in equity. The difference between their rights before
and after the issuance of patent would be principally in the forum
where relief could be sought and not in the principle to be applied.
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So long as the legal title to the land remains in the United States, and
the proceedings for acquiring it are as yet in fieri, the courts will not
interfere to control the exercise of the power vested in the officers of
the land department, but when the legal title passes out of the United
States the power of these officers to deal with the land also passes
away, and any question as to the real ownership becomes a matter for
judicial inquiry in the courts. United States v. Schurz (102 U. S., 378,
396).
It would but add to the wrong already done them if the Department
should now relegate the claimants under the ilughart entry to the
courts for a remedy which cannot be obtained until after the issuance
of patent to some other party.
The case of Aspen Consolidated Mining Co. v. Williams, supra, was
similar in principle to the case at bar. Williams' pre-emption entry
had been rightfully allowed and erroneously canceled, and entry of the
land in controversy had been subsequently made by the mining conpany. In its decision, above referred to, which directed the cancellation of the company's entry and operated to reinstate the entry of
Williams, the Department, in the course of an exhaustive consideration of the question of jurisdiction, said:
Adequate jurisdiction and authority to prevent such a miscarriage of proceedings
for the disposition of public lands, as would result from the issuance of a patent to
one not entitled thereto, when another has by compliance with the public land laws
fully earned the right to receive such patent, is certainly lodged in either the land
department or the courts. That the courts are without such jurisdiction while the
legal title remains in the United States is settled by many decisions of the supreme
court, among which are United States v. Schurz, spra, and Michigan Land and
Lumber Co. v. Rust, supra. A suit by the United States at the present time against
either Williams or the mining company to recover the legal title to the land in controversy, can not be maintained because the government can not recover a title
which it still retains and because one can not be compelled to restore a title which
he has not received and does iot possess. A suit at this time to determine whether
Williams or the mining company has acquired an equitable title to the land would
be equally unsuccessful for the reason that the authority of the land department
over proceedings to acquire title to public lands is exclusive while the legal title
remains in the United States, and that authority extends to determining whether or
not an equitable title has passed. Michigan Land and Lumber Co. v. Rust, spra.
If the contention of the mining company is correct, it necessarily follows that during the period intervening between the decision of Secretary Smith and the issuance
of a patent, there is a hiatus in which such jurisdiction does not exist anywhere,
and that the land department must issue a patent under Secretary Smith's decision
even though it clearly appears by the records and proceedings in that department
that this decision makes an obvious mistake and does manifest injustice in that it
directs a patent to be given to one not entitled thereto and to be withheld from one
who has lawfully and fully earned the right to its issuance. A contention which
leads to such an anomalous and unreasonable result is believed to be without support in the statutes or judicial decisions.

In Parcher v. Gillen, spra,cited and followed in Aspen Consolidated
Milning Company v. Williams, the Department held:
The true rule drawn from an examination of all of the authorities is that the jurisdiction of the land department ceases where the jurisdiction of the courts com-
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meuces, viz., when the legal title passes, and that there is no hiatus between the
termination of the one and the beginning of the other. Under this rule the land
will always be within a jurisdiction which can administer the law, and pr6tect both
pnblic and private rights.
So long as the legal title remains in the government the Secretary of the Interior,
whoever he may be, is charged with the duty of seeing that the land is disposed of
only according to law. The issuance of a patent is the final act aud decision in that
disposition and with it and not before does the supervisory power and duty of the
Secretary cease.

In accordance with the views herein expressed, the previous decisions of the Department in the case are recalled and vacated, and you
are directed to reject the abandoned timber and stone application of
the heirs of Mee, to cancel the homestead entry of Logan, to reject the
application of Brown and McPherson and the contest affidavit of the
last named party, and to reinstate the lughart entry.
It is provided by the act of August 18, 1894, supra, that all entries
theretofore or thereafter made with soldier's additional homestead certificates by bona fide purchasers ." shall be approved, and patent shall
issue in the name of the assignees." You will therefore issue patent
for the land to the present transferees or holders of the equitable title
upon due proof thereof.
The appeals in the case of McPherson v. Logan and Brown will be
dismissed in a decision of even date herewith, and the papers returned
to your office for action as directly herein.

SHEPARD ET AL. V. MEYER ET AL.

Motion for review of departmental decision of October 27, 1898, 27
L. D., 569, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan March 20,1899.
ISOLATED TRACT-PRICE OF LAND.

THOMAS

J. O'DONNELL.

Section 2455 R. S., as amended by the act of February 26, 1895, contemplates that
laud to become subject to sale thereunder, as an isolated tract, must have been
subject to entry under the homestead law by any qualified applicant during the
period specified in said act.
The minimum price of isolated tracts of land in alternate reserved sections within
the limits of a railroal grant is, by section 2455 R. S., as amended by the said
act of 1895, reduced from two dollars and fifty cents per acre, to one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. 1).)
M1arch 22, 1899.
(G. B. G.)
April 1, 1887, Hew S. Bigger made timber culture entry for the SW.4
of the SW. of section 20, township 3 S., range 0 W., Denver, Colorado,. which entry was canceled by relinquishment August 29, 1895.
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On that day (August 29,1895,) Thomas J. O'Donnell filed in the
local office his petition asking that the above described land, together
with the NW. i of the NW. 4 of Sec. 32, T. 2 S., R. 60 W., in the same
land district, be ordered into market and sold in accordance with the
provisions of section 2455 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by the
act of February 26, 1895 (28 Stat., 687).
December 7, 1895, your office denied said petition as to the SW. of
the SW. 1 of section 20, aforesaid, for the reason that the same had not
been subject to homestead entry for a period of three years fter the
surrounding land had been entered, filed upon, or sold by the government, and held as to the NW. of the NW. i of section 32, aforesaid,
that said land being within the twenty mile limits of the grant to the
Union Pacific Railroad is double minimum land, which shohld be
charged for at the price of such lands, and instructed the local officers
to offer the last named tract at not less than two dollars and fifty cents
per acre, if the petitioner still desired that tract ordered into market.
O'Donnell appealed from said decision, alleging, in substance, that
your office erred in holding that the said SW. 4 of the SW. 4 was not
subject to sale under said section of the Revised Statutes as amended,
and erred in holding that the said NW. i of the NW. 4 should be
offered for sale as double minimum land.
Section 2455 of the Revised Statutes, as-amended by the act of February 26, 1895, supira, is as follows:
It shall be lawfil for the Commissioner of the General Land Office to order into
market and sell for not less than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre any
isolated or disconnected tract or parcel of the public domain less than one quarter
section which in his jdgment it would be proper to expose to sale after at least
thirty days' notice by the land officers of the district in which such lands may be
situated: Provided, That lands shall not become so isolated or disconnected until
the same have been subject to homestead entry for a period of three years after the
surronding land has been entered, filed upon, or sold by the government: Proided,
That not more than one hundred and sixty acres shall be sold to any one person.

In the case of G. W. Allen, 26 L. D., 607, the Department held that
this section as amended contemplates that to become subject to sale
thereunder the land must have been subject to entry under the homestead law by any qualified applicant during the period specified in said
act. In that case it appeared that the land sought to be subjected to
sale as an isolated or disconnected tract was included in a subsisting
homestead entry during a portion of the designated period of three
years following the disposition of some of the surrounding land, and it
was held that land thus included in a subsisting entry was not "subject to homestead entry" in the sense that any qualified applicant could
have made entry thereof as a homestead and the application was
accordingly denied.
The said SW4 of the SW4 was segregated from the public domain
by the timber culture entry of Bigger, April 1, 1887, and remained so
segregated until the cancellation thereof August 29,1895. During the
existence of that entry the land was not subject to homestead entry.
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Said tract was not therefore subject to sale as an isolated tract at
the date of the filing of O'Donnell's petition, and, inasmuch as the
filing of said petition has operated to prevent its disposal under the
homestead laws in the meantime it is not now subject to sale under
this statute.
As regards the NW4 of the NW-, aforesaid, your office erred in holding that it should not be offered at public sale at less than two dollars
and fifty cents per acre.
The minimum price of isolated tracts of land i alternate reserved
sections within the limits of a railroad grant is, by section 2455 of the
Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of February 26, 1895, sunra,
reduced from two dollars and fifty cents per acre to one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre. Charles Tyler (26 L. D., 699).
The petitioner was therefore entitled to an offering of this tract fixing the minimum price at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.
in a letter to the Department by Mr. O'Donnell, dated March 15,
1899, it is said that he does not care to purchase one of the above
described tracts of land unless he can purchase both, and inasmuch as
both tracts cannot be offered, his application is denied.
With the papers in this case is found the homestead application of
Daniel J. Cole, made December 27, 1895, ad that of Michael J. Welch,
made March 26, 1896, for the SW1 of the SW4 aforesaid.
These applications and the papers therewith are herewith returned

to your office, for such action as may seem appropriate.
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-ASSIGNMENT.

RlcAiRD L. POWEL.
The abandonment of the original entry does not defeat the soldier's right to make
an additional homestead entry under the provisions of section 2306, Revised
Statutes.
On the application of an assignee to make a soldier's additional homestead entry,
the evidence required to establish the identity of the soldier and the assignment
of his claim, should not be of such character as to unreasonably restrict the
exercise of the soldier's tight by an assignee.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Ogce,
(W. V. D.)
Mllarch.22,1899.
(G. B. G.)
The land involved in this proceeding is the N. of the NW. of
Sec. 9, T. 16 S., R. 12 E., Las Cruces, New Mexico.
May 9, 1898, the local land officers at that place forwarded to your
office the application of Ricard L. Powel, assignee of William P.
Cranmer, to make a soldier's additional homestead entry for said land.
Your office, considering said matter. Augu1st 27, 1898, after noting
that the alleged military service of William P. Cranmner in Co. "G"
11th Reg't Mo. Vet. Inf., from February 21, 1865, to January 15, 1866,
-
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is verified by the records of the War Department; that on February 6,
1868, he made homestead entry No. 5283 for eighty acres of land in the
Boonville, Missouri, land district, and that J. A. Wilson and J. C.
Whitmire, corroborating witnesses to the affidavit of Cranmer as to
military service, identity, etc., state that they have been well acquainted
with him for about twenty years and -have reason to know that his
statements in said affidavit are true, said:
The time said witnesses have known the soldier is not sufficient. The affidavit
hnust be corroborated by two subscribing witnesses having personal knowledge of
the facts establishing the identity of Cranmer with the person performing the military service alleged and (the person who) made the original entry.
Duly advise Pomel that he is allowed sixty days from notice in which to file the
necessary affidavit of identity, or to satisfactorily explain why such evidence cannot he furnished, and if he fails to do so within the time specified his application
will be rejected.

The alternative privilege given the applicant by this ruling to "satisfactorily explain why such evidence cannot be furnished would not
seem to be of any value to him, since your office had previously held
that the evidence offered Nvas not sufficient to authorize the allowance
of the application. If the evidence already i does not authorize the
allowance of the application, any explanation why additional evidence
cannot be furnished would not strengthen the showing already on file,
nor justify favorable action thereon. The effect of the ruling of your
office was therefore to deny the application upon the showing made.
The appeal of Powel brings the case here.
The record shows that Cranmer made homestead entry for the NE.4
of the SW. - and the NW. of the SE. of Sec. 25, T. 39 N., R. 6 W.'
Boonville, Missouri, February 6, 1868. April 25, 1898, he made oath
that he was legally entitled to the. benefit of a soldier's additional
homestead right of eighty acres, under and by virtue of section 2306 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States; that he had never had the
benefit of said right, and had never theretofore assigned or transferred
the same, and on tat day lie assigned this alleged right to William E.
Moses.
April 27, 1893, the said Moses assigned the same to the applicant,
Ricard L. Powel.
It is further sownu, by a certified copy of a certificate of discharge,
and, as stated by your office, also shown by the records of the War
Department, that one William P. Craniner, a private of company "G"
11th Regiment of Missouri Veteran Infantry Volunteers, was enrolled
on the 21st day of February, 1865, and that he was honorably discharged from the service of the United States January 15, 1866.
A special affidavit by Cranmner, executed April 5, 1898, recites that
he is
the identical person who was mustered into the military service of the United States
under the name of William P. Crainer in Co. G, 11th Regiment of Missouri veteran
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Init. Volunteers, on the 21st day of February, 1865, and was honorably discharged
from such service on the 15th day of January, 1866,

and that he is the identical person who made original homestead entry
No. 5283 at Boonville, Missouri. This affidavit is corroborated by J. A.
Wilson and J. C. Whitmire, as follows:
The undersigned do solemnly swear that we have been Well acquainted with said
William P. Cranmer, who made the above affidavit, for about twenty years, and
that we have reason to know that his statements in said affidavit are true.

The papers in the matter of Crainner's original homestead entry have
been examined, and these papers suggest a question not referred to in
the decision of your office herein nor in the appeal therefrom.
It appears that the homestead entry of Cranmer, No. 5283, was canceled by your office March 24, 1874, for abandonment, and it is worthy
of consideration whether this fact authorizes or requires that lie be
denied the benefits of section 2306 of the Revised Statutes. That section is as follows:
Every person entitled under the provisions of section twenty-three handred and
fonr, to enter a homestead who may have heretofore entered, under the homestead
laws, a quantity of land less than one hundred and sixty acres, shall be permitted
to enter so much land, as added to the quantity previously entered, shall not exceed
one hundred and sixty acres.
If Cranmer is the person he alleges himself to be, he conies within the
descriptive clause of section 2304, and is a "person entitled, nder the
provisions of section twenty-three hundred and four, to enter a homestead," within the meaning of this language as used in section 2306,
these words as there sed evidently meaning a person who comes
within the descriptive clause of section 2304, without reference to
whether he is, at the time of offering to make an additional entry, entitled to the benefits conferred by that section. This must be so, else
the provisions of section 2306 are themselves contradictory in terms,
inasmuch as that section provides that only such persons shall be entitled to its benefits as have theretofore entered under the homestead
laws a quantity of land less than one hundred and sixty acres; hence,
instead of an entry under the homestead laws of less than one hundred
and sixty acres disqualifying a soldier from exercising the privileges
conferred by section 2306, the one is made a condition precedent to the
other, and no good reason is perceived why Congress should have
intended to restrict the operation of section 2306 to such persons as
had not abandoned an original homestead entry. Cranmer's abandonment carried with it its own penalty, to wit, the loss of the land
entered, and prevents him, or any one else by virtue of his assignment,
from ever acquiring title from the government to more than eighty
acres under the homestead laws.
There can be little doubt, and the fact is not questioned by your
office, that the William P. Cranner who made homestead entry No.
5283, February 6, 1868, is the same William P. Cranmer who assigned
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the soldier's additional right to Moses, April 25, 1898. This being so,
the question of identity growing out of' the present proceeding is
narrowed down to, whether the William P. Cranmer who made said
homestead entry Februar- 6, 1868, is the same William P. Cranmer
who was mustered out of the service of the United States January 15,
1866. A little more than two 'years time had elapsed between these
dates, and no motive for the fraudulent impersoliation of another is
apparent. There is no apparent reason, and no reason is suggested
either by your office or the record herein, why the man who made the
homestead entry should have assumed the name of William P. Cranmer. At that time the acts of April 4, 1872 (17 Stat., 49), June S,. 1872
(17 Stat., 333), and March 3, 1873 (17 Stat., 605), frot which sections
2304, 2305 and 2306 of the Revised Statutes were taken, had not been
enacted. These acts first conferred special privileges upon honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors in the acquisition of homesteads on the
public lands of the United States. At the time Cranmer's homestead
entry was made, his successful impersonation of an honorably discharged soldier of the United States would have secured .to him no
advantage not possessed by any other person qualified to make an
entry under the homestead laws. Of' course, it is possible that there
were two men named William P. Cranmer, and this fact being known
might have suggested a possibility of the perpetration of a fraud upon
the government, but such a theory would be a purely speculative
one, unsupported by any fact or suggestion found in this record, and,
besides, Cranmer, the soldier, must under the proof submitted have
been a party to such a scheme, for the reason that the officer who
certifies the copy of the certificate of discharge on file, further certifies
that the certificate itself was exhibited to him by William P. Cranmer.
The chances for fraud in this case are too remote to authorize either
the rejection or suspension of Powel's application.
There is no rule of your office cited, and none has been found, which
would seem to require further proof than has been already submitted
in support of the assignment, nor is there any departmental decision,
rule or regulation which requires more than has already been done to
establish the claim of the assignee.
Prior to May 18, 1896, when the supreme court rendered its decision
in the case of.Webster v. Luther (163 U. S., 331), the Department had
uniformly held that the right of additional entry conferred by section
2306 of the Revised Statutes was not transferable. The court in that
case held otherwise, and said, in substance, that Congress in the enactment of the act of June 8, 1872, sna, intended to bestow a gratuity
in the most advantageous form to the donee, and to make it as valuable as possible; that it was not intended to hamper the gift with conditions-tbat would lessen its value, and that the measure of its real
value was the price that could be obtained by its sale.
This was said with special reference to the assignability of the right,
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but it applies with force to the question of proof of the assignment of
the right. Burdensome requirements of proof of the right to locate by
assignment might, and in many cases would, contribute to defeat the
intention of Congress to make the right a valuable one. The measure
of its value as a property right depends upon an ability to ultimately
locate it upon the public lands of the United States, and unreasonable
restrictions in the matter of proof may fetter and render less valuable
the right,just as surely as a denial of the right to assign it, and would,
therefore, be in violation of the spirit of the ruling of the spren e
court in said case.
The Department is urged by the appellant in this ease to establish a
general rule that shall hereafter govern the proof of assignment of soldiers' additional homestead rights, but it is not believed that such a
rule would serve any good purpose.
The proof of the identity of the soldier and of the assignment of
his claim are sufficient in this case, and the decision appealed from is
reversed, with directions to allow the application of Powel, unless
further objection appears.
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL H-O -ESTEAD-ASSIGNIENT.

IRICARD L. POwEL No. 2.
On application to make soldiers' additional homestead entry, by one claiming as an
assignee, satisfactory proof must be frnished as to the identity of the alleged
soldier with the person who performed the military ervice.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
larch 22, 1899.
(G. B. G.)
The land involved in this proceeding is lots 21 and 22, Sec. 5, T. 16
S., R. 12 E., Las Cruces, ew Mexico.
July 2, 1898, the local land officers at that place forwarded to your
office the application of Ricard L. Powel, assignee of Job Van Valken.
burg, to make a soldier's additional homestead entry for said land.
Your office, cousidering said matter, November 22, 1898, after noting
that the military service of Job Van Valkenburg in Co. 'C" Hotches'
Independent Bat. Minn. Cav., is verified by the records of the War
Department, that he made homestead entry No. 531 for eighty acres of
land at Mlinneapolis, Minnesota, January 1, 1864, and that 0. H.
Bushnell and S. W. Junkin, corroborating witnesses to the affidavit of
Van Valkenburg as to military service, identity, etc., state they have
been well acquainted with him for about five years, and have reason
to know that his statements in said affidavit are true, said:
The time said witnesses have known the soldier is not sufficient. The affidavit
nust be corroborated by two subscribing witnesses having personal nowledge of
the facts establishing the identity o Van Valkenburg with the person: who performed the military service alleged and who made the original entry.
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Duly advise Powel that he is allowed sixty days from notice in which to file the
necessary affidavit of identity or to satisfactorily explain why such evidence can
not be furnished, and if -he fails to do so within the time specified, his application
will be rejected.

-

Powel has appealed to the Department.
In the case of Ricarc[ L. Powel, assignee of William P. (Cranmer, this
day decided by the Department, it was held that the proof of the identity of Cranmer and of the assignment to Powel were sufficient, and
your office was directed to allow Powel's application in that case.
It is said by Powel, in a brief in the case now under consideration,
that the two cases are essentially similar. This is not so. They are
essentially dissimilar in many respects. In the present case the proof
of the identity of the Job Van Valkenburg who assigned the soldier's
additional right to Powel as the Job Van Valkenburg who performed
the alleged military service is not nearly as strong as is the proof of
identity in the other case. In the Cranmer case the corroborating witnesses had lillown him for twenty years; in this case the corroborating
witnesses have only 'known Van Valkenburg for five years. In the
Craumer case the identity of the man who made the assignment as the
man who made the original homestead entry was clearly established; in
this case there is room for doubt whether the Van Valkenburg who
makes the assignment is the same Van Valkienburg who made the
original homestead entry. The name signed to the original homestead
application herein, is spelled I'Vanvalkenburgh," whereas the name
signed to the assignment of 'the soldier's additional right is spelled
"Van Valkenburg." The military service of "Job Van Valkenburglh"
is shown to have been from August 22, 1863, to Jane 22, 1866, and the
homestead entry of "Van Valkenburgh"' was made between these two
dates. It was therefore made while he was in the army. This fact
requires explanation, inasmuch as the entry appears to have been
made in person at the land office, at Minneapolis, January 18, 1864.
In the Craimer case, the original certificate of discharge of William
P. Cranmer, the soldier, appears to have been in the possession of the
William1P. Cranmner who made the assignment of tile soldier's additional right, while in this case the certified copy on file of a certificate
of discharge shows that said certificate of discharge was not issued
until March 2, 1885, that it was a duplicate certificate given by the
War Depaitment upon evidence that the original discharge had been
lost or destroyed.
The act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stat., 582), specifically provides that
such a duplicate certificate "shall not be accepted as a voucher for the
payment of any claim against the United States for pay, bounty or
other allowance, or as evidence in any other case."
The evidence of the identity of the soldier in this case is not
sufficient.
The decision appealed from is affirmed, without reference to the
ground upon which it was put by your office.
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RAILROAD GRANT-WITHDRAWALS-INDEMNITY SELECTION.
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA

R. R. Co. V.

POST.

The provisions in section 2, of the railroaid grant of July 25, 1866, directing a withdrawal when a map of the survey of the road is filed, refer only to lands within
the primary or granted limits
If there is no ascertained or established deficiency in a railroad grant, and the
indemnity lands are not withdrawn, the company has no rights within the
indemnity limits prior to selection, that will bar the initiation of a settlement
claim,

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Oommissioner of the General Land Olfice,.
(W. V. D.)
lMarch 25, 1899.
(P. W. C.)
The Oregon and California Railroad Company has appealed from the
decision of your office, dated June 25, 1897, holding for cncellation its
indemnity selection for the SW.4 of the NE. 4 and lots 1, 2, and 3, of
Sec. 19, T. 16S., IR. 7 W., Roseburg land district, Oregon.
Said selection was made April 11, 1896-the same day that the
approved plat of survey of the township was filed.
O1 May 12, 1896, William W. Post applied to enter said land as a
homestead, alleging settlement thereon in June, 1890. A hearing was
had, at which it was shown that Post is a qualified entryman; that he
settled on the land June 1, 1890, with the intention of entering it when
surveyed; that he and his family continued to reside thereon from that
date until the hearing; and that his improvements are worth at least
three hundred dollars.
As it was shown that Post was a qualified settler upon the land at
and prior to the selection by the company, it was held, in effect, both
by your office and the local officers; that by reason of said selection no
such right attached to the land as would bar the completion of entry of
this land by Post.
In the appeal by the company it is urged, in effect, (1) that the act
making the grant required the withdrawal of both granted and indemnity lands upon the definite location of the line of road opposite.
thereto, and as a consequence the Secretary of the Interior had 11o
power to remove the indemnity withdrawal, as was attempted by Mr.
Secretary Lamar in 1887; and (2) that an adjustment, made by the
company, shows that the grant can not be satisfied from the land
undisposed of within the indemnity linits, that a selection of the lands
within the indemnity limits is unnecessary, and, as the road was
located and constructed opposite this land as early as 1872, that Post
gained no right by reason of settlement made thereon in 1890.
It is admitted that the first contention is contrary to the prevailing
decisions of this Department, but it is urged that Secretary Lamar had
110 power to set aside and revoke the indemnity withdrawal made by
his predecessor, and in support thereof the case of Noble v. Union
River Logging Co. (147 U. S., 165) is cited.
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In that case Secretary Noble had sought to set aside an approval of
a right of way made by his predecessor. By the approval the jurisdiction of the land department over the matter was at an end, a patent
or other evidence of title not being required by the law under which
the approval was given.
It will not be seriously contended that the withdrawal of indemnity
lands passed a title to the company and that by reason of said withdrawal the jurisdiction of the land department over the land withdrawn
was at an end.
The decision in said case can therefore have no possible application
to that here under consideration.
Further, an examination of the act making the grant does not support the contention that therein the Secretary of the Interior is required
to withdraw, upon the definite location of the line of road, the lands
within both the granted and indemnity limits.
The grant was made by the act of July 25, 1866 (14 Stat., 239), and
the second section thereof provides thatas soon as the said companies, or either of them, shall file in the office of the Secretary of the Interior a map of the survey of said railroad, or any portion thereof, not,
less than sixty continuous miles from either terminus, the Secretary of the Interior
shall withdraw from sale public lands herein granted on each side of said railroad
as far as located and within the limits before specified.

Considered by itself, the above direction might be construed to
include the lands within both granted and indemnity limits. In said
section it is further provided, however, thatthe sections and parts of sections of land which shall remain in the United States
withiin the limits of the aforesaid grant shall not be sold for less than double the
minimum pribe of public lands when sold.

As the numerous grants made to aid in the construction of railroads
have uniformly increased in price only the sections remaining to the
'United States within the primary or granted limits, the language used
in both provisions, viz., "lands herein granted on each side of said railroad, as far as located and within the limits before specified," and "land
which shall remain in the United States within the limits of the aforesaid grant," are construed to have the same meaning and to relate only
to the primary or granted limits prescribed by the act.
If there was doubt in the matter, in view of the long acquiescence in
the construction of the act that prompted the action taken by Secretary Lamar in 1887, the Department should refuse, at this late day, in
the absence of an authoritative decision of the courts, to disturb such
constructi n.
Relative to the second contention, it is but necessary to say, that, so
far as shown, there had not been, at the date of Post's settlement, nor,
indeed, has there been to the present time, an ascertained or established deficiency in this grant, and the decisions of the courts and of
this Department, referred to in counsels brief, do not support the con-
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tention that, in the absence of a withdrawal, any such rights exist
within the indemnity limits prior to selection as will bar the iitiation
of a. settlement claim under the general land laws.
Your office decision is therefore affirmed, and upon completion of
entry by Post the company's selection will be canceled.

UNION PACIFIC R. R. CO. (CENTRAL BRANCH) V. PETERSON.

Motion for review of departmental. decision of January 20, 1899, 28
L. D., 32, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, March 25, 1899.

MINING CLAIM-PUBLICATION OF NOTICE-ADVERSE CLAIM.

DAVIDSON v. THE ELIZA GOLD MINING CO.
The sixty days of publication required by section 2325 R. S., on application for
iiniueral patent is complete when the notice has been inserted in nine successive
issues of a weekly newspaper, and the full statutory period has elapsed; and
there is no authority to permit the filing of an adverse claim after the expiration
of such period.
The case of Miner v. Mariott, 2 L. D., 709, modified.
Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,

(W. V. D.)

Mrch 25, 1899.

(G. B.

G.)

January 9, 1897, The Eliza Gold Mining Company filed in the Pueblo,
Colorado, local office, a application for patent to the Nancy Smith
Lode claim.
Notice of this application was published in a weekly newspaper, the
notice appearing in the issue of January 16, 1897, and in each of the
nine succeeding weekly issues, the last of which was on March 20, 1897.
March 19, 1897, which was after the sixtieth day of such publication,
George Davidson filed in the local office an adverse claim on account.
of te Julia lode, which adverse claim was rejected by the local officers
because not filed within the sixty days iPeriod of publication, and, on
appeal to your office, this ruling was affirmed July 2, 1897.
The further appeal of Davidson brings the case here.
Section 2325 of the Revised Statutes, so far as it governs the publieation of notice of. an application to obtain a patent for a mining claim
and the assertion of an adverse claim to thej)remises embraced in the
application, provides that:
shall
The register of the Land-office, upon the filing of such application ....
publish a notice that such application has been made, for the period of sixty days,
in a newspaper to be by him designated as published nearest to such claim; and he
shall also post such notice in his office for the same period .....
If no adverse
claim shall ave been filed with the register and the receiver of the proper landoffice at the expiration of the sixty days of publication, it shall be assumed that the
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applicant is entitled to a patent, LLpon the payment to the proper officer of five dollars per acre, and that o adverse claim exists; and thereafter no objection from
third parties to the issuance of a patent shall be heard, except it be shown that the
applicant has failed to comply with the teims of this chapter.

The notice of this application being published in a weekly newspaper

by insertion i ten successive issues thereor, covered a space of more
than sixty days. Each of the first eight insertions of the notice was a
publication thereof not merely for the day upon which the paper was
issued, but also for the period intervening before: the next regular issue
of the paper, and the ninth insertion was a living and continuing publication of the notice during so much of te statutory period of sixty
days as was not covered bythe preceding eight insertions. (Albert A.
Prenzlauer, 27 IL.D., 617.)
The contention of the appellant seems to be that the " sixty days of
publication," within which the statute permits the filing of an-adverse
claim, is the period of publication named in existing mining regulations; that under such mining regulations notice when published in a
weekly newspaper is required to be inserted in ten consecutive issues
thereof; and that this adverse claim having been filed within the period
of actual publication as made under such regulations, was filed "within
the sixty days of publication " prescribed by the statute.
- This contention can not be sustained. In the case of Prenzlauer,
s'ulra, the question was whether a publication in a weekly paper for six
consecutive weeks was necessary under a statute requiring "i at least
thirty days notice," and it was held that a sixth insertion of the notice
was not necessary, and that the required publication was completed
before the time for the sixth issue of the paper.
The principle there decided disposes of the appellant's contention
herein.
The statute does not require more than sixty days publication of the
notice of an application for patent for a mining claim, nor does it
authorize or permit the filing of an adverse claim after that time.
"The sixty days of publication " within which an adverse claim may be
filed under the statute is the same "' period of sixty days " during which
the same statute requires that the notice of the application for patent
shall be published.
Paragraph 50 of the Mining Laws and Regulations, approved December 15, 1897 (25 L. D., 563, 578), provides, among other things, that
when the notice of an application for patent for a mining claim " is
published in a weekly newspaper, ten consecutive insertions are necessary." This regulation is inconsistent with law and therefore cannot
control. The statute provides that the notice shall be " published for
the period of sixty days,-" and the Department is not authorized to
require publication for a longer time. When the notice has been iserted in nine successive issues of a weekly newspaper and the full
statutory period of sixty days has elapsed the publication is complete.
12781-V7OL 28 - 15
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The purpose of the publication is to give notice of the pending application so that those having adverse claims may present them during
the period of sixty (lays limited therefor. Prolonging or continuing the
publication after that time has passed can not subserve any beneficial
purpose and is not honteniplated by the statute.
The case of Minier v. Mariott (2 L. D., 709) is authorit i support of
the proposition that an adverse claim may not be filed after the expiration of sixty lays continuous publication of notice of such an application, but there is language, at age 711 of that decision, in conflict
with the views hereiu expressed, aiid to the extent of such conflict said
decision is modified.
The decision of your office is affirmed.

MCMILLAN ET AL. v. HARRIS.

Motion for review of departmental decision of December 20, 1898, 27
L. D., 696, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, March 25, 1899.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMINITY SELECTION-DESIGNATION OF LOSS.
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE AND ST. PAUL RY. Co. C. TRITES.
The failure of a ailroad company to specify a loss in support of an indemnity selection of lands duly withdrawn in aid of the grant, will not defeat its right,
where, prior to the revocation of the withdrawal; the grant is found largely
deficient.
No rights are acquired under a timber culture entry made at a time when the land
is icludcd within a railroad indemnity withdrawal; nor can any right under
such entry attach on the revocation of said withdrawal, if, prior thereto, the
company applies to select the land.

Acting Secretary Ryan to te Comnmnissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

M11arch 25, 1899.

.

(L. L. B.)

Edward Trites. has appealed from your office decision of May 28,
1897, holding for cancellation his timber culture entry embracing the
N. of the SE. of Sec. 19, T. 93 N. R. 32 W., lies Moines, Iowa, for
conflict with the grant to the railroad now known as the Chicago, Milwankee and St. Paul Railway Company.
The land is within the indemnity limits of the grant and was withdrawn from settlement and entry September 12, 1864, and the withdrawal was in force December 8, 1887, when Trites was allowed to
make timber culture entry therefor.
February .20, 1888, the company applied to select the tract in controversy. The application was denied., because the land was covered
by the said timber culture entry of Trites. The company appealed,
alleging the withdrawal of the land for the benefit of the grant ante-
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rior to the entry of Trites, and that such withdrawal had not been
revoked.
The withdrawal was revoked May 22, 1891 (see St. Paul and Sioux
City R. R. Co. et al., 12 L. D., 541).
The appeal of the company from the rejection of its application to
select the tract was transmitted to your office M1arch 29, 1888. The
letter of transmittal contained no papers except the appeal of the company and evidence of service of notice of the same upon Trites. Upon
receipt of this appeal, your office, by letter of April 24, 1888, called
upon the register and receiver to forward the other papers in the case.
It appears that ever since the last named date a correspondence has
been going on between your office and the local officers with a view to
securing the application of the company to select this tract, and other
papers which were not forwarded with the appeal. No other paper
has yet been forwarded. This was the status of the land in controversy on January 11, 1897, when, by letter of that date, your predecessor
called upon Trites to show cause why his timber culture entry should
not be canceled for conilict with the superior rights of the company.
In response Trites filed in the local office, April 9, 1897, his answer
alleging as grounds for retaining his entry1st. That he has been in possession of the tract for nearly ten years.
2nd. That he has improved the land, thereby raising its value from
five to twenty dollars per acre.
3rd. That " he is informed and verily believes" that the company
has received all the lands it is entitled to " under the indemnity land
grant."
4th. That the local officers denied the company's application to select
this tract and that their action has never been reversed.
5th. That the company has received all the land it is entitled to
under its grant.
This answer was thought not to be sufficient, and by your office
decision here appealed from, his entry was held for dancellation.
In his specifications Trites charges error in holding that the land
was not subject to entry at date of his timber culture entry; in assuming that the company made selection of the land; in holding that there
were any other papers ever filed by the company; in holding that
the entry of Trites was erroneously allowed; i holding that the rights
*of the company were superior to the rights of appellant; in holding
that the reasons given by the entryman why the entry should not
be canceled were insufficient; in holding that any rights of the company attached to the land prior to the company's selection thereof, and
insisting that there was no selection because at the time selection was
applied for the tract was covered by the entry of Trites.
As the withdrawal of 1864 was in force at the date of Trites' entry,
he could secure no rights as against the company by his entry so
erroneously allowed.
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This withdrawal was revoked in 1891, and the question now to be
determined is: did the company legally apply to select the tract prior
to the revocation of the withdrawal?
It is insisted by counsel for Trites that there is nothing in the record
showing that the fees were tendered or a proper basis assigned in the
selection presented by the company in 1888.
There is in the record a copy of a letter from the register of the Des
Moines land office, dated February 20,1 888, and directed to the land
commissioner of the railway company, acknowledging the receipt of
" your selection in triplicate for Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.
Co. of N. t SE. -, 19-93-32 " (the tract in controversy), and stating tat
" it cannot be approved " on account of the entry of Trites. In the
same letter it is stated that ". we return check for 1.00 and papers herewith." This is certified by the present register of the said land office
to be a correct copy of the original letter, as shown by the press copybook in that office.
There is also in the record an original letter from the then register
(March 29, 1888) to the railway company's land commissioner, stating
that, "In the matter of selection N. i of SE. of 19-9:3-32, you [the
said land commissioner] can mark it 'Money tendered and rejected."'
The foregoing copy and original letter were attached to and filed
with the company's brief before this Department, and being documentary evidence, it must be considered sufficient to show that the necessary fee accompanied the application to select.
There is nothing in the record, however, showing that a loss was
designated as a basis for the selection, and counsel for Trites contend
that this failure on the part of the company is fatal to its claim; that,
although the entry may have been unlawfully allowed during the withdrawal, yet upon te revocation thereof in 1891 his entry took effect,
in the absence of a legal and proper application by the company to
select the land during the continuance of the withdrawal, and that an
application to select indemnity, without a designated loss, is not a
legal application.
There is nothing in the record showing that the selection presented
by the company designated the loss upon which the selection was
based, other than may be inferred from the fact that the reason given
for the rejection of the application was the entry of Trites; that is to
say, the register and receiver did not base their rejection of the selection upon any defect in the application papers, but refused it solely
-upon the ground that the tract was embraced in the entry of Trites.
Such inference is not believed to be sufficient to afford a legal presumption that no other ground for rejection existed.
But whether or not the company designated a proper' basis for its
selection, under the law as declared in the case of the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific R. R. Co. et al., v. Wagner, 25 L. D., 458, the omnission of a base would not interfere with the right of the company to
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select this tract, because, prior to the (late of the restoration (1891),
to wit, May 19, 1890, an adjustment of the grant was submitted to this
Department by your office and received departmental recognition and
approval, in which the grant was shown to be deficient to the extent of
more than 800,000 acres. (See Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.
Co., 15 L. D 121)
The entry of Trites having been made when the land was not subject
to entry by reason of its having been withdrawn to satisfy the grant,
no rights were acquired by him thereby, nor could any rights attach
thereunder prior to the restoration of the land to settlement and entry,
and prior to that time the company had duly applied to select it.
It follows that the entry and occupation of this land by Trites was,
and is, in violation of the rights of the -company.
Trites' entry will therefore be held subject to the right of the company to perfect its selection within a time to be fixed by your office,
when the same will be submitted to this Department for approval; and
if approved the entry will be canceled.
In the event of failure on the part of the company to renew and perfeet its application to select within the time prescribed, the entry of
Trites will remain intact.
The decision appealed from is accordingly modified.

MINING CLAIM-PUBLICATION OF NOTICE.
DrIIOND ET AL. V. KAHN ET AL.
Publications of notice, on application for mineral patent, made or begun priorto
ff une 1, 1897, are to be treated in accordance with the practice of the Department existing prior to the original decision in the case of Gowdy et al. v. Iisimet
Gold Mining Co.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
March 282 1899.
On June 93, 1896, Herminia Kahn and H. H. Harper made iineral
entry, No. 4064, for the Little Mollie and nine other lode claims situated
in the Leadville, Colorado, land district. August 13, 1896, Thomas
Dimond, Edward Kelly and Patrick MeShane filed corroborated protest against said entry, allegig, in substance, that the published notice
of application for patent was defective and did not show compliance
with the requirements of paragraphs 29 and 35, of the circular of
December 10, 1891; that they were the owners of the Panic and Barry
lode claims, iu conflict with the claims embraced in said entry, and that
they had neither legal nor actual notice of the application for patent
until after the period of publication had expired and the application
had been approved.
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This protest was transmitted to your office, and on October 28, 1896,
you rendered a decision i which you-saidUpon consideration of the case I arrive at the conclusion that none of the allegations contained in said protest justify any action by this office except the allegation
as to the insufficiency of the publication of notice of: application for patent. This
allegation is borne out by the record which shows that nd adjoining adjacent claims
were mentioned in said notice.
Following the decision of the Honorable Secretary in Chicago Girl lode v. Kismet
lode case, the entrymnen in this case will be required to republish their notice of
application for patent in accordance with paragraphs 29 and 35 of the circular of
December 10, 1891.

January 2, 1897, the entrymen iled a petition for revocation of the
order requiring republication. You considered this petition on April
30, 1897, and held thatThe notices published and posted in this case appear, upon further examination,
to be in accordaneo with the practice prevailing before the rendition of the departmental decision of May 23, 1896, in the case of Gowdy et al. v. the Kismet Gold Mining Company (22 L. D., 624). Therefore, and following the Honorable Secretary's
decision in Gowdy et al. . Kismet Gold Mining Company, on re-review (24 L. D.,
191), and the circular of March 11, 1897, the order of October 8, 1896, for republication of the notice of application for patent in this case is hereby revoked.
Upon further consideration of the allegations contained in said protest, I concur
in the decision of October 28, 1896, and the protest is therefore hereby dismissed.

The protestants have appealed to the Department.
The only question that need he discussed ere is as to the sufficiency
of the notice of aplilication for patent. I the case of Gowdy et al. v.
Kismnet Gold Mining Co. (on re-review, 24 L. D., 191), it was contended
by the protestants that a otice, i all essenltial respects similar to that
published in the case at bar, was insuffiieht, and tat republication of
such notice should, therefore, be ordered. The D)epartnment held, owever, on February 27, 1897, that "there was a substantial compliance
by the applicants with te rules as then administered an(l construed,"
and that, this being true, new publication of notice would not be
required.
In accordance with directions contained in said decision your office,
with the approval of the Department, on March 11, 197 (24 L. D., 266),
issued a circular amending paragraph 29 of the MininglRegulations.
This circular went into effect on June 1, 1897, and it provided thatAll publications made or started prior to that date are to be treated in accordance
with the practice of the Department existing prior to the original decision in the
case of W. H. Gowdy et al. r. The Kismet Gold Mining Company.

The notice in this case having been given in accordance with the
practice of the Department existing prior to the decision spoken of in
this circular, and having been nade prior to June 1, 1897, no new
notice will be required.
Your decision is affiriped.
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RAILROAD GRANT-WTITHDRAWVAL-INDEM:NITY SELECTION.
OREGON A-ND CALIFORNIA

R. R. Co. v.

BALES.

No title to land within te ndemnitS limits of a railroad grant passes to the company until after selection, and the approval thereof by the Secretary of the
Interior.
The directions in section 2, of the railroad grant of May 4,1870, for a withdrawal on
the survey and location of the road are applicable only to the lands within the
primary limits of the grant.
In the absence of legislative direction for the withdrawal of indemnity lands it is
within the anthority of the Land Department to revoke a withdrawal, previonsly made, of such lands.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commnissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
MiiG1arch 28, 1899..
(F. W. C.)
An appeal has been filed on behalf of the Oregon%and California
Railroad Coimpany, as successor to the Oregon Central Railroad Company, from your office decision of February 8, 1897, in which it was held
that the E. of the NW. I, the SW. of the N E. , and lot 1,
I3ec. 7
T. 2 S., R. 7 W., Oregon City land district, Oregon, was, by reason of
the settlement claim of Everett R.. Bales, not subject to indemnity
selection by said compaily, and in which a rule was served upon said
company to show cause why it should not reconvey said tract to the
United States, as contemplated by the act of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat.,
556), it having been erroneously patented to the company during the
pendency of a contest brought by Bales against the company, involving this land.
The company lays claim to the land under the provisions of the act
of May 4, 1870 (16 Stat., 94), making a grant to aid in the construction
of a railroad and telegraph line " from Portland to Astoria, and from a
suitable point of junction near Forest Grove to the Yamkill river, near
MeMinville, in the State of Oregon.":
The entire road was located, and on account thereof the lands wete
withdrawn within iboth the granted and indemnity limits as adjusted
to said location. Thereafter the company constructed its road from
Portland to Forest Grove. and from thence south to MeMinville. The
portion of: the road extending northwestwardly fron Forest Grove
to Astoria being nconstructed, the grant appertaining thereto was
declared forfeited by act of Congress approved January 31, 1885 (23
Stat., 296).
The tract here involved was within the indemnity limits of the grant
as originally located, and upon the readjustment of the linits to the
constructed line it remained within the idemnity limits.
The township plat was filed in the local office July 27, 1893, on which
dates the Oregon and California Railroad Company filed its selection
list No. 10, including this tract. Later in the same day, Everett R.
Bales tendered homestead application for this land, and upon his alle.J

-
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gation of prior settlement hearing was duly ordered and held May 1,
1895.

The testimony adduced at the hearing evidences that Bales made
settlement upon the land in April, 1889, and that he took up a residence
*
upon the land, which was continuous to the date of the hearing, his
improvements made upon the tract being of the value of about $800.
Upon the showing made the local officers, in their opinion of July 30,
1895,. recommended that the company's selection be canceled and that
Bales be permitted to complete entry of the land upon his homestead
application.
*
The company appealed to your office, and during the pendency of
said appeal the company's list of selections was taken up and passed
to patent on October 9, 1895, without regard to the pending case arising
upon Bales' homestead application.
Thus the matter rested until, in your office decision of February 8,
1897, the case arising upon Bales' homestead application was taken up
for consideration, and: upon the showing made it was held in said
decision that Bales would be permitted to complete entry of the land,
but for the fact that during the pendency of the case arising upon said
application the tract had been inadvertently patented to the company,
and for that reason a rule was laid upon the company to show cause
why it should not recouvey the tract thus erroneously patented.
In its appeal from said decision it is contended on behalf of the company that the grant is largely deficient, and for that reason no selection
was necessary, and that under the terms of the grant the land was not
subject to homestead settlement in 188, the road having been located
and constructed prior to that date; that the act making the grant
required that the lands be reserved upon the location of the line of
road, and that this land had been withdrawn on account of the grant
prior to said alleged settlement, which reservation was still in force at
the date of the alleged settlement.
Aside from the question as to the merits of the company's contention,
it is apparent that the tract was inadvertently patented during the
pendeney of the contest arising upon Bales' application, and while-by
'the issue of said patent the land passed beyond the jurisdiction of the
land department, the record made upon said application will be considered for the purpose of determining whether such a showing has been
made as warrants the institution of suit by the United States for the
recovery of said tract, to the end that Bales may be permitted to complete entry of the land.
Relative to the alleged deficiency in the matter of the grant, it is
sufficient to say, that no departmental adjudication is referred to as
finding or determining any such deficiency in this grant. Under the
terms of the grant, in lieu of losses within the primary limits, other
lands, within twenty-five miles on each side of the road, were to be
selected, under the direction of the Secretaty of the Interior.
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Under repeated adjudications by the courts and this Department, no
title passes to lands within the indemnity limits until they have been
selected in the manner prescribed by the act, that is, until the company's selection has been approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
The second section of the act provides:
And whenever and as often as the said company shall file with the Secretary of
the Interior maps of the survey and location of twenty or more miles of said road,
the said Secretary shall cause the said rated lands adjacent to and coterminous
with such located sections of road to be segregated from the public lands.

The direction to withdraw the lands on account of such location, it
will be seen, was limited to the "granted lands,"> which term was evidently used in its restricted sense, as applying to the lands within the
primary limits which became identified as "granted lands" by the
filing of said map and was not intended to include indemnity lands
which became identified as passing nder the grant only upon actual
selection by the company in lieu of lands lost to the grant within the
primary limits.
There is nothing in this act, however, limiting the power of the Secretary to make withdrawal of lands within the indemnity limits; and
following the definite location of the line of the company's road opposite this land, it appears that the lands within the tweuty-five mile or
indemnity limits were withdrawn fom settlement and entry by your
offide letter of May 26, 1876. It is claimed on behalf of the company
that this withdrawal was never revoked; but au examination of the
matter leads to another conclusion.
Following the passage of the forfeiture act of January 31, 1885, which
forfeited the portion of the grant opposite the unconstructed road, and
upon the re-adjustment of the limits to the constructed line of road a
diagram was prepared by your office showing the lands saved from
forfeiture within the twenty-mile or primary limits on account of the
constructed liles of road. There was also shown upon this map the
former limits, both primary and indemDity.. There was no extension of
the indemnity limits opposite the constructed portion of the road
shown, and along the entire indemnity limits formerlyestablished, were
printed the following words: Indemnity lands restored;" thus evidencing an intention to include within the restoration all the indemnity
lands, without regard to location with reference to the constructed line.
Of the lands within the indemnity limits as originally established,
but a small portion remained within the indemnity limits adjusted to
to the lines of constructed road. The tract here in question is a part
of the land included within the indemnity limits as originally established and also within the indemnity limits opposite to the constructed
lines of road.
In the matter of instructions prepared by your office, addressed to
the register and receiver at Oregon City, Oregon, governing the restoration of the lands forfeited by the act of January 31, 1885, and which
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was accompanied by the map or diagram above described, it is stated
thatConistrninug the whole act, it appears to me that Congress intended to reserve from
forfeiture the lands within granted limits along the whole of the constructed portion of the road.. For the present, therefore, the restoration of lauds nder the act
of January 31, 1895, will be limited to the lines shown on the diagram, which is prepared in accordance with the foregoing views.

These instructions were submitted to this Department and regularly
approved July 9, 1885. It will thus be seen that, although the letter
of instructions to the local officers does not specifically state that the
portion of the lands within the indefmnity limits originally established
remaining within the idemnity limits opposite constructed road, were
restored by the terms of the order contained terein, yet awhen considered in connectioit with the map, it leaves but little doubt as to the
intention to restore those lands. There being no legislative direction
for the withdrawal of the indemnity lands,,it was within the power of
the land department to revoke the withdrawal previously nade of such
indemnity lands.
It might be further stated that following the departmental decision
of April 5, 1887 (5 L. D.,5-19), involving the question as to the extent
of the grant for this company not included in the forfeiture, your office,
by letter of April 18, 1887, transmitted a diagram to the local officers,
in which letter the following appears:
Any lands which fall outside the blee twenty-mile limits, you will hold as restored
and subject to appropriation as provided by the act of January 31, 1885, by the first
legal applicant. Those in the odd numbered sections which fall within the twenty
mile blue limits and are free from other claims, are reserved for the benefit of the
railroad company.
The yellow twenty-five mile line shows the limit to which the company may go in
selecting indennity for lands in place, but there is no reservation outside the twenty
mile blue limits.

Y6ur office plainly construed the previous instructions of 1885 as
restoring those lands formerly included within the indemnity limits
that would remain within the indemnity limits adjusted to the constructed line of road, and for this reason no action was taken looking
to the restoration of the indemnity lands in 1887, when the indemnity
withdrawals on account of railroad grants generally were revoked and
the lands restored. Under these instructions, construed as aforesaid,.
the grant has been since administered, and no good reason appears
for departing from the rule of adjustment made therein.
It follows that the inadvertence on the part of your office in patent
ing this land to the company during the pendency of Bales' contest was
in violation of the rights gained by his settlement and the timely
tender of his homestead application, and it is therefore directed that
demand be made upon said company to reconvey this land to the
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United States; as conteiplated by the act of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat.,
-556), and at the expiration of the time allowed within which to corn-

ply wvith said demand, the matter will be reported to the Department
for such further action as the facts nay warrant.

HIROMESTEAD ENTRY-SCHOOL INDEMNITY SELECTION.
JONES

v.

ARTHUR.

Land in the actual possession and occupancy of one holding the same nder claim
and color of title is not subject to homestead entry.
Where the State has. sold a tract as school indemnity land, and it sbsequently
appears that the record discloses no selection thereof; it may be permitted to
select such tract, on due assiguient of basis, where such action is neeessary for
the protection of-its -vendee, and is in pursuance of its original-intention.

Acting ecretary Ryan to the Commnissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V.D.)
illarch 28, 18999.
(H. G.)
M. L. Jones appeals from the decision of your office of January 29,
1897, dismissing his contest against the homestead entry of Thonas J.
Arthur, made July 15, 1892, for the N. - of the N. of the SW. of
Sec. 10, T. 6 S., R. 3 W., Oregon City, Oregon, land district.
The facts gathered from the evidence at the hearing are set out at
length in the decision of your office, and it is unnecessary to repeat
them, further tour to say that the twenty-acre tract of land involved
in this controversy, with other lands, was sold and conveyed by the
warranty deed of the State of Oregon, in the year 1869, to one Thonas
Cross, as indemnity schoot land, and that Joites, the contestant, derives
his title by deed of warranty, through mesne conveyances, from this
source, and was in the actual possession of the tract at the date -of
Arthur's entry. lie paid twenty-five dollars per acre for the tact to
his grantor, and his goodfaith and reliance upon the security of his
title is manifest from this fact and from the report of his attorneys, at
or about the tilme of his purchase, that the title was perfect.
There is some conflict ill the testimony i regard to the enclosure of
the tract. Upon portions of two sides a pile of driftwood and a s]ongh
served as barriers against the incursion of live stock, and the other
boundaries were fenced. Only about six or seven, acres had been cultivated up to the time of Arthur's entry; but the tract, with adjacent
lands, including an area of about one hundred and sixty acres, was
occupied and cultivated by Jones and his predecessors in title, and had
been so occupied and cultivated for twenty-three years at the time of
such entry by Arthur. Jones had paid taxes ol the lands from the
time of his purchase (Alarch 4, 1883) until Arthur was ousted from the
possession thereof in 1894, and reported the tract for assessment in the
year of the hearing, or the year preceding it.
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Arthur entered the tract through a gate in the enclosure. He sought
permission to go there; bt as no one was upon the place to represent
Jones, he made settlement without such permission. Jones ordered
him to leave the premises; and thereafter, while he remained in possession, he went upon the tract through the fence of another, who gave
him permission to do so.
At the time of. Arthur's entry there was sonic hesitation in allowing
it, on the. part of the local officer in charge, but after an examination
of the records, including the plat book, the entry was allowed.
There appears to be no record that the tract was ever selected by the
State of Oregon as school indemnity lands, either in the local office or
your office, and your office so found. This finding is' supported by a
letter of your office bearing late October 20, 1879, addressed to the
land department of te State, and transmitted to this Department
since your office decision in this case was rendered. In effect, this
communication states that no selection appears for the tract in dispute,
in any of the lists of selection forwarded to your office, and therefore
was presumed to be abandoned, if ever selected, or omitted from the
official list of selections by the proper officers "for reasons best known
to themselves." Your office held therein that it could not "reconcile
their action with the fact, if it be a fact, that the State of Oregon had
sold this land previous to the date of maliig up said lists.'?
By said letter your office denied the petition of Scott and Kinney, as
grantees of the State, to have approved the indemnity school selections
of the tract and other lands, alleged to have been made September 25,
1854, by the superintendent of schools of Marion .connty, Oregon, then
actilog.

The State of Oregon, on August 28, 193, over a year after Arthur's
entry, through the clerk of its land department, appealed from the
action of the local officers, rejecting the application for selection by the
State of the tract involved as school indemnity lands, for the reason
that the tract was covered by Arthur's entry. The grounds of this
appeal are, that the State conveyed the above-described land, with
other tracts, to one Thomas Cross, September 17, 1869, as indemnity
school -lands; that the tract had, since such conveyance, been in the
possession of Cross, or his grantees, and was enclosed and cultivated
for many years by them, and was so enclosed and cultivated at the time
of Arthur's entry by Jones, the contestant herein; that being so
enclosed, cultivated and occupied, it was not subject. to entry under
the homestead laws, and that.Arthur was a trespasser thereon. This
appeal, 'in addition to te assigisnent of errors, contains the following
statement:
By some error Or oversight, the record does not disclose the fact that said tract
was selected as school indemnity land before it was conveyed to Thomas Cross, and
the State asks to be allowd.to perfect title by making the selection at this time,
and that the filing of Thomas J. Arthur be canceled
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Prior to the hearing, Jones instituted a suit in a local court for the
possession of the tract, and after a trial, at which Arthur appeared and
submitted evidence, as well as Jones, judgment was rendered against
Arthur, and he was ejected from the premises by the sheriff of the
county, and Jones was put in possession. The matters here in dispute
were attempted to be adjudicated in such suit, but the judgment can
have no controlling effect in the determination of the matter here.
Application to make entry of the tract; with other lands, was first
made by one John W. Crawford, upon May 26, 1879, under a soldiers'
declaratory statement filed November 26, 1878. His entry was made
August 5, 1879, and a contest was initiated by Scott, as purchaser from
the State, resulting in a hearing, at which Crawford did not appear,
but made default, and his entry was canceled. He acquiesced in this
decision and was permitted to make a new entry of other lands. In an
affidavit accompanying his application therefor, lie states that he
abandoned his entry covering the tract in dispute because the lands
had been selected by the State and were occupied by its grantees.
It is manifest that the decision of the case rests upon the validity of
Arthur's entry made in the face of the practical enclosure of the tract,
with other lands, by Jones, and its occupancy by him and his grantors
for so many years, under claim, and color of title. Jones paid twentyfive dollars per acre for the tract, while the original grantee from the
State paid but two dollars per acre. Jones mortgaged the tract, in
common with other lands selected by the State, to the State Board of
Land Commissioners,, for the sum of fifteen hundred dollars; and it is
improbable that State officials should have advanced such a sum or
any sum under such mortgage without an honest belief in the validity
of the title to each tract covered by the mortgage.
It is true that the tract has been only partially improved and cultivated, but it had been used and occupied in connection with other lands
for twenty-three years preceding the entry of Arthur, by those who,
beyond question, must 'have believed their title to be good; particularly
as warranty deeds were passed by the State and all of the vendors at
each sale.
While Jones might have been informed, after his purchase, of the
defect in his title, and in ample time to have made entry of the tract
prior to Artbur's. entry, it is not clear that he plainly understood the
purport of such information. He denies that he was ever so informed,
and evidently relied upon the information furnished to him. by his
attorneys at or about the time of his purchase.
The tract is in a well-settled community, where lands are undoubtedly
of much value, and it may be that an ordinary purchaser would have
relied upon the security of his title in a like situation, as the public
lands in the vicinity had doubtless been nearly all entered prior to his
purchase of this tract.
The case seems to fall within the category of cases decided by the
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supreme court of the ULited States, beginning with that of Atherton
v. Fowler (96 U. S., 513), declaring illegal any attempt to make entry
of the public lands occupied and improved by another under honest
claim and color of title. As Jones was in actual possession of the tract,
by his employe or agent, at the time of Arthur's entry, whether or not
the entry of Arthur was made peaceably or with force is immaterial.
In the case of Quinby . (Conlan (104 U. S., 420, 423), the rle was
broadly stated to be, that " a settlement can not e made upon public
land already occupied," and the reasoning of the supreme court in all
the cases pertinent to this inquiry forbids the invasion of the actual
possession of another, maintained nder claim and color of title,
whether such invasion is accompanied by the ase of force or not. (Goodwin v. McCabe, 75 Cal., 584, 588, and cases there cited.)
The principle announced in the case of Burke v. Gamble (21 L. D.,
362, 34) is also applicable to the case at bar. It is well stated in. the
syllabus, as follows:
No rights are acquired under the sttlemnent laws by an unlawful trespass ou the
undisputed and known possession of another, who believes is title to be good.

The enclosure of the tract was practically sufficient, and an inquiry'
on the part of Arthur at the time he made an inspection of the tract
prior to his entry, would have revealed the claim of title of Jones.
A question is raised as to the qualifications of Jones to enter the
tract. It is shown that he was assessed for taxation for over one
thousand acres prior to the year during which the hearing was had, but
he asserted at the hearing that he was qualified to make entry of the
tract. Even if Jones was disqualified as a homesteader, this question
could only arise when his application to enter is presented. If the
State be permitted to make selection of the tract at this time, his qualifications as a homesteader become of no importance in the disposition
of this case.
The real question to be decided is as to the right of Arthur to enter
the tract. Considering the occupancy of the tract for so many years
under an honest belief in the validity of the title of the State of Oregon thereto, and under claim and color of the warranty deed from the
State, it must be held that the tract was not subject to entry at the
time entry thereof was made by Arthur.
It does not appear that the State of Oregon has appealed from the
decision of your office rejecting its application to select the tact
involved. Although it is not a party to this proceeding, its right to
select the tract involved may be considered as incidental to this
inquiry, especially since- it has attempted to make such a selection
through its proper officers for te purpose of correcting the manifest
errors of the officers charged with the duty of applying for indemnity
selections, and in order to make good its warranty to its citizens who
were misled by its solemn deed, and in view of the further fact that
the appeal of Jones practically brings the State's case here. There is
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not much doubt that the selection of this tract was intended, but
owing to the loose methods which it is conceded were in vogue during
the early years of the settlement of the :State, such intention never
ripened into a perfect application or an approved selection of the tract
in dispute.

Under the circumstances, it should now be allowed to make the
selection, upon furnishing a proper basis therefor.
The decision of your office is reversed. The entry of Thomas J.
Arthur will be canceled; and the State of Oregon will be permitted to
make selection of the tract as school indemnity land, upon a proper
basis furnished therefor, within a time to be limited by your office,
and failing so to do, M. L. Jones will be permitted to make entry for
the tract Within a reasonable time after the failure of the State to
make application for such selection, upon shoAing his qualification to
make suchentry.

SWAMP LANDS-DOUBLE MINIMUM LANDS.

STATE OF MINNESOTA.
The State has no right under its grant of swamp lands to double mininum reserved
sections within the limits of a prior railroad grant.

Aeting Secretary Ryan to te Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
larch 28, 1899.
(G. B. 0.)
The State of Minnesota has appealed to this Department from your
office decision of July 21, 1897, wherein you hold for rejection its claim,
Lnder the swamp land grant of March 12, 1860 (12 Stat., 3), for the
NE. t of the SW. i of Sec. 24, T. 35 N., P. 30 W., St. Cloud, Minnesota,
land district. As reason for such action you state thatthe said tract of land being in an even-numbered section within the six miles limits
of the "former Brainerd branch of the St. Paul and Pacific (now St. Paul andNorthern Pacific) Railway Co.," was reserved for the special purpose of reimbursing the
government for lands granted to the State of Minnesota to aid in the construction of'
certain railroads, by the act of March 3,1857 ( U. S. Stat., 195); and the reservation
by the said act was of such a character as aiounted to. the disposition of the said
tract for other purposes prior to the date of the swamp land grant (1 Lester, 521,
and 14 L. D., 229).

By act of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat., 519), Congress granted to the
State of Arkansas the whole of the swamp and overflowed lands within

its borders which emained unsold at the passage of the act. The act
of March 12, 1860 (12 Stat., 3), extended the provisions of said act to
the States of Minnesota and Oregon, and contained the provisoThat the grant hereby made shall not include any lands which the government of
the United States may have reserved, sold or disposed of (in pursuance of any law
heretofore enacted) prior to the confirmation of title to be made under the authorization of the said act.
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The act of March 3, 1857 (I Stat., 195), granted to the Territory of
Minnesota, to aid in the construction of certain railroads, " every alternate section of land, designated by odd numbers, for six sections in
width on each side of said roads." Section two of said act provided:
That the sections and parts of sections of land which by such grant shall remain
to the United States, within six miles on each side of said roads and branches, shall
not be sold for less than double the minimum price of the public lands when sold;
hor shall any of said lands become subject to private entry until the same shall have
been first offered at public sale at the increased price.

The cases cited in your office decision relate to swamp lands in the
State of Illinois. In the first of these it was held by Secretary McOlelland, as long ago as November 20, 1855, that said State had no right
under the swamp land grant to any of the double-minimum sections
within the limits of the grant made by act of September 20, 1850 (9
Stat., 466), because such sections had been reserved for the special
purpose of reimbursing the government for the lands granted by said
act. The Department has followed this ruling in all cases of a similar
nature which have come before it since the said decision was rendered.
See the cases of the State of Illinois, 2 C. L. L., pp. 1062, 1069, and 1071,
and 14 L. D., 229, and State of Ohio, 10 . D., 394, and cases cited
therein.
The act of March 3, 1857, supra, granting lands to the State of Minnesota to aid in the construction of railroads, is substantially the same
as that of September 20, 1850, supra, granting lands to the State of
Illinois for a similar purpose, and the construction which has been
placed by the Department upon said last-mentioned act will be adopted
in this case. It is held, therefore, that the State of Minnesota has no
right under its swamp land grant to double-minimum lands within the
limits of the grant to the former Brainerd branch of the St. Paul and
Pacific Railway Company.
Your decision is affirmed.
MIING CLAIM-PIUBLICATION OF NOTICE.
GOWDY V. CONNELL (ON REVIEW).
Under the rule as announced in the case of Gowdy . Kismet Gold Mining Co., 24
L. D., 191, the failure to include in the published notice of application for
mineral patent the names of adjoining claims will not render such notice insufficient, where the publication is made or begun prior to June , 1897, and is substantially in accordance with the practice theretofore existing.
The sufficiency of a published notice of application for mineral patent mast be
determined by taking the notice as a whole, and if; when so taken, the situation of the applicant's claim on the ground is designated with substantial aconracy, the notice should be held sufficient.
The departmental decision herein of Jnne 8, 1898, 27 L. D., 56, recalled and vacated.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,

(W.

V. D.)

March 30, 1899.

(E. B., Jr.)

This case is before the Department under an order (lated September
9, 1898, entertaining a motion by J. Arthur Connell for review of the
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decision of June 8, 1898 (27 L. D., 56), wherein, affirming your office
decision of October 13, 1896, in the matter of mineral entry No. 821, of
the Big Chief and Big-Mike lode claims, survey No. 868; Pueblo,
Colorado, land district, the published notice of the application for
patent was held to be insufficient, and new notice was required for the
reason that the Chicago Girl lode claim, an adjoining claim, was not
mentioned in the published notice, either by name or by its official
survey number.
Your office decision was based upon the decision of the Department
in the case of Gowdy et al. v. Kismet Gold Mining Company (22 L. D.,
624). The last mentioned decision was modified on review February
27, 1897 (24 L. D., 191). It is contended in the motion that the decision
of February 27, 1897, in that case, which is referred to in the decision
under review as if supporting the same, does not in fact support it, but
is repugnant to it, and that the decision of the Department dated
June 25, 1898, in the case of Hallett and Halburg Lodes (27 L. D.,
104), is also repugnant to it.
William. H. Gowdy, the protestant in this case, was also, as alleged
owner of the Chicago Girl claim, one of the protestants in the GowdyKismet case, supra. In that case it was charged, among other things,
that the published notice of the application for patent to the Kismet
lode claim did not contain the names of adjoining claims, nor state
where the record of the Kismet location could be found. These
charges were shown to he true in each particular. The Kismet published notice did not make mention of any adjoining claim, either by
name or survey number, nor did it contain any statement relative to
the record of the location notice. In these particulars therefore, the
notice did not meet the literal requirements of then existing regulations (mining regulations approved December 10, 1891, paragraphs 29,
35, and 36), which were sustained and insisted pon in the first of the
Gowdy-Kismet decisions, supra.
Considering these charges in connection with the facts disclosed in
that case and in many similar cases in your office, the Department in
its decision of February 27, 1897 spra (pp. 192 and 193), said:
An informal inquiry at the mineral division in your office discloses the fact that a
large proportion of the notices of the character under discussion are not strictly in
conformity with the regulations, and some of the features might on strict construction
be sbject to the same criticism as the one at bar. It has been considered by your
,office that these notices are a substantial compliance with the regulations.
After mature deliberation on this subject, I am convinced that there is much force
in the proposition that the rule announced by the Department in this case, if
enforced, would effect a material change in the practice theretofore prevailing in
your office, which, by reason of its long standing, may be regarded ashaving become
a rule of property, and that the summary enforcement of such rule as to pending
applications, in which notice has been given under the former practice, is not only
calculated to cause muuch confusion, but great expense, both of which should be
avoided-.
12781-VOL 28
16
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The Department then directed the immediate promulgation of a substitute, therein set out (p. 194), " for the present paragraph 29 "with instructions that the same will be in full force and effect oi and after the first
day of June, 1897, and all publications made thereafter must be in conformity with
this. All publications made or started prior to that date will he treated inder the
rule as it was interpreted prior to the original decision in this case.

and in conclusion held that:
in the case at bar there was a substantial compliance by the applicants with the
rules as then administered and construed, and that the (previous) decision. should
be modified to this extent. The order requiring republication and suspending the
entry during that period is hereby revoked.

*

Read in the light of the facts in the Kismet published notice, which
contains 1o reference to any adjoining claim nor to any record of the Kismet location, it is evident that it was intended to hold, in the decision
of February 27, 1897, that the failure to include such data in pblications of notice "made or started" prior to June 1, 1897, would not
render the notice insufficient or make it necessary that new notice be
given, but that, as was therein expressly said, such publications 'will
be treated under the rule as it was interpreted prior to the original
decision in this case." While no mention is made of the Chicago Girl
claim in the published notice of the Big Chief and Big Mike application, four other claims are mentioned therein by their survey numbers,
that is, surveys Nos. 8451, 8360, 8741, and 8426, as conflicting claims,
and the conflicts between them and survey No. 8868 are excluded.
The Big Chief and Big Mike notice was therefore less objectionable
under the letter of the regulations than was the Kismet notice. The
former made mention of four conflicting claims by survey numbers;
the latter contained no allusion to any other claim.
It is not alleged by the protestant that he was misled, or that any
one was misled by the failure to make mention of the Chicago Girl
claim in the Big Chief and Big Mike published notice. He had filed a
protest as owner of the Chicago Girl, survey No. 8844, February 7,
1894, nearly eight months prior to the commencement of that notice,
against the application for the Kismet, survey No. 8451, which conflicts
with survey No. 8844, and the mention of survey No. 8451 in the notice
in question was, under these circumstances, in itself sufficient to put
him upon inquiry. The decision under review is not justified by the
decision of February 27, 1897, in the Gowdy-Kismet case. The published notice of the Big Chief and Big Mike application is believed to
be within the rule of that decision relative to " publications made or
started" prior to June 1, 1897.
A comparison of this notice with the published notice set out in full
in the decision in the case of Hallet and Hamburg Lodes, supra, shows
that the notices are in every respect essentially similar throughout,
except that there are certain errors in the latter notice, while there are
none in the former. The notice of the Hallett and Hamburg application was held to be sufficient. In considering the official instructions
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above mentioned, in connection with the section (2325 Revised Statutes)
to which they pertain, it was said in that case:
It is believed to be the intent of the statute (and with this intent the regulations
thereunder must be in harmony) that the notice of application for patent, both
posted and published, should contain such matter as will inform a man of ordinary
intelligence and prudence having an interest in a mining location conflicting with
the one applied for, that application is made for patent to the ground in conflict,
thereby giving him an opportunity to file and prosecute an adverse claim and thus
assert and protect his rights as provided by section 2326 Revised Statutes. If in
any case, a notice contains such information, it is sufficient whether it conforms with
every minute requirement of the official regulations or not. Such regulations are
prepared and issued as a guide to applicants and the local officers, and are generally
in matters of detail, directory rather than mnudatorY.
The notice must be taken as a whole. If, when so taken, it is misleading, then it
fails in the purpose of a notice; but if. talen as a whole, it points out the ground
applied for, it is sufficient.

These views are equally pertinent and controlling in the case at bar,
the published notice in which is believed to be sufficient. It is so held.
The decision of June 8,1 898, in this case is accordingly recalled and
vacated, and that of your office dated October 13, 1896, reversed. If
there are no other objections to the said entry you will pass it to patent.

INDIAN LANDS-SECOND ENTRY-SECTION 6, ACT OF JANUARY 14, 1889.
SANDSMARK ET AL. V. SOVICK.
The provision in section 6, act of January 14, 1889, with respect to the allowance of
second homestead entries was intended to afford protection to persons who had
made entries or filings, prior to the passage of the act, but who had failed to
perfect title to the land so entered or filed upon either before or after the passage
of said act.
The case of Connors . Mohr, 18 L. D., 380, cited and followed in the matter of the
priority of a settlement right as against an entry made by one who was in waiting at the local office prior to such settlement, but was prevented from making
entry by the number of prior applicants then in attendance at said office.

Secwetary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General
(W. V. D.)
March 30, 1899.-

and Office,
(C. W. P.)

May -15, 1896, Ole B. Sovick made homestead enty, No. 38, of the S. t
of the NW. i and lots 3 and 4 of See. 1, 3. 14S N., B. 39 W., Crookston
land district, Minnesota.
May 19. 1896, Ole G. Sandsmark made homestead application for
said land and filed an affidavit of contest against said entry No. 38,
claiming settlement at four minutes past nine oclock A. M., on May
15, 1896.
May 26, 1896, Ole B. Stubson filed homestead application for said
land and filed an affidavit of contest, claiming settlement at ten minutes past nine o'clock A. M., on May 15, 1896.
June 4, 1896, August Nelson filed an affidavit. of contest, claiming
settlement on the SE. 1 of the NW. ;, the SW. i of the NE. 4 and lots
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2 and 3 of said section 1, at six minutes past nine o'clock A. M., on
May 15, 1896.
This land was formerly embraced in te Red Lake Indian reservation, and was opened to settlement and entiy at nine o'clock A. A., on
May 15, 1896 (see circular of March 27, 1896).
August 3, 1896, a hearing was held before the local officers to determine the rights of these parties.
March 3, 1897, the local officers rendered a decision in favor of Stubson. Sovick and Sandsmark appealed.
August 7, 1897, your office affirmed the judgment of the local officers. Sandsmark and Sovick appealed to the Departient.
The evidence shows that Sandsmark made his initial act of settlement at four minutes past nine o'clock A. M., on Mlay 15, 1896, the day
of the opening, but that he had done nothling more on the land up to
the date of the hearing, and never established residence upon the land.
On the other hand, it is shown that Stubson made settlement on the
land at ten minutes past nine o'clock on May 15, 1896, and that lie has
followed up his initial acts of settlement by building a house, twelve
by fourteen feet, on May 26,1896, planting potatoes on a piece of ground
of about two square rods, digging a well, etc., and that he has established residence upon the land. The local officers held that:
As Ole B. Stubson seems to be the only one of the contestants that has followed
up his initial acts by establishing residence upon the land, and as said acts were
begun prior to the hour that entry was made by Ole B. Sovick, we vould recommend that said entry be canceled, and that Ole B. Stubson be allowed to make entry
therefor;

in which finding your office concurred.
It appears from the record that Stubsoumiade homiestead entry, No.
12,225, of the SE. i of Sec. 28, T. 147, R. 42, at the Crookston land
office on January 10, 1887, and relinquished his entry on January 21,
1891, "because of the sickness of his wife and failure of crops, and
that he received no consideration for his relinquishment." It is contended by Sovick that the sixth: section of the act of January 14, 1889
(25 Stat., 642), does not inure to the benefit of Stubson. Te provision
in said section 6 is:
That any person who has not heretofore had the benefit of the homestead or preemption law, and who as failed from any cause to perfect the title to a tract of
land heretofore entered by him under either of said laws may make a second homestead entry under the provisions of this act.

This provision clearly was intended to afford protection to persons
who had made entries or filings, prior to the passage of the act, but
'who had failed to perfect title to the land so entered or filed upon
either before or after the passage of the act.
The contention of Sovick that because lie was prevented by the
applicants in line at the local office from filing his homestead application before Stubson's settlement, e has the better right to the land, is
without force. Connors v. Mohr, IS L. D., 380.
Your office decision is therefore affirmed.
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DIAz v. GLOVER.

Motion for rehearing denied by Secretary Hitchcock, March 30,1899.
See departmental decision of July 5,1898,27 L. D., 144.
TIMBER CUILTIRE CONTE IT-COPLIANCE

O'Roumcrn

't.

WITH LAW.

INGALSBE.

Tn a timber culture contest, brought prior to the expiration of the current entry.
year, the failure of the eutrynian to plant and cultivate trees during that year,
and before the contest, affords no gromud for cancellation, where there is o
default prior to said year, as he is entitled to all of said year in which to
comply with the law.
A timber culture entrylnan is entitled to credit for trees planted and cultivated by
a former entryman to whose possessory right he has succeeded.

Secretary Hitchcoch to the Comissioner of the

(W. V. D.)

March. 30, 1899.

Gealercal Land Oftce,
.

(L. L. B.)

January 7, 1891, Orin Ingalsbe made timber culture entry for the
NW.
of the SE. of Sec. 4, T. 94 N., R. 29 W., Des Moines land
district, Iowa. His entry was
Iade upon the relinquishment of .
former timber culture entry embracing the same tract.
July 15, 1896, Battie 0'Rourhe filed a contest affidavit against his
said entry, alleging as follows:
That the said Orin Ingalsbe has failed to plant the required number of trees,
cuts or seedlings, or to care properly for those that are planted, or to plant the kind
or kinds of trees, cuts or seedlings required by law, and has failed in every particular to comply with the requirements of the Jaw in regard to the entry of lands
under the act of Congress of June 14,1878.

Notice was issued, and hearing commenced September 9, 1896, and
March 24, 1897, the local office found in favor of the contestant, and,
on1 appeal, your office, by decision of June 26, 1897, affirmed the action
of the register anid receiver and held Ingalsbe's entry for cancellation.

Ingalsbe's appeal from your said office decision is now
X consideration.

ere for

An examination of the evidence shows that there was practically no
testimony introduced by the contestant showing any failure upon the
part of the entryman to comply with the requirements of the timber
culture law for the first five years of his entry, to wit, up to January 7,
1896. They were questioned almost exclusively as to the acts of the
entrVinan in connection witil his cultivation and planting in 1896, and
whatever testimony was drawn from them as to his acts prior to that
year all tended to show compliance with the requirements of the law up
to that time.
C. A. Teller, the contestant's first witness, says that he was not
acquainted with the tract until August 7, 1896.
Walter Raney te next witness, says:
He, Ingalsbe, had nothing between the rows the first year he put out the trees. I
do not think any of them lived the first year they were put out. The next year be
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put out trees and he had beans planted between the rows of trees. That was two
years ago. Some of them lived; they were reasonably well cultivated.
Q. That was in 1893 and 1894. Now what was done on the land last year-1895.
Did he cultivate it between the rows; and what did he have planted there?-A. I
think he had potatoes planted there last year. The potatoes were tended pretty
good between the rows of trees. I was there i the fall when e threshed. Some
weeds had grown up. When he had dug the potatoes ot there were not weeds
enough to kill the trees out. There was probably four hundred and fifty feet that
he did not plant potatoes on the south end. . . . On the south end he could
not cultivate between them and have sufficient room to raise potatoes.

The next witness, Don Fraser, testifies only to seeing Ingalsbe thresh
wheat on the north end of the tree strip in the fall of 1895, and that he
did not see any maple trees near where they were threshing, and that
the willow trees were scattering in that vicinity. He also says, on
cross-examination, that he saw the land after it had been cultivated in
the spring of 1894.
Watt Jones, the next witliness, says that he does not know what
Ingalsbe did on the laim in 1892-3-4 or 5. This witness had made
timber culture entry for this tract many years before 'the entry of
Ingalsbe, and his testimony was chiefly directed to the fact of.his own
planting of trees, and that a good proportion of the tree planting claimed
by Ingalsbe was done by the witness during his occupancy of the land.
Battie O'Rourke, the contestant, was the next to testify. His testimony i chief in relation to the tree culture was confined to the conlition of the claim up to " 1890 or 189 1." He says that the next time
he saw the land to. observe it was "this summer or last spring" (1896),
and that he "did not pay any attention to it until this year." His testimonly covers many pages of the record, and only tends to show that
a large part of the trees were on the claim when Ingalsbe entered the
land on the relinquishment of Young (the next prior entryman) and
that the land was not cultivated in 1896, prior to the date of the contest.
Stewart, the next witness for contestant, and his brother-in-la, says
that he never examined the tract until the spring of 1896.
Contestant's next witness. A. J. Jones, says that he does not know
what Ingalsbe did on the claim in 1891, and that lie "does not know
anything about the work lie did on the land or what, if any, trees he set
out until this year."
Mar. Fraser was next recalled, and said that lie did not know what
had been done on the claim prior to July of this year (1896).
These were all the witnesses introduced by the contestant, and the
foregoing embraces the substance of the testimony as to the cultivation and'seeding of. the land by the entryman prior to 1896. They all
concur in stating that, up to the bringing of the contest in July, the
land showed no evidence of cultivation in the year 1896, but admit
(evidently thinking it to be against the interest of the entryman) that
in August of that year Ingalsbe set out several maple sprouts and
carefully cultivated the trees.
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From the testimony of contestant's witnesses it is plain that he
relied, for the success of his contest, upon showing that many of the
trees growing upoi the claim n.were there when the entryman procured
the relinquishment of Young, and that there were less than two and
one-half acres cultivated and planted to trees. The undisputed evidence shows that the strip plaited to trees by Ingalsbe reached across
the east end of the tract and was fenced in by a wire fence, and that
the enclosure contained about two and one-half acres. It could not be
cultivated close up to the fence, and measuring between the lateral
outside rows, the land aggregated something more than two acres and
something less than two acres and a quarter.
Bat it was also shown in evidence, and not disputed that about nine
-or ten years prior to Ilgalsbe's entry a former entrynan had planted
two rows of white willow clear across two sides of the forty- acre tract
and one row across another side, and that most of these trees were
growing and thrifty at date of the contest.
There is some evidence going to show that Ingalsbe said that he (lid
not care for the trees, that he was going to prove up and sell the
claim; but he denies this, and there is nothing in his acts tending to
corroborate this statement.
As before stated, the contest was brought in July, 1896, and his
failure to cultivate the land or replant trees dnring that year, prior to
the date of the contest, would not afford a ground for the cancellation
of his entry. He had all the year in which to comiply with the lav,
and the testimony of the contestant's witnesses shows conclusively that
he did re-set and nicely cultivate the tree strip in August of that year.
The defendant and his witnesses testify that the trees or sprouts Wei e
seeded and re-set the year before, and the local office and your ofilce
found that the preponderance of te tstimiony showed that this was
not done until August, 1896. Inasmuch as the entrymal had all that
year in which to comply with the law, the question as to when he did
this is not material, there being no evidence showing a default prior to
1896. The local officers found that Ingalsbe testified falsely in regard
to this replanting, and, concurring in this finding, your office, largely
for that reason, held. his entry for cancellation. While this is an iminaterial matter, it may be stated that ai examination of all the evidence
makes this finding of your office at least doubtful, but it will not be
here discussed.
As to the prematurity of the contest in support of defaults for 1896,
see Cox v. Orr, 91 L. D. 191; Stewart v. .Carr 2 L. D., 249, and many
other cases.
The other point to which the most of the contestant's testimony was
directed, namely, that many of the trees were not planted by Ingalsbe,
but were placed there by a former entryman, is also immaterial.
The object of the law is to encourage the growth of timber, aud this purpose is
accomplished whether the wvork be performed by the entryinan, his agent, or his
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vendor. It is not a mere personal requirenent, and if one purchase land which has
been in whole or in part broken, planted and cultivated by another, the spirit or
intent of the law is as fully net as if lie lacl personally performed the work. (Gahan
v. Garrett, I L. D., 137.)

This principle is approved aud followed in Weaver . Price, 16 L.
P., 522; Joy v. Bierly, 17 L. D., 178, and ii many earlier decisions.
Crediting the entryman with the rows planted and growing on three
sides of the forty-acre tract (which was independent of the strip fenced
and cultivated by him), the full complemlent of two and one-half acres
is More than supplied.

At the conclusion of the contestant's testimony counsel for defendant
moved to dismiss the contest because the evidence produced by the
contestant was not sufflicient to sustain the charge in the affidavit.
This motion should have been sustained.
rfle testimony of defendant's witnesses shows a full compliance with
the law by the-entryman during each year of his entry. Nearly all his
witnesses assisted him in the cultivation of the tract.
The decision appealed fron is reversed, the contest of O'Ronrke is
dismissed, and Ingalsbe's entry is held intact

MURRAY V. PIERCE.

Motion for review of departmental decision of January 23, 1899, 28
L; 1)., 48, denied by Secretary, Hitchcock, April 30, 1899.

IIEPAYMENT-D-TUBLE

MINIMUM EXCESS-RETURN OF SCRIP.

ALBERT NE LSON.

*

fTli repayment act of June 16, 1880, does Dot authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to draw his warrant upon the Treasury for double minimum excess erroneously
charged for lands reduced in price by section 3 act of June 15, 1880; but where
the consideration received by the government is in the form of surveyor general's scrip, that yet remains in the custody of the Department, the error may be
.
corrected by a return of scrip equal in amount to the excess.

Secretary Hitcheock to the Commissioner of the General Land Of e,
(L. L. B.)
April 4, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
September 14, 1895, Albert Nelson commuted his homestead entry,
embracing the SW. i of Sec. 34, T. 51 N., R. 5 W., Ashland, Wisconsin,
surrendering in payment therefor three certificates of location issued
by the U. S. surveyor general for the State of Louisiana and described
as ollows, respectively: "332 B," for one hundred and sixty acres, "401
-JR," for eighty acres, and "646 I,'" for eighty.acres; thereby paying
double minimlum1 price for the land covered by his entry.
September 17, 1897, he filed in the local office an-applicationl for repay-
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ment of the excess. His application was transmitted to your office, and
upon examination of the record was denied September 28, 1897. His
appeal from this action of your office is now here for consideration.
An examination of the records of your office shows that the land was
offered at public sale at $2.50 per acre June 22, 1S59.
The third section of the act of June 15, 1880 (21 Stat., 237), provides:
That the price of lands now subject to entry which were raised to two dollars and
fifty cents per acre, and put in market prior to January, eighteen hundred and
sixty-one, by reason of the grant of alternate sections for railroad purposes is
hereby reduced to one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.

The land is within the limits of the grant to te Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company (BayfieldBranch), the map
of definite location therefor having been filed July 17, 1.858, and it was
by reason of said grant that the land was raised to the double nilniun,
price. It therefore falls within the description of the lands affected by
the said act of June 15, 1880, and was thereby reduced to one dollar
and twenty-five cents per acre. The exaction of a double minimum
price was error. Can it be correctedl
This application does not come within the remedy prescribed by the
second section of the act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287), because Nelson's entry has' not been canceled, nor was it erroneously allowed, and
it may be confirmed; nor has it ' been found not to be within the limits
of a railroad grant." So that had he paid for this land in money, and
the money so paid had reached the treasury, the said act would not
authorize he Secretary to (iraw his warrant upon the Treasury for
the excess s erroneously paid." (See Iez Rhodes, 271L. D., 147, and
William Edmnonston, 20 L. D., 216.)
In the ase at bar, however, the consideration received by the government has not been covered into the treasury, but is still in the
hands of the officers of this Department, and the matter may be
adjusted independently of the statute invoked.
Through the error of the register and receiver he has paid for this
land double the amount required by law. It was wrong to exact this,
and to retain it would be to continue the wrong. While the consideration remains i the hands of this Department the mistake may and
should be corrected. It comes within the principle announced by
Attorney-General John Nelson, in 4th Opinions of Attorney-General,
page 227, wherein he said:
In reference to cases of error arising out of miscalculations of the amounts to be
paid, I have had more difficulty.
Ioney thus paid is never properly in the treasury
of the United States. It is paid and received by mutual mistake and as long as it
remains in the hands of the receiving officer I can perceive no good reason why,
uponi the discovery of the error, he shouild not be authorized to correct it. After it
has found its way into the treasury, however, like all other money, it should be
withdrawn in strict fulfillment of the requirements of the law, which the administrative power or the executive department of the government cannot control.

The certificates surrendered by the applicant as the consideration
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for the land are in the custody and nder the control of the Department, and justice and equity demand that the mistake should be
corrected.
You will therefore return to the applicant certificates, with proper
endorsement thereon, representing an amount equal to the excess paid
by him-for the land.
The decision appealed from is accordingly modified.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-LANDS STTBJECT TO ENTRY.

WHEELER V. RODGERS.
The enclosure and improvement of putblic land without authority under any law of
Congress, or other claim of right, or color of title, do not constitute an appropriation of such land that will take it out of the class of lands subject to
homestead entry.
Rights as to the ownership or possession of improvements, placed on public land
without authority of law, are not determined by a judgment of the Department
sustaining the validity of an entry of said land; hence it can not be held that
such an entry is made for the purpose of securing said improvements.

Secretary Hitchcock to the
(W. V. D.)

ommissionjer of the General
April 4, 1899.

and ffce,
(L. L. B.)

May 6, 1896, William D. Rodgers entered nder the homestead law
the NE of the SE 4 of Sec. 25, T. 2 N., R. 37 E., Blackfoot, Idaho.
August 21, 1896, Win. E. Wheeler filed contest against this entry
alleging that at the date thereof the tract was appropriated for purposes of trade and business and contained improvements of the value
of 3,000.00, and that the entry was not made in good faith, but for
speculative purposes and to secure the improvements.
Hearing was had in due time and the register and receiver found
that the entry was made in bad faith for the purpose of acquiring the
improvements on the land, and they recommended that the entry of
Rodgers be canceled.
On appeal your office, by decision of August 11, 1897, reversed the
action of the local officers and sustained the entry.
The contestant has appealed.
The facts necessary to a consideration of the questions here involved
are herewith summarized.
The land is surrounded on three sides by individual additions to the
town of Idaho Falls, but is not embraced within the incorporated limits
of the towvn.
In the year 1886 the Bin gham County Agricultural Association was
organized and took possession of this tract and used it for the purpose
of a fair ground. They enclosed it with a tight board fence eight feet
high and constructed other buildings and a half mile race-track for use
at their yearly exhibitions. It was so used without objection until
1891. In the year 1890 Harvey L. Rodgers, the father of the present
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-entryman, made desert land entry of the quarter section of which the
land in controversy is the northeast forty acre subdivision.
is entry
was contested and canceled as to this forty acres, upon the ground
that it had been reclaimed by the association prior to the entry of
Rodgers. (See Taylor v. Rodgers, 14 L. D., 194). Thereupon Bronson
B. Rodgers brother of the present 'entryman made homestead entry
therefor, and May 6, 1896, he relinquished and William D. Rodgers,
claimant herein, made his entry which is now in contest.
The contestant herein was the secretary of the association, and some'time prior to the entry of the defendant an execution was issued upon
some claim that had been prosecuted to judgment against the association, and the contestant bought the claim and took a bill of sale from
the officers of the said association of all the improvements ol the land
in order, as he says, to protect himself and other officers of the organization from' trouble that might arise under other executions.
These improvements still remained on the land when the entry in
controversy was made, but the use of the land for a lair ground had
been discontinued since the year 1891 because of proceedings in courts
successfully prosecuted by the prior entrymen.
There are but two questions presented by the record:
1st. Was the land subject to entry May 6,1896, when the defendant's
entry was made?
2nd. If this question is answered in the affirmative, was the entry
made in good faith ?
Prior to the act of March 3, 1891 (6 Stat., 1095), only such lands as
were "subject to pre-emption" could be entered under the homestead
law.
By the act of Mlarch 3, supra, the words "subject to pre-emption"
were omitted from the section (2289 It. S.) describing the kind of land
that could be entered under the homestead 'law, and thereafter "the
only limitation placed upon the character of lands subject to homestead
entry by said section is that they shall be 'unappropriated public
lands.'
(See Barbour v. Wilsoi et al., on review, 28 LD.,1.)
This limits the inquiry to the question: Was the tract in controversy
at the date of defendant's entry "unappropriated public land."
At that-time (May 6, 1896;) there was no claimant for the land, nor
had it been appropriated under any law of Congress.
Nor was the original occupation by the Bingham County Agricultural Association such a possession as is protected against settlement
and entry under the rule in the case of Atherton v. Fowler, 96 U. S.,
513. In that case and in the departmental decisions following it, the
parties in possession claimed under color of right. Here there is no
such claim. The officers of the association, without any color of right
unlawfully enclosed and improved land belonging to the government,
and neither said association, nor any other party, at the date of Rodgers' entry, was holding the possession of the land under any claim
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from the United States or title or color of title or right derived from
any other. source. As before stated, whatever business or trade has
been conducted within this unlawful enclosure had been discontinued
long prior to the date of Rodgers' entry, and the continuance of such
enclosure became but a naked trespass upon the public domain.
Such a possession comes within the purview of the act of February
25, 1885 (23 Stat., 321). The first section of said act provides:
That all iclosures of any public lands in any State or Territory of the United
States, heretofore or to be hereafter made, erected, or constrifeted by any person,
party, association, or corporation, to any of which land included within the inclosure the person, party, association, or corporation making or controlling the inclosure
had no clain or color of title made or acquired in good faith, or an as'erted right
thereto by or under claim, made in good faith with a view to entry thereof at the
proper land-office under the general laws of the United States at the time any such
inclosure was or shall he made, are hereby declared to be unlawful, arid the maintenance, erection, construction, or control of any sch enclosure is hereby forbidden
and prohibited; and the assertion of a right to the exclusive use and occupancy of
any part of the public lands of the United States in any State or any of the Territories of the United States, without claim, color of title, or asserted right as above
specified as to inclosure, is likewise declared unlawful, and hereby: prohibited.

The third section provides:
That no person, by force, threats, intimidation, or by any fencing or enclosing, or
any other unlawful means, shall prevent or obstruct, or shall combine and confederate with others to prevent or obstruct, any person from peaceably entering upon or
establishing a settlement or residence on any tract of public land subject to settlement or entry under the public land laws of the United States, or shall prevent or
obstruct free passage or transit over or through the pblic lands. Provided This
section shall not be held to affect the right or title of persons, who have gone upon,
improved or occupied said lands under the land laws of the United States, claiming
title thereto, in good faith.

The charge that the entry was not luade i good faith but for the
purpose of appropriating the improvements is not sustained by the
evidence.. To sustain this charge only the fact that these improvements were on the land at the date of his entry was shown in evidence,
and. the Department is asked to infer firon the mere presence of the
improvements that the entry was made in bad faith and for speculative
purposes.
A jdgmeut sustaining his entry does not determine any rights as to
the ownership or right to the possession of the improvements. That
question is with the courts, and so far as this )epartment is informed,
therightto removehis improvements is generally if not always awarded
to the unsuccessful litigant. It can not be held then that this entry
was made for the purpose of securing the improvements on the land.
See Francisco Mirabal 20 L. D., 346; also Raymond et al. v. Redifer's
Heirs et al., 21 L. D., 228.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
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EDWARD BAER.

Motion for review of departmental decision of January 6, 1899, 28
L. D., 22, denied by Secretary litchcock, April 4, 1899.

ACCOUNTS-DEPUTY SURVEYOR-HESURVEY.
THOMIAS H. (JROSWELL.
The fact that a deputy surveyor fails to obtain special authority for making a r survey is no reason for the disallowance of his account, if, upon examination, it is
found that such resurvey was actually necessary and would have been auhorized if application had been made therefor.
Secretary Hitchcock to the Comnissioner of the General Land (jffice,

(W. V. D.)

April 4, 1899.

(E. F. B.)

This is an appeal from the decision of your office of November 17,
1897, disallowing the account of Thomas El. Croswell as to that part
embracing a charge for resurvey of township lines under contract No.
65 for survey of lands in Minnesota.
It appears from the record in this case that the account of Croswell
for $1,240.69 included a charge of $332.77 for resurvey of the township
lines, which was disallowed for the reason that said resurveys were not
authorized by your office. The account was audited for the amount as
reduced and payment thereof was made and accepted by said deputy
surveyor. He afterwards presented an application for the approval of
said rejected item, supported by affidavits and the statement of the
surveyor general showing the necessity for the resurvey of said township lines.
Your office placed said affidavitsbefore the surveyor general with
instructions that if, after an examination thereof, he was satisfied
that Croswell executed said resurveys and retracements in good faith
under his contract No. 65, and that the same were absolutely necessary
in order to initiate and complete the work, he was authorized "to issue
to him nunc pro tnc special instructions" authorizing the resurveys

and retracements for which the account of $332.77 was rendered. In
pursuance thereof the surveyor general, on August 8, 1898, issued an
order recitingWhereas it appears from a careful examination of your notes of the exanination
and resurveys of the exterior lines of Tps. 61 and 63 N., R. 26 W., 4th Mer., Minn.,
surveyed by you under your contract No. 65, dated May 27, 1896, that the west and
north boundaries of Tp. 61 N., R. 26 W., and the south, west, and north boundaries
of T. 63 N., R. 26 W., are very defective in alignment and position; and whereas it
appears from said examinations, as well as from your affidavit, May 6, 1898, that it
was absolutely necessary to resurvey and re-establish all of said township hues in
order to properly initiate and complete the subdivisions of said township, and no
subdivision lines having been closed upon either side of any of said township lines;
Now, therefore, you are specially instructed and authorized to resurvey and
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re-establish said west and north boundaries of T. 61 N., R. 26 W., and the south, west,
and north exteTior boundaries of T. 63 N., R. 26 W., in accordance with instractions
to surveyors general, dated June 3, 1894, and the special instructions accompanying
your contract No. 65 aforesaid.

These instructions were approved by your office, and on September
8th you transmitted to the Auditor of the Treasury for the Interior
Department a certificate of approval of the account for said resurvey
amounting to $332.77, which was disallowed for the reason that said
account had been closed and your office could not again assmue jurisdiction over it so as to bind the United States to pay what had once
been certified was not due. But the Auditor adds:
I can only reopen and make a further allowance upon this account upon appeal by
the deputy surveyor to the Secretary of the Interior from the Commissioner's final
action in November 1897, and upon the Secretary's decision that such action was
erroneous and that the resurveys charged for were actually made in compliance with
authority existing at the time they were made.

There seems to be no question as to the necessity for the resurvey of
the exterior and boundary lines of the townships for which the charge
was made. This is shown by the field notes of surveys, as afterward
determined by the surveyor general, whose decision was approved by
your office. But it appears that the charge was rejected, when first presented, because the resurveys were made without first submitting a
statement of the condition of the exterior lies and obtaining definite
authority therefor.
Croswell contends that he was authorized to make the resurvey by the
Manual of Instructions and was also justified in construing the special
instructions as the special authority therefor.
The conditions under which resurveys of township lines may be made
are set forth on pages 72, 73 and 74 of the Manual of Instructions, and
on page 224 it is declared thatin no other case will any resurvey be paid for which is not specifically authorized
by the Commissioner.

- The clause in the special instructions to which Croswell refers as
authorizing the resurveys, is as follows:
If the exterior lines are defective you will make necessary corrections after considering the rules laid- down on pages 71 to 74 of the Manual and especially the
restrictions on page 224.
Whenever you find it necessary to correct and resurvey any of the township lines
you will in your returns note all data found regarding the former marks of survey,
and obliterate erroneous corners as shown in specimen field notes on pages 179 to 182.
Yon will also note your preliminary examination of the old surveys as your justification for deciding it necessary to resurvey exterior lines, and if it is not satisfactorily
shown to this office that said survey was necessary, or if on inspection it was found
unnecessary, no compensation for .the work will be allowed, and you are cautioned
against making extensive resurveys without first submiting a statement of the condition and obtaining definite authority therefor.
If found necessary the west and north boundaries of T. 61, R. 26, and the south,
west, and north boundaries of T. 63, R. 26, will be corrected under rules prescribed
by paragraph 1 on pages 72 and 73 of the Manual.-
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The mere fact that the deputy surveyor failed to obtain special authority for making the resurveys furnishes no reason for the disallowance
of his account, if, upon examination, it is found that the resurvey was
actually necessary iii order that he might properly initiate and complete
the subdivision of the township, and that upon a showing of such condition authority would have been given if applied for. If the survey
is made without obtaining such authority, it is at the risk of having
his account disallowed. (Isaac N. Chapman, et al., 26 L. D., 009.)
From the decision of the surveyor general it appears that the resurvey
was authorized by the Manual of Instructions, which provides for resurveys when it is necessary to correct the township boundary in point of
alignment. He says:
It appears from a careful examination of your notes of the examination and resurveys of the exterior lines of townships 61 and 63 N., R. 26 W., 4th Mer., Minn., surveyed by you under your contract No. 65, dated May 27, 1896, that the west and
north boundaries of T. 61 N., R. 26 W., and the south, west, and north boundaries
of T. 63 N., R. 26 W., are very defective in alignment and position,-

and it further appears from -an examination of the field notes and of
affidavits filed by the deputy surveyor that it was absolutely necessary
to resurvey and re-establish all of said township lines i order to
properly initiate and complete the subdivision of said townships.
This brings the resurveys clearly within the Manual-of Instructions,
and the account should therefore have been allowed.
Your decision of November 17, 1897, disallowing said charge was
therefore erroneous; and as the resurveys charged for were actually
made in compliance with the Manual of Istructions, the account
should have been certified for payment.

HOMTESTEAD CONTEST-ADVERSE CLAIMS-ESTOPPEL.
HALL

. HUGHES.

One who agrees to relinquish his claim on compliance with specified conditions and
thus induces an expenditure of money on the-part of an adverse claimant, and
thereafter refuses to carry out such agreement, is estopped from setting up his
priority of claim as against said adverse claimant.

Office,
(C. J. W.)

Secretary Hffitchcoc7c to the Commisioner of the General Land

(W. V. D.)

April 4, 1899.

-

On October 5, 1893, Perry C. Hughes filed in the local land office at
Enid, Oklahoma, soldier's declaratory statement for the SE. 1 of Sec. 8,
T. 22 N., R. 7 W., said land district.
On November 7, 1893, Charles E. Hail made homestead entry for the
same land, and filed a protest against Hughes being allowed to carry
his soldier's declaratory statement into a homestead entry, for the
reason that the same was fraudulent.
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1894, Hughes filed application to muake homestead entry

on his soldier's declaratory statement, and a hearing 'Was
the allegation of fraud made i

ordered on

the protest.

After the submission of testimony by Hall, Hughes demurred to the
sufficiencly of the testimony. The local officers rendered an opinion, in
which they fouind that Hughes acted fraudulently towards Hall, by

encouraging him to purchase the claims of Petty and Chamberlain, for
the purpose of getting them out of the way of his (Hughes') claim, but
express the further opinion that the contract or verbal agreement
between Hall and Hughes vas not one which they could enforce. Tey
thereupon dismissed Hall's protest, and Hughes made homestead entry
upon his declaratory statement.
Hall appealed, and on October 17, 1896, your office remanded the
case for further earing to give Hughes an opportunity to make his
defense.

Such further hearing was had, and on April 26, 1897, the local officers rendered a decision on the whole record, in which it is said that
the forier finding of facts is sustained by the weight of the testimony,

and they recommended the cancellation of Hughes' entry, and that

Hall's

entry remain intact. From this decision Hughes appealed, and
on July 26, 1897, your office affirmed said decision and held Hughes'
entry for cancellation.
Hughes moved for review of your office decision, which you denied
on September 28. 1897.
The case is before the Department on the appeal of Hughes from said
decisions of your office.
The following grounds of error are alleged:
1. In holding that Hughes entered into an areement with Hall to release his
claim upon the land to Hall for the sum of twenty-five ($25.00) dollars, if Hall could
purchase the prior claims of Petty and Chamberlain, when the preponderance of the
evidence not only does not support said holding, but shows the contrary
2. In holding that Hall did purchase the rights of Petty and Chamberlaiii, paying therefor two hundred and seventy-five ($275.00) dollars, and that Hughes then'
refused to relinquish his S. D. S. as he agreed to for tweuty-five ($25.00) ddl1ars,
when as a matter of fact he (Hughes) never entered into any such agreement.
3. In not dismissing the protest of Hall, because the matters in olved therei n were
not within the jurisdiction of the General Land Office or the Land Department, as
it appears that Hughes made his soldier's declaratory statement on October 5, 1893,
and transmuted it to H. E. No. 8586 on December 20, 1894, and as the Land Department has no power to compel Hughes to relinquish his entry or soldier's deelarttory
statement in pursuance of any previous contract, even if such contract had been
made, and it was error to consider any evidence relating thereto, or to order a hearing thereon.
4. In not dismissing the protest of Hall on the ground that neither the Commissioner of the General Land Office nor the Land Department has any jurisdiction or
authority whatever to enforce an unexecuted or executory contract, and i not
holding that if such contract had been made, the remedy for a breach thereof must
be sought in the courts and not in the Land Department..
5. In not holding that the Land Department has no jurisdiction to determine the
validity of a contract, to enforce it, or to give judgment for the damages caused by
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a breach thereof, and therefore for not dismissing the protest of Hall, and allowing
the soldier's declaratory statement and entry of Huglies to remain intact.
6. In holding in effect that Hughes should be compelled to execute a relinquishment for his soldier's declaratory statement and his homestead entry, when there is
no evidence whatever that he perpetrated any fraud upon Hall, as the facts claimed
by Hall to have been proven only show a refusal to perform an agreement, or a
failure to keep. a promise.
7. In holding in effect that Hughes should be compelled to relinquish when the
law does not require him to do so, even should it appear that he had been guilty of
fraud.
8. In attempting to enforce an. executory contract notwithstanding the fact that
the Department has uniformly refused to interfere in any manner whatever with
executory contracts.

The third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth grounds of error

may be considered together, as constituting a general demurrer to the
action taken by'your office, conceding the facts to be as found. The
questions of law thus presented,-which constitute a denial of the jurisdictional authority of your office or the land department to take cognizance of a contract or agreement like the one alleged to have been made
between Hall and Hughes, will first be considered.
A somewhat similar question was before the Department in the case
of Ryan v. Baker (25 L. D., 399), wherein it was held (syllabus) that:
The Department has no jurisdiction to vacate a contract providing for the sale of
a possessory right to a tract of land entered into by adverse claimants therefor, or
enforce specific performance thereof, but it may consider and interpret said contract
for the purpose of determining the qualifications and good faith of the parties
thereto, as applicants under the homestead law.

So, in this case, if it be conceded that Hughes made a contract or
agreement with Hall to relinquish his claim to the land in question for
twenty-five dollars, and thereby induced Hall to spend money in the
purchase of the claims of Petty and Chamberlain, who were settlers
upon the same land with claims superior to those of Hughes, and after
Hall paid out tto hundred and seventy-five dollars in extinguishing
these superior claims Hughes then refused to carry out the agreement,
it -was such fraud as to estop him from setting up his claim as against
Hall.
The first and second grounds of error deny the facts to be as found,
both by your office and and the local office.
In reference to the facts, your office found as follows:
At the rehearing Hughes testified that he had made no such contract with Hall or
any one else as was alleged. He also introduced in his behalf two witnesses, George
L. Fortune and Or& E. Westfall, whose testimony tends to corroborate Hughes in
this respect. Fortune testified that he was present at Hall's first interview about
November 3, 1893, wherein Hughes refused to talk to Hall about relinquishing his
S. D. S., and Westfall testified that he heard the conversation of Purcell (attorney
for Hall, Petty and Chamberlain) with Hughes, wherein Hughes refused to enter
into any contract. Hughes testified that he had one conversation with Petty and
they marked down what they would take for their right to the land and each of
them marked $50, but no definite understanding was had.
At the original hearing the plaintiff introduced in his behalf the following wit-
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nesses: Frank Purcell, D. D. Snider, J. W. Haughey, J. D. Waters, J. Corry, Robert
Connor, Charles E. Hall, the plaintiff, Nicholas Drishen, and George Petty.
-Frank Pnrcell, who acted as attorney for Petty and Chamberlain, and subsequently
as attorney for Hall, testifies, in substance, that he had his first interview with
Hughes early in October, 1893, with a view of effecting a compromise between the
parties; that he had several interviews during the month and finally about the last
of the month "Mr. Hughes stated to me that Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. Petty and himself had agreed with Mr. Hall (the plaintiff) for a given sum of money, to let him
file on the land-that is, Mr. Hall. And Mr. Hughes was to relinquish his soldier's
declaratory. At that time I was requested to draw papers in the case, and I did
draw the papers in regard to Mr. Chamberlain, but nothing in regard to Mr. Hughes,
as he insisted on drawing his own, and not wanting the matter to be made public at
that time, as he desired to have his right restored, but agreed to relinquish upon
payment of the money;" that Hughes told him he was to receive from Hall $25 for
his relinquishment; that after the agreement was made and Hall had paid Petty
and Chamberlain for their claims, he frequently saw Hughes as the attorney for Hall
and requested him to file his relinquishment or a withdrawal of his D. S.; that
the agreement on the part of Hall was to pay Petty $175, Chamberlain $100, and
1Hughes $25.
J. D. Waters testified that Hughes told him, prior to November , 1893, that Hall
had agreed to buy the improvements of two settlers on theeland, and that he
(Hughes) had agreed to sell to fall.
Connor testified that he had a conversation with Hughes about January 1, 1894.
in regard to the claim in controversy, and that he told Hughes that Hall had told
him, Connor, that he, Hall, had gotten Hughes and the other fellows off and that
Hughes replied: "He did, but he can't prove that." Hughes said: "It takes two
to prove that."
Hall testified that about the last of October he had an understanding with Hughes,
and that Hughes agreed to take $25 for his claim and give a relinquishment; that he
told Hughes of his intended purchase of the claims of Petty and Chamberlain; that
Hughes said, "Go ahead," and he (ughes) would withdraw his S. D. S. and file on
other land; that on November 1, 1893, he purchased Chamberlain's for $100, and
subsequently bought Petty's claim through Petty's agent, T. C. Lemasters.
George Petty, one of the parties to the agreement, transacted his business with
Hughes through an agent, but his testimony tends to corroborate the testimony of
plaintiff's witnesses, to the effect that Hughes agreed to relinquish for a consideration, He testifies that he received $100 for his interest in the claim from Hall.
I am of the opinion that by a decided preponderance of the evidence, it appears
that when Hughes filed his S. D. S. there were two settlers, Petty and Chamberlain,
claiming the land as prior settlers; that Hughes entered into an agreement with
Hall to release his claim upon the land to Hall for the sum of $25, if Hall could purchase the prior claims of Petty and Chamberlain; that in pursuance of this nderstanding Hall did purchase the rights of Petty and Chamberlain, paying therefor
$275, and that Hughes then refused to relinquish his S D. S. for the sum of $25, -as
he agreed to do, but instead thereof transmuted his S. D. S. to homestead entry No.
8586.

The facts have twice been considered, both by your office and the
local office, with like reslt-namely, that the facts as stated are established by a preponderance of the evidence.
Hughes denies the agreement testified to by Hall and his witnesses,
but the record supports the conclusion that there was substantially
such agreement on which Hall acted, and your office decision is accordingly affirmed.
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HOMESTEAD-SECOND ENTRY.
JOHN EERxOWSKI.
Permission to make a second homestead entry may be accorded where there is no
adverse claim, and the first is relinquished on account of the worthless character
of the land, and the applicant, under the circumstances, is not chargeable with
negligence in the premises.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 4, 1899.
(W. A. E.)
October 14, 1891, John Herkowski made homestead entry for the
NE. 1 of Sec. 9, T. 14 N., R. 3 E., Guthrie, Oklahoma, land district.

October 21, 1891, he applied to amend said entry so as to make it
cover, in lieu of the land first entered by him, the NW. 1 of the NW.
of Sec. 15,'T. 14 N., R. 3 E.
In a corroborated affidavit attached to said application, he alleged
that he is a native of Poland and unacquainted with the English language; that he settled upon and intended to enter the NW. 1 of the
NW. -1 of said section 15, but that when he went to Guthrie to file, a
land locater, taking advantage of his ignorance, induced him to change
his application to the NE. of section 9, which was represented to him
by several parties as good agricultural land; that said tract is forty
miles distant from Guthrie, and fearing that if he delayed making
entry long enough to go and examine it someone would enter it before
him, he entered it without examination; that upon examination he
found it to be rocky, hilly, cut up by gulches and entirely unfitted for
agricultural purposes, and that it would be impossible for him to make
a living thereon.
July 20, 1892, before your office had acted upon the application to
amend, .Herkowski filed a relinquishment of his entry and a withdrawal of his application to amend, and at the same time presented
his application to make second homestead entry to embrace all that
portion of the NW. i of Sec. 13, T. 14 N., R. 2 E., lying north of the
Deep Fork river. The official plat in your office shows that the portion
of the NW. of Sec. 13 lying north of the Deep Fork river is known
as lot 2, and contains 5. LO acres.
Accompanying this application to make second entry was his corroborated .affidavit containing substantially the same allegations as were
contained in his affidavit filed with his application for amendment.
April 4, 1893, your office denied his application to make second entry,
but for some reason not explained, notice of this decision was not
served upon Herkowski until April 1, 1895.
In the meantime, on November 13, 1893; llerkowski applied to enter
the entire NW. of Sec. 13, T. 14 N., R. 2 E., and this application was
rejected by the local officers, from which action he appealed.
April 9, 1895, he filed motion for review of your, office decision of
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April 4, 1893, and this motion was denied by your office on June 21,
1895. Neither in the motion nor in your office decision denying it was
any reference made to his application of November 13, 1893, to enter
the entire quarter section.
August 24, 1895, he appealed to the Department, but this appeal
remained in the local office until December 15, 1896, when it was forwarded to your office and by you transmitted to the Department.
It appears from the records of your office that lot 2 of the NW. 4 of
Sec. 13, T. 14 N., R. 2 E., lying north of the Deep Fork. river, is in the
former Iowa Indian reservation and was open to entry at the time
Herkowski filed his application therefor; and that the portion of the
.NW. I of said See. 13 lying south of the Deep Fork river and known
as lots 3 and 4 and the S. 4 of the NW. 1 is in the former Kickapoo
Indian reservation, and was not open to settlement and entry until
May 23, 1895. This portion of the NW. I of See. 13, lyin g south of the
Deep Fork river, is now embraced in the homestead entry of one Frank
Ossowiski.
November 13, 1893, then, when Herkowski filed his application for
the entire NW. 4 of Sec. 14, only that portion of the land applied for
lying north of the Deep Fork river was subject to entry, and for that
he already had an application pending. He could gain no additional
rights by this application of November 13, 1893, and as he seems, by
his subsequent actions, to have abandoned it, it need not be further
considered. The question then is, whether he shall be allowed to make
second entry to cover lot 2 of said Sec. 13.
In the case of Alix Heipfner (26 L. D., 23), it was held that a sec-ond entry will not be allowed on account of the worthless character of
the land covered by the first, if such entry was made without examination of the land, and that the right to make a second entry under the
act of December 29, 1894, can not be recognized, where the first entry
was abandoned without any attempt to raise a crop on the lands
embraced therein.

At first sight this ruling would appear to be conclusive of the present case, but when the strong equities in favor of the applicant are
considered justice seems to demand that an exception be made here.
He evidently acted in good faith and without any great degree of
negligence, considering his ignorance, his inability to speak the English language, the distance of the laud first entered by him from the
local office, the rapidity with which claims were being taken up in that
country, and the absence of any reason for supposing that the parties
who assured him this was good agricultural land were not speaking the
truth. The tract he is now seeking to enter is only five acres in extent,
and he had lived there for two years, improving and cultivating it,
before notice was served upon him of your office decision rejecting his
application to make second entry. There are no adverse claims, and
the question is simply between him and the government. It is not
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shown whether lie attempted to raise a crop upon the land embraced in
his first entry, but it is clear that he never received any benefit from
that entry and that any-attempt to cultivate the land would necessarily
have resulted i failure. The reason for the ruling made in the case of
Alix Hleipfner, supra, is the supposed negligence of the entryman.
Where, as in the present case, that negligence is shown to be slight,
its effect may be overcome by other considerations. Without overruling the case cited, then, an exception will be made here, and the
applicant will be permitted to retain the little home he has made for
himself.
Your office decision is accordingly reversed, and the application will
be allowed.

QUALIFICATION OF HOMESTEADER-GUARDIAWSI{IP.

WATT ET AL V. THoMAs ET AL.
Submission to a guardianship, created on behalf of one who represents himself as a
spendthrift and asks for a guardian of his estate, does not operate. to disqualify
such person as a homesteader.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
:April
10, 1899.
(L. L. B.)
In this case there were originally four parties. The land in dispute
is the SW - of Sec. 27, T. 150 N., R. 38 W., Crookston, Minnesota.
May 15, 1896, Arthur J. Thomas entered under the homestead law,
n connection with some other land, the NE. forty acre subdivision of
this quarter section, and on the same day ars T. Nockleby made
homestead ehtry for the S and the NW i of the said described SW i.
June 22, 1896, Alfred Brisette applied to enter the said SW 1 alleging settlement prior to these entries, and July 1, 1896, William J. Watt
-

made similar application and charge.

After due notice a hearing was had upon the rights of all the parties, and the local officers found that Watt was disqualified from making
entry and recommended the dismissal of his contest; that Thomas'
entry was prior to the entry of Nockleby and prior also to the settlement of Brisette.
On appeal your office by decision of August 6, 1897, held that Watt
was a qualified settler, and also found from the evidence that his settlemnent was prior to that of Brisette and prior to the entries of Thomas
and Nockleby, and awarded to Watt the right to enter the land in
dispute.
Subsequent to the decision of the local office Nockleby relinquished his
entry. Thomas did not appeal from your office decision so that now
the controversy is between Watt and Brisette as to which has the right
to enter the said land.
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The evidence has been examined and it clearly shows that Watt was
prior to Brisette in asserting his settlement claim, and that he has foilowed up, with reasonable diligence, his settlement so made. The only
question remaining is as to the qualifications of Watt to maintain settlenrent.

The claim that Watt is disqualified rests upon the fact that on January 9, 1895, at a special term of the probate court of Polk county,
Minnesota, a guardian "of the estate" of the said Watt was appointed
by the judge of said court.
This action of the court was had upon the personal petition of Watt
himself, in which he says thatYour petitioner is seized of real and personal property to the value of two thousand
dollars, that the annual rents and profits of said estate is about $150., that your
petitioner is mentally incompetent to have the management of his property on
account of excessive drinhing and lay reason of said. drinking your petitioner desires
that a guardian should be appointed to have the management of the estate of your
petitioner.

The order of the court appointing the guardian is made on a printed
form commonly used when a guardian is appointed over the "person
and estate" of an irresponsible person. In the order so made theprinted
word " person 1' is erased with a pen stroke and the reason assigned for.
the appointment of a guardian for his estate is that Watt is a "spendthrift."
It is shown by the evidence that Watt when not intoxicated is
possessed of more than ordinary mental ability, and that when he asked
that a guardian should be appointed to have the management of his
estate, he had a family living upon his farm who, he had been advised,
were likely to take advantage of him, in property matters, when he
was intoxicated, and it was for the purpose of guarding against such
a contingency that his said action was taken.
There was no inquisition or judgment based thereon under the forms
of the statute, by which it was determined judically that he was of
unsound mind; on the contrary, the guardian was appointed upon his
own petition, and apparently without any evidence to support it, and
the management of his estate was voluntarily surrendered. A guardian so appointed must be regarded as a mere trustee for his estate,
and submission to such a guardianship or trust does not, as found
by the local officers, imply that the cestui que trust is civilly dead or
otherwise incapacitated, except as to the disposal or management of
his estate.
Watt will be allowed to make entry for the tract in controversy.
The decision appealed from is afflrmed.
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PRACTICE-REREARING-EVIDENCE.
BURNS EL AL. V. SMITH.
While evidence secured on an informal proceeding before a special agent can not be
made the basis of a final decision, it can be considered in determining whether
a further investigation of the case by the Department is justified.

Secretary itheock to the Conmissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 11, 1899.
(C. J. W.)
This case involves the SE. 4 of Sec. 22, T. 28 N., R. 3 R., Perry land
district, Oklahoma All of the parties were applicants to enter the
same, on the ground of prior settlement. Your office ordered a hearing to determine the rights of the several applicants. Before the hearing closed William J. SteWart and John R. Smith withdrew their
applications, and the hearing proceeded as between C. P. Noel, William
Burns and David L. France, each of whom claimed the right of entry
by virtue of having been the first settler upon the land on the day it
was opened to settlement. The hearing resulted in a decision by the
local officers in favor of Noel and a recommendation that the homestead applications of Burns and France be rejected.
France and Burns appealed, and on July 25, 1896, your office affirmed
the decision of the local officers, from which Burns appealed to the
Department.

France filed a motion for review of said decision, which being subsequently denied, he then appealed to the Department.
The case was considered by. the Department on the appeals of Bri is
and France, on August 26, 1898, and your office decision was affirmed
(not reported).
On October 8, 1898, Burns filed a motion for review of said departmental decision, and on November 26, 1898, France filed a motion for
rehearing.
One of the grounds on which the motion for review is asked is, that
no action was taken on a petition filed by William Burns, W. P. Steel
et at., on November 18, 1897, asking for a special agent to be sent t,
Oklahoma to investigate the charge of fraudulent combination and
perjury made, by said petitioners against the Noels and their witnesses. The ultimate purpose of this petition was to obtain a rehearing
of the cases to which it refers. It appears that your office, after the
departmental decision complained of was rendered-to wit, on September 8, 1898,-sent a special agent to Oklahoma to inquire into the
grounds of this complaint and report, and the motions now pending
were held up to await that report.
The case appears to have been informally re-tried before the special
agent, with all parties present, and several hundred pages of typewritten testimony accompany the report. As the agent was without
jurisdiction or power to try the case, the evidence taken before him
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should not be considered by the Department and made the basis of
a final decision. In the present status of the case, this volume of
evidence can only be considered as the showing of the respective
parties for and against a rehearing. Should a rehearing be ordered,
the decision of the Department called in question by the motion for
review would necessarily be thereby vacated. The review is not
authorized by the original record, and that motion is denied. Such
state of facts is, however, presented as appears to call for a rehearing
in justice to all of the parties.
No further notice appearing to be necessary, the departmental deeision in question is vacated, and the case remanded for rehearing and
readjudication before the local office.
In order that it may be in the power of the respective parties to the
case to lighten the expense of such rehearing they may, if they see
proper, enter into a stipulation to that effect, and submit the testilmolny
taken: before the special agent as a part of the testimony to be considered on the rehearing, but each party will be permitted to introduce any additional testimony at his command pertinent to the issues
involved. Either party, on motion, may put in evidence the evidence
introduced at the first hearing before the local officers, subject to such
olbjection as it was subject to in the first instance.
Your office will transmit the record to the local office, with instructioIs to rehear the case, after due notice to the parties, and render
decision upon the complete record.

SCHOOL LAND-CHA-'NGE OF SURV EY.

E3MILY W. THURSTON.
On the approval of a survey made after the admission of the State of Nebraska to
the Union the title to the school sections vested in the State, and the subsequent
resurvey of Grant and Hooker counties, authorized by act of August 9, 1894, did
not defeat such title, though by said resurvey the designation of such sections
by number may have been changed.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Comimissioner of te
(W. V. D.)

Apr-it 11, 1899.

General Land

Ofice,

(C. W. P.)

Emily W. Thurston has appealed from your office decision of August
6, 1897, holding for cancellation her homestead entry, No. 933, of lot 5,
Sec. O, and lots 2 and 3, Sec. 31, T. 24 N., R. 38 W., Broken Bow land
district, Nebraska, made May 24, 1897.
It is stated in your office decision thatyou are in receipt of a letter,
dated June 15, 1897, from I. V. Wolf, Commissioner of Public Lands
and Buildings, of the State of Nebraska,
relative to the status of section 36, Tp. 24 N., R. 39 ., per survey of 1876, as affected
by the recent survey under the act of August 9, 1894 (28 Stat., 275), providing for
the resurvey of Grant and Hooker counties in the State of Nebraska, (and that) it
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appears from the tracing, transmitted with his letter, and from the records of this
(your) office, that the lines of said section have been moved south and west, so that
a portion of what was section 36 under the survey of 1876 is now designated as lots
3, 4, and 5, Sec. 25, Tp. 24 N., E. 39 W., lot , Sec. 30, and lots 2, 3 and 6 See. 31, Tp.
24 N., R. 38 W., a portion of which, to wit: lot 5, Sec. 30, and lots 2 and 3 Sec. 31,
T. 24 N., R. 38 W., was entered May 2, 1897, by Emily W. Thurston, H, E. 933;
(that) Mr. Wolf desires to know if the State, or its. lessee, can be considered actual
occupants of the land covered by Mrs. Thurston's entry so as to come within the
provision of the act of August 9, 1894, directing the survey, by which it was provided that nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to impair the present
bona fide claim of any actual occupant of said land to the land so occupied, or if the
State can make indemnity selection of said lots in lieu of lands lost in section 3624 N., R. 32 W., in face of the fact that Mrs. Thurston has entered same,

and your office passed upon the questions raised, as follows:
By act of May 30, 1854 (10 Stat., 277), being an act to organize the Territories of
Nebraska and Kansas, it was provided "That when the lands in the said Territory
shall be surveyed under the direction of the government of the United States, preparatory to bringing the same into market, sections numbered sixteen and thirty-six
in each township in said Territory shall be, and the same are hereby, reserved for
for the purpose of being applied to schools in said Territory and in the States and,
Territories hereafter to be erected out of the same."
By act of April 19,1864 (13 Stat.; 47), admitting the State into the Union, the 16th
and 36th sections in every township were granted to the State for the support of
common schools.
Township 24 N., R. 39 MT., was surveyed in 1876 and the survey approved 'January
24, 1877, and thereupon the title to sections 1 and 36 in said township vested in the
State.
Said survey has never. been suspended, bat is now superseded by survey approved
April 30, 1897, made under the provisions of the act of August 9, 1894.
The resurvey could in no manner defeat or 'impair a vested interest, nor was it
intended by Congress that an inchoate interest should be affected, where suchinterest
amounted to actual occupancy of the land for the purpose of perfecting a bona fide
claim. It was only such unperfected claims that could be affected by a resurvey,
and the proviso of the act of August 9, 1894, applies only to such lands. The title to
said section 36 having been in the State of Nebraska for more than twenty years,
under a survey authorized by the government and duly approved, that' title cannot
now be called in question by a mere change in the designation of the number by
which said section or any portion thereof shall hereafter be known,

and your office held that it was error in the local officers to allow Mrs.
Thurston's entry, and held it for cancellation.
ID accordance with the decision of the supreme court in the cases of
Cooper v. Roberts, 18 How., 173, and Beecher v. Wetherby, 95 U. S.,
517, it must be held that the grant as to said section 36, srveyed subsequent to the admission of the State, took effect and the State's title
vested thereunder upon the approval of the survey of 1876, which stood
unchallenged for so' many years, and under which the State has exercised acts of ownership by leasing the land to parties who appear to
have made improvements upon the land leased by them, and that the
subsequent survey under the act of 1894 did not defeat the appropriation to the State under the original survey.
The uncanceled timber culture entry, No. 11,436, of General P. White,
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made July 8,1887, covers the SW. i of the NE. 1, the SE. i of the NW.
and lots 2 and 3 of Sec. 1, T. 23 N., R. 39 W., and the homestead entry,
No. 15,489, of Lissie White, patented February 27, 1&95, covers the SE.
1 of the SE. 1 of Sec. 3, T. 24 N., R. 39 W., lot 4, See.
and lots 1 and
2 of See. 2, T. 23 N., R. 39 W., under the original survey, embraced
under the resurvey in Sec. 36, T. 24 N., . 39 W.; and it will not be
supposed that Congress, while protecting the claims of actual occupants
of any of the lands resurveyed to the lands so occupied, intended to
cloud the title of the State of Nebraska to lands previously appropriated to the State under the survey of 1876.
It was consequently an error in the local officers to allow Mrs. Thurston to make homestead entry of the land in question, and your office
decision is affirmed.
i

CONTEST-SETTLEMIENT RIGHTS.
FORMAN V. HEALEY.
One who alleges priority of settlement, as against an adverse applicant for the right
of entry, must comply with the law in the matter of settlement and maintenance
of residence during the pendeney of such controversy.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
.April 11, 1899.
(C. J. G.)
February 17, 1899, the Department rendered decision in the case of
Frank N. Forman v. Simon P. Healey, which involves the E. i of the
SE. I, See. 35, T. 133 N., R. 48 W., Fargo land district, North Dakota,
awarding right of etry to Forman as the prior settler.
Healey has filed a motion for rehearing in said case, alleging that
Forman has wholly abandoned said land since the original hearing.
The latter's claim depends solely upon his prior settlement, and the
Department awarded him preference right of entry upon that ground.
It was therefore incumbent upon him to comply in good faith with the
settlement laws pending the final determination of this controversy.
See Hall v. Stone, 16 L. D., 199; McInnes et al. v. Cotter, 21 L. D., 97;
Foote v. McMillan, 22 L. D., 280; Thompson et al. v. Craver, 25 L. I).,
279; and Rowan v. Kane, 26 L. D., 341. As the charge of abandonment was not in issue at the original hearing and refers to a period
subsequent to that hearing, it does not afford proper ground for rehearing in this case, and the. motion therefor must accordingly be denied.
But this action does not preclude your office from directing an inquiry
for the purpose of determining this charge. See Griffin v. Smith, 25
L. D., 329; Corbin v. Dorman, Id., 471; and Lark v. Livingston, 26 L. D.,
163. In the cases just cited there were entries of record, and the
rulings therein are based upon the principle that the law requires an
entryman whose entry has been contested, to comply with the law in
the matters of settlement, and establishment and maintenance of resi-
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deuce. This requirement is equally binding upon one who claims the
right of entry in a contest proceeding by reason of prior settlement.
So that, while only applications to enter were filed in the case tnder
consideration, it is believed that the rulings announced in the cases
last referred to afford sufficient warrant for a further investigation in
said case.
The motion for rehearing is hereby denied, and the papers are
returned to your office for such action as may be deemed proper in the
light of this paper.
SETTLEMENT RIGHT-ADVEIrSE APPLICANT.
O'IIORNETT V. WAlUGH

T AL.

As between two applicants for the right of entry where the question of priority
depends upon the time of settlement on the part of one, as against the time of
application by the other, the settler will be given the precedence, if it can not
be satisfactorily determined that the adverse application was regularly tendered
prior to the act of settlement shown, and entitled to consideration at such time.
No question with respect to the regularity of departmental action in the establishment of a booth, as affecting the qualifications of one holding a certificate issued
therefrom, will be entertained, in the absence of a showing of advantage gained
thereby.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Offce,
(W. V. D.)
April 12, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
The Department has considered the separate appeals of J. W. Aldrich
and Andrew M. Waugh from the decision of your office of October 12;
1897, rejecting the homestead applications of said appellants and
awarding the land applied for, to wit, the SE. J of See. 28, T. 26 N., 1.
2 E., Perry, Oklahoma, to Lon O'llornett, under his settlement claim.
O'Hornett's claim is predicated upon a settlement made at 1::08 p. in.

September 16,1893, the day of opening, which has since been maintained. Aldrich claims by virtue of an application to make homestead
entry of said tract, which was sent by mail and received at the local
office at 1:20 p. m. the day of opening. Waugh claims under an application to make homestead entry, which was received by the local officers
at 2 p. m. of that day, but which he contends was tendered to the
local officers prior to the initiation of any other claim, and that they

refused to receive and act upon it at that time.
No entry was allowed upon either application. The application of
Aldrich was rejected because filed by mail and Waugh's application,
which was afterward received by the local officers, was suspended to
await action on the prior application of Aldrich.
Upon the appeal of Aldrich your office reversed the action of the
local officers refusing to accept his application and ordered a hearing
to determine the rights of the respective claimants, O'llornett having
in the meantime protested against the granting of either application
because of his priority of right as a settler.
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The hearing in this case was continued from time to time and was
not had uitil July, 1895. At that time none of the parties to this controversy had made any improvements on the tract or established and
maintained residence thereon, except OHoruott. Aldrich and Waugh
rely upon their applications to make entry, which have not been acted
upon, and each contends that his application is entitled to priority of
right over all other claimants.
The material facts necessary to a clear understanding of the issues
involved are sufficiently stated in the decision of your office, in which
it is said:
O'Hornett reached and staked this land at about 1:08 p. m. September 16, 1893,
and four days later he built a house on the tract and established his residence there.
Though occasionally absent, his residence on the land has been maintained ever
since. He has on the land a house, barn, about one hundred acres of breaking and
other improvements.
Waugh's homestead application was received and filed at 2 p. m. September 16,
1893, but he contends that it should date as of 1:05 p. m., of that day, because he
presented it at the window of your office at that time, when the officer to whom he
presented it refused to receive it at that time, because there were other "filings
which demanded his attention." It appears that at the time he first presented his
application your office was engaged in the consideration of other applications that
had been received by mail, and that the applications of other parties in line ahead of
Waugh had been refused for the same reason and were not received and filed until
about 2 p. m. of that day.
Aldrich's application was, as is shown by the records of your office, received by
mail at 1:20 p. m., September 16, 1893, and is one of the applications executed before
Judge Woodson and mailed at Perry by one David A. Prior, referred to in the report
of Mr. Witten which is quoted in the case of Parker et al. r'. Lynch (20 L. D., 13).

The appeal of Aldrich assigns error in finding that O'Hornett reached
and staked the land at 1:08 p. in., or at any time until after his,
Aldrich's, application was received at the local office for filing, and not
finding that O'llornett's settlement was made upon another tract.
Appellant Waugh admits that there is no controversy about the
facts in the case, and that the proper disposition of it depends solely
upon a correct application of the law.
The finding of your office that 'lornett reached the land at about
1:08 p. in., which was practically the finding of the local office, is warranted by the testimony offered in his behalf, and no testimony upon
this point was offered by defendants. Aldrich's filing was not taken
up by the local officers for consideration until 1:20 p. in., although it
appears that the mail was delivered at the local office prior to that
time.
The case of Lewis v. Morris (27 L. D., 113)' is cited by Waugh as
decisive of his right in this controversy, inasmuch as the defendant,
Morris, in that case, whose entry was allowed in preference to a settler
who reached the land at 1.10 p. in., is the same person referred to by
Waugh in his testimony.
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Waugh testified as follows:
I reached the said land office about 24 minutes after 12 o'clock, P. M., of September 16th, 1893, and about one o'clock J. H. Morris and myself, standing at the head of
the line at the window of the land office, made an attempt to have our filing papers
received, but they were refused. Morris first tendered his application, and was
refused. I then handed my application in at the window, and demanded that it
should be received. Said application was shoved back to me by Mr. Malone, stating
there were filings which demanded his attention. I again demanded that my application be received, and protested strenuously against the action of Mr. Malone, and
on his again refusing to accept my application I appealed to the men in line to witness that I had made every effort to have my application received without effect,
and that it was at this time five minutes after one o'clock, P. M., September 16th,
1893. After a long delay my application was finally accepted, I think about 20 minutes after 2 o'clock, P. M., on the same day.
I occupied the position of number 8 in said line from the head of same, but on
account of a man ahead of me leaving the line before he filed, filed as number 7.
I tendered the money required for filing my papers, together with the papers, at 5
minutes after 1 o'clock, P. M1., as before stated.

By reference to the decision in the case of Lewis v. Morris, it appears
that Waugh testified in that case that he saw Morris tender his papers
to the register and demand that they be received. He said:
TMr. Malone must have refused him, and Mr. Morris called on me and Mr. Severns,
of Guthrie, who was directly behind me, to witness that he had offered his papers
at 1: 05, and I looked at my watch and saw that I bad that time.

The Department said that "if Morris' place in line had been reached
in regular order prior to 1: 10 o'clock p. n., the time of Lewis' settlement, then he is entitled to have his entry remain intact," and it was
upon the finding that his place in line had been reached in its regular
order prior to the initiation of the settlement right of Lewis that entitled him to priority.
It is apparent from this that Waugh could not have presented his
claim until after 1: 05 p. m.
Whether, if the claim of Morris and Waugh had each been regularly
presented and duly acted upon, respectively, by local officers, the
application of Waugh would have been presented to the receiving officers prior to the time O'Hornett staked the land, can not be said with
any certainty under the circumstances.
While Waugh may have attempted to press his application upon the
-local officers at 1:05 p. m., it is evident that if the applications of
others, in line ahead of him had been considered, his would not have
.been reached in its order until after O'Hornett had initiated his claim
by settlement.
It is contended by appellants that O'llornett is disqualified by reason of having obtained the booth certificate from the booth at Arkansas
City, which was illegally established by the Secretary of the Interior,
such location not having been provided for by the proclamation. Conceding the irregularity of this action, it could not tend to disqualify
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O'Hornett, and appellants can not be heard to question the validity of
the order of the Secretary, as it is ot shown that O'Hornett gained
any advantage over appellants by reason of having obtained his certificate at that place.
A careful consideration of the record discloses no error in the
decision of your office, and it is therefore affirmed.

RAILROAD LANDS-ACT OF MARCH 2, 1896.
WILLIA

ToRPE.

The confirmatory operation of the act of March 2, 1896, for the benefit of a bonafide
purchaser of patented railroad lands, is not affected by the fact that said lands
are included within a timber land reservation, where, prior to the establishment
of said reservation, the lauds bad been patented to the company.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commnissioner of the General Land Office, April
(J. I. P.)
13, 1899.
(W.V. D.)
I am in receipt of your office letter of the 30th ultimo, submitting for
my consideration, the petition of William Thorpe, through his duly
authorized agent, C. Cabot, "for confirmation" of title, under the act
of March 2, 1896 (29 Stat., 42), to the S. SW. , section 15, township
1 N., range 9 W., S. B. M., Los Angeles land district, California.
The tract lies within the overlapping indemnity limits of the forfeited
portion of the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company
under the act of July 27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292), and the primary limits of
the grant to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company (branch line)
under the act of March 3, 1871 (16 Stat., 573), and was embraced in a
patent issued to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company December
27, 1883.
Under the ruling of-the United States supreme court in the case of
the Southern Pacific Railroad Company v. The United States (168
U. S., 1) said tract wvas excepted from the operation of the grant to the
Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and hence was erroneously patented to it.
The evidence of the bona fide sale and purchase of said tract consists
of the affidavits of the Land Commissioner of said company and of his
chief clerk attached to a schedule of the lands embracing these, on file
in your office, to the effect that said tract was sold in good faith and
for the full value thereof; also the affidavit of the petitioner herein that
he purchased said lands in good faith and for a valuable consideration
from the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, that the patent to said
company has not been canceled by any court of competent jurisdiction,
and that no suit to cancel it is now pending, and that no part of the
purchase money has been refunded to him or to his grantors by said
company, and that no proceedings have been instituted by him or his
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grantors for the recovery of said purchase money; also the certificate
of the recorder of the county where the land lies that all interest
acquired by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company to said lands by
said patent is by mesne conveyances now vested in the petitioner.
The evidence of the sale and bona fide purchase of the tract herein
involved being satisfactory to the Department the title of the purchaser, the petitioner herein, is held to be confirmed by section 1 of the
act of March 2, 1896 (supra), (Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad
Company, 27 L. D., 552), and your office is hereby directed to make
demand under the statute of said Southern Pacific Railroad Company
for the value of said lands the title to which is herein held to be confirmed, as the basis of a suit against the company in the event that the
demand is not complied with. For the purpose of such demand the
minimum government price will be treated as the value of the lands.
It appears that this tract is within the limits of the San Gabriel
timber land reserve, established by the President's proclamation of
December 20, 1892; but as said tract was embraced in a patent issued
to the railroad company prior to the establishment of the reservation,
it was excepted therefrom and hence said reservation is no bar to the
confirmation of title to said tract.

SOUTHERN UTE INDIAN LANDS OPENED TO SETTLEMENT.
INSTRUCTIONS.
Commissioner Hermann to the register and receiver, Durango, Colorado,

April 15, 1899.

In view of a proclamation issued by the President, April 13,1899,
opening to settlement and entry at 12 o'clock noon, May 4th next, the
unallotted and unreserved lands within the present reservation of the
Southern Ute Indians, you will consider section 4 of the act of Congress
approved February 20, 1895 (28 Stat., 677), which provides:That at the expiration of six months from the passage of this act the President of
the United States shall issue his proclamation declaring the lands embraced within
the present reservation of said Indians except such portions as may have been
allotted or reserved under the provision of the preceding sections of this act, open
to occupancy and settlement, and thereupon said lands shall be and become a part
of the public domain of the United States, and shall be subject to entry under the
desert, homestead, and town-site laws and the laws governing the disposal of coal,
mineral, stone, and timber lands; but no homestead settler shall receive a title to
any portion of such lands at less than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and
shall be required to make a cash payment of fifty cents per acre at the time filing is
made upon any of said lands: Provided, That before said lands shall be open to public settlement the Secretary of the Interior shall cause the improvements belonging
to the Indians on the lands now occupied by them to be appraised and sold at public
sale to the highest bidder, except improvements on lands allotted to the Indians in
accordance with the provisions of this act. No sale of such improvements shall be
made for less than the appraised value, and the several purchasers of said improve-
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ments shall, for thirty days after the issuance of the President's proclamation, have
the preference right of entry of the lands upon which the improvements p erchased
by him are situated: Provided f-ther, That the said purchase shall not exceed one
hundred and sixty acres: And provided further, that the proceeds of the sale of such
improvements shall be paid to the Indians owning the same.

Each applicant to enter any of these lands as a homestead must
have the qualifications required of any applicant for homestead entry
under existing law. He must, at time of making his original entry,
pay the sum of fifty cents per acre in addition to the regular fee and
commissions, and at time of making final proof pay the frther sum of
seventy-five cents per acre, in addition to the regular final commissions.
No final commission will be collected where the party submits proof
under section 2301 Revised Statutes.
In this connection and for your information and guidance the following paragraph in the I'resident's proclamation is here inserted.
An error having been made in 1873 in the survey and location of the eastern
boundary of the reservation hereby opened to settlement and entry whereby certain
lands constituting a part of the reservation were erroneously identified as being
outside of the reservation, by reason of which several persons in good faith settled
upon said lands under the belief that the same were unappropriated public lands
open to settlement, and have since improved and ultivated, and are now residing
upon the same with a view to the entry thereof under the public land laws, notice is
hereby given that in so far as said persons possess the qualifications required by
law, and maintain their said settlement and residence up to the time of the opening
herein provided for, they will be considered and treated as having initiated and
established a lawful settlement at the very instant at which the lands become open,
and as having the superior right and claim to enter said lands, which right must be
exercised within three months from the tine of said opening.

Desert, town-site, coal, mineral, stone and timber entries will be
made for said lands in accordance with the general laws applicable
thereto.
The ordinary homestead, desert, town-site, coal, mineral, stone and
timber blanks will be used, continuing your regular series of numbers,
but indicating upon the entry papers and abstracts that the entries are
made under the act of February 20, 1895, section 4, Southern Ute
Indian reservation lands.
Your special attention is directed to that part of the proclamation
which states that the improvements on the NEl NWJ S NW' and
NW4 5W Sec. 1,T. 33 N., R. 9W., will be sold, and that the party
purchasing such improvements will be given thirty days' preference
right of entry for the land, after the issuance of the proclamation.
Govern yourselves accordingly in the disposition of said tracts.
You will give information as to the opening to the local papers as a
matter of news.
Approved,
E.

A.

HITCHCOCK, Secretary.
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FLORIDA HOMESTEADS-RELIEF ACT OF FEBR-UARY 25, 199.
INSTRUCTIONS.

Commissioner Hermann to register and receiver, Gainesville, Florida,
April 4, 1899.
Your attention is called to the act of Congress (Public No. 68),
approved February 25, 1899, entitled "An Act for the elief of certain
homestead settlers in Florida," which provides as follows:Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That any qualified homestead claimant who was in
good faith actually occupying a homestead claim under the laws of the United States
in the State of Florida in the month of September, anno Domini eighteen hundred
and ninety-six, and who was by, through, or on account of a storm which passed
through said State during said month driven from or compelled to leave and remain
away from such homestead, may within one year from the passage of this act return
to such homestead claim and proceed to perfect title thereto as though absence therefrom had not occurred.

Under the provisions of said act any qualified homestead claimant
who was in good faith actually occupying a homestead claim under the
laws of the United States in the State of Florida, in the month of
September, 1896, and who was, on account of the storm mentioned in
the act, driven from or compelled to leave and to remain away from
such homestead may return to such homestead within one year from
February 25, 1899, the date of the approval of the act, and proceed to
perfect title thereto as though absence from such homestead had not
occurred.

Said act does not mention the day of the month in which the storm
took place, but it is construed as meaning or intending to mean the
storm of September 29, 1896, which did much damage in the State of
Florida and chiefly in the counties of Alachna, Columbia, Lafayette,
Levy, and one or two other counties of said State.
Said act is construed as covering all homestead entries of record in
your office at the time or on the day the storm took place and which,
since that date, have not-been relinquished by the entrymen and canceled on the records of your office by reason of relinquishment, or for
any other reason.
Where entries have been cainceled since the storm of September,
1896, on the relinquishment of claimants compelled to leave their claims
on account of said storm, and other persons have made homestead entry
of the lands covered thereby, said act is not construed as in any manner affecting the rights of said last named entrymen.
To entitle a party to the relief afforded by said act it must be shown
by his affidavit, corroborated by two or more disinterested witnesses,
what comprised his improvements on the homestead claim at the time
of the storm, such affidavit to be accompanied with a brief statement,
daly sworn to, showing the particulars compelling him to leave and
remain away from his claim, such affidavit and statement to be filed in
your office and to accompany his final proof when submitted.
12781-VOL 28-18
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Any homestead claimant seeking to avail himself of the relief
afforded by said act will have one year frot February 25, 1899, the
date of the approval of the act, in which to come forward and substantiate his claim for such relief. Sci persons when submitting final
proof will be credited with the time intervening between the 29th day
of September 1896, the day on which the storm took place, and the
respective dates when they resume settlement and make known to you
their intentions to avail themselves of the benefits named in the act,
just as though they had been actually occupying their respective claims
during such intervening period.
Approved,

E. A. HITCHCOCK,

Secretary.
OKLAHOMA LANDS-GREER COUNTY-ACT OF MARCH 1, 1899.
INSTRUCTIONS.

Commissioner Hermann to register and receiver, Mangum, Oklahtoqa,
April 13,1899.
Your attention is called to the provisions of the act of Congress
entitled "An Act to amend Section one of an Act to provide for the
entry of lands in Greer County, Oklahoma Territory, to give preference
right to settlers, and for other purposes," approved March 1, 1899,
(Public No. 108) wbich reads as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section one of an act to give preference right
to settlers in Greer county, Oklahoma Territory, is hereby so amended as to allow
parties who have had the benefit of the homestead laws of the United States, and
who had purchased lands in Greer county from the State of Texas prior to March
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, to perfect titles to said lauds according
to the provisions of section one hereinbefore mentioned, nuder such regulations as
the Commissioner of the General Land Office may prescribe, and according to the
legal subdivisions of the public surveys, if no adverse rights have attached: Provided, That no settler shall be permitted to acquire to exceed three hundred and
twenty acres uDder this provision.

The preference right and privileges granted by section one of the
act of January 18, 1897 (29 Stat., 490), which is thus amended, were by
the terms of that section limited to persons " qualified under the homestead laws of the United States."
This amendatory act does not grant a right to make an additional
or second homestead entry in Greer county to one who had theretofore
made a homestead entry under section one of the original act, but it
does extend to those who had purchased lands in Greer county from
the State of Texas prior to March 16, 1896, the privileges given by that
section even where they " have had the benefit of the homestead laws
of the United States" and are for that reason not qualified under such
homestead laws.
A purchaser directly from the State or through mesne conveyances
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from the State, will be deemed a purchaser from the State under the
provisions of the amendatory act.
Under section one of the original act a preference right was granted
for six months from the passage of that act within which- to exercise
the right of homestead entry and to make the purchase of additional
lands therein provided for. Under the terms of the amendatory act
and the authority to prescribe regulations thereunder a imilar privilege is extended to the class therein named, the same to date from the
-e passage of the amendatory act, March 1, 1899.
The manner of making homestead entry or purchase under the
amendatory act, and the character of proof evidencing a purchase
from the State of Texas, will be the same as that required by the
circular of February 15, 1897 (24 L. D., 184), but instead of stating
that he has not had the benefit of the homestead laws of the United
States, the applicant will only be required to state that he has not
made a homestead entry of lands in Greer County pursuant to the
provisions of section one of the act of January 18, 1897.
It will also be necessary in applying to make either a homestead
entry or a purchase under the amendatory act, that the applicant
make affidavit to the fact that no adverse right to the land applied for
existed on March 1, 1899, the date of the amendatory act, the operation
of the amendment being limited to lands to which "no adverse rights
have attached".
The affidavit of the applicant to the effect that no adverse rights
existed to the lands applied for on March 1, 1899, will be sufficient
upon which to allow the application, if no claim therefor had been
previously filed in the local office.
The entry or purchase may, however, be contested by any adverse
claimant, provided the adverse claim is timely presented.
Approved,
B. A. HITCHCOCK,

Secretary.
PRIVATE CLAIMA-CERTIFICATE OF LOCATIOX-ACT OF JTAE 3, 15S.
ARCHIBALD MCMANTJS.
Section 2, act of May 8, 1822, providing for the confirmation of private claims theretofore reported as entitled to such recognition, operated to confirm claims so
reported, without respect to the limitation in the matter of acreage contained
in the act of March 3, 1819; and where, in the adjustment of a claim thus confirmed, said limitation has been imposed, additional certificates of location,
equal in amount to such red-ction, should issue under section 3, act of June 2,
1858.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 14, 1899.
(C. W. P.)
The appeal of James L. Bradford, Esq., as attorney for Archibald
McManus, curator of the estate of Francis Herault, deceased, from the
decision of your office of September 11, 1897, refusing to approve cer-
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tain certificates of location, issued to the said McManus as the legal
representative of the said Francis Berault, deceased, by the United
States surveyor-general, at New Orleans, Louisiana, under the third
section of the act of June 2, 1858 (11 Stat., 294), in satisfaction of the
Louisiana private land claim of the said lHerault, has been duly
considered.
In 1803, the Louisiana territory was ceded to the United States by
France, and April 25, 1812, Congress passed an act for ascertaining the
titles and claims to lands in that part of the Louisiana territory which
lies east of the river Mississippi and island of New Orleans and west
of the river Perdido (2 Stat., 713). The act provided that the lands
within said limits shall be laid off into two land districts, between
which Pearl river shall be the boundary, and for each of which districts
a commissioner of land claims shall be appointed by the President.
James 0. Cosby was appointed commissioner for the district west of
Pearl river, and pursuant to said act, he reported. June 7,1813, as No.
21 in register C, the claim of Francis Herailt. Said register C contains
the claims to land in said district founded on grants said to be derived
from either the French, British, or Spanish governments, which in the
opinion of the commissioner are not valid, according to the laws, usages,
or customs, of sch governments (American State Papers, Vol. 3, p. 58,
Gales and Seaton's Edition).
Congress next passed the act of March 3, 1819 (3 Stat., 528), by which
certain claims, reported by the commissioners under the act of 1812, are
recognized as valid and complete titles; other claims, though incomplete, are confirmed; and grants are made as donations to a certain
class of actual settlers not having any written evidence of claim. But
no provision was made for validating the claims embraced in register C.
March 17, 1820, Messrs. Cosby and Skipwith, register and receiver of
the district west of Pearl river, Louisiana, acting as commissioners
under the act of 1812, presented Herault's claim for confirmation, as
No. 1 of register E, which contains "renewed claims" "founded on
complete and incomplete titles derived either from the British or Spanish
governments, which in the opinion " of the register and receiver ought
to be-confirmed by the government of the United States.
The claim is reported in said register E. as founded on a Spanish
patent, dated October 3, 1806; quantity of land claimed 2000 arpents;
situated in East Baton Rouge; grant made by Morales, the Spanish
intendant; surveyed June 8, 1806, by Dupin; inhabitation and cultivation from 1807 to 1813.
The register and receiver, in recommending the claims in register B
for confirmation by Congress, state that in their estimation, the claims
contained in register E ought to be confirmed under the provisions and
limitations of the law of the 3d of March, 1819. (Am. State Papers,
Vol. 3, p. 441.)
In Cosby's report, under" general remarks," it is stated that the land
was sold to Herault at 25 cents per arpent.
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Subsequent to the report of Messrs. Cosby and Skipwith, Congress
passed the act of May 8, 1822 (3 Stat., 707), entitled "An act supplementary to the several acts for adjusting the claims to land, and
-establishing land offices, in the districts east of the Island of New
Orleans.

By the second section of said act, it is provided:
That all the claims reported as aforesaid, and contained in the several reports of
the said registers and receivers, founded on orders of survey, requettes, permission
to settle, or other written evidences of claims, derived from the Spanish authorities
which ought, in the opinion of the registers and receivers, to be confirmed, shall be
confirmed in the same manner as if the title had been completed: Proideti, That the
confirmation of all the said claims provided for by this act, shall amount only to a
relinquishment for ever, on the part of the United States, of any claim whatever. to
the tract of land so confirmed or granted.

There can be no doubt that flerault's claim was confirmed by said
act, and the only question is, was it confirmed without limitation
Your office, following the interpretation of said section 2 adopted by
your predecessor in the case of Antonio Grass, decided Octoter 19
1880 (which decision was affirmed by the Department October 17, 1883.
solely upon the technical ground that the claim was resjudicata), held
that "the case of Francis erault is controlled by the subsisting decision in that of Antonio Grass;" that "it must be held that the first
mentioned claim has been fully satisfied by location in place, for the
quantity of 1,283.04 acres;" and therefore overruled the action of the
surveyor-general and held his certificates of location for cancellation.
The surveyor-general, in his report of December 14, 1896, transmitting the application of McManus and the certificates of location, as
quoted in your office decision, states that:
It appears that.under certificate No. 30 issued on June 23rd, 1823, an order of survey was issued in favor of this claim by the register and receiver on June 28th, 1823.
The said order requiring that the said laim be surveyed in strict onformity with
the survey made by R. Dupin, on June 8, 1806. This survey embraced an area of
2000 superficial arpents.
I transmit herewith a certified copy of a copy of the above stated order of survey
duly certified by Amos Kent, register of the U. S. Land Office, on December 24,
1852; also a copy of the certified copy by the said register on the same day of the
plat recorded in his office book C, No. 3, page 348, in support of the said claim of
Francis Herault.
I also find the original certificate of confirmation No. 30 issued June 23,1823 (copy
herewith), in favor of this claim. This certificate was originally for two thousand
arpents, but appears to have been corrected to twelve hundred and eighty acres.
This correction, I suppose, was made after receipt of Commissioner's letter to the
register and receiver dated August 13, 1823, in which the Commissioner seems to be
of the opinion that the said claim of Francis Hlerault is not entitled to confirmation
for more than 1280 acres (Laws, Instructions and Opinions, 2-717-720).
The records of this office further disclose that the said claim of Herault was surveyed and located in T. 6 S., U. 1 E., Greensburg district, La., and therein designated
as section 50, containing 1283.04 acres. (See map approved June 29, 1853.)
I am of opinion that the said claim is valid in its entirety as represented by the
plat of survey by Dupin, and entitled to be recognized according to its established
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boundaries as per said survey containing 2000 superficial arpents, the equivalent
of 1701.40 superficial acres, and that therefore the said claim stands confirmed by
the aforementioned act of May 8,1822, for the amount of 2000 arpents equal to
1701.40 acres, and having been as before stated surveyed and located for 1283.04
acres, there remains a deficiency of 418.36 acres yet unlocated and due said claim; etc.

It is true, that the register and receiver in their report of March 17,
1820, state that, " in their estimation," the claims contained in register
E ought to b confirmed under the provisions and limitations of the
law of March 3, 1819, but it can not be presumed that Congress adopted
their opinion, in the face of the fact that by the act of May 8, 1822, said
class is confirmed absolutely and unconditionally, without any limitation as to quantity, subject only to the proviso:
That the confirmation of all the said claims provided for by this act, shall amount
only to a relinquishment for ever, on the part of the United States, of any claim
whatever to the tract of land so confirmed or granted.

The second section of the act of 1819 contained a proviso:

:

That such grant as a donation shall not be made to any one person for more than
1280 acres; which confirmation of the said incomplete titles and grants of donation,
hereby provided to be made, shall amount only to a relinquishment for ever, on the
part of the United States, of any claim whatever to the tract of land so confirmed
e
.:
.or granted.

While a proviso is found in the second section of the act of 1822 that
the confirmation of the claims provided for by that act, shall amount
only to a relinquishment by the United States, of any claim to the
tract of land confirmed or granted, there is no limitation as to quantity,
and there seems to be Do ground for importing into the later act the
proviso-as to quantity contained in the earlier act,:
While it is thus true that statutes relating to the same subject are to be construed
together, this rule does not go to the extent of controlling thie language of subsequent statutes by any supposed policy of previous statutes, where such language
requires such policy to be disregarded. Where the last statute is complete in itself,
and intended to prescribe the only rule to be observed, it will not be modified by the
displaced legisla.tion, as laws i ari materia. Sutherland on Statutes, Sec. 286.

The doctrine that statutes in pari inaterict are to- be taken together is
a rule of construction, resorted to in cases of doubt, and is never
applicable when the statute is plain and unambiguous. State v.
Cram, 16 Wis., 343, 347. The rule in sari materia does not go to the
extent of controlling the language of subsequent statutes by the supposed policy of previous ones. Goodrich v. Russell, 42 N. Y., 177,184.
The concluding part of the third section of the act of June 2, 1858,
under which this application is made, provides:
That in all cases of confirmation by this act, or where any private land claim has
been confirmed by Congress, and the same, in whole or in part, has not been located
or satisfied, either for want of a specific location prior to such confirmation, or for
any reason whatsoever, other than a discovery of fraud in such claim subsequent to
such confirmation, it shall be the duty of the surveyor general of the district in
which such claim was situated, upon satisfactory proof that such claim has been so
confirmed, and that the same, in whole or in part, remains unsatisfied, to issue to the
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claimant, or his legal representatives, a certificate of location for a quantity of land
equal to that so confirmed and unsatisfied; which certificate may be located upon
any of the public lands of the United States subject to sale at private entry, at a
price not exceeding one dollar and twenty-fiye cents per acre: Proilided, That such
location shall conform to legal divisions and subdivisions.

As

it appears that there remains a deficiency of 418.36 acres yet unlo-

cated and due on this claim, and as a duly certified copy of the record
of the proceedings in the matter of the succession of Francis Herault
filed in the ease shows the necessary facts to confer jrisdiction under
the Louisiana law, and that Arehibald McMalnus was appointed by the
22d district court for the parish of Plaquemines, Louisiana, to manage
this succession and complied with the law as to notice, bond, oath,
inventory and appraisement of effects, the decision appealed from is
reversed, and the case is remanded to your office for such further proceedings as may be necessary and proper in consonance with this
decision,
]PRACTICE-NOT1CE-SERVICE BY PTBLICATION.

CLAFLIN

. THIOMPSON.

Where a proper affidavit as the basis for service of notice by publication is furnished, and the order therefor duly made, but the service thereander is defective,
and new notice is required, a further showing as a basis for publication is not
necessary.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General and Office, April
(W. V. D.)
14, 1899.
(W. M.W.)
On the 18th day of October, 1893, John A. Thompson made hmestead entry for the N. of the NW. of See. 8, T. 144 N., R. 63 W.,
Fargo, North Dakota, land dlistrict.
On September 20, 1897, Ellen Claflin filed an affidavit of contest
against said entry, alleging that the entryman had failed to comply
with the requirements of the homestead law in the matters of establishing residence upon the tract and the improvement and cultivation
thereof. At the same time contestant filed an affidavit for publication
of notice to the entryman, upon which notice was published.
The entryman made default. The contestant appeared and submitted
evidence, upon which the local officers recommended the cancellation
of the entry and sent notice of this decision by registered letter to
Jamestown, North Dakota, the entryman's address as given in the
record, and said letter was returned unclaimed.
The record aid papers were transmitted to your office, and on the
29th day of April, 1898, the same was examined and it seas found
that:
A copy of contest notice should have been mailed to the entryman at his address
of record, as there is nothing in the record to show that he had changed his address.
See Popp v. Doty, 24 L. D., 350.
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Because a copy of contest notice was not properly mailed to the entryman, said
case is hereby remanded and the record returned. You are directed to notify the
plaintiff that she will be allowed thirty days to apply for notice and proceed anew
in strict compliance with the rules of practice, and if she fails to take action, her
contest will be dismissed.

On June 2, 1898, new notice was applied for and it was issued and
published in a newspaper and posted as required by the law and reg ulations, but there was no new affidavit or other evidence presented showing that diligence had been used and that personal service could not
be made upon the entryman; the only affidavit of diligence and search
for the entryman furnished as a basis for service of notice by publication was filed on September 20, 1897.

The entryman did not appear, and the local officers again found in
favor of the contestant and recommended the cancellation of Thompson's entry.
The record was transmitted to your office, and on October 31, 1898,.
your office held that said affidavit for publication, filed September 20,
1897, was not sufficient basis for publishing notice on June 2, 1898, and
that:
In order to justify service by pblication, the impossibility of personal service
mnust be shown to have existed so recently before the order to serve by publication,
as to warrant the presumption of the existence of such status when the publication
is made.
A new affidavit as a basis for publication should have been filed.

The record was thereupon remanded with directions to allow the contestant thirty days to apply for notice and proceed anew in strict complialice with the rules of practice.
The contestant appeals, and with her appeal. submits an affidavit,
made on December 10, 1898, by Ernest Claflin, showing that he had
made search and inquiry for the entryman for the purpose of mnaking
personal service of notice of the contest upon him, and further stating:
That said contestee was not in said State or a resident of said State at the time
the contest herein was initiated or at any time since the initiation of said contest;
that personal service cannot now be made within this State, and that there has been
no time since the initiation of the said contest when personal service could be made
in said case.

Appellant asks that this affidavit be accepted and the case considered
on the merits and decided in her favor.
In the appeal error is alleged in the action of your office holding that
a new affidavit of diligence as a basis for publication should have been
filed before new notice was obtained from the local office.
In this ease a proper basis, by affidavit, was laid, originally, for
service of notice by publication, whereby the district officers acquired
jurisdiction to proceed in the case. There was an irregularity in the
service of this notice, in failing to send a copy of the same by registered
mail to the entryman at his address of record. Because of this omission your office properly remanded the case with instructions to notify
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plaintiff that she will be allowed thirty days within which "to apply
for notice and proceed anew etc.
The failure to send copy of notice by registered letter, as prescribed,
was an irregularity in the service thereof but did not destroy the jurisdiction which had been theretofore acquired by the land officers to issue
notice by publication in the case. Being an irregularity, it could be
cured by proper service, as directed, which was subsequently made.
This seems to have been the view of your office when on April 29, 1898,
the case was remanded, with direction to give plaintiff thirty days in
which to apply "for notice" and to proceed thenceforth anew. She did
so apply and proceeded thereafter regularly in accordance with the
rules; and it would be a hardship to again remand the case after she
has complied with the instructions of your office.
But independently of your instructions, it was not necessary, under
the circumstances, that a new affidavit showing basis for notice by
publication, should have been required in this case, as such showing
had already been made and accepted by the district officers.
In this respect the case under consideration differs from all the cited
cases, in which no proper basis for service, by publication, had been
originally laid, but was attempted to be done by affidavits subsequently
filed. As said affidavit is a pre-requisite to an order directing service
by publication, it has been properly held that the omission could not
be subsequently cured. But in this case no such question is presented,
as the jurisdictional foundation had been laid by the filing of the prerequisite affidavit.
It is to be observed that the entryman is not here, nor any one for
him, complaining that the service in the case was not proper; and an
affidavit filed by the contestant shows that the same conditions existed
at the time of the second hearing as when the original application for
contest was filed.
Entertaining these views the decision of your office is reversed, and
the papers in the case are returned, with directions to proceed to
adjudicate the case upon the record thereof.

RAILROAD .GRANT-INDEMi-NITY SELECTION-RESERVATION.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R. Co.
Until the approval of a railroad indemnity selection no rights are secured thereunder
that can be asserted against the government; and the creation of a forest reservation under authority of the act of March 3,1891, prior to the approval of a
selection embraced within the limits of said reservation, is such a disposition of
the land as to defeat the selection thereof, even though the tract was subject
thereto when selected by the company.
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The words "entry" and "filing" used in the proclamation of February 14, 1893,
establishing the Sierra forest reserve, to describe lands excepted from such reservation, must be taken in their proper technical meaning, and as applicable only
to record claims made under the general land laws, and not including a railroad
indemnity selection.

,Seretary Hitchcock to the 'Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 14, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
The tract in controversy, to wit: the NWO of the NWI of See. 29,
T. 25 S., R. 31 E., M. D. M., Visalia, California, is within the indemnity limits of the grant to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and
is also included within the limits of the Sierra forest reserve established by proclamation of the President February 14, 1893.
This tract is embraced in list No. 78 of indemnity selections made
by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company and approved by the local
officers April 22, 1897. It was held for cancellation by decision of your
office of May 15, 1897, for the reason that said tract at the date of
selection was included within the limits of a public forest reservation
made under the 24th section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 109b),
and was therefore not subject to selection.
The railroad company appealed from said decision alleging error in
holding that the proclamation intends to bar the company of- its right
to select indemnity lands within said limits, and in assuming that the
proclamation reserved all lands that fell within the designated boundaries. It also contends that its right was initiated by selection made
prior to the establishment of the reservation, and in support of this
contention alleges that:
The said company, on December 5, 1885, applied to select this tract, with other
lands, which were clear to the company, in indemnity list No. 23, and offered to pay
the selecting fees, but the register and receiver refused to approve said list because
thecompanyhad not filed lists of "lost" lands coveringpreviousselections. The coinpany appealed, and the Commissioner, November 4, 1891, returned said list to the
local officers with direction for re-examination and certification of clear tracts.
Thereupon the company presented list 56, which included said tract, and said list
was approved by the register and receiver May 10, 1892.
On the return by the Secretary to the Commissioner of clear list No. 24, the Commissioner, August 14, 1895, canceled the company's selection of said NW. NW. i of
section 29, becaLse of the expired D. S. No. 9028 of John Gann, filed July 21, 1887,
alleging settlement August 21, 1887, which filing and settlement were subsequent to
the company's application of December 5, 1885. Said D. S. 9028 was, however, canceled November 14, 1896. Said filing, therefore, being subsequent to the application
of the company, was erroneously allowed to go of record.
After this cancellation of the company's selection per list of 1892, the company, to
preserve its supposed right, filed its list No. 78, on April 22, 1897.

It is immaterial for the purpose of this decision whether or not the
company made application to select this tract prior to the establishment of the reservation. It may be conceded that the tract was
embraced in a list of indemnity selections pending at that time and
that it was then subject to selection. But the mere fact that a claim
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had been so initiated at the time the reservation was established conferred no such right upon the company as to withdraw the land from
the control of the government or to affect its power of disposal. All
that could have been acquired by such proceedings was merely the
inchoate right to have its selection approved which, under depart
mental rulings, it could have asserted against all others, claiming
adversely thereto under any right subsequently-initiated, but it conferred no right as against the government. " Until the selections were
approved there were no selections in fact, only preliminary proceedings taken for that purpose."
(Wisconsin Central1R. R. Co. v. Price,
133 U. S., 496-512.) The promise of the government to give the company indemnity lands in lieu of lands lost within the granted limits
"passed no title, and until it was executed created no legal interest
which could be enforced in the courts." (Ibid., 512.) There are no
selections in fact until after approval, and until a selection is made the
title remains in the government "subject to its disposal at its pleasure." (Kansas Pacific R. B. Co. vi. Atchison Railroad Co., 112 U. S.,
414-421.)
The selection of the tract in controversy not having been approved
at the date of the proclamation, the preliminary proceedings taken bye
the company conferred no right upon it that could be asserted against
the government, and the creation of the reservation under the authority conferred by the 24th section of the act of March 3, 1891, was such
a disposition of the land as to defeat the selection even though the
tract was subject to selection at the time the preliminary proceedings
were taken, unless it was excepted from the operation of the proclanation.
The proclamation creating -this reservation contained the usual
clause:
Excepting from the force and effect of this proclamation all lands which may
have been, prior to the date hereof, embraced in any legal entry or covered by any
lawful filing duly of record in the proper United States Land Office, or upon which
any valid settlement has been made pursuant to law, and the statutory period within
which to make entry or filing of record has not expired; and all mnining claims duly
located and held according to the laws of the United States and the rules and
regulations not in conflict therewith.

The words "entry" and "filing" are technical terms having a well
defined meaning, and employed in the various acts pertaining to the
disposal of the public domain, to indicate the act by which an individual acquires an inceptive right to a portion of the public lands
under the general land laws. (Choteaa r. Pope, 12 Wheaton, 586.)
These words must therefore be considered as having been used in the
proclamation with reference to their proper technical meaning, unless
it is apparent that it was intended to give them a broader signification
ani to embrace every proceeding in the local office taken by a person
or corporation seeking to acluire a part of the public lands. Unless
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there is something in the context to indicate that the meaning of these
terms was to be so extended as to include every assertion of a claim to
public lands under special acts, made in writing and filed in the local
office, they must be given their technical meaning and be held to
include only entries or filings made under the general land laws.
From a view of the context we not only fail to find any expression
indicating an intention to extend their meaning beyond the well
defined and accepted signification of those terms as they are used in
,the public land laws, but on the contrary the purpose to confine it to
claims initiated under the general laws is made manifest by the sueceeding clause, which is as follows:
Provided that this exception shall not continue to apply to any particular tract
of land unless the entryman, settler or claimant continues to comply with the law
under which the entry, filing, settlement or location was made.

The requirement that the entryman, settler, or claimant shall continue to comply with the law. under which the claim was initiated, as a
condition to the continuance of the exception, plainly indicates that
the only lands that were excepted from the force and effect of the
proclamation, are those as to which claims had been initiated at
the date of the proclamation, pursuant to law under some one of the
general land laws, and that these were the laws that had to be complied with.
Furthermore, the proclamation being general in its terms, setting
aside and reserving for public uses all lands within the designated
boundaries, must operate upon all lands within said boundaries subject to disposal and control by the government unless specially
excepted therefrom. The exception or proviso takes no case out of the
operation of the proclamation that does not clearly fall within the
terms of such exception or proviso.
The decision of your office holding said selections for cancellation is
therefore affirmed.
EXCHANGE OF LANDS UNDER TE

F. A.

HYDE ET AL.

ACT OF JUNE 4, 1897.

(ON REvIEW).

Where an exchange of land is sought under the act of June 4, 1897, the relinquishment and selection can be made only by the claimant or owner of the land
within the limits of the forest reservation.
Unsurreyed as well as surveyed laud, which is vacant and open to settlement may
be selected under said act.
The words "tract covered . . . by a patent," as used in said act, embrace and
include a tract to which the full legal title has passed out of thegovernment and
beyond the control of the land department by any means which is the full legal
equivalent of a patent.
Before a selection under said act can be approved, the United States must be reinvested with all the right and title to the tract relinquished, with which it had
previously parted.
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The departmental decision herein of September 28, 1898, 27 L. D., 477, recalled and
vacated.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 14, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
The act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11-36), contains the following
provision:
That in cases in which a tract covered by an nperfected bona fide claim or by a
patent is included within the limits of a public forest reservation, the settler or
owner thereof may, if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to the government,
and may select in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract covered by his.claim or patent; and no charge shall be made in
such cases for making the entry of record or issuing the patent to cover the tract.
selected; Provided farther, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of
the laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements, and so forth, are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished
claims.

December 16, 1897, Joseph William Belden purchased from the State
of California the N. i of the NE. 1 of See. 16, T. 13 S., R. 31 E., M. D. M.,
Marysville, California, land district. The tract described is within the
limits of the Sierra forest reservation, established by executive order
of February 14, 1893 (27 Stat., 1059). As part Qf a sixteenth section
of public land full title to the said tract passed from the IUnited States
to the State of California, under its grant of school lands (10 Stat.,
246), upon survey of the land in 1884. December 17, 1897, Belden executed a deed of relinquishment and quit-claim of the tract to the
United States, his intention being, as expressed in the deed, "to select
in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement, in accordance
with the privilege granted in such eases" by the said act of 1897.
This deed was not delivered to or accepted by any officer of the United
States, but was handed by Belden to Frederic A. Hyde, together with
an instrument in writing, executed by Belden, reciting the making of
the deed of relinquishment and quitclaim and purporting to "sell,
assign, and transfer" to Hyde "the right conferred upon e (Belden)
by said act of Congress, under the deed of relinquishment aforesaid,
to select eighty acres of vacant land open to settlement," and to
authorize Hyde to select the land in his own name and receive patent
therefor. It is not claimed that the tract within the forest reservation
was ever conveyed by Belden to Hyde.
December 24, 1897, Hyde, as assignee of Belden, filed an application
under the said act to select, in lieu of the tract within the forest reservation an unsurveyed island in the Sacramento River, said to contain
seventy-seven acres. This application was accompanied by Belden's
deed of relinquishment and quitelaim to the United States, and by his
purported assignment to Hyde. Your office rejected Hyde's application May 31, 1898, on the ground that assignment of the right to select
lieu land is not recognized by the said act. June 13 1898, HEyde, as
attorney for Belden, presented the application of the latter under the
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said act to select the same unsurveyed island in lieu of the tract within
the forest reservation. With this application was a letter from Belden
to the local officers referring to the decision of your office of May 31,
1898, upon the application of Hyde, and stating that suchiapplication
was made by his (Belden's) direction and for his benefit, and requesting that if Hyde's application should be finally rejected his (Belden's)
application might be filed instead thereof. A letter to the register
from Hyde, as attorney of Belden, also accompanied the application of
Belden, and therein, referring to the said decision of May 31,1898, it is
stated:
An appeal from the said decision will be taken, but, meanwhile, to prevent the
initiation of an adverse claim, I present herewith the application of J. W. Belden
himself, for the said island, with a statement from him to the effect that the original
application was made by his direction and for his benefit, and, as the same has been
rejected, he now presents the application in his own name.
The papers on file in the first application are sufficient to show the right of-Belden
to make the proposed location. As his attorney I respectfully request that this
application may be noted upon the records; that you will transmit the same to the
Honorable Commissioner, and that the same be held subject to a determination of
the validity of the original location.

June 29, 1898, Hyde appealed from the decision of your office. The
Department, considering the case as upon the application of Belden,
held, September 28,1898 (27 L. D., 472), that the same should be rejected,
for the reason that the land selected was unsurveyed, and upon that
ground alone affirmed the action of your office. A motion by Hyde for
review brings the case again before the Department. It is contended
in the motion that the provision of the act of 1897, above quoted,
authorizes the selection of unsurveyed land in lieu of the tract within
the limits of the forest reservation.
Before considering this contention of the motion, the purported
assignment by Belden to Hyde should receive some attention. The
provision of the statute under which this case arises clearly contemplates an exchange of lands. The parties to the exchange are the
| United States, on the one hand, and on the other a holder of " an
unperfected bona fide claim; within the limits of a forest reservation
or an owner " by patent" of land so situated. A case is not properly
presented for the favorable action of the land department under said
provision until there is filbd a relinquishment of the tract covered by
the unperfected bonafide claim or patent and a selection by the claimant or owner of the land in lieu thereof. The officers of the land
department are not authorized to accept, consider or pass upon a relinquishment of the tract within the limits of a forest reservation, except
in connection with a proffered or tendered selection of other lands in
lieu thereof. Delivery and acceptance of the relinquishment are necessary to give it any effect, and until this is done there is no right to
lieu land and hence no right to assign. Hyde had no title to the tract
described by Belden's deed, had nothing to relinquish, and had no right
of selection. His application can not therefore be recognized. Con-
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sidered as his application alone, it should have been rejected. Inasmuch, however, as both Hyde and Belden now aver that such application was made by the direction of the latter and for his benefit, and
since, frthermore, the relinquishment and selection have been presented by Belden himself, as owner of the tract, the case will be conidered as if upon the application of Belden from the beginning.
Proceeding now to consider the contention of the motion for review,
it is to be observed that the words " surveyed " or "' unsurveyed " do
not anywhere appear in the provision of the statute hereinbefore set out,
nor is there any language therein which indicates an intention to limit
the selection of lieu land under the said provision to surveyed lands.
The only limitation as to kind or condition of the lands subject to lieu
selection thereunder is contained in the words "vacant land open to
settlement." This language is so clear and explicit as to leave no room
for construction. "Vacant land open to settlement" is any public land
to which rights may be initiated by settlement, under existing laws.
Unsurveyed, as well as surveyed, lands for many years past have been
and still continue to be open to settlement. It was entirely competent
for Congress to limit such selections to surveyed lands, or to-extend
them to both surveyed and unsurveyed lands, and the words "vacant
land open. to settlement" including as they do unsurveyed as well as
surveyed lands, must be given their proper legal effect. It follows that
lieu selections, under the said provision, are not confined to surveyed
lands, but may also be made of unsurveyed lands.
The tract which may be relinquished to the government, in exchange
for other land of equal area, must, in addition to being included within
the limits of a public forest reservation, be also "covered by an unperfected bota fide claim or by a patent."1 Here are indicated two distinct
degrees of right or title to land: First-an inchoate, inceptive or equitable right or title susceptible of perfection by compliance with law,
and, second-full legal or fee simple title, the holders or possessors of
which are spoken of respectively as "settler" and "owner." The
tract which Belden has offered to the government in exchange is
"covered" not "by patent," in the literal meaning of the term, bat by
direct grant from the United States to the State of California, by
means of an act of Congress, as already stated. In Michigan Land
and Lumber Co. v. Rust (168 U. S., 589, 592) it is said:
Generally speaking, while the legal title remains in the United States, the grant
is-in process of administration and the land is subject to the jurisdiction of the land
department of the Government. It is true a patent is not always necessary for the
transfer of the legal title. Sometimes an act of Congress will pass the fee. Strother
v. Lucas, 12 Pet., 410, 454; Grignon's Lessee v. Astor, 2 How., 319; Chontean v. Eckhart, 2 How., 344, 372; Glasgow v. Hortiz, 1 Black, 595; Langdeau v. Hanes, 21 Wall.,
521; Ryan v. Carter, 93 U. S., 78. Sometimes a certification of a list of lands to the
grantee is declared to be operative to transfer such title, Rev. Stat. Sec. 2449; Frasher
v. O'Connor, 115 U. S., 102; ut wherever the granting act specifically provides for
the issue of a patent, then the rule is that the legal title remains in the government
until the issue of the patent, Bagnell v. Broderick, 13 Pet., 436,450; and while so
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remaining the grant is in process of administration, and the jurisdiction of the land
department is not lost.

Here the act of Congress passed the fee and therefore made no provision for the issue of a patent. Title by such means is the simplest
and highest known to our laws, and is beyond question the full equivalent of title by patent, which is the deed or instrument by which the
executive, in pursuance of law, conveys the title to public lands.
The question then presented in this connection is, whether the term
"-patent," as -used in said provision, should be taken in its literal
signification only, or should be construed to have been used in the
broader, general sense to denote a tract to which the full legal title,
however granted or conveyed, has passed out of the government and
beyond the control of the land department, in contradistinction to the
other and lower degree of right or title indicated by the words " unperfected bona fide claim." Tle Department is constrained to so construe
it, in order to give effect to the evident purpose of Congress in the
premises, as gathered from this and kindred legislation.
The first general legislation providing for the establishment of forest
reservations, and the only general legislation on that subject prior to
the act of 1897, supra,is contained in section 24 of the act of March 3,
1891 (26 Stat., 1095, 1103), which reads:
That the President of the United States may, from time to time, set apart and
reserve, in any State or Territory having public land bearing forests, in any part of
the public lands wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth, whether of
commercial value or not, as public reservations, and the President shall, by public
proclamation, declare the establishment of such reservations and the limits thereof

By virtue of the authority thus conferred, numerous forest reservations, including the Sierra forest reservation, were established in
various States and Territories, by executive orders, prior to the act of
1897. By the establishment of these reservations many claimants and
owners of lands within the reservation boundaries were placed in a.
state of greater or less isolation from narket and business centers, and
from church, school, and social advantages, and the value of their
property for residence and other purposes was thereby impaired. The
withdrawal from settlement and other disposition of the surrounding
public lands precluded such persons from obtaining the advantages
consequent upon the continuing and increasing settlement which was
anticipated when' their claims were initiated or their title acquired. In
consequence they were clamorous for relief from Congress. Strenuous
efforts were made to have the more recent reservations revoked in toto.
Instead, Congress granted the measure of relief contained in the act
of 1897.
The various provisions of that-act, relating to lands within the limits
of forest reservations, and additional to that hereinbefore set out, need
not be recited. Under these provisions the general integrity, of the
reservations has been maintained, and rules and regulations have been
prescribed and promulgated by virtue of authority vested in the See--
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retary of, the Interior to insure the objects for which the reservations
are createdi which are to protect and improve the forests thereon for
the purpose of securing a permanent supply of timber for the people
and insuring conditions favorable to continuous water flow (Rules and
Regulations, June 30, 1897, 24 L. D., 589). It. is obvious that the
accomplishment of these objects would be subserved and promoted by
exclusive governmental ownership and control of the lands within the
reservation boundaries. The extinguishment of the claims, ownership
and control of other parties in and over the lands, of the class or
classes intended to be reserved, is very desirable on the part of the
government, and where this can be done agreeably to the wishes of
such parties under a reasonable construction of the above provision for
an exchange of lands, it is believed to be the duty of the land department to place such construction upon the law and thus promote the
best interests of all concerned.
Theprovisiou i question is remedial in character, and should therefore be so construed as to advance the remedy and compass the objects
sought. In Endlich on Interpretation of Statutes, section 103, it is said:
It is said to be the duty of the judge to make such construction of a statute as
shall suppress the mischief and advance the remedy; and the widest operation is
therefore to be given to the enactuent, so long as it does not go beyond its real object
and scope. When, for instance, the language, in its usual meaning, falls short of the
whole object of the legislature, a more extended meaning may be attributed to it, if
fairly susceptible of it. The scope of the act being ascertained, the words are to be
construed as including every case clearly within that object, if they can do so by any
reasonable construction, although they point primarily to another or a more limited
class of cases.

And see also, to the same effect, Sutherlaud on Statutory Construction,
section 410; Potter's Dwarris o Statutes and Constructions, p. 231;
and Sedgwick on Construction of Statutory and Constitutional Law,
p. 309. The doctrine declared by these writers upon interpretation and
construction is abundantly supported by citations from, the decisions of
the courts.
A case seemingly in point, in which the word "patent" as used in certain acts of Congress was regarded by the Supreme Court as embracing
title by certification also, is that of United States v. Winona and St.
Peter Railroad Company (165 U. S., 463). The United States sued in
that case for the forfeiture of lands alleged to have been wrongfully
certified to the State of Minnesota for the benefit of the railroad company, and asked the cancellation of the certification and restoration of
the lands to the public domain. In commenting upon the limitations
in the acts of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095, 1099), and March 2,- 1896
(29 Stat.,42), upon the bringing of suits to vacate and annul "patents"
to public lands, the court said:
It is true that these appellees cannot avail themselves of these limitations because
this suit was commenced before the expiration of the time prescribed, and we only
refer to them as showing the purpose of Congress to uphold titles arising under certification or patent by providing that after a certain time the government, the
grantor therein, should not be heard to question them.
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And again, after quoting the provision in the act of 1896 that,
no patent to any lands held by a bona fide purchaser shall be vacated or annulled,
but the right and title of such murchaser is hereby confirmed,

the court further said:
We are of the opinion that Congress intended by the sentence we have quoted
from the act of 1896 to confirm the title which i this case passed by certification to
the State. It not only declares that lo patents to any laids held by a boia fide purchaser shall be vacated or annulled, but it confirms the right and title of such purchasers. Given a bona ficde purchaser, his right and title is confirmed, and no suit
can be maintained at the instance of the government to disturb it.

And so in that case, the court held that the statutory inhibition
against vacating or annulling a patent covered also a case where the
title claimed was under a certificationonly.
Before a selection under the said act of 1897 can be made, the United
States must be reinvested with all the right and title to the tracts
relinquished with which it had previously parted. When Belden made
his deed to the United States he did not have such title. At that time
the State of California had at least the legal title to the tract sought to
be relinquished by Belden and he did not acquire full title thereto
until January 23, 1899, when patent was issued to him by the State.
It is doubtful whether his deed of December 17, 1897, which, on its
face, purports to "release, remise, quitclaim and relinquish" to the
United States only such title as he then had in the tract therein
described, is sufficient to transfer to the United States the subsequently acquired full legal title, and it is therefore deemed best that
Belden should execute and have properly recorded, and thereafter file
in your office a new deed of relinquishment of the said tract. He should
also file therewith a certificate by the recorder of deeds of the county
wherein the tract is situated, that no instrument, except the said patent
of the State, purporting toconvey or in any way encumber the title to
said tract or any part thereof has been filed or made of record in his
office since December 21, 1897, the date of the recorder's last certificate
It is therefore held, in accordance with the foregoing views:

1. Where an exchange of land is sought under the act of June 4,
1897, sujyra, the relinquishment and selection can be made only by the
claimant or owner of the land within the limits of the forest reservation.
2. Unsurveyed as well as surveyed land, which is vacant and open to
settlement, may be selected thereunder.
3. The words "tract covered .... .
. by a patent" as used therein
embrace and include a tract to which the full legal title has passed
out of the government and beyond the control of the land department
by any means which is the full legal equivalent of a patent.
4. Before a selection under the said act can be approved, the United
States must be reinvested with all the right and title to the tract relinquished, with which it had previously parted.
The previous decision of the Department herein is hereby recalled
and vacated, and the decision of your office modified accordingly.
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EXCHANGE OF LANDS rTNDER THlE ACT OF JUNE 4, 1897.
EMIL S. WANGENHEIM.
In an exchange of lands under the act of June 4,1897, where title to the land
relinquished has passed out of the government, or where certificate for patent
thereto has issiied, the selection may embrace contiguous or non-contiguous
tracts, if in the same land district; but if the land relinquished is covered by
an unperfedted claim, to which certificate for patent has not issued, and the
law under which said claim was initiated requires that land taken thereunder
must be in one body, the same requirement must be observed in making the lieu
selection.

Secretary itohock to the omnvissioner of the General land Office,
(NV. V. 1).)
April 14, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
The Department has considered the appeal of Emil S. Wangenheim
from the decision of your office of August 12, 1898, rejecting his application to exchange the S. - of Sec. 16, T. 12 S., R. 27 E., M. D. 21., containing three hundred and twenty acres, for the same area of public
lands described as the NE.4 of the SE. 1 and the SW. i of the SE. i
of See. 12, and the S. of the SW. 4, the SE. 4of the NE. 1, and the
'NE. J of the SE. 41of See. 22, T. 8 S., B. 6 B., M. D. M1., San Francisco,
California, land district. The tract offered in exchange is within the
boundaries of the Sierra forest reservations established by executive
order of February 14, 1893 (27 Stat., 1059), and passed to the State of
California upon survey in 1885, under -its grant of lands for public
schools.
Wangenheim claims title by mesne conveyances from the State. His
application to exchange is made under the provision of the act of June
4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36), which reads:
That in cases in which a tract covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or by a
patent is included within the limits of a public forest reservation, the settler or
owner thereof may, if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to the government,
and may select in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract covered by his claim or patent; and no charge shall be made in
such cases for making the entry of record or issuing the patent to cover the tract
selected: ProNided f titer, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of
the laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements, and so forth, are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished
claims.

The rejection of the application by your office is upon the ground
that " selections nder said act should embrace contiguous tracts," and
that I the tracts selected" in this case "are not contiguous." The
appeal contends that there is nothing in the said provision which
requires the applicant to select land in one body, and that the decision'
of your office. is, therefore, erroneous.
The applicant in this case, as suggested in the argument, might
have made eight separate relinquishments and selections, under the
said provision, had he chosen to do so, and thus might secure the.
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identical tracts embraced in the selection to which your office objects.
If he could have done this, as he unquestionably could, no useful purpose, it seems, would be served by refusing to allow him to accomplish
the-same result by a single relinquishment and selection. There is no
such rule under other laws or grants relative to the selection of lieu or
indemnity lands as your office proposes under the provision in question. Such rule would but obstruct the operation of this statutory
provision, which was enacted to provide for an exchange of lands
within reservation limits for lands outside such limits, and-intended to
be mutually beleficial to the government and the other parties to the
exchange. A selection by legal subdivisions, whether contiguous or
non-contiguous, if in the same land district and not exceeding in total
area the tract or tracts relinquished, is believed to be within the contemplation and intent of the statute in any case where title to the land
relinquished has previously passed out of the United States, or where
certificate for patent thereto has issued. But where the land relinquished was "covered by an unperfected bona fide claim," to which
certificate for patent has not issued, and the law under which the
claim was initiated requires that land taken thereunder must be in one
body, the same requirement must still prevail in the making of the
lieu selection. This is made necessary in such case by the proviso ot
the statute, that:Provided further, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of the
laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements, and so forth, -are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished
claims.

The decision of your office is accordingly reversed. If there is no
other objection to Wangenheimns application, you will pass his selection of the said tracts to patent.

SURVEY-FOREST RESERVE-ACTS OF JUNE 4, 1897, AND MARCH 3, 1899.
O INION.

The provisions in the appropriation act of March 3, 1899, requiring public land
surveys thereafter made, whether within or without reservations, to. be under
the direction and supervision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
do not preclude the completion, by the Geological Survey, of the sub-divisional
survey of a township, within a forest reserve, begun under authority of the act
of June 4, 1897.

Assistant Attorney-General Van Devanter to te Secretary of tile nterior,
(A. B. P.)
A-Pril 17, 1899.
By your reference of April 13, 1899, I am in receipt of a communication: addressed to you by the Director of the Geological Survey, under
date April 12, 1899, in substance requesting instructions as to whether
the Geological Survey may continue until July 1, 1899, to execute sub-.
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divisional surveys of the public lands situated within forest reserves,
under authority contained in the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11-32).
The act referred to was "An Act making appropriations for sundry
civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and for other purposes."
Amongst other things said act made an appropriation of one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars and directed that the same "be immediately
available,"For-the survey of the public lands that have been or may hereafter be designated
as forest reserves by executive proclamation, under section twenty-four of the act
of Congress approved March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, entitled "An
act to repeal timber-culture laws, and for other purposes," and including public
lands adjacent thereto, which may be designated for survey by the Secretary of the
Interior.

The act also declared:
The surveys herein provided for shall be made, under the supervision of the Director
of the Geological Survey, by such person or persons as may be employed by or under
him for that purpose, and shall be executed under instructions issued by the Secretary of the Interior; and if subdivision surveys shall be found to be necessary, they
shall be executed under the rectangular system, as now provided by law. The plats
and field notes prepared shall be approved and certified to by the Director of the
Geological Survey, and two copies of the field notes shall be returned, one for the
files of the United States surveyor-general's office of the State in which the reserve
is situated, the other in the General Laud Office, etc.

Further provision was made that such surveys, field notes, and plats
thus returned should have the same legal force and effect as theretofore
given the surveys, field notes, and plats returned through the surveyorgeneral's office, and that such surveys which include subdivision surveys
under the rectangular system, should be approved by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office as in other cases.
By act of March 3,1899, entitled "An Act making appropriations for
sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year endinfg
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred, and for other purposes" (Public
No. 188, p. 27), it was provided amongst other things, under the heading "Surveying the Public Lands,"That hereafter all standard, meander, township and sectional lines of the public
land surveys shall, as heretofore, be established under the direction aud-supervision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office whether the lands to be surveyed
are within or without reservations, except that where the exterior boundaries of
the public forest reservations are required to be coincident with standard, township or sectional lines such boundaries may, if not previously established in the
ordinary course of the public land surveys, be established and marked under the
supervision of the Director of the United States Geological Survey whenever necessary to complete the survey of such exterior boundary.

In the communication aforesaid the Director of the Geological Survey calls attention especially to the said last mentioned act and states
thatThere is one township in the Black Hills reserve, the subdivisional survey of
which has been commenced, that it is desired to complete before July 1, 1899, if not
contrary to law to do so.
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Your reference requests of me an opinion upon the question thus
presented.
It will be observed that both the acts referred to are annual appropriatiou acts, dealing, generally speaking, only with matters pertaining
-to the public service for the particular fiscal year to which they relate.
In the first mentioned act, however, the appropriation for the survey of
forest reserves and of the public lands adjacent thereto as provided,
was made "immediately available," and was thus taken out of the general-rule that annual appropriations are limited to expenses connected
with the public service for the particular year to which the appropriation act as a whole relates.
It is presumed that the work commenced upon the uncompleted subdivisional survey in question as stated in said communication is within
the authority and terms of said first mentioned act and of the aplropriation carried thereby, the said communication being silent in this
particular. In view thereof there would seem to be no reason why
such survey may not be completed, withil the current fiscal year,
unless there is something in said act of March 3, 1899, which prohibits it.
There is no provision in said latter act so far as it relates to this particular subject, making the appropriation carried thereby available
except for expenses incurred and services rendered during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1900, nor is there anything in said act which
indicates a purpose on the part of Congress to immediately put an end
to all work of surveying previously commenced' and then in progress
under the authority of the former act. The appropriation carried by
the latter act appears to come clearly, within the general rule that
moneys annually appropriated by Congress may be used only for
expenses incurred in the public service during the fiscal year to which
the act making the appropriation specifically relates. The particular
provision now under' consideration is a part of and is directly associated with the general provision of the act making the annual appropriation for the survey of the public lands during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1900. Clearly it can not be held that any part of such
appropriation may be used for the purpose of carrying on the surveys
of any of the public lands before the beginning of the fiscal year which
will end June, 30, 1900. If, therefore, the provision of said act hereinbefore quoted should be construed to prohibit the completion of surveys
commenced under authority of the provision of the former act relating
to the survey of forest reservations and of lands adjacent thereto, it
would necessarily follow that the surveying of all such lands would be
wholly suspended until after the beginning of the next fiscal year.
I do not think such a construction should be given the statute unless
the language used clearly indicates a purpose to that end on the part
of Congress. The language of the act taken as a whole does not in my
judgment warrant such a construction.
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It is therefore my opinion that the uncompleted survey referred to in
the communication of the Director of the Geological Survey may be
completed under the provisions of said act of June 4, 1897, provided
the work as commenced is within the authority and terms of said act,
which I presume to be the case in the absence of anything stated to
the contrary.
Approved,

E.- A. HITCHCOCK,
Secretary.
RAILROAD GRANT-CLASSIFICATION OF MINERAL LANDS.
OPINION.
The provision in section 5, act of February 26, 1895, that at hearings held under protests filed against the acceptance of classifications of land, as returned by the
commission, "the United States shall be represented and defended by the United
States district attorney," etc., requires said attorney to assist in procuring a
mineral classification of the land wherever the facts show that to be its true
character, and to that end such officer should endeavor to sustain the mineral
classifications of the commission.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Attorney General, April 14, 1899.
(G. B.G.)
(W.V.D.)
A letter from the Acting Attorney General, Febrnary 18, 1899, transmits for the information of this'Deliartment a communication from the
United States attorney for the State of Montana, dated February 1I,
1898, to the Department of Justice, wherein that officer asks that he be
advised as to his duties under the proviso to section 5 of the act of
February 26, 1895 (28 Stat., 683), entitled "An act to provide for the
examination and classification of certain mineral lands in the States of
Montana and Idaho.
This act authorizes and directs the Secretary of the Interior, as
speedily as practicable, to cause all lands in the Bozeman, Helena, and
Missonla land districts in the State of Montana, and in the Coenr
d'Alene land district in the State of Idaho, within the land grant and
indemnity limits of the Northern Pacific Railroad, as defined by the
act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365), and acts supplemental to and amendatory thereof, to be examined and classified by commissioners to be
appointed by the President of the United States, with special refvrence t the mineral or non-mineral character of such lands, and to
reject, cancel, and disallow any and all claims or filings theretofore
made, or which may thereafter be made, by.or on behalf of the said
Northern Pacific Railroad Company on any lands in said land districts
which upon examination shall be classified as provided in said act as
mineral lands. Said act then provides, among other things, that said
commissioners shall examine and classify the lands therein mentioned
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within their respective districts, according to such rules and regulations
as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe, and file in the office of
the register and receiver of the land office of the land district in which
the land examined and classified is situated a full report, showing the
lands classified by them as mineral lands and those classified as nonmineral; that upon receipt of such report the register of the land office
shall cause to be published notice of the classification of lands as
shown by said report, and any person, corporations or company feeling
aggrieved by such classification may file with the register and receiver
of the land office a verified protest against the acceptance of said clas-.
sification as to any described tract; wliereupon a hearing shall be
ordered by, and conducted before, the said register and receiver, under
rules and regulations as near as practicable i conformity with the
rules and practice of such land office in contests involving the mineral
or non-mineral character of land in other cases; and an appeal from
the decision of the register and receiver shall be allowed to the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the Secretary of the Interior,
under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may
prescribe.
The proviso to section 5 is, in part, as follows:
Provided, That at such hearings the United States shall be represented an d defended
by the United States district attorney or his assistants for the judicial district in
which the land is situated, unless the Secretary of the Interior shall detail some
proper officer of the Department of the Interior for that purpose.

April 13,1895 (20 L. D., 350-356), this Department issued instructiolls designed to secure a proper administration of this act, and at
pages 354 and 355 thereof it was said:
The lands included in the lists reported by the various boards of commissioners,
and incorporated in the published notice are prnimnafacie of the character as classified
and the Secretary of the Interior, upon receipt of the report [of the register and
receiver specifying protests], will designate, under the proviso to the fifth section of
the act, the official, to defend such classification, at said hearings in the name of the
United States.

No such designation was or has been made by the Secretary of the
Interior, but the&Attorney General was requested by this Department,
April .18, 1898, to direct the United States attorneys for the States of
Montana and daho
to represent the government in a number of hearings ordered on the protests of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company against the acceptance of a large portion of the
lands classified as mineral.

August 13, 1898, upon the complaint of the United States attorney
for Montana of the insufficiency of the government's testimony, it was
directed by this Department that a special agent of the General Land
Office be detailed,
to render such assistance to the United States Attorney for Montana as he may
require in securing the evidencenecessary to sustain the classification of these lands.
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In his said letter of February 11, 1898, the said United States attorney for the State of Montana expresses the opinion that it is his duty
under said act "to appear for the mineral land commission and in
defence of the classification made by it."
The manifest purpose of the act was to classify the lands in the districts named and thus facilitate the adjustment of the:gralt to the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company, at the same time protecting the
interests of the United States in the mineral lands which were excepted
from the grant. The character of these lands is prima facie as classified, and the act provides, as to the lands against the classification
whereof no protest has been filed, that such classification when approved
by the Secretary of the Interior shall be considered final, except in
cases of fraud. But as to those lands against the classification whereof
a protest is filed, it is made the duty of the Secretary of the Interior
to ascertain the true character of the land and correct the classification, if it is found to be wrong. To this end, the act provides that the
Jnited States attorney shall represent and defend the United States.
It is the duty of the government and to its interest to preserve and
protect the mineral lands in these districts. None such, except coal
and iron, were granted to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.. In
the very nature of things the railroad company is fully equipped to
protect its own interests and would expect to do so.
If Congress had intended to make it the duty of the United States
attorney to defend the classification of the mineral land commission in
all cases, adequate language could have been easily employed to express
such intention. Instead the act only provides that he shall represent
and defend the United States. To appear and insist that lands are
non-mineral in character and therefore pass to the railroad company is
defending the railroad company and not the United States.
Ipon mature consideration this Department is of the opinion that
the United States attorney will be representing and defending the
United States if he appears at these hearings and insists upon and
assists in procuring a mineral classification of the land wherever the
facts if properly disclosed will show that to be its true character, and
that to that end he should endeavor to sustain tbe mineral classificatious of the commission which are deemed primafacie correct.
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RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY SELECTION-APPLICATION TO ENTER.
NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. CO. . WOLFE.
A railroad indemnity selection, regularly allowed nuder rulings in force at the time,
should not be canceled on the ground that a proper basis had not been assigned
therefor, without affording the company due opportunity to supply another and
sufficient basis.
An application to make timber culture entry of land embraced within a prima facie
valid railroad indemnity selection is properly rejected; and the applicant gains
nothing by an appeal from such rejection.

Secretary Hitcheock to the Commissioner of te General Land Office, A-pril
(F. W. C.)
17, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
The Northern. Pacific Railroad Company has appealed from your
office decision of September 17, 1898, holding for cancellation its indemnity selection covering the E. t of theNW. and the NW.1 of the NE. ,
Sec. 13, T. 10 N., R. 38 E., Walla Walla land district, Washington, with
a view to the allowance of the timber-culture application of Henry H.
Wolfe covering said tract.
This land is within the indemnity limits of the grant to said company
opposite to what is known as the main line of its road, to aid in the
construction of which a grant was made by the act of July 2, 1864 (13
Stat., 365). It was included in list of selections filed January 5, 1884,
which list, under departmental regulations of May 28, 1883, was not
required to be accompanied by a designation of loss as a basis for the
selection contained in the list. The company subsequently filed a list

of losses specifying certain tracts in township 12 north, range 1 west,
in the State of Washington, as lost to the grant and on account of
which selection was made of the tract under consideration.
These last mentioned tracts are opposite the portion of the road
extending northward from Portland, Oregon, to aid in the constraction
of which a grant was made by the joint resolution of May 31, 1870 (16
Stat., 378).
On November 3,1887, Wolfe tendered timber-culture application for
the tract here under consideration, in support of which he alleged that
on June 25, 1883, he purchased certain improvements made upon this
land by one Charles Hogan, a prior occupant thereof, and had since
claimed.the land; upon which allegation hearing was had, at which it
was shown that prior to the company's selection about eighty acres of
the tract had been broken and the entire tract fenced. There were no
buildings upon the land, and Wolfe did not claim to have resided
thereon, but simply to have cultivated the land.
Upon the record made at said hearing your office decision of April
20, 1895, held that, as Wolfe claimed the land under the timber-culture
law, his right to the tract could not antedate the presentation of his
application on November 3, 1887, which, being long subsequent to the
selection of the tract by the company, could afford him no right as
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against such selection, and therefore rejected the application; from
which action he appealed to this Department, the appeal being considered in the decision of May 20, 1896, in which a hearing was ordered to
ascertain whether Wolfe was qualified to assert claim to the land under
the settlement laws at the date of the selection of the tract by the
company.

It is upon the record made at said hearing that the case is again
before this Department. At said hearing it was shown that Wolfe was
duly qualified to make claim under the settlement laws at the date of
the company's selection of this tract, but that he had since exhausted
both his homestead and pre-emption rights; so that he cau assert no
claim to the land except under his timber culture application, made, as
before stated, November 3, 1887.
Your office properly ruled that upon said application he could gain
no right as against the company under its selection, but held that the
tract assigned as a basis for the selection was not a proper one and for
that reason, and with a view to allowing Wolfe's timber-culture application, held the company's selection for cancellation.
Prior to the decision of the Department in the case of Spaulding v.
Northern Pacific R. B. Co. (21 L. D., 57), the several grants for he
Northern Pacific Railroad Company seem to have been adjusted as an
entirety. Under these earlier decisions the tract assigned as a basis
for the selection under consideration would be a proper one; but in the
case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company (25 L. D., 511) it was
held that the grant to the same company by the joint resolution of May
31, 1870, must be adjusted separately, and that a loss, therefore, under
the later grant will not support a selection along the line for which the
grant of 1864 was made.
Should the decision in the Spaulding case be upheld by the courts, a
suit having been instituted to have judicially determined the questions
involved, the tract assigned as a basis for the selection under consideration would not support the selection.
Under the circumstances, however, the selection having been regularly allowed under rulings in force at the time, it should not be canceled
without affording the company an opportunity to supply another and
sufficient basis.
Wolfe's timber culture application tendered on November 3, 1887, at
a time when the land was embraced in the prima facie valid railroad
selection of record, was properly rejected, and he gained nothing by
reatson of his appeal from such rejection. (Gallup v. Welch, 25 L. D,3.)
The decision of your office is accordingly reversed.
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HOMESTEAD CONTEST-EXTENSION

OF TIME TO MAK(E PAYMENT.

WEITZEIL V. SCHAGER.
A homestead eatryman who is improperly allowed an extension of time within which
to make commuted homestead payment, will be protected as against an intervening contest charging non-compliance with law, where it appears that he had
duly complied with the law up to the time when he left the land under authority
of said extension.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Lan d Office,
(L. L. B.)
April 17, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
December 4, 1896, Elmer HI. Weitzeil filed contest against the homestead. entry of Edward Schager for lot 3 and the NE. 1 SW. 1 and N. W
SE. 1, Sec. 19, T. 33 N., R. 11 W., O'Neill, Nebraska, alleging failure to
reside on, cultivate and improve the land covered by his entry.
The register and receiver, after hearing duly had, recommended the
dismissal of the contest for failure to prove the allegations thereof.
Contestant appealed. Your office decision of August 25, 1897, now
here on appeal, dismissed the appeal of Weitzeil because iiot taken
within the time required by the rules of practice. The register and
receiver served notice of their decision upon contestant's counsel by
registered letter, which was mailed May 3rd, 1897, and reached the
post-office at Spencer, Nebraska (the place of its destination and the
address of contestant's counsel), the next day. The notice, however,
was not received by the parties to whom it was sent until ten days later,
May 14, and they claim that this delay was due to the failure of the
postmaster at Spencer to notify them of -the receipt of the registered
package and assert that they are entitled to forty days from the date
of receipt of notice by them (May 14, 1897), in which to file their appeal.
The appeal was filed June 22, 1897, fifty days after the mailing of
notice by the local officers, and thirty-nine days after receipt of the
same by the attorneys for appellant.
Without considering whether or not the appeal was filed in time, an
examination of the record fails to show any good reason for disturbing
the conclusion reached in your office decision.
The defendant submitted commutation proof January 11, 1896, which
as to residence, cultivation and improvements is shown to be satisfactory. Not having the money to pay for the land he applied for and was
allowed a year's extension of time in which to make payment. While
the extension of time was unauthorized in law, it was granted by your
office and the defendant was led to believe that all that was required
of him was to make payment within the extended time. It was while
he was away trying to earn the money to make the payment that the
contest was brought.
The preponderance of the evidence is that up to the time of his
absence, so caused, he had complied with all the requirements of the
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law. When he left there was no adverse laimant, and to allow an
intervenor to come in and take advantage of his mistake occasioned
through the erroneous action of the officers of the land department,
would in view of his evident good faith be unjust and wrong. The
decision appealed from in so far as it dismisses the contest and allows
the entryman to complete his entry by showing future compliance with
the homestead law, is affirmed.

PRACTICE-EVIDENCE-RULE

42, AMENDED.

CIRCULAR.

Commissioner Hermann to registers and receivers United States Land
Offices, April 18, 1899.
In order to avoid the expense and trouble of detaining witnesses at
your offices after the close of hearings in contest cases, or of causing
their subsequent return for the purpose of signing their testimony,
written out from shorthand notes, the parties to the contest may, by
proper stipulation in writing, waive that provision of Rule of Practice
No. 42, which requires the testimony to be signed by the witnesses.
In all cases where such a stipulation is filed, you should let the record be accompanied by the stipulation, and your certificate that each
of the witnesses was duly sworn before testifying, and also by the affidavit of the stenographer to the effect that the testimony, as transcribed, is a true and complete transcription of the short-hand notes of
the testimony given in the case, which was faithfully reported in shorthand by him, as delivered by the several witnesses.
Approved:
E . A. HITCHCOCK,
Secretary.
PRACTICE-NOTICE OF CONTEST-RULE 35.
PROEFROCK V. KEPNER.
Notice of contest served thirty days before the day of hearing before the local office
is sufficient, though an earlier date may be named therein for taliug testimony
- under Rule 35 of Practice.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the GeneralLand Office, April
(W. V. D.)
19, 1899.
(C. J. W.)
Millard F. Kepner made homestead entry for the NE. 1 of Sec. 21,
T. 149, R. 69, at Devils Lake, North Dakota, on June 22, 1893.
On January 13,1896, Carl Proefrock filed affidavit of contest against
the entry, alleging that said eutryman has abandoned the tract, has
changed his residence therefrom for more than six months since making
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entry, and that said land is not settled upon and cultivated by said
party as required by law.
The local officers issued notice requiring the parties to appear before
the clerk of the district.court, at Fessenden, Wells county, on the 21st
day of February, 196, at two o'clock p. n., to respond to said charge
and furnish testimony.
The notice was issued January 13, 1896, and was served on defendant January 23, 1896, the hearing to occur at the land office on February
28, 1896. On February 21, 1896, the plaintiff appeared in person; the
defendant did not appear, but was represented by counsel, who appeared
specially and under protest to object to the jurisdiction on account of
defective notice of contest, but, afterwards, cross-examined the plaintiff''s witnesses.
The evidence having been duly transmitted to the local office, on May
11, 1896, the local officers rendered a joint decision, in which they found
that defendant had not resided on the land since his entry, and recommended its cancellation.
Kepner appealed, and, on May 19,1897, your office affirmed the local
officers, and held said entry for cancellation.
The case is before the Department on the further appeal of defendant from your office decision.
The same questions are presented by the appeal which were presented by defendant, first to the local officers, and subsequently to
your office. It appears that defendant executed an affidavit asking for
a continuance, and that a commission issue to take testimony in Eddy
county, North Dakota, which -he did not file in the local office until
May 9, 1896, and then filed without evideace of service on the
contestant.
It is alleged that the motion should have been granted. In reference to this contention, it is held that it was not error to overrule the
motion.

The remaining alleged ground of error is, that the notice of contest
was so defective as to leave the local officers without jurisdiction to try
the case, the defect being in the service of said notice. It was served
more than thirty days before it was returnable to the'local office for
hearing, but only twenty-nine days before the parties were required to
submit testimony before the clerk of the district court of Wells county,
the contention being that, under rule 35 of practice, notice of a hearing before the local officers must be served thirty days before such
hearing, and that no earlier date can be named for taking testimony
elsewhere.

The question presented has been specifically considered and passed
upon by the Depart ment in earlier cases. In the case of MeTighe v.
Blanchard (4 L. D., 540), it was held (syllabus):
Under Rule 35 of Practice thirty days notice of the hearing before the local office
is s-Lfficienit, though an earlier (ate may be named in said notice for taking testimony
elsewhere.
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See also Le Claire v. Bieber, 15 L. D ., 289.
It is manifest from the record that defendant has utterly failed to
comply with the requirements of the homestead laws since making his
entry.
Your office decision is accordingly affirmed; the entry of defendant
is canceled, and the usual preference right of entry awarded to the
contestant.
OIKLAH1OMA LANDS-ACT OF MARCH 3, 193-" SOONERISM."
HENDERSON ET AL. V. SMITH.
Under the last proviso to section 3, act of March 3, 1893, opening the Kickapoo
lands to settlement and entry, a person who has, at the date of his application
under said act, attempted to, but for any cause failed to acquire title to a homestead under existing law, or shall have made entry under the commuted provision of the homestead law, is entitled to make a homestead entry of said lands.
One who, during the prohibited period, is within the territory in the ordinary prosecution of his business, but does not thereby add anything to his previous
knowledge of the land, and is outside of the territory at the hour of opening, is
not disqualified as a settler.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Cognmissioner of the General Land Office, April
(W. V. D.)

-

19, 1899.

(G. R.

0.)

This case involves the S.; of the SW. f and lots 10 and 13 of Sec. 9,
T. 14N., R. 2 E., in the Gathrie, Oklahoma, land district. Said tracts
are within the territory thrown open to settlement and entry on May
23, 1895, by proclamation dated May 18, 1895 (29 Stat., 868). On May
23, 1895, Perry F. Smith made homestead entry for said land, and on
May 27, 1895, William Robinette applied to enter the same tracts. On
June 21, 1895, William H. Henderson filed an affidavit allegingThat he on the 13th day of January, 1894, filed a soldiers' declaratory statement
on lot No. 12 of said quarter section; that the same was a fractional part lying in
the Iowa country; that on the 19th day of February, 1894, he commuted said S.D.S.
to a homestead entry; that on the 23rd day of May, 1895, at about 10 minutes after
12 o'clock he made an entry into the land office here and made an application to file
on the above tract of land and that said application was rejected for reason of conflict with homestead entry of Perry F. Smith No. 12575.

A hearing was ordered by the local officers to determine the conflicting claims of Smith, Robinette and Henderson. On November 6, 1895,
all parties appeared, and testimony was submitted by Henderson and
Robinette. Smith offered no testimony, but demurred to Henderson's
complaint and to the testimony offered by him. On February 11,1896,
the local officers rendered a decision in favor of Smith, recommending
the dismissal of Henderson's and Robinette's contests. On appeal by
Robinette and the heirs of William Henderson, your office reversed
said decision and accorded the right of entry to Robinette, holding
Smith's entry subject to his prior right. Smith has now appealed from
your decision to this Department.
Henderson having failed to appeal from your decision the judgment
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of your office with respect to his claim to the land will be considered
final. The conflicting claims of Robinette and Smith remain to be
considered.
Robinette bases his claim to the tract upon his settlement made a
few seconds after the time of the opening. To reach the land he had
only to cross a small stream, about six feet in width. Smith's claim
rests upon his application to enter, which was filed, as appears from
the endorsement, at eleven minutes after twelve o'clock on the day of
the opening. It is evident that Robinette's settlement was made prior
to the time that Smith filed his application. Smith claims, howeveri
that Robinette is not a qualified entryman, having exhausted his homestead right by making adjoining farm homestead entry No. 9202 for
forty acres of land in Missouri, on February 28, 1889. Robinette abaudoned said entry on October 10, 1892, and relinqnished it on March 8,
1893, and claims that he is qualified to enter the land in controversy
by See. 3 of the act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat., 557). Said section
makes provision for the disposal of lands acquired from the Kickapoo
Indians, of whiclh the laud in controversy is a part, and it provides:
That any person having attempted to, but for any cause failed to acquire title in
fee under existing law, or who made entry under what is known as the commuted
provision of the homestead law, shall be qualified to make homestead entry upon
said lands.

Section 13 of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 980, 1005), contains
a provision similar to that above-quoted. Construing said section, in
the case of James W. Lowry (26 L. D., 448), the Department said:

*

If, then, any person has, at the date of his application under-this act, attempted
to,but for any cause failed to secure a title in fee to a homestead under existing
law, or shall have made entry under the commuted provision of the homestead law,
he is by virtue of this act qualified to make entry upon lands, in Oklahoma Territory,
acquired from the Seminoles, or from the Muscogee or Creek Indians.

The act of March 3, 1893 (supra), therefore, clearly gives Robinette
the right to make homestead entry of lands within this territory.
The appellant contends, also, that Robinette was disqualified by having entered-into the territory prior to the time of opening and subsequent to March 3, 1893. The testimony on this point shows that he
had lived in the immediate vicinity of the land in question from about
October, 1892, until the time of the opening, and during that time he
passed over the land several times. le hauled flour over the public
road which ran over this land. The land is on the border of the territory and he could see all over it without crossing the line. He added
nothing to his knowledge of the land by the trips he made into the territory, by which he gained any advantage over the others who made
the run. He was not within the territory at the hour of opening.
These facts are similar to those in the case of Curnutt v. Jones (21 L. D.,
40), wherein it was held (syllabus):
One who in the ordinary prosecution of his business enters said Territory during
the prohibited periods but does not thereby add to his prior knowledge of the
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country, nor secure an advantage over others, and is outside of the Territory at the
hour of its opening, is not by such entrance disqualified as a settler.

Robinette having settled upon the land prior to the time when Smith
filed his homestead application, and being a qualified entryman, has the
prior right to enter the land.
Your decision is affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDIAN RESERVATION.
NORTHERN PACIFIC

R.

. Co. v.

HACKETT.

The map and diagram, approved by the Department.April 14, 1894, defining the
limits of the Indian reservation of 1855, in the "Bitter Root valley above the
Loo-lo Fork," will be recognized and followed in determining the extent of said
reservation as against the subsequent grant to the Northern Pacific.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Conmmissioner of the General Land Office,
(F. W. C.)
April 19 1899.
(W. V. D.)
A motion was filed on behalf of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company for review of departmental decision of March 19, 1895 (not
* reported), in the case of said company v. Ephraim E. Hackett, involving the SW. of Sec. 27, T. 8 N. (not 18, as described in the motion),
R. 21 W., Missoula land district, Monltana, in which decision it was
held that said tract was excepted from the grant for said company for
the reason that it was a part of the Bitter Root valley above the Loo-lo
fork, put in reservation on account of the Flathead Indians.
In the case of Northern Pacific P. R. Co. v. Eberhard (19 L. D.,
532), it was held that the lands included in the. Indian reservation created by the treaty of April 18, 1855 (12 Stat., 975), being the ands in
the Bitter Root valley above the Loo-lo fork, are excepted from the
operation of the grant for said company. In said case it was stated:
Wvith the limited information contained in the records of your office, as to the
exact boundaries and extent of the "'Bitter Root valley above the Loo-lo fork," and
the difficulties which may be met in the future in settling property rights, dependent
. u.pon such information, you will, as soon as practicable, take such steps as may be
necessary to define the limits of that valley.

Acting under the direction here given, a map or diagram was prepared by your office, on which was delineated the boundaries of said
valley. Said diagram was transmitted with your office letter "F " of
April 4, 1894, and was accepted and approved as a basis for the deterimination of the rights of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company under
its grant, by this Department, April 14, 1894. In the said letter of
approval it was stated thatIt appears from your said office letter that the existing public surveys enables
your office to define the limits of said valley, and that the diagram submitted is a
correct map of the same. The diagram is therefore accepted and is, for the purposes
above described, approved.
12781-VOL 28-20
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This diagram has since been recognized and followed as properly
defining the limits of the lands put in reservation by reason of the
treaty of 1855, with the Flathead Indians.
By the act of June 5, 1872 (17 Stat.; 226), provision was made for the
removal of the Flathead and other Indians from the Bitter Root valley
to the Jocko reservation. The second section of said act is as follows:
That as soon as practicable after the passage of this act, the surveyor-general of
Montana Territory shall cause to be surveyed, as other public lands of the United
States are surveyed, the lands in the Bitter Root valley lying above the Lo-Lo fork
of the Bitter Root river; and said lands shall be open to settlement, and shall be
sold in legal subdivisions to actual settlers only, the same being citizens of the
United States, or having duly declared their intention to become such citizens, said
settlers being heads of families, or over twenty-one years of age, in quantities not
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to each settler, at the price of one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre, payment to be made in cash within twenty-one months
from the date of settlement, or of the passage of this act. The sixteenth and thirtysixth sections of said lands shall be reserved for school purposes in the manner provided by law. Town-sites in said valley may be reserved and entered as provided
by law: Provided, That no more than fifteen townships of the lands so surveyed
shall be deemed to be subject to the provisions of this act: And provided further,
That none of the lands in said valley above the Lo-Lo fork shall be open to settlement under the homestead and pre-emption laws of the United States. An account
shall be kept by the Secretary of the Interior of the proceeds of said lands, and out
of the first moneys arising therefrom there shall be reserved and set apart for the
use of said Indians the sum of fifty thousand dollars, to be by the President expended,
in annual installments in such manner as in his judgment shall be for the best good
of said Indians, but no more than five thousand dollars shall be expended in any one
year.

This section, it will be seen, provides for the survey of the lands.
within said valley, the opening of the lands to settlement, and makes
provision for their sale, in legal subdivisions, to actual settlers only.
Account was to be kept of the proceeds of the sale of said lands, and
provision was made for setting apart $50,000 for the use of the Indians
out of the funds first arising from the sale of the lands. It was further provided in said section, however, that not more than fifteen townships of the lands to be surveyed should be subject to the provisions
of said act.
Following the passage of this act, survey was made of a portion of
the lands within said valley, the remaining lands being surveyed at
different periods up to and including the year 1893.
It is contended by counsel for the company that the extent of the
valley should be limited to the lands surveyed in 1872.
This contention can not be acceded to, and no sufficient reason
appears for disturbing the previous adjudication of this Department in
approving the map and diagram submitted by your office defining the
limits of said valley.
Action upon this case, with others, was suspended, at the request of
the company, for the reason that there was pending in the supreme
court of the United States a case involving the question as to the com-
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pany's right within said valley. Said case has since been dismissed,
and as no reason appears for disturbing the previous decision of this
Department, holding the land in question to be excepted from the
grant to the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, the motion is
accordingly denied and herewith returned for the files of your office.

nE-ISSUE OF PATENT-AMEND1MENT

OF COAL ENTRY-TRANSFEREE.

BALDWIN STAR COAL Co.

.

QUINN.

On application for re-issue of coal land.patent, after amendment of the entry so as
to describe the land actually improved and developed, an intervening entry of
said land, made by one having full knowledge of the prior adverse occupation
and possession of the applicant, is no bar to the favorable consideration of the
application for amendment.
Where a coal land patent has been issued, through mistake of the entryman, for land
not intended to be entered, and in fact worthless for the purpose entered, the
mistake may be corrected for the benefit of a transferee in good faith of the land
actually improved and developed as a mining claim, and intended to be entered.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the Generl Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

April 19, 1899.

(C. J. W.)

This case is before the Department on the appeals of, The Baldwin
Star Coal Company and Michael Quinn from your office decision of
September 15, 1897, in which the petition of Walter Sprankle, to have
the patent issued to him on coal entry No. 33, TUte series, corrected,
was rejected, and the mineral entry No. 5, Ute series, of Michael
Quinn was held for cancellation. The decision is adverse to both
parties to the controversy. They have filed separate appeals.
The petition of Walter Spranule is before the Department only as a
'part of the case of The Baldwin Star Coal Company, which company
claims the land supposed to be covered by his mineral entry No. 33
after the same was perfected.
It appears from the record that Walter Sprankle filed coal declaratory statement No. 677, Ute series, in the land office at Gunniison, Colorado, on November 14, 1894, for the SW. 1 of the SW. of Sec. 17 and
the S. 2-of the SE. 1 of Sec. 18, T. 15 S., R. 86 W., alleging possession
of the same on November 12, 1894. On September 30, 1895, he relinquished the SW. i of the SW. J of Sec. 17, and made coal entry No. 33,Ute series, for the S. of the SE. 1 of Sec. 18, T.15 S., R. 86 W.
On September 20, 1895, Michael Quinn filed coal declaratory statewent No. 746, Ute series, for the N. 0 of the SE. 1, the NE. -4 of the
SW. I and the SE. 1 of the NW. 1 of Sec. 18, T. 15 S., B. 86 W., alleging
possession on that day. On September 1, 1896, he was permitted to
make final proof and entry for the N. I of the SE. I, omitting the other
land embraced in his declaratory statement. On the same day a protest was filed by Henry Purrier, President of the Baldwin Star Coal
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Company, against the allowance of said entry, which protest was filed
before the entry was allowed.
On September 2, 1896, Walter Sprankle filed a petition for the correction of the patent, which had been issued upon coal entry No. 33,
Ute series, so as to embrace the land covered by coal entry No. 35, Ute
series, on account of error and mistake in describing the land entered
by him.
On October 22, 1896, your office directed that a hearing be had on
the protest of The Baldwin Star Coal Company, which was subsequently had before the local officers and resulted in a decision by them,
finding in favor of the validity of Quinn's filing and recomtmending that
the protest of said coal company be dismissed. They expressed the
opinion that it was too late to correct the alleged mistake in the description of the land embraced in the coal entry of Walter Sprankle, but
without questioning the good faith of either Sprankle or his vendees.
There is no concurrence between your office and the local office upon
the main question in the case. The oral testimony and the record in
the case have been examined, and do not seem to fully support the
conclusions reached either by your office or the local office. The testimony shows conclusively that the land described in the mineral entry
made by Sprankle has no value as a coal mine; that it is not the land
which he developed and improved, or the laud the possession of which
he turned over to Henry Purrier, who purchased from, him, but that
the land which Sprankle occupied and improved is the identical land
the possession of which he turned over to his vendee when he sold.
The proof shows clearly that Quinn knew what land Sprankle first, and
his vendees subsequently, improved and were working and were in
possession of when he went upon it, and your office properly held his
entry for cancellation. There was at no time any doubt or uncertainty as to the actual identity of the land claimed by Sprankle and
sold by him to Purrier, for its occupation and use was actual, exclusive
and continuous, and they made no claim to the land which it appears
is the land described in the entry made by Sprankle.
Your office in holding Quinn's entry for cancellation followed the
ruling of the Department in the case -of Roberts v. Gordon (14 L. D.,
475), and the ruling of the supreme court in the case of Atherton .
Fowler (96 U. S., 513). - Your decision in that respect is approved,
and that leaves the case as between the protestants (who derive title
through Walter Sprankle) and the United States.
The local officers, it appears, detected no bad faith upon the part of
Sprankle or upon the part of the protestants, but treated Quinn as having an intervening adverse right, in the presence of which the error in
the description of the land patented to Sprankle could not be corrected.
This was a false premise, and if the correction of the entry is refused,
it must rest upon some other ground. Even Sprankle appears to have
no real interest in the matter further than to make good his contract of
sale, but the protestant company is the real party at interest. There
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being no one interested in the land claimed by the company except
said company and the United States, it becomes a mere matter of
administrative discretion whether the measures necessary to perfect the
company's title will be adopted. It is evident the government is under
no legal obligation to relieve the parties from the consequences of their
own mistake in the description of the land purchased, but, if the mistake is real, and the protestant company an honest and good faith purchaser, and under no legal disability to take the title, there would
appear to be no good reason for refusing to allow it to perfect its title.
That the mistake in describing the and embraced in the entry and
patent to Sprankle is real and, under the circumstances disclosed by
the record, natural, is not to be doubted. When this mistake was
brought to light by surveys set on foot by Quinn, with a view to the
acquisition of the valuable coal mine then developed, and being worked
by the protestant company, it appears for the first tue to have discovered the defect in its title and to have promptly taken steps looking to

the correction of the mistake. The method adopted was to reconvey to
Walter Sprankle the land described in the patent and to have him
reconvey the same to the United States, and to ask of the government
the correction of the patent to correspond with the land developed and
sold by him. The purpose of the reconveyance by the company to
Sprankle and by Sprankle to the United States is thus understood
to be for the purpose only of putting all parties in a status to cure by
amendment the defect in the title of the protestants.
After title to the patented land was thus restored to the United
States and accepted by you, your office appears to have entered upon
an ex-parte inquiry into the qualifications of Sprankle to make a mileral entry on his declaratory statement at all, and proceeds to find that
he cannot and to hold his entry for cancellation, although the local
officers, with the approval of your office, had denied his right to be
heard as a party. He was introduced at the hearing as a, witness for
protestants, and your office quotes certain questions and answers from
his testimony, from which the inference is drawn that he made his
entry for the benefit of others. It is doubtful if the language used by
this witness should be given the interpretation which your office appears
to have placed upon it, in any event, but certainly it should not be
made the occasion for the cancellation of his entry when his right to
make it was not in issue, and without any opportunity afforded him to
explain his language. His final receipt bears date September 30, 1895,
which acknowledges the receipt of $1,600 in full payment for the land
described, which by mistake was not the land intended, was not the
land improved and in his possession, not the land the possession of
which was afterwards turned over to his vendee, and is land which has
no coal value, and very little of any sort. His trust deed to Henry
Purrier to secure to him the $1,600 borrowed from him to pay for the
land bears date also September 30, and was presumably executed after
obtaining the receipt. On October 8, 1895, he executed a warranty
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deed to Henry Parrier for said land, in.consideration of twenty-one
hundred dollars, and on the ame day obtained a release from J. E.
Brothers, public trustee, of his trust deed, which was placed of record
October 10, 1895.
Patent issued to Sprankle on January 18, 1896, and was recorded
February 3, 1896.
The Baldwin Star Coal Company entered into articles of association
on October 8, 1895, and filed said articles for record October 9, 1895,
and was incorporated.
The warranty deed of Henry Pturrier to The Baldwin Star Coal Company, dated January 24,1896, and acknowledged June 25, 1896, was on
the same day recorded. This company or association of persons was
not in existence when Sprankle obtained patent to the land afterwards
conveyed to it.
If there is anywhere any evidence of bad faith upon the part of the
protestaut company, it is not in the record. The company is composed
of Henry Purrier, F. W. Delano George I. Bentley and A. P. Sprankle,
a brother of Walter Sprankle. It is shown to have expended eight or
nine thousand dollars in improvements upon the land in question. It
may be the owner of other lands, but it is not shown to be the owner
of other than the eighty acres purchased from Walter Sprankle.
The deed from Walter Spraukle to the United States and the surrender of his patent for the S. i of the SE. i of Sec. 18, T. 15 S., R. 86
W., are accepted, and as it appears from the record as presented that
the land described is not the land which said Sprankle improved and
intended to enter, but that the N. of said SE. i of See. 18, T. 15 S.,
R. 86 W., is the land which he developed and believed he had entered,
the entry heretofore made by him for the S. 4 of the SE. i of Sec. 18,
T. 15 S., R. 86 W., coal certificate No. 33, Ute series, will be corrected,
by substituting for the S. J (as it now appears) the N. of the SE. of
Sec S, T.15 S., R. 86 W., so as to conform to the intention of the party
at the time said entry was made, and it is so ordered.
Your office decision is modified to conform hereto.
APPROVAL OF INDTAN DEED-PROBAT:E OF INDIAN WILL.

THOMAS CHATFIELD, Jr.
Where an Indian deed, purporting to be executed by the sole heir of a deceased
allottee, is submitted for the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and a
protest against such action is made on behalf of one claiming nuder an alleged
will left by the decedent, the Department should take no action until after the
validity or invalidity of said will has been determined by the local courts having
probate jurisdiction.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
April 19, 1899.
(G. B. G.)
March 18, 1899, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs transmitted to
the Department the papers in the matter of an application by Thomas
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Chatfield, Jr., for the approval of a deed, executed by him September
3, 1898, the purpose of which is to convey to his wife, Emma Chatfield
the NE. i of the NW. i of Sec. 36, T. S N., DR. 5 W., in the State of
Michigan.
Chatfield claims to be the owner of this land by reason of the fact,
as alleged, that he is the only heir at law of Maria Chatfield, deceased,
'who was the only child of Emma Aw-no-quo-to-quay, deceased, a Chippewa Indian woman, and the said Thomas Chatfield, Jr., who had
lived together as man and wife according to the laws and ustoms.of
her tribe.
The above described land was located as an allotment by and on
account of the said Emma Aw-no-quo-to-quay, and a preliminary or
trust patent. was issued to her therefor, December 16, 1885, in conformity with the provisions of treaty of August 2, 1855 (11 Stat., 533),
and the treaty of October 18, 1864 (14 Stat., 657), between the TJnited
States and the Chippewa Indians of Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black
River, Michigan.
There is a provision in said patent
that the land shall never be sold or alienated to any person or persons whomsoever
without the consent of the Secretary of the Interior for the time being.

The allottee died about April 13, 1887, leaving a will, dated the 10th
day of the same month, written in the Indian language, the precise
terms of which are in dispute because of the difficulty of translation,
but from which it is claimed that it was the intention of the testatrix
to devise said land to her sister Charlotte Petah-se-gay-quay.
The matter was referred to ine March 22, 1899, for an opinion as
to who,
nder the laws of Michigan, is the legal heir of this patentee, the husband or the

sister, and whether said will is of such form and character as to convey or pass title
to real estate nder the laws of Michigan.

The facts upon which Chatfield's claim is based are all denied. It is
denied that he was ever married to this allottee under any law or custom, it is denied that they ever lived together as man and wife according to the Indian custom, or at all, and it is denied that he is the father
of Maria Chatfteld. Affidavits have been filed in support of his claim,
and the "business committee" of the tribe support his claim. On the
other hand, affidavits have been filed to the effect that he and Emma
Aw-no-quo-to-quay never lived together; that she worked. for him a
short while as his housekeeper, but that both before and after her
death he repudiated her child, and refused to %ontribute anything to
its support.
I am of opinion that the question presented is not, under existing
conditions, one for the determination of the Secretary of the Iterior.
The fact shown by the papers that Emma Aw-no-quo-to-quay left a
will, the purpose of which was to dispose of the land allotted to her, as
aforesaid, does not seem to be disputed. And if this Indian allottee
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was competent to make a will under the laws of Michigan, and the
instrument is in form and character sufficient under those laws to pass
her right and title to or interest in the allotted land to her devisee,
such alienation would probably be entitled to approval by the Secretary of the Interior. But these are questions which must be determined
by the local courts exercising probate jurisdiction under the laws of the
State.
Until the requisite adjudication upon probate, the instrument, in so far as such
adjudication should be wanting, would remain incomplete as an adjudged testainentary paper, and without any fixed legal value as a will. In so far as it should
remain unproved, it could not have the full operation of a will. The fact of its being
unproved, would not render it void.
But it could not be told whether it was void or not, until it should have passed
the ordeal of probate.
If, upon being subjected on probate to every test possibly needful, in view of its
nature and provisions, it should be allowed, it would then be fully operative as a
will, and retroactively from the death of the testator.
Allison et al. v. Smith et al., 16 Mich., 405-429.

I therefore advise that, upon the matters as now presented, the Seeretary of the Interior take no action in the premises.
Approved,
:. A.

HITCHCOCK,

Secretary.
ACT OF JUNE 4, 1897-EXCHANGE OF LANDS.
OPINION.
The act of June 4, 1897, in providing for an exchange of lands included within a
forest reservation and "covered by unperfected bona fide claim or by patent,'
contains no provision authorizing the suspension of action thereunder until the
survey and examination of the reserved lands provided for in said act, and in
the absence of such authority, and in view of the evident purpose of this legislation, the Department is not warranted in thus suspending the execution of
said act.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
April 19, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)

I am in receipt, by reference from the Acting Secretary, of the draft
of a proposed circular, submitted with letters dated February 17, and
March 21, 1899, by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
directing the local lana officers "to refuse to accept applications for
lieu selections" under the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36), "1pending completion of surveys of existing reserves and examination and
classification of lands embraced therein," the reference being "for an
opinion as to the legality and expediency" of the proposed circular
instructions.
The provisions of the said act relative to public forest reservations
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are all embraced in pages thirty-four to thirty-six thereof inclusive.
They have reference to reservations established by the executive under
authority of section twenty-four of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,
1095), and provide, among other things, for the survey, under the
supervision of the Director of the Geological Survey, of the public
lands within these reservations;. declare the purposes for which such
reservations are established and that it is not the purpose "to authorize the inclusion therein of lands more-valuable for the mineral therein,
or for agricultural purposes, than for forest purposes;" and provide
for an exchange of public lands outside the reservations for lands
claimed or owned within the limits of the reservations, and for the restoration to the public domain of any public lands within the reservations, which, "after due examination by personal inspection of a competent person appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, shall be found
better adapted for mining or for agricultural purposes."
The provision for an exchange of lands is as follows:
That in cases in which a tract covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or by a
patent is included within the limits of a public forest reservation, the settler or
owner thereof may, if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to the government,
and may select in lien thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract covered by his claim or patent; and no charge shall be made in
such cases for making the entry of record or issuing the patent to cover the tract
selected: Providedfurther, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of
the laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements, and so forth, are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished
claims.

Relative to the establishment of public forest reservations and to the
reasons which prompted the enactment of the foregoing remedial provision, the Department in the recent case of F. A. Hyde and Joseph William Belden (28 L. D., 284) said:
By the establishment of these reservations many claimants and owners of lands
within the reservation boundaries were placed in a state of greater or less isolation
from market and business centers, and from church, school, aud social advantages,
and the value of their property for residence and other purposes was thereby
impaired. The withdrawal from settlement and other disposition of the surrounding public land precluded such persons from obtaining the advantages consequent
upon the continuing and increasing settlement which was anticipated when their
claims were initiated or their title acquired. In consequence they were clamorous
for relief from Congress. Strenuous efforts were made to have the more recent reservations revoked in toto. Instead, Congress granted the measure of relief contained
in the act of 1897.
The various provisions of that act, relating to lands within the limits of forest
reservations, and additional to that hereinbefore set out, need not be recited.
Under these provisions the general integrity of the reservations has been maintained, and rules and regulations have been prescribed and promulgated by virtue
of authority vested in the Secretary of the Interior to insure the objects for which
the reservations are created, which are to protect and improve the forests thereon
for the purpose of securing a permanent supply of timber for the people and insuring conditions favorable to continuous water flow (Rules and. Regulations, June 30,
1897, 24 L. D., 589). It is obvious that the accomplishment of these objects would be
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subserved and promoted by exclusive governmental ownership and control of the
lands within the reservation boundaries. The extinguishment of the claims, ownership and control of other parties in and over the lands, of the class or classes
intended to be reserved, is very desirable on the part of the government, and where
this can be done agreeably to the wishes of such parties under a reasonable construction of the above provision for an exchange of lands, it is believed to be the
duty of the land department to place such construction upon the law and thus pro-mote the best interests of all concerned.

This act has now been in force for almost two years, and in no
instance has the survey of any one of said reservations, or an examination of the public lands therein, been ompleted. The said proposed
circular instructions, if approved and put into effect, would suspend
for an indefinite period the foregoing provision for an exchange of lands,
and would practically deny to claimants and owners of lands within
the limits of such reservations the benefits of said provision, and would
also correspondingly impede the government in attaining the objects
for which such reservations are established. No authority for such
suspension is found in the act itself, or elsewhere. In the absence of
legislation expressly authorizing such suspension or indicating plainly
the purpose of Congress that the said provision was not to become
effective until after the survey and examination provided for in the act
should have been completed, the direction proposed to be given in the
said circular would, in my opinion, be an unwarranted exercise of power
by the land department.
The reasons stated by the Commissioner, in his letter of the 17th
ultimo, for the proposed instructions, that " the lines of many reserves
are poorly defined and impossible to locate without surveys and an
examination and classification of reserved lands," and that such survey
and examination are necessary " in order to avoid the patenting of lieu
selections based on relinquishments of lands which may hereafter be
excluded from reserves or which surveys will show never to have been
reserved," do not seem to me sufficient to justify the course proposed.
In any case wherein it is doubtful whether a tract proposed to be
relinquished in order to entitle the claimant or owner thereof to make
a lieu selection, is within the limits of a public forest reservation, the
relinquishment should not be accepted or a lieu selection permitted
until it be clearly established that such tract is within the limits of the
reservation. Such case presents a simple matter of administration of
the statute, however, and furnishes no ground for a general suspension
thereof.
In my opinion, the circular should not be approved.
Approved,
E. A. HITCHCOCK,

Secretary.
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PRACTICE-RIGIIT OF A-PPEAL-HOMESTEAD CONTEST.
SHUPE

. DANA.

The rejection of an affidavit of contest by the local office, is a final action on its
part from which an appeal will properly lie; and the failure of the applicant to
appeal in time should not operate to defeat his right to a hearing, if he is not
duly notified of his right of appeal from the adverse action of the local office.
A charge that a homestead eutryman " has relinquished his right and sold his interest in the land" warrants a hearing though made within less than six months
after entry.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Comissionler of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 24, 1899.
(L. L. B.)
December 19, 1896, George W. Dana made homestead entry for the
SE. i NW. and NE. I SW. I, Sec. 2, T. 13 S., R. 44 E., at the Blackfoot, Idaho, land office.
April 8, 1897, John R. Shupe made affidavit of contest before the
United States Commissioner for the district of Idaho, in which he
alleged
that the said George W. Dana has wholly abandoned said tract; that he has changed
his residence therefrom for more than six months since making said entry; that said
tract is not settled upon and cultivated by said party as required by law; that the
said George W. Dana has never lived upon the said land since the date of entry nor
made any effort to comply with the law; and afflant is informed and believes he has
relinquished his rights and sold his interest in said land to other parties.

His affidavit is corroborated by two witnesses who state that they
"knew from personal observation that the statements therein made are
true."
This affidavit seems to have been sent to the local office by mail and
is endorsed:-"Rejected April 9, 1897, on account of six months for
making settlement not having expired. John G. Brown, Register."
The only evidence in the record that Shupe was ever notified of the
rejection of his said affidavit of contest is contained in a subsequent
application (July 15,1897) to be allowed a hearing thereon. This application is addressed-" To the register and receiver, Blackfoot, Idaho,
and the Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, D. C."
With this application he files, as an exhibit, what purports to be a copy
of a letter from the register to Shupe's attorney, dated United States
land office, Blackfoot, Idaho, April 9, 1897, as follows:
I have this day rejected HJ. E. of John E. Shupe for NE. SW. and SE. h, NW. 1,
Sec. 2, T. 13 S., R. 44 E., on account of H. E. No. 5560, made December 19, 1896, by
George W. Dana.
I have also rejected contest affidavit of John R. Shupe v. said George W. Dana for
the same land as described above on account of the six months allowed by law for
beginning improvements not having expired, as the entry was made December 19,
1896, and the six months would not expire till June 19, 1897.
At the request of the receiver I return $16.00.
Very respectfully,
Join G. BROWN, 1egister.
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The next day, April 10, 1897, the attorney for Shupe wrote to the register and receiver asking that notice be issued on said affidavit on the
following grounds:
Shupe says that George Dana has sold his interest in that land and has relinquished his right to a third party. Tis party will no doubt come in later and file
his relinquishment and his entry.
Shupe wants his filing and contest to forestall this, Cannot it be done?

No further action seems to have been taken by the local officers on
Shupe's affidavit of contest, but April 17, 1897, just a week after the
rejection of Shupe's application to contest the entry Rudolph Ashliman
presented the relinquishment of Dana and was allowed to make entry
of the land covered thereby.
Shape did not formally appeal from the action of the register in
rejecting his contest affidavit, but July 15, 1897, applied to your office
for au order directing a hearing thereon. In his said application to
your office he set forth the facts above detailed and further stated, in
what he designates as a supplemental affidavit of contest, that
the said Dana entered the said tract of land for fraudulent and speculative purposes. That immediately after the said entry, one Rudolph Ashliman, the present
entryman, entered upon the said land and exercised acts of ownership and exhibited
the receiver's receipt of Dana. That afflant is further ready to prove that *
he (Dana) sold all his right, title, and interest to the said Ashliman shortly after
entering same for a valuable consideration.

This affidavit has other allegations, but the material statements are
contained in the foregoing. It purports to have been subscribed and
sworn to before the U. S. circuit court commissioner, district of Idaho,
but neither the commissioner's name nor his official seal is attached
thereto.
By your office letter of August 16, 1897, it was held "that in the
absence of an appeal, no final certificate having been issued on Ashliman's entry, the matter was not properly before this office," and the
papers were returned to the local office for disposition. On receipt of
your said office letter the register and receiver rejected this application
for a hearing and Shupe duly appealed from their said action.
By your office decision of December 13, 189$, now here on appeal by
Shupe, the action of the, local officers was affirmed and the entry of
Ashliman was held intact.
The action of your office in refusing to consider Shupe's application
for an order directing a hearing in his contest, for the reason that he
had not appealed from the rejection of his contest affidavit by the local
officers, was erroneous. Such application was in effect an appeal from
such rjection, and if his contest affidavit stated sufficient ground for
cancelling Dana's entry, a hearing thereon should have been ordered.
While his said application for a hearing was not presented until after
the expiration of thirty days from the date of the rejection of his
affidavit of contest, there is nothing in .the record showing that he was
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ever notified of his right to appeal from such action by the register
and receiver. Rule 70, of the rules of practice, provides thatRules 43 to 48 inclusive and rule 93, are applicable to all appeals from the decisions of registers andreceivers.

Rule 43 is as follows:
Appeals from the final action or decisions of registers and receivers lie in every
case to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.

Rule 44 requires thatAfter hearing in a contested case has been had and closed the register and receiver
will in writing notify the parties in interest of the conclusions to which they have
arrived and thtat tirty days ate allowed for an appeal from their decision to the
Commissioner, the notice to be served personally or by registered letter through the
mail to their last known address.

As before seen rule 70 makes this requirement applicable to all
appeals from the decisions of registers and receivers. The rejection of
his contest affidavit was the final action of the local office from which
an appeal lies.
The failure of an applicant for a tract of land, to appeal from adverse action of
the local office will not be held to prejudice his rights whef such action is not
endorsed on the application and the applicant notified of his right of appeal. (Syllabus in Sheldon . Roach et al., 22 L. D., 630; see also Robles v. Kincaid, 27 L. D.,
632.)

The case was therefore properly before you for consideration when
your office decision of August 16, 1897, was rendered in which consideration was denied for failure to appeal from the action of the local
office, and it is ow properly here for consideration, without prejudice
to the inceptive rights of the appellant.
The only question to be determined is: Was his contest affidavit
wrongfully rejected by the local office? In other words, did the affidavit state sufficient facts to authorize issue of notice and a hearing
thereon?
This Department has frequently held that the charge of abandonment will iot lie against a homestead entry where such charge is preferred within six months after the entry is made, but in the affidavit of
contest here in question there is i addition to the charge of abandonment, an allegation that the defendant "has relinquished his right and
sold his interest in said land."
This is a specific charge by no means necessarily analogous to the
charge of abandonment as usually made under the statute, and if
alleged and proven at any time before the expiration of five years from
the date of entry, or before final certificate is issued, the entry must be
canceled. Lilly v. Thom et al. (4 L. D., 245); Smith v. Green et al. (5
L. D., 262).
It was, therefore, error on the part of the register and receiver to
reject the affidavit of contest as originally presented, and likewise error
on the part of your office to deny a hearing thereon.
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You will therefore direct that the original affidavit of contest be
accepted; that notice issue thereon to both Dana and Ashliman, and
that the latter be allowed to intervene and defend his entry. The testimony at the hearing will be confined to the allegation of the sale and
relinquishment of the entryman's right and interest in the land.The decision appealed from is accordingly modified.

SWAMP LAND GRANT-ERRONEOUS SURVEY.
STATE OF OREGON.

The actual status of land at the date of the swamp grant determines the right of the
State thereto, and such right -is not affected by the erroneous designation of a
tract as a "lake" in the approved survey.

Secretary .Uitchcoc7 to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 24, 1899.
(W. M. W.)
The land involved in this matter is situated in sections 29, 32 and 33,
T. 3 S., R. 39 E., and sections 4, 5 and 9, T. 4 S., R. 39 E., La Grande,
Oregon, land district, containing an estimated area of 1,731.07 acres.
Upon the approved plats of survey of said townships this land was
designated as "Tule lake."
It appears that in January, 1873, the State of Oregon filed in your
office a list of swamp land selections, which, among other lands, covered
those embraced in 'Tule lake," as it appeared on the township plats.
October 15, 1896, your office directed the local officers at La Grande
to call upon the proper State officers to show cause, within sixty days,
why the claim of the State under the swamp land grant should not be
rejected as to the lands included in "Tule lake."
The State by its attorney general filed its showing, corroborated by
affidavits, alleging, in substance, that Tule lake,"~ as shown on the
plats of survey, was not, on March L2, 1860, a lake or body of water,
as contradistinguished from land, but that the same was swamp and
overflowed lands within the meaning of the act of September 28, 1850
(9 Stat., 519),-as extended to Oregon by act of March 12,1860 (12 Stat.,
3); and also alleging that since the selection of January 29, 1873,
the State has sold and conveyed the said swamp lands designated as "Tule Lake"
to one Fred Nodine in good faith, and the said Fred Nodine in good faith purchased
and paid the State in full therefor, sometime about the year 1889, and that the said
Fred Nodine has fully reclaimed the said swamp lands. The State therefore insists
that its title to said lands as swamp and overflowed lands ought to be upheld, in
order to protect its grantee and his assigns in their title to the same from the State.

Upon this showing your office, on February 6, 1897, transmitted the
papers to the surveyor general of Oregon and authorized; him to older
a hearing for the purpose of determining whether the tract designated
on the plats of survey as Tule lake" was a lake in 1860 or a marsh or
swamp as alleged by the State. The surveyor general was directed to
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consider the testimony submitted in connection with the records of his
office and any other information he might possess, and render a decision
thereon and transmit it with the record to your office.
The hearing was ordered, and at the time set for taking evidence the
State of Oregon appeared, by its attorney general and other counsel,
and also appeared in person and by counsel one S. F. Newhart (or
Newhard), claiming to be a grantee of the United States for lands adjacent and bordering upon the lands in controversy as riparian owner.
Evidence was submitted on behalf of the State and said Newhart.
July 10, 1897, the surveyor general rendered his decision holding
that the tract in controversy was -not a lake at the date of the swamp
grant to Oregon, but was in fact swamp and overflowed land within
the purview of the swamp land grant to Oregon.
The record and evidence were transmitted to your office July 10, 1897,
and in August of that year the surveyor general transmitted an appeal
from his decision by said Newhart.
September 28, 1897, your office concurred in the conclusions of the
surveyor general and held that the tract designated on the plats of
survey of townships 3 and 4 S., R. 39 E., as "'Tule lake," was not a lake
on March 12,1860, but was a marsh or swamp at that date, and as such
inured to the State of Oregon under the swamp grant.
Newhart appeals.
It appears that the part of Oregon in which the land in question is
situated was settled in 1862, and most of the witnesses who testified at
the hearing were among the early settlers in the vicinity of the tract.
Some of them, however, testified that they passed by it several years
prior to that time. Wile none of the witnesses testifies to the character of the land at the date of the swamp grant to the State, there is no
reason to believe that it was different in character in 1860 from what it
was in 1862, when these witnesses became acquainted with it. In other
words, if the tract designated " Tule lake" on the township plats was
not in fact a lake in 1862, the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn
from the testimony would be that it was not a lake in 1860.
The evidence shows that what is designated- as "Tule lake" on the
plats is a low, almost level tract in the valley of Catharine creek, a
mountain stream. This creek was usually high in the spring and summer by reason of the melting snow on the mountains. At such times
the waters of said creek would spread out and cover a large area of
country, including the greater part of the lands in controversy; in the
early sixties this. overflow was caused to some extent, or at least augmepted, by obstructions, such as beaver dams in the channel of said
creek below where it passed through this tract. In the fall and winter
the water in said creek would gradually subside and pass off the tract,
except a few ponds containing from one to three acres. Aside from
said ponds the tract was covered by a dense growth of vegetation, suchas tles or bulrushes, cane, swamp-grass, flags and other swamp vege-
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tation, interspersed with willows. It is shown by the evidence that
during the falls and winters of 1862 3 and 4, hundreds of cattle and
other stock were pastured upon the land in question and were kept
entirely upon the grasses and other vegetation growing thereon; that
men could go over practically all of the tract during the fall and winter
season on foot or on horseback.
The State sold and conveyed the land in question as swamp land to
Fred Nodine for 1,819.35, and he has reclaimed it by clearing out
obstructions in Catharine creek. ditching, etc., at an expense of about

$15,000.
It appears from your office decision appealed from that among the
lots bordering on the so-called lake are lots 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, of Sec. 5,
T. 4 S., R. 39 E., which were embraced in commuted cash entry made
by William Clark February 12, 1872, which entry was patented Jannary 15, 1875, and the swamp land claim to such lots rejected July 7,
1891. It appears from the testimony in this case that S. F. Newhart,
the appellant, is the transferee of said Clark.
The contention of counsel for Newhart, that the testimony on behalf
of the State was incompetent for the reason that "it was largely the
opinion of witnesses, rather than a statement of fact," is not borne out
by the record.
It is claimed that the survey by the United States designated said
land as a lake and meandered its boundaries, and that thereafter the
United States in disposing of the adjacent riparian lots, parted to all
claim to the land within the so-called lake, and is therefore " now without jurisdiction to determine this contest."
This claim iswithout force for the reason that the status or condition
of the land at the date of the Oregon swamp land grant, March 12,
1860, is the criterion by which the right of the State must be determined and the existence of the lake at that time is disproved, and it is
also shown that no such lake existed when the survey was made.
If counsel mean to be understood as claiming that in the absence of
an existing lake as shown by the survey the action of the deputy surveyor in designating and meandering land as a lake was binding on
the government, then such claim is without merit and requires no

discussion.
The remaining questions presented by the appeal will be considered
and disposed of in a general way, without specificallyreferring to them
in the order presented by appellant.
It is the duty of the Secretary of the Interior, under the swamp land
grant, to ascertain the character of lands claimed by a State as swamp,
and whenever lands are found to be swamp and overfloied within the
granting act the law makes it his duty to cause a patent to be issued
to the State therefor. The State certainly has the right to protect its
grantee by perfecting its own title to the land in controversy. There
is nothing in the fact that the State selected other lands bordering upon
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the so-called lake under another act of Conigress which affected its
right to this land under the swamp grant, or which operated as a
ratification of the survey which meandered this land as a lake.
This proceeding is not an application by the Stato for the survey of
land that was at one time covered by a lake. The approved survey
returned the tract in dispute as a lake, and the State alleged, in effect,
that there was a mistake in the survey, that it was erroneous and incorrect in showing a lake, and that the tract covered by what the survey
returned as a ake was in fact land of the character granted to the
State by the swamp act. The hearing was ordered to determine these
facts, and not for the purpose of determining whether lands that as a
matter of fact were at a given time covered by the waters of a lake
should be surveyed. The real issue tendered by the State was that the
land in controversy was swamp land on the 12th of March, 1860, and
such in character was granted to the State.
It follows that the decisions of the Department relating to applications for surveys of lands that have been covered by actual lakes the
existence of which was not questioned, can have no application to this
case.
Neither is Hardin v. Jordan, 1 10 U. S. 371, applicable to this case.
In that case the correctness of the survey, including the -meander lines
and the existence of the lake, was not in issue or questioned. In this
case the non-existence of the lake indicated by the survey, and consequently the incorrectness of the meander lines, were the only material
matters in issue. The distinction between the authorities cited by
counsel for appellant and the case at bar is so clear as not to call for
further discussion.
From a careful examination of the record and evidence in the case,
and after considering all the questions presented in the. record, the
Department concurs in the findings of your office and the surveyor-general, that the tract designated as " Tule lake on the plats of survey
of townships 3 and 4 S., B. 39 E., La Grande, Oregon, was not a lake
on March 12, 1860, but in fact a marsh or swamp at that date, and as
such inured to the State of Oregon under its swamp land grant.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.
MINING CLAIM-ADVERSE PROCEEDINGS-JUDICIAL AWARD.

STRANGER LODE.
An objection to a mineral application for the reason tat the discovery shaft and
improvements are upon ground specifically excluded from the published notice
of application is not tenable, where in adverse judicial proceedings the ground
so excluded has been awarded to the applicant.
An applicant for lode patent has no right to and embraced within the prior location and application of another, and against which said- applicant filed no
adverse claim.

12781-VOL 28-21
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The end line of a survey of a lode claim may be laid upon the surface of a prior
location in order to hold land embraced within the lines of a valid location; but
in case the prior location is excluded the end line may not be placed beyond the
point where the lode in its onward course or strike intersects the exterior boundary of the excluded ground.
A failure to file an adverse claim against an applicant for mineral patent is a waiver
of all right to the ground in conflict; and a judgment obtained in adverse proceedings against the subsequeut application of another is of no avail as against
such waiver, or as against a judgment obtained by one who successfully adversed
the first applicant.
Where a party has two applications pending at the same time, each of which
embraces the ground in conflict with other locators, and such ground is awarded
to the applicant in judgments secured in adverse proceedings, he may, at his
election, take the same under the senior application.
It is not material to the rights of an applicant under a favorable jndgment obtained
in adverse proceedings, that an adverse suit is still pending between the losing
party in such proceedings and a third party, where a favorable judgment against
the third party for the same ground has already been secured by the applicant.
A judicial award to the junior locator, made in adverse proceedings, of a small part
of the ground in conflict, is none the less binding upon the parties and the Land
Department because made in pursuance of a stipulation between the parties.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Oommissioner of the General Land Office, April
25, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
(W. V. D.)
The Little Don Mining and Tunnel Company, for convenience hereinafter called the "company" has appealed from your office decisions
of December 9, 1897, and May 10, 1898, in the matter of Pueblo, Colorado, mineral application No. 1673, for patent to the Stranger lode
mining claim, survey No. 10,501.
The claim was located November 7, 1891. The ompany filed its
application, May 25, 1896, for the entire claim as located and surveyed.
The published notice of the application, which commenced May 30,
1896, excluded, "without waiver of right, Surs., Nos. 7452 am., 7996
am., 8177. 8277, 8287, 8714, 8715, 9168, 9260 9346, and 9952," leaving a
net area of 5.263 acres. The conflicts between these and other surveys
and survey No. 10501 are shown in the accompanying diagram. No
adverse claim was filed against the Stranger application. November
8, 1897, the company filed a supplemental application for the tract or
parcel bounded by the overlapping survey lines of the Stranger and
the White Elephant (survey No. 9260) claims, and for a parcel ten feet
square, within the Devide claim, survey No. 9346, and immediately
inside of the east end line of the Stranger, and equally divided by the
center line of that claim. Thereupon the local office forwarded the
papers to your office for instructions. The papers were considered by
your office and by decision of December 9, 1897, it was held:
Entry could not be made on the application, for the reasons:
(1) That no discovery of mineral is shown within caimed limits.
(2) In view of the exclusions made the survey of the claim does not conform with
the provisions of paragraphs 50 and 51, of the mining regulations.
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(3) There are no -improvements shown to have been made on claimed surface
ground.
In view of the foregoing, the Stranger lode application for patent No. 1673 is
hereby held for rejectio and the subsequent proceedings on the part of the claimant in the matter dismissed.

Upon review, wherein additional papers filed by the applicant- in the
meantime were considered, your office held, May 10, 1898, that the application could not be allowed to embrace any part of the Devide claim;
that the northeasterly end line of the Stranger "must be established
either southwest of the Montazuma (survey No. 7996) or not further
within said claim than is necessary to embrace ground properly located
as part of the Stranger claim-" that "the Stranger claimant has no
right to said White Elephant conflict," nor to te conflict between theStranger and the Katie, survey No. 10,213; that "entry could not be
allowed for the Hattie S. (survey 10,213)-General Browning-Stranger
conflict;"' that a judgment rendered July 8, 1897, in an adverse suit by
the Stranger claimant against the Ground Hog (survey No. 9952) claimant would not be recognized or given effect as to the award therein
made to the Ground flog claimant of a small tract ten feet square on
the north end line of the Ground Hog claim, but, instead, the tract
would be considered as part of the Stranger claim, and the Ground Hog
application was accordingly held for rejection as to such tract; that a
similar award, by judgment rendered January 10, 1898, of a strip ten
feet wide along the southerly ends of the Pactolus claims Nos. 3, 4 and
5, survey No. 9878, and of small tracts containing the discovery shafts
of the Pactolus claims Nos. 3 and 5 would not be regarded or given
any effect, but, instead, would be considered as a part of the Stranger
claim, and the application for the Pactolus group was accordingly held
for rejection as to the Pactolus Nos. 3 and 5; and, in conclusion, it was
therein said that:
Should this decision become final the applicant for the Stranger claim will be
required to have an amended survey made, and thereafter, upon filing an application
to purchase in accordance with the terms of this decision, further and appropriate.
action will be taken.

From these decisions the company appeals, assigning error as follows:
First. In holding that no discovery of mineral is shown to have been made with the claimed limits.
Second. In holding that, in view of the exclusions made, the survey of the claim
is not in conformity with the provisions of paragraphs 50 and 51 of the Mining
Regulations (old).
Third. In holding that no improvements are shown to have been made on claimed
ground.
Fourth. In holding that under the mining laws and regulations no valid entry
could be made under the application as presented.
Fifth. In holding that the conflict of .002 of an acre with the Devide lode cannot
be taken by the Stranger, and that the northeasterly end line of the Stranger must
be established either southwest of the Montazuma claim, or not further within said
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claim than is necessary to embrace ground properly located as a part of the Stranger
claim.
Sixth. In holding that the Stranger has no right to the White Elephant conflict.
Seventh. In holding that the Stranger must exclude the Katie conflict.
Eighth. In holding that an entry could not be allowed the Stranger claimants for
the Hattie S.-General Browning-Stranger conflict.
Ninth. In refusing to recognize the decree of the court in the adverse suit between
the Stranger and the Ground Hog.
Tenth. In refusing to recognize and give effect to the decrees rendered on the
adverse suits of the Stranger against the Pactolis Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 and the Hannibal
claims.

*

The second decision of your office, in effect, modified the former
decision to the extent of waiving the objections thereof numbered (1)
and (3) to the company's application, and of vacating and recalling so
much of the former decision as held the application for rejection. The
said objections were based upon the fact that the discovery shaft, which
is the applicant's only improvement, is upon a part of the claim specifically excluded by the published notice. This shaft is valued in the
official survey of the claim at $620, and is the basis of fact for the surveyor general's certificate that the necessary expenditure of $500 has
been made by the applicant or its grantors. In the adverse suit
between the Stranger and Ground Hog claimants the land containing
the Stranger discovery shaft was awarded to the company. In view of
this award and the proof of over $00 expenditure in the discovery
shaft, the objections numbered (1) and (3) are no longer tenable
(Mitchell v. Brovo, 27 L. D., 40; and Hallett and Hamburg Lodes, Id.,
104); and this your office seems to have recognized.
As already indicated herein, the conflict between the Stranger and
Devide claims is excluded in the published notice of the Stranger application. Although the small tract ten feet square, above mentioned,
within the Stranger-Devide conflict is embraced in the supplemental
application filed November 8, 1897, by the company, its applicatio to
purchase, filed January 19, 1898, specifically excludes all of the Stranger-Devide conflict. Furthermore, it is not apparent upon what claim
of right to that small tract the supplemental application rests. The
Devide claim was located September 27, 1891, and therefore prior to the
location of the Stranger. Application for patent to the former was filed
June 14, 1895, and is still pending. Publication of notice thereunder
commenced June 22, 1895. The company did not file any adverse claim
against the Devide applicant. Both by reason of priority of location
and of the failure of the company to adverse, the Devide applicant has
the superior possessory title to the land in conflict. Upon the evidence
now in the case it must therefore be held that the company has no right
to the small tract in question, and its supplemental application as to
such tract must stand rejected.
The next question presented is as to how far northeastward the northeasterly end line of the Stranger claim may be placed. Immediately
within this end line, as now shown in the diagram, the Stranger loca-
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tion conflicts with the Montazuma, survey No. 7996, the Devide, survey
No. 9346, and the Iron King, survey No. 8287. By reason of exclusions
made of the cohflict with the Montazuima and Irou King, and of what
has already been decided herein as to the Stranger-Devide conflict, the
Stranger applicant is not entitled to any of the area embraced by these
conflicting surveys. The Stranger location was made prior to the Montazuma, but subsequent to the Devide and Iron King. At its northeast
corner the Stranger location embraces a small tract not claimed by any
other party. To so much of this tract as was lawfully embraced within
the lines of the location the owner of the Stranger is entitled, -and to
hold it the end line of the Stranger survey or-location may be laid upon
the surface of the other prior locations (Hallett and Hamburg Lodes,
27 L. D., 104; and Del Monte Mining and Milling Company v. Last
Ohance Mining and Milling Company, 171 U. S., 55). The Devide being
a prior location and the conflict between it and the Stranger location.
being excluded by the published notice of the Stranger application,
the company has no right to the Stranger lode beyond the point where
the same in its onward course or strike intersects the Devide end line
and passes within it (Paragraph 7 of mining regulations, approved
December 15, 1897). Through this point then but not beyond it the
end line of the Stranger may be established. The decision of your
office is modified accordingly, and the Stranger survey will be amended
to conform herewith.
The conflict between the Stranger and White Elephant, survey No.
9260, is also within the boundaries of the location of the General.
Browning lode claim (unsurveyed) and of the Hattie S., survey No.
10,213. The owner of the White Elephant filed application for patent
thereto, February 28,1895, and commenced publication of notice of the
same March 2, following. This was the first application for the land.
No exclusion of the ground within the White Elephant-Stranger conflict was made. No adverse claim was filed by the Stranger or the Hattie S. claimant. By failure to adverse both these parties finally
and conclusively waived all right or claim to the ground in question.
The owners of the General Browning duly adversed the White Elephant and in a suit in support thereof were awarded, with other
ground, that embraced in the White Elephant-Stranger conflict. The
Hattie S. subsequently filed application for patent, was adversed by
the Stranger, and the Stranger applicant recovered a judgment in its
adverse suit against the Hattie S. embracing the ground here in question. Such judgment, however, is of no avail against the waiver to the
White Elephant claimant and the judgment obtained by the General
Browning claimants. The Department concurs therefore in the decision of your office adverse to the claim of the Stranger, as to this,
ground. Its supplemental application therefor is accordingly rejected.
The conflict between the Stranger and the Katie, survey-No. 10,213,
is so small as to be comparatively insignificant. 'Still, as shown by
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the accompanying diagram, there is a slight conflict.

This conflict is

also within the boundaries of the Sunday and Pactolus No. 5 locations,
and most of it is also within the Pactolus No. 2 location. The applica-_
tions for patent to the Stranger and Katie, and the application for the
Pactolus Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 and Hannibal, survey No. 9878, were received
by mail at the same time, that is, at nine o'clock a. in., May 25, 1896.
Application for the Sunday, survey No. 10,410, was filed by the said
company, December 10, 1896. The periods of publication for the
Stranger, Katie and the Pactolus group are identical, commencing
May 30, 1896. No exclusion of the conflict in question was made by
any of these applications, nor was it made in ay of the several published notices save in the case of the notice for the Sunday, which
excluded all conflict between that location and the Pactolus Nos. 2, 3,
4 and 5. Neither the Stranger nor Katie applicant adversed the other.
But, in behalf of the Sunday, the company adversed the Katie; in
behalf of the Stranger it adversed the Pactolus Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5, and
Hainibal, all owned by the same applicant; and in behalf of.the Sunday it adversed the Pactolus Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5. Te owner of the
Pactolus group also adversed the Katie. Suits were duly commenced
on each of these adverse claims. That of the owner of the Pactolus
group against the Katie is still pending, so far as appears. The company's. adverse suits against the Katie and Pactolus, respectively, each
terminated in a judgment, rendered the same day, January 10, 1898,
by the same court, whereby is awarded to the company, together with
other ground, that in the Katie-Stranger conflict. Although two of
these suits were in behalf of the Sunday location, it seems, from the
present proceedings, that the company prefers to embrace the ground
in this coufict in the Stranger application. The Stranger is the prior
location, and the application therefor was prior to the application for
the Sunday claim. The company is entitled to the ground in question
beyond peradventure. There can be no objection to its election to
include it in the Stranger application. It will be allowed to do so.
Your decision to the contrary is therefore reversed.
In the company's judgment against the Hattie S. (embraced in the
same survey and application as the Katie) the entire conflict with the
Hattie S. was awarded to the company as owner of the Stranger location. It is not material to the question of the Stranger claimant's
rights under that judgment that, as recited in the decision of Mlay 10,
1898, there is still pending an adverse suit by the owner of the Pactolus
group, including the Hannibal, against the Hattie S., for the reason
that the same judgment which awarded to the company the KatieStranger conflict in the adverse suit between the company as owner of
the Stranger and the applicant for the Pactolus group, determined
their rights, as between each other, to all the Stranger-Pactolus group
conflict. By this judgment all the conflict, save as to a few small
tracts hereinbefore mentioned, and hereinafter further considered, was
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awarded to the said company. It is not necessary therefore that
proceedings under the Stranger application should await the termination of the Pactolus-Hiattie S. litigation. The suit by the General
Browning claimants in support of their adverse claim against the Hattie S., involving the Hattie S.-General Browning-Stranger conflict, to
which your said decision also calls attention as an additional reason
for delaying proceedings under the Stranger application, was dismissed
by order of court June 29, 1897, at plaintiff's costs, as shown by certificate of the clerk of the court filed here September 16, 1898. By such
dismissal the adverse claim was released and discharged and ceased to
present any reason for a stay of proceedings under the Stranger
application.
The objection by your office to the award made to the Ground Hog
claimant of a small tract ten feet square immediately within and about
the center of the north end line of that claim by the judgment of July
8, 1897, above mentioned, is that such award was made according to
stipulation between the Stranger and Ground og claimant, and that
thereby such claimaut obtained ground which in the opinion of your
office belonged to the Stranger claimant under the prior Stranger
location, " simply to give that claim (the Ground flog) what might be
considered a technical end line within the Stranger claim." It is no
objection to, the court's award that it follows and rests upon a stipulation between the parties.
The land department is not at liberty to disregard the judgment to
the extent indicated, nor to any extent, for any reason given in your
office decision. The court having regularly and rightfully obtained
jurisdiction, and the judgment being clear in its terms and not in conflict with any similar judgment, the laud department, as well as the
immediate parties, is bound by it (Richmiond Mining Company v. Rose,
114 U. S., 576, 585). The said objection by your office is not therefore
well taken. What has just been said concerning the award of the
court by the judgment of July 8, t897, in the Stranger-Ground Hog
case and the objection of your office thereto, applies with equal force to
the similar award by the judgment of January 10, 1898, in the StrangerPactolus group case and the objection of your office thereto. Your office
erred in disregarding these judgments, and in holding the applications
for the Ground Hog and Pactolus group for rejection to the extent hereinbefore indicated, and your office decision of May 10, 1898, is reversed
accordingly.
The Ground Hog applicant appealed from said decision. The action
herein will satisfy and dispose of that appeal and you will duly advise
the Ground Hog applicant. The applicant for the Pactolus group has
not, so far as appears, appealed from the action of your office adverse
to it. You will, however, duly notify it of the action herein affecting
its application. The decision of your office is modified in accordance
with the views and directions herein given.
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EXCHANGE OF LANDS-ACT OF JUNE 4, 197.
INSTRUCTIONS.
The act of June 4, 1897, in providing for an exchange of lands within forest reservations for public lands outside of said reservations does not authorize the relinquishment of mineral lands as a basis for lien selections.
The right of relinquishment under said act is not limited to claims initiated or
titles acquired under laws that require personal settlement and residence on the
land, but includes any tract covered by any unperfected bona fide claim uinder
any of the general land laws (other than the ruining laws), or to which the fll
legal title has passed out of the government, and beyond the control of the
Land Department, by any means which is the full legal equivalent of a patent.
The removal of timber, in pursuance of a lawful right, from land aquired nder
statutory authority, does not deprive the owner of said land or the government
from receiving the benefit incident to an exchange of lands as provided for in
said act.
Land acquired under a grant made to a State, or railroad company, by act of Congress is a proper basis for lieu selections nuder said act, provided that the full
legal title thereto has passed out of the government, and beyond the control of
the Land Department by a patent, or some means the fll legal equivalent
thereof.

iSecretary itchcock to the Commissioner of te General Land Office,
April 96, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
(W. V. D.)
The Department is in receipt of your communications of December 7,
and 13, 1898, relative to applications now pending in your office to
exchange lands within the limits of public forest reservations for public lands outside such reservations, under the following provision of
the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36):
That in cases in which a tract covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or by a
patent is included within the limits of a public forest reservation, the settler or
owner thereof may, if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to the Government,
and may select in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract covered by his claim or patent; and no charge shall be made in
such cases for making the entry of record or issuing the patent to cover the tract
selected: Provided frtlier, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of
the laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements and so forth, are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished
claims.

Calling attention to a circular addressed to registers and receivers,
issued August 11, 1898, by your office, without the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and also referring to page 89 of your annual report
for the year ending June 30, 1898, you ask (1) whether lands within the
limits of forest reservations must be agricultural in character in order
to be made bases for lieu selections under the foregoing provision of
the act, (2) whether the claim or title thereto must have been initiated
or acquired under the settlement laws of the United States, and (3)
whether timber land acquired by purchase under the act of June 3,
1878 (20 Stat., 89) but since denuded of its timber, and land acquired
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under a grant made to a State or a railroad company by act of Congress
can be made bases for such lieu selections.
As to the first question, if by agricultural lands you mean lands
the claim or patent to which is not based upon the mining laws of the
United States, the question is answered in the affirmative. That the
statute does not contemplate and therefore does not authorize the
relinquishment or surrender of mineral lands as bases for the making
of lieu selections, is shown by the provisions therein that:
Nor shall anything herein prohibit any person from entering upon such forest
reservations for all proper and lawful purposes, including that of prospecting, locating, and developing the mineral resources thereof: Provided, That such persons
comply with the rules and regulations covering such forest reservations.
And any mineral lands in any forest reservation which have been or which may be
shown to be such, and subject to entryunder the existing mining laws of the United
States and the rules and regulations applying thereto, shall continue to be subject
to such location and entry, notwithstanding any provisions herein contained.

All other lands included within the limits of a public forest reservation are subject to relinquishment as bases for lieu selections, if claimed
or owned as stated in the statute.
As to the second question, if by settlement laws you mean such laws
as make personal settlement and residence upon the tract sought to be
acquired a necessary condition to obtaining title, as in the case of the
pre-emption and homestead laws, the question is answered in the negative. That which may be relinquished is described as " a tract covered
by an unperfected bona fide claim or hya patent," and is believed to
include any tract covered by any unprotected bona fide claim under
any of the general land laws of the United States, or to which the fill
legal title has passed out of the government and beyond the control of
the land department by any means which is the full legal equivalent of
a patent. The thing which was objectionable to the forest reservation
policy was the presence within the limits of a forest reservation of
lands held and controlled by individual claimants or owners. Whether
the claim or ownership was initiated or acquired under the homestead
statute, which is a settlement law, or under the timber land purchase
act, which is not a settlement law, its presence is equally an obstacle
to the attainment of the purpose for which the forest reservation was
established. In both cases the reservation of the surrounding lands
is equally prejudicial to the interests of the claimant or owner.
As to the third question, the answer is in the affirmative, subject to
the qualification that where the land is claimed under a grant made to
a State or a railroad company by an act of Congress, the full legal title
must have passed out of the government and beyond the control of the
land department by a patent, or by some means which is the full legal
equivalent thereof. Where under the timber land purchase act, or
indeed under any other statute, one has acquired land having valuable
timber thereon and has removed the timber, in pursuance of a lawful
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right so to do, the removal of the timber does not affect his ownership
of the land, and if it be included within the limits of a public forest
reservation does not deprive him or the government fromt receiving the
benefit incident to a relinquishment of that land, and a selection of
other land outside the limits of the forest reservation in lieu thereof.
The statute does not make it a condition to the exchange therein
authorized that the tract within the forest reservation should have
retained its original and natural condition.
You will please formulate and submit to the Department circular
instructions to the local land officers revoking the circular issued by
your offiee August 11, 1898, and also embodying the views expressed
herein, and in the decisions of the Department in the case of F. A.
Hyde et al. (28 L. D., 284), and Emil S. Wangenheim (28 L. D., 291).
Action upon all applications for lieu lands under said act will be withheld until the circular instructions are adopted.

REINSTATEMENT OF CANCELED ENTRIES-JURISDICTION.
INSTRUCTIONS.
Entries properly allowed of public land subject thereto and canceled on the erroneous supposition that the land was not subject to such disposition, should be
reinstated, if the land is still within the jrisdiction of the Land Department
and subject to its control.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the Genteral Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 28 1899.
(E. F. B.)
The Department is in receipt of your letter of March 16, 1899, calling
attention to applications now pending before your office for reinstatemuent of certain cash entries in the New Orleans land district, which
were canceled September 13, 1844, for supposed conflict with the
Houmas grant.
You express the opinion that these entries should be reinstated, but
because of the decision of the Department in the case of Joseph Crawford (S L. D., 553), which has been followed in other cases, you say
that you are restrained from taking any action in similar cases in conflict with said ruling.
The lands covered by these entries are in rear of the Houmas grant
and beyond the depth of a league and a half from the Mississippi river.
It was claimed by the oners that the Hounas grant extended to
the Amite river, and this claim was recognized by two of the commissioners appointed under the act of Marcl 2, 1805 (2 Stat., 324), for the
purpose of ascertaining the rights of persons claiming under French
and Spanish grants in Louisiana, but in 1829 the Commissioner of the
General Land Office determined that no lands should be held in reservation for said grant beyond the depth of one and a half leagues from
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the Mississippi river. The lands beyond that depth were treated as
public lands and entries thereof were made from that date until 1836,
when all lands within the limits of the grant as claimed, which included
these lands, were withheld from entry. It was during the period from
1829 to 836 that the entries referred to in your letter were made.
On August 12, 1844, the Secretary of the Treasury, the head of the
land department under the law then existing, determined that this
grant was confirmed by the act of April 18, 1814 (3 Stat., 139), to the
extent of the lands claimed, and the lands covered by the entries
referred to in your letter were patented to Donaldson and Scott, claimants of that part of said grant. Thereupon all entries that had been
allowed of said lands were canceled and the register of the land office
at New Orleans was advised of said determination of the Houmas
clairn, in order that the parties who had made entries of said lands
might be advised by the register of the cancellation of these entries
and that the purchase money would be refunded upon proper application.
You state that it does not appear that the entrymen were notified of
the cancellation of these entries or that they ever applied for the return
of the purchase money.
A comprehensive history of the grant and of the action of the
Department with reference to the lands covered by these entries is set
out in the opinion of the court in the case of Slidell v. Grandjean (111
U. S., 412), from which it will be seen that in a suit brought by the
United States to cancel the patent to Donaldson and Scott, it was
adjudged and decreed that the patent was invalid and that the :Ioumas
grant did not extend beyond the depth of eighty arpents from the
Mississippi river and that the claimants thereof had no title whatever
to any of the lands claimed under the grant, beyond that depth.
The lands covered by these entries are not within the limits of the
ilonmas grant but are public lands and at the date the entries were
allowed they were not in reservation for any purpose but wiere subject
to disposal under the public land laws and entries thereof were properly
allowed.

The decision of the Department in the case of Joseph Crawford was
based upon a misconception of the facts. It was held i that case that
the entry was erroneously allowed for the reason that the land was
within the depth of a league and a half from the Mississippi river, the
limits fixed by the commissioners in 1829. But the lands were not
within those limits and were not reserved or withheld from entry until
1836. On motion for review attention was called to this erroneous finding but the decision was adhered. to upon another ground. In the
unreported decision of January 10, 1895, upon motion for review, it
was said:
Conceding for the time and for the purposes of this ease that an accurate measurement would show the tract in question to e more than a league and a half distant from the Mississippi river in front of the Houmas grant, a careful consideration of the whole matter discloses no reason for rendering a judgment different from
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that made in the decision a review of which is sought. A formal affirmance of your
office decision of April 9, 1892, from which the appeal was taken, would have been
sufficient. The decision rested on the terms and provisions of the act of March 2,
1889 (25 Stat., 877), which, in my opinion, are ample to sustain the judgment made.

There is evidently error in both deeisions. In the first, an error of
fact in finding that the entry was erroneously allowed and that it was
within the limits of the league and a half designated by the commissioners as the reservation for said grant. In the second, an error of
law in holding that the act of March 2, 1889, could affect the rights of
persons claiming under valid entries which were erroneously canceled.
Where a tract of land subject to entry has been purchased and paid
for it ceases to be the property of the United States, and if the entry
was properly allowed the purchaser cannot be deprived of his rights
by the action of the government in canceling the entry upon the erroneous supposition that the land entered was not public land.
If the lands covered by these entries were public lands subject to
disposal, and the law under which the entries were made has been complied with and final certificates have been given, they are private property and the government has no power to revoke its action and cancel
the entries. Carroll v. Safford (3 How., 450); Witherspoon v. Duncan
(4 Wall., 210); Wisconsin R. B. Co. v. Price Co. (133 U. S., 496).
By such entry and payment the purchaser secures a vested interest i the property
and a right to patent therefor, and can no more be deprived of it by order of the
Commissioner than he can be deprived by such order of any other'lawfully acquired
property. Any attempted deprivation in that way of such interest, will be corrected
whenever.the matter is presented so that the judiciary can act upon it. (Cornelius
v. Kessel, 128 U. S., 456-461.)

If from the facts presented it is apparent that the erroneous action of
the Department would be corrected by the courts, the rights of the
entryman should be protected by executive action and he should not
be compelled to resort to the judicial tribunals for redress.
Controlled by this principle, it is plainly the duty of the Department
to reinstate all of these entries that were improperly canceled, if the
land is still within its jurisdiction and subject to executive control.
Mee v. ilughart et al. (28 L. D., 209).
You will therefore act upon said applications in accordance with the
views herein expressed, without regard to the decisions of the Departnent herein referred to in the case of Joseph Crawford, but adequate
notice must first be given to intervening claimants, if there be any.

NORTHERN PACIFIC

R. B. Co. v. HAYNEs.D

Motion for review of departmental decision of January 30, 1895, 20
L. D., 90, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, April 28, 1899.
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APPLICATION TO ENTER-RIGHT OF AMENDINIENT.
JUNKIN V.

NILLSSON.

An application to enter that is defective, when tendered, in matters that may be
supplied by amendment, and is returned by the local office without formal rejection or proper official notification of the reasons for such return, must be
regarded as a pending application that will protect the applicant as against
intervening claims.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of tbe General Land Office,
(AV. V. D.)

April 28, 1899.

(I. G.)

Walter Junkin appeals from the decision of your office of June 12,

1897, reversing the decision of the local office and dismissing his contest against the homestead entry of Pher Nillsson, made November 1,
1895, for the W. of the SE. 1, the SE. i of the SE. of Sec. 33, T.
158 N., R. 41 W., and Lot 2, Sec. 4, T. 157 N., R. 41 W., in the Crookston, Minnesota, land district.
It is unnecessary to consider the ground of appeal that the attorney.
for the etryman, who appeared at the hearing and who prosecuted
the appeal to your office from the decision of the local office, was not
admitted to practice before this Department, as your office, on August
217 1897, upon motion for review, correctly held that, although the
records of your office do not disclose that the attorney for the entryman has been admitted to practice before this Department or your
office, yet as the appeal was duly served on the opposite party, and
was not objected to by him, and was entertained by your office, the
objection to the appearance of such attorney was interposed too late to
be considered.
The record discloses that a hearing was had upon the allegations in
the affidavit of contest, at which both of the parties were present in
person and were represented by attorneys. The evidence taken atsuch hearing is to the effect that about October 27, 1895, Jankin made
application to enter the tract in dispute, through the probate judge of,
Marshall county, Minnesota. This application was received by the
local office, but was returned with notice that the tender of fees was
insufficient, there being an excess above one hundred and sixty acres
of land in the tract. The proper fees were subsequently transmitted
with the application, but the application was rejected, owing to the
intervening entry of Nillsson for the tract. The local office did not
notify Junkin of the rejection of his first application, nor of his right
of appeal, nor call, his attention to the failure to transmit an affidavit
as to the rehsons why his application was not made in person at the
local office.
The local officers should have suspended action on the application,
notified the applicant of the defects, and allowed him a reasonable
time within which to cure them. This rule has been applied where the
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applicant failed to sign his application, but where the accompanying
affidavits were properly executed. (Johnston v. Bane, 27 L. D., 156,
159.) Where a non-mineral affidavit was made by one unacquainted
with the land at the time, the effect thereof was to destroy the value
of the affidavit, but the entry was not, however, thereby rendered illegal, and in the absence of any charge or allegation that the land was
mineral in. character, the defect was permitted to be cured by filing the
proper affidavit. (Corbin v. Dorman, 25 L. D., 471, 472.)
The facts in the case of Neff v. Snider, 26 L. D., 389, are more in
point. An application to enter was made by the first settler, but was
not signed, and the money sent with it lacked five cents of the amount
required to pay the fees and commissions, as the quarter section contained a fraction of an acre in excess of one hundred and sixty acres.
This small deficiency was sent in a letter to the local office as soon
as the applicant received notice of the suspension of her application.
Another party, however, was permitted to file upon the tract. It was
held, under the circumstances disclosed by the record, that at the time
the entry was allo wed the prior application was pending and operated
to reserve the tract covered thereby from other disposition until final
action thereon, and the case of Lawson H. Lemmons, 19 L. D., 3,
which held that an application for public land should be rejected, if
defective when presented, and that the right of the applicant, in such
case, to thereafter perfect his application, could not be recognized in
the presence of an intervening adverse claim, was overruled, i so far
as in conflict with the ruling in that case.
The application presented in the case at bar, by Junklin, was signed
but was not accompanied by the affidavit required where applications
were not personally made at the land office, blt are sent by mail, and
there was insufficient tender of fees. These omissions, however, were
not jurisdictional, but could have been supplied, and the requisite
additional fees were transmitted by the entryman upon receipt of the
notice of the amount due. His attention was not called to the omitted
affidavit.
The application was not invalid nor fatally defective and was not
even rejected of record by the local office, or in any formal manner, but
was returned to the applicant without proper official notification of the
reasons for its return. It was a defective application and subject to
completion within a reasonable time after notice of the omission to furnis the requisite affidavit and of the deficiency in the fees and commissions tendered. It must be considered that it is still pending and
may be perfected within a reasonable time after notice to supply the
affidavit and to pay the requisite fees.
The decision of your office is reversed. The coutestant, Walter Jutikin, will be permitted to perfect his application within such reasonable
time as your office may direct; and upon his doing so, the homestead
entry of Pher Nillsson will be canceled and Jankin's entry allowed.
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HOMESTEAD ENTRY-DEFECTIVE RECORD.
DAHL V. RODDY.
The right of one who duily enters a tract of land, and pays the fees and commission
required by law, cannot be defeated by the fact that the records of the local
office fail to show the entry.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 28, 1899.
(G-. . R.)
Albert J. Roddy has appealed from your office decision of October
12,1897, which holds for cancellation his homestead entry, made February 28, 1896, for the NW. I of Sec. 10, T. 147 N., R. 47 W., Crookston,
Minnesota. Your said office decision affirms the action of -the register
and receiver.

The action taken by your office and the local officers was the result
of a contest brought by Ole P. Dahl against said entry, alleging, substantially, that he entered said land on August 3, 1894, paid the land
office fees, and obtained receiver's receipt therefor, and has, therefore,
the prior right thereto.
The appeal alleges error as follows:
1. That Dahl ever paid the required eighteen dollars entry fee.
2. That the receiver's receipt was ever issued and delivered to Dahl.
3. That Dahl ever paid more than ten dollars as fees for said entry.
4. In not finding that the receiver's receipt came into Dahl's possession by mistake, and that he was not entitled to it.
5. In not finding that by Dahl's negligence in failing to pay the
entrance fee, the record properly showed the land vacant at the time
(February 28, 1896,) Roddyemade entry.
6. In failing to find that Roddy acted in goodfaith, and was misled
by Dahl's negligence and wrongful acts.
7. Error for your office to order a new hearing when proceedings
under the first hearing had been had, a decision rendered, and no
appeal filed.
It appears that on March 15, 1894, Dahl was notified of his preference right to make entry of the land as a result of a contest against
the former entry of one Olans E. Uboe.
Dahl testified that in June, 1894, he went to the local office, and finding the land still vacant, he applied to enter it; not having the required
amount of money ($19), he asked the privilege of paying ten dollars,
promising to come in soon thereafter and pay the balance; that William
Anglim, the then receiver, with whom he was transacting the business,
informed him that it " would-be all right; that he went away to work
to get the balance of the money, and was notified by the local office to
come in and pay the balance; that he had lost that notice; that on
August 3, 1894, he came into the land office, paid the balance demanded,
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and obtained receipt. A duplicate receipt, for the fee and commissions,
for eighteen dollars, dated August 3,1894, for the entry of the land by
Dahl, was by him identified as being the one delivered to him, and was
introduced in evidence. On further examination, he stated that he was
not positive to whom he paid the balance of the money on August 3,
1894. He gave testimony as to the character of his improvements,
residence, etc., which showed substantial compliance with the law in
those respects.
Anglim, thereceiver, testified that the records do not show that Dahl
ever made entry of the land, nd that he had no recollection of Dahl's
ever having paid to him the $10, as testified; that while it was not the
practice of the local office to receive a part of the filing fees and wait
for the balance, such might be done on a special occasion;" but the
records, which were kept by the clerk, show no such payment in Dahl's
case.
P. J. Russell testified that he was chief clerk of the land office daring the year 1894; that in the "spring" of that year Dahl came to the
local office and expressed a desire to enter the land, but said he did not
have the money at that time to pay the fees, etc., but would go out and
earn it and return in about three weeks that he did return " the first
part of August," and said he was ready to file; that the receiver was
not then in the office, and believing Dahl had the money, he made out
the application and other papers; that when the receipt was prepared,
Dahl informed him he had but $10, but would have the balance in a
week or ten days; that he never saw Dahl after that transaction, until
he came in the office with the receipt; that the receipt had been left on
the desk and afterwards found and mailed to Dahl by a mistake; that
he never delivered the receipt to Dahl personally; that Dahl never paid
the balance ($9) of the entry fee; that he paid only the $10; that the
government fee for the land was $18-one dollar being his fee for making out the application. On cross-examination, Russell testified that
it was not possible for him to have been mistaken with respect to his
testimony; that he paid to Colonel Andrews, land inspector, the $10
given by Dahl and, in addition thereto, $8, being a personal loss to
him of the latter amount; that the money was turned over to the
receiver. Russell admitted that he had made three mistakes by failing
to note on the books entries already made. He resigned April i, 1895.
Roddy, the entryman, testified that he learned the land was vacant;
that he went and saw the land and thought it unoccupied; he found
an "old shanty," but did not think it was on the land; 'he found no one
in the house, but on looking through the window saw a stove, a bunk,
and a stand with papers on it; he also saw a small barn; after entry
he learned that those improvements were on the land.
There is nothing in the testimony that reflects upon the good faith
of Roddy.
e established his residence on the land; his family lived
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thereon, and his improvements are much more valuable than those of
Dahl.
At the first hearing, which was had September 15,1896, the attorney
for contestant declined to offer any evidence other than Dahl's receipt;
the register and receiver thereupon dismissed the contest, because it
was not sufficiently shown why Roddy's entry should be canceled.
Your office, on February 1, 1897, remanded the case for further hearing, under practice rule No. 72, in order to obtain additional facts.
The order for the rehearing is clearly within the discretion of your

office.
The evidence given by Dahl and Russell is conflicting. The receiver
of the local office, who was a witness in the case and who joined in the
decision, appears to have believed the testimony of Dahl, to the effect
that he paid the full entry fee. The fact that Dahl was in possession
of the receiver's receipt for the eighteen dollars, coupled with his explanations as to how and when it was obtained, must be taken as true.
It being found that Dahl, in fact, made entry of the land and paid
the entry fee and commissions, his right to the land cannot be defeated
because the records in the local office failed to show such entry.
Dougherty v. Buck, 16 IL.D., 187.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

HOMEIESTEAD ENTRY-SOLDIEIRS'
MCFARLAND

V.

FILING-RESIDENCE.

MCALISTER.

A homesteader who makes entry subject to a prior adverse soldier's declaratory
statement of record, is not excused, on account of the existing adverse claim
under the soldier's filing, from establishing his residence within six months
from date of entry.

Acting Secretary Pyans to the Commissioner of the General Eand Office,.
(W. V. D.)
April 28, 1899.
(G. C. R.)
Archibald McAlister has appealed from your office decision of September 3, 1897, holding for cancellation his homestead entry, made
July 1, 1895, for the NE. of Sec. 19, T. 96 N., R. 62 W., Mitchell,
South Dakota.
You office affirmed the action of the register and receiver.
It appears that one Godfrie Donaldson, through an agent, on June 4,
1895, filed his soldier's declaratory statement for the land. When
McAlister made entry, he was informed that Donaldson had made such
a filing, which under certain conditions would serve to defeat his entry.
On June 4, 1896, or eleven months and twenty-seven days after McAlister made entry, Samuel E. McFarland filed his contest affidavit against
12781-VOL 28-22
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said entry, alleging abandonment, failure to establish residence, speculation, etc.
Upon the hearing it was shown that in the fall of 1895 the entryiman
broke about one acre of the land in February, 1896, he leased a.farm,
for one year, near Scotland, South Dakota-twenty-six miles from the
land; his family remained on that farm; about Maty 1, 1896, he came to
the land, and built a small house, ten by twelve feet, into which he
placed a bed, cooking utensils, dishes, etc.; he slept in the house a few
times during that month-how many times he could not say. This was
the extent of his presence nupon and improvements of the land at the
date of contest. He had considerable personal property-sixty-three
head of cattle, eight horses, some hogs, and farming implements; he
was also a cattle dealer, and had bank credit; all his property, except
a plow and mowing machine, and what was in the little house on the
land, was kept at his rented farm. He had not established a bona fide
residence on the land when served with notice.
It is insisted that appellant was not required to live upon and improve
the land, so long as Donaldson had the right of entry under his soldier's
declaratory statement.
IMcAlister had six months from date of entry in which to establish
his residence on the land. The statute (section 2304, Revised Statutes)
also allows one filing asoldier'sdeclaratorystatement six months "within
which to make his entry and commence his settlement and improvement."
Twenty-eight days of McAlister's period of six months
remained when (December 4, 1895,) Donaldson's time had flly expired
within which the latter might have made entry and settlement under
his soldier's declaratory statement. McAlister had ample time in that
twenty-eight days to establish his residence on the land; had he done
so, and thereafter complied in other respects with the provisions of the
homestead laws, he could have obtained patent, and need to have had
no fears of any rights being acquired under the soldier's filing, but he
made his entry with knowledge of the soldier's declaratory statement,
and assumed all the risks incident to it.
The law required the entryman to establish residence on the land
within six months; the soldier's declaratory statement then filed for
the land and which, under certain conditions, might have defeated his
entry, did not excuse him from compliance with the provisions of the
homestead law or authorize him to postpone the establishment of residence beyond the six months from date of entry.
Finding no sufficient grounds for disturbing the judgment appealed
from, the same is affirmed.
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PRACTICE-NOTICE OF CONTEST-SUPERVISORY ACTION-IIEARING.
NOEL V. HOWLAND.

Personal service of a notice of contest may be properly made upon a non-resident.

It is within the proper exercise of the supervisory authority of the Secretary of the
Interior, for the prevention of injustice and the ascertainment of alleged equities,

to order a hearing between one holding under an entry secured as the result of
a contest, and an intervenor alleging residence upon and improvement of the
land involved prior to said contest, and that the entry in question was improperly allowed as the result of the prior proceedings.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land ffice,
*(W. V. D.)
April 28, 1899.
(El. G.)
Arthur D. Coolidge appeals from the decision of your office of October 12, 1898, refusing to direct the cancellation of the entry of Edmund
H. Noel, made December 17, 1897, for the W. 4-of the SE. 1 and the E. 4
of the SW. Afof See. 127 T. 29 N., R. 15 W., Santa Fe land district, New
Mexico, and denying his application for a hearing.
August 31, 1896, Henry M. Rowland made entry for said tract, which
was canceled, after a hearing upon the contest initiated by Noel, on
the ground of the abandonment of the tract by oHowland for a period
exceeding six months. The affidavit of contest was sworn to on March
26, 1897, and four days later was filed i the local office. The notice of
contest was persopally served upon lowland at Pasadena, California,
on April 29, 1897, and service thereof was acknowledged by him on
that date. The return of service also shows that the person serving
the notice made affidavit of such service.
The testimony was taken before the clerk of the probate court of San
Juan county, New Mexico, on May 29, 1897, at which time and place
one Frank J. Coolidge appeared as " attorney in fact " for Howland and
asked a continuance on the ground of the absence of the attorney for
Howland; but this was refused by the commissioner who took the testimony. Testimony was then taken on behalf of Noel, the contestant.
No testimony was offered on the part of Howland, the contestee. On
the day set for the hearing before the local office, an attorney appeared
for Rowland and moved to dismiss the contest on the ground that the
service was void, as made upon a non-resident personally, instead of
by publication. This motion was overruled, and the attorney appearing
for Rowland appealed. The appeal was dismissed by your office, as the
order overruling the motion was regarded as interlocutory and not
appealable. Pending the appeal, Noel filed the affidavit of Rowland,
stating that he had abandoned the tract, that he acquiesced in the
decision of the local office against him, and that an appeal was not
authorized by him.
On September 18, 1897, Coolidge tendered his homestead application,
accompanied by the relinquishment of Rowland, for the tract; but this
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application was rejected owing to the preference right of entry in favor
of Noel nder his contest. Coolidge appealed to your office, and his
appeal was accompanied with a number of affidavits, which, with the
evidence taken at the hearing, disclose substantially the following
facts:
Dr. J. W. Coolidge, brother of the appellant, and others, then residing at Scranton, Pennsylvania, expended about one hundred thousand
dollars in the construction of an irrigating ditch or canal, the waters
conducted through which would serve to irrigate the tract in question
as well as other lands in the vicinity. All entries in the vicinity were
suspended for a time, it appears, and Dr. Coolidge endeavored to have
this suspension removed in order to make entry for the tract.
owland was placed upon this tract by Dr. Coolidge, who sold him the
improvements bought of a former settler, and it was understood that
he was to enter a thirty-acre tract which had been cultivated to fruit
and which is included in the tract in controversy. Howland made
entry of the entire tract, however, and informed Dr. Coolidge that he
made such entry for the purpose of "protecting" the rights of the
latter. He left the premises September 21, 1896, and went to California,
Dr. Coolidge furnishing him the money to make the trip. Dr. Coolidge
thereafter wrote to his brother, Arthur D. Coolidge, the appellant, who
was then at Cripple Creek, Colorado, to return to New Mexico, and the
latter did so, occupying the tract as "care takers for Rowland during
his absence. About the first of the month of March, 1897, having
learned from Howland that he would not return, Arthur D. Coolidge
made arrangements to purchase the improvements and possessory
rights of Rowland, and finally completed such purchase.
Said Coolidge then erected a new house thereon of the value of about
seven hundred dollars, and continued to reside there with his family.
Rowland sent the receiver's receipt for the tract, issued upon his entry,
to Coolidge, who was contemplating entry, supposing that such paper
was sufficient to clear the record from the entry of Howland. Upon
being informed that he could not make entry without, obtaining the
relinquishment of Howland, he secured such relinquishment and a bill
of sale from Howland, which was executed in California on April 17,
1897, prior to the service of notice of the contest by Noel upon him,
and which was forwarded to Coolidge and was in his possession at the
time of the taking of the testimony in the contest proceedings between
Noel and Howland.
Coolidge insists that as the service was void because not made by
publication, which he contends is necessary in case of a non-resident
defendant, there was, therefore, no proper contest between the parties,
and that his application to enter, on September 18, 1897, accompanied
by Rowland's relinquishment, should have been allowed. He asks that
Noel's entry be canceled, or that a hearing be ordered to determine his
rights in the premises.
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In the case of Vincent v. Gibbs (24 L. D., 383) it was held that "the
rules of practice do not require that the notice of hearing should be
served within the jurisdiction of the register and receiver." The
decision of your office upon the question of jurisdiction rested upon
this decision, but it is now contended that such decision must have had
reference to the service of notice within the Territory of Oklahoma,
but within a land district therein other than that from which the notice
of contest issued. An examination of the record in the case, however,
discloses that the notice issued out of the Alva, Oklahoma, land district and was served personally by the contestant upon the contestee
in the State of Kansas, and it follows that the decision cited is controlling and that in the case at bar the service of notice upon Howland
in the State of California, although issued from the Santa Fe, New
*Mexico, land office, was sufficient. Moreover, lowland does not complain of any defect in the service, but, on the contrary, acknowledged
service of the notice in writing when it was made, and has acquiesced
in the decision against him, as appears from his affidavit.
The affidavit of contest states, in the usual form, that Howland, the
original entryman, "has wholly abandoned said tract; that he has
changed his residence therefrom for more than six months since making said entry; that said tract is not settled upon and cultivated by
said party as required by law." Such affidavit was made about one
week after the expiration of six months from September 21, 1896, the
date when the proof shows that Rowland left the tract, with his family,
to go to California. The proof in support of this charge is generally
to the effect that Rowland left the land at the date mentioned and had
not returned.
The showing made by Coolidge establishes very clearly that when
Howland left the land he had no intention of abandoning the same, but
was leaving temporarily because he could not make a living thereon.
Although the evidence taken at the hearing in a measure contradicts
this, and contains the statements of Howland to the effect that he was
seeking employment in California, the affidavits submitted on behalf
of Coolidge are fully corroborated in this respect by the two affidavits
of Rowland himself-one to the effect that he left the land about
October 1, 1896, "but without abandoning the same," and the other,
made long afterwards and submitted by Noel, the contestant, to the
effect that he had abandoned the land from the expiration of six
months after the date when he left it, or on March 21, 1897, nine days
before the notice of contest was issued.
In view of this showing it is not clear that the contestant proved
abandonment as he alleged, and there ought to be a hearing between
Noel and Coolidge to determine whether or not Howland did actually
abandon the land when he left it on September 21, 1896, or whether he
abandoned it at the time he fixes in his affidavits, at the expiration of
six months after such date. If Rowland did not intend to abandon
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and did not abandon the tract when he left it, or for the full period of
six months preceding the filing of the contest, the contest has not been
sustained and Noel has no preference right. Howland, it appears,
made settlement and established his residence upon the tract before
his entry and resided thereon after his entry, and it must be clearly
shown that e abandoned the tract for the full period of six months
before his entry should be canceled. Although he has acquiesced in'
the decision, and directs that the appeal taken for him to your office be
dismissed, yet before he was in default he sold the improvement upon
the tract and subsequently executed his relinquishment therefor and
a bill of sale for the improvements. Coolidge alleges that he was in
possession of the tract at the time the contest was initiated, was residing thereon and had muade substantial and permanent improvements
with the reasonable expectation of making entry. He charges that
Noel resided in the vicinity of the tract and ad full knowledge and
notice of his, Coolidge's, residence, occupancy and improvements prior
to the initiation of the contest against Rowland. From his showing
his good faith is manifest, as he was about to make application for the
tract before the initiation of the contest by Noel, when he was informed
that the initial receiver's receipt sent to him by Howland was insufficient as a renunciation of the rights of the latter to the tract, and
that he must obtain Howland's relinquishment. This was executed
before Howland was served with notice of the contest, and was in the
rossession of Coolidge at the time of.the hearing, and was not tendered
with his application to make entry until about five months after he had
received it, but during this period he was endeavoring to have the contest proceedings set aside and annulled upon the ground of the insufficiency of service.
Since the application of Coolidge has been under consideration here,
your office has transmitted his appeal from the action of the local office
in rejecting, on March 24, 1899, his application, certified on March 14,
1899, in the nature of a corroborated affidavit of contest, setting forth,
in substance, the matters covered by the application now under consideration, alleging his priority of settlement, prior right of entry, and
that Noel had no right to make entry, and further, that Noel's entry
was made with fraudulent intent, for the purpose of speculation, and
with actual personal knowledge of the prior rights of Coolidge. This
application to contest Noel's entry was rejected by the local office for
the reason that a contest for the same land is now pending before this
Department. Your office did not pass upon the appeal, but forwarded
it with the application.
It is true that Coolidge appears as intervenor .and not as one of the
parties to the contest, but his alleged settlement and residence upon
and improvement of the tract prior to the initiation of the contest
between Noel and Rowland, require that his rights should be adjudi-
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cated, or injustice may be done him. As was said by the-supreme court
in Williams v. United States, 138 U. S., 514, 524:
It is obvious, it is common knowleage, that in the administration of such large
and varied interests as are introsted to the Land Department, matters not foreseen,
equities not anticipated, and which are therefore not provided for by express statute,
may sometimes arise, and, therefore, that the Secretary of the Interior is given that
superintending and supervising power which will enable him, in the face of these
unexpected contingencies, to do justice.

-

The decision of your office denying a hearing upon the application of
Coolidge is therefore reversed, and a hearing will be ordered by your
office between Coolidge and Noel to determine the following matters:
1. At what time did Howland, the original entryman, actually abandon the tract in controversy.
2. The truth of the allegation s set forth in the application of Coolidge
for a hearing.
3. Any new matters presented in the affidavit of contest recently
filed by Coolidge and rejected by the local office.
The local office will determine the case upon the evidence adduced at
the hearing, subject to appeal as in other cases.

BARKSDALE

. RHODES.

Motion for review of departmental decision of February 20, 1899, 28
L. D., 136, denied by Secretary Hitchcock, May 1, 1899.
DESERT LAND ENTRY-RIGHTS OF HEIRS-ACT OF MARCIT 1, 15877.
GASQUET ET AL.

. BUTLER's HEIRS ET AL. (ON REVIEW).

The right of a desert land entryman under the act of March 1, 1877, who dies prior
to the completion of his entry, descends to his heirs and may be perfected by
them.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, May
(W. V. D.)
1, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
In the above entitled case, involving the S. I and the NW. 4 of See.
34, T. 26 S., R. 25E., Visalia, California, land district, entered April 2,
1877, by John B. Butler under the desert land act of March 3, 1877 (19
Stat., 377), Joseph Gasquet and others have filed a motion for review
of the decision of the Department, dated December 29, 1898 (27 L. D.,
721).

The said decision affirmed the action of your office sustaining the
entry against the charges of Gasquet and others that the land had not
been reclaimed, that there had been failure to cultivate the same, and
that the entry was invalidated by the assignment of the land by Butler's heirs to one Arthur Wallace. The assignment, which was made
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February 17, 1896, before the submission of final proof, was held to be
valid under the desert land act of March 3, 1877, supra, as amended by
the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095). The entryman Butler died
January 1, 1880, and the contention of the motion for review is that
under the act of 1877 no right to complete the entry inured to the heirs
of Butler, but that the right to acquire land thereunder was a personal
right which died with the entryinan.
This contention is not sound. None of the cases cited in the motion
support it. It is true that the act in question does not contain any
provision for succession to the rights of a deceased desert. land entryman, but it does not follow, merely from the absence of such provision,
that his heirs or devisees, if otherwise qualified, may not perfect the
entry and receive patent for the land. It is repugnant to every principle of right and justice that after an individual, in compliance with
law, has spent years of time and labor and much-perhaps all-of his
means upon a tract of public land in the effort to acquire title to the
same, upon his death before right to a patent has vested, his rights to
the land and the improvements thereon should escheat to the government, and those upon whom the law or his will would otherwise cast
his possession of the property be absolutely precluded from such possession or from deriving any benefit from his years of toil and the
expenditure of his means.
The Department is not aware of ay law providing for the acquisition of title to public land which does not permit either the widow,
heir, devisee, or transferee of a deceased entryman to succeed to his
rights and perfect his claim to the land. The homestead law makes no
provision for succession to the rights of a settler who dies before entry,
but it is well settled by the decisions of the Department that the heirs
of such settler succeed to his rights and may perfect his claim; and this
is true even where he dies before survey of the land (Tobias Beckner,
6 L. D., 134). In the case just cited it was said bythe Department:
The broad underlying principle that controls the question is-that when a person
initiates any right in compliance with, and by authority of the public land laws,
and dies before completing or perfecting that right, it will not escheat and revert to
the government, but inure to those on whom the law and natural justice cast a man's
property, and the fruits of his labor after his death.

It is not necessary, however, to rely in this case upon the authority
of analogous cases under other laws. The question here presented was
considered by the Department, July 16, 1891 (13 L. D., 49), in response
to a request from your office for instructions as to the issue of patents
"in desert land cases in case of entryman's death." In its instructions
of that date the Department said:
You state that you are uncertain whether the doctrine announced in the case of
Clara Huls (9 L. D., 01) is applicable to desert land entries made under the act of
March 3,1877 (19 Stats., 377), owing to the fact that in that law no provision is
made whereby the fee shall inure in case of the death of an entryman, as is provided
in the pre-emption, homestead, and timber culture laws.
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The Clara Huls case came under the homestead law, but it is not perceived that
any different principle will govern the issue of a patent in a desert land entry.
While it is true that the desert land act of March 3, 1877, does not specifically state
to whom the fee shall inure in case of an entryman's death, still the law of descent
provides generally that any estate belonging to a man at the time of his death shall
inure to his legal heirs, and it is not doubted that tis Department will protect the
heirs of a deceased desert-land entryman who has complied with the law up to the
time of his death; and, by complying with the law after his death, they may reap
the reward which he might have procured had he lived. If a desert-land entryman
has a valid entry at the time of his death, it goes without saying that his heirs may
receive the benefit thereof by complying with law and take unto themselves the
patent.

The Department finds no reason to dissent from the views expressed
in the above instructions, but, on the contrary, now expressly reaffims
them.

No reason appearing why the decision under review should be modified in any way, the same is adhered to and the motion denied.

RAILROAD GRANT-EANDS EXCEPTED-DONATION CLAIM.
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA R. R. CO.
A proclamation that the "public lands" in a specified township will be offered for
public sale does not include lands that were at such time embraced within an
uncanceled donation notification.
An uncanceled donation notification existing of record at the date of the railroad
grant of May 4, 1870, and at the date of the definite location thereunder, excepts
the land included therein from the operation of said grant.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, i'fay
(W. V. D.)
1, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
An appeal has been filed by the Oregon and California Railroad
Company, as successor to the Oregon Central Railroad Company, from
your office decision of January 31, 1896, holding that the SW. i of the
SW. 4of Sec. 5, T. 3 N., R. 1 E., Vancouver land district, Washington,
was excepted from the grant made by the act of May 4, 1870 (16 Stat.,
94), to aid in the construction of the Oregon Central railroad, because,
at the date of the passage of said act, as well as the date of the filing
of the map showing the line of definite location opposite the tract in
question, on May 17, 1871, this tract was included in the uncanceled
donation claim of Henry Thomas, proof of which was filed with the
surveyor general on July 17, 1854.
The grant made by the act of May 4, 1870, sugpra, was of
each alternate section of the public lands, not mineral, excepting coal or iron lands,
designated by odd numbers nearest to said road, to the amount of ten such alternate
sections per mile, on each side thereof, not otherwise disposed of or reserved or held
by valid pre-emption or'homestead right at the time of the passage of this act.
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Onl July 17, 1851, Henry Thomas filed with the surveyor general of
Oregon, the land at that time being under the supervision of the surveyor general of Oregon, a notification of his claim made under the
provisions of the act of Congress approved September 27, 1850 (9 Stat.,
496, 498), the claim being for certain described lands aggregating one
hundred and sixty acres, comprising parts of sections 5, 6 and 7 in said
township number 3 north, range 1 east, WT. M., among the tracts
described being the SW. of the SW. Sec. 5, the tract here in question. He also made proof of qualifications as required by said act and
that he had personally resided upon and cultivated that part of the
public lands particularly described in his notification continuously from
the 10th day of July, 1854, to the 17th day of July, 1854, the proof consisting of his own affidavit, corroborated by that of two witnesses.
Whether he thereafter continued in his residence and cultivation of
the land for the period of four years, as required by law, does not
appear, but no proof thereof, or other proceeding towards perfecting
said donation claim, was ever made or had before the land department,
nor had any steps been taken to clear the record of said claim prior to
the date of the passage of the act making the grant for the Oregon
ceutral railroad or prior to the time of the filing of the map of definite
location under said grant.
In support of the appeal on behalf of the company it is urged that
said notification by Thomas did not serve to sever the tract from the
public domain, nor did it amount to an appropriation of the tract as
against the grant for the railroad company, and that even if the filing
of said donation notification operated as a segregation or appropriation
of the land in the first instance, it was set at naught by the proclamation of the President dated March 20,1863, No. 693, which proclaimed
the lands included in said notification for public sale and auction on
August 3, 1863, which date was prior to the making of the grant for
said company, and as the lands were not sold at the public sale, they
passed to the company under its grant free from any claim on account
of said donation notification.
Relative to the effect given a donation notification filed under the
act before referred to, it may be stated that in departmental decision
of March 6, 1882, in the case of John J. Elliott (1 L. D., 303) it was held
that the filipg of the original notification is an ipsofacto segregation of
the land described therein.
In the case of the Oregon and California R. R. Co., v. 1(uebel (22
L. D., 308), it was held that lands embraced within the notification of a
donation claim at the date of the grant made to aid in the construction
of said railroad were excepted from the operation of such grant; and
in the case of Dyer v. Oregon and California R. It. Co. (23 L. D., 569) a
like conclusion was reached.
Under the act of September 27, 1850, the grant of these donation
claims to settlers upon the public lands in the State of Oregon was
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conditioned upon residence and cultivation of the land for ir consecutive years, but no limitation was placed upon the time of making proof
thereof. Section seven of the act in providing for the proof, prescribes
that the claim ant:
at any time after the expiration of four years from the date of such settlement,
whether made under the laws of the late provisional government or not, shall prove
in like manner, by two disinterested witnesses, the fact of continued residence and
cultivation required by the fourth section of this act.

It is thus seen that proof of the required residence and cultivation
could be made at any time after the expiration of four years fron the
date of settlement.
It is urged by the company that under the decisions of the supreme
court the donation notification was without force or effect in the absence
of proof of residence and cultivation. In support thereof reference is
made to the following cases: Hall v. Russell, 101 . S., 509; Brazee .
Schofield, 124 U. S., 495; Maynard v. Hill, 125 U. S., 215. In these
cases the question at issue was as to when a title was acquired or
secured by reason of a claim made under the donation act. No qestion was raised as to the segregative effect to be given a donation notification in the absence of proof of residence and cultivation as required
by law; but in the ease of Brazee v. Schofield the court in referring to
the purpose and object of the filing of said notification, says as follows:
The object of the law was to give title to the party who had resided upon and
cultivated the land, and who was, therefore, in equity and justice better entitled to
the property than others who had neither resided upon nor cultivated it. But it
was also of importance to the government to know the precise extent and location
of the land thus resided upon and cultivated. It was necessary to enable the governsnent to ascertain what lands were fee fromn claims of settlers, and tus subject to sale or
other disposition. There was nothing, however, in the information to be communicated which rendered it necessary that it should proceed from the husband alone.
So long as he remained the head of the family settlement there was a manifest propriety i its proceeding from him, but in case of his death it is not perceived why it
might not comie with equal efficacy from his widow, who then took his place as the
head of the family. The law contemplates in all its provisions that where a settlement has been joint, by the two together, the benefit of the donation intended for
both should be secured, in ease of the death of either, to his or her heirs. It is true,
the notice to the surveyor general was the first proceeding which informed the publie authorities of the intention of the occupant to avail himself of the benefits of the
act, and of his acceptance of the proffered grant. But without the residence and
cultivation required, the notice would be of no efficacy.

It will thus be seen that while, as stated by the court, without residence and cultivation as required, the notice would be of no efficacy,that is, for the purpose of giving title to the- lands notified upon-yet
the object of the notice was "to enable the government to ascertain
what lands were free from claims of settlers, and thus subject to sale
or other disposition." It appears, therefore, that while the question
was not directly before the court, these donation notifications were
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referred to as notices given for the purpose of segregating the lands
settled upon, from sale or other disposition, by the government.
It but remains, therefore, to determine the effect of the alleged offering of these lands in accordance with the proclamation, No. 693, before
referred to.
An examination of this proclamation shows that the lands included
in Thomas's donation claim were not specifically described in the proclamation. By the terms of the proclamation the public lands theretofore noffered, situated in township three north of the base line and
three east of the Willamette Meridian, were to be offered at public
sale at the Vancouver office, commencing Monday, the third day of
August, 1863. By reason of the -filing of Thomas's notification the
tracts covered thereby were not public lands within the meaning of
the proclamation, and were therefore not included in its terms, nor was
the effect of such notification changed by any erroneous interpretation
which may have been placed upon the proclamation. For that reason
the proclamation did not relieve the lands from the segregation resulting from the donation notification, which was a record claim sufficient
to except the land covered thereby from the operation of the railroad
grant.
Your office decision is accordingly affirmed.

MINERAL LAND-MINING CLAIM-AGRICULTURAL CLAIMS.
COLEMAN ET AL. V. MCKENZIE ET AL.
A patent is not essential to the enjoyment of a mining claim held under a valid location; hence the failure of a mineral applicant to prosecute his application for
patent isnot in itself an abandonment of his claim.
Under the public land laws of the United States, lands valuable for their mineral
deposits can be disposed of only under the mining laws.
The duty of determining the character of land, whether mineral or non-mineral, and
of seeing that the public lands are only disposed of as authorized by law, rests
upon the Land Department, of which the Secretary of the Interior is the head;
a decision, therefore, of the Secretary that a specific tract of land is principally
valuable for its mineral deposits, while undisturbed, is binding upon all the officers of the Land Department, and prevents disposition of the land in any other
way than as prescribed by the laws specifically authorizing the sale of mineral
lands.
The usual non-mineral affidavit filed by an agricultural claimant is not sufficient to
overcome a prior decision ofthe Department that the land involved is mineral in
character, or to justify a re-examination of such question of fact theretofore
fairly tried and deliberately determined.
In the case of a hearing to determine the mineral or non-mineral character of a tract
of land, theretofore held by the Department to be principally valuable for its
mineral deposit, the burden of proof is with the agricultural claimants, and it
is incumbent upon them to clearly overcome the effect of the former decision.
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Agricultural claimants of land mineral in character will not be heard to plead
special consideration on the ground that their entries were allowed by order of
the General Laud Office, and that they have settled upon and improved the land,
where with full knowlege of a prior departmental decision holding the land to
be mineral, and of rights asserted thereto under the mining laws, they procured
the allowance of their entries without notice to the mineral claimants, and
thereafter entered into possession against the protest of said claimants.
Secretary Hitclcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, Mllay
(W. V. D.)
;
zi 1899.
(V?. A. E.)

The facts necessary to a clear understanding of the questions presented by this controversy are as follows:
May 25, 1882, the Santa Clara Mining Association of Baltimore, a
corporation organized under the laws of Maryland, applied to the
United States surveyor general for the State of California, for the survey
of a certain quicksilver mining claim, designated as the "Guadalupe
Mille,"2 located in townships 8 and 9 south and ranges 1 east and 1 West,
M. D. M., San Francisco, California, land district, and containing some
nine hundred acres. With this application was filed proof of location
in proper manner and by qualified parties in 1865, before the enactment
of the law limiting the extent or area of mining locations. Thereupon
such survey was made and on June 19, 1882, the surveyor general
approved the plat and field notes thereof.
October 6, 1882, the mining association presented to the local land
office its application for patent to said claim, together with the requisite preliminary proof of posting of notice, etc. The land embraced in
this application for patent was covered by certain homestead entries,
pre-emption filings, and Valentine scrip locations, and the State of
California claimed a portion thereof under its school land grant. On
account of these agricultural claims the application of the mining association was rejected by the register. Thereupon the association filed
an application for a hearing to determine the character of the land,
alleging that it contained valuable deposits of mineral and that the
association had spent more than fifty thousand dollars in developing
the claim. Upon this application a hearing was ordered, of which the
- agricultural claimants were duly notified, and in which they fully participated. A large amount of evidence was submitted on each side,
and after consideration thereof the local land office, the General Land
- Office, and the Departmeiit, successively, held the land to be principally
valuable for its deposits of mineral. This case, which is entitled Santa
Clara Mining Association v. Scorsur et al., is reported in Vol. 4 of the
Land Decisions, page 104, and it was therein said:
The testimony shows that the lands in question are located about sixty miles southeast of San Francisco, within a few miles of the city of San Jose, in Sauta Clara
county, adjoining the Capitancillos creek, and stretching out in a southeasterly
[sonthwesterly] direction therefrom, embracing 957.32 acres. That the country is
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rough and mountainous, cut into by numerous deep, precipitous gulches and canons,
and covered to a great exteut by dense brush, chaparral and scrub oak. That there
are occasional patches of fairly good soil, varying from one to twenty acres in exte t,
but that the great mass of the soil is thin, and unfit for cultivation. That the land
is situated in a mineral belt embracing within four miles the " Guadalupe," "New
Almaden" and "Henriquita" quicksilver mines, all noted for the amount of quicksilver produced from them. That immediately to the northeast of said land lies the
Guadalupe mine, also the property of the Santa Clara Mining Association. That
from said Guadalupe mine there extend in a southwesterly direction, three distinct
ore bearing zones, penetrating and passing through said section 30 of the lands in
controversy. That several of the tunnels of the Guadalupe mine penetrate lots 7 and
8 of said land to a distance of three or four hundred feet; that many car loads of
cinnabar have been taken from these tunnels, and that within ten years some forty
or fifty thousand flasks of metal have been taken from the lands south of the Capitancillos creek. That the company has spent $1,500,000 on its whole claim and that
$100,000 of that sum have been expended in developing the nineral resources of the
public land in question. Some seventeen witnesses, including civil engineers, surveyors, mining experts, practical miners, assayers, mining engineers, the deputy
county assessor, and neighboring farmers, all acquainted with the land, testified, on
the part of claimants, that the formation of these lands is similar to that of the
surrounding mineral bearing lands; that numerous specimens, produced in evidence,
from croppings in various parts of sections 30 and 31, contained mineral, or indications thereof; that each lot and each ten acres of each lot is more valuable for
mineral purposes than for agriculture, and that, as a fact, agriculture had been
prosecuted thereon to a very limited extent. The witnesses on the part of contestant
were principally neighboring farmers, none of whom claimed to be mining experts.
Their testimony is to the effect that several tracts have been cleared and cultivated;
that much more of the land is fit for cultivation, and is more valuable for agriculture
than for minerals.
It is urged, in view of the fact that this land adjoins certain quicksilver mines, it
would have been worked long ago if it had any mineral value, and that the bad
faith of the company in this matter is shown by the fact that they have so failed to
work said land. This would be a weighty objection were it not for the further fact
that for the past seven or eight years-since 1875-the company has been actively
engaged in developing the mineral resources of these lands and the lands immediately adjoining them on the northeast.
The testimony is conclusive that the land is more valuable for minerals than for
agriculture.

As a result of this decision the agricultural entries and claims were
canceled, or otherwise adversely disposed of according to the nature
thereof, and no rights thereunder have since been asserted.
It seems that after this decision the association did not press its
application for patent, but this is not in itself material because a patent
is not essential to the enjoyment of a mining claim. In Belk v. Meagher
(104 U. S., 279, 283) it is said:
A mining claim perfected under the law is property in the highest sense of that
term, which may be bought, sold, and conveyed, and vill pass by descent. Forbes
v. Gracey, 94 U. S., 762. There is nothing in the act of Congress which makes actual
possession any more necessary for the protection of the title acquired to such a claim
by a valid location, than it is for any other grant from the Tnited States. The language of the act is that the locators "shall have the exclusive right of possession
and enjoyment of all the surface included within the lines of their locations," which
is to continue until there shall be a failure to do the requisite amount of work
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within the prescribed time. Congress has seen fit to make the possession of that.
part of the public lands which is valuable for ninerals separable from the fee, and
to provide for the existence of an exclusive right to the possession, while the paramount title to the land remains in the United States. In furtherance of this policy
it was enacted by sect. 9 of the act of Feb. 27, 1865, c. 64 (13 Stat. 441, Rev. Stat.,
sect, 910), that no possessory action between individuals in the courts of the United
States for the recovery of mining titles should he affected by the-fact that the paramount title to the land was in the United States, and that each case should be
adjudged by the law of possession.

December 21,1893, John D. McKenzie filed his homestead app]ication for lot. 16 of section 25, T. 8 S., R. 1 W., being part of the land
embraced in this mining claim. A few days prior to this time, to wit:
on December 4, 1893, homestead applications for other portions of the
land included within the mining claim had been tendered by Matthew
E. Arnerich, Paul J. Arnerich and Charles P. Cole. No notice of these
homestead applications was given to the mineral claimants. Each
application was accompanied by the usual non-mineral affidavit, but in
none of the applications was it alleged that the mineral claimants had
abandoned the claim or that exploration and development subsequent
to the former hearing or trial had shown the land to be non-mineral in
character or that the former decision was based upon fraud or mistake
such as would justify further inquiry into the character of the land.
The several homestead applications were rejected by the local officers
on account of the mining claim. On appeal by the homestead claimants, which was without notice to the mineral claimants, your office,
attributing to the prior departmental decision merely the quality and
effect of a mineral return in the public surveys, reversed the action of
the local officers, and held that there was no mineral entry or application
for patent of record, and that a bare mineral survey did not segregate
the land or withhold it from appropriation by any qualified applicant.
In accordance with that ruling these applications were allowed and
placed on record, but without notice to the mineral claimants.
November 10, 1894, your office addressed a letter to the United States
surveyor general directing him to re-lot those portions of the legal subdivisions embraced within the mineral survey lines, said mineral survey
to be thereafter ignored. In a subsequent letter to the surveyor general it was said by your office: "It was intended by said letter to
obliterate said mineral survey." The action taken in these letters was
equally without notice to the mineral claimants.
July 20, 1895, the State of California filed indemnity school selection
for lots 1 and 8, Sec. 31, T. 8 S., R. 1 E., and on February 10, 1896,
indemnity school selection for lots 7 and 8, Sec. 30, T. 8 S., . 1 E.,
embracing portions of the land within the mining claim. These selections were apparently intended to be made for the benefit of C. P. Owen
and V. A. Scheller. Upon consideration of such selections a hearing
was ordered by your office letter of March 13, 1896, to determine the
character of the lands covered thereby, it being held that the former
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departmental decision was the equivalent of a mineral- return within
the meaning of paragraph 110 of the mining regulations, as amended
by circular of July 21, 1894 (19 L. D., 5). While these proceedings
were pending, James V. Coleman, Cecilia C. May, Isabelle C. May and
E. F. Preston, as successors in interest of the Santa Clara Mining
Association, presented an application for patent to this mining claim,
describing the land by the original mineral survey mad6.and approved
ire 1882. This application was received by the local officers, and notice
thereof was published and posted.
-By your office letter of May 26, 1896, further action upon this application for a mining patent was suspended, it being held that it was
error to receive the same for lands already segregated by homestead
entries and State selections, and the local officers were directed to
cite the mineral claimants to the hearing ordered on the State selections. In some way which is not material, the present homestead
claimants came into this hearing and participated therein as though
they had originally been made parties thereto. All the opposing
claimants, agricultural and mineral, appeared on October 6, 1896,
at which date the taking of evidence in regard to the character of
the land was commenced. Before any evidence was introduced the
mineral claimants filed a protest against the hearing, alleging that the
question as to the character of the land was res judicata, having been
finally determined by the Department in 1885. This protest was overruled and the hearing proceeded. The several homestead claims and
State selections were treated by the local officers as independent but
closely connected cases. March 4, 1897, the register and receiver rendered joint opinions, holding in each case that the land covered by the
particular homestead entry, or State selection, was valuable only for
agricultural purposes. On appeal by the mineral claimants your office
affirmed the decisions below, whereupon further appeal was taken to
the Department.
Your office followed the method adopted by the local office of ignoring the mining claim as an entirety and treating each of the homestead
entries and State selections as an independent case; but the several
entries and State selections being in conflict with the same mining.
claim, all the cases having been briefed and argued as practically one
case, and there being but one matter in dispute, viz: the character of
the land, the entire controversy will be considered and disposed of in
this decision.
The first question is whether your office erred in allowing the homestead applications to go of record in the face of departmental decision
of August 24, 1885, holding the land to be mineral in character.
Under the public land laws of the United States lands valuable for
their mineral deposits can be disposed of only under the mining laws.
Mining Co. V. Consolidated Mining Co. (102 U. S., 167); Deffeback v.
Hawke (11.5 U. ., 404); Colorado Coal Co. v. United States (123 U. S.,
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327). In administering the public land laws the duty of determining
the character of the land, whether mineral or non-mineral, and seeing
to it that the public lands are disposed of only as authorized by law,
is one which rests upon the land department, of which the Secretary of
the Interior is the head. By the decision of August 24, 1885, the Seeretary of the Interior, as the head of that department, declared the
land here in question to be principally valuable for its mineral deposits,
and so long as that decision remains undisturbed it is binding upon all
the officers of the land department and prevents disposition of the
land in any other way than as prescribed by the laws specially authorizing the sale of mineral lands.
A mistake was made by your office in giving to the decision of the
Department merely the effect of a mineral return and allowing the
homestead claimants to make entry of the land upon the mere filing of
a non-mineral affidavit.
Eere there had been not only a mineral survey, but also a contest
between mineral and agricultiral claimants. The character of the land
had been put in issue, a large amount of testimony had been submitted
on that point, and after consideration thereof the Department had held
-the land to be mineral in character. The effect of that decision could
not be overcome or impaired by the mere allegation that the land contained no valuable mineral; nor could the mineral claimants be called
upon to again sustain the mineral character of the land upon a mere
repetition of the allegation made by the original agricultural claimants
that it is not mineral land. (Stinchfield v. Pierce, 19 L. D., 12; Dargin
et al. v. Koch, 20 L. D., 384; McCharles v. Roberts, 20 L.D.,564; Mackall et al. v. Goodsell, 24 L. D., 553; Leach et al. v. Potter, 24 L. D., 573;
Town of Aldridge v. Craig, 25 L. D., 505; Wilson v. Davis, 25 L. D., 514.)
To secure a hearing whereby the effect of that decision might be overcome it was necessary for the agricultural applicants to allege that
exploration and development subsequent to the former hearing or trial
had shown the land to be non-mineral or that the former- decision was
based upon fraud or mistake such as would justify further inquiry into
the character of the land. At such a hearing proof of the abandonment of the mining claim would have been a circumstance tending to
show that the mineral claimants deemed the land worthless for mining
1purposes. In the case of MeCharles v. Roberts, strra, it is said that
abandonment of the mining claim must be alleged and proven to avoid
the effect of a former decision holding the land to be mineral, but a
\nUore accurate statement of the matter is that the allegation and proof
of abandonment are material only in so far as they tend to disclose the
estimate placed upon the value of the land for mining purposes by one
who has been engaged in the exploration thereof and l,-ho was most
interested in sustaining its declared mineral quality.
The usual non-mineral affidavit filed, by each homestead claimant
with his application, and by the State with its indemnity selections,
12781-VOL 28-23
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was not sufficient either to overcome the prior decision of the Department or to justify a re-examination of a question of fact theretofore
fairly tried and deliberately determined. It follows that the homestead
applications were improperly allowed and the hearing upon the State's
indemnity selections was ordered without a proper basis therefor.
But notwithstanding the irregularity in the proceedings leading up
to the hearing in these cases, the testimony submitted has been carefully considered, and to give to it its due weight it must be kept in
mind that as the land has been heretofore held to be mineral in character the burden of proof is manifestly upon the agricultural claimants
and it is incumbent upon them to clearly overcome the effect of that
decision.

Of the witnesses for the agricultural claimants, only three, Bradford,
Lance and Gleason, were experienced miners. Excepting Lance, who
had worked in the mine, none of them had explored the land under the
surface except to dig down a little here and there, mainly for the purpose of investigating the quality of the soil. From their testimony it
appears that while the greater part of the land claimed by the mineral
claimants is rough and covered to a great extent by dense brush and
scrub oak, there are large portions which can 'be cleared and cultivated
at a profit, the soil being adapted to the culture of fruit trees and grape
vines.
Witness W. E. Bradford testified that be had been engaged in quicksilver mining about twelve years; that in September, 1892, he visited
the land claimed by McKenzie; that he had been there two or three
times since. On these trips he spent several hours examining the
ground; picked up several small stones and looked at them closely
and also kicked the soil here and there, but saw no indications of mineral, and did not investigate below the surface.
ecalled in rebuttal,
he testified that he had also been over the land covered .by the other
agricultural claims and had knocked off pieces of rock here and there
with a hammer, and that he found only barren country rock with no
traces of quicksilver.
Witness Richard Lance, jr., testified that he has known the land in
dispute since 1875; that he worked for about twelve years in the Guadalupe- quicksilver mine which is on Mexican-grant land adjoining the
land in question on the northeast; that he is familiar with the nature,
extent, and direction of the shafts, cuts, drifts, and tunnels made by the
mining association in search of ore; that the main shaft, which is six
hundred feet deep, is situated on the grant land, northeast of. the land
in dispute; that from the bottom of this shaft a tunnel or drift runs
six hundred feet in a southeasterly direction, thence east about two
hundred feet, from which point an incline'shaft runs southeast; that
at the end of this incline shaft a new station was made and drifts were
run thence about five hundred feet south and one hundred and fifty
feet north; that none of these shafts or drifts were on the lands here
-
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in dispute; that about five hundred or six hundred feet southeast of
the main shaft is the mouth of a tunnel known as the "Road Tunnel'';
that this tunnel runs south about two hundred feet; that the mine shut
down in 1884; that the ore had given out at that time; that the distance from the main working shaft to McKenzie's claim is about five
thousand or six thousand feet, and none of the drifts or tunnels run in
that direction; and that no ore or quicksilver was ever developed by
the mineral claimants or by anyone for them upon any of the lands in
dispute.
Witness A. M. Gleason testified that he had been engaged in mining
'for forty years; that he examined the land in contest in 1860 and again
a few days before this hearing; that there is no quicksilver rock on the
southwest side of Guadalupe creek; that he found no indications of
quicksilver on the land claimed by McKenzie; that he picked up pieces
of rock and examined ledges on the other agricultural claims but found
only barren country rock with no signs of quicksilver; that he did not
investigate below the surface.
From the testimony introduced on behalf of the mineral claimant it
appears that the Guadalupe quicksilver mine is one of the oldest in
that part of' the country and that two or three million dollars worth of
ore has been extracted from it. The main works of the company are
located on Mexican-grant land, northeast of the lands in controversy
and southwest of a creek referred to in the record as "Guadalupe
Creek," but named on the maps as "Arroyo de los Capitancillos." This
is the creek to which witness Gleason referred when he testified that
there was " no quicksilver rock on the southwest side of Guadalupe
creek." In that he was clearly istaken because it appears by apparently indisputable evidence that the mineral claimants took quantities
-f quicksilver from southwest of this creek. It also appears that the
receiver of the mining association was required to account to certain
general creditors of the association for about.$70,000 worth of quick.
silver mined by him from- the lands here in contest, which lie southwesterly from the creek. The witness Lance had stated that the tunnels and underground workings of the mine do not any of them extend
to the land in controversy and that they run in a southeasterly, and
not in a southwesterly, direction from the main shaft, which.he locates
southwesterly from the creek and near to but northeasterly from -the
land in controversy. The witness is in error in his statement respecting the direction taken by these tunnels and underground workings,
because some of them are clearly shown to take a southwesterly'direction and to reach the land here in question.
John B. Treadwell on behalf of the mineral claimants testified that
he is a civil mining engineer and. deputy United States mineral surveyor; that he made the mineral survey of this mining claim in 1882;
that he has examined the mine underground to determine the trend
or pitch of the ore body; that he found it to be a fissure filled with
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cinnabar ore, having a general pitch to the south and southwest; that
theflture of this mine is in the ore body that lies in the same direction
south and southwest from the main shaft, which underlies principally
the land, of which survey was made by him; that from his experience
in mines and mining he believes this ore body may be expected to
underlie the whole of this territory, and without this the future of the
claim has a poor outlook; that the Road tunnel is about four hundred
feet long, starts on grant land and runs in a southwesterly direction
into this mining claim, and that in his opinion the land here involved
is many times more valuable for mining than for agricultural purposes.
Herbert P. Thayer testified that he was the assistant superintendent
and cashier of the Santa Clara Mining Association from 1879 to 1894;
that his duties were both above and below the surface; that since 1894
he has been in the mine eight or ten times; that the main or "engine
shaft" is six hundred feet deep; that drifts were run and ore extracted
from the two hundred-foot level; that at the six hundred-foot level a
-drift was rn south about 335 feet, thence east and west about four
hundred or six.hundred feet each way; that from the end of "No. 6
east drift" an incline shaft was run southwest about six hundred feet
to what was nown as the "No. 10 level;" that valuable drifts were
opened in this incline shaft ol an average of fifty feet apart; that these
underground works represented. an expenditure of over a. quarter of a
million of dollars; that " all of this work or the majority of it oi the
lower levels was upon the land in contest;" that in later years some
work was done on the upper levels and a tunnel, called the "Road
Tunnel" was run into the side of a hill; that there are three distinct
veins of ore on the entire mining claim; that all the work was done
upon the main vein which runs south and west; that another vein run*ning almost opposite to this, pitches into a hill a little north of McKenzie's claim; that about half a mile south of the McKenzie claim there
is a tremendous outcropping of cinnabar; that these outcroppings are
on this mining claim; that no actual mining has been done by the
mineral claimants since December 15, 1884; that work was stopped
then until some pending litigation could be settled; that the mine
had not been more than half prospected and was not worked out; and
that the distance from the main working shaft to the boundary of
McKenzie's claim is 3440 feet.
Henry May testified that he was appointed receiver of the Guadalupe
mine on July 9, 1880, and acted as receiver until December. 1883; that
his wife is one of the present owners of the mine; that at the time he
took charge as receiver the superintendent was working in all the available portions of the mine, but on account of matters growing out of the
receivership work was stopped upon the land here involved; that drifts
No. 6 west, No. 6 south, and the Road tunnel extended into this land
and work in them was stopped on account of the order of the court;
that the ore in the Guadalupe mine dips in a southwesterly direction
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at an angle that would carry it under this land; that there are three
distinct ledges of quicksilver ore on the entire mining claim; that there
are several outeroppings of cinnabar ledge on the land here involved;
that drift No. 6 west runs into this lauld about three hundred and fifty
feet and the Road Tunnel about one hundred feet; that drift No.
west also goes into this land about one hundred feet; and that no work
could be done after 1885 on account of the litigation in which the mine
was involved.
Thomas P. B. Hicks testified for the mineral claimants but his testimony is shown to be so prejudiced that it is not entitled to muh weight
and need not be recited.
James Pierce testified that he has known the land in question since
1877; that he has been employed as a watchman at the Guadalupe
mine for several years; that the land in controversy has been enclosed
by a fence since 1887; that this fence was broken by the homestead
claimants at the time they made settlement; that witness warned them
off, but they became threatening and said they intended to stay; that
ledges of quicksilver rock are found all over the land embraced within
the mining claim, and that there is a ledge of quicksilver rock in front
of McI•Ienzie's house and another just to the east of it.
Edgar F. Preston testified that he is a part owner of the Guadalupe
mine and has represented the mining association and the succeeding
mineral claimants for a number of years as attorney. He gives the
details of the litigation in which the property was involved from 1881
to 1892, and states that the present owners did not acquire title until
after the decree of the United States circuit court, made in 1892; that
the mine could not be worked while this litigation was pending; that
shortly after the decree was rendered in 1892, Maria L. Coleman, the
principal owner by purchase under that decree, died, and this prevented the working of the mine during the settlement of her estate;
that witness has been all over the land in question a number of times;
that there are cinnabar oteroppings thereon in several places; that
the workings of the Guadalupe mine extend under this land and a large
quantity of metal was taken therefrom until work thereon was stopped
by order of the court.
From this analysis of the evidence it does not appear that the agricultural claimants have succeeded in establishing by a preponderance
of the evidence that all or any portion of the land covered by the mining claim is more valuable for agricultural purposes than for mining.
Considering the mining claim as an entirety, the land is shown to be
many times more valuable for mining than for agricultural purposes,
and considering the agricultural claims separately and independently,
the agricultural claimants have not successfully sustained the burden
of proof placed upon them as a result of te departmental decision of
August 24, 18S5. It must therefore be held that the mineral status
given to these lands by that decision has not been overcome and remains
undisturbed.

\
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It is urged that the homestead claimants are entitled to special
consideration because, relying upon the action of your office in ordering the allowance of their entries, they have settled upon and improved the tracts claimed by them; but of this it need. only be said
that, with full knowledge of the prior departmental decision holding
the land to be mineral and with full knowledge of the rights asserted
under the mining claim, they procured the allowance of their entries
without giving the mineral claimants any notice thereof or affording
them an opportunity to be heard, and then entered into possession of
the land against the protest of the mineral claimants, so that their
present situation is altogether one of their own making.
The homestead entries and State selections being for land which is
shown to be mineral in character and therefore subject to disposition
only under the mining laws, the homestead entries will be canceled, the
State selections will be rejected and the suspension of the mineral
claimants application for patent will be revoked.
The decisions of your office are accordingly reversed.

SCHOOL LANDS-INDEMNITY-GREAT SIOUX RESERVATION.
STATE OF NEBRASKA.
The directions contained in the act of March 2, 1889, restoring lands in the Great
Sioux reservation to the pblic domain, that said lands should be subject to
disposal only to actual settlers, on the payment of a fixed price therefor, and
that the moneys accruing from such disposal should form a part of the permanent Indian fund, constituted an appropriation of said lands for the specific
purpose of creating an Indian fund, and an ihibition upon their disposal in any
other ihanuer. Said lands are therefore not subject to selection as school indemnity for losses within said reservation, and the ertification of lands thus selected

is ieffective, and the State takes no title thereby.
The case of the State of Nebraska, 18 L. D., 124, overruled.

Secretary Hitchcockc to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, May
(E. F. .)
5 1899.
(W. V. I).)
The Department is in receipt of a communication from your office of
July 5, 1898, submitting for consideration a list of school indemnity
selections made by the State f Nebraska of lands lying within the
Great Sioux Indian reservation, in that State, in lieu of lands lost in
place within the limits of said reservation, and asking to be advised of
the status of similar selections approved to said State May 22, 1897,
and of what action is necessary in the premises in the event that the
present list should not be approved.
It appears from your said communication that the lands included in
the present list were inadvertently omitted from the list approved May
22, 1897, under departmental decision of February 12, 1894 (18 L. D.,
124), in which it was held that the State of Nebraska is entitled to
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select lands within the limits of said reservation as indemnity for
school lands lost in place in said reservation. In the case of State of
South Dakota (26 L. D., 347), involving the right of that State to select
lahds within the limits of the Great Sioux reservation, in lieu of school
lands lost in place outside of said reservation, it was held that these
lands are subject to disposal under the homestead law only, and that
there is no authority vested in the Department to dispose of them,
except in the manner and for the purposes contemplated by the act of
March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 888), which requires that payment shall be
made for all the land within said reservation, the proceeds to be applied
to the permanent fund of the Indians, and that therefore said lands are
not subject to selection as indemnity under the school land grant.
Unless there is some statutory provision that takes the State of
Nebraska out of the operation of this act, these decisions are evidently
in conflict.
The act of April 19, 1864 (13 Stat., 47), providing for the admission
of Nebraska into the Union, contained the usual grant of school lands,that is, of sections sixteen and thirty-six in every township,
and when such sections have been sold, or otherwise disposed of, by any act of Congress other lands, equivalent thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one
quarter section, and as contiguous as may be.

This reservation was created by the treaty of April 29, 1868 (15 Stat.,
635), and at that time was wholly within the limits of the Territory of
Dakota, organized by the act of March 2,1861 (12 Stat., 239), which
directed the usual reservation of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections
for school purposes, when the lands should be surveyed.
By act of March 28, 1862 (22 Stat., 35), the northern boundary of
Nebraska was extended so as to include all that portion of the Territory
of Dakota lying south of the forty-third parallel of north latitude and
east of the Key apaha river and west of the main channel of the Missouri
river, which embraced a part of this reservation. This act declared that
the northern boundary of the State shall be extended to said forty-third parallel as
fully and effectually as if said lands had been included in the boundaries of said
State at the time of its admission to the Union.

This carried with it such rights, grants and privileges, in the added
area as the State would have possessed had the added area been originally included within the political boundaries of the State, and no
more. Aong these was the grant of lands for the support of common
schools.
The lands in this added area remained in reservation and unsurveyed
until the act of March 2, 1889, supra, which created separate reservations from portions of the Great Sioux reservation, and restored the
remainder of said lands to the public domain, except certain islands
therein specified, to be disposed of by the United States to actual settlers only, but provided that the lands should be paid for at a certain
price therein named, and that all money accruing from the disposal
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thereof should be aid into the Treasury of the United States for the
benefit of said Indians as part of their permanent fund.
It is evident that Congress did not contemplate that these lands
should be subject to selection by the State as indemnity to compensate
for shool lands lost in place, or for deficiencies in townships, either in
or outside of the, reservation, without compensation being paid therefor, for the reason that such a disposition would tend to defeat the plain
purpose of the act, which was to create a fund which should be set
apart for the benefit of the Indians.
This is clearly shown by the obligation imposed upon the United
States by the 24th section, which reserves for the use and benefit of the
public schools the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, but provides that
the United States shall pay to the Indians, out of any moneys in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of one dollar and twentyfive cents per acre therefor. This intent is also plainly manifested by
the provision contained in the 21st section of the act, which imposes
upon the United States the obligation to take all of said lands remaining undisposed of at the end of ten years, and to pay for the same the
graduated price fixed by the statute, which is to be credited to said
Indians as part of their permanent fund.
No reason is apparent why Congress should provide for payment by
the United States to the Indians for the sixteenth and thirty-sixth seetions, which are reserved for school purposes, and make no provision
for making like payment for other lands selected by the State as indemnity, if it was intended that the other lands in the reservation should
be subject to such indemnity selection.
The reservation of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections for the
benefit of public schools, with the obligation of the United States to
pay to the Indians the price fixed by the act for the lands so reserved,
can not be exteilded by implication to lands not reserved.
While Congress gave to Nebraska indenmity for sections sixteen and
thirty-six where sold or otherwise disposed of by any act of Congress,
there is nothing illogical or inconsistent in the action of Congress
denying to the State the right to take its indemnity from a particular
body of lands and requiring it to seek such indemnity elsewhere. The
directions contained in this act respecting the disposition of these lands
constituted an appropriation of them by an act of Congress for the
specific purpose of raising funds for the Indians and was an inhibition
upon their disposal in any other manner. No right to lands under an
indemnity selection can be obtained unless they are at the time subject
to selection. The act of February 28, 1891, amending sections 2275
and 2276 of the Revised Statutes relating to school indemnity lands
provides that they shall be selected from any unappropriated, surveyed public lands, not mineral in character, within the State or Territory where such losses or deficiencies of school sections occur," but as
before shown the lands here selected were not unappropriated.
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The certification of such lands to the State of Nebraska was as clearly
contrary to the terms of the statute and the agreement with the Indiaus
as was the certification to South Dakota of the lands involved in the
ldecision reported in 26 L. D. at page 347, where it was held that the
certification was null and void and ineffectual to convey to the State
any right or title, for the reason that the lands certified were not of the
character intended to be granted under the provision for school indenT
nity lands. (Weeks v. Bridgman, 159 U. S., 541), and hence it is the
duty of the Department to execute the trust imposed by the statute
and dispose of the lands for the benefit of the Indians, regardless of
such certification.
The decision reported in 18 L. D., at page 124, must give way to the
latter decision reported in 26 L. ID., 347, and to the views herein
expressed.
The action which was taken in the South Dakota case should be
taken in this-to wit, that in view of the fact that the State may have
disposed of some of the tracts since certification, an opportunity should
be afforded the State or its grantees to obtain relief by legislation
authorizing the purchase of the lands certified at the price fixed by the
21st section of the act of March 2, 1889, and to this end, you will withhold from entry all lands so certified, and notify the State of this action
that it may take such steps as it may deem proper.
The list accompanying your said communication of July , 1898, is
herewith returned without approval.

PRACTICE-NOTICE OF CONTEST-SERVICE-ATTORNEY IN FACT.

NORMAN V.PHIENIX ZINC MINING AND SMELTING CO.
Service of notice of contest upon the attorney-in-fact for the defendant is not sufficient, in the absence of proof that such attorney-in-fact was .empowere to
receive service on behalf of the defendant.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, May
(W. V. D.)
5, 1899.
(J. L.' Mc.)
The Phcenix. Zinc Mining and Smelting Company, on January 29,
1893, filed in the local office mineral application No. 62, for the Buck
Branch placer mining claim, embracing the W. 4 of the SW.4 of See. 5;
the NE. of the SE. of Sec. 6; the N. of the SE. 1 of the SE. 4 of
Sec. 6; the NE. 1 of the NE. 14of the NE. of Sec. 7; and the NW.
of the NW. 4 of the NW. 4 of Sec. 8, T. 17 N., R. 14 W. of the fifth
principal meridian, larrison land district, Arkansas.
On February 20, 1897, Simon B. Norman filed a corroborated affidavit,
in the nature of a contest, involving the character of that part of the
land embraced in said application, described as the NE. 14of the NE.4
of the NE. '1 of See. 7, and the INW. 4 of the NW. 4 of the NW. of
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See. 8. It is alleged that the land thus described is non-mineral, imore
valuable for agricultural than for mining purposes; also that said
Phoenix Zinc Mining and Smelting Company has wholly abandoned

said claim, and has done no assessment work thereon since filing its
application as above. At the same time he presented his application
to make entry under the homestead law, of the N. of the SW. i of the
NE. a, the SE. of the SW. I of the NE.4, and the N. of the NE. ,
of See. 7, and the NW. 4-of the NW. of Sec. 8, said township and
range. This application was rejected, and citation issued for a hearing,
to be had May 5, 1897,-service being had upon George McCray, whose
name appears in different places in the record as "attorney-in-fact" of
said mining company.
The only question presented is the sufficiency of this service, which
was accepted by the local office and by your office as sufficient.
An attorney-in-fact is a private or special attorney, appointed for some particular
or definite purpose not connected with a proceeding at law, the formal authority
by which he is appointed being called a letter or power of attorney, in which is
expressed the particular act or acts for which he is appointed (Weeks on Attorneys,
Sec. 28).

The powers of an attorney-in-fact are limited by the language of the
instrument constituting him such; and as there is no copy of the
power of attorney given to MeCray in the record, what act or acts he
was appointed to perform is left wholly uncertain. It was altogether
irregular to proceed to render final decision in the case in the absence
of any showing as to whether McCray had authority to receive service
in behalf of the company.
The conclusion that the service on McCray was sufficient can not be
reached by a negative process of reasoning; namely, that in the absence of any showing that McCray was not invested with general powers,
it is to be presumed that he was invested with such powers. Service
of notice must be affirmatively shown by the contestant, and service
upon the attorney-in-fact for the defendant company is not sufficient
in the absence of proof that such attorney-in-fact was empowered to
receive service on behalf of the company. There being no affirmative
evidence of proper service in this case, the local office should not have
proceeded with the contest, and your office should not have undertaken
to decide the case on the testimonyi submitted by the contestant.
The case is accordingly remanded to your office, with direction to
return the papers to the local office for further proceedings upon
proper notice, if contestant should so desire.

BARRY

. HENDRICKS.

Motion for rehearing denied by Secretary Hitchcock May 5, 1899.
See departmental decision of March 2, 1899 (28 L. D., 160).
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RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMINITY SELECTIONS-FOREST RESERIVATION.
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA R. B.

Co.

The directions in section 2, of the railroad grant of July 25, 1866, that on the filing
of the map of survey of the road the "secretary of the Interior shall withdraw
from sale public lands herein granted," etc., are applicable only to the lands
within the primary limits of the grant.
A Tight conferred under a railroad grant to select indemnity within certain defined
limits does not prevent Congress from otherwise appropriating or disposing of
the lands within said limits at any time before a selection thereof becomes
effective; and the establishment of a forest reservation that includes such lands,
prior to the approval of selections therefor is such an appropriation of said lands
as to defeat-the right of indemnity selection.
The case of the Southern Pacific R. R. Co., 28 L. D., 281, cited and followed.

Secretary llitchcock to the Conmmissioner of the General Land Office ay
(W. V. D.)
5, 1899.
(E. F. B.)
Oi] August 7, 1895, the Oregon and California Railroad Company
filed in the local land office at Oregbn City, Oregon, an application to
select certain lands situated in township 1 south, range 6 east, embraced
and described in list No. 24, as indemnity for lands lost to the company
under the grant of July 25, 1866 (14 Stat., 239), to aid in the construction of said road. The local officers rejected said application for the
reason that the lands applied for are within the limits of the Bull Run
timber-land reserve created by proclamation of the President of June
17, 1892 (27 Stat., 1027), under the provisions of the 24th section of the
act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095).
Your office affirmed the action of the local officers rejecting said
application and the company has appealed from your decision assigning
error
in holding that sid lands were public lands within the L.eaning of section 24, act
of March 3, 1891, and therefore subject to forest reservation thereunder.

The tracts in controversy, selected and embraced in list 24, are
within the indemnity limits of the grant to said company and also
within the limits of the Bull Run timber-land reserve.
In support of its appeal the company contends that the granting act
commanded the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw for the benefit of
the company the sections of land of the designated numbers within the
indemnity limits of said grant as well as within the place limits thereof,
and that this withdrawal was accordingly made in 1870; that although
au order was issued by the Secretary of the Interior in 1887 purporting
to revoke this withdrawal of indemnity lands, it could not and did not
have the effect of nullifying the statute and the order made in pursuance thereof; that neither in the act authorizing the forest reservation nor the proclamation of the President establishing the same, was
it intended to include land previously reserved for the benefit of the
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railroad company under its grant; and that prior to the establishing of
the forest reservation the railroad company applied to select these
lands but the application was rejected by the local officers because the
lands were not then surveyed, from which ruling au appeal was prosecuted to your office and was there pending when the forest reservation
was established.
A question similar to that involved in the last proposition was presented in the case of Southern Pacific Railroad Company (28 L. D., 28 ),
which arose upon an application by said company to select as indemnity
lands lying within the limits of the Sierra forest reserve, established
Lnder the 24th section of the act of March 3, 1891.
In that case it was claimed that the application had been filed in the.
local office and was pending at the date the forest reserve was created,
and that the tract selected was then subject to selection under the
terms of the grant, and was excepted from the operation of the proclamation creating the reservation. But it was held that as the selection
had not been approved by the Secretary of te Interior at the date of
the proclamation establishing the reservation the title remained in the
United States subject to its disposal and that the reservation of the
land for the purposes contemplated by the 24th section of the act of
March 3, 1891, was such a disposition of the land as to defeat the right
of selection although the tract may have been subject to selection at
the time the preliminary proceedings were taken by the company. It
vas also held that the inchoate right acquired by the company under
an unapproved selection pending at the date of the proclamation, was
not protected by the clause in the proclamation excepting fom its
operation all lands which may have been prior to the date thereof
embraced in any legal entry or covered by any lawful filing duly of
record in tile local land office.
The other contentions are rested upon the provision in the second
section of the granting act directing that upon the filing of a map of
survey of the road, "the Secretary of the Iterior shall withdraw from
sale public lands herein granted on each side of said railroad so far as
located and within the limits before pecified." The Secretary of the
Interior did, on March 26, 1870, withdraw the lands within both the
primary and indemnity limits which it is insisted was made in obedience to the statutory mandate contained in said section, and that by
such withdrawal the lands were appropriated and removed from the
category of public lands. It is also insisted that said withdrawal
remains in full force, notwithstanding the purported revocation thereofi
as to the indemnity limits, by the Secretary of the Interior in 1887.
Your office held that under the rulings of the Department in the case
of Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Miller (7 L. D., 100) and Northern
Pacific R. R. Co. v. Davis (19 L. D., 87), the withdrawal was of no force
or effect as to the indemnity limits and therefore did not specially consider its revocation.
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A determination of the question here presented does not depend upon
the validity or invalidity of that withdrawal of indemnity lands. The
direction to the Secretary to withdraw lands on account of said grant
was limited to the lands " herein granted" and did not include indemnity lands. The withdrawal of indemnity lands, if effective, rested upon
executive power and authority and was subject to revocation by the
same power and authority which created it. In this respect this grant
does not differ materially from the grant to the Oregon Central R. R.
Co., made by the act of May 4,1870 (16 Stat., 94). See Oregon and California R. R. Co. v. Bales (28 L. D., 231).
If a valid withdrawal of lands for indemnity purposes was made for
the benefit of this grant, such withdrawal conferred no vested right in
the company to any of the lands within the indemnity limits, but the
full legal title and right of disposal of such lands remained in the goverminent until they were actually selected and approved by the Secretary of the Interior. The right to indemnity conferred by the grant is
merely a right to select public lands within designated limits under
certain contingencies, but no title to ay particular land vested in the
company until after a selection had been made and approved. Kansas
Pacific R. R. Co. v. Atchison R. R. Co. (112 U. S., 414); Wisconsin R. R.
v. Price Co. (133 IJ. S., 496); United States v. M. K. & T. Ry. Co. (141
U. S., 358).
The withdrawal of lands for the benefit of a. grant reserves them
from other disposition under the laws providing for the disposal of the
public domain, but it confers no rights as against the government
which did not exist without such withdrawal. The provision in the
grant giving the company the right to select within defined limits other
lands to supply deficiencies occurring in the granted limits, does not
prevent Congress from otherwise appropriating or disposing of the
lands within such indemnity limits at its pleasure at any time before a
selection thereof becomes effective by the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior. In Wisconsin B. R. Co. v. Price (133 U. S., 496, 512), the
court said:
The government was, indeed, under a promise to give the company indemnity
lands in lieu of what might be lost by the canses mentioned. But such promise
passed no title, and, until it was executed, created no legal interest which could lie
enforced in the courts. (See also Missouri, Kansas and Texas Ry. Co. v. United
States, 14 U. S.,358.)

But the clearest and most positive expression of the court as to
the right of the company to indemnity lands, and of the absolute power
of the government to dispose of all lands within indemnity limits at
any time prior to selection by the company and approval by the Secre'tary of the Interior, is in Kansas Pacific R. R. Co. v. Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe R. R. Co. (112 U. S., 414, 421), in which it is said:
For what was thus excepted other lands were to be selected from adjacent lands,
if any then remained, to which no other valid claims had originated. But what
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unappropriated lands would thus be found and selected could not be known before
actual selection. A right to select them within certain limits, in case of deficiency
within the ten-mile limit, was alone conferred, not a right to any specific land or
lands capable of identification by any principles of law or rules of measurement.
Neither locality nor quantity is given from which such lands could be ascertained.
If, therefore, when such selection was to be made, the lands from which the deficiency was to be supplied had been appropriated by Congress to other purposes, the
right of selection became a bairen right, for until selection was made the title
remained in the government, subject to its disposal at its pleasure.

The decision of your office rejecting said list of selections is affirmed.

SCHOOL LANDS-SETTLEMENT PRIOR TO SITRATEY-ADJITSTMIENT.

MUNRO ET AL. V. STATE OF WASHINGTON.
A settlement under the donation law prior to survey does not except the land covered thereby from the operation of the grant of school lands, where after survey
the settler abandons his claim without asserting any right thereto before the
Land Department.
In determining the amount of school indemnity land to which a State is entitled on
account of a fractional township, the entire quantity of land in said township
is the basis of adjustment, irrespective of the fact that a part of said township
may be embraced within an Indian reservation.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, May
(F. W. C.)
(W. V. D.)
5, 1899.

:

Separate appeals have been filed on behalf of John Munro and Edson
Gerry, agent for Mary F. Thurston, from your office decision of August
6, 1897, rejecting their applications to enter certain portions of See. 16,
T. 38 N., R. 2 E., Seattle land district, Washington, because, as held in
said decision, the tracts have passed to the State on account of the
grant for school purposes.
These applications were filed on June 25, 1897, and were accompanied
by a certified copy of the proceedings of the Board of State Land Comnmissioners, under date of June 21, 1897, disclaiming any interest in and
to the lands applied for, upon the grounds- that one James Munro, in
the year 1859, which was prior to the government survey of the township, settled upon, took up, and improved as a donation claim under
the laws of the United States, the land embraced in said applications;
that the State has been fully compensated by the approval, by the
Secretary of the Interior, of the list dated May 4, 1895, for all deficiencies in said township number 38 north, range 2 east, and
that the State of Washington is not asserting through its Land Department or otherwise any claim of ownership in or to said lands first above described as being included
in the said James Munro's donation claim, and has no part of same listed or claimed
aniong the school lands belonging thereto.

Upon consideration of said applications to enter in connection with
the proceedings had by the State Land Commissioners, your office deci-
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sion of August 6, 1897, held that there was no authority under the

State constitution by which the State's title to school lands could be
disposed of except at public auction to the highest bidder; that the
lands covered by the applications by Munro and Thurston had passed
to the State on account of the school grant, and therefore said applications were rejected; from which action the applicants have, as before
stated, appealed to this Department.
An examination of the record submitted on appeal shows that these
lands were formerly embraced in the homestead claims of David Dealy
and Moses Younkiiia, who made settlement upon the lazd believing the
same to be a part, of the public land subject to homestead entry, and
made very valuable improvements thereon, the improvements by Dealy
being shown to be of the'value of about $8,000. Younkin was killed
upon the tract here in question by an Indian, and Dealybas since died.
For the relief of their widows an act was passed February-10, 1894
(28 Stat., 981), by which the State was authorized to select other lands
in lieu of those here in question, or to indicate its intention so to do,
whereupon Martha A. Dealy and Mary Younkin were to be permitted
to enter, under the homestead laws, the tracts embraced in their
several claims and to complete title thereto upon compliance with the
homestead laws.
The State was called upon by your office, through its proper officers,
to make selection or indicate its purpose to make selection of other
lands, as provided for in said act of February 10, 1894, and in response
thereto there was transmitted the veto by the governor of the State of
a bill passed by the State legislature, having as its object the carrying
into effect of the relief intended to be extended to the above mentioned
persons by the act of Congress before referred to. Said veto rested
upon the opinion of the Attorney General of the State that, in view of
article sixteen, sections one and two, of the State constitution, it was
not within the power of the legislature to part with the title to any of
the lands granted to the State for educational purposes until the full
value thereof had been paid into the treasury. It was dated March 11,
1895, and no further action appears to have been since taken with a
view to carrying into effect the relief intended to be granted by the act
of February 10, 1894, spra.
Relative to the State's claim to this land under the school grant, it
must be said that, so far as shown by the records, the, tracts here in
question were public lands free from all claim at the date of the public
'survey. The alleged claim of James Munro prior to survey appears to
rest upon the affidavit of said James Munro, corroborated by other
persons, to the effect that he settled upon, built a cabin and improved
a portion of the tract in question prior to the government survey, with
the intention of taking the same under the donation laws; that upon
survey, being informed that the tract was a portion of section sixteen,
and that he could not hold the land as against the State, he sold the
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improvements he had made upon the land and abandoned all claim
thereto. He does not appear to have ever filed a donation notification
or made other claim to the land through a proceeding before the surveyor general or the land department. The showing made relative to
said claim is not sfficient to defeat the operation of the school grant
upon the tract embraced therein, and it must therefore be held that
said tracts passed to the State upon their identification by the survey,
and that its claim to the same is a good and sufficient cause for rejecting applications to make entry thereof, unless the State has taken other
lands in lien thereof. (Thomas E. Watson, on review, 6 L. D., 71.)
IUpon the survey of this township it was found to be fractional, containing only 12,190.5 5 acres. Under the adjustment provided for in
section 2276 of the Revised Statutes, as the township contained a
greater quantity of land than one-half and not more than three-fourths,
of a township, the State became entitled on account of said township
to nine hundred and sixty acres for the benefit of the common schools.
It is contended that, as a portion of the land in this township was
embraced within an Indian reservation, such portion should be excluded
from the contents of the township in making the adjustment provided
for in said section. This contention can not be acceded to, as the full
quantity of lands included within the township, without regard to its
condition, is made the basis of the adjustment therein provided for.
The land covered by the applications nuder consideration amounting
to 270.50 acres has been treated as inuring to the State in place, in the
adjustment, so far as made, of the State's grant on account of this
township.
Selections have been made by the State for all deficiencies in this
township, aggregating six hundred and eighty acres, six hundred and
forty acres of which have been approved, leaving a selection of forty
acres yet undetermined, which, together with the 270.50 acres, the portions of section 16 in place shown by the survey to be free from other
claims and embraced in the applications now under consideration, make
a total of 950.50 acres, or 9.50 acres less than the State became entitled
to for common schools on account of said township.
It can not therefore be held, as claimed, that the State has been
indemnified on account of the tracts here in question, and for that
reason is prevented from asserting claim to the lands in place.
Relative to the disclaimer of interest by the Board of Land Commissioners, which accompanied the applications under consideration. it is
sufficient to state that on August 18, 1897, the Board of State Land
Commissioners passed; a further order rescinding and setting aside its
former order passed on the 21st of June, 1897.
Your office decision rejecting the applications by Jame Munro and
Edson Gerry, agent for Mary F. Thurston, is therefore affirmed.
Should the State's claim be eliminated, the meritorious parties entitled to complete entry of these lands would be those claiming under or
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through David Dealy aid Moses Younkin, for whose relief the act of
February 10, 1894, supra, was passed. It remains with the State, however, to extend this relief.

SETTLEMEIN1T RIGHT-RELISNQtTISI-IMENT-INTERVENING

WOD

CLAIM.

V. BOND.

One who goes npon land covered by the entry of another under an agreement with
the prior entryman that the entry shall be retinqnished for his benefit, acquires
no settlement right as against the intervening entry of a third party, made on
-the relinquishment of the prior entry, if he has taken no action toward securing the cancellation of said entry.

Aeting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(E. P.)
-May 6, 1899.
(W. V. D.)

*

The land involved in this appeal is the SE. of the SE. of Sec. 34,
and the SW. of the SW. of See. 35, T. 40 N., R. 4 W., Lewiston land
district, Idaho, and was formerly embraced in an entry of one David
E. Nil], who executed a relinquishmlient of the same on or about March
1, 1897.
March 3, 1897, William H. Bond filed Nill's relinquishment of said
land, and made homestead entry thereof.
March 12, 1897, David A Wood filed affidavit of contest against
Bond's entry, alleging, in substance, that at the time Bond made said
entry he had never resided upon or improved the land; that Nill had
abandoned the land for more than six months next prior to the date of
his relinquishment; that on March 3, 1897, the day on which Kill's
relinquishment was filed and Bond made his entry, affiant was the
owner, by purchase from Nill, of the improvements placed on the land
by Nill; that on said date, and for more than six months next prior
thereto, affiant was residing-with his family on the land; that said
improvements purehased from Nill, together with the improvements
placed on the land by affiant, were of the value of four hundred dollars; that at the time affiant pchased these improvements
ill
informned him that it was his intention to abandon the land and relinquish his claim to the same.
*May25, 1897, hearing was had before the local officers, and on June
12, 1897, they held that there was no evidence that contestant ever
applied for, or took any steps toward acquiring title to, said land, burt.
that he denuded it of its timber for sawmill purposes, as a matter of
commerce; that he was therefore a tresspasser, and violated the law
and the rules and regulations governing the use of timber on the public domain; and recommended that his contest be dismissed and Bond's
entry held intact.
12781-VOL 28 24
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Wood appealed, and your office, by decision of September 20, 1897
held as follows:
In my opinion the only question to determine in this controversy is, whether
WAlood,by virtue of eing an atnla] settler on the land when Nill's entry was
canceled, is entitled to the prior right of entry.
It is well settled that where a person settles on land which at the time is covered
by a valid existing entry, he can acquire no right as a settler against the entryman,
but on the cancellation of said entry the right of the settler to the land attaches on
that instant, and is prior to that of a subsequent entrymnan.
Your decision is therefore reversed, and H. E. 010 held sbject to Wood's prior
right.

Bond has appealed to the Department, alleging that your office erred
in holding that said Wood was a bona fide settler upon said land, and

in failing to take into consideration the undisputed evidence on the
part of contestee, to the effect that Wood did not intend to enter the
land, blt did intend to remove therefrom and abandon the same.
The record shows that about March 1, 1S96, Will, who at that time
had an entry for the land, made an agreement with Wood to sell the
latter his improvements on the land and relinquish the entry, on the
delivery to him by Wood of 35,000 feet of common lumber, at the rate
of eight dollars per thousand, one-half of which was to be delivered by
June 1, 1896, and the remainder within six months; that Will was to
relinquish the land as soon as the lumber was delivered, or as soon as
he was satisfied that the same would be delivered; that pursuant to
this agreement ITill left the land and gave Wood possession; that
Wood moved onto the land with his family April 3, 1896, and since
that time has continuously resided thereon; that up to August 6, 1896,
Wood had delivered to Nill, according to Wood's books, two hundred
and six of the two hundred and eighty dollars' worth of lumber which
he had agreed to give Kill for his improvements; that Wood had placed
-upon the land iprovements of the value of about two hundred dollars;
that he had cut from the land timber which had yielded from seventyfive thousand to one hundred thousand feet. of lumber; that he had
cultivated about one and a half acres of the land; that on March 3,
1897, Kill delivered to Bond, for the sum of fifty dollars, his relinquishment of the entry, whereupon Bond immediately filed the same and
made entry for the land; that Bond knew when he purchased said
relinquishment and entered the land that Wood was residing thereon
with his family; that Bond had never resided upon or iuproved the
land up to the date of the contest.
It will be seen that, under his agreement with Nill, Wood had been
occupying the land for nearly eleven months, and hd never taken any
steps to clear the record of Kill's entry, either by procuring a relinquishment thereof, or by initiating contest against the same.
The facts in this case are in all essential particulars similar to those
in the case of Newbaaks v. Thompson (22 L. D., 490), wherein it was
held that the settler, by his failure to contest the former entry, or procure the relinquishment of the same, not only subjected himself to the
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* rights of anyone who might choose to contest the entry, but also forfeited his rights as against the second entryinan, who made his entry
after tiling the relinquishment of the former entryman.
Several cases are referred to in the case cited wherein the Department held that the right of a bona fide settler residing upon land covered by the entry of another attaches eo instanti on the relinquishment
and cancellation of the entry, and that such right is superior to that of
a holnesteader who makes entry for the land immediately after the
relinquishment; but in those cases none of the settlers had gone upon
the land with the entryman's consent, and the settler's rights were held
to be superior to those of the intervening entrymaf because, under the
circumstances under which settlehient was made, the equities were in
the settler's favor; while in the cited case the settler's equities, by reason of his settlement, were more than offset by his action in allowing
the land to remain segregated by an entry which, by reason of his own
agreement with the entryman, was subject to contest.
Under the ruling in the above-cited case Wood's contest must be
dismissed, and Bond's entry held intact. Your office decision is there-,
fore reversed.
APPLICATION TO ENTER-INDEMNITY

SELECTION-ArrEAL.

FALJE V. MoE.
An application to enter lands included within a pending railroad indemnity selection, made in accordance with departmental rulings then in force confers no
right on the applicant where he does not attack the validity of such selection,
and no rights are gained by an appeal from the rejection of an application tts
presented.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Conmissioner of the General Land Office, May
(W.V. D.)
9, 1899.
(H. G.)
Henrich Faije appeals from the decision of your office of March 19,
1898, holding his application to enter as a homestead the E. t of the
SW. J. and lots 3 and 4 of section 7, T. 124 N., R. 44 W. (described in
the decision of your office as the SW. 4 of said section), in the Marshall,
Minnesota, land district, tendered May 21, 1896, subject to the right of
Arne D. Moe to enter said tract as a; homestead under his application
tendered November 9, 1891.
It appears from the decision of your office herein that the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company made indemnity selection of the tract in question, with other lands, on October 16, 1883, this
tract being selected in lieu of the SW. of Sec. 27, T. 138 N., R. 44 W.,
which tract is along the St. Vincent extension of its road.
Arne D. Moe, on November 9, 1891, made application to make homnestead entry of the tract involved in this appeal, and the local office
rejected his application because in conflict with the railroad selection.
He appealed, assigning as error the rejection of his application, alleg-
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ing that said selection was invalid. It does not appear that the railroad company had notice of his appeal. FaIje, the present appellant
before the Department, made application to enter as a homestead the
tract in dispute on May 21,1896, alleging that he had resided on the
tract since the spring of 1893.
is application was rejecte(l by the
local office because i conflict with the railroad selection and because
of Moe's prior application then pending on appeal. He appealed to
your office, alleging that the railroad selection was invalid and that he
bad, and Moe had not, settled upon the land. Notice of his appeal was
mailed to the railroad company, but not by registered letter, as
required by the rules of practice.
Upon consideration of this and other railroad selections, by your
office, it was held for cancellation, because there was "no valid basis
for the selections as they at present exist, such bases being upon the
St. Vincent branch, while the selections are along the main line." It
was also held that the selection being canceled, the railway company
was in no wise injured by the-4ai-lure to give it due notice of the appeals
by Moe and Falje, citing the case of Ashelman v. Northern Pacific R.
R. Co. (23 L. D., 513); that Falje's alleged settlement and residence
gave him no advantage over Moe, who had made prior application to
enter the tract; that by tendering his application for a tract covered
by an invalid railroad selection Moe initiated a right, and that his
application should be allowed as of the date of its presentation. Moe
was therefore allowed to make entry within thirty days after the
decision of your office should become final; and in case of his failure
to do so, Falje was allowed thirty days within which to make entry.
At the respective dates of the presentation of the applications by
both Moe and Falje, the tract applied for was included in a pending
railroad indemnity selection, wIiich, whena made, was in accord with
departmental decision holding that the grants for the main line and the
St. Vincent Extension of the Manitoba railway should be adjusted as
an entirety.
It is true that in the case of St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Co. v. Hastings and Dakota Railway Co. (13 L. D., 440) it was held
that a specification of losses on the line of the St. Vincent Extension
can not be accepted as the basis for selections o the main line of the
Manitobarailway. Thetract hereunderconisideration was not involved
in said case, and while the ruling therein made in effect avoided the
basis for the selection here in question, it-did not avoid the selection,
which might have been recognized upon the company's supplying a
new and sufficient basis.
The circular of September 6, 1887 (6 L. D., 131), governing the disposition of tracts involved in unapproved railroad indemnity selections,
provides:
As to lands covered by napproved selections, applications to make filings and
entries thereon maybe received, noted, and held subject to the claim of the company,
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of which claim the applicant nst be distinctly informed and memoranda thereof
entered upon his papers.
Whenever snch application to file or enter is presented, alleging upon sufficient
prinm-afacie showing that the land is not from any cause subject to the company's
right of selection, notice thereof will be given to the proper representative of the
company, which will be allowed thirty days after service of said notice within which
to present objections to the allowance of said filing or entry.
Should the doimpany fail to respond or show cause before the district land officers
why the application should not he allowed, said application for filing or entry will
be admitted, and the selection held for cancellation; but should the company appear
and show cause, an investigation will be ordered under the rules of practice to determine whether said land is subj ect to the right of the company to make selection of
the same which will be determined by the register and receiver, subject to the right
of appeal in either party.

Neither Moe nor FaIje asked that his application be received or held
subject to the claim of the company, or made any showing against the
company's selection. Their applications could not, therefore, have been
properly allowed at that time, and, if received and held subjectto the
company's claim, no right could be predicated thereon until the cancellation of the existing selection. By their respective appeals it is urged
that their respective applications should, have been allowed, and not
that they should hlavebeen received or held subject to the company's
claim. Under these circumstances neither of them gained any rights
by appeal and neither can be permitted to enter the lands by reason
of his application so tendered and rejected before the cancellation of
the selection. This is the general departmental rule where applications
are made to ente lands which are for any cauise not subject to entry.
(Mchlturf v; Gladstone Townsite, 20 L. D., 93; Richard L. Burgess, 18
I. D., 14.) The effect of an appeal from the rejection of an application
to enter has been repeatedly considered by this Department, and it has
been uniformly held that no right is gained thereby unless the application was improperly rejected. (Gallup v. Welch, 25 L. D. 3 6; Northern Pacifie R. R. Co. v. Wolfe, 28 L. D., 298.)
These applicants were not contestants challenging the validity of the
company's selection and can not be considered in the position of one
coiitesting an entry of record. Their applications were presented as
ordinary ones to enter public lands, not accompanied by any attack
upmon the claim of the company.
The decision of.your office is reversed, and the applications of Moe
and Falje will stand rejected. If Falje has acquired any rights by
continuing his settlement until the land was freed from the railroad
selection they Will not be affected by this decision, because no claim
predicated upon such continued
determined.

settlement is

here considered

or
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SCHOOL LANDS-TERRITORIAL RESERVATION-ACT OF JA NUARY 14,
15S9.
STATE OF MINNESOTA.
The act of March 3, 1849, reserving lands in the Territory of Minnesota for school
purposes, was not irrevocable by Congress.
The proposal made by the United States in the act of February 26, 1857, to grant to
the State of Minnesota, when admitted into the Union, sections sixteen and
thirty-six for school purposes, was modified by the joint resolution of March 3,
1857, and it was the proposal, as so modified, that was accepted in the State
constitution adopted October 13, 857.
Under the compact effected by said modified proposal and its acceptance, the status
of said sections at the time of survey was made the criterion in determining
whether the State became entitled to the specific sections, or to other equivalent
lands as indemnity.
The lands known as the "Red Lake Indian reservation" in the State of Minnesota,
were unsurveyed at the date-of the passage of the act of Jannary 4, 1889, and
by the terms of said act, and the agreement with the Indians thereunder, were
set apart and directed to be used in raising a fund for the benefit of the Indians,
and by such appropriation were "reserved for public uses," within the meaning
of said joint resolution, prior to survey; sections sixteen and thirty-six in said
reservation, therefore, did not pass to the State under the school grant, but
other equivalent unappropriated lands may be selected in lieu thereof.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, lay
(XV. V. D.)
9, 1899.
(W. C. P..)
The State of Minnesota, nder the grant of lands made to that State
for school purposes, claims sections sixteen and thirty-six of each township embraced within tle boundaries of the former Red Lake Idian
reservation.

The Territory of Minnesota was established by the act of March 3,
1849 (9 Stat., 403), section eighteen of which made the following reservation of lands for school purposes:
That when the lands in the said Territory shall be surveyed under the direction of
the government of the United States preparatory to bringing the same into market,
sections imbered sixteen and thirty-six in each township in said Territoryshall be,'
and the same are hereby,reservedfor the purpose of beingapplied to schoolsinsaid
Territory, and in the States and Territories hereafter to be erected out of the same.

The act of February 26,1857 (11 Stat., 166), authorized the people of
the Territory to form a constitution and State government preparatory
to their admission into the Union, and in its fifth section submitted
the following proposition to the people of the proposed State for their
acceptance or rejectioi, to wit:
Slec. 5. And be itfi't7be enacted, That the following propositions be, and the same
are hereby offered to the said convention of the people of Minnesota for their free
acceptance or rejection, which, if accepted by the convention, shall be obligatory
on the United States and upon the said State of Minnesota, to wit:
First. That sections numbered sixteen and thirtysix in every township of public
lands in said State, and where either of said sections, or any part thereof, has been
sold or otherwise been disposed of, other lauds, equivalent thereto and as contiguous
as may be, shall be granted to said State for the use of schools
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March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 354), before the admission of the State and
before the acceptance of said proposition, Congress adopted a joint
resolution, relating to the school lands. in the proposed State, which
provides:
That where anv settlements, by the erection of a dwelling house, or the cultiva-

tion of any portion of the land, shall have been or shall be made upon the sixteenth
or thirty-sixth sections (which sections have been reserved by law for the purpose
of being applied to the support of schools in the Territories of Minnesota, Kansas
and Nebraska, and in the States and Territories hereafter to be created out of the
same) before the said sections shall have been or shall be surveyed; or where such
sections have been or may be selected. or occupied as townsites, under and by virtue
of the act of Congress approved twenty-third of May, eighteen hundred and fortyfour, or reserved for public uses before the survey, then other lands shall be

selected by the proper authorities in lien thereof, agreeably to the provisions of the
act of Congress approved twentieth of May, eighteen hundred and twenty-six,
entitled "An act to appropriate lands for the support of schools in certain townships and fractional townships not before provided for." And if such settler can
bring himself, or herself, within the provisions of the act of fourth of September,
eighteen hundred and forty-one,.or the occupants of the towrusite be enabled to
show a compliance with the provisions of the law of twenty-third of May, eighteen
hundred and forty-fonr, then the right of preference granted by the said acts, in
the purchase of such portion of the sixteenth orthirty-sixth sections, so settled and
o; cupied, shall be in them respectively, as if such sections had not been previously
reserved for school purposes.

A constitution was adopted by the people of Minnesota October 13,
1857, under which the State was admitted into the Union by the act of
May 11, 1858 (11 Stat., 285). Section three of article two of the State
Constitution accepted this proposition, with others, the acceptance
being couched in the following terms:
[he propositions contained in the act of Congress entitled "An act to authorize
the people of the Territory of Minnesota t form a constitution and the State governrnent preparatory to their admission into the Union on an equal footing with the
original States," are hereby accepted, ratified, and confirmed, and shall remain irrevocable without the consent of the United States.

The act of February 26, 1859 (11 Stat., 385), afterwards incorporated
into section 22 75 of the Revised Statutes, contained a general provision
for the protection of persons making settlement upon sections sixteen
or thirty-six before survey, which was re-enacted by the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 79), which latter act also contains the following
general provision:
And other lands of equal acreage are also hereby appropriated and granted, and
may be selected by said State or Territory where sections sixteen or thirty-six are
mineral land, or are included within any Indian, military or other reservation or
are otherwise disposed of by the United States.

- At the time of the admission of the State of Minnesota into the
Union, the region of country embracing the lands here in controversy
was occul)ied by the Chippewa Indians. By various treaties between
the United States and these Indians the boundaries of the country
claimed by the several bands had become definitely-fixed and the lands
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here in question were within the-territory claimed and occupied by the
Red Lake and Pembina bands. B the treaty of October 2,1863 (13
Stat., 667), these bands ceded to the United States all their rights in
and to a certain defined portion of the lands claimed and occupied by
them in the State of Minnesota, leaving nceded a portion thereof,
which is spoken of i the. sixth article of the treaty as " the reservation, and which came to be known as the lied Lake reservation. The
Indians thereafter occuied this unceded tract under the charge of an
agent, and it was called the "Red Lake Indian reservation" in the
President's order of March 18, 1879, enlarging the White Earth reservation. In the act of January 14,1889 (25 Stat., 642), it is recognized
by Congress as an existing Indian reservation, and this recognitio is
repeated in the act of June 2,1890 (26 Stat., 126).
The act of 1889 provided for a commission to negotiate with the
Chip)ewa Indiansfor thecompletecessionand relinquishmient "for the
purposes and upon the terms" stated in said act
of all their title and interest in and to all of the reservations of said Indians in the
State of iMinnesota, except the White Earth and Red Lake reservations, and to all
and so niuch of these two reservations as in the judgment of said commission is not
required to make and fill the allotinents required by this and existing acts.

The act directed that any lands so ceded should be surveyed, examined
and classified as "pine lands" and "agricultural lands," that the pine
lands should be sold at public auction to the highest bidder and that
the agricultural lands should be sold to actual settlers under the homestead law at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre; that te money
accruing from the disposal of these lands, after deducting expenses,
should be placed in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of
the Indians, and draw interest atfive per centum per annlum, and that
the interest should be paid to and expended for the. benefit of the
Indians, and at the end of fifty years the principal should be paid to
the Indians then living, in cash, in equal shares.
Under this act an agreement was effected with said Indians, hich
was approved by the President March 4, 1890, which ceded and relinquished to the United States "for the purposes and upon the terms
stated in said act " a part of the lands occupied by the Red Lake and
Pembina bands, and known as the Red Lake reservation. Sections
sixteen and tirty-six in the ceded portion of this reservation are the
lands here in controversy. Before any of the lands so ceded and relinquished were sold under the direction given in the act of 1889, the State
of Minnesota presented her claim to every sixteenith and thirty-sixth
section as inuring to her under the grant for school purposes. The act
of February 26, 1896 (29 Stat., 17), after making some slight changes
in the provisions of the act of 1889 respecting the survey, exanination
and sale of the ceded lands, contains this provision:
That sections numbered sixteen and thirty-six in each township.so surv-eyed shall
not be sold until the claim of the State of Minnesota to the ownership of said sections as part of the school lands of said State shall hare been determined.
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The State's claim to the specific sections sixteen and thirty-six in
the ceded Red Lake reservation lands is predicated upon the following
propositions: First, That by reason of the proposition made to the peo-

*

ple of Minnesota by the act of February 26, 1857, and the acceptance
thereof in the State constitution a compact was entered into whereby
the lands which might by appropriate surveys be identified as embraced
within those sections were irrevocably appropriated to the State, so
that no law enacted subsequently to the compact could authorize a sale
or other disposition of them by the United States. Second, That if the
joint resolution of March 3,1857, be regarded as modifying the proposition made by the United States in the act of February 26, 1857, before
its acceptance by the State, these lands were never "reserved for public uses" within the meaning of the joint resolution, (a) because they
n ever constituted an Indian reservation and (b) because lands reserved
for Indians are not reserved for "public uses."'
Tle propositiins of the State can not be sustained.
It is not necessary to consider what the result would have been in
the absence of the joint resolution of March 3, 1857, because both upon
principle and authority the provisions of that resolution constitute an
insurmountable obstacle to the State's claim to these specific sections.
The act of March 3 1849, was nothing more than an act of Congress
reserving for future disposition the sections named. It did not attain
-and was not intended to attain the dignity of a compact irrevocable by
Congress. Nor did the provision in the act of February 26, 1857, in
itself constitute a grant of these lands to the proposed State. While
it was intended to form the basis of a compact irrevocable by-Con)gress,
it remained until accepted simply a statutory proposal, subject to nodification or revocation by the authority which made it. The lands in
the proposed State were at that time unsurveyed, and the specific sectious proposed to e granted were not susceptible of identification.
To remove any possible uncertainty as to whether when these sections
should become identified by survey the right of the State would relate
back to the date of the compact so as to defeat any intervening sale or
other disposition of the lands by te United States, or whether the
right of the State would attach only to the specific sections which
renained unsold and undisposed of at the time of their identification by
survey, and to protect pre-emption and townsite clains to said sections
initiated before the survey thereof, and also to protect reservations
thereof for public uses, made while the lands remained unsurveyed,
the joint resolution of March 3, 1857, was adopted by Congress and
approved by the President. This joint resolution, which was ealled
forth by a memorial from the legislature of the Territory of Minnesota,
,operated as an interpretation, or if need be, as a modification of the
proposal made in the act of February 26, 1857, and being passed before
the acceptance of tat proposal it follows that the subsequent acceptance in the State constitution was of the proposal as so interpreted and
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modified. Te ease of Minnesota vr.Bachelder, 1 Wall., 109, involved
the right of the State to lands in a section sixteen, which were claimed
under the pre-emption law in pursuance of settlements made subsequent
to the act of February 26,1857, and prior to the survey. In presenting
the case on behalf of the State, the Attorney-General contended:
The joint resolution of Congress is void. It cannot divest a title which the United
*States had previously granted. The organic act of the Territory constituted a dediCaition to public uses, perpetual and irrevocable, and whatever might have been its
effect upon the uaked fee, at least divested Congress of all power of disposition over
the subject-matter, so far as such disposition should tend to impair the public rights
created by that act.
Neither is the case helped by the memorial from the Territorial legislature. The
organic act (Par. 18), indicates an intention to consecrate these lands for the benefit
of the generations who should in future inhabit the State; and while divesting Congress of all power of disposition over them, to withhold it from any other body then
i existence. They are reserved " for the purpose of being applied to schools in said
Territory, andi-n the States and Territorieshereafter to be erected out of the same." They
werv-e not granted to the Territory, and were in no sense its property.

Jfnstice Nelson, ill delivering the opinion of the court, disposed of
this matter by saying:
It is not important to inquire as to the power of Congress to pass this law independently of any application from the Territorial legislature, as the assent of the
people through their convention, by coming into the Union as a State, upon the
terms proposed, must be regarded as binding the State. The right of the State to
the school sections within it must, therefore, be subject to the modification contained
in the joint resolution, and that modification is, that in case a person shall have
made a settlement upon any school section, by the erection of a dwelling-house on
the same, or the cultivation of any portion of it before the survey, and further, can
bring himself within the provisions of the pre-emption act of 1841, he shall be enti* tied to the section thus improved, in preference to any title of the State.

The effect of the joint resolution was to make the status of sections
sixteen and thirty-six at the time of survey the criterion in determining
whether the State is entitled to the specifid sections or to other equivalent lands as indemnity, If at that time these sections were settled
upon and improved with a view to pre-emption or were selected or
occupied as townsites or were reserved for public uses, the proper
authorities of the State were authorized to select other equivalent lands
ill lieu thereof. Where these sections were thus claimed or reserved
before survey they were considered as having been sold or otherwise
disposed of within the meaning of the act of February 26,1857, and as
therefore excepted from the grant to the State. If not so excepted
there would have been no occasion for permitting the selection of
equivalent lands, because it could not have been intended that the
State should receive the specific sections ad also the indemnity. The
case of Beecher v. Wetherby (95 U. S., 517), relied upon by the State,
is without application to the case at bar, for the reasons: first, that
the compact between the United States and the State of Wisconsin
there under consideration was not affected by anyin terpreting or modi-
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fying joint resolution such as is here presented, and second, that, as
shown by the opinion in that case, the section sixteen there in coptroversy was identified by survey in May or June, 1854, so that the title
thereupoui passed to the State beyond the power of revocation by Congress, while the treaty establishing the reservation which was claimed
to except the land from the grant to the State did not take effect until
in August following. It witl not therefore be necessary to notice the
claimed conflict between the decision in Beecher v. Wetherby and that
in the earlier case of lleydenfeldt v. Daney Gold and Silver Mining Co.
(93- U. S., 634). But i view of the provisions of the joint resolution
of March 3,1857, what was said by the court in the Heydenfeldt ease is
especially applicable here. The court there announced the conclusion
that under the grant of school lands to the State of Nevada the right
of the State to any specific tract must be determined by its status at
the time of survey, and in support of that conclusion said (p. 639):

*-

-*

This interpretation, although seemingly contrary to the letter of the statute, is
really within its reason and spirit. It accords with a wise public policy, gives to
Nevada all se could reasonably ask, and acquits Congress of passing a law which
in its effects whould be unjust to the people of the Territory. Besides, no other construction is consistent with the statute as a whole, and answers the evident intention of its makers to grant to the State in piuvsenti a quantity of lands equal in
amount to the 16th and 36th sections in each township. Until the status of the
lands was fixed by a survey, and they were capable of identification, Congress reserved absolute power over them; and if in exercising it the whole or any part of a
16th or 36th section had been disposed of, the State was to be compensated by other
lands equal in quantity, and as near as may be in quality. By this means the State
was fully indemnified, the settlers ran no risk of losing the labor of years, and Congress was left free to legislate touching the national domain in any way it saw fit,
to promote the public interests.

Were these sections "reserved for public uses before the survey'
The claim of the State is that these lands never constituted an Idian
reservation but remained simply unceded Indian country until the time
of their cession and relinquishment under the act of 1889. This claim
s clearly refuted by the recognition given to their status as all existing
Indian reservation in the treaty of October 2, 1863, in the President's
order of March 18, 1879, respecting the White Earth reservation, and
in the acts of January 14, 1889, and June 2,1890, all of which preceded
their survey. However, the existence or non-existence of this reservation at or before the passage of the act of January 14, 1889, does not
materially affect this controversy, because by that act and the agreemeut made with the Indians thereunder these lands were set apart and
directed to be used in raising a fund to be employed in the support,
education and civilization of the Indians. The lands were at that time
unsurveyed and could therefore be reserved by Congress for public
uses. The words "reserved for public uses" as they occur in the joint
resolution, must be given a reasonable and not a constricted meaning, a
meaning which would enable the government to set apart unsurveyed
lands for use as the site of a military post or for use in raising a fund
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to be employed in equipping and maintaining a military post. The
support, education and civilization of the Indians is an obligation resting upon the government, and whatever is employed in the discharge
of that obligation is devoted to a public use. Lands which are set
apart for the Indians, whether to be used as homes for them or in providing a fund with which to meet the expenses of their support, education and civilization, are reserved for a public use within the meaning
of the joint resolution.
The State's claim to sections sixteen and thirty-six here in controversy is denied, and your office will rcognize the right of the proper
authorities of the State to select other equivalent unappropriated publie lands as indemnity, as provided by law.

CONTEST-DEFECTIV:E CIRGE-AMrENDIENAT.
CUTTER v. I)UMATNE.
In the case of a hearing ordered on affidavit of contest that is defective, but susceptible of amendment, it is not necessaryto remand the ease for the amendment
of the charge, and further hearing, -- here, at the hearing held, the contestee
did not appear, or make objection to the sufficiency of the affidavit, and no ore
sought to intervene, and the evidence thei submitted establishes the fact that
the entryman had failed to comply with the law.

Seeretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
April 20, 1899.
(a. J. W.)
The record in the above stated case shows that Noe Dumaine made
homestead entry for the S. , of the SE. 1 of Sec. 21, and the S. i of the
SW. 4 of Sec. 22, T. 161, BE.73 W., at Devils Lake, North 1iakota, on
April 8, 1892.

On June 25, 1897, Louis Cutter, Jr., filed affidavit of contest against
said entry, charging that the defendant had abandoned the same and
changed his residence therefrom for more than six months since making said entry and next preceding the date of said'affidavit. The
plaintiff made affidavit that diligent search had been made, both in
the vicinity of the land and of the last known post office address of
defendant, and that he could not be foundl, and to his khowledge and
belief was not aresident of the State, and asked that the defendant.
be served by publication. An order therefor was granted, and the
notice duly published. Notice was also mailed, July 21, 1897, by registered letter addressed to defendant, at Dunseith, Rolette county,
North Dakota-his post office address at date of entry, as shown by
the record.
The parties were cited to appear before C. M. Wagner, a notary
public in and for Rolette county, at Dunseith, in said county, on the
26th day of August, 1897, to respond and furnish testimony Ol
the charge; and the hearing before the register and receiver was set
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for the 31st day of August, 1897. Testimony was submitted by the
contestant on said 26th of August, 1897, but defendant made default.
The testimony was duly transmitted to the local office, and on
August 31,1897, the local officers found that said homestead entry had
been abandoned, and that the land had not been improved or cultivated, and that residence of defendant was unknown, and they recommended the cancellation of the entry, and forwarded the same to your
office with the record, no appeal having been filed.
On October 14, 1898, your office considered the case and reversed the
local office, holding that the affidavit was insufficient to confer jurisdiction on the local office to order the hearing, citing the case of Shaffer
v. Fox (20 L. D., 185) as authority therefor.
The contestant has appealed to the Department.
The entry was made April 8, 1892, and on June 26, 1897, the affidavit
charges the defendant with having abandoned the land for more than
six months next preceding that date, which charge covers a part of the
five year period.
That the affidavit is defective is not to be disputed, but it is not so
defective as to render void the action of the local office in ordering a
hearing.
In the recent case of Engbard v. Runge et al. (28 L. D., 147), it was
held that a similar affidavit contained enough to amend by, and. that it
was error not to allow the contestant an opportunity to amend, so as to
specifically negative the idea that defendant could have earned title to
the land. In that case a hearing had been ordered by the local officers
on the defective affillavit, and, on the day set for hearing, objection to
the sufficiency of the affidavit was made by one not a party to the
record, and the local officers thereupon refused to allow the affidavit to
be amended, and dismissed the case, without hearing the contestant.
The case was remanded, with directions that the contestant be allowed
to amend his affidavit and be heard on his charges. In the case at bar,
as i that case, the defendant has not appeared, or objected to the
sufficiency of the affidavit, an objection to which no one but the
defendant can make, unless the affidavit is absolutely void. There was
no objection made in the case under consideration, and the contestant
offered his testimony and that of his witnesses, which has become a
part of the record. From that testimony it appears that defendant
never established residence on the land after making entry, that he has
never cultivated or improved it, but has abandoned it, and is not a resident of the country. He has made no defense, nor has any one sought
to intervene.
There would appear to be no necessity for remanding the case for
the amendment of the affidavit of contest and further hearing.
The Department is in possession of evidence which authorizes the
cancellation of defendant's entry, and he is not objecting to it.
Your office decision is therefore reversed, and the entry canceled.
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The contestant having at his own expense furnished the information on
which this action is taken, your office will give him notice of this

decision, and that he will be allowed thirty days from such notice
within which to enter the land, if he so desires and shows himself
qualified to do so.
PRE-EMPTIOS-1ŽtDIAN LANDS-TOWNSITE

COOPERTON TowNSITE

OCCUJPAXTCY-COSTS.

V. CHILDS.

The repeal of the pre-emption law does not affect the disposition of the Ute Indian
lands under the act of June 15, 1880, which requires said lands to be disposed of
by cash entry only in accordance with existing law.
The right of pre-emption will not be recognized, where prior to the date.of the preemptor's settlement and filing the land was occupied and improved under a townsite settlement claim, and such occupants are seeking to make to-wnsite entry,
without affording them opportunity to be heard in the assertion of their claim.
On a motion to retax costs the official report of the local officers, as to an oral agreement between the parties, made in open court, with respect to the costs, must
control as against the statement of counsel.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land ffice,
(W. V. D.)
lay 9, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
Frank A. Childs has appealed from your office decision of lay 5,
1898, rejecting the proof offered upon his pre-emption declaratory statement covering lots 18 and 19, Sec. 28, T. 7 S., R. 88 W., sixth P. M.,Gleiwood Springs, Colorado, land district, and holding for cancellation said
pre emption filing.
The tract in question is a part of the Ute Indian lands ceded to the
United States under an agreement with the confederated bands of Ute
Indians in Colorado,-which agreement was accepted and ratified by act
of Congress approved June 15, 1880 (21 Stat.,199). By section three
of said agreement, releasing the lands not allotted, it was provided:
and all the lands not so allotted, the title to which is, by the said agreement of
the confederated bands of the Ute Indians, and this acceptance by the United States,
released and conveyed to the United States, shall be held and deemed to be public
lands of the United States and subject to disposal under the laws providing for the
disposal of the public lands; at the same price and on the same terms as other lands
of like character, except as provided in this act: Provided, That none of said lands,
whether mineral or otherwise, shall be liable to entry and settlement under the provisions of the homestead laws; but shall be subject to cash entry only in accordance
with existing law; and when sold the proceeds of said sale shall be first sacredly
applied to reimbursing the United States.... And the remainder, if any, shall be
deposited in the Treasury as now provided by law for the benefit of the said Indians.

In the case of Schmidt et al. v. Masters (18 L. D., 533) it was held
that the repeal of the preemption law does not affect the disposition of

the Ute Indian lands under the act of Jutie 15, 1880, which requires
said lands to be disposed of by cash entry only, in accordance with
existing law.
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The tracts here involved were, with other lands, included in the preemption filing made by Frederick C. Childs, the father of the present
claimant, in 1885.
One Isaac Cooper, a man of some means, desiring to establish a town
upon the lands here in question, secured a release from the elder Childs
- of the tracts here in question, his relinquishment being filed in 1887.
Survey was made of the land into lots, blocks, streets and alleys, and
during the year -1887 considerable improvement was made in the way
of building houses, stores, and the partial erection of a hotel upon the
tract here in question. A school house has also been built upon a portion of the land.
The improvements made upon this land appear to be of considerable
value, and in addition to those named, a ditch was constructed for the
purpose of irrigating the trees planted in the subdivision and for the
use of the occupants of the townsite. A large portion of the improvements were made by Cooper and are claimed by his estate.
Cooper died in December 1887, and, due to difficulty in the settlement of his estate and the financial depression existing at that time,
the development of the town was greatly retarded.
Upon the approved plat of survey of this township, filed in 1891 the
land in question is denominated as the "Cooperton or Rockford townsite."
It appears to have been Cooper's intentioi to make entry of the land
in question for a townsite in the manner as provided by section 2382 of
the Revised Statutes, and on October 1, 1888, a plat of the town (being
described as the towusite of Cooperton) was filed by Sarah F. Cooper,
his -widow, for record in the office of the county clerk of the county of
Garfield, in which the land is situated. This plat does not conform to
the requirements of said section; further, a copy or transcript thereof
does not appear to have been filed either in your office or in the local
office, as required.
It further appears that in 1893 steps were taken to secure entry of
the land through the county judge, an attorneybeing retained for that
purpose, but the action taken appears to have been entirely informal
in character. No filing or other proceeding has ever been instituted
before the land department looking to the entry of these lands for
* 00

townsite purposes, except that now under consideration.

Frank A. Childs, the present claimant, with fll knowledge of the
selection and use of the lands for townsite purposes, on l)ecember 9,
1895, filed preemption declaratory statement for this land, alleging settlement same date, and on June 20, 1896, in accordance with published
notice, offered final proof thereon, at which time Sarah F. Cooper, on
behalf of the occupants, filed a affidavit of contest, alleging prior
settlement for trade and business, and in a supplemental affidavit
asked that the occupants be permitted to enter the land as a townsite
in accordance with law and the rules of the land department. Since
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filing declaratory statement for this land, Childs has fenced and occupied about six acres and made improvements upon the land to the value
of about $300.
After a hearing had upon the contest, in August, 1896, the local
officers made a personal inspectiol of the land, as requested by the
parties, and in their opinion said :
From all the acts in this case we are constrained to believe that no such selection
for ownsite purposes as would bar a reemption entry has ever been made, and we
so hold.

It appears that in the taxation of the costs of the hearing, each
party was taxed for the testimony of his own witnesses upon direct
examination and for the cross-examination of his adversary's witnesses.
Following the trial of the case, a motion was made on behalf of Childs
to re-tax the costs, assessing each party for the testimony of his own
witnesses upon both direct and cross-examination. Relative to this
motion the local officers in their opinion said:
This motion is in lirect violation of an agreement entered into by counsel on both
sides of this case to the effect that in the conduct of this trial each party shall ear
the expenses of all testimony brought out by hium, both on direct and cross-examination, and is therefore overruled.

Upon appeal, your office in its decision of May 5, 1898, affirmed the
local office in overruling the motion to re-tax the costs, but upon the
question as to whether the land was subject to the filing by Childs,
reversed the local officers, holding that the land was occupied for purposes of business and trade at the time said filing was made, ad for'
that reason was not subject to entry under the preemption laws.
hilds
ill his appeal to this Department urges error in both rulings made iD
your office decision. Upon the question as to taxation of costs for
reducing the testimony to writing, he urges that no agreement was
ever made or filed and that the taxation was contrary to the practice
which required each party to pay for the testimony of his own witnesses
upon both direct and cross-examination.
While an examination fails to disclose any such agreement on file in
the case, yet with the record transmitted is a report made by thee local
officers in response to your office letter of February 21, 1898, in which
they state that the agr-eeiment was a verbal one made in open court and
agreed to by counsel on both sides. In view of this report, which must
control as against the statement of Childs's attorney, the action over-ling the motion to re-tax the costs is sustained.
Relative to the question as to the condition of the land at the time
Childs made filing therefor, it appears that the improvements begun il
1887, bad decreased in value due to inattention; that the business conducted upon the land represented in 1887 by a grocery, two saloons, a
butcher shop, blacksmith shop and a lumber yard, had been reduced to
the general country store kept by the postmaster; but the number of
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occupants does not appear to have been greatly diminished, consisting
of nine or ten families and numbering about forty-five persons. These
families generally cultivated the vacant adjoining lots to alfalfa and
garden stuff, and, little business being done in the town, the male members sought employment elsewhere, generally at Carbondale, a promising town located about one mile and a quarter southeast of the tract
in question.
Upon the showing made in this case it is clear that the occupants
U
might have completed entry of the land under the townsite laws at the
time Childs made preemption filing therefor.,
They have failed, however, to take proper steps to protect themselves
under the townsite laws and the question arises, can they now be permitted to complete entry in the presence of his adverse claim which
:has proceeded to the offer of proof showing compliance with law?
Childs settled within the townsite with full notice of the attempted
*appropriation of these lands for townsite purposes, and while he may
*have been justified in asserting an adverse claim believing that the
projectors had abandoned the scheme and that an entry would never
be made of the lands as a townsite, yet, this Department, bound to
protect the interests of the public no matter in what manner presented,
will not permit him to complete entry of the lands under the preemp* tion law, where such lands had been occupied and improved long prior
-to the initiation of his claim under the preemption laws, and such oceupants are seeking, and may be entitled, to enter the lands under the
townsite laws, even though such persons may have been tardy in hsserting their rights.
The act of June 15, 1880, supra, provided for the sale of these lands
at cash entry only, and contemplated an early disposition, to the end
that the Indians might receive any benefit arising from the sale of the
lands, after reimbursing the United States, at the earliest possible
date.
The occupants of this land should not therefore be permitted to hold
the land for an indeterminate period as against sale to others, and it is
directed that they be notified that they will be allowed a reasonable
time, to be fixed by your office, within which to complete entry of the
laud as a townsite, and Childs's claim under his filing made of this
land will be held subject thereto.
With this modification, your office decision is affirmed.
12781-VOL 28-25
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LEASES IN FOREST RESERVES-ACT OF FEBRUARY 28, 1899.
OPINION.

The act of February 28, 1899, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to lease
lands, adjacent to mineral springs within forest reserves, for hotel or sanitarium
purposes, contemplates the leasing of land not wholly occupied by the hotel or
sanitarium, whenever such action is necessary to the proper conduet of such
hotel or sanitarium, and to make the beneficial properties of the springs available to the public.

Assistant Attorney- General IVan Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
May 10, 1899.
(. C. P.)
I am in receipt of the letter of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, dated April 22, 1899, and accompanyiug papers, relating-to the
matter of leases of land in forest reserves under the provisions of the
act of February 28, 1899 (Public, No. 85), with your request for an opinion as to whether said act " authorizes the leasing of lands not wholly
occupied by the hotel or sanitarium."
The act in question reads as follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and hereby is, authorized, under such rules
and regulations as he from time to time may make, to rent or lease to responsible persons or corporations applying therefor suitable spaces and portions of ground near,
or adjacent to, mineral, medicinal, or other springs, within any forest reserves established within the United States, or hereafter to be established, and where the public
is accustomed or desires to frequent, for health or pleasure, for the purpose of erecting upon such leased ground sanitariums or hotels, to be opened for the reception of
the public. And he is further authorized to make such regulations, for the convenience of people visiting such springs, with reference to spaces and locations, for the
erection of tents or temporary dwelling houses to be erected or constructed for the
use of those visiting such springs for health or pleasure. And the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to prescribe the terms and duration and the compensation to
be paid for the privileges granted under the provisions of this act.
Sec. 2. That all funds arising from the privileges granted hereunder shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States as a special fund, to be expended in the
care of public forest reservations.

The question submitted arises upon the application of certain parties
for a lease of a tract containing about three hundred and twenty acres
of unsurveyed land in the Cascade Range forest reserve.
The authority given by this act is to rent or lease
suitable spaces and portions of ground near, or adjacent to, mineral, medicinal, or

other springs ... for the purpose of erecting upon such leased ground sanitariums or hotels, to be opened for the reception of the public.

The determination of what is a suitable space or portion of ground
rests with the Secretary of the Interior. It was not in my opinion
intended that the quantity of ground should be limited to the space
actually occupied by the building to be erected. To meet the evident
purposes of the act some additional ground would be necessary, and
this additional quantity would vary with the surroundings. In each
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ease, therefore, the quantity to be leased must be determined by the
circumstances,. a due discretion being exercised to avoid extending the
license to land in excess of what is actually necessary to provide
proper and adequate accommodations and conveniences to the public.
The purpose is to put these springs into such condition that their beueficial and health-giving properties may be taken advantage of by the
public, and whatever portion of ground is necessary to meet this purpose may be utilized therefor under the provisions of said act.
I am of opinion, therefore; that said act authorizes the leasing of
land not wholly occupied by the hotel or sanitarium whenever such
-* action is necessary to the proper conduct of such hotel or sanitarium
and to make the beneficial properties of the springs available to the
public.

Approved, May 10, 1899.
T1oS. RYAN,
Acting( Secretary.

ENTRY-RIGHT OF AMENDMENT-ADVERSE

CLAIM.

NEWELL V. BAILEY.
During the pendency of .an application to amend an existing entry no other person
should be allowed to make entry of the tract covered by such application, but
where it is for any reason denied, an entry irregularly allowed during the pendency of the application may be permitted to remain intact, notwithstanding the
irregularity of its allowance.
The granting of an application to amend rests largely in the discretion of-the Land
Department, ad where, during the pendency of the application, the relation of
the applicant, or of another, to the land has become such as to make the allowance of the amendment manifestly inequitable, it will be denied.
Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General land

(W. V. D.)

13, 1899.

Office, May

(F. W. 0.)

Andrew K. Newell has appealed from your office decision of December 22, 1897, affirming the recomnlendation of the local officers that his
of Sec. 6, T. 24 N., R. "3" W.,
homestead entry covering the SE.
Enid, Oklahoma, land district, be canceled with a view to allowing
the application of Hiram J. Bailey to amend his homestead entry covering the SE. t of Sec. 6, T. 24 N., R. Ad67 W., so as to embrace the
tract covered by Newell's entry.
The tract in question is a part of the Cherokee strip, and on the
afternoon of the day of the opening of said strip, to wit, oi September
16,1893, Bailey selected the SE. of Sec. 6, T. 24 N., R. 3 W., staked
the same, dug a small hole, the following day piled a few fence poles in
the form of a square, and on September 18, went to the local office to
make entry of the land.
It appears that the attorney who made out Bailey's application made
a mistake in describing the land intended to be entered, the range
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* being given as six West instead of three west, and on September 23,-he
was permitted to make entry of the land erroneously named i his
application. After discovering the mistake, olI October 1I, 1893, he
filed in the local office an application to amiend his entry so as to
-embrace the land selected by him, and in support of his application
alleged that the error was not the result of negligence on his part;
''that he had settled upon the land to which he had applied to amend
his entry, and had made improvements thereon consisting of a sod
house and-three acres -of breaking; and that "there is no one on or
Claiming said land and le still-holds a residenceon the land."
For some reason not disclosed by the record the local officers, on
November 20, 1893, permitted Andrew K. Newell to make homestead
entry of the land embraced in Bailey's pending application to amend.
Said entry remained of record, unquestioned, until, on December 22,
1894, more than a year after the allowance of Newell's entry, your
office, in considering the application filed by Bailey to amend his
entry, directed the local officers to notify Newell that he would be
allowed sixty days within which to show cause why his entry should
not be canceled and Bailey allowed to amend as applied for.
In response to the call, Newell, on February 20, 1895, filed in the
local office an affidavit, duly corroborated, in which he alleged that he
(Newell)
-

-

is the prior settler upon said tract of landband that no person or persons except he,
the said Andrew K. Newell, has made any improvements or acts of settlement upon
said tract of land Up to the present time.

Uponi consideration of said showing, your office, on March 20, 1895,
directed the local officers to order a hearing to determine the respective rights of the parties in the premises. Hearing was held September
25, following, and on May , 1890, the local officers recommended that
Bailey's application to amend be allowed and the entry by Newell canceled. Upon appeal, your office affirmed the recommendation of the
local officers, as before stated; from which Newell has appealed to this
Department.
'It may be here stated that on March 7, 1894, John M. Laden initiated
a contest against Bailey's entry covering the land in range six west,
alleging that he (Laden) had made settlement upon the land covered
by said entry; and upon said contest hearing was held, the decision
being in favor of Laden, Bailey having made default.
During the pendency of an application to amend an existing entry
no other person should be allowed to make entry of the tract covered
by such application, but where it is for any reason denied, an entry
:irregularly allowed during the pendeicy of the application may be
- permitted to remain intact, notwithstanding the irregularity in its
allowance.
The granting of an application to amend rests largely in the discretion of the land department, and where during the pendency of the

-
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* application the relation of the applicant or of another to the land has
become such as to make the allowance of the amendment manifestlyinequitable it will be denied.

After careful consideration, it is the opinion of the Department that
Bailey's application to amend should not be allowed. He claimed this
land originally by selection and settlement on the'day, of the opening.
In his application to amend, filed a month later, he alleged that he had
made valuable improvements upon the land and was still residing
thereon, thus asserting a continuation, of his settlement claim, which
is the real basis of his application to amend. After the allowance of
his entry on September 23, he returned, to the land on the following

*

day, then went to Kansas where he formerly resided, returning to the
land again October 10, following, when he built a small sod house. He
claims that it was his intention to locate this house upoi the tract in
dispute, but as a matter of fact it was located west of the tract in dispate and upon the land claimed by his on-in-law. He lived in the
house for two or three days, and his son-in-law also appears to have
occupied the same house. He then went to Kansas again and returned
to the tract i January, 1894, and spent a day and a night in the neighborhood, returning again in February, March and May, remaining but
a short time on each visit and at no time living upon or improving the
tract in question. He admits that he learned the sod house was not
upon the land in question in January, 1894; but no steps were taken
to improve said tract until in March, 1895, after the action of your
office upon his application to. amend. l)uring March, 1895, he erected
a sod house upon the land in controversy and moved his family upon
the land in May following and at the date of the hearing, in Septem-ber, was still residing upon the land.
Newell settled upon the land on October 25; 1893, and admits that at
the time of his settlement he found stakes upon the land with Bailey's
name written thereon. Shortly thereafter a neighbor advised him-tlat
Bailey had staked the land and also that it had been staked by another
party. So far as the stakes and other slight evidences of settlement
placed upon the land by Bailey at the time of the opening are concerned,
-more than a month had elapsed when Newell's settlement was made
and yet they had not been followed up by any improvements upon the
land.
Newell began the construction of a sod house October 26th; dug a
well on November 15, and on November 20, 1893, was permitted by the
local officers to make homestead entry of the land. February 20, 1894,
he built a box house upon the lamnd, and during the next month fenced
seventy acres. April 7, 1894, he moved his family upon the land, and
during the following summer and autumn prepared and planted thirty'
acres to wheat. At the time of the hearing he had forty-five acres of
breaking, his entire improvements being of the value of about $300.
He has made the tract his home since his settlement thereon.
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It was no fault of the government that Bailey did not make entry of
the land selected. It is true that he applied to amend as soon as he
discovered the mistake in his entry, bt his claimed right to amend
rests, as before stated, upon his alleged settlement and residence, which
were not maintainedX
He knew, or ought to have known, that Newell had settled, and was
residing, upon the land to which he sought to amend, and that Newell
had been permitted to make entry thereof. With this knowledge he
permitted Newell to continue in te enjoyment of the land for more
than a year before making an effort to establish a residence thereon,
and then, it appears, was only moved by the action of your office in
callingupon Newell to show cause whyhis entry should not he canceled.
Newell in no wise prevented Bailey's compliance with law or the maintenace of his claimed settlement and residence.
Upon a consideration of all the facts, it appears that it would be
inequitable to ancel Newell's entry and allow Bailey's entry to be
amended to this tract.
Your office decision is therefore reversed, and Baileys' application to
aienid will stand rejected.

I;SWAMP LAND GRANT-ADJUSTMENT-JUITRSDICTION.

MORROW ET AL. V. STATE OF OREGON ET AT.
Under the swamp land grant it is the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to determine what are "swamp and overflowed lands made. unfit thereby for cultivation," and therefore subject to the grant. Until the legal title passes to the
State, by the issuance of patent, the authority of the Land Department to inquire
into the va]idity of a claim under said grant does not terminate; and in the
exercise of such authority the Secretary of the Interior may properly revoke his
approval of swamp laud selections.
While the legal title to and remains in the United States it is competent for the
Secretary of the Interior to review or reverse a decision of his predecessor in
office with respect thereto, provided the Secretary rendering such decision, if
still holding office, would be in duty bound to review and reverse. his own
action.

Secretary Ritcheoch to the Commissioner of the General Land Offlce,
(W. M. W.)
M ay 13, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
*

Under date of April 5, 1897, the governor of the State -of Oregon
addressed a communication to the Department, as follows:
In accordance with the provisions of the acts.of Congress, approved September 28,
1850 (9 Stat., 519), and March 12, 1860 (12 Stat., 3), I have the honor to request that
you will cause patents to be issued to the State of Oregon for lands described in
approved swamp land lists 30 and 31, Lakeview district, which said lists were
approved by Mr. Secretary Noble on April 9,1892, and December 3J1892. respectively.
The issuance of these patents has heretofore been requested by my predecessor in
office, but I am advised that the patents have not yet been received.
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*An oral argument was heard on the governor's application for patent,
ill which all the parties in interest participated.
The facts are substantially as follows:
April 9, and December 3,1892, respectively, Secretary Noble approved
Oregon swamp land lists Nos. 30 and 31," subject to any valid adverse
right that may exist to any of the tracts therein described." Thereafter a petition was filed on behalf of certain adverse claimants, alleging that the lands embraced in these lists were not swamp and overflowed within the meaning of the swamp-land act at, the date of the
grant to Oregon, and that the lists had been prepared in the General
Land Office, and submitted for the Secretary's approval, in entire disregard of the rights of those claiming said lands under the pre-emption,
homestead, and other: laws, and asking that the Secretary cancel his
approval of said lists. Upon consideration of these allegations and;
charges, Secretary Noble, on March 2, 1893, revoked and canceled his
said approval, the reason for and purpose of such cancellation being
stated by him as follows:
If the charges and allegations made on behalf of the dry land claimants, had been
presented to: me before my approval of said lists, I should hardly have approved
them without some further examination.
In view of the gravity of the charges and the magnitude of the interests involved;
to the end that their truth so far as the records of your office may disclose, and the
legal effect thereof may be more fully and carefully considered, and that the consideration thereof may not be prejudiced by my action in approving said lists in the
absence of full and aconrate information, I hereby revoke and cancel my approval
of said swamp land lists No. 30 and 31, and direct that you take proper steps tomake said revocation and cancellation formally effective.

You will also at once make lill report to this Department in relation to all matters set forth on behalf of the dry land claimants so far as the sane come within the
cognizance of your office; transmitting here all papers relating to said matters that
the same may be fully considered, and proper directions given in the-premises.

These lists were thereafter considered by Secretary Smith who held
December 19, 1893 (17 L. D., 571), that at the time of the Oregon
swamp land -grant the lands embraced in lists 30 and 31, were covered
by a large body of water known as Lake Warner, which subsequentlyV
receded leaving these lands comparatively dry, that lands covered by
such a body of water at the date of -the grant were not swamp andoverflowed within the meaning of the granting act and that the State.
has no claim thereto. October 10, 1894 (19 L. D., 254), Secretary Smith,
denied a motion for review and rehearing of that decision.
December 13; 1894, your office transmitted to the Department for
approval Oregon swamp list No. 39, aggregating 794.02 acres; all of
which had been formerly included in lists 30 and 31, theretofore considered by the Department.
August 4, 1896 (23 L. D., 1-8), Secretary Smith rejected list 39, and
again considered lists 30 and 31, saying:
The lands embraced in said lists 30, 31 and 39, were not on March 12, 1860, swamp
and overflowed lands made unfit thereby for cultivation, and the State of Oregon

has no right, title, interest or estate therein.
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August 11, 1896, Secretary Smith requested your office to return the
decision of August 4, 1896, for further consideration, and directed that.
all action thereunder be suspelided until further notice. Thereupon
your office returned said decision with the information that it had not
been promulgated.
January 14, 1897, Secretary Francis, referring to the suit against
Secretary Smith, hereinafter mentioned, directed that
all further action by your office affecting said lists, or the lands embraced therein,
be suspended for such action as nlly successor may see proper to take in relation.
thereto.

-*

January 15, 1896, the Warner Valley Stock Com)any filed a bill in
equity in the supreme court of the District of Columbia against Secretary Smith and Commissioner Lamoreux, claiming to be the grantee of
the State of Oregon through mesne conveyances, and as such the owner
of the lands embraced i swamp land lists Nos. 30 and 31. The bill
charged that upon the approval of said lists by Secretary Noble the
title to the lands therein described vested in the State of Oregon and
took effect by relation as of the date of the granting, act, inuring to
the benefit of those claiming under the State, and that Secretary Noble
was without authority or jurisdiction to reconsider or revoke his said
approval. The bill prayed in effect that the Secretary's action in canceling such approval be. declared void and that patents be directed to
be prepared for issuance under lists 30 and 31, for the lands embraced
therein. March 21, 1896, a decree was entered dlismissing the bill, and:;
plaintiff appealed to the court of appeals of the District of Columbia,
where June 11, 196, the decree was affirmed (9 App. D. C., 187).
Plaintiff then appealed to the supreme court of the United States,
where January 11, 1897, the decree appealed from was reversed with
directions to dismiss the bill, the reason assigned being that the suit
had abated by the resignation of Secretary Smith (165 UT.S., 28).
Onlysuch points in the arguments of counsel will be noticed as seem
necessary to a determination of te case as now presented.
It is urged by the State and its grantees that the approval of lists
30 and 31 by Secretary Noble passed to the State the title to the lands
embraced therein and that thereupon the right of the State to receive
patents for said lands became fixed and irrevocable.
The acts of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat., 519), and March 12, 1860 (12
Stat., 3), govern the disposition of swamp lands in Orego n. Under
those acts it is the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to determine
what are " swamp and overflowed lands made unfit thereby for cultivation that being the character of lands granted to the State.
That the Secretary is charged with this duty is not dispTuted, but the
State and its grantees contend that Secretary Noble's approval of lists
30 and 31 constituted a final determination of the character of the lands
therein, that he was thereafter without authority to recall or annul
such approval and that his action in revoking and canceling the same
s consequently void.

-
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This contention was made in Warner Valley Stock Company vf. Smith
et cl., supra, and was denied both in the supreme court of the District
of Columbia and in the court of appeals.
In Michigan Land and Lumber Co. v. Rust (168 U. S., 589, 592), a case
involving the finality of the action of the Secretary of the Interior in
approving and certifying a list of swamp and overflowed lands to the
State of Michigan, the court says:
Generally speaking, while the legal title remains in the United States, the grant
is in process of administration aud the land is subject to thejurisdiction of the land
department of the Government. It is true a patent is not always necessary for the
transfer of the legal title. Sometimes an act of Congress will pass the fee. Strother
v. Lucas, 12 Pet., 410, 454; Grignon's Lessee . Astor, 2 How., 319; houteau v. Eckhart, 2 How., 344, 372; Glasgow i. Hortiz, 1 Black, 595; Langdeau v. Hanes, 21 Wall.,:
521; Ryan i. Carter, 93 U.-S., 78. Sometimes a certification of a list of lands to the
grantee is declared to be operative to transfer such title, Rev. Stat. 2449; Frasher v.
O'Connor, 115 U. S., 102; but whenever the granting act specifically provides for
the issue of a patent, then the rule is that the legal title remains in the government
until the issue of the patent, Bagnell v. Broderick, 13 Pet., 436, 450; and while so
remaining the grant is in process of administration, and the jurisdiction of the land
department is not lost.
It is, of course, not pretended that when equitable title has passed the land department has power to arbitrarily destroy that equitable title. It has jurisdiction, however, after proper notice to the party claiming such equitable title, and upon a
hearing, to determine the question whether or not such title has passed. Cornelius
iv. Kessel, 128 U. S., 456; Orchard r. Alexander, 157 U. S., 372, 383; Parsons v. Veuzke,
164 U. S., 89. In other words, the power of the Department to inquire into the extent
and validity of the rights claimed against the government does not cease until the
legal title has passed. . . . After the issue of the patent the matter becomes subject to inquiry only i the courts and by judicial proceedings.

In Brown v. Hitchcock (173 U. S., 473, 476), in adhering to the ruling
in Michigan Land and Lumber Co. . lRust, supre, the court says:
Under the swamp land act the legal title passes only on delivery of the patent.
So the statute in tereis declares-. The second section provides that the Secretary of
the Interior, "at the request of said governor (the governor of the State) cause a
patent to be issued to the State therefor; and on that patent, the fee simple to said
lands shall vest in the said State." Rogers Locomotive Works v. American Emnigrant
Company, 164 U. S., 559, 574; Michigan. Land and Lumber Co. v. Rust, 168 U. S.,
589, 592.
In this case the record discloses no patent, and therefore no passing of the legal
title. Whatever equitable rights or title may have vested in the State, the legal
title remained in the United States.
Until the legal title to public land passes from the government, inquiry as to all
equitable rights comes within the cognizance of the land department.

Patent has not been issued for the lands embraced in lists 30 and-31,
and the legal title still remains in the United States. The authority of
the land department to inquire into the extent and validity of the rights
- to these lands claimed by the State of Oregon and its grantees, has not
terminated, and Secretary Noble's cancellation of his approval of said
lists was clearly an exercise of this authority.
On behalf of claimants who are adverse to the State and its grantees,
it is asserted that the decisions of Secretary Smith rejecting lists 30,

-
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31 and 39, are final, and not; subject to review by a succeeding Secretary. The cases of Michigan Land and Lumber Co. v. Rust, and Brown
v. Hitchcocik, each presented the instance -of one Secretary of the Interior reviewing and vacating the action of a preceding Secretary with
respect to the approval of lists of lands claimed under the swamnp-land
act. Both cases sustain the action of the succeeding Secretary, where
the legal title remains in the United States. The present contention
was also denied in the case of Beley v. Naphtaly (1169 U. S., 353, 364),
where the court said:
The fact that a decision refusing the patent was made by one Secretary of the
Interior, and, upon a rehearing, a decision granting the patent was made by another
Secretary of the Interior, is not Material in a case like this. It is not a personal but
an official hearing and decision and it is made by the Secretary of the Interior as
such Secretary, and not by an individual who happens at the time to fill that office,
and the application for a rehearing may be made to the successor in office of the
person who made the original decision, provided it could have been made to the latter,
had he remained in office.

In New Orleans v. Paine (147 U. ., 261,266), in ruling upon the
*finality of action by the land department, the court says:
* :

* 00

*

Utntil the matter is closed by final action, the proceedings of n officer of a department are as much open to review or reversal by himself, or his suecessor, as are the.
interlocutory decrees of a court open to review upon the final hearing

See also Parcher v. Gillen (26 L. D., 34); State of Florida (26 L. D.,
117), and Cagle 7. Mendenhall (26 L. D., 177).
There are other considerations which show a necessity for action bythe present Secretary. August 11, 1896, Secretary Smith directed that
his decision of August 4, 1896, affecting said lists, be returned for
"further consideration," and suspended all action thereunder until
further notice. That decision was then returned by your office, with
the information that it had not been promulgated. This was the status
of the matter when Secretary Snith went out of office and continues
to be its status at the present time.
In his action of August 11, 189 , Secretary Smith did not in express
words recall his decision of December 19, 1893, but since list 39, con-,
sidered in the decision of August 4, 1896, covered only lands embraced
in lists 30 and 31, considered in the earlier decision, the recalling of
the latter decision and the suspending of action thereunder would be
altogether futile unless action under the earlier decision were also suspended. The execution of the decision of December 19, 1893, by disposing of the lands covered thereby under agricultural entries would
have left nothing upon which the recall and suspension of August 11,
1896, could operate. Lists 30 and 31 laving beem again considered by
Secretary Smith in the decision of August 4, 1896, with the same result
as before, it seems reasonable to believe that he treated the decision of
December 19, 1893, as having been merged into the one of August 4,
1896, and that i recalling the latter and susiending all action thereunder, he contemplated a recall of his entire action upon the three lists
and a suspension of all proceedings thereunder.
; It thus appearsthat each of the Secretaries, who have attempted a
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determination of this matter, has afterward vacated or recalled his own
decision and suspended action thereon, so that affirmative action by
the present Secretary seems necessary to a disposition of the lands in

*

;

*

controversy. Secretary Francis made no decision in the matter, but'
on January 14, 1897, as before stated, he also directed that all proceedings affecting these lists be suspended for such action as his successor
might see proper to take in relation thereto.
It appears that the departmental decisions upon the merits heretofore
rendered were largely based upon ex parte affidavits.and the reports of*
special agents who were not examined under oath, and that suitable
opportunity to present evidence in their own behalf and to cross examine
opposing witnesses was not accorded the respective parties. There has
not, at any time been a hearing in the matter fairly conducted, and of
which due notice was given to all claimants. For these reasons any
finding or decision respecting the character of these-lands based upon
the proofs now before the Departmenit would be unsatisfactory to all
concerned. The decisions of December 19, 1893, October 10,1894; and
*August 4, 1896, herein are accordingly vacated,: and all decisions
respecting the character of these lands, or any of them, heretofore
rendered by the Department, your office or the local office, are set aside,
with a view to a full and fair hearing, after due notice to all concerned.
The papers aretherefore returned to your 6ffice, and you are directed
to cause a hearing to be had before the register and receiver at Lake-.
view, Oregon, after due notice to the State of Oregon, its grantees, and
all adverse claimants, which hearing shall be conducted in accordance
with the stipulation in writing filed herein by counsel for the respective
parties May 4, 1899. In addition to the lands embraced in said lists.
30, 31 and 39, this decision and the earing and proceedings herein
directed shall extend to and include any and all other lands described
in said stipulation of May 4, 1899.
After the evidence offered by the parties is concluded, the matter
will be proceeded with according to the usual rules of procedure,
and with as little delay as may be consistent with proper care and
consideration.
SETTLEMENT RIGHT-RELINQUISHMENT-TENANCY.
ATKINS V. MACY ET AL.

One who is living
on the

on land as

the

tenant of an entryman acquires no settlement right

elinquishrnent of the entry, by remaining on the

land,

that he can set

:upas against the intervening entry of a third party, where such occupaney is
in effect a continuance of his previous relation to the land.

*

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
*
Mail 15, 1899.
:,
(W. M. W.)

The land involved in this case is the SW. of theNE. X of Sec. 18, T.
18 N., R. 33 W.? Harrison, Arkansas, land district, which W. L. Macy
entered under the homestead law on March 23, 1891.

S
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November 13, 1895, Harvey Atkins executed an affidavit of contest
against Macy's entry, which was forwarded to and received at the local
office November 20, 1895, upon which notice issued November 29,1895.
November 14, 1895, Macy sold the improvements upon the tract to
Sterling P.-Holt, nd on the next day executed a relinquishment of his
entry which was verified before a justice of the peace. Before forwarding it Holt was informed by some one that such verification was insufficient under the law and regulations, and he then returned it, and on
November 20, 1895, Macy executed another one before a notary public.
About November 2, 1895,
olt presented said rlinquishment,
accompanied by his application to make adjoining farm entry of the
tract, to the register and receiver, who returned these papers to Jolt
and informed him that Atkins had filed a contest against Macy's entry.
A hearing was ordered and had, at which both parties appeared and
submitted evidence. Before a decision was made the evidence and
papers i the case, together with the records of the local office, were
destroyed by fire.
Mlay 19, 18')6, Holt presented to the local officers the same, or another,
application to enter the tract, and also the same relinquishment, and
thereupon they allowed Holt's entry.
In June, 1896, Atkins flIed in the local office an affidavit showing-the
facts respecting his former contest, and thereupon your office directed
the local officers to allow him thirty days within which to file corroborated affidavit showing charges made by him in his former affidavit
againstMacy's entry. Thereafter Atkins filed the required affidavit,
alleging, as against Macy, abandonment, and as against Holt prior
settlement.
A hearing was had, at which the parties submitted evidence.
The local officers recommended the dismissal of the contest and that
Holt's entry be permitted to stand.
Atkins appealed, and on July 3, 1897, your office reversed the
judgment of the local office ad held Holt's entry subject to Atkins'
prior right.;
bolt appeals.
The evidence shows that Macy never established actual residence
upon the tract. His wife was seriously afflicted, and it was necessary
for him to live in a town where medical attendance could be procured
in haste during her bad spells, and these are the reasons he gave for
his failure to establish and conitnue a residence on the tract. He made
some substantial improvements in the way of repairs upon the house,
barn, fences, etc., and by setting out three hundred apple trees on the
tract..
In October, 1894, Macy entered into an agreement with his niece,
Mrs. Atkins, and her son, the contestant, who was at that time a member of her family, whereby the Atkinses were to move upon the land
and hold it for Macy until his wife shonld get well enough to live there
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with safety. For the use of the house, barn, and premises, the
-Atkinses were to take care of the fruit trees and keep the fences in
good repair and have all they could raise on the land.
November 14, 1895, Macy sold his improvements on the tract to Holt.
On the same day Holt and Macy went to see the contestant and his
mother about giving possession of the claim, and the contestant said
nothing about having made or forwarded his contest affidavit against
Macy's entry; nor did he in any manner intimate that he was then
making, or ever intended to make, any claim to the tract. But, on the
other hand, he entered into an agreement with both Macy and Hlolt to
give possession of the premises as soon as he could secure another
house to move into and his mother's health would permit her removal
with safety. At the time Atkins made this agreement he knew that
bolt was buying the improvements upon the land, with a view of
H
acquiring title to it from the United States.
bolt first learned of Atkins' contest against Macy's entry after he
presented his application to enter and' Macy's relinquishment. Holt
purchased Macy's improvements and procured his relinquishment in
good faith, without any notice of Atkins' contest or knowledge that he
was claiming or intended to claim any settlement or other right to the
land in question, and at the time Macyexecuted his relinquishment he
had no notice or knowledge that Atkins was making any claim to the.
tract. Under these circumstances-it is clear that Atkins' contest had
nothing whatever to do with the relinquishment of Macy's entry, and
-that such relinquishment was not in any sense the result of or caused
by said contest.

There is nothing in the evidence tending to show that Atkins ever at
any time made any improvements upon the tract; nor is thereanything
to show that he cultivated any part of it after his tenancy under-Macy
was terminated.
The Department has frequently held, under facts somewhat analogous
to the facts in this case, that one who occupies public land as the tenant
of another acquires no settlement right, as will appear by reference to
a few cases.
In Griffin v. Pettigrew (lL. D., 510), it was held that one who
remains on land by permission of others, asserting no right in himself,
and fails to perform any of the acts required by the 'settlement laws,
can not, while such conditions continue, be regarded as a settler under
-said laws.
In Franklin v. Murch (id., 582), it was held that one who occupies
public land as the tenant of another does-not thereby acquire a settlement right under the homestead law.
In Ohio Creek Anthracite Co. Hinds (11 IL.ID. 63) it was held that
one who enters upon land as the representative of another, and remains
.

thereon in such capacity, is not a settler within the: meaning of the pre-

emption law.
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In Cason v. Ladd (id., 178) it was held that one who is; occupying
land as the tenant of an entryman, acquires no right as a settler, on
the relinquishment of the entry, that can be set tip to defeat the intervening entry of another.
It follows that Atkins by remaining on the land under the facts and
circumstances disclosed in the case, could not and did not acquire any
valid settlement right to the tract under the homestead law, and that
Holts entry must remain intact.
For the reasons hereinbefore stated your office decision appealed from
is erroneous, and it is accordingly reversed.

MINING CLAMNI-ADVERSE PROCEEDINGS-STIPULATION.

GREATER GOLD BELT MINING COMPANY.
A judgment rendered in adverse proceedings, whereby part of the ground in coniflict
is awarded to the senior locator and the remainder to the junior, is none the less
binding upon the parties and the Department because it was made in pursuance
of a stipulation between the parties.

Acting 8ecretary Ryan to the Conmmissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
May 1.5, 1899.
(E. B., jr.)
This case involves Pueblo, Colorado, mineral entry No. 1473, made
December 17, 1897, by The Greater Gold Belt Mining Company, for the
Happy Jack, Harry H. and Richard B. lode mining claims, survey No.
11,065, on appeal by the company from the decision of your office, dated
May 20, 1898, requiring the company to show cause, within sixty days
from notice, why the entry should not be canceled as to the Harry H.
and Richard B. claims.
It appears that the greater portions of the two claims last above
mentioned were in conflict with the Mint lode claims Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7
and Mint Fraction Nos. 1 and 2 lode claims, all embraced in survey No.
10,854; that the locations of the Harry H. and Richard B. were made
prior to the locations of the said claims in conflict therewith; and that
by a judgment, rendered November 26, 1897, by the district court of
El Paso county, Colorado, in an adverse suit, certain parts of the
ground in conflict, including the discovery shafts of the Harry H. and
Richard B. claims, were awarded to the said company and the remainder
of the conflict to the adverse claimant, The Mount Rhyolite Gold Mining Company, as owner of the Mint group of claims, pursuant to a
stipulation between the parties.
The decision of your office holds that by entering into the said stipulation the Greater Gold Belt Mining Company waived its priority of
right to all the ground embraced in the Harry H. and Richard B.
claims, and therefore proposes to disregard the judgment rendered in
accordance with the stipulation, and to cancel the entry as to those
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In other words, the said decision holds that, because of

the stipulation and its incorporation into the judgment of the court,
'your office may go behind and override such judgment, determining for
*itself, according to the evidence in the case, the question of the right
of possession. It is contended in the appeal that your office is bound
by the judgment of the court, and that therefore the proposed cancel* lation, in part, of the entry is not warranted.

If this contention is sound, it is decisive of the case and no other
question need be considered. The same question, though upon a somewhat different state of facts, which, however, in no way affects the

principle involved, was considered and decided by the Department in
the recent case of the Stranger Lode (28 L. D., 321).
was said (p. 327):X

In that case it

It is no objection to the court's award that it follows and rests upon a stipulation
between the parties. The land department is not at liberty to disregard the judgment to the extent indicated, nor to any extent, for any reason given in your office
decision. The court having rightfully obtained jurisdiction, and the judgment
being clear in its terms and not in conflict with any similar judgment, the land
department, as well as the immediate parties, is bound by it. (Richmond Mining:
Company v. Rose, 11411. S., 576, 585). The objection by your office is not well taken.

The views expressed in that case are equally applicable and controlling in the case at bar. In accordance therewith the decision of
your office is reversed, and the rule to show cause vacated. If there
be found no other objection to the entry, you will pass it to:patent.

INDIAN LANDS-IXIOWA AND COMANCHE RESERVATION.
JULIA E. MYERS.
The lands lying in the bend of the Washita river south of the recognized northern
boundary of the Kiowa and Comanche reservation, between two points where
said boundary line crosses said river, have not been opened to settlement or
entry, either by proclamation of the President or by operation of law.

Secretary

(W. V. D.)

itehcock to the Commissioner of te

M1ay 22, 1899.

General

and Office,

(J. L. MC.)

Julia E. Myers has appealed from the decision of your office, dated
September 24, 1897, sustaining the action of the local officers at Oklahoma, City, Oklahoma Territory, in rejecting her application to make
homestead entry for the SW. J of Sec. 1, T. 7 N., R. 15 W.
The several specifications of error are in substance covered by the
following extract therefrom:
That said land is situated upon and within the bend of the Washita river nort of
said river, and vest of the west line of the Wichita and Caddo Indian reservation;
and in accordance with the proclamation of President Harrison, issued on the 12th
day of April, 1892, declaring said lands included within the Cheyenne and Arapahoe
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Indian reservation open to settlement ...
citizens of the United States governmeut are entitled to settle upon and occupy said lands; and that the same was
thrown open for occupancy by proclanation of the President on the 19th day of
April, 1892; for which appellant refers to said proclamation and boundary lines,
including all lands declared open by proclamation vithin said Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation, as well as maps of the same; issued by the Secretary, John W. Noble.

The record facts bearing upon the question of the status of said land,
briefly set forth, are as follows:
By the second article of the treaty of October 21 1867, with' the
Kiowa and Comanche Indians (15 Stat., 581) the following described
district of country was set apart for the use and occupation of said
Indians:
Commencing at a point where the Washita river crosses the ninety-eighth meridian west from Greenwich; thence up the Wasbita river, in the middle of the main
channel thereof, to a point thirty niles by river west of Fort Cobb as now established; thence due west to the north fork of Red river, provided said line strikes
said river east of the one hundredth meridian of west longitude; if not, then only
to-said meridian line; and thence south, on said meridian line, to the said north fork
of Red river; thence down said north fork, in the middle of the main channel
thereof, from the point where it may be first intersected by the lines above described,
to the main Red river; thence down said river, in the middle of the main channel
thereof, to its intersection with the ninety-eighth meridian of longitude west from
Greenwich; thence north, on said meridian line, to the place of beginning.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, on June 19, 1869, recommended,
and on August 10, 1869, this Departrnent ordered (see book of " Executive Orders Relating to Indian Reserves," pages 31, 32), that a section
of country be set aside for the use and occupation of te Cheyenne
and Arapahoe Indians, described as follows:
Commencing at the point where the Washita river crosses the ninety-eighth degree
of west longitude; thence north onaline with said ninety-eighth degree to the point
where it is crossed by the Red fork of the Arkansas (sometimes called the Cimarron
river); thence up said river, in the niddle of the main channel thereof, to the north
boundary of the country ceded to the United States by the treaty of June 14, 1866,
with the Creek nation of Indians; thence west on said north boundary and the
north boundary of the country ceded to the United States by the treaty of March
21,1866, with the Seminole I dians, to the one-hundredth degree of west longitude;
thence south on the line of said one-hundredth degree to the orth boundary of
the country set apart for the Kiowas and Comanches by the second article of the
treaty concluded October 21, 1867, with said tribes; thence east along said boundary
to the point where it strikes the Washita river; thence down said Washita river, in
-the middle of the main channel thereof, to the place of beginning.

It is to be observed that the above description of the southern
boundary of the country which the Commissioner proposed should be set
apart for the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, does not in all respects
correspond with the north boundary line of the Kiowa and Comanche
Indian reservation as it was evidently intended to be established by

the treaty. of October 21, 1867.

The Kiowa and Comanche treaty

describes a boundary which,- upon reaching a point thirty miles, by

the course of the Washita river, west from Fort Cobb, from that point
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ruins due west to the north fork of the Red river. This line running
-due west, however, after five or six miles strikes the Washita river
agdin, and crosses it, leaving about twenty-seven hundred acres- ofland in the bend of said river, south of said line. The agreement
with the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians describes a line-which, running east from the north fork of the Red river along the northern
boundary of the Kiowa and Comanche reservation "to the point where
it strikes the Washita river," thereafter follows the meanders of said
river-turns to the southeast, "down said river"-instead of continuing directly eastward until it should strike the river again. Tis
description embraces in the Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation the
land in the bend of the river which, by the treaty of October 21, 1867
(supra), was included in the Kiowa, and Comanche reservation.
Nearly twenty-five years after the date of the executive order of
August 10, 1869 (supra), setting apart the lands hereinbefore described
for the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, those Indians entered into
an agreement with the United States government, whereby they ceded
to said government the lands set aside for them by said executive
order. Congress, by act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 989, 1022), ratified
and confirmed said agreement; and in describing the boundaries of
said reservation followed verbatim the description contained in said
executive order.
In view of the discrepancy hereinbefore pointed out between the
two descriptions-that of the north boundary line of the Kiowa
and Comanche reservation, and the south line of the Cheyenne. and
Arapahoe reservation-your office, by letter to the Department, dated
June 24, 1892, requested instructions regarding the status of said land
in the bend of the Washita river, thus apparently included in both
reservations.
The Department onmJuly 21,1892, responded to said request (15 L. D.,
f87). It pointed out the fact that the 16th section of said act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stat., 989, 1026), does not of itself open said Cheyenne and
Arapahoe lands to settlement, but provides that, whenever they shall,
"by operation of law or proclamation of the President of the United
States, be open to settlement, they shall be disposed of to actual settlers
only," etc., etc.; and further that, while it is true that the proclamation
of the President, issued April 12 .1892- (27 Stat., 1016), recited the
boundaries of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation (which included
the tract of about twenty-seven hundred acres in the bend of the river
and south of the line described in the treaty of October 21, 1867, as the
northern boundary of the Kiowa and Comanche Indian reservation),
yet it was expressly stated in said proclamation thatThe lands to be so opened for settlement are for greater convenience particularly
described in the accompanying schedule, entitled "Schedule of Lands within the
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indian Reservation," opened to settlement by proclamation
of the President.
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The land in question (ink the bend of the Washita river) was not
included in said schedule; hence it is held that it is not opened to settlement by proclamation of the President.
A map of the lands so declared open to settlement accompaniied the
proclamation but said land in the bend of the river is not represented
thereon.
It is furthermore a fact that said lands in the bend of the river have
not yet been opened to settlement "by operation of law "; for no further
action of any kind has been taken by Congress in relation tereto.
It is clear that the SW. 1 of Sec. I, T. 7 N., R.. 15 W., applied for by
Julia E. Myers, is not open to settlement or entry. The decision of
your office is therefore correct, and is hereby affirmed.

RIGHT OF WAY-RESERVOIR

ITE-INTERVENING CLAIM.

HAMILTON POPE.
The right of an applicant for a reservoir site Lnder the act of March 3,1891, will
not be defeated by an intervening adverse entry, if at the date wlien the map
showing the location of said reservoir site is filed the lands included therein
were subject to such appropriation.
The case of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Co., 26 L. D., 181, cited
and followed.

Secretary Hlitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W.-V. D.)

May 22, 1899.

(F. W. C.)

With your office letter of September 24, 1896, was transmitted a map
of location upon which is delineated the survey of a reservoir site
covering 98.09 acres, embracing parts of sections 17 and 20, T. 26 S.,
R. 66 W., 6th P. M., Pueblo land district, Colorado, which map was
filed in the local office, July 11, 1893, by Hamilton Pope, as an application under the act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stat., 1095) for a reservoir site.
Said map was returned by your office for correction March 27, 1894,
and again filed in the local office June 2, 1896.
The greater portion of the desired 'site is within the SW. 1 of Sec.
17, T. 26 S., R. 66 W., which tract was entered, uLnder the timberculture law, by one Edwin A. Lewis, June 16, 1888. On January 3,
1894, Pope initiated a contest against said entry, with a view to clearing the record, to the end that the land might become subject-to his
application. He was successful in his contest, Lewis' entry being
ordered canceled by departmental decision of April 3, 1896, which was
followed by a formal cancellation upon the local records on June 13,
1896. Pope was allowed a preferred right of entry, which he did not
exercise because the only right he sought to acquire was a site for a
reservoir under his map refiled as aforesaid on June 2,1896.
On June 18, 1896, one Leonard Lewis tendered homestead applica-
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tion covering said SW. I of Sec. 17; which was rejected by the local
officers because of Pope's existing preference right secured by his contest. From said rejection Lewis appealed. Said appeal appears to
have been considered by your office in submitting for the consideration
of this Department the map of location filed by Pope. Relative to
Pope's application for a reservoir site it was held, under the authority
of the unreported case of Highland and Supply Ditch Company, that
the filing of a map of location of a reservoir site does not operate to
reserve the land included therein and affects only such lands as are
vacant at the date of the approval of the map of location by the Department; that Lewis' application to make homestead entry should have
been held in abeyance to await the action of the successful contestant;
and that as said contestant did not apply to enter the lands within the
time accorded by law, and as his application for a reservoir site did not
reserve the land, Lewis' homestead application attached upon the
expiration of the period accorded a successful contestant within which
to make entry and operated to reserve the land, and in the future consideration of Pope's application for a reservoir site, the said SW. 1 must
be considered as reserved land and not subject to such-application.
As stated in your office decision, this Department, in the unreported
decision of December 14, 1894, in the matter of the application of the
Highland and Supply Ditch Company for a reservoir site, sustained
the recommendation of your office and refused to approve a map of
location holding that there were no public lands to be affected thereby,
when in the record it was shown that a portion of the lands, vacant at
the date of the filing of the map of location, had been subsequently
- entered under the homestead law.
In the more recent case of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railway Co. (26 L. D., 181), it was held that an intervening entry should
not defeat the approval of a station plat if the land was open to appropriation un(ler the right-of-way act at the date of the filing of said
plat. In that case the right of way was claimed under the provisions
of the act of March 3 1875 (18 Stat., 482), granting a right of way
for railroads across the public lands, but the language of the two acts
in the matter of the approval of maps of location filed thereunder is
practically the same, and the Department, after careful consideration
of the matter, adheres to the later ruling and-holds that in determining
-whether a map of location filed either under the act of March 3, 1875,
or March 3, 1891, should be approved, the condition existing at the
time of the filing of such map must be held to control.
The allowance of the application by Lewis to make homestead entry
Of said SW. i of Sec. 17, will therefore be subject to Pope's application
filed under the act of 1891 for a reservoir site.
It also appears that a portion of the land embraced within the survey of the reservoir site is included in the pre-emption declaratory
statement filed by one Robert Dillon September 12, 1883, alleging
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settlement on the 10th of the same month. Relative to said filing your
office holds that as the filing had expired long prior to the filing of the
application by Pope, for the purpose of passing upon his claimed right
of way under said application, the land embraced- in said expired preemption filing must be considered as public land subject to the claimed
right of way.
In view of the previous holding made therein, that the application
by Lewis to make homestead entry, made subsequently to the filin gof
the application for a reservoir site, did not operate to reserve the land
as against such prior application, and as the approval of the ap of
location is subject to all valid adverse rights, and further, as no claim
is being now made under the preemption filing by Dillon, so far as
shown by the record, it is deemed unnecessary to consider at this time
the question of the effect of said ruling. It is clear, however, that any
entry or claim initiated subsequently to the filing of the map of location of the reservoir site will be subject to the right of the reservoir
claimant under the act of March 3, 1891, supra.
The map of location filed by-Pope is therefore approved, subject to
any valid adverse right.
JOHN M. RANIIN.

Motion for review of departmental decision of March 15, 1899, 28
L. D., 204, denied by Secretary Hitchcock, May 22, 1899.

SIOUX INDIAN LANDS-COMIUTED ENTRY-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1899.

SAMUEL W. JOHNSON.
U
lnder the act of March 3, 1899, persons who prior thereto settled on the Sioux
Indian lands opened to settlement by the act of March 2, 1889, may secure,
patents for the land embraced within their entries by making the payments
: required by section 21, of said act of 1889, whether the proof and payment be
made in fourteen months or five years from the date of settlement.

Scr-etdry Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General aid Office, aIy
(W. V. D.)
22, 1899.
(J. L. MC.)
Samuel W. Johnson, on August 2, 1894, made homestead entry for
-the N. - of the;NE. , the SE. I of the NE. , and the NE. 4 of the SE.
1 of Sec. 17, T. 34 N., R. 16 W., O'Neill land district, Nebraska, under
the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 888), paying, in accordance with section 21 of said act, at the rate of seventy-five cents per acre for said
land, or one hundred and twenty dollars for the one hundred- and sixty
acres.
-Said act does not provide sp6cifically when the payments, required
thereunder must be made; but the departmental circular of March 25,
-
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1890 (10 ID. 52), relative thereto, directed that such amount "should
not be collected when the original entry is made, but is required to be
paid when final proof is tendered"-which in ordinary cases would be
after a compliance with the requirements of the homestead law for a
period of five years.
Cases arose, however, where parties purchasing these lands under
the above-named act desired to obtain title thereto in less than five
years; and in view of the language of said act, that the purchaser
should be entitled to a patent for the land" after the full payment of
said sums," your office held that such purchasers, upon compliance with
the requirements of the homestead law for the period of fourteen
months, as provided by the commutation clause (Sec., 2301) of the
homestead act, as amended by section 6 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stat., 1095), might obtain patent for such land at any time, 'after
the full payment of said sums"'-that is, without making any additional
payment.
The Department, however, in its decision in the case of the State of
South Dakota, ex parte, rendered May 13, 1896 (22 L. D.,; 550, 556),
directed attention to the language of said section 2301, amended as
above, to the effect that the commutation provision of the homestead
act
shall apply to lands on the ceded portion of the Sioux reservation .
but shall
not relieve said settlers from any payments now required by law; (and held that
said provision) means that where such entrymen so eleet, they may commute, after
the time named, by paying the minimum price for the land, in addition to the payments required under the act of 1889.
Prior to the rendition of said last-named decision, the local officers
had issued final certificate to the homestead applicant in the case now
under consideration (Samuel W. Johnson) upon payment of the amount
required by section 21 of the act of March 2, 1889 (supra).
But in view of that decision your office called upon him for an additional payment of one dollar and a quarter per acre.
Johnson appealed to the Department, which, on September 14, 1898,
sustained the action of-your office.
The Department is now in receipt of your office letter of April 26,
1899, calling attention to the section (not numbered) of the sundry
civil appropriation act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat., 1102), which provides:
'
That all persons who may have heretofore settled upon that portion of the Great
Sioux Indian reservation which was opened to settlement under and by virtue of the
act of March second, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, entitled "An act to divide
a portion of the reservation of the Sioux Nation of indians in Dakota into separate
reservations; and to secure the relinquishment of the Indian title to the remainder,
and for other purposes," may secure patents for the lands embraced in their entry
upon making the payments required in section twenty-one of said act of March
second, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, above referred to; and no other or further payment shall be required of said claimants, whether proof and payment be
made in fourteen months or five years from the date of settlement upon said land.
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Your office resubmits to the Department the papers in the case of
said Johnson, stating in the communication accompanying the same
that he has complied with the law in the matter of residence, improvements, and cultivation, for fourteen months, and asking whether said
entry can not nlow be approved for patenting under the remedial provision of said act-notwithstanding said departmental decision of
September 14, 1898.
In the opinion of this Department, the provisions of said act above
quoted were especially intended for the relief of persons in the-situation of said Johnson; and it would appear that, in case his proof is in
other respects satisfactory, said entry may be patented.
You are hereby directed to take action similar to that herein indicated,
in other cases of settlers on land formerly embraced in the Great Sioux
Indian reservation.

IOMIESTEAD ENTRY-DIVORCED WIFE-EQUITABLE

MASSIE

ACTION.

. HAKLET.

In determining the status of a woman, who is claiming the right to submit final
homestiead proof as the deserted wife of an entryman, a decree of divorce
obtained in a probate court of Oklahoma after August 14, 1893 (the date when
such courts, under territorial legislation, ceased to have jurisdiction in matters
of divorce), will be recognized as validated by the remedial act of February 28,
1895, of the Oklahoma, legislature.
The rule allowing a child of the entryman who is not twenty-one years of age, but
is the head of the family, to submit final proof, with a view to equitable action,
where the deserted wife of such entryman is deceased, is equally applicable
where the wife has been divorced.

Secretary IlitchCock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
11ay 22, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
In the above entitled case,.involving the NE.J1of Sec. 3a, T. 19 N.,
R.
W. Guthrie, Oklahoma, land district, for which Watt Hamlet
made homestead entry October 23, 1889, it appears that said Hamlet
duly complied with the requirements of the homestead law for the
period of five years from the date of entry, and that thereafter, in
July, 1895, he fled from his home on the land, a fugitive from justice,
abandoning his family consisting of four or five children, the eldest
being then about fourteen years of age. A contest against the entry,
on the ground of abandonment, instituted July 14, 1896, by Rachel
Massie, was dismissed by the local office October 21, 1896, on motion
of the attorneys for Hamlet's children, because notice of contest had
not been served on them, and because the contest was commenced, and
the abandonment alleged to have occurred, more than five years after
date of entry, and within the time allowed for making final proof. No
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appeal appears to have been taken from this action, nor does the record
show that due notice thereof was given to said Massie.
In the meantime, September 18, 1896, Mary Hlamlet, the eldest child
of the entryman, gave notice that she would submit final proof November 5, 1896: She offered final proof on that date, and at the same time
Rachel Massie appeared and filed a protest against the approval
thereof, on the grounds:
1. That Mary Hamlet is not twenty one years old, being not over sixteen years of
age at this time.
2. That said Watt Hamilet is not dead, but is at this time alive, and a fugitive
from justice.
3. That this afflant is the wife of said Watt Hamlet, and that she has occupied
the said claim, and that all the improvements thereon were put there with her
money.

The children of the entryman, by their attorneys, filed a motion,
November 5, 1896, to dismiss this protest, for the reasons (1) that the
same was not sworn to by the person by whom it purports to be made,
and is not duly corroborated; (2) that it does not state a cause of
action; and (3) that protestant does not ask to make final proof for the
land, although alleging herself to be the .wife of.the entryman, but
had heretofore filed a contest against the entry. This motion was the
same day sustained and the protest dismissed by the local office.
On appeal by said Massie, your office decided May 24, 1897, that she
was not the wife of the entryman, having been divorced from him January 20, 1894, by decree of the probate court of. Payne county, Oklahoma; that she had no right to the land nor to make final proof therefor;
that the said children, under the ruling in Bray v. Colby (2 L. D., 78),
might make such proof; and that the proof submitted, showing a full
and fair compliance with the law, would, in the event your office decision became final, "be approved and referred to the Board of Equitable
Adjuldication under paragrapl 3, page 81, 2 L. D." Your office decision
therefore affirmed the dismissal of the said protest, and, the record
failing to show that said Massie had been notified of the dismissal of
her contest and so afforded an opportunity to appeal, considered and
affirmed the action of the local office dismissing the contest.
An appeal by said Massie brings the case to the Department. She
contends that the decree of divorce by the said probate court is void
for the reason that such court had no jurisdiction of actions for divorce
after. August 14, 1893, as decided by the supreme court of Oklahoma
in Irwin v. Irwin (2 Oklahoma, 180,) and Uhl v. Irwin (3 Oklahoma,
388), and that, as the deserted wife of the entryman, she, rather than
his children, is entitled to make final proof.
It appears that Watt Hamlet and Rachel lassie were married in
January, 1891; that Hamlet was then a widower with four children,
and that a decree of absolute divorce was rendered January 20, 1894,
by the probate court of Payne county, Oklahoma, in the' suit of said
Hamlet against Rachel Hamlet, the appellant in the case at bar.
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The organic act for Oklahoma Territory, passed May 2,1890 (26

Stat., 81), provides
That the legislative power of the Territory shall extend to all rightful subjects of
legislation, not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States,
(and vests the judicial power of the Territory) in a supreme court, district courts,
probate courts, and justices of the peace,

and declares that
the jurisdiction of the several courts herein provided for, both appellate and original,
and that of the probate courts, and of the jstices of the peace, shall be as limited
by law: Provided, That . . . . said supreme and district courts, respectively,
shall possess chancery as well as common law jurisdiction, and authority for redress.
of all wrongs committed against the constitution or laws of the United States or of
the Territory affecting persons or property.

By the provisions of section 11 of this act, certain laws of Nebraska
therein indicated are extended to and put in force in said Territory
"until after the adjournment of the first session of the legislative
assembly" thereof. These provisions vested exclusive jurisdiction, for
the time specified, in matters of divorce, in the district courts of the
Territory.
By section 4966, Statutes of Oklaboma, 1890, passed at the first session
of the legislative assembly of the Territory, jurisdiction in actions for
divorce was given to the district and probate courts. This jurisdiction
of the probate courts was ratified by Congress in section 17 of the act
of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1026). In 4893 the legislature of Oklahoma
enacted a code of civil procedure wherein exclusive urisdiction in
actions for divorce is vested in the district courts of the Territory
(Statutes of Oklahoma, 1893, section 4543). This code went into effect
" from and after its publication in the statute book," which was August
14, 1893. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Oklahoma code, rela"tive to jurisdiction of actions for divorce, it seems that the probate
courts of the Territory continued, generally, prior to the decisions of
the Supreme Court of the Territory construing the acts of Congress
and of the territorial legislature upon the subject, to assume and
exercise such jurisdiction. September 4, 1894, in Irwin v. Irwin, spra
* (37 Pac. Rep., 548), the supreme court of the Territory held that the
organic act gave the legislature of Oklahoma no power to vest-divorce
jurisdiction in the probate courts of te Territory, but that such jurisdiction was conferred upon these courts by virtue of the ratification
contained in the act of March 3, 191, supra, and continued in them
until it was taken away and thereafter vested exclusively in the district courts by section 4543 of the Oklahoma code. The effect of this
decision being to declare invalid all decrees of divorce pronounced by
the probate courts in cases arising subsequent to August 14, 1893,
when the code went into effect, and to call in question the validity of
all marriages subsequently contracted between persons one of whom
had been a party to such a decree, as a remedy for the resulting con-
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fusion and uncertainty in the marital relations of these persons and in
the interest of public morals, the legislature of Oklahoma, by act of
February 28, 1895, provided (Session Laws of 1895, page 107):
That all decrees of divorce heretofore granted by the probate courts of the various
counties-of this Territory prior to the passage of this act be and the same are hereby
declared legal, and the acts of said courts in the hearing of said divorce proceedings.
and the rendering of judgment and decree therein, and all the-orders of said courts
in said divorce proceedings, whether temporary or final, are hereby ratified and
declared legal and valid in all respects.

*0

In Irwin v. Irwin, on rehearing (41 Pac. Rep., 369), decided by the
supreme court of Oklahoma July 27,1895, and followed in Battice v.
Battice (Id., 375) and in Uhl v. Irwin, supra (41- Pac. Rep., 376), that
court, upon a carbful review of its former decision, and of all the foregoing legislation save the curative act, of February 28, 1895, while
adhering to its previous conclusion that by reason of the provisions of
the code of 1893 the probate courts have ad no jurisdiction to entertain proceedings for-divorce subsequent to August 14, of that year,
overruled its former views as to the source and scope of the power of
the legislature to enact laws upon the subject of divorce, holding. that
(syllabus by the court):
The power to regnIate matters of divorce is a legislative one, and the conferring
of jrisdiction upon probate courts to grant divorces is not a. wrongful exercise of
the right granted by the organic act to the legislature of this territory to pass enactments upon rightful subjects of legislation; and the act of the legislature of this
territory of 1890, giving probate courts jurisdiction to entertain actions of divorce,
needed Do ratification by congress, and the act of congress subsequently passed
approving the territorial legislative enactments granting jurisdiction to probate
courts did not take away the right of the legislature to still further make regulations respecting divorce proceedings, nor the right to repeal its own enactments
granting to probate courts jurisdiction in divorce cases.

In the opinion of the court it was further said (pp. 372-3):
We believe that the question of marriage and divorce, of the marriage relation
and the dissolution thereof, is entirely a legislative question, and one which should
and must be controlled by legislative enactident. Except for the act of congress
prohibiting local and special legislative acts, the legislature might either grant
divorces itself, or it might confer upon some other body, not necessarily a judicial:
tribunal, the power to grant the same. The right to grant divorces never was inherent in either courts of chancery or common law, and the inherent powers of the
district and supreme courts of this territory are those possessed by chancery and
common-law courts underthe grant of the organic act, which is: "And said supreme
court and district courts, respectively, shall possess chancery as well as common-law
jurisdiction." 26 Stat., 81. So long, then, as an act of the legislature does not
infringe on any of the common-law or equity jurisdiction of the courts of the territory, as defined by act of congress, and the act is within the grant of legislative
power extended to the legislature of this territory, we can see no reason why it is
not valid. We know of no reason why it cannot, on the one hand, enact, and no
reason why it cannot repeal, the same. .The act of congress ratifying this law giving jurisdiction to the probate courts does not prevent the legislature from repealing
the same. There is nothing in the act of congress making the ratification which
indicates that congress meant to repeal any of the provisions of our organic act.
Congress had delegated to the territorial legislature the power to legislate upon "all
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rightful subjects of legislation not inconsistent with the constitution or laws of the
United States" (26 Stat., 84), and not prohibited by the other terms of the organic
act, and there is no provision
question of divorce.

. .

.

against its legislating by general enactment on the

We think the ratifying act of congress was only intended

to give life and validity to such acts as would not be valid without congressional
ratification, and did not intend, in

addition thereto, to in

any way affect the acts

of the territorial legislature relating to probate courts, which it might have passed
without authority of congress.
granted by the organic act
tion."

It

did not mean to take a

to legislate

upon "all

rightful

ay any-of the power
subjects of legisla-

This act of congress was a grant of validity to, and not t restraint upon, the

power and exercise of power by the legislature, and the words used being words of
approval and not of restraint, and there being several enactments to which it might
by its general terms have applied, part of them requiring an act of congress to give
life to the same because of the legislative inability to enact such provisions without
such ratification, and part of them requiring no act of congress to make them valid,
it

cannot be presumed or held that such words of approval could have meant to

apply to any other of the legislative provisions than those which required ratification, and cannot be construed to limit a broad congressional
power which had been in

lo way exceeded.

If

grant of legislative

the legislature had a right to legis-

late with reference to the granting of divorce before this approving act of congress,
itstill

possessed it afterwards, and if it had a right to grant divorces for statutory

causes, it

still possessed the right, after this congressional enactment, to take it

away; and having by its own provisions taken away the power prior to that granted
by it

to the probate

courts, of course the probate courts do not now possess the

power conferred upon them to grant divorces.

These views of that court upon the grant of power to legislate upon
the subject of divorce are supported and reinforced by the case of Whitmore v. Hardin, (Utah) 1 Pac. Rep., 465, and of Maynard v. Hill, 125
U. S., 190. Per contra, however see In re Christensen's Estate (Utah),
53 Pac. Rep., 1003.
Regarding as settled in the affirmative by'the weight of authority
the proposition that full power to legislate upon the subject of divorce
is within the grant contained i the Oklahoma organic act,'and. also
accepting as conclusive the decision of the supreme court of that Territory that the jurisdiction of actions for divorce theretofore conferred
upon probate courts was taken away, after August 14, 1893, by the code
of that year, the question arises: What effect is to be given in this case
to the remedial and curative act of February 28, 1895?
The purpose of the Oklahoma legislature is so clearly expressed by
the language of the act as to leave no room for construction. The
decree of divorce here in question falls clearly within its terms, and is
validated thereby, unless the act itself is invalid. The validity of the
act has never, so far as appears, been called in question in any case
before the Oklahoma supreme court, or other competent judicial tribunal. As a law of the Territory, duly enacted, upon a subject of legislation within the general power conferred by the organic act, and
unquestioned by any competent judicial tribunal, the Department will
not assume to deny its validity and controlling force in this cage, unless
it be shown to be in conflict with or repugnant to other legislationof
Congress.,

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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It has been suggested during the consideration of this case that the
act of February 28, 1895, supra, is in effect special legislation granting
divorces, and therefore prohibited by the provision of the first section
of the act of Congress of July 30,:1886 (24 Stat., 170), which reads:
That the legislatures of the Territories of the United States now or hereafter to
be organized shall not pass local or special laws in any of the following enumerated
cases, that is to say:
Granting divorces.

The Department is of opinion that the Oklahoma act of February 28,
1895, is not in any proper sense a local or special law and hence not
within the prohibition intended by the said act of July 30, 1886. On
the contrary, the act in question is by its terms of general application
throughout the Territory. It affects aiil decrees of divorce theretofore
granted by the probate courts of the various counties of the Territory.
It does not come within any well settled definition of a local or special
law. In Sutherland on Statutory Construction, section 127, it is said:
Special laws are those made for individual cases, or for less than a class requiring
laws appropriate to its peculiar condition and circumstances; local laws are special
as to place.

And again in the same section, citing and quoting from Van Riper v.
Parsons (40 N. J. Law, 123), it is farther said that it is declared in that
case:
that a general law, as contradistinguished from one special or local, is a law which
embraces a class of subjects or places, and does not omit any subject or place naturally belonging to such class. The second time that case passed under judicial
examination in the same court the holding was thus expressed: "A law framed in
general terms, restricted to no locality, and operating equally upon all of a group
of objects which, having regard to the purpose of the legislature, are distinguished
by characteristics sufficiently marked and important to make them a class by themselves, is not a special or local law but a general law, without regard to the consideration that within this state there happens to be but one individual of that class,
or one place where it produces effect." The statute which the court in that ase
gave effect to spent its force entirely in its application to one city.

Numerous other authorities are cited in a foot-note in support of the.
foregoing doctrine. And see also Am. and Eng. Encyc. of Law, Vol. 3
p. 695, and authorities cited.
Full force and effect must therefore be given by the land department
to the decree of divorce entered January 20, 1894, by the probate court
of Payne county, and it must be held that from that date appellant
ceased to be the wife of Watt Hamlet. She has therefore- no right,
as contended, to make final proof under said homestead entry.
In Bray v. Colby, sirca,it is laid down as a rule (after stating, among
others, a rule allowing the deserted wife of an entryman to make final
proof) thatWhere the entryman's wife is deceased, the foregoing rules shall apply to his child,
who is not twenty-one years of age at date of the offer to purchase, commute, or
make final proof as an agent, or at date of the offer to enter; provided that in the
latter case the child shall be the head of the family.
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The same rule will obviously apply with equal force where the wife
has been divorced.

The decision of your office is affirmed in accordance with the foregoing.
i~~~~~~~~A

-

--R

Y.

RAILROAD RIGHT O' WAY-SETTLEMENT RIGHT-SURVEY.
MELDER

. WHITE.

The Northern Pacific railroad company by section 2, act of July 2, 1864, holds its
right of way under a qualified fee, which, so long as the qualification annexed
is not at an end, confers upon the company the.exclusive right of possession; a
settlement, therefore, upon said right of way is not a settlement upon the public
land, and confers no right or claim to adjoining public land.
Where the Northern Pacific railroad has beon constructed across unsurveyed land,
and a survey of the public lands is thereafter made and approved, in which the
lines of survey are extended across the railroad right of way, as though it were
a mere easement, such survey will not be set aside and a resurvey made for the
purpose of closing the lines of survey upon said right of way; it appearing that
many tracts adjoining said right of way have been disposed of under the existing survey, that neither the interest of the United States, nor of the company,
require such action, and that there is no difficnity in identifying the portion of
each sub-division that remains subject to settlement and disposition as public
land.
Questions as to priority of right, or adjustment of rights, acquired by settlement
prior to survey, can only arise where the settlement is made prior to the survey
in the field.
In the absence of special statutory authority therefor, the public lands can only be
disposed of according to the legal sub-divisions of the public survey; and it
follows from such rule that the right obtained by settlement under the homestead law upon a given legal sub-division extends to the whole of that subdivision.
A notice of a possessory claim, given prior to survey in the field, will not estop the
: settler from afterwards making his entry conform to the legal subdivisions, in
such manner as to include the land actually settled upon by him, as against
settlers whose rights are acquired after such survey.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General ELand Office,
(W. V. D.)
lifay 22, 1899.
(0. J. W.)
November 27, 1895, John E. White made homestead entry for the N. j
of the SW. i1 and lots 5 and. 6, Sec. 2, T. 55 N., 1. 2 E., Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, said entry being made oil the day the approved plat of the
township was filed in the local land office. On the same day, but after White's entry was of record; Henry Mel-

der, as probate judge of Kootenai county, Idaho, applied to file a townsite declaratory statement, with a plat of the town of Clark's Fork
attached, for the NW. 1 of the SW. j of said section, which was rejected
because of conflict with White's entry. Subsequently, on January 8
1896, said Melder, as probate judge, and for the benefit of the townsite
claimants, filed an affidavit of contest, asking for the' cancellation of
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White's entry as to said NW. I of the SW. i, upon the ground that
said forty acre tract had been used and occupied for townsite purposes since the year 1884, and that the entry was made for speculative
purposes.
A hearing was had, at which both parties appeared and submitted
testimony, which resulted in a decision by the local officers May 14,
1896, to the effect that about two acres of the forty acre tract in ques-'
tioun should be awarded to the contestant, and that White's entry
remain intact, provided he should agree to convey, after patent, said
two acres to said probate judge, in trust for the benefit of the occupants
for townsite purposes.

Both parties appealed from this decision, and on February 6,1897,
your office considered the case and held, White's entry for cancellation
as to the NW. l of the SW. of Sec. 2, ''. 5 ., R.2 E., B. M.
The defendant moved for review of said decision, which motion was
denied by your office on May 12, 1897. The defendant then appealed
to the Department, and on August 31, 1898, your office decision of February 6, 1897, was affirmed (not reported).
Defendant White filed a motion for review of said departmental
decision, an order entertaining.which was made on November 16, 1898,
and transmitted, together with the motion, to your office, to be returned
to the applicant for service upon the opposite party.
December 30, 1898, your office transmitted said motion to the Department, with evidence of its service, and it is now to be considered,
together with the showing made in. opposition thereto.
The first and second grounds of alleged error do not require notice,
as they present no question affecting the merits of the case, and constitute no sufficient reason for its review. The remaining grounds of
error are as follows:
3. By holding in effect that occupation by lessees of the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company, of land wholly covered by the right of way of said company, for the
purpose of a declining and limited trade and business, excepted the whole of the
forty acre tract traversed by said railroad and right of way from the operation of
the homestead laws, even where such occupation was given up and abandoned for
other locations after appellant's homestead rights had attached; and that a bonea
fide settlement made and an improvement by the settler of a part of said legal subdivision, not demandeft and wholly unsuited for townsite purposes, will, after survey
and years of improvement and continuous residence, count for naught and the homestead entry therefor have to be canceled on account of the townsite claims of sueh
railroad lessees, each of whom, until four years subsequent to the initiation of such
settlement, intended to acquire title to the same land under the homestead laws.
4. In failing to point out and correct errors of fact contained in the Commissioner's said decision of February 6, 1897, the existence of which were practically.
admitted in the decision of the Acting Commissioner of the General Land Office on
review,.a correct statement of which facts the appellant is clearly entitled to
receive, even though your Honor should hold the same views entertained by the
said Acting Commissioner as to the question of law involved.
. By holding in effect that prior to White's settlement several residences on the
land, off of the right of way, were occupied by persons doing business in the.alleged
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town and that such occupation was settlement an coccupation for townsite purposes,
and in holding that any part of the Laud not upon the right of way was used for
the purpose of trade and business prior to the attaching of the adverse rights of
the homestead entrymen.
6. By holding in effect that ay part of the new buildings of Nagel's firm occupied any portion of the lots on which their building or buildings stood when on the
right of way and by giving an incorrect idea as to the nature and extent of the
improvements off of the right of way.
7. By holding in effect that occupants generally believed that said right of way
was only one hundred feet in width on each side of the main track and in giving
consideration to such alleged belief i the face of the provisioa contained in a public
statute to the contrary.
8. In holding in effect that the contestant made aprisnafaciecase, and that there
-was in fact such occupancy for townsite purposes as would reserve the land from
settlement under the provisions of Sec. 2387, U. S. R. S.

These grounds present matters which require consideration.
The facts leading up to the controversy are stated by the local officers, who heard the testimony, as follows:
From the testimony it appears that one John G. Nagel located as a homestead, in
-the year 1884, all that portion of the tract in controversy north of the Northern
Pacific railroad track; that he cleared, improved and cultivated the same; that
afterwards he conducted a small general merchandise store, in connection with his
said homestead, and continued to conduct the said store up to the year 1889.
In 1889 a discovery of mineral was made in the adjoining section, which caused a
mining excitement, when Mr. Nagel had a portion of the tract in controversy (which
was then a part of his homestead) surveyed into lots and blocks, not as a townsite,
but, to use Mr. Nagel's own words: "To accominbdate the business thea dentanded" (see
Nagel's testimony, page 53).
A plat of said survey is filed with the testimony and marked "Contestant's
exhibit D.," sail plat does not give any boundaries of the tract of land embraced
therein, nor the area, nor any statement of the extent and general character of the
improvements; it is not verified, it does not appear to have been filed with the
recorder of the county within which the land is situate, nor in the local land office,
nor in the General Land Office, in fact it does not in any particular comply or attempt
to comply with the provisions of sections 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, 2387,
2388, 2389, United States Revised Statutes. The testimony shows that the lots and
blocks on said plat commence at a point one hundred and fifteen feet north from the
center of the Northern Pacific Railroad track, and that said lots are one hundred
and ten feet deep; that all the business buildings were erected on the front row of
lots as shown by contestant's exhibit " D," thus it will be noticed that all of said
business buildings were erected on the right of way of the Nathern Pacific railroad
company, and not on the tract in controversy. A reference to contestee's exhibit
"A" will show the exact location of all buildings at Clark's Fork in December, 1892.
Witnesses Nagel and Butler testify that when they built their houses they supposed
the right of way of the Northern Pacific R. R. Co. was only one hundred feet on
each side of the center of the main track, and that they supposed their houses were
en the tract in controversy, up to some time in 1893 when the Northern Pacific R. R.
Co. asserted its right to the land, and leased the ground upon which all the business
houses at Clark's Fork were located to the respective owners of said houses.
This fact is stoutly denied by all the witnesses for the contestee, and especially
by one S. R. Catlow, who testifies that the width of the right of way was discussed
by nearly every person in Clark's Fork during the fall of 1889 and the winter of 1890;
that he wrote to the-General Land Office, and was informed that the right of way
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was two hundred feet from each side of the center of the track; that this letter was
public property, and was shown to nearly every person in antd around Clark's Fork.
(Catlow's testimony, page 124.)
In 1891 John E. White, the contostee, located with other lands nearly all of the
tract in controversy south of the Northern Pacific railroad track,. and commenced
the erection of a dwelling thereon, and established actual residence in said house,
with his family, in February, 1892, and has resided thereon, improved and cultivated
the same continuously since 1892, and is now residing thereon, his improvements
being valued at $2000.00.
In 1891 M. P. Whitcomb (one of the applicants for the townsite) located as a
homestead a small portion of the tract in controversy south of the Northern Pacific
railroad track, and erected a dwelling house and established his residence therein
during 1892, subsequent to that of White, and has continued to reside thereon and
is now residing thereon. When the field work of the government survey was made
in 1893, Whitcomb's residence or dwelling house was found to be partly on the tract
in coutroversy and partly on section No. 3.
Thus the'tract remained from 1889 to 1893 with the store of Nagel, the hotel of
Roberts, and the saloon of Butler located on the north side of the railroad track and
on the right of way of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and the residence
of White and a portion of the residence of Whitcomb on the south of the railroad
track.
During 1893 after the field work of the govefnment survey was extended over the
tract in controversy, White, Whitcomb, Nagel, and Butler gave out that they
intended to enter the same under the homestead laws.
During 1893 the Northern Pacific Railroad Company asserted its right to the land
occupied by Nagel, Roberts, and Butler Bros.,,and leased the same to the aforesaid
parties, and they and each of them continued to occupy said premises under said
lease and not otherwise up to the summer of 1894, when the Northern Pacific railroad
company refused to further lease said premises to the Butler Bros., and notified
them to remove their buildings off from the right of way, which they did some time
in the fall of 1894, and moved their said buildings upon the tract in controversy.
'The contesteu testifies that in the spring of 1895, Whitcomb and Nagel attempted
to effect a compromise, so that a joint filing could be made under the homestead
laws, by which the said Nagel, Whitcomb, and contestee could perfect title to the
land claimed by each of them prior to survey. This the contestee refused to do, and
soon thereaftet the said Whiteomb and Nagel commenced the erection of a storebuilding and occupied the same as a general merchandise store on the tract i controversy and off of the right of way. Roberts continues to lease from the railroad
company, and his place of business is now located on the right of way of the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company. Thus the matter stood until October 26, 1895, when
notice was published that on and after the 27th day of November, 1895, the official
plats of said township would be on file in this office, and that this office would
receive filings or entries for lands in said township on and after said 27th day of
November,,1895. On October 29; 1895, a petition (contestant's exhibit "C") was
filed with the probate judge in and for ootenai county, Idaho, signed by ten per-.
sons, claiming to be residing on the tract in controversy, asking the said probate
judge to secure said tract as a towusite under the name of Clark's Fork. This
appears to be the first attempt to obtain title to the tract in controversy under the
townsite laws.
In pursuance to said petition the said probate judge caused a portion of the tract
in controversy to be surveyed into lots and blocks, streets and alleys, plat of which
is filed herein marked contestant's exhibit "A."
It further-appears from the testimony and exhibits that about twenty-five.feet of
the north or back end of the lots as surveyed in 1889 as shown by contestant's
exhibit "D" is and was off of the right of way and on the tract in controversy, and
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Nagel and Butler testify on rebuttal that said twenty-five feet was used in connection with their business.
Nagel, Butler and Whitcomb failing to exercise whatever rights they claimed as
settlers under the homestead laws within the statutory period, waived the same.
Whitcomb, according to his own testimony (page 24), intended to enter the tract
in controversy as a homestead up to September, 1895.
Butler, according to his own testimony (page 44), told a dozen people that it was
his intention to enter the tract in controversy as a homestead as late as August, £895.
Nagel, according to his own testimony (page 59), intended to include the tract in
controversy in his homestead entry as late as 1895.
Thus it will be noticed that all of the parties now engaged in business on the tract
in controversy intended to enter the same under the homestead laws. They certainly
could not be asserting and maintaining claim to the tract in controversy under the
homestead laws and under the townsite laws at the same tine.
We are therefore of the opinion that said townsite claimants have no legal right
to the tract in controversy, but as a matter of equity we believe they should be protected to the extent of the ground actually occupied and improved by them.

So far as the decision of the local officers undertakes to summarize
the facts, the summary appears to be substantially correct.
It appears that the Northern Pacific Railroad was constructed
through and over the land in controversy before any of the present
claimants made settlement thereon, and that its track passes diagonally
through the forty in question, leaving the major portion on the south
and the minor portion on the north side of the track.
The first improvements were evidently erected under the impression
that the right of way of the railroad company was only two hundred
feet in width, and it resulted that they were erected upon the right of
way, which was in fact two hundred feet in width ol each side of the
track.
The Northern Pacific Railroad Company holds its right of way under
the. second section of the act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365), which is
as follows:
That the right of way through the public lands be, and the same is hereby,
granted to said "Northern Pacific Railroad Company," its successors and assigns,
for the construction of a railroad and telegraph as proposed; and the right, power,
and authority is hereby given to said corporation to take from the public lands,
adjacent to the line of said road, material of earth, stone, timber, and so forth, for
the construction thereof. Said way is granted to said railroad to the extent of two
hundred feet in width on each side of said railroad where it may pass through the
public domain, including all necessary ground for station buildings, workshops,
depots, machine shops, switches, side tracks, turntables, and water-stations; and
the right of way shall be exempt from taxation within the territories of the United
States. The United States shall extinguish, as rapidly as may be consistent with
public policy and the welfare of the said Indians, the Indian titles to all lands falling under the operation of this act, and acquired in the donation to the (road)
named in this bill.

It is insisted by contestee that under this grant the railroad company took the fee to the strip of land embraced in its right of way, and
not a mere easement therein, and that neither settlement nor the eree-
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tion of business houses upon the right of way could constitilte a claim
to ajoiuing public land.
The decision complained of treated the strip granted for right of
way purposes as a mere easement, and held, in substance, that settlement upon it which did not interfere with the operations of the road
by the coinpany extended to the remainder of the forty acre tract on
which such settlement was made. That decision treated the grant of
the right of way as conveying no greater right to the railroad company
than that conveyed by the act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat., 73), granting
the right of way to the Southern Kansas Railway Company, whose
successor the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company is
spoken of by the supreme court i the case of Smith v. Townsend (148
U. S., 490) as having only an easement in the land, and not the fee.
But, as before stated, it is insisted by the contestee that the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, under the act of Jly 2, 1864, suprra, upon
its compliance with the terms of the granting act, took the fee to its
right of way, and reference is made to the case of Missouri, Kansas
nd Texas Railway Company v. Roberts (152 U. S., 114), and to the
case of New Mexico v. United States Trust Company, decided by the
supreme court December , 1898 (172 U. S., 171), in support of the
contentiol.

The right of way clause considered in the latter case is as follows:
See. 2. A nd be it further enacted, That the right of way through the public lands
be, and the same is hereby, granted to the said Atlantic and Pacific Railroad
Company, its successors and assigns, for the construction of a railroad and telegraph as proposed; and the right, power and authority is hereby given to said corporation to take from the public lands adjacent to the line of said road material of
earth, stone, timber and so forth, for the construction thereof. Said way is granted
to said railroad to the extent of one hundred feet in width on each side of said railroad where it may pass through the public domain, including all necessary grounds
for station buildings, work shops, depots, machine shops, switches, side tracks,
turn tables and water stations, and the right of way shall be exempt from taxation
within the Territories of the United States.

The court held, in substance, that the railroad company took the fee
under this grant and not a mere easement or incorporeal right. Referring, with approval, to the case first cited, the opinion declares (page
182):
So this court in Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway v. Roberts, 152 U. S., 114,
passing on a grant to one of the branches of the Union Pacific Railway Company of
a right of way two hundred feet wide, decided that it conveyed the fee. The effect
of this decision is attempted to be avoided by saying that the distinction between
an easement and the fee was not raised. The action was ejectment, and was
brought in Kansas, and under the law of that State title could be tried in ejectment. Title was asserted by Roberts, who was plaintiff in the state court, and this
court evidently considered it involved in the ease. The language of Mr. Justice
Field, who delivered the opinion of the court, would be unaccountable else. The
difference between an easement and the fee would not have escaped his attention
and that of the whole court, with the inevitable result of committing it to the consequences which might depend upon such difference.
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As the language of the grant of a right of way to the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company is the same as in the grant to the Atlantic
and Pacific Railroad Company, except as to width, it follows that the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company took the fee and not a mere easement to the strip of land four hundred feet wide constituting its right
of way.
While the language used by the supreme court in the two cases cited
justifies the contention that the right of way clauses considered in said
cases granted a fee in contradistinction to a mere easement, it is to be
observed. that the court in neither case undertakes to say what kind of
fee was granted. Indeed, it is apparent, not only from the nature of
the questions then before the court, but from the language used, that
the court was considering whether the grant was an easement or a fee,

rather than any question as to the character of the fee.. It is not said
in either case that the right of way clause conveyed a fee simple estate
to the grantee, though it is expressly held that more than an easement
was granted.
Blackstone (Vol. 2, p. 104,) describes a fee or fee simple as generallyimporting an absolute inheritance, clear of any condition, limitation, or restrictions
to particular heirs, but descendible to the heirs general whether male or female,
lineal or collateral.

Such title evidently confers upon the owner of property the right to
use it for any purpose recognized as legitimate and to change the
character of the use from time to time, or to suspend use of it at his
pleasure. It is not believed that the Northern Pacific Railroad Comapany has such title to its right of way as would enable it to alienate
the land granted to it for railroad purposes so as to enable the grantee
to use it exclusively for some other and different purpose, or that, if
the company's use of the land for railroad purposes was abandoned,
its title would be unaffected. Yet, if the grant is a fee or fee simple
as generally understood, this would be true.
Blackstone (Vol. 2, p. 109,) describes another character of fee as
follows:
A base, or qualified fee, is sch a one as hath a qualification subjoined thereto,
and which must be determined whenever the qualification anexed to it is at an
end. As, in the case of a grant to A and his heirs, teniaats of te manor of Dale; in
this instance, whenever the heirs of A cease to be tenants of that manor, the grant
is entirely defeated.

So the grant of land for a right of way to the Northern Paciftc Railroad Company may endure forever, yet its duration depends upon the
continued use of such land for the purpose for which the grant was
made. This circumstance so far debases the donation as to make it a
base or qualified fee.
Such seems to be the character of title under which the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company holds its right of way. It is a complete
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title, however, so long as the qualification annexed to it is not at an
end, and confers upon the company the exclusive right of possession,
so that a settlement upon the right of way is not a settlement upon
the public land, and confers no right or claim to the adjoining public

land.
The supreme court, in the case of Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. Smith (171 U. S., 260), rendered a decision which, while not
involving the character of estate held by the company in its right of
way, is not without some bearing upon the matter here under consideration. Smith claimed title to certain town lots within the right
of way claimed by the railroad company. The lots were a part of a
townsite patented to the mayor of Bismarck on July 21, 1879, and
Smith claimed under a conveyance from the corporate authorities of
the city. It appears that in the year 1872 the take Superior and Puget
Sound Laud Company occupied the land and surveyed it into town
lots, but no plat of the survey was filed in the register's office until
February 9, 1874, after the railroad company had constructed its road
through the land and had gone into possession of its right of way.
Afterwards, the survey and plat were adopted as the townsite of the
city of Bismarek, and on application patent issued to Johyn A. McLean
as mayor of said city for the land so surveyed, in which the right of
way of the railroad company was not mentioned. It was held, inasmnuch
as the railroad company constructed its road and occupied the land
before the townsite man was filed, before title was obtained by said
mayor, and without any protest or interference from the city of Bismarek or its grantee Smith, they could not disturb the possession of
said railroad company in its right of way, extending two hundred feet
on each side of its road. It is therein said:
The finding of the trial court, that only twenty-five feet in width has ever been
occupied for railroad purposes, is immaterial. By granting a right of way four
hundred feet in width, Congress must be understood to have conclusively determined
that a strip of that width was necessary for a public work of such importance, and
it-was not competent for a court, at the suit of a private party, to adjudge that only
twenty-five feet thereof were occupied for railroad purposes in the face of the grant
and of the finding that the entire land in dispute was within two hundred feet of
the track of the railroad as actually constructed, and that the railroad company
was in actual possession thereof by its tenants. The precise character of the business carried on by such tenants is not disclosed to us, but we are permitted to presume that it is consistent with the public duties and purposes of the railroad
company.

It being determined that the townsite claimants acquired no rights
by virtue of any settlement upon or occupation of the right of way, it
becomes necessary to consider the alternative proposition submitted
by them, to the effect that, if it be held that the fee to the right of way
is in the railroad company, the survey which was made over it, as though
it was a mere easement, is void, and a new survey should be made and
closed upon the lines of said fight of way.
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Section 2395 of the Revised Statutes lays clown the general plan on
which the surveys are to be conducted, and is as follows:
The public lands shall be divided by north and south lines run according to the
true meridian, and by others crossing them at right angles, so as to form townships
of six miles square, unless where the line of an Indian reservation, or of tracts of
land heretofore surveyed or patented, or the course of navigable rivers, may render
this impracticable; and in that case this rle niust be departed from no further than
such particular circumstances require.

It is apparent that the rules prescribed to be observed in making
surveys are directory and intended to apply to bodies of unsurveyed
public land, which are to be subdivided according to such rules, and
disposed of according to survey.
Here, after the railroad was constructed through unsurveyed public
land, a public survey was made, in which the lines of the survey were
extended across the railroad right of way as in eases of a mere easement. The survey has been approved and many tracts of the public
lands adjoining the right of way have been disposed of in accordance
with such survey, and the question is, shall it be now set aside and a
resurvey made, simply that the survey may be made to close upon the
lines of the land granted to. the railroad company for right of way purposes, when it does not appear that the interests either of the railroad
company or of the United States render such course necessary. The
survey did not and could not affect the title or right of the railroad
company. The purpose of a survey is to so subdivide the public lands
that they may be readily identified. But here that object is not defeated
by the inclusion of this right of way in the lands surveyed. Their identification is not interfered with. The existence, location and, extent, of
the right of way across the several subdivisions are all well known so
that there is no difficulty in identifying the portion of each subdivision
which remains subject to settlement and disposition as public land.
The disturbance of the survey at this late day is not justified upon any
ground suggested.
Both parties claim to have acquired rights to the land in dispute by
virtue of settlement upon it prior to survey.
The act of June 2, 1862 (12 Stat., 413), appears to be the first general statute which recognized the right to make settlement on the
public lands before survey, with a view to acquiring title after survey,
but it was limited to preemption claimants. This right was extended
to settlers under the homestead laws by the act of May 14, 1880 (21
Stat., 140). The townsite acts of July 1, 1864 (13 Stat., 343), and
March 2, 1867 (14 Stat., 541), also give recognition to townsite settlements made on the public lands prior to the survey thereof.
It is the established rule that, in the absence of a statute making
special provision to the contrary, public lands can be disposed of only
according to the legal subdivisions of the public survey, and as logic-.
ally resulting from this it is equally established that the right obtained
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by settlement under the homestead law upon a given legal subdivision
extends to the whole of that subdivision.
Questions as to priority of right, or adjustment of rights, acquired
by settlement prior to survey, can only arise where the settlement is
made prior to the survey in the field. Lord v. Perrin, 8 L. D., 536.

In the case at bar, at the time of the survey in the field, White was
the only settler on this subdivision except Whitcomb, the other parties
at that time being located on the right of way, and as to them White's
right, as a prior settler, attached to the entire tract from such time.
Any right Whitcomb may have had as a homestead settler by reason
of his settlement before survey in the field, is lost by his failure to
assert the same under the homestead law.
The evidence shows that after the survey in the field White made
claim to the entire tract and exercised rights of ownership over the
same. It was necessary for him to adjust his settlement claim to the
lines of the public survey, and in so doing to include the legal subdivision on which his improvements were placed.
It appears that November 18, 18Q0, White filed in the office of the
county recorder of Kootenai county, Idaho, a notice of a " possessory
right," to the land south of the railroad right of way, and it is urged
that lie is estopped from ow claiming any part of the tract north of
the railroad right of way, because it was not included in said notice.
The notice was filed under a territorial act, approved December 10,
1864, afterwards embodied in sections 4552-4556 of the Revised Statutes of Idaho of 1887, relating to "Possessory Actions for Public
Lands," and providing that
Any person ....
occupying and settled upon, any of the public lands of the
United States in this Territory, for the purpose of cultivating or grazing the same,
may commence and maintain any action for interference with, or injury to, his
possession of such land against any person interfering with or injuring the same.

It is further provided therein that the claim ant shall file in the county
recorder's office an accurate description of his possessory claim.
White's notice concluded with the statement: "I make this location
under the laws of the Territory of Idaho, pursuant to an act entitled
an act prescribing the mode of maintaining and defending possessory
action on the Public Lands in the Territory of Idaho, approved December 10, 1864."7 The purpose of the notice, as will be seen, was not to
define any claim White might assert under the federal laws, but to
enable him to protect, under the local laws, any invasion of his possessory claim. Aside, however, from the special purpose which the notice
was intended to subserve, it cannot be held that a notice of a possessory claim, given prior to survey in the field, will estop the settler from
afterwards making his entry conform to the legal subdivisions in such
manner as to include the land actually settled upon by him, as against
settlers whose rights were acquired after such survey.
This being true, the right of White is superior to that of the town-
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site claimants, and Melder's contest is dismissed and White's entry
held intact.
The departmental decision under review is hereby vacated, and your
office decision of Febuary 6, 1897, reversed, and the case will be disposed of in accordance with the views herein expressed.
ELLIOTT V. SEA-RS.

Motion for review of departmental decision of February 25, 1899, 28
L. D., 143, denied by Secretary Hitchcock, May 22, 1899.
REPAYMENT-ENTRY CANCELED IN PART.

WILLIAm

H.

IVINE.

Where an entry has been erroneously allowed in part, or has been canceled in part
for conflict, the entryman may relinquish the entry in its entirety, or retain and
perfect his entry as to that part left intact. But a relinquishment of a specific
part, in such case, is equivalent to a declaration of an intention by the entryman to avail himself of the benefit of his entry as to the remainder, and if such
part is subsequently canceled for non-compliance with law, he is not entitled to
repayment therefor.
The right to repayment does not exist where the entry is properly allowed upon the
proofs presented by the entryman, but is afterwards canceled because it has
been otherwise ascertained that the land is not of the character represented in
the proofs.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

May 22, 1899.

(E. F. B.)

With your letter of January 28, 1899, you resubmit for consideration
by the Department, the application of William H. Irvine for repayment
of purchase money paid by him on desert land entry No. 2818, of the
See. 8, T. 7 S., R. 3 E. Salt Lake
SW. SE. 1, Sec. 5, and W. NTE.
City, Utah, embracing one hundred and twenty acres. Said application is resubmitted upon the letter of the Auditor for the Interior
Department of October 7, 1898, requesting that the allowance of $30.00
repayment on this claim be reconsidered as, in his opinion, only $5.00
can be lawfully or properly repaid thereon; You recommend that the
claim be allowed for the full amount of $30.00.
It appears that Irvine made desert land entry of the tract above
described, in 1889, and on January 8, 1891, a mineral application was
filed in the local office for sixty acres of land, twenty acres of which
were included in the entry of Irvine. On June 10, 1891, the local officers were instructed by or office that it was error to have received
said mineral application while the land was covered by the desert land
entry, but in view of the allegation in the mineral application as to the
mineral character of the land, they were advised that a hearing might
be ordered upon the request of either party.
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On July 10, thereafter, Irvine filed in the locaf office a relinquishment
of said twenty acres, of which the following is a copy:
I, William H. Irvine, being first duly sworn depose and say that I am the identical person who on July 29th, 1889, made desert entry No. 2818, on the SW. 1 of SE. JT,
See. 5, and W. 4 of NE. , See. 8, Tp. 7 S., R. 3 E., S. L. M. Utah, and I hereby relinquish to the United States all my right, title, interest and claim in and to the S. of
SW. I of NE. i of said See. 8, the same being a portion of the land embraced in my
said entry.
That this relinquishment is made on account of the conflict with the 'Slate Placer
No. 1' mining application No. 1959 filed by Frederick W. C. Hatheuibruck et al., on
January 8th, 1891. That the said twenty acres of laud hereby relinquished having
been fond to contain deposits of slate since my said entry was made, making the
same thereby more valuable for mineral than for agricultural purposes.
(Signed)
WILLIAM H. IRViNE.

-

Upon the filing of said relinquishment the entry was canceled as to
said twenty acres and the mineral application was allowed, upon which
patent was issued to the mineral elaimant November 2, 1892. The entry
as to the remaining one htundred acres was left intact. On January 25,
1894, said desert land entry No. 2818, was canceled by your office
because the entryman failed to submit proof of reclamation.
May 11, 1898, Irvine made application for repayment of purchase
money paid by him on said entry, amounting to $30.00, which was
approved by this Department September 7, 1898, without passing
through the law division, and was returned by the Auditor for the
Interior Department with his letter of October 7, 1898, requesting a
reconsideration of the action of this Department.
Upon a reconsideration of this application the Department concurs in
the views of the Auditor for the Interior Department that the desert
land caim of Irvine for one hundred acres, remaining intact after the
relinquishment of the twenty acres, was not erroneously allowed andcould have been confirmed but for the default of the entryman.
Where an entry has been erroneously allowed in part or has been
canceled in part for conflict, the entryman may relinquish all of it or
may retain and perfect his entry as to that part of it left intact. But
a relinquishment of a specific part is equivalent to a declaration of an
intention by the entryman to avail himself of the benefit of his entry
as to the balance-left intact. In this case the entry remained of record
for Irvine's benefit, as to the one hundred acres, and was not subject to.
cancellation until he made default. His action in relinquishing the
specific twenty acres was a sufficient " expression of acquiescence in the
retention or acceptance of the uncanceled portion of the entry.'These views are not in conflict but in harmony with the decision of
the Department in the cases of Hiram H. Stone (5 L. D., 527); and
Arthur L. Thomas (13 L. D., 359).
Upon a further consideration of this application the Department is
satisfied that the approval of this claim for any amount was unauthorized by law. When Irvine made his application to enter the one
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hundred and twenty acres ebraced in his original entry, he also
presented in support thereof the usual preliminary proof showing the
land to be non-mineral and of the character subject to entry under the
desert land lan. U~pon the proof so submitted the local officers rightly
allowed the entry. The making and submitting of this proof was the
act of the entryman; the examination of the; proof and records and the
allowance of the entry were the acts of the local officers. In this
instance the mistake was in the proof presented by the entryman and
not in any act of the local officers. The entry was not erroneously
allowed. The right to repayment does not exist where the entry is
properly allowed upon the proofs presented by the entryman but is
thereafter canceled because it has been otherwise ascertained that the
land is not of the character represented in the proofs. Christopher W.
McKelvey (24 L. D., 536); George A. Stone (25 L. D., 111); Edwvard
B. Sanford (26 L. D., 3); Bernhard Neuhaus (26 L. D., 073); Adolph
Nelson (27 L. D., 448).
It was not the subsequent application for a mining patent which
enforced the cancellation of Irvine's entry as to the twenty acres, but
the admitted mineral character of the land. Had the twenty acres
been non-mineral in character, as represented by Irvine in procuring
his desert land entry, it could not have been lawfully included in a
mining claim, but being mineral land it could not have remained subject to his entry even if it had not been included in a mining claim.
The action of the Department of September 7, 1898, allowing repayment for $30.00, amount claimed, is recalled and vacated -and said
claim will be rejected for the entire amount. You will furnish the
Auditor for the Interior Department with a copy of this decision.
CuMImINS

. CRABTREE.

Motion for review of departmental decision of December 24, 1898,
27 L. D., 711, denied by Secretary Hitchcock, May 22, 1899.
OTOE ANTD MISSOURIA LANDS-ADJUSTMENT OF SALES.
OPINION.
The authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by the act of March 3,
1893, to revise and adjust, on principles of equity, and with the consent of the
Indians, the sales of Otoe and Missouria lauds made under the act of March 3,
1881, is not exhausted by an attempted revision and adjnstnient of said sales
that has failed of consummation.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,M1ray 22, 1899.
(W. C. P.)
With his letter of April 15, 1899, J. A. Van Orsdel, as attorney for
purchasers of Otoe and Missouria lands in Nebraska, submitted a
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proposition for the revision and adjustment of the sales of said lands.
This was referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for consideration and recommendation, who submitted his report April 27, 1899.
The matter has now been referred to me
for opinion as to whether or not the Secretarv of the Interior still has authority to
revise and adjust the sales in question under the act of Congress approved March 3,
1893 (27 Stat., 568), an attempt at such revision and adjustment having been made
in 1896 and 1897, and failed of consummation; or whether, because of such attempt
and failure, the act referred to is now functus officio.

The lands in question were sold in 1883, under the provisions of the
act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stat., 380). Extensions of time for the
deferred payments were made by the acts of March 3, 1885 (23 Stat.,
371), and August 2, .1886 (24 Stat., 214). Many purchasers having
failed to complete their payments and complaint having been made of
gross irregularities connected with the sales by reason of which it was
asserted that the price at which the lands sold was in many instances
far in excess of their real value, Congress, by act of March 3, 1893
(27 Stat., 568), "authorized and directed" the Secretary of the Interior
"to revise and adjust, on principles of equity," the sales of said lands,
"and in his discretion, the consent of the Indians having been first
obtained," to allow to purchasers of said lands rebates of the amounts
respectively paid or agreed to be paid by them. The matter was submitted to the Indians in January, 1895, and they refused to consent to
any settlement involving any rebate whatever. July 18, 1895, Secretary Smith issued an order in which, after reference to this refusal of
the Indians, it was said (21 L. D., 55):
It is evident, therefore, that the relief intended to be granted the purchasers of
said lands by the act of March, 1893, can not be effected, and that nothing remains
for the Department to do but to enforce the terms of said purchases.
Owing to the refusal of the Indians to consent to the relief intended to be extended
to the purchasers of said lands by the act of March 3, 1893, Slpra, which makes the
relief provisions of said act nugatory, it appears to be the duty of this Department
to carry out the former legislation relative to said lauds, action under which has
been suspended owing to the pendency of said legislation and proceedings thereunder after the passage of the law.
You will therefore direct the district land officers to call upon the parties in default
in payment of either principal or interest for said lands to pay the same within ninety
days from receipt of notice, and to advise them that in the event of their failure to
do so, their respective entries will be canceled.

Afterwards action under this order was suspended, and in April,
1896, a plan of adjustment was submitted to the Indians and by them
rejected. Subsequently the Indians proposed a settlement on the
basis of the rebate of ten years' interest to those purchasers who
would make payment of the amounts due from them within ninety
days after notice. Secretary Smith adopted this plan, and on July 20,
1896, issued an order directing that notice be given purchasers of these
lands who were in arrears, that all who would within ninety days make
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settlement would be allowed a rebate of ten years' interest on the
amounts due and unpaid, and that on failure to make payment within
the time specified their entries would be canceled (23 L. ID., 143). In
December, 1896, the Secretary of the Interior asked the Assistant
Attorney General for au opinion upon the validity and effect of this
order, the inquiry being as follows:
1st. Was the order of this Department of Jly 20, last (23 L. D., 143), in accordance with the provisions of said act?
2nd. If said order of July 20, last, was not in accordance with the provisions of
said act, has the Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his supervisory power,
authority to issue said order independent of the terms of said act?
3rd. If prior to the issuance of said order of July 20, last, there had been an effort
made to obtain he consent of the Indians to a rebate as provided by the terms of
said act, and the Indians had refused to consent to any rebate whatever, then and in
that event, would the Secretary of the Interior, having made an effort to proceed
under said act, have the right and authority, under his supervisory power, to issue
the order of July 20, last!

In the opinion submitted December 20, 1896, in response to this
request, each of the questions presented was answered in the negative.
This opinion, while never formally approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, was evidently accepted and concurred in by him because no
action was thereafter taken to carry into execution the order of July
20, 1896. Some of the purchasers who were in arrears responded to
the notice given under this order and paid the amount due, less the
rebate of ten years' interest, but whether this was before or after the
opinion of the Assistant Attorney General is not disclosed by the papers
submitted.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his report of April 27, 1899,
upon the proposition under consideration, expresses the opinion that
proceedings under the act of 1893 having been formally instituted, and
having failed, the matter isfunctus ofJicio and can not now be revived
under that act.
No reason is given by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the
opinion so expressed, no authority is cited in support thereof, and no
provisions in the statute gives color to it.
The act "authorized and directed" the Secretary of the Interior " to
revise and adjust on principles of equity" the sales of these lands,
and in his discretion, the consent of the Indians having first been obtained,
to allow to the purchasers of said lands at said public sales, their heirs and legal
representatives, rebates of the amounts, respectively, paid, or agreed to be paid, by
said purchasers.

That which would exhaust the authority thus given to the Secretary
of the Interior and make it funetus officio would be a revision and
adjustment of the sales made on principles of equity and with the
consent of the Indians pursuant to the provisions of said act. No
attempt or succession of attempts at such a revision and adjustment,
no matter to what extent prosecuted, if not consurnmated in the man-
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ner required, would exhaust his authority thereunder, or preclude further efforts to execute the direction given in the act.
I am therefore of opinion that the Secretary of the Interior still has
authority to revise and adjust the sales in question under the act
named.
Although not within the reference in response to which this opinion
is given, I take the liberty of recommending that in any revision and
adjustment of these sales protection should be given, as far as may be
possible, to those who accepted ad made payment under Secretary
Smith's order of July 20, 1896, which was subsequently held by the
Assistant Attorney General to be ineffectual.
Approved, May 22, 1899:
Tuos RYAN,
Acting Secretary.
ALASKAN LANDS-NATIVE OCCrANCY-TOWNSITE ENTRY.

KITTIE

LEOGEUH ET AL.

Section 8, act of May 17, 1884, recognized the right of Alaskan Indians to the possession of the lands in their actual use and occupancy at the passage of said act, or
that were then claimed by them, and contemplated that feture legislation should
provide the terms under which they could acquire title to such land.
If section 11, act of- March 3, 1891, providing for townsite entries in Alaska, is not
such "future legislation" as was contemplated in the act of 1884, then the lands
in such actual use and occupancy of said Indians are not subject to disposal
under the townsite law; and if said section conferred upon the Indians the right
to take title under the townsite law, no other person could lawfully acquire title
to lands in the actual use and occupancy of the Indians, as the townsite entry is
made solely for the several use and benefit of the occupants of the land entered.
The opel, notorious, exclusive, and continuous possession from the date of the act
of May 17, 1884, of lands y Alaskan Indians, is notice to the world of their
rights in the premises, and sufficient to prevent any one from becoming a bone
fide purchaser of said lands.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioler of the General Land Office, lay
(W. V. D.)
22, 1899.
(E. F. B.)

With your letter of March 10, 1899, you transmit the petition of Kittie
Cleogeuh and nine other Alaska Indians belonging to the Takon tribe,
praying that a hearing may be had to enable them to make proof of
their claim and right to certain lands in the Territory of Alaska, now
embraced in the exterior boundaries of the townsite of Juneau and
described in the survey of said townsite as blocks R, S and T.
The petition is addressed to the townsite trustee of the town of Juneau
and from it and accompanying papers it appears that entry was made of
the townsite of.Juneau under the 11th section of the act of March 3,
1891 (26 Stat., 1095), and after the survey and platting of the townsite
into streets, alleys, blocks and lots a patent was issued to the trustee
for the several use and benefit of the occupants thereof according to
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their respective interests. In accordance with the circular of instruetions of June 3, 1891 (12 L. D., 583), the trustee gave notice by publication that on a day designated, or as soon thereafter as the trustee could
receive applications he would proceed to set off the lots, blocks or
grounds to which each occupant was entitled.
Oil March 21, 1.898, John . Waterbury and T. Jefferson Coolidge, Jr.,
filed their application with the trustee for the blocks in controversy,
with other blocks in said towusite, submitting with their applications
an abstract of their claimed title, as shown by the records of the district
court of Alaska, and, there being no other applicant for said blocks,'
the trustee, on March 21, 1898, executed a deed therefor to the said
Waterbury and Coolidge. Said grantees, on April 1st thereafter, conveyed said blocks to the Pacific Coast Company.
It is alleged in said petition that petitioners and their ancestors have
been in the open, notorious and exclusive.possession of said property
from 1881 to the present time; that they have continuously- resided
there and have improved said property by the erection of a comfortable house or houses on each of said lots, some of the buildings costing
from five hundred to three thousand dollars; that no improvements
have been made on said property, except by petitioners and their
ancestors; that the beach in front of said lots has been used by petitioners and their ancestors for lauding their canoes, wood and fuel, and
for fishing purposes; that their absolute and exclusive possession of
said lots and beach has never been questioned or interfered with by
any resident citizen of the district of Alaska or town of Juneau; that
they have always believed that said lands were not within the townsite of Juneau and had no notice whatever to the contrary as no actual
survey upon the ground has been made or stakes driven designating
the lots or blocks. They also state that as they were the only occupants of said land May 17, 1881, when the act for the civil government
of the district of Alaska was passed, they believed that they were
fully protected by the 8th section of said act, and it has only recently
come to their knowledge that said premises are within the exterior
boundaries of the townsite of Juneau. They ask that they may be
permitted to make the necessary showing to entitle them to a deed to
said property.
Accompanying the said petition is a written but unsworn statement
subscribed by fourteen persons, who declare that they are citizens and
business men of the town of Juneau and have resided therein since the
dates set opposite their respective names, which range from 1880'to
1887; that during all of said time the property in question has been
exclusively and openly occupied by the Indians; -that the improvements thereon were placed there, by the Indians, and that the subscribers are Niilling to testify to these facts at any time when called
upon to do so. The petition is also accompanied by the affidavits of
two persons ho state that they have been familiar with the property
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in question since 1879 and 1880, respectively, and otherwise substantially repeat the declarations made in the nnsworn statement aforesaid.
The petition and accompanying papers were served upon John R.
Winn, who acknowledged service for Waterbury and Coolidge and
answered said petition on behalf of the Pacific Coast Company, as
attorney, alleging that said property was purchased by said Waterbury
and Coolidge in conformity with the rules of procedure adopted by the
townsite trustee who issued his deed for the same to said purchasers,
which was recorded, and that thereafter the Pacific Coast Company
purchased said property from the said Waterbury and Coolidge without any knowledge or information as to any facts concerning the title
to said property, except what is set out in the deed and record title
thereof. The answer does not admit or deny the facts set forth in said
petition but claims that the deed issued by the townsite trustee is conclusive, and that the trustee is without power to grant the relief asked
for in said petition.
The petition and answer were examined by the trustee, who held
that le was without authority in the premises and that petitioners
must apply to a court of equity for any relief which they may desire.
Petitioners appealed to your office from this action of the trustee,
alleging, among other errors, thatSaid trustee erred in making his deed of said lots to said J. I. Waterbury and
T. Jefferson Coolidge, Jr., for the reason that-the said Waterbury and Coolidge were
not residents of the District of Alaska, and had made no improvements whatever on
said lots; for the further reason, that the petitioners were in the open, exclusive,
and notorious possession of said lots, occupying the same at the time said deed was
made, and the said Waterbury and Coolidge, and their said attorneys, had full
notice of that fact.

To. this the Pacific Coast Company filed a reply, in which it is stated:
That the said John I. Waterbury and T. Jefferson Coolidge, jr.; held the-said property in trust for the Pacific Coast Company, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York and doing business in the District of
Alaska, and owning and operating upon the said land in controversy, a public wharf;
that said property had been occupied by said corporation and its grantors for more
than ten years last past, as a public wharf, used by said corporation and the public
generally; and that if any ot said property is occupied by Kittie Cleogenh and other
Indians, itis against the will and consent of the owner of said property, and said
Indians moved upon and have been residing on said property since the Pacific Coast
Company and its grantors have been in the possession of and the owners of the
same.

Neither the trustee's deed to Waterbury and Coolidge nor any conveyance from them to the Pacific Coast Company is exhibited with the
answer. or with any of the other papers, so that the character of the
original ownership of Waterbury and Coolidge, whether as trustees or
otherwise, is not fully disclosed.
The petition and accompanying papers are now submitted by your
office for consideration by the Department, with a recommendation that
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a hearing be ordered upon said petition to determine whether a suit
should be brought by the government to set aside the deed from the
townsite trustee.
The claim of petitioners to the tracts in controversy is based upon
the first proviso to the 8th section of the act of May 17, 1S84 (23 Stat.
24), which is as follows:
That the Indians or other persons in said district shall not be disturbed in the
possession of any lands actually in their use or occupation or now claimed by them
but the terms under which such persons may acquire title to such lands is reserved
for future legislation by Congress:

Here is a distinct recognition by Congress of the right of the Alaska
Indians to the possession of the lands in their actual use and occupation or that were then claimed by them. It was evidently contemplated that future legislation should provide the terms under which
they could finally acquire title to such lands.
Two views may be presented upon the question whether Congress has
adopted the " fture legislation with respect to the acquisition of title
to such lands by Indians in Alaska.
One view is, that the 11th section of the act of March 3, 1891, providing that lauds in Alaska may be entered for townsite purposes for
the several use and benefit of the occupants of such townsites, by
trustees, under the provisions of section 2387 of the Revised Statutes,
as near as may be, confers upon said Indians the right to receive title
from the trustees to the lots severally claimed and occupied by them
within such townsites and therefore partly fulfills the promise of future
legislation. In the regulations issued by the Department for carrying
into effect the provisions of this section, it was apparently so construed
for it was therein directed that
the trustees of the several townsites entered in said territory, shall levy assessments
upon the property either occupied or possessed by any native Alaskan, the same as
if he were a white man, and shall apportion and convey the same to him according
to his respective interests, without regard to the question of citizenship. Sec. 26,
Instructions, 12 L. D., 583, 595.

The other view is that section 11 of the act of March 3, 1891, merely
extends to the Territory of Alaska the provisions of section 2387
Revised Statutes, and that it was not intended that it should be
extended to persons who would not be qualified to take title to town
lots nder said section as elsewhere applied and administered.
But in either view, no title to lands in the actual use and occupancy
of Indians could be acquired by others under said section 11. If that
section was not such "future legislation" as was contemplated by the
8th section of the act of 1884, then the lands in the actual use and
occupancy of Indians would not be subject to disposal under the townsite law; and if said section conferred upon the Indians the right to
take title under the townsite law as extended to Alaska, no other person could lawfully acquire title to lands in the actual use and occu-
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pancy of the- Indians, as the townsite entry was made solely for the
several use and benefit of the occupants of the land entered.
If these petitioners have been in the open, notorious, exclusive and
continuous possession of these lands from the date of the act of Mray
17, 1884, to the present time, as alleged in their petition, such possession was notice to the world of their rights in the premises and was
sufficient to prevent any one from becoming a bon fide purchaser of
said lands.
The papers are herewith returned to your office and you will notify
Waterbury, Coolidge and the Pacific Coast Company that they will be
allowed sixty days within which to make full answer to said petition
-and accompanying papers, exhibiting therewith copies of the deeds,
or evidence of title under which they laim and you will then return
the papers to the Department with your further recommendation for
consideration.
APPLICATION TO ENTER-APPEAL-SRTTLEMENT

OLSON

RIGIT.

. WELCH.

No rights are secured by an appeal from the rejection of an application to enter
lands embraced within a railroad indemnity selection, made in accordance with
the rulings then in force, where said application is not accompanied by any
attack upon the validity of the pending selection.
The right of one who is residing on a tract of land embraced within a railroad
indemnity selection at the date of the cancellation thereof, and thereafter
applies within three months of such cancellation to make entry, is superior to
any adverse claim made after said cancellation.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Comissioner of the General Land Office, May
(W. V. 1).)
25 1899.
(F. W. C.)
Erik John Olson has appealed from your office decision of April 22,
1898, dismissing his contest and holding that Patrick Welch has the
prior and superior right to make entry of the-<.2pof SE. , lots 3 and
4, See. 1, T. 128 N., R. 47 W., Saint Cloud, Minnesota, land district.
This tract is within the indemnity limits of the grant -for the St.
Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company, along its main
line, and was included in a list of selections filed by said company on
August 11, 1890. Losses along the St. Vincent Extension of said road
were made the bases of the selection under consideration and were
sufficient bases under the decisions of this Department, in force at the
time of the selection, holding that the main line and St. Vincent Extension should be adjusted as an entirety.
By your office decision of July 18, 1896, the selection of the tract in
* question, together with other selections having a likQe status, was held
for cancellation, it being held that the bases therefor were insufficientthe ruling of the Department having in the meantime changed, holding
that the grants for the two lines should be adjusted separately-and as
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no appeal was filed from said decision, nor other and sufficient bases
furnished, the selection was canceled by your office letter of October
23, 1896.

On January 6, 1896, Patrick Welch tendered at the local office his
homestead application embracing the tract under consideration, which
was rejected by the local officers on the same day for conflict with the
indemnity selection of record, and Welch appealed to your office.
Said appeal does not appear to have been considered by your office
until after the cancellation of the company's selection when, by your
office letter of November 21,1896, the application by Welch was returned
to the local officers with instructions to allow Welch to perfect entry
of the land. Prior to the allowance of entry by Welch, to wit, December 9,1896, Olson tendered his homestead application for the same land
alleging prior settlement and upon said allegation hearing was duly
ordered and held.
From the testimony adduced at the hearing it appears that during
the years 1894, 1895 and 1896, Olson rented and farmed a tract adjoining that under consideration, upon which he lived. In 1894 he broke
and cultivated about five acres of the tract nder consideration, which
breaking was increased during the following year to ten or fifteen acres.
He did not take up a residence on the land in question until September, 1896, since which time. he has resided continuously upon the land
and has improvements to the value of about $500.
e swears that
during the early part of January, 1896, he, together with his wife,
slept in a barn upon the land in question a night or two, and that
thereafter and during the month of January, 1896, he-tendered his
application to enter this land. What action was taken upon said application does not appear from the record now before the Department.
He alleges that his application under consideration is the third presented by himself to enter the land in dispute.
Welch does not appear to have ever resided upon the land in dispute,
his claim thereto resting alone upon his application presented on January 6, 1896. Said application-was presented a an ordinary one to enter
public lands and was not accompanied by any attack upon the claim
of the company; nor did he ask to have his application held subject to
the claim of the company. In his appeal from its rejection he urged
that it should have been allowed and not that it should have been
received and held subject to the company's claim. It has been uniformly ruled by this Department that no right is gained by appeal
from the rejection of an application unless the application was improperly rejected. Gallup v. Welch (25 L. D., 3); Northern Pacific R. R.
Co. v. Wolfe (28 L. D., 298); Falje v. Moe (28 L. 1., 371). Under the
circumstances of this case it must be held that Welch gained nothing
by reason of his application so tendered and rejected before the cancellation of the railroad selection.
It is therefore unnecessary to determine whether Olson gained any
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right by his alleged settlement antedating the tender of the application
by Welch. It is clearly shown that at the time of the cancellation of
the railroad selection Olson, together with his family, was residing upon
the land in question, and as he presented his application to make entry
of the land within three months after the cancellation of the selectiou,
he is duly protected in his rights under his settlement and residence
upon the land, as against any claim made to the land subsequently to
such cancellation.

Your office decision is therefore reversed and Olson will be permitted
to complete entry of the land as applied for.

LAWSON ET AL. v. KING.

Motion for review of departmental decision of. February 28, 1899, 28
L. D., 151, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, lay 29, 1899.

LAwSON ET AL. V. REYNOLDS.

Motion for review of departmental decision of February 28, 1899, 28
L. D., 155, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, May 29,1899.

ACCOUNTS-ALASKAN

SURVEY-DEPOSIT.

CLINTON GURNEE, JR.
The fund available for the compensation of a deputy surveyor for surveying a claim.
to Alaskan land' under the act of March 3, 1891, is not necessarily limited to the
deposit made under the estimate furnished by the surveyor general, and prior to
the instructions to the deputy or the commencement of the survey.
Funds deposited after the instructions to the deputy surveyor should not be applied.
in the settlement of his account without due notice to the applicant for survey,
and opportunity for him to present any objections he may haste to the allowance
of the account, or any part thereof.

ActingSecretaryRyan to thae Cotissioeroe'the General La.id Qffce, May

(W. V. D.)

.

2.9, Z899.

(E. B., Jr.)

Clinton Gurnee, J., a United States deputy-surveyor for Alaska, has
appealed fom the decision of your office of May 22, 1897, in the matter of his account for $179.90, claimed by him as compensation for the
execution of survey No. 52 of a tract of land in Alaska, applied for by
James Tyson, as a salting and fishing station, under sections 12 to 14
of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095, 1100). The account as
adjusted by your office was approved for $100.00 only, it being held in
the decision appealed from that that sum, being the amount estimated
by the ex-officio surveyor-general of Alaska for field work in this case,
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is the limit of compensation allowable therein to Gurnee under the
law and the instructions applicable thereto. Mr. Gurnee contends that
he made the survey in accordance with instructions received from the
surveyor-general and .as directed by the applicant, and is therefore
entitled to the full amount claimed, and that his account should be
approved for the full sum claimed.
The survey was made June 7 and 8 1894, and embraces a tract of
land containing 141.16 acres situated on the left bank of the Ugashek
river, Sitka, Alaska, land district. The survey was approved by the
United States marshal, ex-officio surveyor-general of Alaska, Februlary
12, 1895, but was suspended by your office decision of May 14, 1895,
for the reason as therein stated that "more land is claimed than is
occupied in the business, and because the tract is not, as near as practicable, in square form."
In the decision your office suggested that the survey be amended so
as to reduce the area claimed to about ten acres, which would embrace
all the land occupied by the applicant. This decision was affirmed by
the Department, on appeal, October 3, 1896, and thereunder the survey
still remains suspended, the requirements of your office not having been
complied with, nor attempted to be complied with, so far as appears
from the papers before the Department.
It appears that the cost of the survey in the field was estimated by
the e-officio surveyor general at $100.00, and the cost for office work
and stationery at $35.00; that the sum of these amounts was deposited
in the United States sub-treasury at San Francisco, California, by
James Tyson, the applicant, and that Gurnee was employed to make the
survey pursuant to section 13 of the act of 1891, suipra, and paragraphs
2, 3 and 13 of regulations under the act, approved June 3, 1891 (12
L. D., 583-587). November 7, 1894, without having obtained any additional or corrected estimate from the surveyor-general, Tyson deposited
the additional sum of $252.90 in the said sub-treasury, on account of the
survey. By reason of the lack of an official estimate for this second
deposit your office does not regard it as available for compensation of
the deputy-surveyor, but -holds that the only sum available therefor
is the $100.00 deposited in pursuafice of a regularly obtained estimate,
upon the basis of which the deputy-surveyor undertook to make the
survey.
The deputy-surveyor, on the other hand, urges that his compensation
was fixed at $10.00 per day and necessary expenses, by the instructiois
under which he made the survey, and that his account is only for the
time actually consumed and for his necessary expenses in the matter
of the survey, pursuant to instructions, that he is not responsible for
the failure of the applicant to secure an additional or corrected estimate before making the second deposit, and that as the second deposit
was in effect subsequently approved by the surveyor general, and as he
(Gurnee) performed the service required of him, the money covered by
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both deposits should be held to be an available fund out of which he
may be paid.
Upon careful consideration the Department is convinced that the
objection stated in your office decision is not sufficient to justify you in
limiting your approval of the account to the sum of $100.00-only, of the
amount claimed. While it is true, as above stated, that the instructions issued May 4, 1896, to Mr. Gurnee, advised him that his compensation would be $10.00 per day and necessary expenses, it is also true,
as stated in the decision of your office, that the same instructions limited the sum total of compensation to "the amount deposited in the
United States depository for the survey of the site." But it does not
necessarily follow from this limitation that only funds deposited previous to the date of the instructions to the deputy-surveyor or to the commencement of the survey could be drawn upon to defray the legitimate
and proper expenses thereof.
In this case it appears that the second deposit, with date and subtreasury umber, is etered in the consolidated account duly verified
and submitted July 16,1895, by the deputy-surveyor, and that such
account is certified to as correct by the surveyor-general March 19,
1896, after personal examination, and payment thereof is recommended
by him. This amounts to an approval of the deposit although given
subsequent to the making of te same. Under these circumstances it
is believed that the irregularity consisting. in the lack of a previous
estimate as authority for such deposit, should be waived.
The said consolidated account, which embraces thirteen other
accounts for surveys made in Alaska by Gurnee during the summer of
1894, while stating the several items of expense incurred and the total
number of days spent in making the fourteen surveys, does not apportion the per diem and expense items to the several surveys, nor is an
apportionment made therein to any one of the surveys. In a separate
account undated, unverified and without certification or recommendation by the surveyor-genera], Mr. Gurnee states the total compensation
due him in the matter of survey No. 52 to be $ 79.90, but no basis for
the apportionment is stated in the account itself, or elsewhere in the
papers in the case.
You will, therefore, call upon Mr. Gurnee to render a new account in
the matter of srvey No. 52, properly verified, and certified with recommendation by the surveyor-general, wherein the compensation he
claims is apportioned to the survey from the total compensation claimed
in said fourteen surveys, and the reasons for the apportionment are
fully and clearly stated. You will also require Mr. Gurnee to make
personal service of a copy of such new account and of this decision
upon the applicant, the said James Tyson, with notice to him in writing, that he will be allowed sixty days after such service, if made elsewhere-than in Alaska, and one hundred and twenty days if made in
Alaska, within which to present to the General Land Office at Wash-
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iugton, D. C., any objections he may have to the allowance of such
account, or any part thereof. When the new account has been rendered you will, in due time, consider the same, together wvith any objection thereto that may have been filed as above, and take such action
thereon, in harmony with the views herein expressed, as the case may
seem to require. The applicant Tyson may of course, by a statement
in writing, assent to the allowance of the whole of said account, or to
any stated portion thereof, and may waive the time given for presenting objections.
The decision of your office is modified accordingly.
MINING CLAIMT-AMENDED ENTRY-RE LINQTTISHMENT.
VICTOR No. 3 LODE CLAIM.
An applicant fbr mineral patent, who has excluded ground embraced within a prior
application of his own for another claim, may amend his application and entry
so as to include ground covered by the senior application, on the relinquishment
of his claim thereto; but he will be required in such case to make new publication and posting, and otherwise comply with the law and regulations.

Acting Secretary Rtn to the Commissioner f te General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)

May 29, 1899.

(C. W. P.)

This is an appeal by Charles A. Keith from the decision of your office,
dated February 15, 1898, in the case of the Victor No. 3, lode claim,
mineral entry No. 1087, Pueblo land district, Colorado.
December 3, 1895, Char]es A. Keith made application for patent for
the Victor No. 3 lode, and entry thereof was made by said Keith
December 28, 1896.
The survey of the claim, as shown by the approved survey, discloses
many conflicts with other claims, and after deducting proper exclusions
there remained an area of only .089 of an acre, for which entry was
allowed. Said application and entry excluded the area in conflict with
the Panther lode, mineral application No. 1246, filed October 19, 1895,
by Keith.
December 7, 197, Mr. Keith applied to amend the Victor No. 3
application and entry so as to include certain portions of the Panther
lode covered by a relinquishment by Mr. Keith as owner of the Panther
lode filed with said application, and it appears that the only reservation contained in said relinquishment is an isolated tract which covers
the Panther's discovery shaft.
Your office said:
In applicant's application and publication on the Panther the ground in conflict
with the Victor No. 3 lode is inclnded therein, and in the application and publication on the Victor No. 3 lode all the ground in conflict with the Panther lode is
excluded therefrom. The applications for patent for both of the said lode claims
were made by the said Charles A. Keith.
In view of the foregoing and the fact that entry for the Victor No. 3 lode was
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regularly allowed and the conflict with the Panther lode expressly excepted and
excluded therefrom, the -relinquishment is accordingly hereby rejected and the
application to amend the record denied, and A. E. 1087 approved for patenting.
The Department sees no good reason why the relinquishment filed
by Mr. Keith as owner of the Panther ode claim may not be accepted,
or why, under the circumstances of this case, he may not be allowed
to amend his application for the Victor No. 3 lode claim, and also his
entry for that claim upon proper proceedings therefor, so as to include
in the latter the ground thus relinquished by him. His relinquishment, however, when accepted will run to the United States and not
to himself as owner of the Victor No. 3 ode claim (Shields et al. v.
Simington, 27 L. D., 369), and in order to secure the amendment of his

entry for the latter claim so as to include the land relinquished to the
United States, he will be required to make new publication and posting
thereof and otherwise comply with the law and mining regulations
(Woods v. Holden et al, 26 L. D., 198; Same, on review, 28 L. D., 24).
Your office decision is modified accordingly.

RICARD L. POWEL, No. 2.
Motion for review of epartmental decision of March 22, 1899, 28
L. D., 220, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, May 29, 1899.

ALASKAN LANDS-FINAL PROOF-CITARACTER Or OCCUPANCY.

WHITE STAR OLGA, FISHING STATION.
Under the act of May 14, 1898, testimony on final proof taken outside of Alaska, in
the ease of a purchase of lands in said Territory, may be ad ilitted in evidehee.
The use of land as a fishing place, and as a home for the fishermen employed by an
applicant for the right of purchase under section 12, act of March 3,. 1891, is not
an occnpation of said land " for the purpose of trade and mannfactures," within
the intent and meaning of said section.

Secretary litcheock to the Commissioner of the General Land 0 ce, Mlfay
(W. V. D.)

31, 1899.

(0. W. P.)

The White Star Olga Fishing Station has appealed from the decision
of your office, dated October 22, 1897, rejecting the final proof offered
by said company upon its application to purchase the land embraced
in Alaska survey No. 46 and, holding for cancellation the cash entry
made thereon.
Said proof was rejected partly upon the ground that the proof was
taken outside of the territory of Alaska, but principal]y because the
land included in the survey does not appear-to be used and occupied
for either of the purposes named in section 12 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stat., 1095, 1100), under the provisions of which the White Star Olga
Fishing Station seeks to purchase and enter the land in question.
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Since the decision of your office, Congress has passed the act of May
14, 1898 (30 Stat., 409, 413-414), which provides that the testimony on
final proof taken outside of Alaska, in the case of a purchase of lands
in said territory, shall be admitted in evidence as if taken before the
register and receiver of the proper local land office, and under the
authority of said act the testimony of the witnesses taken in San Francisco should be considered.
Section 12 of the act of March 3,1891, spra, provides:
That any citizen of the United States twenty-one years of age, and any association
of such citizens, and any corporation incorporated under the laws of the United
States, or of any State or Territory of the United States now authorized by law to
hold lands in the Territories now or hereafter in possession of and occupying public
lands in Alaska for the purpose of trade or manufactures, may purchase not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, to be taken as near as practicable in a square form,
of such land at two dollars and fifty cents per acre.

This section has been the subject of several decisions of the Department.

In Alfred Packennen's case, 26 L. D., 232, it was held that the word
"trade," as employed in said section, is used in its. commercial sense,
and that it was not tfe purpose of Congress to authorize the purchase
of land used for farming, or for grazing cattle, or for the domestication
and breeding of wild animals.
In the case of John G. Brady, Id., 305, it was held that Congress
intended to limit the amount of land which might be acquired in Alaska
by a claimant under said section to the area actually occupied-for the
purpose of trade or manufacture, when taken in the form prescribed by
the act, and not to include lands occupied for the purpose of growing
fruit, or of raising any agricultural crop, or of grazing thereon horses
or cattle, as incident to the business of the purchaser.
In G. P. Hansen's case, Id., 568, it is said:
All the material facts disclosed by the record have been fully set out herein and it
does not appear therefrom, as seen, that a trading post or manufacturing plant has
been established upon the land sought to be purchased and entered by appellant, or
that there is'upon the land any salting or canning establishment whereat salmon or
otheT fish are
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The survey was therefore rejected.
The plat of survey under consideration shows that the land in qiiestion is situated on the north shore of Olga bay, in the southern part of
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Kodiak island in Alaska, and is as far as practicable in a square form,
being approximately twenty by twenty chains, with an area of 31.76
acres. In the centre of the tract there is a lagoon of five acres connected with the bay by an inlet. Situated on the west side of the
lagoon are two houses, but on the east side there are no improvements
of any kind.
The facts, as disclosed by the record, do not show that any business
or manufacture is carried on upon this land, but that the land is only
used for salmon fishing and as a home for fishermen employed by the
company; and that "' there are almost 80,000 fish caught there annually." Of the two buildings on the land, one is used for a lodging
house and the other for a mess house for fishermen. There are no permanent inhabitants, only fishermen employed by the company during
the fishing season. It does not appear that the company has any salting or canning establishment on the land, or carries on any domestic
or foreign trade on the land, and it is evident, as said in your office
decision, that the purpose of the ompany in seeking to purchase the
land is to control the shores and thereby acquire the sole right of fishing in the adjacent waters. In view of these facts, it cannot be held
that the company's occupation of the land was "for the purpose of
trade or manufactures within the meaning of the act, and the decision
of your office, holding for cancellation the cash entry No. 8 of the said
company, is therefore affirmed.
RAILROAD RIGHT OF

VAY--ACT OF MARCH 3,

KOOTENAI VALLEY

18576.

R. R. Co.

As between the United States, and a railroad company claiming the benefit of the
act of March 3, 1875, the company is entitled to take from the public lands
adjacent to the line of its proposed road timber and material necessary for the
construction thereof, on the filing of its articles of incorporation and due proofs
of organization, as provided in section , of said act.
The articles of incorporation and proofs of organization are required by said act to
be filed with the Secretary of the Interior, and where the same are found sufficient to identify the company as a beneficiary of the grant, and are accepted by
the Secretary, the right acquired by said acceptance will relate back to the time
when said articles and proofs were presented, so as to protect the company in any
subsequent use of timber and material necessary for the construction of the road.
If timber necessary for the construction of the road can not be found laterally adjacent to and within the termini of the proposed road, it is permissible to go
beyond said termini to secure such material.
In determining whether timber is taken from lands adjacent to the line of the proproposed road, the nature of the country to be traversed by said road, and the
most available means of transportation may be considered.

Secretary, Hitchcock to tile Commissioner of the General
(W. V. D.)
May 31, 1899.

Land O e,
(F. W. C.)

With your office letter of'May 24, 1899, was submitted, with request
for instructions, five separate reports made by a special agent, in
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accordance with directions given by your office, regarding the cutting
and removal of timber from surveyed and nsurveyed public lands in
the State of Idaho, in March and April last, by contractors, for use in
the construction of the Kootenai Valley railroad.

The amount of the

cutting involved in the several reports aggregates 735,000 feet of timber and 31,025 railroad ties.
Articles of incorporation and proofs of the organization of said
Kootenai Valley Railroad Company were submitted to this Department
by your office November 5, 1898. They were returned to your office
for correction and were again transmitted to the Department March
24, 1899, and were accepted as sufficient March 29, 1899.
According to the articles of incorporation this company was organized for the purpose of uilding a railroad in the State of Idaho from
Bonners Ferry, on the line of the Great Northern railway, in a northerly direction to the international boundary. A map showing the line
of location of the proposed road was filed in the local land office at
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on November 23, 1898. No action appears to
have been taken upon said map by your office, looking to the approval
of the same, under the fourth section of the act of March 3, 1875 (18
Stat., 482).
In your office letter it is stated that the material cut as aforesaid
has virtually been taken possession of by the government, on the ground that it was
unlawfully procured from public lands, and the railroad company have been thereby
delayed and obstructed in the building of the road, which will develop and open up.
to settlement an important section of the country;
but the Department is verbally informed by Mr. Thomas R. Benton,
the attorney for the company, that it is his understanding that all timber and ties referred to in said reports are in the possession of the company, except 7,000 ties which are the subject of the agent's -report of
May 12, 1899, the same having been cut from and being now upon what
will be, when survey is accepted, Sec. 2, T. 62 N., R. 2 E.
Your office letter submitting said reports states that te

main ques-

tions suggested by the reports are as follows:
1st. Had the company the right, under the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 482), to
procure timber from public lands for construction purposes, prior to the approval,
or acceptance, of a copy of its articles of incorporation. etc., required by the act to
be filed with the Secretary of the Interior
2nd. If the company had such right, were the timber and ties specified in Special
Agent Thorp's reports, cut by or for said company for actual construction purposes Dand
3rd. Were such timber and ties procured from public lands adjacent to the line of
the road.
Relative to the first question you state:
I am
of-way
3, 1875,
section

of the opinion that the position heretofore taken by this office, that a rightrailroad, duly incorporated and organized as prescribed in the act of March
has no right to begin construction or to exercise the privileges granted by
1 of said act, until a copy of its articles of incorporation and evidence of its
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organization thereunder has been accepted or approved by the Secretary of the Interior, is erroneous, and not authorized or contemplated by said act.
There is no provision in the law which specifically requires the approval of the
copies of articles of incorporation by this Department, blit, even if such a requirement can be implied, the approval of the papers would relate back to date of filing,
and in the case in question none of the timber or ties was cut until somne four mouths
after the filing of said papers by the railroad company.
In view, however, of the former practice or holdings of this office, that the rights
of a right-of-way railroad to begin the coustraction thereof does not attach ntil
after the copy of its articles of incoyporation and evidence of its orgaization thereunder has been approved by the Department, I feel constrained to refer the entire
matter to the Department for its consideration and for advisory instructions.

The question here raised relates to the time when a railroad company seeking to secure the benefits of the act of March 3,1875, becomes
entitled thereto. This question does not appear to have ever been
made the subject of consideration by this Department, with respect to
the right of the company to take material, etc., from the public lands
adjacent to the line of road for the purpose of construction. In the
case of Dakota Central R. R. Co. v. Downey (8 L. D., 115), it was held
that the right of way conferred by the act of March 3, 1875, does not
attach by the filing and acceptance of the company's articles of incorporation and proofs of organization, but when the line of road is definitely fixed, either by actual construction or the filing of the map of
location as provided for in the fourth section of the act. The question
involved in that case was as to whether a reservation should be made
in the patent issued on account of an entry made of lands crossed by
the claimed right of way.
The act of 1875 grants a right of way across the public lands one
hundred feet in width on each side of the central line of the road, and
also the right to take from the public lands adjacent to the line of the
road mateiial, earth, stone and timber, necessary for the construction
of the railroad. So far as these grants may interfere with the rights
of others claiming the land as settlers or by reason of entry tereof, it
is clear that, in addition to the filing of the articles of incorporation
and due proofs of the organization, the railroad company must also
give fixedness to the line of its proposed road; on acc6nt of which a
right is claimed, before the initiation of the adverse claim, in order to
subject such land to the grant, but this can be done either by the filing
of maps as provided for il the fourth section of the act, by reason of
which the company would gain a right in advance of the actual construction of its road, or by the building of its road. Where, as in the
matter under consideration, the question is one solely between the
United States and the company claiming the benefits of the provisions
of the act, all that is necessary in order to entitle the company to the
right to take from the public lands adjacent to the line of its proposed
road material, earth, stone and timber, necessary for the construction
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* thereof, is the filing of its articles of incorporation and due proofs -of
organization, as provided for in the first section of the act; for, if the
full privileges of the grant made by the act can be secured by the construction of the road without the previous filing of the map of location,
as recognized in the case of Washington and Idaho R. B. v. Coeur
d'Alene Ry. (160 U. S., 77, 97), and the case of Dakota Central R. R.
v. Downey (supra), the right to take stone and timber must exist before
construction, for the use to be made of the material, earth, stone and
timber, is limited to the construction of the road.
In the case of United States v. Denver etc. Ry. (150 U. S., 1, 14), it
was said:
When an act, operating as a general law, and manifesting clearly the intention of
Congress to secure public advantages, or to subserve the public interests and welfare by means of benefits more or less valuable, offers to individuals or to corporations as an inducement to undertake and accomplish great and expensive enterprises or works of a qaasi public character in or through an immense and undeveloped
public domain, such legislation stands upon a somewhat different footing from
merely a private grant, and should receive at the hands of the court a more liberal
construction in favor of the purposes for which it was enacted. Bradley r.. New
York and New Haven Railroad, 21 Connecticut, 294; Pierce on IRailroads, 491.
The articles of incorporation and due proofs of organization are
required by the act to be filed with the Secretary of the Interior, and
where the same are found sufficient to identify the company as a beneficiary of the grant and are accepted by the Secretary of the Interior,
the right acquired by the acceptance will relate back to the time of the
presentation of the articles of incorporation and proofs of organization,
so as to protect the company in any subsequent taking of material,
earth, stone and timber, necessary for the construction of the road.
The second question, namely: "Were the timber and ties specified
in Special Agent Thorp's reports cut by or for said company for actual
construction purposes?" seems to be sufficiently answered in that portion of your said office letter which states thatThe second question is answered in fell by Special Agent Thorp's reports and the
affidavits submitted therewith, which seem to conclusively establish the fact that
the timber and ties specified were procured from public lands solely for the construction of the Kootenai Valley Railroad.
In respect to the third question, namely: " Were such timber and
ties procured from public lands adjacent to the line of the road?" your
said office letter states thatThe question as to what are "public lands adjacent to the line of said road,"
which is involved in the third query, has been construed in many conflicting ways
by the courts and by decisions of this office and the Department, and no definite
conclusion can be arrived at which will apply, in general, to every case. In my
opinion, it should apply, in general, to the nearest and most available public lands,
within a reasonable distance from the line of the road, from which the necessary
timber can be procured, and it should especially apply to sch lands as are within
such proximity to the road as to be directly benefited by the building of the road,
by being opened up to settlement and development, to a degree equivalent to the
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value of the timber or other material procured therefrom. Where the lands, however, are, while only from four to five miles from the line of a road, in airiect ine,
but are separated from the road by mountains which it would be impossible to get
the timber across, and the only way the timber cut from said lands can reach the
line of road is by a long and circuitous route of some ten or twelve miles, I am of
the opinion that such lands can not be considered as "adjacent to the line of the
road" within the meaning of the act of March 3, 1875.
With this view of the matter it seems to me that, in the case of Hopkins and Reed,
reported by Agent Thorp May 11, 1899, involving 500,000 feet of timber cut from
what will be, wheu survey is accepted, Sees. 20, 22 and 28, Tp. 62 N., R. 2 E., in the
case of Parker Bros., reported by Agent Thorp May 12, 1899, involving 7,000 ties cut
from what will be, when survey is accepted, See. 2, Tp. 62 N., R. .2 E., and in the
case of Jerry Callahan, reported by Agent Thorp May 12,1899, involving 235,000 feet
of timber cut from what will be, when surveyed, See. 18, Tp. 60 N., R. 1 E., the lands
cut from being over five miles distant from the line of the road in a direct line, or it
being impossible to deliver the timber cut therefrom to the railroad without transporting it by a long and circuitous route of from seven to twelve miles, said lands
can not be considered within the proximity of the line of the road or within such
reasonable distancetherefrom as to be considered lands "adjacent" to the line of the
road, and I am of opinion that, demand shouldlbe made upon the railroad company
and its contractors for the stumpage value of said material, as innocent trespassers,
before said timber and ties are delivered to them.
With regard to the 24,025 railroad ties specified in the remaining two reports of
Special Agent Thorp, both dated May 13, 1899, as cut from S.
E. t Sec. 8, Tp. 62
N:, R. 1 E., Sec. 6, Tp. 63 N., R. 1 E., and on what will be when surveyed Sees. 7,20,
29 and 32, Tp. 64 N., R. 1 E., In which said agent reports that the lands are within
one mile of the line of the road, and the ties have been hauled to and are now piled
on the right of way, there appears to be no question but what said lands are adjacent to the line of the road and [the ties] should be released to said road.

It appears that the 235,000 feet of timber referred to in the agent's
report of May 12th were cut from lands about ten miles due south of
the southern terminus of the road, and that the 500,000 feet of timber
referred to in the agent's report of May 11th were eut from lands almost
directly east from the southern terminus of the proposed road and from
five to seven miles distant therefrom.
In circular of March 3, 1883 (1 L. D., 699), issued under the act of
March 3, 1875 (supra), it is stated, in paragraph numbered (2), that:
The right granted to any railroad company under this act to take timber or other
material from the public lands " adjacent to the line of said road " for construction
purposes is construed to mean that, in procuring timber or other material for the
purposes indicated in the act, the same must be obtained from the public lands in
the neighborhood of the line of road being constructed and within the terminal
points of such roads, if possible. If, however, it should be found that the material
required in the construction of such road can not be procured from the public lands
in the neighborhood of, and within the terminal limits of, such road, then it is permitted that such company may obtain the material required outside the terminal
limits of the road under construction; such material, however, to be taken from
such points as are most accessible and nearest to the terminal limits thereof.

Under this construction of the act it would be possible to go beyond
the termini of the road in securing timber for construction if it could
not be found laterally adjacent to and within the termini of the proposed road.
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It does not appear, however, that any inquiry has been instituted by
your office with a view of ascertaining whether necessity existed for
the cutting of timber beyond the terminus at Bonners Ferry.

As to the timber and ties cut from lands laterally adjacent to the line
of road, it is stated in your said office letter that a portion, especially
the 7,000 ties cut from what will be, when surveyed, Sec. 2, T. 62 N.7
iS. 2 E., and the timber cut to the east of the road at its terminus at
Bonners Ferry, were cut from lands "separated from; the road by mountains which it would be impossible to get the timber across, and the
only way the timber cut from said lands can reach the line of road is
by a long and circuitous route of some ten or twelve miles." Your
office is of opinion that these lands are not " adjacent to the line of the
road" within the meaning of the act of March 3, 1875.
It is not stated that there is any nearer available timber that might
be used by the company; ad, when the nature of the country to be
traversed by the proposed road is considered, together with the evident
purpose to use the streams as a means to carry the timber to the road,
thus saving hauiling, it is the opinion of this Department that these
lands are adjacent to the line of road notwithstanding they may be
"separated from the road by mountains."
The reports, together with accompanying papers, are herewith
returned for your frther consideration and action i the light of the
construction herein given to the act.
SURVEY-AIEANDER LINE-RIPARTAN RIGHTS.

FRENCH-GLENN LIVE STOCK CO. V. MARSHALL.
In the survey of land bordering upon a body of water the meander line is not run as
a boundary, but for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of land in the subdivisions rendered fractional by reason of their bordering upon the water.
Purchasers or grantees of meandered sab-divisions, bordering upon a body of water,
take title thereto with all of the incidents of ownership, aong which is that
of a right to relictions. This right pertains to the ownership of lands bounded
by a water line, without reference to the character of the land, and hence exists
in the case of title acquired under the swamp grant.

Secretary Hitchcocl; to the Commissioner of the General Lansd Qfiee, M1ay
(W. V. D.)
31, 1S99.
(W.C. P.)
By letter of July 14, 1898, you submitted for instructions the matter
of the controversy between The French-Glenn Live Stock Company

and certain parties, involving lands in the vicinity of Lake Malheur,
Burns land district, Oregon.

The first survey of public land in this vicinity was made i 1877.
By this survey townships 25, 26 and 27, ranges 31, 32, 32j and 33, east
of Willamette meridian, were returned as fractional by reason of bordering on Lake Malhenr. Many of the tracts represented by this
survey as bordering upon the lake were selected by the State of Oregon
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under the swamp land grant. These selections were approved and
patents have been issued thereon. In 1892 a petition was filed in your
office asserting that the waters of the lake had receded, leaving exposed
a considerable bodv of land between the line of the original srvey
and the waters of the lake, and asking that said land be surveyed aspublic land of the United States. This petition was presented by parties who claimed to have settled upon these lands and desired to acquire
title thereto under the public land laws. When this matter was submitted to the Department your office was directed to order surveys of
those lands where no meander line had been run and in townships
where the government owned land adjoining the lake if the frontage
were of sufficient extent and the body ot land uncovered sufficiently
large to warrant the extension of the lines. (16 L. D., 256.)
Difficulty was met in carrying out this order, and the surveyor general asked for further instructions.

In submitting the matter to this

Department your office said:
I respect rally ask for instructions with reference to the survey of the lands between
the meander line and shore line of the lake, nder Department decision of March 3,
1893 (16 L. D., 256), in view of the propositions sbmitted by the surveyor general in
his letter of April 10, 1894, herewith, and would recommend that all the dry land
between the meander and shore line of the lake be surveyed as the most desirable
solution of the problem, and any riparian rights of the owners of the fractions
bordering upon the lake, who entered the land in accordance with the subsisting
plats, to any lands which might be shown to exist by the survey now in contemplation, under tbe supreme court decisions referred to in the departmental decision
(16 L. D., 256), might be determined after the survey of said land.

In answer to this request this Department said (19 L. D., 439):
The recommendation -contained in your said office letter, that "all dry land
between the meander and shore line of the lake be surveyed as the most desirable
solution of the problem," in conformity with the second plan submitted by the
surveyor general, in his said letter, is concurred in by this Department

A survey was made, and the approved plats thereof filed in your
office January 15, 1S97. Various entries of land embraced in this survey have been allowed by the local officers. October 27, 1897, Sarah E.
Marshall submitted final proof under her homestead entry for a part of
this land, described as the N. of the NE. of See. 34, and the SE.
of the SE.

and lot 2, Sec. 27, T. 26 S., R. 31 E.
The French-Glenn Live Stock Company, claiming to be the owner,
by purchase from the State, of a large body of lands shown by the
former survey and plats as bordering upon Lake Malleur and adjudged
to belong to the State under the swamp land grant, filed a protest
against said final proof. This protest was based upon the grounds
that the land covered by said homestead entry was made bare by the

recession of the waters of the lake and that it became a part -and parcel of certain lots belonging to the protestant company and shown by
the original survey and plats thereof as bordering upon the lake. The
local officers dismissed the protest, but took no formal action upon the
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final proof, and the protestant appealed to your office. There argument was heard but no decision rendered, the papers being transmitted
to this Department with request for instructions.
If the waters of the lake covered this land as indicated by the first
survey, a conveyauce of the lots shown by that survey to border upon
the lake carried with it all riparian rights of the United States and
consequently all land added to such lots by reliction. It is admitted
that this is the general rule, but it is strenuously insisted that this case
is an exception to such rule. This assertion is based upon the proposition that the lands acquired by the State were of a certain character,
that is, swamp and overflowed, and that this limitation precluded the
acquirement of riparian rights In other words, that the grantee of
swamp lands takes only lands of that character, and that the land
under the water, forming the bed of the stream or lake which renders
the surveyed tracts fractional, does not pass under such grant. Undoubtedly a grantor of lands bordering upon a body of water may by
apt terms of description and limitation confine the conveyance to the
dry lnd and retain all his rights in and to the submerged land. The
cases cited in behalf of the homestead claimants i support of their
position involved only the question as to the intention of the grantors
as shown by the instrument of conveyance. None of these cases
involved a conveyance by the United States of public lands.
In the original survey of this land the side lines were, according to
the field notes and plats, extended to the waters of Lake Malheur and
a meander line was run to mark the sinnosities of the water. The line
thus run was not a boundary line, but was run for the purposes of
ascertaining the quantity of lnd in the subdivisions rendered fractional by reason of bordering upon the water. Purchasers or grantees
of these fractional subdivisions took title thereto with all the incidents
of ownership, among which is that of a right to relictions. This right
is an incident of the ownership of lands bounded by a water line, without reference to the character of the land. The contention that the
right to relictions is not an incident to the title of lands acquired under
the swamp land grant can not be sustained.
It is further contended that the field notes of the survey in this case
show that the tracts acquired by the State were bounded by the shore
line and not by the water line and hence that no riparian rights attached.
This can not be sustained. The field notes show that one of the lines
of the original survey of the tracts designated as bordering upon the lake
was run as a meander line of the lake, as is properly done in such cases.
These lines are not boundaries, hut are run to determine the quantity
of land in the fractional tract, the water line forming the boundary.
If; then, the water line of Lake Malheur as it existed at the time of
the survey under which the State or her grantee claims title was as
shown by that survey and the plat made. therefrom, or approximately
so, the land uncovered by the gradual recession of the waters of the,
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lake belongs to the owners of the tracts shown by that survey to border
upon the waters of the lake. The allegations made at the time the
second survey was ordered went only to the extent of asserting that
the waters of the lake had receded and left bare land which was at the
time of the original survey a part of the lake bed. Upon this showing
it was properly ordered that a survey be made of such of the lands
thus uncovered as pertained to the tracts yet belonging to the United
States. It was not intended by that order, nor by any subsequent
direction, to question the right of the owners of such tracts as had
been alienated by the United States to have and hold the land thus
uncovered which should pertain to the tracts so alienated.
At the time a new survey of lands in this vicinity was asked for it
was asserted that the waters of the lake had receded, leaving uncovered a large body of agricultural land. In 1895 a petition was filed in
behalf of the settler-claimants asserting that the instructions under
which the new survey was being made were not such as to insure the
survey of all the lands and asking modification thereof. This was
supported by affidavits, but none of the afflants claimed to have knowIn
the condition of the country in 1877 when the original survey was
made. In 1897 still further protest against the new survey was made,
but again none of the affiants claims any knowledge of the vicinity in
1877 or makes any statement as to the location of the boundaries of the
lake at that time.
Accompanying the brief filed in your office is an affidavit of John
Cummins, attorney for the homestead claimant, bearing date April 12,
1898. This affiant does not claim a personal knowledge of the country
at the time of the original survey in 1877, but states that on the trial
of a case had in 1897 in the circuit court of Oregon, wherein The
French-Glenn Live Stock Company sought to eject a settler from a
tract of land lying between the meander line of the lake as shown by
the survey of 1877 and that shown by the survey of 1895, the settler
introduced many witnesses who testified that the character of this land:
is the same as it was in 1877 and that the meander line shown by the
original survey was not run within a mile and a half or more of the
lake. Said attorney asserted in the oral argument here that the lake
did not exist in 1877, as shown by the survey of that year. It is urged
that upon this showing a hearing should be had to determine whether
the original survey was correctly executed. I do not deem these statements as presented sufficient to justify an order for a hearing to determine the correctness of a survey made more than twenty years ago.
It is not necessary now to discuss or consider any proposition as to the
authority of this Department in the premises, based upon the hypothesisthat the surveyof 1877 was incorrect either through mistake or fraud.
The papers in the case are herewith returned, and you will take such
action in the premises as may be proper in accordance with the facts
and the views herein set forth.
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CONTEST.

H*OWARD V. WYER ET AL.
It is not essential to the validity of a relinquishment that it shall be executed in
writing on the receiver's dlplicate receipt; it is sufficient if the proof offered
satisfies the local officers that the entry is in fact relinquisbed

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Conomissioner of the General Land Office,
Jule 1, 1899.
(G. C. R.)
(W. V. D.)

On November 23, 1895, John L. Wyer made homestead entry for lots
5, 6, 7, 8 9, 10, 11, and 12, of Sec. 9, T. 33 N., R. 2 E., B. M., Lewiston,
Idaho.
On December 30,1896, Erwin P. Howard filed his affidavit of contest
against the entry, alleging abandonment. Service was had by publication, and hearing fixed for May 3, 1897.
After the contest affidavit was filed, but before the day of hearing,
John P. Crites filed his affidavit in the local office, stating, in substance, that about July 1, 1.896, he procured the etryman's (Wyer's)
relinquishment, and, intending to take the land for a home, he placed
valuable improvements thereon; that about July 15, 1896, he made
application for the land, tendered the required fees, and presented
Wyer's relinquishment-written on legal cap-paper; that, by reason of
the relinquishment not having been executed on the duplicate receiver's
receipt, and no affidavit having been offered to account for absence of
the receipt, his application was suspended for a more perfect relinquishment; that he afterwards procured the original receiver's receipt
and mailed the same to the local office, but failed to send therewith any
letter of transmittal, believing the register wouild remember his original
application, without his explaining why he sent it; he asked that his
entry be allowed, and that no rights be acquired by the contestant,
whose contest was filed subsequent to his application.
At the hearing Wyer, the entryman, made default. Contestant
introduced testimony clearly proving his allegations of abandonment.
Crites was thereupon allowed to intervene; he introduced in evi* dence, from the files of the office, the following papers in support of
his affidavit above mentioned: Receiver's receipt, No. 3841, issued .to
John L,, Wyer, November 23,1895; also Wyer's written relinquishment
of the entry, dated July 7, 1896, and sworn to on same day before F. J.
Wilmer, a notary public of the State of Washington; also his (Crites')
homestead application for the land, sworn to before the register July
20, 1896, and his non-mineral affidavit executed on the same day.
The register and receiver recommended that the entry be canceled,
and Howard, the contestant, "be allowed to file;" but in thus finding
for Howard the register and receiver admit that Wyer's relinquishment
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and Crites' application, etc., " are with the papers in this case," further
saying:
The affidavits in this case show that they were sworn to before the register of this
:office, but were never filed or any entry made on the records of this office relating to
said papers; and why they remained dormant so long we are unable to explain,
further than the duplicate receiver receipt for said filing was found in our U. S.
mail rec'd, but without any relinquishment or other explanation.relating to it.

On appeal, your office, by decision of September 16, 1897, reversed that
action and dismissed the contest. A further appeal brings the case here.
It sufficiently appears from the testimony in the record and the
statements of the register and receiver that Crites applied for the land
before Howard filed his affidavit of contest. Crites' application was
also accompanied by Wyer's relinquishment.
It is not essential to the validity of a relinquishment that the same
shall be evidenced only by a writing on the receiver's duplicate receipt.
It is sufficient if the proof offered satisfies the local officers that the
entry is, in fact, relinquished. If the relinquishment is acknowledged
or sworn to before an officer qualified to take acknowledgments or
administer oaths (and even that is not required-Johnson v. Montgomery, 17 L. D., 396), the proof should be regarded as sufficient.
When, as in this case, the relinquishment was followed in a short
time after its presentation, by the duplicate receipt sent in to the local
office through the mail, the relinquishment should then. have been
accepted and Crites' application allowed.
It appearing that Crites applied for the land, tendering the required
fees and swearing to the necessary affidavits, etc., and that he accompanied his application by a reliaquishment of the then existing entry,
followed soon thereafter by the duplicate receipt, all of which was
done before the contest was filed, he obtained thereby a prior right to
the land. The fact that no record was made of such application by
the register was the latter's fault, and Crites cannot be held responsible for it; he had done all that was necessary to protect his rights.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
OKLAHOMA LAwDS-SECOND HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

WALTON ET AL. V. MONAHAN.
The right of one who has abandoned all claim under a prior entry to make a second
entry under section 13, act of March 2, 1889, 25 Stat., 980, is not affected by the
fact that at the date of his settlement the prior entry had not been canceled of
record.

Acting Secretary Pyan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(C. J. G.)
June 1, 1899.
(W. V. D.)
October 28, 1893, Michael J. Monahan made homestead entry for lots
1, 2, 3 and 4 and N. J NE. 1, Sec. 32, T. 26 N., R. 3 E., Perry, Oklahoma,
land district.
29
12781-VOL 28
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* The entry was contested as follows:
December 4, 1893, by Benjamin F. Walton as to lots 3 and 4, and
N. t NE. i; December 11, 1893, by Burned Helda, as to lots 1 and 2;
and December 18, 1893, by Simeon L. McQuiston as to the whole tract,
all alleging priority of settlement.
As to the facts of this case there is very little question, both the
local office and your office finding that Walton and Helda were the
prior settlers;, that they fully complied with the law, as to residence
and improvements; and that they are qualified to make entry.
Monahan and McQuiston have appealed from your office decision of
May 14, 1897, to the Department, their principal contentions being that
Helda and Walton are disqualified from making entry, the former by
reason of premature entry into the Territory, and the latter by reason
of a prior entry. Monahan stood on his entry alone and can therefore
have no rights unless these contentions be'sustained. Walton and
Helda made the race into the Cherokee Outlet September 16, 1893, from
the Chilocco Indian school reservation. The Department has subsequently held that such fact would not in itself disqualify a settler from
making a homestead. MQuiston made settlement with the avowed
understanding that if those who made the race from the Chilocco
reservation were declared to have done so " legally" he would abandon
the land. It appears that ilelda, on September 8, 1893, in going to
Arkansas City to secure a booth certificate crossed the Cherokee Outlet from the Osage reservation, and on this account it is alleged that he
is disqualified. His testimony shows, however, that he passed along
the public main-traveled road and that he gained no advantage of such
trip. He is not thereby; disqualified nder the decisions of the Department from making entry. It appears, also, that Walton made an entry
April 21, 1887, at the Lamar land office, Colorado. This entry was
intact at the time he settled on the land in controversy and remained
so until the date of your office decision of May 14, 1897, when the same
was canceled. From this fact it is contended that Walton was disqualified from making second entry. The evidence shows that Walton
had wholly abandoned the land embraced in his original entry for reasons stated, having left the same in August, 1887, and never having
derived any benefit therefrom. The fact that his original entry was
not canceled of record at the date of his settlement on the land in controversy, is immaterial as he had fully abandoned his right and the
possibility of securing title thereto, and he is therefore entitled to
make second entry under section 13 of the act of March 2, 1889 (25
Stat., 980, 1005).
Your office decision is accordingly hereby affirmed.
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OF PATENT.

KOHNYO AND FORTUNA LODES.
A petition for the review of a departmental decision, under an exercise of the Secretary's supervisory authority, will not be entertained, where it is in effect an
application for the reinstatement of an entry that was canceled under a ruling
of the General Land Office not called in question when the case was before the
Department on the appeal of the petitioner. The application in such case
should be addressed to the General Land Office.
On application for reinstatement of a canceled mineral entry, where it appears that
parties are claiming adversely thereto, the applicant should publish notice of his
application for a period of sixty days, in the same manner as notice for an original application for patent is required to be published.
Where two claims are embraced within one entry, and there is no pending contest,
protest, or adverse proceeding of any kind, against one of said claims, patent
may issue therefor, on due showing of compliance with law, without waiting for
the termination of pending litigation against the other claim.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Ofie,
June 3, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
(W. V. D.)
The Cripple Creek Gold Mining Company, by Lyman B. Goff its
president, has filed a etition asking the Secretary in the exercise of
his supervisory authority " to review and modify" the decision of the
Department dated May 7, 1898, in the case of Cripple Creek Gold Min-,
ing Co. v. Mt. Rosa Mining, Milling and Land Co. (26 L. D., 622).
It appears that the first-named company made application March 7,
1894, for patent to the IKohnyo and Fortuna lode mining claims, survey
No. 8612, Pueblo, Colorado, land district; that the Kohnyo claim as
located October 2, 1891, was crossed just north of its center by the
southeast corner of the previously located Mt. Rosa placer mining
claim; that application for patent to the placer claim embracing the
conflict between the placer and lode claims, was filed August 5, 1892,
making no mention of the Kohnyo lode, and that patent for the. placer
-was issued April 24, 1893; that mineral entry No. 573 for the Kohnyo
and Fortuna claims was made March 6, 1895, the conflict with the
placer claim being excluded from the entry pursuant to the exclusion
thereof in the published notice of the application; and that the IKohnyo
claim was thus divided into two ion-contiguous parts the north one of
which contained'the discovery shaft and all other improvements.
Upon consideration of these facts, your office decided May 28, 1895,
that by reason of their non-contiguity only one of the parts of the
Kohnyo claim could be embraced in the entry; but that the lode claimant might elect which part it would retain therein, provided, that if it
elected to retain the southern portion it would be required to show that
mineral had been discovered thereon and that the statutory expenditure
of $500, had been made thereon; and it was further said in the decision:
Claimant will be allowed sixty days within which to furnish required evidence or
to appeal, in default of which the entry will be canceled to the extent of that portion of the claim lying south of the patented Mt. Rosa placer claim, without further
notice.
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Thereupon the lode claimant alleged that the Kohnyo lode was known
to exist within the ground in conflict prior to the date of the application for the placer claim and asked that in the event of its establishin g
this allegation it be allowed to file application for patent to the area in
conflict. As a result of this allegation, and pursuant to direction given
by your office, September 16, 1895, a hearing was had at the local office
between the parties named above, and upon the evidence adduced the
local office held that the allegation of the lode claimant had not been
sustained. On successive appeals this decision of the local office was
affirmed by your office October 22, 1897, and by the Department in its
decision of May 7, 1898, supra.
June 14, 1898, the lode claimant, The Cripple Creek Gold Mining
Company, filed in your office an instrument executed by its president,
waiving its right to move for a review of the said decision of May 7,
1898, and electing, under your office decision of May 28, 1895, to retain
in its entry the northern portion of the Kohnyo claim. June 17, 1898,
the resident attorneys of said company moved for a suspension of
action upon the company's election until its petition, there filed, asking
to be allowed to retain in its entry both parts of the Kohnyo claim,
could be considered and acted upon. The grounds upon which this
petition was based are that a well-defined vein in rock in place carrying gold had been opened up in each of the detached parts of the
lohnyo claim; that the vein is shown to extend through the intervening patented placer; and that the company has been prevented by
force and threats of violence from developing the southern portion of
the Kohnyo claim, to such an extent as would enable it to elect intelligently which portion of the claim it ought to retain in its entry. The
affidavits of two persons were filed in support of this petition.
There was also filed in your office on the date last mentioned, the
protest of F. C. Brown, corroborated by John McConaghy, alleging
that Brown is the owner of the Scorpion lode claim; that such claim
conflicts with the southerly portion of the Kohnyo claim;- that no
mineral had been discovered in that portion of the Kohnyo at the date
of the entry thereof; and that the improvements made for the Kohnyo
claim are upon the northern part thereof: Wherefore the protestant
objected to the inclusion of the southern part of the Kohuvo claim in the
said entry. June 27, 1898, there was filed in your office the protest of
said Mc3onaghy, corroborated by two other persons, wherein it is
alleged that the Kohnyo location is illegal as to all ground south of
the point where the Kohnyo lode on its strike intersects the Mt. Rosa
patented placer, and that he (McConaghy) has embraced the ground
south and east of such intersection in a location known as the Hypatia
lode claim: wherefore he objected to the inclusion of the southern part
of the Kohnyo claim in the said entry.
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July 16, 1898, your office frther considered the Kohnyo-Fortuna
entry and held as follows:
In view of the fact that no motion for review of the departmental decision of May
7, 1898, affirming the decision rendered by this office May 28, 1895, was filed within
the time prescribed by the rules of practice, the decision last mentioned became
final and it now devolves upon this office to execute the same.
In view" of the foregoing said mineral entry is hereby canceled as to the Kohnyo
claim except as to that portion of the ground lying easterly of line 25-26 survey
No. 7407, for the Mt. Rosa patented placer claim.
The claimant of the Kohnyo lode claim will be allowed sixty days from due notice
hereof within which to take the proper steps to have the amended survey made in
accordance with the decision of May 28, 1895, and in case of default, said entry
will be canceled in its entirety.

February 28, 1899, there were filed in your office the plat and field
notes of an amended survey of the Kohnyo claim, embracing only the
northern part of the claim as entered, which is the same part described
in your office letter of May 28, 1895, as "that portion . . . . lying east
of line 25-26 survey No. 7407, for the Mt. Rosa placer claim."
March 14, 1899, there was filed in your office the corroborated protest
of said 1ceConaghy against the said amended survey, alleging, as owner

of the Hypatia lode aforesaid, that in such amended survey the southerly end line of the Kohnyo is established at a point far south of that
at which the Kohnyo vein intersects line 25-26 of the Mt. Rosa placer;
that the amended survey is misleading in that it attempts to show that
the Kohnyo vein intersects such southerly end line, and that his rights
under the Hypatia location would be interfered with and destroyed if
the southerly end line were allowed to be established as placed by the
amended survey.
April 10, 1899, the resident attorneys of the said Cripple Creek Company, filed a written request that patent issue for the Fortuna lode
claim, leaving its claim as to the Kohnyo to await the determination of
the litigation in which it was still involved. In this request attention
was called to the fact that there was no pending contest, protest, or
adverse proceeding of any character against the Fortuna claim and it
was alleged that the company had been seriously damaged in respect to
that claim by the delay in patenting the same, due to the long-continued
litigation concerning the Kohnyo claim.
In a decision dated April 27, 1899, your office, considering McConaghy's protest of March 14, 1899, and the company's request for the
issue of patent to the Fortuna, denied the request and ordered a
hearing
to determine the true position and course of the Kobnyo vein and to determine
further at what point said vein on its southerly strike intersects one of the boundary
lines of the Kohnyo lode claim, as described in the amended survey thereof.

May 13, 1899, the company appealed from the last-mentioned decision on both the points above indicated.
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The foregoing recital discloses fully the present situation with respect
to the Kohuyo and Fortuna claims. In its petition for review and
modification of the departmental decision of May 7, 1898, spra, the
said company calls attention generally to this situation, and, without
pointing out any error in that decision, alleges that the evidence on
file shows that the apex of the Kohnyo vein is well-defined throughout
both the non-contiguous tracts, urges that in view of the recent decisionis of this Department in Hallett and Hamburg Lodes (27 L. D., 104),
and Stranger Lode (28 L. D., 321), and of the decision of the supreme
court of the United States in Del Monte Mining and Milling Company
v. Last Chance Mining and Milling Company (171 U. S., 55), an injustice has been done the petitioner by the cancellation of its entry as to
the southern portion of the Kohnyo claim, that the land is still
within the jurisdiction of the land department, and asks that its entry
be restored to its original status, and patent issued for both the said
parts of the Kohnyo claim.
There was no appeal from the decision of your office dated May 28,
1895, holding that by reason of their non-contiguity the two parts of the
Kohnyo claim could not be embraced in the entry, nor was the question as to the soundness of that decision raised in the appeal from your
office decision of October 22, 1897, nor was it considered by the Department in its decision of May 7, 1898. The question considered and
decided in those decisions was whether the Kohnyo vein was known to
exist in the ground in conflict between the Kohnyo and the Mt. Rosa
placer locations at the time of the placer application for patent. There
is, therefore, nothing in the decision of May 7, 1898, which the Depart
ment is called upon to review. What is really presented by the petition
in question is an application for the reinstatement of the said entry.
The Department is, in effect, asked to overrule your office decision of
May 28, 1895, and restore the entry to its original status. This would
be au unusual proceeding, for which no warrant is found in the existing
situation. An application for reinstatement of the said entry, if made

at all, should be presented to your office. It appearing that parties
are claiming the ground covered by the canceled portion of the entry,
adversely to the claim of the petitioner, and that such parties are
entitled to be heard upon any application for the reinstatement of the
entry, you are directed to advise the petitioner that your office will
consider such application if filed in the local office witlhin sixty days
from notice hereof, provided notice of the application is published for
the period of sixty days, commencing with the filing of the application,
in the same manner as notice for original applications for patent is
required to be published; and due proof of such notice is furnished.
It appearing further, as alleged in the company's request of April 10,
*1899, for the issue-of patent to the Fortuna claim alone, that there is
no pending contest, protest, or adverse proceeding of any kind against
that claim, and that no substantial reason is given by your office why
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such request may not be granted, the only objection stated being that
it is contrary to the usual course to-issue patent for one claim embraced
in an entry while such entry, as to another claim covered thereby,
remains still pending, the Department is disposed, in view of the company's representations that it has already sustained serious damage in
respect to the Fortuna claim by reason of the long delay incident to the
litigation concerning the Kohnyo claim, and in view of the prospect of
still further delay from the same cause, to grant its request, subject,
of course, to a due showing of compliance with law as to the Fortuna
claim.
If any further showing is found to be necessary in the premises, you
will at once call upon the company to make the same, and upon compliance therewith you will proceed to issue patent to the Fortuna claim
leaving the entry as to the Kohnyo to await the conclusion of the litigation over the same. This action as to the Fortuna will dispose of the
pending appeal as to that claim, only; as to the other question or questions involved therein, action on the appeal will be deferred until the
question of the reinstatement of the, Kohuyo entry as to the southern
portion of the Kohnyo location has been determined.

SWAMP GRANT-ADJUSTMENT-ESTOPPEL.
STATE OF WISCONSIN.
The State is estopped from asserting a claim to lands under the swamp grant, where
a ertification thereof, under another grant to the State, was accepted, and has
stood intact for many years, and the State has disposed of the lands thereunder,
on the faith of which others have acquired rights therein.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of te
(W. V. D.)
June 3, 1899.

General Land Office,
(F. W. C.)

An appeal has been filed on behalf of the State of Wisconsin from
your office decision of January 29, 1897, in which it is held that certain
lands approved to the State under the act of April 10, 1866 (14 Stat.,
30), to aid in the construction of a breakwater and harbor and ship
canal at the head of Sturgeon bay, had, by reason of such approval
and certification, passed beyond the jurisdiction of this Department.
It is claimed on behalf of the State that these lands were in fact
swamp and overflowed lands within the meaning of the act'of September 28, 1850, and as the State still holds the title conveyed to it under
the act of April 10, 1866, it desires to surrender such title to the end
that the lands may be recertified and patented as swamp and overflowed
lands, under the act of September 28, 1850.
Against the proposed reconveyance by the State a protest was filed
by Elizabeth Pfister et al., alleging that they are the present owners of
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the land through mesne conveyances from the Sturgeon Bay, Lake
Michigan and Ship Canal and Harbor Company.
The certification in this case was made as long ago as May 4, 1867,
and the question as to the character of the land is presumed to have
been considered at that time. Acting upon the strength of the adjudication resulting from the certification, that is, that the land was of the
character granted, third parties have invested their money.
It is merely alleged now on behalf of the State that the field notes,
made the basis for adjudicating the State's claim under the swamp
grant, show the lands in question to be swampy in character within
the meaning of that grant, and that the certification on account of the
canal grant was made without examination of the field notes.
In view of the long time that has elapsed since the certification, and
the further fact that the State of Wisconsin, the present claimant
under the swamp land grant, accepted that certification and has disposed of the lands thereunder on the faith of which others have
acquired rights therein, the Department must hold the State estopped
from now asserting any right to the land under the swamp land grant
and must refuse, upon the showing made, to entertain any proposition
looking to a further examination as to the character of the lands.
Your office decision is therefore affirmed.
REPAYMENT-DOUIJLE

MINIMUM

EXCESS.

SHELTON MaCLAIN.
There is no statutory authority for the return of the excess, where lands may have
been improperly sold as double minimum, except in cases where the lands have
been afterwards found not to be within the limits of a railroad grant.

Acting Secretary R.qan to the Co inissioner of the General Land Qfflce,
(W. V. D.)
June 8, 1899.
(W. M. W.)
The land involved in this case is the S. of the NE. 4 and the S.
of the NW. 1 of Sec. 22, T. 11 N., R. 20 W., Missoula, Montana, land
district.
McClain made preemption cash entry for-said land on January 1,
1884, and was required to pay double minimum price of $2.50 per acre
therefor.
On February 19, 1896, Mc~lain applied under the act of June 16,
1880 (21 Stat., 287), for repayment of the excess over $1.25 per acre so
paid.
On February 29,1896, your office rejected his application, and he
appeals.
The application is based upon the claim that the price of the land
was fixed and governed by the act of June 5, 1872 (17 Stat., 226).
This land is situated in the Bitter Boot valley above the Lo-lo fork.
Your office found that said land is within the limits of the grant-to
the Northern Pacific railroad company and this finding is not contro-.
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verted. And following the rule announced in William P. Maclay
(2 L. D., 675), which involved land embraced in an even-numbered section in the same township and range in which the land in this case is.
situated, your office held the land to be double minimum in price.
The act of 1872, supra, provided, among other things, for the survey
of the public lands in the Bitter Root valley lying above the Lo-lo fork of
the Bitter Root river; that said lands should be opened to settlement and
sold to actual settlers only, possessing certain qualifications, in quantities not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, "at the price of one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre," and after reserving sections sixteen and thirty-six and providing for the entry of townsites in said
valley, it further provided: "That no more than fifteen townships of
the land so surveyed shall be deemed to be subject to the provisions of
this act."
It is insisted in behalf of the appellant that your office erred in following the decision in the Maclay case, slpra, on the alleged ground
that said case was overruled in the case of Northern Pacific R. R. Co.
v. Eberhard (19 L. D., 532). As to this it is sufficient to say that the
former case was not overruled by the latter.
The application for repayment is based upon- the contentions that
the land covered by Mc~lain's entry is embraced in one of the fifteen
townships set apart by the act of 1872 to be sold at $1.25 per acre, and
that this price is all that could properly be charged for such lands.
Even if these contentions were conceded, still McClain is not entitled
to repayment of the excess, for the reason that the right to repayment
is not recognized in the absence of express statutory authority, and
there is no such authority for the return of the excess where lands
may have been improperly sold as double-minimnum, except in cases
where the lands have been afterward "found not to be within the
limits of a railroad grant." (Joseph Brown, 5 L. D., 316; Inez Rhodes,
27 L. D., 147; John P. Shannon, 27 L. D., 296.)

It follows that in the conclusion reached by your office there was no
error, and the jdgment appealed from is accordingly affirmed.

Regulations of the Departiei'tof the Interior, under act of March 2, 899,
concerning, right of way for a railway, telegraph, and telephone line
through any Indian reservation, lands held by any tribe or nation in

Indian Territory, lands reserved for agency or other purposes connected
with Indian service, or allotted lands.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D.

., April 18, 1899.

The following regulations are prescribed inder the act of March 2,
1899 (30 Stat., 990), granting right of way for a railway, telegraph,
and telephone line through any Indian reservation, lands held by any
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tribe or nation in Indian Territory, lands reserved for agency or other
purposes connected with Indian service, or allotted lands:
1. By said act a right of way is granted "through any Indian reservation in any State or Territory, or through any lands held by an Indian
tribe or nation in Indian Territory, or through any lands reserved for
an Indian agency or for other purposes in connection with the Indian'
Service, or through any lands which have been allotted in severalty to
any individual Indian nder any law or treaty, but which have not been
conveyed to the allottee with full power of alienation," to any railroad
company organized under the laws of the United States or of any State
or Territory.
PER1fISSION TO SURVEY OR LOCATE ROAD.

2. No railroad company is authorized to survey or locate a line of
road through or across any of said lands until permission from the
Secretary of the Interior has first been obtained.
3. Any railroad company desiring to obtain such, permission must
file its application therefor in this office, for transmission to the Secretary of the Interior. Such application should, in as particular a manner as possible, describe the proposed line of road within the lands
named in this act, and must be accompanied byFirst. A copy of its articles of icorporation, duly certified to by the
proper officer of the company under its corporate seal or by the secretary of the State or Territory where organized.
Second. A copy of the State or Territorial law under which the company was organized, with the certificate of the governor or secretary
of the State or Territory that the saime is the existing law.
Third. When said law directs that the articles of association or other
papers connected with the organization be filed with any State or Territorial officer, the certificate of such officer that the same have been
filed according to law, with the date of the filing thereof.
FoUrt7. When a company is operating in a State or Territory other
than that in which it is incorporated, the certificate of the proper officer
of the State or Territory is required that it has complied with the laws
of that State or Territory governing foreign corporations to the extent
required to entitle the company to operate in such State or Territory.
No forms are prescribed for the above portion of the proofs required,
as each case must be governed to some extent by the laws of the State
or Territory.
Fifth. 'The official statement, under seal of the proper officer, that
the organization has been completed; that the company is fully authorized to proceed with the construction of the road according to the
existing law. (Form 1.)
Sixth. An affidavit by the president, under the' seal of the company,
showing the names and designations of its officers: at the date of the
filing of the proofs. (Form 2.)
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Seventh. If certified copies of the existing laws regarding such corporations, and of new laws as passed from time to time, be forwarded to
this office by the governor or secretary of any State or Territory, a
company organized in. such State or Territory may file, in lieu of the
requirements of the second subdivision of this paragraph, a certificate
of the governor or secretary of the State or Territory that no change
has been made since a given date, not later than that of the laws last
forwarded.
4. If the above showing has been made in connection with an application for right of way over the public lands under the general rightof-way act of March 3, 1875, a reference to the previous application will
be sufficient.
PREPARATION OF MAPS OF LOCATION.

5. It is provided by the third section of this act that "before the
grant of such right of way shall become effective a map of the survey of
the line of route of said road must be filed with and approved by the
Secretary of the Interior."
6. All maps of looation presented for approval under this act should
be filed with this office and should be drawn on tracing linen and in
duplicate.
7. Where the line of road is greatly in excess of 20 miles separate
maps should be filed in 20-mile sections.
8. Where right of way is desired for spurs or short branch lines which
will not greatly enlarge the size of the map, they may be shown on the
same map with the main line, and should-be separately described in the
forms by termini and length. For longer lines separate maps should
be filed. Grounds desired for station purposes may be indicated on the
map of location of the road, but separate plats of such grounds must
be filed and approved.
9. The maps should show any other road crossed, or with which con.
nection is made, and, whenever possible, the station number on the survey thereof at the point of intersection. All such intersecting roads
,must be represented in ink of a different color from that used for the
line for which the applicant asks right of way. Field notes of the surveys should be written along the line on the map. If the map would
thereby be too much crowded to be easily read, then duplicate field
notes should be filed separate from the map, and in such form that they
may be folded for filing. In such case it will be necessary to place on
the map only a sufficient number of station numbers to make it convenient to follow the field notes of the map. The map must also show the
lines of reference of initial and terminal points, with their courses and
distances.
10. Typewritten field otes, with clear carbon copies, are preferred
whenever separate field notes are necessary, as they expedite the examination of applications. The field notes, whether given on the map or
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filed separately, must be so complete that the line may be retraced
from them on the ground. They should show whether lines were run
on true or magnetic bearings; and in the latter case the variation of the
needle and date of determination must be stated. One or more bearings (or angular connections with public survey lines) must be given.
The ten-mile sections must be indicated and numbered on all lines of
road submitted.
11. The scale of maps showing the line of route should be 2,000 feet
to an inch. The maps may, however, be drawn to a larger scale when
necessary; but the scale must not be so greatly increased as to make
the map inconveniently large for handling. In most cases by furnishing separate field notes an increase of scale can be avoided. Plats of
station grounds should be drawn on a scale of 400 feet to an inch, and
must be filed separately from the line of route. Such plats should
show enough of the line of route to indicate the position of the tract
with reference thereto.
12. The termini of the line of road should be fixed, by reference of
course and distance to the nearest existing corner of the public survey.
The map, engineer's affidavit, and president's certificate (Forms 3 and
4) should each show these connections. The company must certify in
Form 4 that the road is to be operated as a common carrier of passengers and freight. A tract for station grounds must be similarly referenced and described on the plat and in Forms 7 and S, except when the
tract conforms to the subdivisions of the public surveys, in which case
it may be described in the forms according to the subdivisions.
13. When either terminal of the line of route is upon unsurveyed.
land it, must be connected by traverse with an established corner of
the public survey, if not more than 6 miles distant from it, and the
single bearing and distance from the terminal point to the corner computed and noted on the map, in the engineer's affidavit, and in the
president's certificate (Forms 3 and 4). The notes and all data for the
computation of the traverse must be given.
14. When the distance to an established corner of the public survey
is more than 6 milesi this connection will be made with a natural
object or a permanent monument which can be readily found and
recognized, and which will fix and perpetuate the position of the terminal point. The map must show the position of. such mark, and
course and distance to the terminus. There must be given an accurate
description of the mark and full data of the traverse, as required
above. The engineer's affidavit and president's certificate (Forms 3
and 4) must state the connections. These monuments are of great
X
importance.
15. Whenever the line of survey crosses a township or section line
of the public survey, the distance to the nearest existing corner should
be ascertained and noted. The map or plat should show these dis-
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tances and the station numbers at the points of intersection. When
field notes are submitted, they should also contain these distances and
station numbers.
16. The engineer's affidavit and president's certificate must be written on the map, and must both designate by termini and length, in
miles and decimals, the line of route for which right-of-way application
is made. (See Forms 3 and 4.) Station grounds must be described
by initial point and area in acres (see Forms 7 and 8); and when they
are on surveyed land the smallest legal subdivision in which they are
located should be stated. No changes or additions are allowable in
the substance of any forms, except when the essential facts differ from
those assumed therein.
SHOWING- TO ACCOIPANY

AP OF LOCATION.

17. It is further provided by this actThat no Tight of way shall be granted under this act until the Secretary of the
Interior is satisfied that the company applying has made said application in good
faith and with intent and ability to construct said road, and in case objection to the
granting of such right of way shall be made, said Secretary shall afford the parties
so objecting a full opportunity to be heard: Proidedfurther, That where a railroad
baa heretofore been constructed, or is in actual course of construction, Do parallel
right of way within ten miles on either side shall be granted by the Secretary of the
Interior unless, in his opinion, public interest will be promoted thereby.

18. In filing maps of location for approval under this act, the same
should therefore be accompanied by the affidavit of the president or
other principal officer of. the company, defining the purpose, intent,
and ability of the company in the matter of the construction of the
proposed road. Further, each map should be accompanied by evidence
of the service of an exact copy thereof, and the date of such service,
upon (1) the individual; (2) in case of a reservation, the agent in
charge; (3) in case of the Five Civilized Tribes, upon the principal
chief or secretary of such tribe or nation.
19. No action will be taken upon such map until the expiration of
twenty days from the date of such service.
20. If the line of location be parallel to, and within ten miles oft a
railroad which was in course of construction, or actually constructed,
at the date of this act, it must be shown wherein the. public interests
will be promoted by the construction of the proposed road.
APPROVAL OF MAPS OF LOCATION.

21. Upon the approval of a map of location by the Secretary of the
Interior the duplicate copy will be forwarded to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, the original to remain on file in the office of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD.

22. A railroad company will not be permitted to proceed with the
construction of any portion of its road until the ma) showing the location thereof has first been approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
The fourth section of the act provides as follows:;
That if any such company shall fail to construct and put in operation one-tenth of
its entire line in one year, or to complete its road within three years after the approval
of its map of location by the Secretary of the Interior, the right of way hereby granted
shall be deemed forfeited and abandoned ipso facto as to that portion of the road not
then constructed and in operation: Pravided,That the Secretary may, when he deems
proper, extend, for a period not exceeding two years, the time for the completion of
any road for which right of way has been granted and a part of which shall have
been built.

23. By the terms of section 6 of this act the provisions of section 2
of the act of March 3,1875, are made applicable to rights of way granted
in this act. Said section 2 is as follows:
That any railroad company whose right of way, or whose track or roadbed upon
such right of way, passes through any canyon, pass or, defile shall not prevent any
other railroad company from the use and occupancy of said canyon, pass, or defile,
for the purposes of its road, in common with the road first located, or the crossing
of other railroads at grade. And the location of such right of way through any canyon, pass, or defile shall not cause the disuse of any wagon or other public highway
now located therein, nor prevent the location through the same of any such wagon
road or highway where such road or highway may be necessary for the public accommodation; and where any change in the location of such wagon road is necessary to
permit the passage of such railroad through any canyon, pass, or defile, said railroad
company shal], before entering upon the ground occupied by such wagon road, cause
the same to be reconstructed at its own expense in the most favorable location, and
in as perfect a manner as the original road: Provided, That sch expenses shall be
equitably divided between any number of raihoad companies occupying and using
the same canyon, pass, or defile.

24. When the railroad is constructed, an affidavit of the engineer and
certificate of the president (Forms 5 and 6) must be filed in this office,
in duplicate. If a change from the route indicated upon the approved
map of location is found to be necessary, on account of engineering
difficulties or otherwise, new maps and field notes of the changed
route must be filed and approved, and a right of way upon such changed
lines must be acquired, damages ascertained, and compensation paid
on account thereoft in all respects as in the case of the original location,
before construction can be proceeded with upon such changed line.
ACQUIREMENT

OF THE RIGHT

OF WAY AND ASCERTAINMENT

OF

DAMAGES OCCASIONED BY THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD.

25. Upon the approval of the map of definite location specific directions will be given in the matter of the acquirement of the right of way
and determination of damages occasioned by the construction of the
road.
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26. The act provides that before the grant of the right of way shall
become effective-

*

the company must make payment to the Secretary of the Interior, for the benefit of
the tribe or nation, of full compensation for such right of way, including all damage to improvements and adjacent lands, which compensation shall be determined
and paid under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in such manner as he
may prescribe. Before any such railroad shall be constructed through any land,
claim, or improvement held by individual occupants or allottees in pursuance of any
treaties or laws of the United States, compensation shall be made to such occupant
or allottee for all property to be taken or damage done by reason of the construction
of such railroad.
PAYMENT FOR TRIBAL LANDS.

27. The conditions on different reservations throughout the country
are so varied that it is deemed inadvisable to prescribe definite rules
in the matter of determining the tribal compensation and damages for
right of way. As a rule, however, the United States Indian agent, or
a special United States Indian agent, or Indian inspector, will be designated to determine such compensation and damages, subject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior.
ALLOTTED LANDS AND LANDS OCCUPIED UNDER INDIAN CUSTOM.

28. Railway companies should not independently attempt to negotiate
with the individual occupants and allottees for right of way and damages. When the lands are not attached to an agency some proper
person will be designated to act with the allottee in determining the
individual damages. Where such lands are attached to an Indian
agency, the United States Indian agent or other proper person connected with the Indian service will be designated to act with and forX
the allottees or oceupants in the matter of determining individual damages for right of way, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the

Interior.
29. The act provides thatIn case of failure to make amicable settlement with any such occupant or allottee,
such compensation shall be determined by the appraisement of three disinterested
referees to be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, who, before entering
upon the duties of their appraisement, shall take and subscribe before competent
authority an oath that they will faithfully and impartially discharge. the duties of
their appointment, which oath, duly certified, shall be returned with their award
to the Secretary of the Interior. If the referees can not agree then any two of them
are authorized to make the award. Either party being dissatisfied with the finding
of the referees shall have the right within sixty days after the making of the award
and notice of the same to appeal, in case theland in question is in the Indian Territory,
by original petition to the United States court in the Indian Territory sitting at the
place nearest and most convenient to the property sought to be condemned; and if
said land is situated in any State or Territory other than the Indian Territory, then
to the United States district court for such State or Territory, where the case shall
be tried de novo, and the judgment for damages rendered by the court shall be
final and conclusive. When proceedings are commenced in court, as aforesaid, the
railroad company shall deposit the amount of the award made by the referees with
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the court to abide the judgment thereof, and then have the right to enter upon the
property sought to be condemned, and proceed with the construction of the railway.
Each of the referees shall receive for his compensation the sum of four dollars per day
while engaged in the hearing of any case submitted to them under this act. Witnesses shall receive the fees usually allowed by courts within the district where
such lands are located. Costs, inclndinDcompensation of the referees, shall be made
part of the award or judgment and be paid by such railroad company.
RESERVED LANDS.

30. The superintendent of the school, United States Indian agent, or
other proper person connected with the Indian service, will be designated to determine the damages for right of way through such lands.
CHARGES

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE
INDIAN TERRITORY.

WITHIN

THE

31. The fifth section of the act provides that-0
within the Indian Territory upon any railroad constructed under the provisions of this act the rates and charges for passenger and freight service, if not
otherwise prescribed bylaw, may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior from
time to time, and the grants herein are made upon condition that the companies
shall transport mails whenever required to do so by the Post-Office Department.

A copy of the act is hereto attached.
[PuBLIc-No. 150.]
AN ACT To provide for the acquiring of rights of way by railroad companies through Indian reservations, Indian lanids, and Indian allotments, and for ether purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and .Uozse of Representatives of the Vaited States of Amelica
in Congress assembled, That a right of way for a railway, telegraph and telephone

line through any Indian reservation in any State or Territory, or through any lands
held by an Indian tribe or nation in Iudia'n Territory, or through any lands reserved
for an Indian agency or for other purposes in connection with the Indian service, or
through any lands which have been allotted in severalty to any individual Indian
under any law or treaty, ut which have not been conveyed to the allottee with full
power of alienation, is hereby granted to any railroad company organized under the
laws of the United States, or of any State or Territory, which shall comply with the
provisions of this act and such rules and regulations as may be prescribed thereunder: Provided, That no right of way shall he granted under this act until the
Secretary of the Interior is satisfied that the company applying has made said application in good faith and with intent and ability to construct said road, and in case
objection to the granting of such right of way shall be made, said Secretary shall
afford the parties so objecting a full opportunity to be heard: Providedfartler, That
where a railroad has heretofore been constructed, or is in actual course of construetion, no parallel right of way within ten miles on either side shall be granted by the
Secretary of the Interior unless, in his opinion, public interest will be promoted
thereby.
SEc. 2. That such right of way shall not exceed fifty feet in width on each side of
the center line of the road, except where there are heavy cuts and fills, when it shall
not exceed one hundred feet in width on each side of the road, and may include
ground adjacent thereto for station buildings, depots, machine shops, side tracks,
turn-outs, and water stations, not to exceed one hundred feet in width by a length
of two thousand feet, and not more than one station to be located within any one
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continuous length of ten miles of road: Provided, That this section shall apply to
all rights of way heretofore granted to railroads in the Indian Territory where no
provisions defining the width f the Tights of way are set out in the act granting
the same.
SEC. 3. That the line of route of said road may be surveyed and located through
and across any of said lands at any time, upon permission therefor being obtained
from the Secretary of the Interior; but before the grant of such right of way shall
become effective a map of the-survey of the. line or route of said road mustbe filed
with and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and the ompany must make
payment to the Secretary of the Interior for the benefit of the tribe or nation, of ful
compensation for such right of way, including all damage to improvements and
adjacent:lands, which compensation shall be determined and paid under the direcetion of the Secretary of the Interior, in such manner as he may prescribe. Before
any sueh railroad shall be constructed through any land., claim, or improvement
held by individual occupants or allottees in pursuance of any treaties or laws of
* 0 ;g the United States, compensation shall be made to such occupant or allottee for all
property to be taken, or damage done, by reason of the construction of such railTroad. In case of failure to make amicable settlementwith any such occupant orallottee, such compensation shall be determined by the appraisement of three disinterested referees, to be: appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, who, before
* entering upon the duties of their appointment, shall take and subscribe before competent authority an' oath that they will faithfully and impartially discharge the
duties of their appointment, which oath, duly certified, shall bg returned with their
award to the Secretary of the Interior. If the referees can not agree, then any two
of them are authorized to make the award. Either party being dissatisfied with
the finding of the referees shall bare the right within sixty days after the making
* of the award and notice of the same, to appeal, in case the land in question is in the:
* Indian Territory, by original petition to the United States court in-the IndianTerritory sitting at the place nearest and most convenient to the property sought to be
* . . condemned; and if said land is situated in any State or Territory other than the
Indian Territory, then to the United States district court for such State or Territory,
where the case shall be tried de novo and the judgmentfor damages rendered by
; the court shall be final and conclusive. When 'proceedings are commenced in court
as aforesaid, the railroad company shall deposit the amount o f the award made by
*0. . Xthe
referees with the court to abide the judgment thereof, and then have the right
to enter upon the property sought to be condemned and proceed with- the construetion of the railway. Ech of the referees shall receive for his compensation the sum
of four dollars per day while engaged in the hearing of any case subfiitted to them
under this act. Witnesses shall receive the fees usually allowed by courts within
the district where such land is located.

*
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Costs, including compensation of the ref.

erees, shall he made part of the award or judgment, and be paid by such railroad
company.
SEc. 4. That if any such company shall fail to construct and put in operation onetenth of its entire line in one year, or to complete its road within three years after
the approval of its map of location by the Secretary of the Interior, the 'right of way
hereby granted shall be deemed forfeited and abandoned ipso faeto as to that port
tion of the road not then constructed and in operation: Provided,That the Secretary
may, when he deems proper, extend, for a period not exceeding two years, the time
for the completion of any road for which right of way has been granted and a part
of which shall havo)beenbbuilt.
SEC. 5. That 'enbsfrrailroad is constructed under the provisions Of this act
through the Indian Territory there shall be paid by the railroad company to the
Secretary of the Interior, for the benefit of the particular nation or tribe through
whose lands the road may be located, such an annual chargd as may be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior, not less than fifteen dollars for each mile of road,
12781-VOL
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,

i
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the same to be paid so long as said land shall be owned and occupied by such nation
or tribe, which payment shall be in addition to the compensation otherwise required
herein. And within the Indian Territory upon any railroad constructed under
the provisions of this act the rates and harges for passenger and freight service,
if not otherwise prescribed by law, may be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior from time to time, and the grants herein are made upon condition that the
companies shall transport mails whenever required to do so by the Post-Office
Department.
Sxc. 6. That the provisions of section two of the act of March third, eighteen
hundred and seventy-five, entitled "An act granting to railroads the right of way
through the public lands of the United States," are hereby extended and made applicable to rights of way granted under this act and to railroad companies obtaining
such rights of way.
SEC. 7. That the Secretary of the Interior shall make all needful rules and regulations, not inconsistent herewith, for the proper execution and carrying into effect
of all the provisions of this act.
SEC. 8. That Congress hereby reserves the right at any time to alter, amend, or
repeal this act, or any portion thereof.
.

Approved, March 2, 1899.
CASES NOT COVERED BY THESE REGIULATIONS.

32. If in the administration of said act cases are found which are not
covered by these regulations, such cases will be disposed of according
to their respective merits under special instructions, or supplemental
regulations embracing cases of that character will be adopted, as may
seem necessary.
WXTA JONES i
Very respectfully,
Commissioner.

Approved:
E. A.ITCHCOCK, Seeretary.;
FORohs FOR PROOF OF ORGANIZATION OF COIPANY AND FERIFICATION
OF fzAPS OFLOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION OFRAILROADS.

Railroad Company, do
secretary [or president] of the
s
;,1,-hereby certify that the organization of said company has been completed; that the
company is fully authorized to proceed with the construction of the road according
to the existing laws of the State [or Territory], and that the copy of the articles
of association [or incorporation] of the company herewith [or heretofore filed in
the Department of the Interior] is a true and correct copy.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my name and the corporate seat of the

company.
[sEAL.]

of the

Railroad Company.

(2)
STATE OF
CoUntY of

Ss:
S

Railroad
,being duly sworn, says that he is the president of the
Company, and that the following is a true list of the officers of the said company,
with the full name and official designation of each, to wit: [Here insert the full
name and official designation of each officer.]
[SEAL OF COMPANY.]

:

Presidentof the Company.
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,:

Coaty of
,88:
;-:: -,-- being duly sworn, says he is the chief engineer of [or is the person
employed to survey the line of route of the road of] the
Railroad Company;
that the survey of the line of route of said road from
to
, a distance,
of
miles, was made by him [or under his direction] as chief engineer of the
company [or as surveyor employed by the company] and under its authority, comnenciug on the day of- -,
18-, and ending on the day of:
,18-;
and that such survey is accurately represented on the accompanying map.

:
*

Sworn and subscribed to before me this

day of -

,

18-.

70
[SEAL.]
0

Notary Public.
(4)

*

I,
, do hereby certify that I am the president of the
Railroad
Company; that
, who subscribed the foregoing affidavit, is the chief
engineer of [or was employed to make the survey by] the said company; that the
survey of line of route of the company's road, as accurately represented on the
accompanying map, -was made under authority of the company; that the said line
of route so surveye&and as represented on the said map was adopted by the company by resolution of its-board of directors on the day of
, 18-, as the
definite location of the road iom :
to
, a distance of
miles; -and
that the map has been prepared to be filed for the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior, in order that the company may obtain the benefits of the act of Congress
approved March 2, 1899, entitled "An act to provide for the acquiring of rights of
way by railroad companies through Indian reservations, Idian lands, and Indian
allotments and for other purposes."
:

::Presidentof the

Railroad Cotpay.

Attest:
Secretary.

[SEAL OF COMPANY.]
(5)
STATE OF

County of

, as:.
being duly sworn says that he is the chief engineer of [or was
employed to construct the road of] the
- Railroad Company; that said road has
been constructed under his supervision from
to -,
a distance ofmiles; that its construction was commenced on theday of-,
18-, and finished on the day
-, 18-; that the line of constructed road conforms to
the line of located route which received the approval of the Secretary of the Interior on the
day of
, 18-.

Sworn and subscribed to before me this

-

day of

,

18-.
otary Publio.

(6)

I,
, do hereby certify that I am the president of the
Railroad
Company; that the portion of the road from -to
-,
a distance of
miles, was actually constructed as set forth in the foregoing affidavit of chief engineer, or the person employed by the company in the premises; that in its
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construction the road does noti deviate from the line of route approved by the Secretary of the Interior on the day of
, 18-, and that the company has in all
things complied with the requirements of the act of Congress approved: March 2,
1899, granting to railroads the right of way through Indian reservations, Indian
lands, and Indian allotments.
Presideut of tle .-

Railroad Company.

Attest:
Secretary.
[SEAL OF COIPANY.]
STATE OF
County of

-

, 88:
being duly sworn, says he is the chief engineer of [or the person
Railroad Company, under whose supervison the survey was
employed by] the
made of the grounds selected by the company for [station, buildings, depots, etc.,
as the case may be], under the act of Congress approved March 2, 1899, granting to
railroad companies the right of way through Indian reservations, Indian lands, and
Indian allotments; said grounds being situated in the
i quarter of section
of township
of range
-,
in the State [or Territory] of
; that
the accompanying plat accurately represents the surveyed limits and area of the
grounds so selected, and that the area of the ground so selected and surveyed is
acres and no more; that the company has occupied no other grounds for similar
purposes upon public lands within the section of ten miles for which this selection is
made; and that, in his belief, the grounds so selected and surveyed, and represented,
are actually and to their entire extent required by the company for the necessary
uses contemplated by said act of Congress approved March 2,1899.

Sworn and subscribed to before me this

day of -,

18[;;ota)y Public.
0

5: 7:

0

~~~~(8)

I, -, do hereby certify that I am the president of the
Railroad
Company; that the survey of the tract represented on the accompanying platwas
made under authority and by direction of the company, and under the supervision
of
,'its chief engineer [or the person employed in the premises], whose
affidavit precedes this certificate; that the survey as represented on the accompanying Plat actually represents the grounds reiquired in thequarter of section
of township
*-,
of range
-,
for the purposes indicated, and
to their entire extent, under the act of Congress approved March 2, 1899, granting
to railroad companies the right of way through Indian reservations, Indian lands,:
and Indian allotments; that the company has selected no other grounds upon public
lands, for similar purposes, within the section of ten miles for which this selection
is made; and that the company, by resolution of its board of- directors, passed on
the day of
; 18-, directed the proper officers to present the said plat for
*the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, in order that the company may obtain
theuse of the grounds described, under said act approved March 2, 1899.
President of the
-- Attest:.

Attest:.

* *-

*

*

,Secretary.

[SEAL OF7 COMPANY.]

-Baitroad

Conmpany.
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OKLAHOMA TOWNSITE ENTRY-PROCEEDS OF COMMUTATION.
TOWN O

BRAMAN.

Where an application is made under section 22, at of May 2, 1890, on behalf of an
incorporated twn, for the money paid on a commuted townsite entry.the evidence of the incorporation of the town, and its municipal organization, may be
accepted 1 where the fact of incorporation is shown by a certified copy of the
order made by the county board of commissioners, and it appears that the officers elected did effect an organization, though certain directory provisions in
the statute, under which the town was incorporated, were not complied with in
the manner prescribed.

Assistant Attorney- General Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
June 1, 1899. (C. W. P.)
-Under the reference of the Acting Secretary, dated May 22, 1899, Ii
have considered the question presented as to. whether the evidence furnisbed by A. R. Hanna, as agent for the town of Braman, Oklahoma.
.X;Territory,: who has applied for the payment to that town for school
purposes of the purchase price of said townsite, under the provision of
section 22 of the act of Congress of May 2, 1890 (26 Stat., 81, 91), is
sufficient, under paragraph 11 of the circular of November 30, 1894
(19 LI D., 352), to warrant thet payment of the money applied for.
My attention is particularly directed to: the following irregularities:
1. The certified copy of the stateinent of the inspectors, required by subdivision
2 of paragraph 11 of Departmental regulations is not sworn to as required by seetion 9 of the Oklahoma act.. 2. Paragraph 19 of the Oklahoma act requires all
;municipal officers to qualify within five days acter election. The evidence submitted shows that they did not qalify for ten days after election, and that the town
.trustees met and organized by electing one of their number president of the board
one day before they qualified as officers of said municipality

1. The ninth section of chapter 15, article 1, of the statutes of Oklahoma, provides that the return of the inspectors of the election shall
be verified by the affidavit of the inspectors, and returned to the board
of county commissioners at their next sessiou, who, if satisfied of the
'legality of such election, shall make an order declaring that said town
has been incorporated by the name adopted, which order shall be coh"elusive of such incorporation in all suits by or against such corpora-'
tion, and it is declared that the existence of such corporation by the.
'Dame and style aforesaid shall thereafter be judicially taken notice of
in all courts and places in the territory without specially pleading or:
alleging the same.
'The omission of the inspectors to swear to their retrn cannot be
held to vitiate the return, but the provision referred to requiring their
return to be sworn to must be held to be directory only, as the latter
part of said section empowers the board of county commissioners, if
they are satisfied of the. legality of the election, to make: an order:
declaring the town to have been incorporated by the name adopted,
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which order is declared to be conclusive of such incorporation in all
suits by or against the corporation, and the record contains a certified
copy of the order of said board, declaring that the board are satisfied
-with the legality of the election, and that the town has been and is
incorporated under the name of Braman. I am therefore of opinion
;
that this objection is without merit.
2. The provision in section 19 that the oath of office shall be taken
within five days is directory, and may be complied with after that time
(1 Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 3rd Ed., Sec. 219). The section
provides that the trustees shall elect a president from their own body.
This was done. The fact that they had not then taken the required
oath is not fatal. Their recognition, after taking the required oath, of
their action in electing a president would cure any irregularity therein.
An examination of the record, together with the Oklahomia act,
-shows that the evidence of the organization of the town is regular in
all other particulars.
0

Approved, June

1,

1899:

THOS. RYAN Acting Secretary.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R. Co.

Motion for review of departmental decision of April 14, 1899, 28
L. D., 281, denied June 3, 1899, by Acting Secretary Ryan.
L

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF JULY 1, 1898.
INSTRUCTIONS.

All claims in conflict with the Northern Pacific grant, coming within the provisions
of the act of July 1, 1898, which remained unpatented at the date of the passage
thereof, should be adjusted-in accordance with the terms of said act.
Additionalregulations under the act of July 1, 1898, adopted.

Apting Secretary Ryan to te Commissioner of the General Land Voice,
(W. V. D.)
June 3, 1899.
(F. W. .)
The Department is in receipt of your office letter of May 1, 1899, presenting certain matters relating to the act of July 1, 1898 (30 Stat.,
597, 620), in which you state:
By letter of April 8, 1899, Messrs. Britton and Gray, resident attorneys for the:
Northern Pacific R. R. Co., call the attention of this office to the fact that a number
of patents have issued adversely to said company since the passage of the act of July
11898, covering lands which, if unpatented, would come within the provisions of
said act, and suggest that so much of the circular of February 14, 1899, as restricts
the application of the act to unpatented lands, should be construed as applying only
to lands patented prior to July 1, 1898; and hence, in cases where patents have been
issued to individual claimants after, that date, such claimants shonldbe held to have
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elected to retain the lands embraced in -their respective etries and the company
should be allowed the right to select other lands in lieu thereof under said act.
:

4S

*

*

*

*

*

The question presented by said attorneys, as to whether the circular in question
is to be interpreted, so as to exclude from disposition under the act of July 1, 1898,
all patented lands whether patented prior to or after the date of the act, is therefor}
respectfully submitted for the consideration and instructions of the Department.

Paragraphseven of the regulations approved February 14, 1899 (28,
*L. D., 103), issued under the act of July 1, 1898, states that:
Since the issuance of patent terminates the jurisdiction of the Land Department
over the lands patented and exhausts its power to examine and decide upon claims
to such lands, and since this act manifestly refers to conflicting claims to lands
which have not passed beyond the jurisdiction of the Land Department, it follows
that its provisions are confined to unpatented lands, and that lands which have
been patented are not the subject of relinquishment and can not be made the basis
of a lien selection under this act.

X

- This portion of the paragraph can only relate to such lands as had
been patented prior to the passage of the act of July 1, 1898, and as to
all such lands said act is without application. But all conflicting
claims coming within the provisions of said act to land which remained
unpatented July 1, 1898, should be disposed of in accordance with the
terms of that act.
The patenting of lands which were on July 1, 1898, the subject of.
such conflicting laims without following the provisions of said act was
in violation of its terms and therefore erroneous.
To the end that the benefits intended to be extended by said act may
be still secured to those entitled thereto, and to avoid possible and
unnecessary litigation in the courts as a result of the inadvertent or
erroneous issuance of patents since Jly 1, '1898, in such cases, the
following regulation is added to those adopted February 14th last,
under said act, namely:
47. Where any portion of an odd-numbered section within the limits
of the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company coming within
the provisions of the act of July 1, 1898, as herein construed, has been
patented without following the provisions, of that act, the individual
claimant will, notwithstanding the issuance of such patent, be advised,
in. the manner. prescribed by paragraph 18, of the option accorded him
-by said act. If the. patent was issued to him and he elects to relinquish his claim he will be required to inake reconveyance of the land
to the United States in the manner prescribed by paragraphs 24, 25
and 26; but if he elects to retain the land patented. it will be listed
according to paragraph 23, with a view to its relinquishment by the
; railroad company. If the patent was issued to the railroad company
and the individual claimant elects to retain the land so patented the
company will be required to make reconveyance thereof to the United
States according to paragraphs 24 and 26, whereupon the individual
claimant may perfect title thereto and the railroad company may select.
other lands in lieu thereof as in other cases.
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Motion for review of departmental decision of0January 13, 1899,28
L. D., 17 denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, June 3, 1899.

FOREST RESERVATIONS-ACT OF JUNE 4,1897.
OPINION.

:

The act of June 4, 1897, makes no provision for the issuance of scrip, on the relinquishment of lands included within forest reservations.
The provisions made in said act for an exchange of land included within forest
reservations, and covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or by patent, are
applicable only to forest reservations established by executive action under sec-.
tion 24, act of March 3,1891, and do not extend to reservations, or national
parks, created by special acts of Congress.

S'ecretary Bliss to Hon. Mlarion De Vries, House of Representatives,
August 26, 1898.

*

The Departmen t is in receipt of your letter of June 24th, 1898, asking for an expression of opinion as to whether the provisions of the
sundry civil act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 34-36), "providing lieu scrip
in exchange for lands in forest reservations," are applicable to the General Grant and Yosemite National Parks, created by the act of October
1,1.890 (26 Stat., 650).
In reply to your inquiry, I have the honor to state that the act of June
j1897,
0;
0
does not provide for the issuance of scrip in any, form. The
first portion of the act, or rather the first part of that, portion thereof
which refers to forest reservations, concerns the survey, establishment,
modification, revocation aud suspension of forest reservations established "by Executive proclamation, under section twenty-four of the
act of Congress approved March third, eighteen hundred and nietyoneW entitled " An Act to repeal timber culture. laws, and for other purhen follow other provisions concerning
poses" (26 Stat., 1095, 1103).
the maintenance, adiministrttion and government of such reservations,
the purpose and effect of which provisions are shown by the language
of their introductory paragraph, which reads:
All public lands heretofore designated and reserved by the President of the United
States under the provisions of the act approved March third, eighteen hundred and
ninety-one, the orders for which shall be and remain in full force and effect, unsus'pended and revoked, and all public lands that may hereafter be set aside and
reserved as public forest reserves under said act, shall be as far as practicable controlled and administered in accordance with the following provisions:

*00

Among the. provisions which follow is this:
That in cases in which a tract covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or by a
patent is included within the limits of a public forest reservation, the settler or
Not reported in Vol. XXVII.i
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owner thereof may, if he desired to do so, relinquish, the tract to the government,
and iay select in lien thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract covered by his claim or, patent; and no charge shall be made in
such Cases for making the entry of record or issuing the patent to cover the tract
selected: Povided furt7er, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of
the laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements, and so forth are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished

claims.

.

Your letter presents the question whether this last paragraph applies
to all public forest reservations, including the General Grant and
Yosemite National Parks. Considering the terms of the. act of June 4,
1897, it seems to be clear that Congress had in mind, and was legislating with sole reference to forest reservations created by executive actions
under section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891. The absence of express
language to this effect in the particular paragraph to which you call
attention and which is quoted above, does not of itself serve to make
that paragraph so general in character as to make it, apply to forest
reservations created by special acts of Congress and not by executive
proclamation, under the general law of March 3, 1891..
In enacting the law of 1897, Congress was dealing with a particular
class of forest reservations, established for the purposes therein named,
by the President under section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, and not
with reservations, or more prolerlyspeaking national parks,.such s
the General Grant and Yosemite, created by special acts of Congress
containing special provision for their administration and control.
While a contrary construction might be of advantage to persons who
hold title to lands within these national parks, and might work no
injustice to the government, that will not justify a strained or erroneous
construction of the act of Jue6 4, 1897. If settlers or ovners of land:
within the' General Grant National Park or the Yosetmite National
Park, or any other public park established by special legislative act,
desire to be placed upon an equal footing with settlers and owners of
land in reservationstcreated by executive action under the act of March
:*;a 3, 1891, their remedy must be obtained from Congress,. as this Depart.
D
nient is without authority under existing legislation.
I trust that the next session of Congress will extend to the. General
Grant, Yosemite and other similar national parks, the provision ofthe
act of Jne 4, 1897, authorizing an exchange of private lands. and
claims in such'parks for a like amount of public lands elsewhere located,
and to that end I shall address anearnest communication to theCom-mitte on Public Lands in the two branches of Congress.,
Prepared. by
*S0WILLIS VAN DEVANTERI
Assistant Attorney General.
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CANALS AND DITCHES IN FOREST RESERVES.
OPINION.

The grant made by the act of March 3, 1891, of rights of way for canals, ditches and
reservoirs, over public lands and reservations of the United States was limited,
by the terms of said act, to companies formed for purposes of irrigation, and
while section 2, of the act of May 11, 1898, amendatory of the act of 1891, permits the use of rights of way, granted under said act of 1891, for other purposes,
it does not enlarge the class of grantees, or make a new grant; hence, under
these acts, the Secretary of theInterior has no authority to grant the right to
establish a reservoir, or construct a ditch for mining or domestic purposes,
within the limits of Yosemite Park, or any forest reserve in California.
The act of October 1, 1890, setting apart the forest reserve known as the "Yosemite
National Park," confers no authority upon the. Secretary of the Interior to permit the use of lands embraced therein as-a Tight of way for canals or ditches for
any purpose whatever.
The act of June 4, 1897, provides for the control and administration of all public
lands set apart as forest reserves by the President, under section 24 act of March
- 3, 1891, but makes no grant of right of way through these reservations, and
does not give the Secretary of the Interior any new or additional authority to
permit the nse,of a right of way through them or within their boundaries, and:
is not applicable to reservations created by special act of Congress.

0Assitanit Att orney- General Vans Devanter to the Secretary of' the Interior,
Jte 6 1899.
(W. C. P.)
In his letter to you of the 3d ultimo, the lHon. Marion DeVries, member of Congress for the second California district, refers to the importance of the matter of constructing reservoirs and ditches within forest
reserves -to control and utilize the water supply for mining purposes,
and submits a question as follows:
I therefore address this letter to yon, asking whether or not: the Secretary of the
Interior has the authority to grant to any individual or corporation, the right to
establish a reservoir or construct a ditch within the limits of the Yosemite National
Park, or any forest reserve within this State, for the purposes of mining, or, if you
please, for domestic purposes.

Mr. Deries calls attention to the Revised Statutes,

vidently refer-

ring to sections 2339 and 2340,;which read as follows:
A-*:0t:;

*:;)

:

l:

SeC. 2339.: Whenever, by priority of possession, rights to the use of water for
mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, have vested and accrued,
and the same are recognized and acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and the
decisions of courts, the possessors and owners of such vested rights'shall be mainand protected in the same; and the right of way for the construction of
ditches and canals for the purposes herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed;
but whenever any person, in the construction of any ditch or canal, injures or damages the possession of any settler on the public domain, the party committing such
* injury or damage shall be liable to the party injured for such injury or damage.
SEC.-2340. All patents granted, or pre-emption or homesteads allowed, shall be
* subject to any vested and accrued water-rights, or rights to ditches and reservoirs
used in connection with such water-rights, as may have :been acquired under or
recognized by the preceding section.

X:tained
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By the act of March 3, 1891 (25 Stat., 1095), the right of way through

the public lands and reservations of the`United States is granted -to,
any canal or ditch company, formed for the purpose of irrigation, to
the extent of the ground occupied by the water of the- reservoir and
of the canal and its laterals and fifty feet on each side of marginal
limits thereof, and it is further provided that nothing therein shall
authorize such company to occupy the right of way except for the purposes of the canal -or ditch.
:
- The act of January 21, 1895 (28 Stat., 635), authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to permit the use of the right of way through the pub-:
l lands not within the limits of any park, forest, military or Indian
reservation, for tramroads, canals, or reservoirs, to the extent of the,
ground occupied by the water of the canals or reservoirs and fifty feet,
on each side thereof, or fifty feet on each side of the center line of the
* tramroad, by any citizenor association of citizens Qf the United States
engaged in the business of mining or quarrying or of cutting timber
and manufacturing lumber. This act was amended by that of May 14,
1896 (29, Stat., 190), but this amendment does not refer to permits for
canals and ditches.
-The act of May 11, 1898 (30 Stat., 404), amended that of January 21,
1895, by adding thereto the following:

*

-ic

* T;

0

*
*;

That the Secretary of the Interior be; and hereby is, authorized and empowered,
under general regulations to be fixed by him, to permit the use of right of way upon
the public lands of the United States, not within limits of any park, forest, military,
or Indian reservations, for tramways, canals, or reservoirs, to the extent of the
ground occupied by the water of the canals and reservoirs, and fifty feet on each
side of the marginal limits thereof, or ifty feet on each side of the center line of
the tramroad, by any citizen or association of citizens of the United States, for the
purposes of furnishing water for domestic, public, and other beneicivial uses.
SE c. 2. That the rights of way for ditches, canals, or reservoirs heretofore or hereafter approved under the provisions of sections eighteen, nineteen, twenty, and
twenty-one of- the act entitled 'An Act to repeal timber-culture laws, and for other
purposes," approved March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, may be used.
for purposes of a public nature; and said rights of way may be used for purposes of:
water transportation, for domestic purposes, or for the development of power, as
subsidiary to the main purpose of irrigation.
E

The act of 1891, supra, granted the right of Away through the public
lands and reservations of the United States to any canal or ditch company formed for the pbrpose of irrigation and prohibited the occupancy
of such right of wav." except for the purpose of said canal or ditch."
Under the provisions of this act this Department has refused to
approve maps where it was shown that the water was to be used to
generate electricity for the lighting of certainll cities (P. H. Sinclair, t
al., 18 L. D., 573), where the reservoir was to be used for furnishing
:- water to a city (South Platte Canal an d Reservoir Co., 20 L. D., 154
and 464), where the purpose was to establish a waterway for the transportation of timber (Chaffee County Ditch and Canal Co., 21 IL.D., 63)

0 0

and where the water was to be used for domestic purposes, for mann-
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;facturing purposes, and in the operation of hydraulic mining machin-

' *

*

0;;

| 00

ery, in connection with irrigation (William Marr, 25 IL. D., 344).
It was deemed advisable to extend the privileges in respect to the
use of the public lands, and by the act of January 21, 1895, spra, the
Secretary was authorized to permit the use of a right of way for tramroads and canals and reservoirs by any citizen or association of citizens
engaged in the business of mining or quarrying or cutting timber and
manufacturing lumber. This extension was, however, limited to the
public lands not within any park, forest, military or Indian reservation,
and hence is not important to the present inquiry.
The act of May 1i, 1898, supra, purports to be, an amendment of the
act of 1895, and section one relates only to the public lands not within'
the limits of any reservation.' Section two is in effect amendatory of
the act of 1891, and relates to all lands coming within the purview of
that act, which embraced both public lands and reservations of the
United States. It provides that the rights of way granted under the
act of 1891 may be used for purposes of a public nature and for water
transportation, domestic purposes and for the development of power.
This section does not purport to make any new grant, but simply permits the rights of way granted by the act of 1891 to be used for other
purposes than that of irrigation. 0No newclass of grantees is deseribedt
in this section, and to determine wlio may be entitled to a right of way
it is necessary to trn to the act of 1891. There the grantees are
described as "any canal or ditch company formed for the purpose of
irrigation.?' If it had been intended to enlarge the class of grantees
some apt language similar to that of the first section would have been
used in this second section of the act of 1898. The controlling idea
was stillr as in the act of 1891, irrigation.
So far as these acts are concerned the Secretary of the Interior has
no authority to grant the right to establish;a reservoir or construct a
ditch within the limits of the Yosemite Park or any forest reserve in
California for mining or for domestic purposes.
Sections 2339 and 2340 Revised Statutes do not authorize the Secretary of the Iterior to grant any right of way for ditches and canals,
bt simply recognize such rights to the water upon the public domain
as may have accrued under local usages and customs. These sections
0 do not affect the question here under consideration. ,
There is nothing in the act of October 1, 1890 (96 Stat., 650), setting
apart certain lands in California as a forest reserve, now known as " The
-Yosemite National Park,)' conferring upon the Secretary of the Interior
authority to pernit the use of lands embraced therein for the purpose
of a right of way for canals or ditchest for any purpose whatever, and
hence the general rule applies to that reservation.
By section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), the Presidelt was authorized to set apart and reserve public lands bearing forests
as public reservations. The at of June 4, 1897 (0 Sat.,11 ,36), con-
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tains provisions for the control and administration of all public lands
set aside and reserved as forest reserves under said act of March -3,
1i891. Among these provisions is the following:
All water on seh reservations may be used for domestic, mining, milling, or irrigation purposes, under the laws of the State wherein such forest reservations are
situated, or under the laws of the United States and the rules and regulations
established thereunder.

This is the only provision relating to the subject under considerationl .
.It does not giant a rightof waythrough these reservations, norc does
it confer upon the Secretary of the Interior any new or additional
authority to permit the use of a right of way through them or within
their boundaries. But even this act does lot apply to any reservation
created as was the Yosemite National Park, by special act of Congress,
but is by its terms restricted to reservations set apart by the President
* under the provisions of the act of 1891.
Answering specifically the question submitted, I advise you that the
Secretary of the Interior has not the authority to grant to any individual or corporation, the right to establish a reservoir or construct a:
ditch within, the
Sliit.
of the Yosemite National Park, or any forest
* reserve within the State of California, for the purposest of mining or
for domestic purposes.
Approved June 6,1899,
THO. RYAN,: Actng Secretary.
BALDWIN STAR COAL CO.

v. QUINN.

Motion for review of departmental decision of April 19, 1899, 28

IL. D., 307, denied by Acting Secretary Ryan, June 6, 1899.:
RAILROAD GRANT-EXPIRED PRE-EMPTION FILING.
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA

R. R. co.

An expired pre-emption filing of record at the date when a railroad grant becomes
effective is not an existing claim that serves to defeat the operation of the grant

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Coimissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
djune 6, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
.

An appeal has been filed on behalf of the Oregon and California
Railroad Company from your office decision of July 30, 1897, in which:
it is held that the W. j of the NE. j, the NW. 1 of the SE. , and the
SW. i of tle SE. j of Sec. 21, T. 30 S., Ri. 1 E., Roseburg land district,
Oregon, was excepted from the grant made by the act of July 25, 1866,
to aid in the construction of said road.
*
The tract above described is opposite that portion of the road definitely located Septelmber 6,1883. It is of the class known as "unioffered7
landi never having been proclaimed and offered at public sale- and
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under section 2267 of the Revised Statutes claimants under the pre-

emption law are required to make proof and payment within thirty
months after the expiration of the date for filing declaratory notices,
as prescribed in section 2265 of the Revised Statutes.
On January 9, 1877, one I. M. Robertson filed pre-emption declaratory statement No. 3017 covering this tradt, in which statement settle-,
ment was alleged the 5th of the same month. Said filing was never
perfected into an entry by making proof and payment, as required by
the pre-emption law. It was therefore 4f the class known as "expired"
pre-emption filings at the date of the definite location of the company's
road opposite the tract in question. But, because of the fact That the
record of said filing had not been formally canceled at the date of the
definite location of the company's line of road, it was held in your office
decision that the tract embraced in the filing was" for- that reason
excepted from the grant made to aid in tle construction of.said railroad.
In the recent case of Northern Pacific Railway Company v. James De
Lacey, decided by the supreme court May 22, 1899 (174 U. S., -), in
considering the effict of an expired Preemption filing upon unofered
land, it was said:
We thus find that since 1871 all claimants of pre-emption rights lost those rights
by operation of law, unless within thirty months after the date prescribed for filing
their declaratory notices they made proper proof and payment for the lan ds claimed.
The filing of their declaratory statement and the record made in pursuance of that
filing became without legal value if within the time prescribed by the statute proper,
proof and payment were not made. Whether such proof and payment were made
would be matter of record, and if they were not so made the original claim was canceled by operation of law, and required no cancellation on the records of the land
:office to carry the forfeiture into effect. The law forfeited the right and canceledthe entry just as effectually as if the fact were evidenced by an entry upon the record. The mere entry would not cause the forfeiture or cancellation. It is the provision of law which makes the forfeiture, and the entries on the record are a mere
acknowledgment of the law, and have in and of themselves, if not authorized by the
lawno effect. The law does not provide for such a cancellation before it is to take
effect. The expiration of time is a most effective cancellation.

Again, in referring to the case of Whitney v. Taylor (158 U. S., 85),
it was said: "The material fact that it was an existing claim was the
fact upon which the case was decided." And in proceeding with the considerati on of the case then before the court, it was further stated:
In this case, such fact does not exist. There was no existing claim at the time of
the filing of the map of definite location by the plaintiff herein. It had expired and
become wholly invalid by operation of law. The thirty months had expired years
before the filing of this map.
-Uponthe facts as found in this case, it seems to us that there was no claim against
the land at the time of the passage of the act of 1864, and that years before the time
of the filing of the map of definite location in 1884 the claim that once existed (in
1869) in favor of Flett had ceased to exist in fact and in law, and the title to the
land passed to the railroad company by virtue of the grant contained in the act of
1864 and by reason of the filing of its map of definite location March 26, 1884.

Applying said decision to the case at bar, it must be held that the
clail to this land in favor of L. M. Robertson by reason of his pre-
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emption filing made of this tract in-January, 1877, had ceased to exist
in fact and in law at the date of the definite location of the company's
line of road, and that the title to the land in question therefore passed
to the railroad company by virtue of its grant.
Your office decision is therefore reversd, and the tract will be listed
for approval on. account of. the grant, if otherwise regular and proper.
In so far as previous decisions of this Department relating to the
adjustment of railroad land grants have given recognition to pre-emption filings as existing claims, after the expiration of the period within
which by law proof and payment are required to be made, such decisions will no longer be followed..
/
PRICE OF LAWD-SECTION 2357, REVISED STATUTES.

INSTRUCTIONS.
Alternate reserved sections within the limits of the grant along the constructed
.main and branch lines of the Southern Pacific railroad, and also within the
limits of the forfeited Atlantic and Pacific grant, must be held at double minimum, irrespective of any question as to whether the, Southern Pacific can
acquire title to any or. all of the odd numbered sections within. said confiicting
limits.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Comnmissioner of the General Land Qflee,
'(W. V. D.)
June 6, 1899.
(F. W.C.);
I am ill receipt of your office letter of May 16, 1899,-relative to a
telegram from the receiver at Los Angeles, California, submitting the,:
following inquiry: "Are even numbered sections within the Southern
Pacific restored primary limits single, or double, minimum'?"

It appears from your office letter that the inquiry relates to the even
numbered sections coterminous with the portions of the grants for the
Southern Pacific main and branch lines where said grants are over' lapped by the grant made by the act of July 27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292), to
* aid in the construction of the main line of the Atlantic and Pacific
railroad. The last mentioned grant, within the overlap referred to,
was forfeited for non-construction by the act of July 6, 1886 (24 Stat.,
123).
In submitting this matter your office letter states that:
Under the settled rulings of the Department contemporaneous grants to aid in the
construction of railroads take moieties within their overlapping primary limits, and
as to the even numbered sections of land lying within the common primary limits of
the forfeited Atlantic and Pacific grant and the Southern Pacific, main line, grant
(the road under the latter having been constructed and the grants having been made:
by the same act) it is suggested that they be held at the double minimum price
($2.50 per acre) unless and until it shall be determined that said Southern Pacific
main line grant takes nothing within the forfeited Atlantic and Pacific grant.
The title to the odd numbered sections of land lying within the common primary
limits of the forfeited Atlantic and Pacific grant, act of 1866, and the Southern
Pacific, branch line1 grant, act of 1871, having been quieted in the United States (168
IS S., 1), and the Department having decided that these sections are to be disposed
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of at one dollar and tenty-five cents per acre, I would suggest that the even numbered sections within the same limits be disposed of at the same price; inasmuch as
the reason for the increase in price of said even sections has ceased.

The grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, unlike
* some other railroad grants, contained no provision whatever relative to
the price of the alternate reserved sections. The only legislation upon
the question is found in the latter part of section: 2357 of the Revised
Statutes? Which reads:
Provided, That the price to be paid for alternate reserved lands, along the line of
railroads within the limits granted by any act of Congress, shall be two dollars and
fifty cents per acre.

The grants for the main and branch lines of the Southern Pacific
railroad were upon the same general terms as the grant to the Atlantic
and Pacific Railroad Company, and in neither of the grants was theie
any provision whatever relating to te price of the alternate reserved
sections. The portion of section 2357 of the Revised Statutes abov
quoted, however, increased in price all the alternate reserved sections
within the limits of the grants along both the main and branch lines of
said road to $2.50 per acre.
The even sections made the subject of the telegram under consideration are, therefore, while coterminons with the portion of the grant for
*:0:;
i
0the
Atlantic and Pacific railroad, which has been forfeited for non-constructioll, also coterminous with the portions of the grants for the
Southern Pacific main and branch lines and opposite constructed road.
The question as to whether the Southern Pacific Railroad Company:
may acquire title to any or all of the odd sections within these conflicts,
can not alter the price of the even sections fixed by the portion of the
section of the Revised Statutes abovequoted. Being alternate reserved
sections and within the limits of the grants along the main and branc1li
lines of the Southern Pacific railroad, they, must necessarily be helds at
$2.50 per acre, or at the double minimum price; and you, will so instruct
the local officers.
iAWPENDIENG LITI-

PRIOMITY OF ETTLEMENT-COMPLIANCE WITi
GATION.
NOBLE ET AL.

. ROBERTS.

During the pendency of a contest, in which each party alleges priority of settlement, both are bound to comply with the law and maintain residence upon the
land; and if the successful party therein fails so to do, such failure is properly
the subject of inquiry on behalf of the losing party, and, although suchinquiry
is in the nature of a new contest, it is in effect a continuation of the original
case.

ActingSecretar Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land office,

*

:

(W V.D.)

.

June 6,1899.

*

.

(I.G.)

Morris Brown has filed an application for a rehearing, or spplemental:
hearing, upon. the charge of abandonment, and in support of his appli-
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cation submits copies of certain affidavits, the originials'of which were
filed with the motion for review and rehearing denied by departmental
decision of September 24, 1898 (unreported). The tract involved is the
NE. aj of See. 22, T. 23 N., R. 1 W., Perry, Oklahoma.
Your office, on November 9, 1898, denied the application on the
ground that no such charge of abandonment is made by the affidavits
wold
Ias justify the order for another hearing. These affidavits, with
others, were under consideration in the departmental decision denying
the motion for review and rehearing. The decision of your office does
not correctly quote from such departmental decision, which disposed of
the affidavits now under consideration as follows:
If, as alleged, Miss Cagle has abandoned the land since the hearing, such fact
-will be no proper ground for review in this case, and advantage thereof can be taken
without areviewor rehearing of the matters heretofore tried.

X

It is now sought to secure a hearing upon these matters by a motion,
for a rehearing-or a supplemental hearing. Your office is not precluded:
by the denial of the motion for a review or reh eari g from directing an
inquiry in the nature of a new contest " to determine questions arising since the original hearing. (arkv.Livingston, 26 L. D, 163; Forman v. Healey, 28 L. D.,266.)
The motion was denied by your office, on the ground that the affidavits submitted in sdpport thereof fail to charge abandonment at the
time the same were made, but relate to abandonmnent or failure to maintain residence up to a date prior thereto, since which time the contestant, Miss Cagle, may have returned to the land.
This Department can not concur in this view. There is a marked
distinction between a contest founded on the mere default of an entryman, and one based upon prior settlement of a contestant.
A defaulting entryman may cure his default i good faith before
knowledge or notice of &acontest, when there are no intervening settle-'
ment rights, while 'a contestant who relies upon a prior settlement
mast maintain residence and otherwise comply with the law. (Itowan
v. Kane, 26 L. D., 341, 343; Bates v. Bissell, 9 L. D., 546, 551.)
The controversy was between Laura Cagle and Morris Brown, two
of the contestants, the entryman having relinquished his entry after
contest was initiated, and. the contest of Noble, another contestant,
having been dismissed. The departmental decisions have been in
favor of Miss' Cagle, holding that she was not disqualified to make
entry of the tract and that she was the prior settler. During the,
penidency of the contest, under her claim of priority of right by virtue
of her prior settlement, it was incumbent upon her to comply with the
law and maintain her residence upon the tract, especially as her adversary also claimed by virtue of his prior settlement and was also bound
to establish and maintain residence during that period for the same
reasons. If she has not done so since the original hearing, that matter
is properly the subject of an inquiry, as the maintenance of residence
12781-voL 28-31
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or other compliance with the law during the pendency of a contest, by
one claiming priority of settlement, is a question arising out of the
original case, and an inquiry thereoP, although in the nature of a new
contest, is, i effect, a continuation of the original case. If it be true
that Miss Cagle abandoned the land as alleged in the affidavits, copies
of which are appended to the present motion, her return thereto prior
to the filing of such affidavits would not relieve her from the effect of
such abandonment in the presence of an adverse settlement right.
The decision of your office is accordingly reversed, and a hearing
will be ordered by your office as applied for.
DESERTED WIFE-SETTLEMENT RIGHT-ILLEGAL MTARRIAGE.:

HERWIG V. COOPER.
A deserted wife, the head of a fanily, who is a settler on the land embraced within
her husband's homestead entry, at the time of its relinquishment, is entitled to
make entry thereof, if she asserts her settlement right within three months after
cancellation of her husband's etrv.
The status of,a woman as a deserted' wife is not affected by an illegal marriage after
desertion.

Acting Seecretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the; General Lcid Office,
(W. M. W.)
J-nne 6 1899.
(. V. D.)

*0 ;

*0
:; 0

0

The land involved in this case is the SW. 1 of Sec. 22, T. 17 N., R. 1 E.,
New Orleaus, Louisiana, land district.
:Mrs. Tosha E. Eerwig has appealed from your office decisions of
D0
13, and October 25, 1897 dismissing her contest against the
0August
homestead entry of James Cooper, made August 3, 1896, for said tract.
The record shows that one Charles Herwig made homestead entry
for the land in question On October 23, 1891, and, as appears from your
office decisions appealed from said ilerwig executed a relinquishment
thereof February 6, 1896.
On July 31, 1896, said relinquishment was filed in the local office,
together with James Cooper's application to enter the tract under the
homestead law.
On August 3, 1896, Cooper7s application was allowed, and on September 5, 1896, Mrs. Tosha E. Herwig filed an affidavit of contest
against Cooper's entry alleging that Cooper obtained the relinquishment of Charles Elerwig by fraud; that said Herwig was contestant's
husband; that he deserted her in September, 1892, without leaving her
any means of support; and
that she has made said described land her home ever since the said desertion, and
said James Cooper-has never lived on said land, but affiant has lived on said land
and is entitled by prior settlement and residence to H. E. same.

A hearing was ordered, notice served, and a commissioner appointed
to take the evidence. At the time set for taking the evidence, the
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parties appeared in person and by coun:sel before the commissioner and
submitted evidence.
The local officers dismissed the contest. Mrs. Herwig appealed, and
on August 13, 1897, your office affirmed their action. In said decision
your office found, amoug other things, that thecontestantwas a settler
on the land in question at the time the relinquishment was filed, and
that contestant was not qualified to make entry of. the tract for the
reason that the evidence showed that-on September 9, 1893, she married
one: W. W. Hays, and by reason thereof she could not initiate a claidii
to the land by settlement in 1896.
On September 4, 1897, Mrs. Herwig filed a motion for a rehearing in
the case and a review of your office decision of August 13, 1897, in
which it was claimed, among other things, that your office erred in holding that contestant was disqualified to make homestead entry in 1896
by reason of her marriage to Hays in 1893, for the reason that the evidence showed that he died shortly after said marriage, and.with said
motion there was filed the joint affidavit of two persons showing that
said Hayes died on the 12th day of September, 1893, and that contestant "has never emarried.:
On October 25, 1897, your office considered this 'motion, and found,
from an examination of the evidence, that it erred in the decision sought
to have reviewed in finding that contestant was a settler on the land
at the time Charles Herwig's relinquishment was filed, and thereupon
said motion was denied.
Contestant appeals.
a: i No evidence was introduced tending to prove the charge of fraud.
It appears from the testimony in the case that in July, 1892, the con*
testant married the entryinan, Charles Herwig; that in Septem ber of
that year they established an actual residence upon the land in ques-:
tion, which had a dwelling house upon it worth about $100; that in a
short time thereafter contestant's.husband abandoned the land and
deserted his wife an(t has not lived with her since the desertion; that
she continued to live upon the land for about six months, when, on
account of her inability to make a living on it and poverty, she left the
tract and went to a neighboring town, where she did make a living
by sewing and keeping boarders. Sometime after the separation she
was informed that her husband was dead, and on September 9, 1893,
. she was married to a man by the name of W. W. Hays, who, it is contended on behalf of contestant, died on the 12th day of September, 1893.
It also appears that contestant made occasional trips to the land at. different times during the years 1893, 1894, and 1895. On. such occasions
she would remain on the land from one or two days to two or three
weeks at a time.
The evidence shows that about the first of May, 1896, Mrs. Herwig
resumed actual residence on the land by moving into and occupying the
same house she and her husband first occupied; that she had in said

V

:
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* f an house a bed, bedding, cooking utensils, clothing and provisions; that
she continued in the actual possession; of the premises until the latter
part of August, 1896; that about the 18th day of August, 1896, Cooper
served upon Mrs. H
Herwig a written notice, dated August 7, 1896,
wherein he notified her that he had purchased the improvements and
entered the land on August 3, 1896, and notified her "to move off of
said land, as I wish to occupy the house thereon." After this notice
was served, Mrs. Herwig temporarily left the land in order to consult a
lawyer as to her rights in the premises and left a person to hold possession. While she was gone and the person so left in possession was
absent from the land for a few hours, Cooper took possession and moved
his family into the house, and was living there when the evidence was
taken in the case.
*;>
:|0 0
The evidence also shows that Mrs. Hlerwig caused some fence. to be
built on the tract in July or August, 1896.
A witness testified that about the 15th of July, 1896, he had a conversation with Cooper, in which the witness told Cooper that Mrs. Herwig was claiming the land in question and had been living upon it.
These statements are not denied by Cooper.
From all the facts and circumstances in the ea6e, it is satisfactorily
shown that Mrs. Herwig was occupying and claiming the land before
and at the time Charles Herwig's relinquishmentwas filed and Cooper's
*E0; entry was allowed. And it necessarily follows that, if she was at that
time qualified to make entry, her settlement rights attached upon the
filing of said relinquishment, and her claim to the land is superior to
that of Cooper under his entry, her contest having been initiated within
threemonthsfromthecancellation of Herwig's entry. Sinnettv. Cheek,

*t

28.

*D

D., 20.

She has a child dependent on her for support. It is not pretended
that her husband, Herwig, is dead; and on this state of facts, he having abandoned her, she would, as a deserted wife and head of a family,
be entitled to make entry unless otherwise disqualified.
It is asserted that she was thus disqualified through her marriage
-withHays. This is untenable. It is not claimed that she was divorced
fromilerwig. She testified that she heard he was dead before she married Hays in 1893. Evidently this information was erroneous, as Herwig was alive in 1896 when the relinquishment was executed; and,
indeed, so far as the record shows, it is to be presumed that he is yet
alive. The contest is instituted by Mrs. Herwig, as his deserted wife,
ignoring her marriage to Hays because, as she testifies, her attorney i
informed her that she was yet the legal wife of IHerwig and that her
other marriage was illegal. From all this it sufficiently appears that
her marriage to Hays during the lifetime o Herwig, from whom she
had not been divorced, was null and void, and consequently, she is yet
the legal though deserted wife of Herwig, the head of a family and
entitled to make entry of the tract in question by virtue of her settlement thereon at the date of the relinquishment by iHerwig.
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With the motion for review of your decision Mrs. lerwig filed the:
joint affidavit of two parties showing that iHays died a few days after
his alleged marriage. A copy of this affidavit was served upon the
opposite party, who has not questioned or denied the trilth of the matters therein stated. Your refusal to consider said affidavit and the
matters therein stated, as adnmissible, is specified as error in the appeal
of Mrs. Herwig, and this specification is not noticed in the reply to the
appeal. But in. view of what has been already said the Department
does not deem it necessaiy now to pass upon that question.
Entertainin g these views, your judgment is reversed and Mrs. Herwig will be allowed to make entry of the tract in question if? she so
desires, and is otherwise qualified, and upon such entry, that of Cooper
will be. canceled.
PRACTICE-NOTICE OF APPEAL-ATTOnNEY-RESIDENCE.
BRANDON

. TULLER.

Service of a notice of appeal on. the appellee's attorney of record will not be held
insufficient on the ground that at the time of such service said attorney had
become register of the local office wherein the case originated, where it does
i :
I: not appear that the appellee had any other attorney at the time of such service,
and no prejudice is claimed.
A charge of abandonment is not made out where it appears that the entryman in
fact established his residence in good faith on the land, and that his absences
thereafter were temporary i character, and necessary for his support and the
A:;* 00fmaintenance of the claim..

0

-

* .

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
0 i
a;JxTioe ;6,1899.; 0
0;(E.J. 1.)0

:;(W. V. D.)

On November 2, 1S93, Charles M. Tuller made homestead entry for
the NW. i of Sec. 26, T. 29 N., RJ. 14 W., Alva land district, Oklahoma.
'On May 6, 1896, Fredonia T. Brandon filed affidavit of contest against
said entry, alleging abandonment.
Hearing was had o Junie 29, 1896, both parties being present in person and with counsel. The local officers decided in favor of contestant,
*recommending that defendant's entry be canceled;; from which decision
he appealed, and, on August 11, 1897, your office affirmed said deci:sion. From this decision defendant also appealed, which brings the
case before the Department for consideration.
*
The first question to be considered in the case is raised by contestant's motion to dismiss the appeal from the decision of your office.
Said motion alleges that notice of said appeal and specifications of
error were not served upon contestant, nor filed in the General Land
Office, within sixty days from the service of notice of the decisions
appealed from.
It seems that on August 17, 1897, R. A. Cameron, the attorney of
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record for contestant, and defendant, Tuller, both made written acceptauce of service of notice of the said decision of your office.
The affidavit of appellant, Tuller, is on file in the case, in which he
states that on October 15, 1897, he went to the usual place of residence
of contestant for the purpose of serving notice of his: appeal from the
decision of your office upon contestant; that he did not find her at
home, and was there told by her father that she had gone to Kansas
and would not return until the 1.8th, which date would be too late for the
service of said notice; that on the following day, Saturday, October
16th, it being the last day for making said service, he proceeded to
make service upon her attorney of record, Cameron. This was done
by the written acknowledgment of said notice by Cameron who, however, signed the same individually, striking out of said acknowledgment, as drawn up, all reference to himself as au attorney for contestant
in the case, but he received the copies of notice, assignment of errors
and brief of defendant.
Defendant's affidavit further states that on te following Monday
morning, October 18th, he again went to the residence of enutestant
and made service upon her, delivering copies, etc.
The affidavit of contestant is also on file, stating that she was at
home, only a half mile from the land in controversy, on October 1f,
1897, and had not been away for more than a month; that she left that
evening on a visit to Kausas, returning the next day, and that on October 19th defendant made service of said papers upon her. She also
states that she was told by her father that defendant was there and
called for her about eight o'clock the evening she left for Kansas.
While she claims that defendant was at her home on the 16th and
19th, instead of 15th and 1th, as claimed by him, it does not seem
imaterial which is correct. ie ulnquestionably went to her residenceon
tie 15th or 16th for the purpose of making service upon her of said.
notice and accompanying papers. Not finding her there he proceeded,
to make said service within the proper time, in the manler hereinbefore
stated, upon Cameron, the party who had been her attorney all through
the controversy, as shown by the record. It would seem that said
Cameron was at the date of this service register of the Alva land office,
in which the contest originated hence, doubtless,' his unwillingness to
S.tate specifically in said acceptance of service that he did so as attorney
for contestant.

It is not shown when he became register of the land office, but he
had, on August 17, 1897, two months before, accepted service of notice
of your decision, and signed the same, "R. A. Cameron, Attorney for
Contestant."
It does not appear that at the time defendant made -the service in
question upon Cameron, the contestant had any other attorney, and
the notice reached her immediately thereafter, and it is not claimed
that she was'prejudiced by the manner in which service was'made.
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Inthe case of Demars v. Donahue et al., 12 L. D., 113, it was held
thatA motion to dismiss an appeal on the ground that service thereof was not made
upon appellee or his attorney, must be denied where it appears that service was duly
made upon one, who, as attorney, bad prior thereto represented the appellee; and
where it is not claimed that the notice as served did not in fact reach the appellee,
or that he was in any manner prejudiced by the service as made.

In Atkins et al. v. Creighton (14 L. D., 287) it was said thatSolong as the appearance of an attorney stands of record in a case, and there
remains anything to be done in connection with that case, notice of which should
be sent to the parties in interest, notice to such attorney is notice to the client.

:*

The foregoing cases held without qualification that so long as the
appearance of an attorney stands of record i a case service may be
made upon him.
But the: case of Nichols v. Gillette, 12 L. D., 388, is more clearly in
point. The statement in that case shows that notice of an adverse
decision was served upon the attorney of record; that he had been
appointed register of the land office in another district and had moved'
thither; that he failed to, notify his client of said decision, and as a
result of such neglect the client received no notice of the decision
adverse to him until more than sixty days after his atto rney had received
the same, and that when the party did file his appeal your office refused
::*
f
to allow it, on the ground that the. time within which appeal could be
taken had expired. He then applied to the Department for a writ of
certiorari, which was refused upon the ground that the service thus:
made was notice to the client. In that case, through the failure of the
attorney of record. upon whom service was made to notify his client
thereof, said party's:right of appeal was. lost, while in the case under
* ;ff consideration, wherein there was similar service, as has been Shown,
the contestant was immediately notiied of the same and lost no rights.
The record also shows that evidence of the service of said notice of,
appeal, specifications: of error and argument, was filed, in the local.
office on October 16, 1897.
The motion to dismiss is therefore overruled.
Upon the merits of the case the only question is as to establishment
and maintenance of residence upon the land, by defendant. No claim is
made but that he had ample .improvements thereon, and cultivated
and cropped a large portion of the land each year.
* The testimouy shows that defendant, prior to making his said entry
on November 2, 1893; had been engaged.in farming in Barber county,
Kansas, and spent the following winter there, but went upon his claim
; S : awithin the six months and built a house, completing the same on May
2, 1804; that, assisted by hired help, he also dug and curbed a well and
fenced a pasture of about twenlty acres; that he remained there about
a week, during which time he and his help cooked, ate and slept in the
house.
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This house was a "dug-out," about ten by twelve, or twelve by fourteen, feet in size, dug four feet in the ground and banked up two feet
with sod, having board roof battened, also board door, and window
having fotur lights. That season he broke a large amount of land,
sixty-five or seventy acres as claimed by him, but estimated by some
of contestant's witnesses as thirty-five or forty aeres. He was also cropping land in Kansas and was back and forth until after harvest, when
he remained steadily in Oklahoma. He had no family except a grownup son who was away much of the timer
It also appears from the testimony that at the time of bringing the
contest he had upon his claim the house, well, pasture, and cultivated
land heretofore described, together with quite a lot of fruit trees of
various kinds, and that he had in the house a combined heating and
cooking stove, bedstead, good feather bed and illows, blanket, bedspread, and all necessary furniture, dishes, ad cooking utensils for
housekeeping.
This was testified to by two witnesses, both of whom had stayed
there over night with him, at different times. One of these, MoGarry,
was a principal witness for contestant. He had stayed there ol two
different ocUaSio s about a year apart and saw the foregoing articles
there, together with provisions from which they cooked and ate.
Contestant and three principal witnesses testified that they lived in
the immediate neighborhood and were acquainted with defendant and
the land in controversy and had been ever since he entered the same.
They testified, generally, that he did not make his home upon his claim,
but " principally," as one of them said, with one Mrs. Ellis, who had:
homestead entry upon an adjoining tract.
The record is burdened with a good deal of' incompetent and irrelevant testimony, particularly, as to the 8supposed relations existing
between defendant and Mrs. Ellis, both while they had been living in
Oklahoma and prior thereto, while they were living in Kansas. These
witnesses had been at defendant's house but a very few times, and
then did not see him there, except McGarry, who, as heretofore related
had stayed over night there with defendant on two occasions.;
They also testified that he kept his horses, machinery and personal
property generally, at Mrs. Ellis's and that frowt their knowledge andC
understanding of the situation, if in search of defendant they would
have gone to Mrs. Ellis's to find him. On cross-examination, each of'
these three witnesses acknowledged that he had tried to get defendant
indicted on account of the manner in -which it was claimed he was living with Mrs. Ellis, but did not succeed. To of them were not on
good terms with him and had said they would make him all the trouble
they could, and the other one acknowledged that there had been' some
talk among the friends of contestant that if defendant was indicted it
-wouldbe an easier contest against his' homestead.
Defendant testified in his own behalf and introduced Mrs. Ellis and
two neighbors, who, so far as appears, were entirely disinterested.
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The testimony of defendant and Mrs. Ellis is to the effect that he had
* been doing a large job of breaking in Kansas prior to making his homestead entry, and had also farmed quite extensively; that he had borr owed money at various times of Mrs. Ellis to pay help and expenses
* until he was indebted to her for about $800; that he had poor crops
* and lost money, and as a result had to give her a mortgage on the half
interest in his horses, machinery, and all his personal property, before
going to Oklahoma to reside, and it was agreed that said property
* should remain in her possession; that this was the reason said property
when taken to Oklahoma was kept upon the claim of Mrs. Ellis, and
that in the fall of 1895, in order to pay Mrs. Ellis for the balance of the
money he was owing her, he gave her a bill of sale of all this personal
property.
They also testified that defenclant's failure of crops and losses ren'dered it impossible for him to remain constantly on his claim, and that
-he was obliged to go out to work to earn money to live on and keep up
* his improvements; that on coming to Oklahoma he engaged to work
0for Mrs. Ellis, carry on her farming operations, and did do so with the
aid of some hired help, which necessitated is spending: much time
upon the claim of Mrs. Ellis; that it was usually late when be got
i
through taking care of the horses and doing the chores, and being tired
muh Of the time he slept there instead of going to his own claim; that
*917:he
slept on his own claim about onefourth of the time.
Defendant's other two witnesses testified that they considered that
he resided on his claim. They lived in the eig1hborhood, had fre*quently seen him there, and one of them had worked for him on said
claim. liuch of said testimony Was, not disputed by contestant's witnesses, but some of them did say that they had heard defendant at
various times speak of the horses and other articles of personal: property:
as belonging to him.
*X
0:;000
From the testimony the Department is unable to agree With the
decision of your office, but holds that when defendant went upon the
*
land in the spring of 1894, built his house, dug a well and fenced a
*
pasture, remaining a week, eating and sleeping there, he established
his residence..
Residence is established from the time the settler goes upon the land with the

bona fide intention of making his home there to the exclusion of one elsewhere.
(Grimshaw v. Taylor, 4 L. D., 330.)

It was held in the case of Andrew'J. Healy, 4 L. D., 80, thatD

.

: No fixed rule can be formulated as to what shall constitute good faith. The facts
and circumstances surrounding each case should be carefully considered, and if the
acts of the entryrnan do not clearly indicate bad faith the entry shouldnot be
forfeited.

The cultivation of crops from year to year and the presence of valuable improvements are an indication of good faith on the part of the
claimant. (See case of Alfred M. Smith, 9 L. D., 146.)
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The question of what constitutes establishment and maintenance of
residence is well settled by repeated decisions and it is not necessary to
multiply authorities here on that question.
The local officers say in their decision thatIf the defendant established a legal residence on the land in May, 1894, his absences
afterwards might be excused, his improvements and the cultivation of the land being
accepted as sufficient evidence of good faith.

The evidence shows that these improvements were nearly all made
in May, 1894, when he claims to have made settlement and established
residence on his claim; that he spent several days there and had a man
to help him; that he then had in the house the furniture, cooking utensils, etc., heretofore described herein. His absences during that season
were for the purpose of caring for and harvesting the crops he had
growing in Kansas. He clearly had the right to do this. The witnesses for the contestant Were prejudiced against the defendant. They
acknowledge this on ross-examination, and that they had tried to get
him indicted about the time of the bringing of this contest.
In, your decision you say that " the personal property of Tuller, such
as horses and farming implements, was taken to the house of Mrs. Ellis
and kept there to-the time of trial." The testimony as heretofore
related shows that Mrs. Ellis owned a half interest in all of said property when it was taken to Kansas, and that in the fall of 1895, she pur-:
chased the other half, and the bill of sale therefor, from Tuller,:is on
file in this case.
It is not strange, nor inconsistent with Mrs. Ellis's ownership of the
horses, machinery, etc., that defendant, who carried on her farming
operations, and had this property in his charge, should in the course of
conversation have spoken of some article as being his. The evidence
does not show that he actually claimed ownership of the same. It is
clear from the evidence that defendant established his residence upon
the land in controversy in the spring of 1894, and has maintained the
same.
Your office decision is reversed.
APPLICATION TO ENTER-PENfING CLAIM.:

MCINTosH v. GREEN.
It is not necessary for the protection of a settlement. claim, on land incslded within

the prior pending application of another, tbat the settler should assert his
settlement right by an applicationto enterwhile the land occupies such
status.

Acting Secretary BRlan to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W.V. D.)
June 9, 1899.
(. W. C.)
William A. McIntosh has appealed from your office decision of September 22, 1897, dismissing his contest against the homestead entry
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of Chester A.. Green, made February 13, 1897, covering the NE. 1 of
Sec. 25,T. 18 N., R. 19 W., BrokenBow, Nebraska, laud district.
McIntosh filed contest against Green's entry on March 6, 1897, alleging that he had resided on the land for more than a year and that'Green
did not make entry for his own benefit, but for the benefit of one
Robert N. Norcutt.
Notice issued upon said contest the same day, April 19th, following,
being set for the hearing of the case. On that day McIntosh appeared,
and upol filing evidence of service of the notice of contest the same
was found to be defective. Hle thereupon filed an amended affidavit of
contest; which amendment was not allowed, and on the following day
his contest was dismissed for want of prosecution. Upon his motion
subsequently made the case was reinstated May 13, 1897, and hearing
was held thereon June 15th, following.
The local officers upon the record made recommended that his
contest be dismissed; which decision was affirmed by your office.
McIntosh has farther prosecuted the case by appeal to this Department.
It appears that Robert N. Norcitt, on November 18, 1895, filed an
application for restoration of his homestead right, accompanied by al
application to make entry of the tract here in question. Said application was denied by your office decision of January 20 1896; from
which decision Norcutt appealed to this Department.
Your office decision denying Norcutt's application was-affirmed by
this Department January 8, 1897. Upon being advised of said depart.
mental decision Norcutt, accompanied by his nephew, Chester E. Green,
the present entryman, appeared at the local office on February 13, 1897,
when Norcutt disclaimed.any intention to move for a review of depart--.
mental decision; whereupon Green presented his homestead application
covering the tract in question, which was accepted by the local officers
and permitted to go of record.
Following the decision of your office denying Norcutt's right to enter
this land, to wit, on February 10, 1896, MclIntosh, the present contestant, tendered at the local office his application to make homnestead
entry of this land; which was rejected by the local officers on account
of the pending application by Norcutt.
McIntosh claims that he was never legally served with notice of the
rejection of said application, but for the determination of the present
controversy it i unnecessary to consider this feature of the case.
Your office decision held that the application tendered by McIntosh
February 10, 1896, should have been received and held to await the
final determination of Norcutt's rights under his application then
*pending, but as be failed to, appeal fom the rejection of said applica-'
tion, no rights are: accorded him by reason of the tender thereof. Itwas farther held that:
After establishing his residence on the land, he took no action for more than ten
months, athough the landl was not, during that period covered by an entry and an
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application to enter would have attached, subject.,; of course, to Norcutt's prior
application.
cICIntosh having been negligent in asserting his rights, and Green's entry having
in the meantime been allowed, it must be held that lle, McIntosh, has forfeited his
right to the land, consequently your decision is affirmed, and the contest is dismissed,
subject to appeal.

The record shows that after the action of the local officers rejecting
lhis application, McIntosh commenced the building of a house upon the
land in question, which was subsequently completed and into which he
moved his family about the middle of April, 1896, where they were
still residing at the date of the hearing. He had at the latter date
enclosed the land with a wire fence, and in addition to his dwelling
house, had a stable, corrals, crn cribsj a granary and shed, a reservoir
of water, and forty or forty-five acres under cultivation, the improvements being worth between four and five hundred dollars.
Green makes no claim to the land prior to his entry of February 13,
1897, at which time he was fully aware of McIntosh's claim to and
improvement of the tract.For the determination of this controversy it is immaterial whether
the application tendered by McIntosh on February 10, 1896, was properly rejected, or should havebeen held suspeldedto await action upon
the prior application by Norcutt. Until Norcutt's application had been
finally disposed of, an entry by Mcintosh would not properly have been
allowed. Until that time it can not be held that McIntosh was obliged
to take steps to protect himself in his settlement by tendering an applic)bation at the local office. and as before shown, he began the contest
here under consideration, with that object in view, within less than a
month thereafter.
Your offlice decision is therefore reversed, and the entry by Green is
held subject to the prior right of entry in McIntosh, of which you will
advise him, and upon his completion of entry within a reasonable time
to be fixed by your office the entry by Green will be canceled.
MNIOTJNT RANTER NATIONAL PARK--DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS.
OPINION.

The departmental regulations to be issued nder the act of March 2, 1899, setting
apart certain lands for a national park, should provide for the preservation from
injury or spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities or wonders
within said park, but should declare that they da not prevent or interfere with
the onafite exploration, location, occupation andipurchase, according to the miiueral lawsiof the United States, of the mineral lands lying within said park.

Assistant Attorney-nGeneral Van -Devanterto the Secretary of the Interior
June 12, 1899.:
(F. W. C.)
Through the reference of the Acting Secretary I am in receipt of certain papers relating to the act of March 2, 1899 (30 Stat., 993), by
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which certain lands in the State of Washington Were set aside as: the
Mount Ranier National Park, with a request for, an opinion as to
whether sections two and five of that act are rightly construed by'the
Commissioner of the General Land Office in his report of May 12th
last, and as to
whether the paragraph suggested by the Commissioller for incorporation in the regulations to be promulgated for the government of the park is sufficient to properly
carry into effect the provisions of section of the act.

second section
of the ac
act provides
(inter at):
~The~~u
,:o
prvie
(int

:~ X

*
*
*

:

:

S

That said public park shall be under the exclusive control of the Secretary of the
Interior, whose duty it shall be to make and publish, as soon as practicable, such
rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper. for the care and management of the same. Such regulations shall provide for the preservation from injury
or spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, naflral curiosities, or wonders within
said park, and their retention in their naturalI condition. . . . He shall provide
against the wanton destruction of the fish and game found within said park, and.
against their capture or destruction for the purposes of merchandise or profit. He
shall also cause all persons trespassing upon the same after the passage of this act
to be removed therefrom, and generally shall be authorized to take all such meas-:
ures as shall be'necessary to fully carry out the; objects and purposes of this act.

Section five of the act provides:
That the mineral-laud laws of the United States ate hereby extended to the lands
lying within the said reserve and said park.

In his report the Commissioner states thatIn regard to mining claims upon the land included in the said park, it is to be

noticed that section 2 of said act provides for the "preservation from inljury or
spoliation of . . . mineral deposits." It is not believed that it was intended
thereby to render nugatory the subsequent provision that the mineral land laws
shall apply to the lands in said reservation. On the contrary, it is obvious, that in
order to give effect to the apparent intent of Congress, the Provision of said section
2 must, so far as it relates to mineral deposits claimed and held under the mineral
land laws, give way to the provision of section 5, extending the mineral land laws
to said lands, and that it was the intention of Congress that the limitations prescribed in section 2 were for the purpose of preventing wanton destruction or waste
or interfering in any way with the timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or
wonders on lands within said park, and not included in any valid mining claim.
Taking this view of the purpose and object of saidlact, I have to recommend that
the following paragraph be incorporated in the proposed regulations, to wit:
"That the lands in said Park are subject to the operation of the mineral land
laws of the United States, but that prospectors or miners shall not be permitted to
injure or destroy or interfere With the retention in their natural condition of any
timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or wonders within said Park, outside
the boundaries of their respective mining claims, duly located and held under the
mining laws, and that the superintendent or official in charge of such Park shall
take the necessary steps to secure a compliance herewith and to report any violation of this requirement to the Secretary of the-Interior, for'his consideration and
action."

In general I agree with the construction placed upon said sections
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. The fifth section
plainly extends the mineral land laws of the United States to the lands,
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lying within said reserve or park. By the second section. the park is
placed under the exclusive control of the Secretaryof the Interior,
whose duty it is made to publish such rules and regulations as may be
deemed necessary or proper for the care and management of the park.
The reglations should provide "for the preservation from injury or
spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or won-:
ders within said park, and their retention in their natural condition,"
but should declare that they do not prevent or interfere with the bona
fide exploration, development, location, occupation and purchase,
according to the mineral laws of the United States, of the mineral
lands lying within said reserve or park.

The injury or spoliation of the timber, mineral deposits, natural enriosities; or wonders within the park under the guise or pretense of prospecting for, developing or locating minerals within the park, should be
prohibited by the regulations.

In lieu of the paragraph recommended by the Commissioner of the,
i
General Land Office, I suggest the following:
or interfere with any
impair,
remove,
break,
No person shall cut,
deposits, curiosities,
Mineral
minerals,
timber,
trees, shrubs, plants,
wonders, or other objects of interest in the park, and all of the same
shall be retained in their niatural condition: Provided, however, That
nothing herein shall interfere with or prevent bona fide exploration,
*;
development location, occupation and purchase, according to the m* eral land laws of the United States, of the mineral lands lying within
said park, but this will not authorize or permit the injury or spoliation
of the. timber, mineral: deposits, natural curiosities or wonders within
the park under the mere guise or pretense of prospecting for, developing or locating minerals within the park.
Approved, June 12, 1899.
E. A. IIITCHCOCirK, Secretary.

RAILROAD GRANT-LANDS EXCEPTED-RESERVATION.

NORTHERN PACIFIc R. R. CO. V. WARREN, (ON REVIEW).
Lands set apart as an Indian reservation, at the date of the Northern Pacific grant,
are not within the terms of the granting act, and on their subsequent cession
revert to the public domain:.

Seretary

fHitchcock to the Covmmissioner of the General Land Office, June

(W.V.D.)

12, 1899.

(W.C.P .)

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company has filed a motion for
review of departmental decision of May 14, 1896, in the case of Annie
M. Warren v. The Northern Pacific Railroad Company (22 L. D., 568),
involving the NE. i of Sec. 29,1 T. 43 N., R. 27 W., Taylor's Falls land;
district, Minnesota.
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The tract in question is within the twenty miles primary limits of
- the grant of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365), for said company, as adjusted
to-the line of definite location shown upon the map filed November 20,
1871.
- It was within the limits of the reservation created by the treaty of
February 22, 1855 (10 Stat., 1165), with the Chippewa Indians for the
Mille Lac band. The Indians ceded a part of this reservation- by the
treaty of March 11, 1863 (12 Stat., 1249), and a further cession was
made by the Indians in the treaty of May 7, 1864, amended by the
Senate February 6, 1865, which amendment. was assented to by the
Indians February 14, 1865, and finally proclaimed March 20, 1865 (13
Stat., 693). The tract involved here was a part of the lands ceded by
this latter treaty.
*;; 0 This tract was listed on account of the grant to said company June
* 22, 1883. - George H. Warren filed pre-emption declaratory statement
therefor February 10, 1891, and Annie M. Warren made homestead
entry therefor October 27,1891. Your office held both the filing and
*
entry for cancellation for colflict with the railroad graiit. Upon appeal
by Annie M. Warren, this Department, in the decision complained of,
reversed your office decision, held the land excepted from the grant,:
and directed that Warren's homestead entry be allowed to stand.
*The only points necessary to consider under this motion are the alle.
* gations that it was error to have made any distinction between these
lands and general Indian country, and that it was error to hold that
the title did not pass under the grant even if said lands had not been
* released from reservation. At the date of the grant the cession made
by the treaty'of May 7 1864, had not taken effect, because that treaty
was not perfected until the amendment made by the Senate had been
assented to by the Indians. Prior to that time it was still a matter of
negotiation, and no change in the claim of the Indians had yet been
effected. These lands were at the date of the grant set apart for the
use of the Indians, and were not, therefore, within the terms of the
granting act. There was no error in the decision complained of in so
bholding. If the claim of the Indians was afterwards released, the
* lands became a part of the public domain and did not inure to the
benefit of this grant. This point was involved in this company's claim
to lands in the ceded portion of the Coeur d'Alene Indian reservation
in Idaho. In fact one of the allegations of the motion nnder consideration is that it was error to have decided this case prior to a decision in
that. That case has, however, been finally decided adversely to the
company's claim, the motion for review therein having been denied
March 23, 1898 (26 L. D., 422). Upon the authority of that case it is
held that the lands involved in this case reverted to the public domain
upon the cession thereof by the Indians.
After a careful examination of the matter, the previous decision of
this Department is adhered to, and the motion for review denied.
*

..
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RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY SELECTION-EXPIRED FILING.
HENSLEY V. MISSOURI, KANSAS AND

TEXASBRY. Co.,

An expired pre-emption filing of record is no bar to the selection of the lands covder a railroad grant.
ered thereby as indemnity

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Ofice, June
(W. C. P.)
12 1899.
(W. V. D.)
In the decision of January 5, 1891 (12 L. D., 19), in the case of W. F.
Hensley v. Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, this Department affirmed your office decision rejecting Hensley's application to
make homestead entry for the S.

4 of

the SE. 1 of See. 10, and the N.

*4.of the NE. 4 of Sec. 15, T. 26 S., I. 14 E., Topeka, Kan sas, land district, for couflict with the company's selection thereof as indemnlity.
John K. Townsend filed pre-emption declaratory statement covering
the S. obf the SE. of See. 10, and the NW. 4 of the NE. J of Sec. 15,
June 30, 103, and Hugh P. Allen filed pre-emption declaratory statement for the SW. 4 of the SE. 4- of See. 10,- and the NW. J4 of the NE.
4 of Sec. 15, March 14, 1867, which filings were never perfected, although
they remained of record until June 30, 1891, when that of Allen was
:canceled as to the S. 4 of the SE. of Sec. 10. June 20, 1879, the'railroad company selected the S. of the SE. 4 of See. 10 as indemnity,
and re-selected it November 17,1885. The N. oof the NE. of See. 15
was selected September 25, 1882. The withdrawal made for the benefit
of this grant March 19, 1867, was revoked August 17, 1887. In December, 1883, Hensley filed in the local office his affidavit asserting that the
SW. 4 of the SE. 41 of said See. 10, and the N W. X of the NE. I of See.
15, were excepted from the grant to said company and the withdrawal
thereunder by reason of Allen's filing, and that he desired to acquire
said land under the homestead laws. Before your office acted upon this
matter the withdrawal was revoked, and thereupon, on October 1,1887, ilensley applied to make homestead entry for the S. 4 of the SE.
4 of Sec. 10, and the N. i of the NE. of Sec. 15. The testimony taken
at the hearing had upon the company's protest against this application
showed that both Townsend and Allen were qualified preemptors and
made actual settlement, as claimed, but that they abandoned their
claims about one year after the filing of their declaratory statements.
With these facts presented, this Departmuent, in the decision of
January 5, 1891, "u)ra,said:
The claims which served to work the exception from the withdrawal had, however, expired and, as shown by the evidence, been abandoned long prior to the
application of the company to select the tracts as indemnity, and were not therefore
sufficient to prevent such selection thereof by the company.

in June, 1897, Hensley presented a petition for further consideration
and allowance of his homestead application, basing it upon the decision
of this Department in the case of Counterman v. The Missouri, Kansas
and Texas Railway Company, July 13, 18916 (not reported). Your office
forwarded this petition with recommendation that it be granted.
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In the Conuterman case the facts were similar to those here, and the
decision of the Department was in favor of the railroad company.
Upon a motion for review, filed within the time allowed therefor, that
decision was recalled and vacated and the company's selection was
canceled. This action was taken upon the authority of the case of
of Whitney v. Taylor (158 U. S., 85), as construed by this Department
in Fish v Northern Pacific R. R. Co (23 L. D., 15).
Since that a different rule has been announced and now prevails. In
the recent case of Oregon and California Railroad Company, decided
June 6, 1899 (28 L. D., 477), the question as to the effect of expired preemption filings was uinder consideration, and upon the authority of
Northern Pacific R. h. Co. v. De Lacey (174 U. S., ) it was held that
SUCh a filing would not serve to except the land covered thereby from
a railroad grant. In conclusion it was said:
In so far as previous decisions of this Department relating to the adjustment of
railroad land grants have given recognition to nre-emption- filings as existing claims;
after the expiration of the period within which by law proof and payment are
required to be made, such decisions will no longer be followed.

The period within which proof and payment should have been made
under the filings relied upon by Hensley to prevent the allowauce of
the selections of this land by the company had expired long prior to
such selections, and sch filings constituted no bar to those selections.
The petition for further consideration is denied.
This action is taken without considering whether such petition would
in any event have been favorably considered after the lapse of so long
a period between the date of the decision and the presentation of the
petition.
HODGES V. DANIELS.

*

Motion for review of departmental decision of February 6, 1899, 28
L. D., 91, denied by Secretary Hitchcock, June 12, 1899.
DESERT LAND ENTRY-ASSIGNAMENT-RIIECLAMATION.
HE INZWAN ET AL. V. LETROADEC'S HEIRS ET AL.
An assignment or a desert land entry to one disqualified to acquire title under the
desert land law does not render the entry fraudalent, but leaves the right thereto
still illte entryman.
Where a desert land entry is suspended, and the order of suspension subsequently
revoked, time will not begin to run, in the matter of reclamation, until notice
of such revocation is served on the eutryman, or his successors in interest.

.Secretary Hitchcock to the Coinissioner of the General
(W.VY. ID.)
June 12, 1899.

and Office,
(El. G.)

The tract involved in this case is described as the NE. 1 and the S. A
of Sec. 12, T. 25 S., B. 25. E. M. D. B. and M., Visalia, California, land
12781-VOL 28-32
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district, and is embraced in the desert land entry No. 290, of Maxrnilian
Letroadec, made May 17, 1877. Pursuant to departmental direction of
September 12, 1877, all desert land entries in said land district were,
on September 28, 1877, suspended by your office and remained suspended until the promulgation, on February 10, 1891, of the decision
of United States v. Haggin (12 L. D., 34), which directed that the suspension be removed. It appears from the decision of your office that
an effort was made to notify the etryman of said order of revocation
by registered letter of August 23, 1893, which seems to have been
returned uncalled for. Emil Chauvin, to whom the entry was assigned
Jane 10, 1884, appears to have been notified of the order of revocation

on the date before mentioned.
On February 18, 1891, John Heinzman, John W. Ramsey and
Thomas B. Twaddle, severally filed affidavits of contest, each alleging
that the land was not then, nor at the date of entry, desert land; that
the entry was- fraudulently made and the land since fraudulently held
thereunder, in this, that the entry was made for speculative purposes
and was soon thereafter assigned to one Emil Chauvin, who, by his
own entry and similar assignments held lands in excess of the amount
allowed by law; and that neither the land, nor any part thereof, has
been reclaimed, nor has any bova fide effort to reclaim it been made by
the entryman or his assignee: wherefore the contestants severally asked
that they be allowed to prove these allegations and that the entry be
canceled.

Owing to causes not necessary to be recited here, proceedings under
these affidavits were delayed until October 30, 1895, when the contests
were consolidated, hearing was set for December 18, 1895, and notice
thereof was given. The attorney for the contestants, as set forth in
his affidavit made the day the hearing began, having discovered since
bringing the action that the entryman had died intestate several years
prior thereto, leaving him surviving his brother Julian Letroadec, his
sister, Celestine Scouler, both residing at San Francisco, California,
and a younger brother, who'died after the death of the entryman,
intestate, leaving no issue, notice of the contest was served upon the
said alleged living heirs and also upon the assignee of the entrynman.
At the hearing, which was concluded December 28, 1895, the alleged
heirs made default and all of the other parties appeared. The local
office decided that the tract in controversy was not desert land at the
date of the entry, and further, it appearing that Chauvin, the assignee
of the entryman, held three different tracts of desert land by assignment one other tract nder his own entry, and had perfected title to
yet another tract as heir of his son, the entryman thereof, held that
to permit him to obtain the benefit of the entry in question would be
to defeat the provision of the original desert land law, which prohibited
more than one entry of six hundred and forty acres of land to one
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person, and would make the law an instrument of speculation. The
cancellation of the entry was therefore recommended.
On appeal by Chauvin and Julian Letroadec, your office, on April
16, 1897, dismissed the contest, holding that the allegation of nonreclamation was premature; that the assignment to Chauvin was
invalid by reason of his incapacity to take the same, as be was then
holding six hundred and forty acres of desert land under his own entry,
without regard to the other assignments to him, but that the invalid
assignment did not affect- the validity of the entry of Maxmilian
Letroadec, the one in question; and that the contestants had failed to
prove that the land was not desert land at the date of the entry.
Appeals by the contestants and by Chauvin bring the case to the
Department.
hauvin contends that the assignment to him-was valid.
The contestants, among other things, contend that the assignment
vitiated the entry and calls for its cancellation.
The assignment by Letroadec, the entryman, is by a written instrunient, dated and witnessed June 10, 1884, and acknowledged six days
later, and purports to assign the certificate of entry and the tract in
controversy to Emil Chauvin. It was filed in the local office September
24, 1891. The entry of Letroadec was made under the desert land act
of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 377). Prior to April 15, 1880, the right to
assign desert land entries was recognized by the land department, but
by a ruling of that date (S. W. Downey, 7 C. L. L., 26) they were held
to be non-assignable. This ruling was thereafter followed as to all
assignments made after April 15, 1880, until the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stat., 1095), permitting assignments, but assignments made prior to
the promulgation of the rule announced in the Downey decision were
recognized, owing to the erroneous official instructions then in force
authorizing assignments of desert-land entries. (David B. Dole, 3
1. D., 214.) It was also held in the case last cited that no one can be
permitted to directly or indirectly acquire more than 640 acres under
the desert land act, that, as the two entries there assigned to-1Dole
aggregated 1,160 acres, being for 60 and 520 acres, respectively, he
would be allowed to elect under which entry he would claim, and that
as to the other entry the assignment would be held void, and the rights
obtained thereunder by the entrymai-'s partial compliance with the law
would remain in him unaffected. by the void assignment.
It has recently been held that the provisions of the act of JMarcli 3,
1891, amendatory of the original desert laud act, with respect to the
assignment of desert land entries, are applicable to an entry made
under the original act, but assigned after the passage of the amendatory act and perfected in accordance therewith. (Gasquet et al. v..
Butler's. Heirs et al., 27 L. D., 721.) The assignment in the case under
eonsideration. was made prior to the passage of the ameudatory act,
and while the ruling of the Department prohibited the same. It was
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clearly invalid because the assignee at that tine already held, uder
his own desert land entry, the full amount allowed to one person, irrespective of his holding as heir of one entrymani, and as assignee of
other etrymen. It is contended by Chauvin, the assignee, that le
may make proof for the assignor, and that if he should attempt to
make final proof for himself, upon one or more of the assignments to
him, the question might then be successfully raised, but that such is
not the case now presented. It is firther contended by the assignee that
he can not be compelled to elect for what particular tract he will make
final proof, before the same is offered. But as Chauvin already holds
under a desert land entry as much as he is entitled to of his own right,
without regard to the assignments of other desert land entries, and as
he has received patent for yet. another tract as heir of his deceased
son, it is clear that this assignment to him can not be recognized or
supported.
An assignment of a desert laud entry to one disqualified to acquire
title under the desert land law, does Iiot render the entry fraudulent,
but leaves the right thereto still i the entryman, and this was held in
a case where Chauvin, the assignee in the case now under consideration, was evidently the assignee. (radenburg's Heirs et al. v. Orr et
at., 25 L. D., 323, upon review, 533.) By the assignment, therefore, to
Chauvin, the integrity of the entry was not affected, and the right
thereto still remains in the original entryman.
The evidence sought to be introduced at the hearing upon the failure
to reclaim the tract, was properly excluded, and the elimination of the
charge to that effect from the several affidavits of contest was not
erroneous. So your office held, sustaining the action of the local office.
The contest on that ground was prematurely brought, as the order
revoking the suspension of the entry apparently was not served upon
the entryman at all, and not upon the assignee until August 23, 1893,
some time after the contests were initiated. As the entryman, and
his heirs after his death, the date of which does not appearunder this
decision are cargeable with default, if any occurred, and not the
assignee, notice upon him or them must appear before time will run in
the matter of reclamation. (Farnell et al. v. Brown, on review, 21
L.D., 394; Yradenburg's Heirs et atl. v. Orr et al., upon review, 25 L. D.,
533.)
The evidence relating to the main ground of the contest, that of the
non-desert character of the land, is very conflictilg. The testimony
of the witnesses for the contestants tends to show that land in the
vicinity of the tract of the same character was cultivated to various
crops with fair return, and that the tract in question produced a growth
of grass, known as alfilaria or alfilerilla, in large quantities, which was
nutritious for stock and which would bring a fair price as hay, if the
land were devoted to that purpose, while the testimony of the witnesses
for the assignee shows that the tract and others in the neighborhood
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did not produce, one season with another, paying crops; and that many
tracts in the vicinity were abandoned by small farmers as not capable
of producing fair crops without artificial irrigation. The annual rainfall is fixed at from five to six inches by one of the witnesses for the
contestants, and there is no dispute that this is the maximum amount.
This is much less in quantity than that recognized as the limit of suecessful agriculture. (See Babcock v. Watson et a., 2 L. D., 19,21.)
The contestants have not shown by a preponderance of the evidence
the non-desert character of the tract in dispute either at the time the
entry was made or at a time subsequent thereto.
There is some doubt about the sufficiency of the proof as to the
death of the entryman, of his dying intestate, and of the sole heirship
of the parties served as his heirs. The local office had no proof of
these matters except the allegations contained in the affidavit of the
attorney for the contestants. Julian Letroadec, one of the alleged
heirs, appealed to your office, not contesting the service made upon him
and the other alleged heir, but contending that the contest should have
been brought against the heirs of the deceased entrymani as such. Inasmuch as the rights of the heirs are not prejudiced by this decision, but
on the contrary are upheld, it is unnecessary to consider this branch
of the case.
The decision of your office dismissing the contest must be affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-STATE ACT OF MARCH 1, 1877.

JAMES GREENHALG-H.
Under the act of March 1, 1877, of the State legislature of Minnesota, the protection
extended thereby to settlement claims cannot exceed one hundred and sixty
acres to any one settler.

Secretary itchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
May 22, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
In your office letter of April 28, 1899, are submitted the record facts
bearing upon lot 6, Sec. 33, T. 10 N., R. 46 W., Minnesota; from which
ft appears that said lot is within the indemnity limits of the grant
made to aid in the construction of the St. Vincent Extension of the
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba railway.
On November 10, 1874, one Charles Mark was permitted to file preemption declaratory statement covering said lot: with other tracts;
but proof has never been submitted upon said pre-emption filing,
although it remains of record uncanceled.
The company made selection of this tract in its list No. 9, filed March
11, 1880.
On July 26, 1880, the governor of the State of Minnesota, assumiug the right to do so under the provisions of the act of the State leg-
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islature f March 1, 1877 (Special Laws of Minnesota, 1877, p. 257);
made relinquishment in favor of James G-reenhalgh of lots 6, 7, 8, 9 and
10, in said section 33.
Upon inquiry at your office it is learned that one James Greenhalgh,
on. May 14, 1873, filed pre-emption declaratory statement covering lots
-7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, in said section 33, aggregating 150.46 acres. He
made proof and payment under said pre-emption filing, and on August
8, 1883, cash certificate issued to 'him for the land covered by his
declaratory statement.
It would thus appear that Greenhalgh's claim as made by him
excluded lot 6, now under consideration, and included lot 11; which
latter lot was not embraced in the relinquishment made by the governor of the State in his favor.
Section 10 of the act of the legislature of Minnesota of March 1, 1877,
supra, provides:
The Sint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company, or any company or corporation
taking the benefits of this act, shall not in any manner, directly or indirect]y,
acquire or become seized of any right, title, interest, claim, or demand in or to any
piece or parcel of land lying and being within the granted or indemnity limits of
said branch lines of road, to which legal and full title has not been perfected in
said Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company, or their successors or assigns, upon
which any person or persons have in good faith settled and made or acquired valuable improvements thereon. on or before the passage of this act, or upon any of said
lands upon which has been filed any valid pre-emption or homestead filing or entrynot to exceed one hundred and sixty acres to any one actual settler; and the governor of this State shall deed and relinquish to the United States all pieces or parcels of said lands so settled upon by any and all actual settlers as aforesaid, to the
end that all such actual settlers may acquire title to the lands upon which they
actually reside, from the United States, as homesteads or otherwise, and upon the
acceptance of the provisions of this act by said company, it shall be deemed by the
governor of this State as a relinquishment by said company of all such lands so
occupied by sue actual settlers; and in deeding to the United States such lands,
the governor shall receive as prima facie evidence, of actual settlement on said
lands, the testimony and evidence of copies thereof, heretofore or which may be
hereafter taken in cases before the local United States land offices, and decided in
favor of such settlers.

Under this act relinquishments were limited to one hundred and sixty
acres to any one settler. As the pre-emption claim of James Greenhalgh, made in 1873, tnder which he has received patent, embraces 150.46
acres, adding the area of lot 6, shown to be 34.55 acres, would greatly
exceed the limit of protection intended to be extended by the State act
of March 1, 177.
It would appear, however? that on March 26, 1887, James Greenhalgh
tendered a homestead application for said lot 6, in connection with other
tracts in said section, which application was denied for conflict with the
railroad selection of record. Applications were also presented, at different times, by Hans C. Barnstad, Hiram Al. Pierce, and Andrew Baker,
embracing said lot 6.
Your office decision of October 17, 1889, held that said lot 6 was
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public land, subject to disposal in view of the governor's relinquishment,
and a hearing was subsequently held between the several applicants
therefor, in order to determine their respective rights in the premises.
At the hearing, only Greenhalgh and Baker appeared, and the contest
between them resulted in departmental decision of April 18, 1894 (not
reported), in which Greenhalgh's application was given preference, not
oil account of any claim made prior to the passage of the State act' of
March 1, 1877, but because of the priority of his application over that
presented by Baker.
Under this decision Greenhalgh was permitted to make homestead
entry covering said lot 6, on October 4, 1894. Thereafter said lot 6 together with other lands, was certified to this Department for approval
on account of the railway grant, and due to the fact that no reference
was made to Greenhalgh's entry,. said list was approved May 7, 1895,
and patent issued thereon May 10, 1895.
On April 23, 1898, harles-W. Greenhalgh, on behalf of the heirs of
James Greenhalgh, deceased, tendered final proof under said homestead
entry; which was rejected by the local officers because of the outstand.
ing patent to the railroad company.
By your office letter of April 19, 1898, the company was requested to
reconvey the land to the United States, to the end that patent might
issue upon Greenhalgh's homestead entry; in response to which the
company declined to make reconveyance as requested; and the matter
is submitted with request for instructions in the premises.
A consideration of the matter leads to the belief that a mistake has
been made in the description of -the claim of James Greenhalgh as originally made, either by erroneously including lot 11 of said section 33 in
his pre-emption claim upon which he has made proof, or in the relinquishmient executed in his favor by the governor including lot 6, the
tract under consideration. The limit of his claim can not exceed one
hundred and sixty acres, under the State act, so that he can not be
permitted to retain both lots 6 and 11. Investigation should therefore
be had to determine the actual land, included in his claim as made at
the time of the passage of the State act of March 1, 1877, and thereafter
you will again transmit the matter to this Department, with such
recommendation as the facts disclosed may warrant.

INTERLOCUTORY ORDER-RESIDENCE-DESERTED WIFE.
BAYLISm V. BRooK.
The discretion of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, in the matter of
ordering a rehearing, will not be interfered with by the Department, in the
absence of its apparent abuse.
The continuity of a homesteader's residence is not affected by temporary absences
resulting from illness, and the necessity of earning money for the maintenance
of the claim and personal support.
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The right of a deserted wife to make a homestead entry will not, be defeated by her
erroneous designation as an "unmarried wollan" in the preliminary affidavit.

Acting Secretary Ryan to te Commissio?2er of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 14, 18.99
(G. 0. R.)
On October 26, 1893, Maude A. Parker (now Brook) made homestead
entry for the S. A of the SE. I, the NE. of the SE. and lot 7, Sec. 8,
T. 25 N., E. 1 W., Perry, Oklahoma.
On December 8,1893, Henry T. Bayliss filed his affidavit of contest
against the entry, alleging that he had improvements of a substantial
nature upon the land prior to said entry, and that the entry was made
for the benefit of "other parties."
0On October 20, 1894, Bayliss filed a spplemental affidavit, charging
that Mrs. Parker was a married woman, and not an "unmarried
woman," as set forth in her homestead affidavit, and that her entry
was thus fraudulently made, etc.
Hearing was had, commencing May 27, 1895. The register and
receiver found that Mrs. Parker reached the land and settled thereon
ill advance of Bayliss' arrival. It was further found, however, that
she failed to maintain a bona fitde residence on the land, and for that
reason the local officers recommended the cancellation of the entry.
On appeal, your office, by decision dated February 15, 1896, affirmed
that action and held the entry for cancellation for the reason that the
testimony tended to show that her home subsequent to the entry was
in Perry, Oklahoma, and not on the land..
On April 18, 1895, she was married to R. T. Brook.
On March 12, 1SW6, Mrs. Brook filed a motion for review and rehearing, which your office considered on-July 9, 1890. Te motion for
review was denied; but your office, upon the showing made (hereinafter
referred to), remanded the case for further hearing to enable Mrs. Brook
to show that she established a bona fide residence on the land in Sep-:
tember, 1893.
The further hearing was had, commencing September 11, 1896, and
ending five days later. The register and receiver found that Mrs.
Brook was the prior settler; that her improvements were valuable;
that she established a bon afide residence on the land; and that her
absences thereafter from the land were caused by sickness and were
therefore excusable. For these reasons it was recommended that the
contest be dismissed and the entry remain intact.
On appeal, your office, by decision of June 24, 1897, affirmed that
action, and Bayliss further prosecutes his appeal to this Department.
The appeal alleges nineteen specifications of error, which may be
summed up as follows:
1. In remanding the case for further hearing.
2. In considering testimony erroneously admitted by the register
and receiver at the rehearing upon questions other than the establish-
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iDg of esidence on the land by Mrs. Brook, and in considering evi-

dence over the objections of the defendant (probably the plaintiff) as
to matters not in issue under the order remanding the case.
3. In finding that the defendant was the prior settler, and in finding
that she established a bona fide settlement on the land prior to the year
1895, and in not finding that the claimant failed to exercise diligence
in the matter of residence.
4. In not finding that Mrs. Brook attempted to perpetrate a fraud
upon the government in her statement that she was at the date of the
entry an unmarried woman.
5. In finding that the claimant was an 'invalid for months after her
entry, and in excusing her absences for sch alleged cause, -and in further holding that her absences were necessary "to earn a support and
receive medical attention."
6. In failing to find where Mrs. Brook's real home was prior to 1895,
and in misquoting the testimony as to when she furnished her house,
etc.
In her sworn petition for a rehearing Mrs. Brook sets forth fully her
reasons for not being present at the first hearing. She also gave a
full history of her settlement, the extent of her improvements, when
sae established residence, her absences from the land, and the reasons
therefor (sickness, etc.).
Her petition was supported by sundry affidavits of physicians and
others.
Her motion for rehearing appears to have been served on the opposite party, who moved its dismissal, supporting his motion by elaborate
arguments, etc.
On due consideration of all that was presented, your office sustained
the petition for a rehearing. Such action is within the discretion of
your office, which will not be interfered with by the Department in the
absence of its apparent abuse. (Witter v. Ostroski, 11 L. D., 260;
French v. Noonan, 16 L. D., 481;)
A careful examination of the motion, with its accompanying affldavits, etc., shows that there was no abuse of such discretion. On
the contrary, the order for a rehearing was proper.
The second and third specifications of error may be considered
together. Much irrelevant testimony was introduced and the record
is needlessly voluminous.
The rehearing was ordered on the question of Mrs. Brook's residence, but much testimony was taken as to who reached the land first.
The register and receiver and your office had found that issue in favor
of Mrs. Brook at the first hearing, and it was error to admit further
testimony on that point.
In his affidavit of contest Bayliss did not allege that he was the prior
settler, and the testimony shows that he vas not. On the contrary,' a
preponderance of the testimony shows that Mrs. Brook reached and
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-staked the laud before Bayliss's arrival thereon. Bayliss admits that
Mrs. Brook was in advance of him, but states that it was his judgment that she was on the adjoining claim to the north when he settled
on the land. The evidence shows that he was mistaken.
The principal issue in this case is whether Mrs. Brook, after her settlement on the land, established and maintained a bona fide residence
thereon.

As before seen, Mrs. Brook was not present at the first hearing. At
the second hearing she was permitted to give testimony as to her settlement, i. e., how shel
made the race, what time she reached the and,
what she did, etc. She swears that she was strong and healthy before
she made the race, but that in running to the land her horse plunged
over a ditch, spraining her back and otherwise injuring her; that thereafter she had been a constant sufferer from the injury and its resulting
consequences; and that she was frequently confined to her bed as a
result and received medical treatment (hereinafter referred to).
After settling on the claim she remained there until the evening of
September 17, 1893, and then went to Arkansas City for lumber. She
returned to the claim on Weduesday after the opening, September 21,
bringing with her lumber for a house, also bedding, dishes, etc., and
had a house built on the land the next day, into which shelmoved her
goods, etc. She remained on the land until the following Friday or
Saturday, when she went to Perry to make entry. She obtained her
"numberl and was taken sick and went to her parents in the State of
Kansas. She returned to Perry about October 20, and remained there
till she made entry (October 26).. She went to the land about October
28 (1893). In the meantime she had sent one Doty to her former.
home in Kansas after more furniture, which she found in the house
Ol her arrival. She remained on the land, living in her house, from
October 28, to November 5,1893, and while there had her house floored.
While in Perry in October, 1893, she was offered a position by a Mr.
Hoggett to work as bookkeeper and correspondeut for the Perry Coal
and Transfer Company, and having spent all her means in building the
house, moving her furniture, making entry, etc., and. being obliged as
she states, to work to earn her living, she accepted the position, butin
doing so arranged with the company to be allowed to live on the land
as much as possible, in order to look after its improvement, etc., her
wages to be deducted accordingly.
She left all her furniture, beds, bedding, stove, chairs, etc., together
with part of her wearing apparel, in the house when at work in Perry.
While there at work she was frequently sick, the sickness being the
result of the injury before mentioned.
She states she was again on the land from last of November till
about December 10, 1893, and while there papered her room. About
.this time her mother made her a visit of several days. She was taken
sick on the claim and returned to Perry for treatment, and was tihere
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confined to her bed from December 15th to January 1, 1894. During
this illness she was treated by a physician who, on December 19, 20;
and 21, visited her twice a day. She returned to the claim about
January 9, 1894,.and remained about eight days. She tools chickens
to the claim that month. She returned to Perry about January 20,
1894, and was sick again. Dr. Walker treated her January 31. About
February 15, 1894, she went out to the land to see after making additional improvements, and staid three days. In the meantime she was
expending in improvements on the and every cent she made, except
-what was necessary for herself. On February 28, she again went to
the claim, and had lumber hauled to build a stable. At this time she
arranged for some breaking. She returned to Perry and was sick in
March, Dr. Walker visiting her. This physician visited her also on
April 12, 23, and 24; also on May 13, and 19, 1894. Dr. Doggett visited
her twice on May 20 and 21. She was also sick in June, and was visited
by same physician June 14, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 30. Some of these
days two visits were made.
During the spring of 1894 she had forty-five acres brokenj fenced
five acres, built a stable, and had forty acres planted to corn and
Kaffir corn.
While in Perry she used none of her own household goods. She
states she was on the claim every month, more or less, in the year 1894.
She states she was sick, more or less, in every month in 1894, and gives
the dates from bills rendered by her physicians of their visits. She was
also sick in 1895, more or less, every month, and gives numerous dates
upon which she was visited by her physicians. She states that her
physicians advised her not to live ol the land, by reason of her physical
condition. She persisted in her claim, and went to the land, ignoring
their advice. Up to 1895 there was no month she was not on the claim
more or less, and her absences therefrom were to earn money for her
support, and by reason of her continued ill health. In the fall of 1894
she had another room added to her house. All these improvements
were made with means she earned while at work in Perry. In the
spring of 1895 she had fifty-five acres cultivated, of which twenty
acres were sowed to oats, for which she paid thirty-five cents a bushel,
and the balance to corn, etc.
In 1896, the year of the last hearing, she had about sixty-five acres
planted to various kinds of crop. In May, 1895, her husband wrote her
to come to him in Seattle- Washington. While there she was again
taken sick, and was in that condition at the date of the first hearing.
When in Washington, and on June 8, 1895, Bayliss attached her crop,
her pony and household goods, for (as she says) alleged damages done
by her pony in breaking into Bayliss' two-acre corn patch. All her
household goods were taken by the officer to a nearby village Tonkawa)
until the court met, when (October, 1895) she had the attachment proceedings dismissed. As soon as she got her goods back to her house,
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she commenced residing there again, and with her husband has since
continuously remained on the land.
At the date of the hearing she had about seventy-five acres of the
land under ultivation; also houses, a barn, a very large granary,
-wells, trees, etc., value, from $700 to $1,100.
The testimony of Dr. Brengle and others corroborates her testimony
as to her continued illness.
r. English, the druggist, swore that he
filled prescriptions for Mrs. Brook from the fall of 1893 to .1895, every
month, without exception; that these prescriptions were given, for
Mrs. Brook's use by Drs. Walker, Brengle and Doggett. Anne Howard, a servant for Mr. Brook, testified that she nursed Mrs. Brook
through several spells of sickness while in Perry in 1894 and 1895;
also that Mrs. Brook went to her claim about once a month while she
worked as bookkeeper in Perry.
Mrs. Brook often did her work as correspondent, etc., when unable
to leave the house, and often when still confined to her bed, the nature
of her disease not permitting her to move about.
There was much testimony given of a negative character by Bayliss'
witnesses as to their frequently passing Mrs. Brook's house and
observing no person about the place. Mrs. Bayliss made it a part of
her business to watch Mrs. Brook's house, and made a record in a book
of the time of Mrs. Brook's several appearances on the land.
Bayliss had moved his family to the land about February 20, 1894,
and Mrs. Bayliss testified that Mrs. Brook was on the place March 2,
1894, and remained three days, April 14, and remained two days, July
18, and remained eight days, September 26, and remained two days,
December 3, and remained sixteen days, and March 2, 1895, and
remained two days. Mrs Bayliss thought these were the only times
Mrs. Brook was on the place, but in the nature of things she could not
be positive. A part of the time given by Mrs. Bayliss, i. e. from June
4, 1894, to June 4, 1895, during which Mrs. Brook was not seen about
the place, is covered by a leave of absence granted to Mrs. Brook, and
even during that period Mrs. Bayliss' testimony shows that Mrs. Brook
was on the land four times, and remained twenty-eight days. Much
testimony was given of Mrs. Brook's frequent presence on the land.
A copy of the testimony given by Mrs. Brook in the case of Doty v.
Mills was introduced at the second hearing on behalf of Bayliss. In
this testimony Mrs. Brook is shown to have testified as to the facts of
her settlement, residence, etc. It was introduced before Mks. Brook
took the stand in her own behalf. Upon the question of her residence
on the land it was much less explicit than the testimony given by her
in her own case. In the one she is uncertain as to the different periods
she was on the land, in the other she was certain. She explains the
difference in her statements by saying that she looked up certain
memoranda to enable, her to be more explicit as to the testimony in her
own case. Her explanations are satisfactory.
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From the above recitation it must be held that Mrs. Brook was not
only the first settler upon the laud, but that she established her
residence thereon in a few days after settlement; that all her acts in
relation to the land, i e. her constant iprovement, expenditures, etc.,
evince good faith. Her absences, solely for the purpos6 of her own
Support, were excusable (Helen Dement, 8 L. D., 039), and when from
her meager earnings it is shown that she spent therefrom" every cent"
not necessary for her support, and that substantial improvements were
made from time to time with those earnings, she accomplished more in
the way of making herself a home than if she had remained constantly on the land in ill health and unable to do the manual labor
which her wages as bookkeeper enabled her to employ.
Her maiden name was awrence. On November 17, 1892, she was
married to one Parker, in Chicago. After getting from her all the
money she had ($40.00), dnd being disappointed that it was not a
greater sum, Parker left her. She wrote to her parents for money and
returned to them. Until the day she made entry (October 26, 1893),
Parker had: remained away from her. She was clearly at tat time a
deserted wife, and as such entitled to make a homestead entry. (Pawley v. Mackey, 15, L. D., 596; Scott v. Pinney, 13 L. D., 621; Maggie
Adams, 19 L. D., 242.) Her homestead affidavit states that she was
"an unmarried woman," and stress is laid upoi that statement by
appellant, who insists that her entry on that account was fraudulently
made, etc.
As before seen, she made her entry under her then proper name of
Maude A. Parker, taking the name of her husband who had deserted
her. In explanation of this incident she states that the descriptions
"unmarried woman" must have been interpolated after she had sworn
to her affidavit. The fact that she entered the land in her proper
name, at a time, too, when 'she knew there was another claiming it,
would indicate that she intended no fraud, even if she knew that
description was in her affidavit. The fact remains that'she was at the
time qualified to make entry as a deserted wife, and if in the preparation of her entry papers the term "-unmarried woman" was by accident
or even by design erroneously employed, it would not show corrupt
motives, in the absence of positive evidence to the contrary.
Under due consideration of all the testimony in the record, together
with the specifications of error assigned on appeal, no sufficient grounds
appear for disturbing the judgment appealed from.
The same is therefore affirmed.
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CONFLICTING SETTLEMENT RIGIITS-SURVEY IN THE FIELD.
VAA

. PETERSEN.

Conflicting settlement rights, acquired after survey in the field and before the fling
of the plat, must be determined by actual priority of settlement and the good
faith of the parties.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commissioner of the General
June 14, 1899.
,(W. V. D.)

and Office,
(E. J. I.)

On October 27, 1896, William Petersen made homestead entry covering the W. - of the NW. X of Sec. 13, and the N. - of the NE. 14of Sec.
14, T. 31 S., R. 16 E., M. D. M., San Francisco land district, California,
and on November 25, 1896, Arcadia Vaca applied to enter the N. of
the NW. 4 and the W. 4 of the NE. 4 of said section 14. This application was rejected by the local officers for conflict with the said homestead entry of Petersen as to the NW. 4-of the NE. 4of said section 14.
Thereupon, on December 11, 1896, Vaca filed affidavit of contest,
alleging prior settlement, and hearing was ordered thereon for-April
19, 1897, the testimony to be taken before the county clerk of San Luis
Obispo county. California, on April 12, 1897. The local officers rendered decision in favor of Petersen, and Vaca appealed to your office,
where decision was rendered affirming that of the local office, dismissing Vaca's contest and holding Petersen's entry intact. From this
decision Vaca likewise appealed to the Department.
It appears that the township in which this land is situated was surveyed in the field in 1882, but that the township plat was not filed in
the local office until October 27, 1896, and Petersen made entry the
'sameday.
No explanation is given for this delay of fourteen years in
filing the plat.
The evidence shows that both of the parties were qualified homestead
entryinen, and each built a house and settled on the land embraced in
his application after the government survey in the field, Vaca having
settled some eleven years, and Petersen seven or eight years, prior to
the initiation of this contest; that neither of the parties lived upon the
tract in dispute; that prior to the time Petersen came there Vaca pastared his stock thereon, and afterwards, for several years, both parties
used it as common pasture ground for their stock, it not being then
enclosed, Vaca had good buildings and improvements upon his claim,
and his family consisted of a wife and nine children. The extent of
Petersen's improvements is not shown, but no question w as raised as
to their sufficiency.
The testimony is to quite an extent indefinite and conflicting, but it
-would seent that about four or five years prior to the initiation of this
contest a fence was built upon the north line of the tract in dispute, by
Vaca and one Cochran, who was interested in the tract adjoining it on
the north, each having a half interest in the fence, and that Petersen
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subsequently succeeded to Cochran's interest; that afterwards, in July,
1891, Mrs. Petersen, acting for her husband who was away at work
earning money to support his family, employed one Fenn to fence the
tract on the other three sides. Feun testified that "as there was no
survey at that time, she instructed me to build it as near the line as I
could. Meanwhile, she was notified by Mr. Vaca,.I believe, or his wife,
that they claimed the level land on that forty, and she told me to put
the fence back of the same." Upon this point Mrs. Petersen testified
that she told Fenn to "put the fence as near on the line as possible,
not to come on Mr. Vaca." Fenn built the fence, leaving out, however,
the "level land" on the west side of said tract and adjoining other
lands embraced in Vaca's claim, amounting to eight or ten acres, from
which it would seem that Mrs. Petersen, who -was: acting as agent for
her husband, acquiesced in allowing Vaca to retain possession of that
portion of the tract. Tis remained in Vaca's possession, and he put
a few acres thereof in crops in 1895 and 1896. The balance of the
tract, being about thirty acres, was, after the fence was built in 1894,
in the possession of Petersen and used by him as a pasture.
It is not shown that Petersen made any objection to Vaca's putting
in a crop on the land in 1895 and 1896, but in November, 1896, after
Petersen had made entry of said tract, Mrs. Petersen notified Yaca,
who was starting in to plow thereon, not to do so. One McLaughlin,
who was present on that occasion, testified in behalf of Petersen that
Vaca then acknowledged, in reply to an inquiry of Mrs. Petersen, that
he had on one or two occasions, some years before, told her that he did
not claim the tract; that he also -then acknowledged that he had said
to her and to another party, that he claimed his land in the form of a
',Z", mueaning thereby that he claimed the N. J of the NW. i, the SE.
of the NW. 1, and the SW. j of the NE. I, which would not include the
tract in controversy but take in the SE. i of the NW. - instead, but
that in so stating he was mistaken. Vaca stoutly denied ever having.
made these statements to Mrs. Petersen or anybody, and denied having made the acknowledgments testified to by McLaughlin.
Three or four disinterested witnesses, at least two of whom were
.living in that neighborhood before either Vaca or Petersen came there,
testified to the use and occupancy of this tract by Vaca as heretofore related herein, and that they always understood that he claimed
it. Petersen never cultivated or cropped any of the tract, simply using
it to pasture stock on.
The decision of your office and that of the local ofiice, are based upon
the ground that at the time of the entry by Petersen he had the "greater
part of the tract i dispute in his possession" But it should be borne
in mind that Vaca settled there-three or four years before Petersen;
that when the latter came there, as was shown by two or three witnesses, Vaca was using the land to pasture stock on as a part of his
settlement claim, which must have been known to Petersen,; that after,
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Petersen came there Vaca helped Cochran build the fence along the
north line, and at the time of the hearing still owned a half interest
therein, thoughb Petersen seems to have appropriated it to his own use;
that while Vaca was away from home when Petersen built the fence in
1894, so that he could not object, Mrs. Vaca told them to leave out the
" level land," referring to that portion since cultivated by Vaca, and it
would seem that they did so.
If these parties had settled there prior to the survey in the field,
under the testimony and the situation in the case, unquestionably an
equitable solution of the question would be a joint entry, but under the
ruling of the Department in Lord v. Perrin, 8 L. D., 526, and other
cases, that can not be done; hence one or the other of them must be
allowed to enter the whole of the tract.
The testimony was taken before the county clerk, and does not seem
to have been very well taken. The local officers did not have the benefit of the presence of the witnesses before them, so as to bring the case
within the rule that "the finding of the local officers, with the witnesses
before them, is entitled to special consideration in the case of conflicting
testimoly."
After a very careful examination of said testimony and consideration
of the case, the Department is unable to agree with your office decision affirming that of the local office, both of which seem to have been
rendered by reason of the fact that Peterson, at the time of his entry,
had more of the land inder his control than Vaca. This necessarily
would not be at all satisfactory or conclusive. All the circumstances
as to how he came into such possession, the priority of settlement,
improvements, good faith and other elements, are to be taken into consideration, and these mainly seem to be in fvor of Vaca, as hereinbefore shown.
Your office decision is therefore reversed, and the case remanded for
proceedings consistent herewith.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-WATER RIGHT-APPROPRIATION.

A. W. LINDSEY.
Under section 1, of the desert land act of March 37 1877, the waters of non-navigable
streams are open to appropriation for purposes of irrigation, and may be so taken
by the entryman, if he is the first bona fide appropriator thereof; and the fact of
such appropriation may be shown by parol evidence.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Conmmissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 14, 1899.
(W. M, W.)
A. W. Lindsey has appealed from your office decision of March 6,
1897, rejecting his final proof, made on his desert land entry No. 359,
for two hundred acres of unsurveyed land in Lakeview land district,
Oregon.
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The record shows that on July 23, 1895, said Lindsey filed desert
declaratory statement for said tract, and on August 15, 1805,. he was
permitted to make entry therefor.
September 28, 1895, Lindsey submitted final proof which was forwarded to your office by the register Tnd receiver on February 9, 1897.
March 6, 1897, your office found the proof to be satisfactory, "with
the exception that claimant has not furnished proper evidence of his
water right." Respecting the matter of water right the entryman's final proof
witnesses testified that he owned and controlled a right to water sufficient to properly and permanently irrigate all the land embraced in his
entry; that the source and volume of his water supply were acquired
from a spring and from Stone House creek. And one of said witnesses
swears that "no one claims the Water adversely." In hisfinal proof
Lindsey testified that he owned a right to the use of water sufficient to
irrigate the whole of the land and for keeping the same permanently
irrigated "by having been the prior appropriator, and no person claims
any adverse right." Iaddition to this, the entryinan submitted his
affidavit, in which he states that he.

.

.

is the owner of the waters of a certain creek named Stone House creek, running
through my desert land entry No. 359, and a certain spring located thereon;;that I
am the prior appropriator of said waters, having used them continuously for irrigation and other ranch purposes upon said entry for more than three years last past
. ..
That there is no prior valid adverse claim to said water and that ndo person
whomsoever claims or uses the same.

Your office found that this is not such evidence of water right as ean
be accepted, and- directed the local officers toadvise any known party in interest that he will be required to file a certificate from
the proper State officer that the claimant has the right to use the water taken from
said creek, and has complied with the laws of the State governing the appropriation
of water for irrigation purposes
. . and upon failure to show such right or to
appeal in sixty days, the proof will stand rejected.

Lindsey appeals, and assigns errors as follows:
1. In holding that parol evidence can not be accepted of the right of entryman to
the waters of Stone House creek.
2. For requiring the certifidate of State officers, that the claimant has the right to
appropriate the waters of said creek when there is no law of the State of Oregon
authorizing any officer to make such certificate.

The affidavits of two lawyers were filed with the appeal, tending to.
show that there is-no law in the State of Oregon which, in terms, provides for the acquisition and holding of water rights for irrigation
purposes; that it is the accepted practice. there that the person who
secures possession is entitled to hold the same to the extent of his
appropriation and lawfuil needs and that there is no State officer who
could or would certify that a claimant has the right to the use of 'the
water taken from said creek or that he has complied with the laws of
the State governing the appropriation of water for irrigation purposes.
12781-VOL 28
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The proof and the entryman's affidavit submitted therewith clearly
show that the entryman appropriated the waters in Stone House creek
and a spring on the land and distributed such waters over the land by
means of ditches in such a manner as to reclaim all of it except a few
high knolls at different places on the tract; that he was the first person
to appropriate said waters and that there is no one claiming the right
to said waters adversely to him. The bonafides of his appropriation of
such waters for the purpose of irrigating and reclaiming the land is not
questioned.
The first section of the desert land act of March 3, 1877, provides that
it shall be lawful for any citizen of the United States, etc., to file a
declaration that he intends to reclaim a tract of desert land by conducting water upou the same. And further provides:
Thaft the right to the use of water by the person so conducting the same, on or to
any tract of desert land
shall depend pou bona fide prior appropriation;
and such right shall not exceed the amount of water actually appropriated, and
necessarily nsed for thepurpose of irrigation and reclamation; and all surplus water
over and above such actual appropriation and use, together with the water of all
lakes, rivers and other sources of water supply upon the public lands and not navigable, shall remain and be held free for the appropriation and use of the public for
irrigation, mining and manufacturing purposes subject to existing rights. (See 19
Stat., 377.)

The second section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095),
amended the original desert act by adding five new sections thereto,
but there is nothing in the added sections that repeals, modifies or
changes the provisions just quoted of section one of the original act.
Therefore said provisions are in force and constitute a part of the act
under which appellant submitted his proof.
Stone House creek is not shown to be a navigable stream, and under
the provisions of section one of the act of 1877, spra, its water was
free and open to appropriation by the entryman, provided he was the
first bona fide appropiiator thereof. And be could lawfully acquire by
appropriation the right to the use of so much of the water of said
creek, in addition to the water of the spring on the tract, as was necessary to use in irrigating and reclaiming the land covered by his entry.
This conclusion is supported by Callahan et al v. Sullivan, 9 L. D., 6.
As the water right in cases of this sort can be acquired by appropriation under the desert land act, there is no good reason why the
facts necessary to prove the bonafide appropriation may not be shown
by parol evidence, and consequently there is uo necessity for requiring
the certificate of any State officer that he (the entryman) has the right
to the use of the water of said creek.
Inasmuch as -a desert eutryman is protected in a water right acquired
by appropriation under the desert land act, it is unnecessary to determine whether such entryman would be protected under section 2339
Revised Statutes and the laws and the decisions of the supreme court
of the State of Oregon.
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It follows that your office decision appealed from was erroneous, and
it is accordingly reversed.
Lindsey's proof will be accepted.

APPLICATION-PENDING CONTEST-CIRCULAR, REGULATIONS.
STEWART V. PETERSONl

207. a S

Under the first rle announced in Cowles . Huff, 24 L. D., 81, no rights, either
inchoate or otherwise, are acquired to lands involved in a pending contest, by:
an application to enter filed before the rights of the entryman have been finally
determined.
Directions given for the preparation of a circular letter to the effect that no pplication to enter will be received, or any rights recognized as initiated by the
tender of an application for a tract embraced in an entry of record, until said
entry has been canceled upon the records of the local office, and providing for
the disposition of applications filed during the existence of the contestant's preferred right of entry.

Acting Secretary Ryan to the Commn-issioner of the General Land Offce,
(W. V. D.)
Jfune 14, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
Minnie S. Peterson has appealed from your office decision of August
17, 1898, holding for cancellation her homestead entry covering the N. j
of the SE.
of Sec. 11, T. 22K., R. 46 W., Alliance land district,
Nebraska, with a view to the allowance of the application of John
Stewart embracing said tract.
The tract above described, together with the E. of the SW. - of
said Sec. 11, was included in the homestead entry of Amos W. Brown,
which was contested, upon the charge of abandonment, by one Jamnes
W. Watson. By your office decision of June 8, 1896, the contest was
sustained and Brown's entry was held for cancellation; from which
decision Brown appealed to this Department, and by departmental
decision of February 28, 1898, your office decision was affirmed. A
.copy of said departmental decision was forwarded to the local officers
by your office on March 5, 1898, and on March 8th Brown was advised
thereof by registered mail. In the absence of a motion for review the
case was, on May 16, 1898, declared closed and thereafter Brown's
entry formally canceled upon the record and Watson advised of his
preferred right secured by reason of his contest.
On March 16,1898, following the departmental decision upon Watson's
contest, John Stewart filed what is terined by your office an affidavit
of contest, which, after reciting that Brown, the former entryman, had
wholly abandonied the tract, refers to the contest filed by Watson and
to the departmental decision thereon sustaining that contest, and proceeds as follows:
That the said James Watson filed said contest at the instigation and procurement
of one Frank Peterson, and for the se and benefit of said Peterson, or for the use
and benefit of one whom the said Peterson might designate to file upon said land.
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That he said contest of the said Watson was speculative and filed with speculative
intent, and not with the intent on the part of said Watson of ever residing upon and
saking a homestead proof of said land in the event this said contest was successful.
That the sail contest after having been decided by the local office in favor of entryman, was appealed by the attorney for contestant at the instigation, direction and
procurement of said Peterson, and not by the direction or with the consent of the
said Watson. That the expense of prosecuting this said contest, incilding attorney's
fees for same, were paid by the said Peterson and not by the said Watson. That the
said Watson has waived and relinquished his preference right to file on this land,
and has contracted and agreed to waive and relinquish his preference right to file
upon said land to the benefit of the said Peterson.

On April 16th following, he tendered a homestead application covering the land embraced i Brown's entry.
The local officers took no action upon said affidavit and application
filed -by Stewart until May 23, 1898, on which date Watson filed a
waiver of his preference right of entry, and Minnie S. Peterson was
permitted to make homestead entry covering the N. @of the SE. 1 of
said Seci 11; whereupon Stewart's contest was dismissed.
One G. M. Sullivan, on June 18, 1898, pretending to act as the attorney for said Stewart, filed an appeal from the action of the local officers
in dismissing Stewart's contest.
In forwarding said appeal the local officers reported that Sullivan
had failed to file evidence of his authority to represent Stewart, and,
furthermore, had not served the entrymau, Peterson, with a copy of
said appeal, although he had been requested by them to file authority
from Stewart and to serve a copy of this appeal upon the entryman.
Your office decision therefore refused to consider said appeal, but
held that, as Stewart's homestead application was filed after the departmental decision upon Watson's contest, the ame should, under departmental decision in the case of Cowles v. Huff (24 L. D., SI), have been
held to await the action of Watson under his contest, and that upon
the filing of Watson's waiver of the preferred right, said application
attached and reserved the land from other disposition, and that the
allowance of. the entry by Minnie S. Peterson covering a portion of the
land formerly embraced in Brown's entry and included in Stewart's
homestead application, was error, and for that reason said entry was
held for cancellation with a view to allowing Stewart to complete entry
of the land upon his application presented as before stated.
From the foregoing it is apparent that at the time of filing his contest affidavit Stewart was aware of the judgment of the Department
upon Watson's contest, which ordered the cancellation of Brown's
entry. He could not, therefore, gain anything by reason of the charge
of abandonment against Brown's entry. Said affidavit was at most a
protest against according to Watson a preferred right of entry by reason of his contest of Brown's entry, and lie secured no advantage over
any subsequent application to enter this land by reason of the filing of
said affidavit. His homestead application filed on April 1, 1898, was
in no wise benefited by said affidavit, so that the sole question for con-
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sideration, is, Was the land on April 16, 1898, subject to said application?
In the case of McDonald et al. v. llartmaa et at. (19 L. D., 547), it was
held that a judgment of cancellation takes effect as of the date-rendered,
and the land released thereby from appropriation becomes subject to
entry as of such date, without regard to the time when such judgment
is noted of record in the local office.
Since this decision the question as to the exact time when a tract
included in an entry subsequently canceled becomes subject to the
application of another, has been often considered. It was the intention
of the Department in the case of Cowles v. Hluff, supra, to establish a
uniform rule for the disposition of such applications, and in said case
two rules were formulated, the first governing the disposition of applications presented prior to the final determination of the entryman's
rights, and the second, applications filed during the period of preferred
right accorded a successful contestant; the rules being as follows:
1. That no application to nake entry will be received by the local officers diring
the time allowed for appeal from a jndgment of cancellation of an entry; but in all
such cases the land involved will not be snbject to entry or application to enter until
the rights of the entryman have been finally determined until which time no other
rights, inchoate or otherwise, can attach.
2. If during the time accorded.a successful contestant to make entry of theland
involved an application or applications to enter should he made by a stranlger or
strangers to the ecord, such apphibation or applications will he received and the
time of presentation noted thereon, hInit held to await the action of the contestant,
and should such contestant fail to exercise his preference right, or duly waive it,
then such application or applications-must be acted upon and disposed of in accordance with law and the rulius of the Department.

These rules would seem to leave a hiatus between them. The time
accorded a successful contestant within which to make entry does not
begin to run until the cancellation of the contested entry upon the record and notice has been given im of his. preferred right of entry. The
rights of the entryman are finally determined either by his failure to
appeal from the decision of your office holding his entry for cancellation, or, in the event of the filing of an appeal, after the decision of
the Department thereon and the expiration of the period accorded the
entryman within which to file a motion for a review of that decision.
Until the expiration of the period accorded the entryman within which
to file a motion for review, the judgment of the Department is not carried into effect and the entry canceled from the record. (See circular
Mareh 30, 1893, 16 L. D., 334.)
In the case of John W. Korba (24 L. D., 408) it was held that an
application filed by a third party to enter land embraced within a judgment of cancellation, rendered by the Department, should be received
and held to await the action on the part of the successful contestant;
and if the preferred right of entry is subsequently waived, the application to enter, so held in abeyance, is entitled to precedence as against
other claims arising subsequently thereto.
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This holding was made on the authority of the decision in the case
of Cowles v. Huff et al. (supra).
Au examination of the case discloses that the application by John
W. Korba was filed on November 26, 1895, and was rejected by the
local officers for the reason that the land applied for was already covered
by the entry of Marye Korba. Said- entry had been contested by one
Larson on the ground of abandonment, which had been sstained by
departmental decision of October 11, 1895.
The time within which to file a motion for review had not expired at
the time John W. Korba tendered his application, and the prior entry
was not canceled and the case closed until February 15, 1896, nearly
three months after the tender of said application.
It would appear, therefore, that the rights of the entryman had not
been finally determined at the date of the tender of said application, so
that the case properly fell within the first rule announced in the case
of Cowles v. Huff, and the application was properly rejected.
Through an inadvertence said case was disposed of under the second
rule announced in the case of Cowles v. Huff, viz., the rule governing
the disposition of applications filed during the period accorded a successful contestant within which to make entry of the land.
Said case therefore made an improper application of the rules
announced in the ease of Cowles- v. Huff, and has since been followed
in the recent case of McDade v. Hively (27 L. D., 185).
In the last mentioned case, however, the application by Hively was
filed after the former entryman's rights had been finally determined,
for the motion filed for review of departmental decision in that case had
been overruled before the tender of said application.
The former entry had not, however, been canceled from the records
and the case closed, so that, while it was presented after the rights of
the entryman had been finally determined, it was not presented during
the time accorded a successful contestant within which to make entry
of the land.
In neither of these cases, therefore, was it proper to have disposed
of the applications under the second rule announced in the case of
Cowles v. Huff, for they were not presented during the time accorded
a successful contestant within which to make entry. The case nder
consideration is in all material respects similar to that of John W.
Korba, the application by Stewart having been presented before the
expiration of the period accorded Brown, the former entryman, within
which to file a motion for review of the departmental decision sustaining Watson's contest, and it was therefore improper to have disposed
of the case under the second rule announced in the case of Cowles v.
Huff, and the decision of your office is reversed, and Stewart's application will stand rejected.
The case of McDade v. Hively (apra) evidences what has before
been stated in this opinion, viz., that the rules announced in the case
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of Cowles v. luff do not sufficiently cover all cases, for there is a
hiatus between the time when the former entryman's rights are finally

determined and the beginning of the period accorded a successful contestant within which to make entry of the land.
In order that this important matter of regulation may be perfectly
clear, it is directed that no application will be received, or any rights
recognized as initiated by the tender of an application for a tract
embraced in an entry of record, until said entry has been canceled
upon the records of the local office. Thereafter, and until the period
accorded a successful contestant has expired, or he has waived his preferred right, applications may be received, entered, and held subject
to the rights of the contestant, the same to be disposed of in the order
of filing upon the expiration of the period accorded the successful contestant or upon the filing of his waiver of his preferred right.
You will prepare a circular letter containing these directions, for the
information of the local officers.

CONTEST-INDIAN ALLOTMENT-HOMESTEAD APPLICATION.
MORTON

. LAVEASCH.

A homestead entry should not be allowed for land embraced within a suspended
application for Indian allotment; nor a contest entertained against the allotment claim pending departmental inquiry as to the validity of such claim.

Secretary itchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 20, 1899.
(J. L. McC.)
Your office, on April 14, 1899, transmitted the papers in the matter
of the appeal of James C. Morton from its action in rejecting his application to make homestead entry for lots 2 and 3, and the SE. 1 of the
NW. of Sec. 19, T. 66 N., R. 18 W., Duluth land istrict, Minnesota,
and to contest the claim of certain Indians for said land.
The land had been in part embraced in the Indian allotment of Alice
Brown, for the S. - of the NW. , and the N. of the SW. i of. said
Sec. 19. This allotment .was held for cancellation by your office on July
26, 1897.
Said Alice Brown (having by marriage -become Alice Niles) afterward applied to make timber-land entry for the sale tract. Said
application was rejected, and her allotment canceled, by your office, on
November 4, 1898.

On January 19, 1895, Angelie Laveasch applied for the NE. A of the
SW. 1 and lot 3 of Sec. 19, T. 66 N., R. 18 W., as an Indian allotment
for her minor child George; and for the SE. i of the NW. 1 and lot 2
of the same section as an Indian allotment for her minor child Ben.
These allotment applications were suspended by the Department
December 6, 1895.
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On January-27, 1898, James C. Moiton pplied to make homestead
entry for lots 2 and 3, and the SE. of the NW. I of Sec. 19, T. 66 N.,
R. 18 W., and. to contest the allotment claims of Mrs. Laveasch (for
her sons), inasmuch as his homestead application embraced the land
included in both of said allotment claimis, excepting the NE. I of the
SW.'j of said Sec. 19.
Your office, on November 4, 1898, rejected his application to enter,
and also his application to contest said allotment claims.- Morton has
appealed to the Department.
He does not allege settlement prior to said Indian allotment applications, nor prior to the date of the departmental order suspending the
same, but contends that said allotment applications ought not to be
allowed, for the reasons, (1) that Ben and George Laveasch are not
Indians; (2) that no settlement has been made by them, or by their
mother for them, on said land; (3) that the land is not of the class subject to appropriation under the Indian allotment acts; also that the mere
applications for allotments for Mrs. Laveasch's minor sons, unallowed,
constituted no bar to appellant's homestead entry, which. should have
been placed of record, or at least held i abeyance until the Laveasch
allotment applications were disposed of.
The government had commenced an investigation into the character
of the land and the qualification of the Indian allotment applicants
prior to Morton's application to contest. The Department held, in the
case of William Kalmbach (26 L. D., 207, syllabus):
In proceedings by the government to determine whether an application by an
Indian to select certain tracts as an llotment shall be allowed, a stranger to the
record, alleging prior settlement rights, will not be heard to set up his claim, but
must await the disposition of the pending action.

Quoting and commenting upon the above, the Department said, in
the case of Bradley v. Lemieux et al. (28 L. D., 196, 198):
In this class of cases, if the right of contest should be denied a contestant who
alleges prior settlement upon the land involved, there certainly would be equal, if
not stronger, reason for denying the right to one who alleges settlement after the

filing and suspension of the allotment claIm.

In the cases cited,- settlement on the land was alleged by the applicant to contest, as the primary ground of contest; but by analogy of
reasoning the same rule is applicable here. It is the duty of the government, upon consideration of the allotment applications, to determine
whether the applicants are qualified to take, and also whether the
lands are of the class subject to such allotment, and a stranger to the
record will not be heard to set up his claim pending the allotment proceedings, but must await the final disposition thereof.
There was therefore no error in the action of your office in rejecting
Morton's application to contest the Indian allotment claims in question, nor in rejecting his application to make homestead entry of the
land covered thereby.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.
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REGISTERS AND RaCEIVERS,-

United States Land Offices.
GENTLEMEN: Your attention is called to a decision by the Honorable
Secretary of the Interior, dated the 26th nltitno, 28 L. D., 328, addressed
to this office, which reads ag follows, to wit:
The Department is in receipt of your communications of December 7, and 13,1898,
relative to applications now pending in your office to exchange lands within the
limits of public forest reservations for public lands outside such reservations under
the following provisions of the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36):
" That in cases in which a tract covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or by a
patent is included within the limits of a public forest reservation, the settler or
owner thereof may, if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to the government,
and may select in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement not exceeding in area the tract covered by his claim or patent; and no charge shall be made
in such cases for making the entry of record or issuing the patent to cover the tract
selected: Proridedfarther, That in cases of unperfected claims the requirements of
the laws respecting settlement, residence, improvements, and so forth, are complied
with on the new claims, credit being allowed for the time spent on the relinquished
claims. "
Calling attention to a circular addressed to registers and receivers, issued August
11. 1898, by your office, without the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and
also referring to page 89 of your annual report for the year ending June 30,1898,
you ask () whether lands within the limits of forest reservations must be agricultural in character in order to be made bases for lieu selections under the foregoing
provision of the act, (2) whether the claim or title thereto must have been initiated
or acquired under the settlement laws of the United States, and (3) whether timber
land acquired by purchase under the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89), but since
denuded of its timber, and land acquired nder a grant made to a State or a railroad
company by act of Congress can be made bases for such lieu selections.
As to the first question, if by agricultural lands you mean lands, the claim or
patent to which is not based upon the mining laws of the United States, the question
is answered in the affirmative. That the statute does not contemplate and therefore
does not authorize the relinquishment or surrender of mineral lands as bases for the
making of lieu selections, is shown by the provisions therein that:
"Nor shall anything herein prohibit any person from entering upon such forest
reservations for all proper and lawful purposes, -including that of prospecting,
locating, and developing the mineral resources thereof: Povided, That such persons
comply with the rules and regulations covering such forest reservation.
And any mineral lands in any forest reservation which have been or which may
be shown to be such, and subject to entry under the existing mining laws of the
United States and the rules and regulations applying thereto, shall continue to be
subject to suchlocation and entry, notwithstanding any provisions herein contained."
All other lands included within the limits of a public forest reservation are subject to relinquishment as bases for lieu selections, if claimed or owned as stated in
-the statute.
As to the second question, if by settlement laws you mean such laws as make
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personal settlement and residence upon the tract sought to be acquired a necessary
condition Io obtaining title, as in the case of the preemption and homestead laws,
the question is answered in the negative. That which may be relinquished is
described as "a tract covered by an unperfected bona fide claim or-by a patent,"
and is elieved to include any tract covered by any unperfected bona fide claim
under any of the general land laws (except the mining laws) of the United States,
or to which the full legal title has passed out of the government and beyond the
control of the land department by any means which is the full legal equivalent of a
patent. The thing which was objectionable to the forest reservation policy was
the presence within the limits of a forest reservation of lands held and controlled
by individual claimants or owners. Whether the claim or ownership was initiated
or acquired under the homestead statute, which is a settlement law, or under the
timber land purchase act, which is not a settlement law, its presence is equally an
obstacle to the attainment of the purpose for which the forest reservation was established. In both cases the reservation of the surrouding lands is equally prejudicial
to the interests of the claimant or owner.
As to the third question, the answer is in the affirmative, subject to the qualifications that where the land is claimed under a grant made to a State or a railroad
company by an act of Congress, the full legal title must have passed out of the
government and beyond the control of the land department by a patent, or by some
means which is the full legal equivalent thereof. Where under the timber land
purchase aet, or indeed under any other statute, one has acquired land having valuable timber thereon and has removed the timber, in pursuance of a lawful right so
to do, the removal of the timber does not affect his ownership of the laud, and if it
be included within the limits of a public forest reservation does not deprive him or
the government from receiving the benefit incident to a relinquishment of that
land, and a selection of other laud outside the limits of the forest reservation in
lieu thereof. The statute does not make it a condition to the exchaue therein
autlorized- that the tract within the forest reservation should have retained its
original and natural condition.
You will please formulate and submit to the Department circular instructions to
the local land officers revoking the circular issued by your office August 11, 1898,
and also embodying the views expressed herein, and in the decisions of the Department in the cases of F. A. Hyde et al. (28 L. D., 284), and Emil S. Wangenheim (28
L. D., 291). Action uon all applications for lieu lands under said act will be withheld until the circular instructions are adopted.

The decision in the case of Hyde et al., supra, holds thatWhere an exchange of land is sought under the act of June 4, 1897, the relinquishment and selection can be made only by the claimant or owner of the land within
the limits of the forest reservation.
Unsurveyed as well as surveyed land, which is vacant and open to settlement may
be selected under said act.
The words "tract covered . . . . by a patent," as used in said act, embrace and
include a tract to which the full legal title has passed out of the government and
beyond the control of the land department by any means which is the full legal
equivalent of a patent.
Before a selection under said act can be approved, the United States must be
reinvested with all the right and title to the tract relinquished, with which it had
previously parted.

The decision in the case of Wangenheim, supra, holds thatIn an exchange of lauds under the act of June 4, 1897, where title to the land
relinquished has passed out of the government, or where certificate for patent thereto
has issued, the selection may embrace contiguous or non-contiguous tracts, if in the
same land district; but if the land relinquished is covered by an unperfected claim,
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to which certificate for patent has not been issued, and the law nder which said
claim was initiated requires that land taken thereunder must be in one body, the
same requirement, must be observed in making the lieu selection.

Every selection of unsurveyed land must designate the same according to the description by which it will be known when surveyed, if that
be practicable, or, if not practicable, must give, with as much precision
as possible, the locality of the tract with reference to known landmarks, so as to admit- of its being readily identified when the lines of
public survey come to be extended; and the selection must be made to
conform to such survey within thirty days from notice, by the local
office, to the party making the selection, of the receipt at the local land
office of the approved plat of the survey of the township embracing
such tract.
Selections of tusurveyed lands will in no event be passed to patent
until after the lands have been surveyed; and where the selections are
in lieu of lands to which the title had passed out of the United States,
or to which certificate for patent had issued, the selections will not be
passed to patent until after the expiration of four months from the
date of receipt at the local land office of the approved plat of survey of
the township embracing the lands selected.
The purpose of. the last paragraph is, in all instances, where no notice,
by publication will be required before the issuance of final certificate,
to give the settlers, if any, upon the lands at the time of selection
thereof, the full period prescribed by law within which to apply at the
local office to make homestead entry of the land, and to afford ample
time for the local officers to advise the Commissioner of the General
Land Office of any such application before the time arrives for issuing
patent under the selection.
In all cases relinquishments made in pursuance of said act must be
executed, acknowledged and recorded in the same manner as conveyances of real property are required to be executed, acknowledged and
recorded by the laws of the State or Territory in which the land is situated. Where the legal title to the land has passed out of the United
States, there must also be filed with the relinquishment a duly certified
abstract of title showing that at the time the relinquishment was filed
for record the legal title was in the party making the relinquishment
and that the land was free from liability for taxes and from otber icumbrance. In case the land relinquished is covered by an unperfected bona
fide claim, to which certificate for patent has not issued, there must be
filed a certificate by the recorder of deeds or official custodian of the
records of transfers of real estate in the proper county that no instrument purporting to convey or in any way incumber the title to the land
or any part thereof is on file or of record in his office, or if any such
instrument or instruments be on file or of record therein, the certificate
must show the facts; and in case certificate for patent to such land
has been issued there must also be filed the certificate of the receiver
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of taxes for the proper county showing that the land is free from all
liability for taxes.
Relinquishments by individuals of lands to which the legal title has
passed out of the United States or to which certificate for patent has
issued, must also be execuated by the wife of the claimant, if he have
one, in such' manner as will effectually bar any dower, homestead or
other interest on her part in or to the lands relinquished.
The forms of application (4-634 and 4643), copies herewith, should
be used in the classes of cases to which they respectively apply. Other
forms will be prepared and furnished you by this office as occasion may
seem to require.
The circular of August 11, 1898, herein referred t, is hereby revoked.
Very respectfully,
BINGER HIERnIANN,
Commissioner.

Approved, May 9,1899.
E. A. HITCHcOCK,
Secretary.

MINING CLAIM-PROOF OF EXPENDITURE.
ROBERT S. HALE.
Where an application for mineral patent embraces several locations held in coinmoni, and is made and passed to entry prior to July 1, 1898, proof of an expenditure of five hundred dollars on the group of claims is sufficient, under amended
rule 53 of the mining regulations.

Secretary ffitchcoclc to the Commissioner of te General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 20, 1899.
(G. B. G.)
April 30, 1898, Robert S. Hale filed an application for a patent for
the Long Horn, Short Horn, Big Horn, West Gem and Trajan lode
claims, the official plat of the survey of said claims having been filed in
the local land office at Helena, Montana, that.day.
June 30, 1898, he made mineral entry No. 3618, embracing said lode
claims, after notice of said application by posting and publication as
required by law, no adverse claim having been filed during that period.
These claims are shown to be contiguous and to form a group held
by the entryman. The showing as to expenditure in labor and improvements was to the effect that $710.00 had been expended upon the Long
Horn, $350.00 on the Short Horn, $210.00 on the Big Horn, $60.00 on
the West Gem and $60.00 on the Trajan.
November 7, 1898, your office held that the showing of expenditure
in labor and improvements was not sufficient to 'justify the patenting
of the group because it is not shown that an expenditure of $500.00 was
made for the benefit of all of the claims.
The claimant has appealed from this decision.
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The only question presented is, whether the proof of the expenditure
upon. this

group of claims issufficientto authorize the patenting thereof.

The making of this proof is governed by a clause in section 2325 of
the Revised Statutes, which reads:
The claimant at the time of filing this application for a patent or at any time
thereafter, within the sixty days of publication, shall file with the register a certificate of the United States surveyor-general that five hundred dollars' worth of labor
has been expended or improvements made upon the claim by himself or grantors.

March 14, 1898, the following paragraph upon this subject was made
a part of the mining regulations (26 L. D., 378):
The claimant at the time of filing the application for patent, or at any time within
the sixty days of publication, is required to file with the register, a certificate of the
surveyor-general that not less than five hundred dollars' worth of labor has been
expended or improvements made, by the applicant or his grantors, upon each location embraced in the application, or if the application embraces several locations
held in common, that an-amuount equal to five hundred dollars for each location, had
been so expended upon, and for the benefit of, the entire group; that the plat filed
by the claimant is correct; that the field notes of the survey, as filed, furnish such
an accurate description of the claim as will if incorporated in a patent serve to fully
identify the premises and that such reference is made therein to natural objects or
permanent monuments as will perpetuate and fix the locus thereof: Provided, That
as to all applications for patent made and passed to entry before July 1, 1898, or
which are by protests or adverse claims prevented from being passed to entry before
that time, where the application embraces several locations held in common, proof
of an expenditure of five hundred dollars upon the group will be sufficient and an
expenditure of that amount need not be shown to have been made upon, or for the
benefit of, each location embraced in the applicatidn.

This regulation was in force at the time of Hale's application and
entry, and the action of the local officers in accepting the proof of
expenditure as sufficient and in allowing the entry is fully sustained
by the proviso to the regulation. The certificate of the surveyor-general shows that $1390 had been expended in labor and improvements
upon this group of claims. The application was made and passed to
entry before July 1, 1898, the date named in the regulation.
For a time it was held by the land department that where a mineral
application embraced several locations held in common they should be
treated as a consolidated claim and as requiring, as a condition to the
issuance of patent, only the expenditure in labor or improvements prescribed for a single claim. By a regulation adopted December 15, 1897
(25 . D., 561, 578), which was amended by the one in question, this
ruling was superseded, but it was deemed wise to except from the operation of the new rule the applications for patent named in the proviso
so-that no injustice should be done to those who had made or were then
making the necessary expenditure in labor or improvements upon their
claims to enable them to obtain patents under the old ruling, and who
should within the time named in the proviso make and prosecute their
applications to entry or to that point where entry within that time was
alone prevented by protests or adverse claims.
The reasons for the new ruling and the fault in the one which was
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thereby s perseded are stated in a letter of the Secretary of the Interior dated June 21., 1898 (27 L. D., 91).
The ease inder consideration clearlycomes within the proviso to the
amended regulation, and for that reason the decision appealed from is
reversed.
MINING CLAIDI-PLACER-CI-TARACTER

OF LAND-DISCOVERY.

REINS V. RUHEIM.
In the case of a placer entry allowed on a sufficient showing as to the character of
the land, and the development of the claim, the Department should not, after
the lapse of many years, permit the sufficiency of sid proof to be questioned
by one who had no interest i the land at the time when the entry was made.
It is immaterial whether a mineral discovery is made before or after the location of
a claim, if it is made before the rights of others intervene.
An award of the right of possession in adverse proceedings under section 2326 R. S.,
necessarily involves a finding by the court that do discovery of mineral was
made by the party declared -to have the right of possession, which may be
accepted by the Department, as against a subsequent allegation of non discovery
on the part of another mineral claimant.
A discovery of mineral on each twenty acres of a placer claim -is not essential to a
valid location.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,

(W. V. D.)

June 23, 1899.

(F. W. C.)

An appeal has been filed on behalf of Raunheim and the Boston and
Montana Consolidated Copper and Silver Mining Co. fom your office
decision of August 25, 1897, ordering a hearing upon the protest filed

by John P. Reins against the issue of patent on mineral entry No. 832,
covering the E. i of lot 6, the E.
of lot 9, and the S. of lot 8, or the
E. i of the E. i of the SW 4 and the S.
of the SE. 1 of the N W.
of
See. 8, T. 3 N., R. 7 W., Helena land district, Montana, to determine:
1. Whether a valid discovery of placer mineral was made upon said
claim by the locators at or prior to the date of location, and if so, upon
what particular twenty acre tract ?
2. Whether or not there has been a discovery of placer mineral made
upon each twenty aere tract embraced in the placer claim?
The land above described was located as a placer mining claim on
February 22,1880, by Erastus A. Nichols, S. E. Nichols, and George F.
Marsh. By subsequent conveyances the claim was transferred to Saly
Raunheim, who, on July 16, 1881,.filed in the local land office an application for a patent for said claim, alleging himself to be the owner
thereof by purchase. The register caused notice-of said application to
be published and posted as required, for the period of sixty days, the
publication

being

completed

in

September,

1881.

The surveyor-geueral's certificate showed the following expenditure
in

labor

and

improvements

to

have

been

Excavations and prospect shaftsSteam machinery for mining ................................
Total -650
..................................................................

made

upon

the

..

claim:

$150
500
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No adverse claim to any portion of the ground covered by the application was filed within the period of publication, so Raunheim made
payment for the land, his application was-passed to entry by the local
officers and patent certificate was issued to him May 23, 18S2. July 5,
1882, Henry C. Dahl, claimant of the Betsey Dahl lode, filed a protest
against the placer entry, claiming that it conflicted with his lode claim.
It appears that Dahl, on March 9,1881, located the Betsey Dahl lode
claim, and on March 16, 1882, filed in the local office an application for
patent therefor, the lode claim as located and as described in said
application embracing a tract of three and ninety one-hundredths acres
in conflict with the placer claim. The local officers appear to hve
accepted Dahl's application for patent without exclusion of the ground
in conflict with Raunheim's prior application, and to have caused notice
of Dahl's application to be regularly published and posted.
On May 24, 1882, the day after Raunheim's placer entry was allowed,
he filed in the local office what was termed an adverse against the application of Dahl, and thereafter commenced a suit against the latter in
the proper local court to quiet title in himself o the ground in conflict,
following which your office directed that farther action upon the placer
entry be stayed until a decision of the controversy. In this suit judgment was rendered in favor of Raunheim in the local court and, on
successive appeals, was affirmed by the supreme court of Montana and
the supreme court of the United States. (Dahl v. Raunheim, 132
U. S.,-260.) No further action appears to have been taken upon Raunheim's placer entry until, upon consideration of a protest against the
issue of patent thereon, filed by John P. Reins February 16, 1897, your
office, in the decision now under review, ordered a hearing for the purposes before stated.
In his protest Reins claims to have located the Combination lode
mining claim on April 13, 1893, emn bracing the identical ground theretofore covered by the Betsey ahl lode claim, including the conflict
with Raunheim's placer claim. The protest also alleges that he has
since complied with the requirements of the mining laws and regulations; that he has expended upon his lode claim in labor and improvements the sum of $1,630, and that Raunheim's placer claim and entry
are invalid, for several reasons.
Your office decision considers tht several allegations affecting the
validity of the placer claim and entry and rejects all of them excepting such as question the character of the land embraced i the placer
claim and the discovery of mineral therein preceding the location
thereof.
Relative to these matters, your office decision states:
This brings ns to the consideration of the allegations that Raunheim's application
was and is insufficient, illegal and void for the reason that no discovery of a valuable mineral deposit was ever made upon said claim by Raunheim or his predecessors in interest and that the land embraced in said claim is not in fact placer mining
ground. These allegations 'bring into issue the character of the land, the validity
of Raunheim's location, and the application and entry based thereon.
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It is urged by counsel for Ratnheim that the judgment of the supreme court
finally determined these questions and left to the Land Department simply the
ministerial duty of issuing patent upon the entry.
I cannot agree with this view. The Hon. Secretary of the Interior in the case of
Snyder a. Waller, 25 L. D., 7, uses the following language:
"The adverse proceeding contemplated by the statute is for the purpose of determining the right of possession as between parties claiming conflicting mining
claims, and does not, in my judgment, comprehend a sait in the courts to settle the
question as to the character of the land. That subject is one that is eclusively
within the jurisdiction of the land department, and any judgment of a court on this
question would not be necessarily binding on the Department. Where the character
of the land is involved to the extent that the determination of that question fixes
the right to purchase the same, it can only be decided by the executive branch of
the government which is clothed with the power to determine the question."
See also L. D., 314; 23 L D., 174, and 154 U. S., 320.
i
I
A careful examination of the record in this case fails to disclose any direct statement relative to the discovery of mineral upon the claim at or prior to date of
location.
I am of the opinion that the allegations of the protest relative to the non-discovery
and non-existence of mineral justify tbe ordering of a hearing to determine these
questions.

As before stated, the case is now before this Department on an
appeal from this order for a hearing.

The showing made by Reins does not entitle him to equitable consideration. At the time of making his lode location in 1893, he well
knew that the land in conflict was then, and had been for eleven years,
embraced in Raunheim's placer entry and that this entry had been
sustained by the supreme conrt of the United States against the Betsey
Dahl lode location covering the ground here in conflict. His location
of this ground does not, therefore, affect the validity of Raunheim's
placer entry, which under the facts here presented, is a matter solely
between the government and those claiming under that entry.
The land embraced in the placer'entry was returned as mineral in
quality by the surveyor-general; it was entered as placer ground as
long ago as 1882, and that entry has been sustained, as against a lode
claim for the ground here in controversy, by the district and supreme
courts of Montana, and by the supreme court of the United States.
In the opinion of the latter it is said:
It does not appear in the present case that a patent of the United States has been
issued to the plaintiff Raunheim; but it appears that he has complied with all the
proceedings essential for the issue of such a patent. He is therefore the equitable
owner of the mining ground, and the_ goverument holds the premises in trust for
him to be delivered upon the payments specified. We accordingly treat him, in so
far as the questions involved in this case are concerned, as though the patent had
been delivered to hin. Being entitled to it, he has a right to ask a determination
of any claim asserted against his possession which may throw doubt upon his title.

Raunheim's claim has been transferred to others, and n ow after the
lapse of more than seventeen years since his entry was allowed and
patent certificate issued to him, the government is asked to order a
hearing to determine the validity of that entry.
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In the proof made preceding the allowance of the entry it was shown
that $150 had been spent in excavations and prospect shafts, and in
supplemental proof filed in your office in January, 1883, it was stated
that the soil is composed of gold-bearing gravel; that a number of
prospect holes had been sunk within the boundaries of the claim; that
it was well adapted for placer mining purposes, water having been
brought on the side hill about it in sufficient quantities to mine the same;
and that a sum exceeding $500 had been spent in developing the claim;
that it was particularly valuable as placer ground, and that it had no
special value for any other purpose. This showing was sufficient to
warrant passing the entry to patent, and after the lapse of so many
years the government should not permit it to be questioned by any one
who had no interest whatever in the land at the time of the entry.
Does the charge that a discovery of mineral was not made preceding
the location of the placer claim justify the order for a hearing?
In the supplemental proof, before referred to, the placer claimant
and two supporting witnesses swear that the soil is composed of goldbearing gravel, and this clearly amounts to a statement that placer
gold had been found and discovered within the boundaries of the
claim. It is immaterial whether the discovery occurred before or after
the location, if it occurred before the rights of others intervened.
Erwin v. Perego et al., (93 Fed. Rep., 608). As the supplemental proof
was filed in 1883, and as the Combination lode claim was not located
until. 1893, it is manifest that the placer discovery preceded by several
years the acquisition of any right on the part of Reins.
In addition to the showing evidencing a discovery, an additional
reason appears for refusing to order a hearing on the charge of an
absence of discovery. In the case of Hallett and Hamburg Lodes (27
L. D., 104, 112), involving conflicting mineral claims, it is held that
due discovery of mineral being a condition to the right of possession
of a mining claim, is necessarily in issue in adverse proceedings
brought to determine such right, and that a judgment in such proceedings presupposes a finding upon that issue favorable to the claimant
declared to have the right of possession. Observation and experience
have demonstrated the wisdom of applying a ruling of this character
to cases of conflicting mineral claims, the assertion of which is manifestly a concession of the mineral character of the land. The suit
instituted by Raunheim against Dahl was treated by the Supreme
Court of Montana (6 Mont., 167) as an adverse proceeding under section 2326 of the Revised Statutes, and there are many reasons for so
considering it.
Under the case of the Union Oil Co. (25 L. D., 351), a discovery of
mineral upon each twenty acres of a placer claim is not essential to a
valid location.
After careful consideration it is held that the showing made in the
protest under consideration is not sufficient to warrant a hearing, and
you are therefore directed to revoke the order for such hearing.
12781-VOL 28-34
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CONTEST-TOWNSITE CLAIM-StUCCESSFTJL CONTESTANT,
BRUMmETT V. WINFIELD.

A pending townsite claim, under which final proof has been submitted that establishes the right of entry, is properly the subject of a contest; and one who successfully attacks such claim, and pays the costs of the proceedings, is entitled
to a preferred right of entry.,
The period within which a successful contestant is required to assert his preferred
right of entry does not begin to run until he is notified of such right
An occupant of a town lot within an abandoned townsite claim acquires no right by
his occupancy that will defeat the preferred right of one who successfully contests the townsite claim; nor will the homestead application of such occupant,
tendered during the pendency of said contest, operate as a bar to the exercise of
the contestant'spreferred right.

Secretary itchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land ffice,
(W. V. D.)
June 23, 1899.
(F. W. C.)
- Alonzo Brummett has appealed from your office decision of August
20, 1898, according to Martin Winfield the right to make additional
entry, under section six of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854), of
the E. of the SE. 1- of Sec. 32, T. 26 N., R. 3 W.,-Enid land district,
Oklahoma, and rejecting his, Brummett's, claimed right to make entry
of said land.
This&tract was formerly included in the application, made on November 24, 1893, by D. B. Madden, as probate judge for "IL " county, Oklahoma, for townsite purposes, under which proof was made on January
6, 1894, the time appointed therefor. On March 24, 1894, your office
rejected the application, which was made on account of Mc(ordia townsite, for want of authority in said probate judge to make the entry as
applied for. It was held in said decision, however, that the conditions
surrounding the townare so in conformity with the requirements of the act of May 14, 1890, as to justify
its entry as a townsite under that act, and therefore the trustees of the townsite
board No. 12, Round Pond, will be instructed to make entry of said town of McCordia
pursuant to said act.

Said townsite board was so instructed, and on April 3, 1894, filed its
application to make entry of the land here in question, and later offered
final proof, when C. W. Humphrey filed a protest charging that the
entry was sought for speculative purposes.
The hearing was proceeded with under said protest, and upon the ter'mination thereof the board moved to dismiss the protest, therecord being
transmitted to your office, where the matter was considered in- your
office 'decision of October 20, 1891, which dismissed Humphrey's protest. He subsequently attempted to appeal, which appeal was disallowed because filed out of time; whereupon he applied to the Department
for a writ of certiorari, which was denied April 13, 1895.
The final proof offered by said townsite board showed that the land
had been surveyed into lots, was used and occupied for townsite pur-
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poses, and had seventeen houses "built or being built for occupancy
and residence," and nine mercantile buildings, all valued at $4,300;
that there were fifteen inhabitants upon the land included in the townsite, and that there were about thirty-five other lot claimants; further,
that the land had been occupied as a townsite since October 13, 1893.
February 10, 1895, Alonzo Brummett filed an affidavit of protest, in
the nature of a contest, alleging abandonment of the town by the
settlers; that there were only ten houses on the land, all of which had
been abandoned since the date of final proof eicept one occupied as a
store, the proprietor of which together with two other parties, were all
the residents upon the townsite; and that these parties had informed
afflant that they would remove from the land within thirty days from
the date of his affidavit. He therefore asked for a hearing to determine the status of the land and for preference right to enter it as a homestead. Upon his -application hearing was ordered and had, the full
expenses of the hearing being borne by him, and upon the record made
decision was rendered in favor of contestant, Brummett, it being held
that the towusite had been abandoned by the former settlers thereon.
Subsequently to the closing of the hearing a motion was filed by
Martin Winfield and others to reopen the case; which was denied by
the local officers.
Winfield was one of the witnesses offered by the townsite board,
upon the hearing had upon Brummett's charge of abandonment, and in
his testimony he states that he owned a store situated upon one of the
lots within the townsite and that he and his family, consisting generally of about three members, were the only persons residing upon the
land; that he claimed this lot as an occupant under the towhsite laws;
that he began a mercantile business upon the land in March, 1895, the
stock carried by him being valued at from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty dollars; and that he plowed and cropped the town park, consisting of about eight acres, together with other portions of the tract
included within the townsite application.
The evidence further discloses that the protestant, Brummett, and
his father signed a petition to the county judge requesting him to enter
this land for townsite purposes; that there was, prior to the filing of
this protest, a so-called townsite organization, of which protestant's
father was a member, which issued lot certificates to lot applicants for
a consideration; that protestant's father had been looking after protestaut's interest in this protest; and that the father sold the son's building that was upon a lot within the townsite at the time this protest
was filed, which building has since been removed.
Upon a consideration of the entire record made at the hearing, the
local officers recommended the rejection of the townsite application
and that Alonzo Brummett be allowed a preferred right of entry, "subject to the right of Martin Winfield to make entry for the technical
subdivision of said tract upon which he has settled.";
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An appeal was filed from the decision of the local office, the questions presented thereby being passed upon by your office decision of
May 29, 1896, in which it was held thatWhile this land may have been built upon for purposes of business and trade, it is
evident that it has since been abandoned for such purposes by all persons except 31.
Winfield, and there is no evidence to warrant the belief that it will ever become so
extensive, or that the conditions surrounding the land are such as to invite the competition and settlement of others to an extent to ever become a municipality. Before
it can be entered as a townsite it must be raised above the dignity of a mere homestead settlement.
Whatever rights Winfield or Brumnmett may have in and to the land, will not be
determined until they assert them by application for it.

The proof submitted by the townsite board was therefore rejected
and the application to enter the land for townsite purposes was dismissed. From said decision an appeal was taken to this Department,
the same being considered in decision of May 22, 1897 (24 L. D., 468),
in which the decision of your office was affirmed.
It now appears that following the decision of your office upon the
case arising upon Brummett's contest, to-wit, on June 4, 1.896, Brummett, evidently acting under the holding made in your office decision,
tendered a homestead application for this land, accompanying the same
by the required fees and commissions. This application was received
by the local officers and suspended to await the result of the case,
arising upon Brummett's protest against the acceptance of the proof
offered on behalf of the twnsite.
After the departmental decision of May 22, 1897, supra, to-wit, on
June 2, 1897, Martin Winfield filed in the local office an application to
make entry of the tract here involved under the provisions of the act
of March 2, 1889, supra, as additional to his homestead entry made
December 5,-1893, covering lots 3, 4, and 12, See. 4, and lots 6 and 7,
See. 5, T. 125 N., R. 3 W. In his papers the tract applied for was
described as range 3 "' east," instead of range 3 "' west," but the circumstances of the case clearly indicate that the mistake in description
was a mere clerical inadvertence, and the action of your office so treating the matter is sustained.
In support of this application Winfield stated that at the time he
made his said entry of December 5, 1893, he desired to include within
that entry the land here in question but was not- allowed to do so
because it-was embraced in the pending application of the townsite of
McCordia; that he was still the owner of the land embraced in his
former homestead, and that on February 5,1895, he removed therefrom
to the land here in question, where he still resides, and that his
improvements thereon are of the value of $300.
Said application and the showing filed in support of it were forwarded by the local officers without action, but the same were returned
by your office letter of June 18, 1897, and by letter of June 23, 1897,
the local officers retransmitted the application, recommending that
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Winfield's application to make entry of the land here in question be
not allowed, because the showing filed in support thereof, namely, that
he was not permitted to include it within his original entry, was not
deemed sufficient to authorize the allowance of the additional entry as
applied for.
By letter of October 6, 1897, the register. transmitted a protest by
Alonzo Brummett, filed on the preceding day, in which he protested
against the allowance of the application by Winfield to make additional entry of the tract here in question. In said protest he recited
the history of the case arising upon his protest against the application
made by the townsite board, and stated that he had, on June 4, 1896,
tendered homestead application for the land, which had been suspended to await the result of the proceedings upon said protest; that
he had not been notified of the action of your office in closing the case
arising upon said protest; and that the land here in question is not.
contiguous to the land included in Winfield's former homestead entry.
He therefore asked that Winfield's application be denied, for the following reasons:
First. That it is in conflict with protestant's preference right earned by his contest against the town site application.
Second. That the land is segregated by protestant's suspended homestead application.

Third. That Winfield can not base a homestead right upon a settlement for townsite purposes.

With said protest. the local officers forwarded Brummett's application, filed on June 4, 1896; also a motion filed by Brummett July 15,
1897, offering to complete said application and asking that the same be
placed of record, and filing therewith his homestead affidavit showing
his qualification as a homesteader on that date. On said motion was
a note by the register to the effect that no action could be taken thereon
because the case arising upon Brummett's protest against the tow-nsite
application was then pending before the Department.
. These several applications were considered in your office decision of
August 20, 1898, appealed from, in which it was held that under the
instructions of March 25, 1897 (25 L. D., 61), based on the decision in
the case of Cowles v. Huff et al. (24 L. D., 81), the local officers should
not have received the application of Brnmmett while his contest against
the townsite application was pending and that no rights, inchoate or
otherwise, could attach under said application or under the motion
filed on June 15, 1897, to complete the same. It was further held that
during the thirty days succeeding the date of the final termination of said contest
Brummett made Do effort to exercise the preference Tight of a contestant, and any
rights which he may have acquired underhis contest are lost.

In considering the application by Winfield it was held that, as his
original entry was made subsequently to the date of the act of March
2, 1889, sUprc, under departmental decision in Nancy A. Stinson (25
L. D., 113) he should not be held to have exhausted his rights under
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section six of said act, and the local officers were therefore directed,
upon amendment of the application, to allow the same to go of record
under said section six, if no other objection appeared thereto.
From said decision Brummett has appealed to this Department.
Your office decision while not directly according Brumnmett a pre.
ferred right of entry by reason of said contest, notes the fact that
"during the thirty days succeeding the date of the final termination
of said contest, Brummett made no effort to exercise the preferred
right of a contestant," and holds that "any rights which he may have
acquired under his contest are lost."
It is true that at the time Brummett filed his protest or contest
against the townsite application it had not yet passed to entry. Proof
had been made thereon however, after notice, which appears to have
shown such a condition then existing as to warrant entry. Brummett's
protest rested upon abandonment after final proof.
During the pendency of said proof the townsite claim had the same
operative effect as an entry. In fact the townsite had then entitled
itself to entry.
A contest was had to clear the record of the townsite claim, and as
Brummett furnished the information and paid the costs of the hearing

he is entitled to a preferred right of entry as a successful contestant,
under the rulings of the Department.
In Olmstead v. Johnson (17 L. D., 151), a preferred right of entry was
accorded the successful contestant of a timber-land entry, and therein
it was said:
Thereupon you rendered your said decision of April 23, 1892, whereby you held
that Olmstead, by reason of his successful contest was entitled to a preference right
of entry.
You accordingly allowed Olmstead's statement and held that of Johnson for caneellation. From this judgment Johnson appeals here and alleges that no mention
of the timber land entries being made in the act of May 14, 1880, conferring for the
period of thirty days a preference right of entry upon successful contestants who
have 'procured the cancellation of any pre-emption, homestead or timber-culture
entry,' Olmstead acquired no such right and that consequently Johnson's statement
being first in point of time should prevail.
This contention is without force. In the case of Fraser v. Ringgold (3 L. D., 69),
it has been held that a successful contestant against a desert land entry was entitled
to a preference right of entry under the act of May 14, 1880, 'inasmuch as said law
is remedial and this class of entries, if not embraced by the letter are within the
reason and purpose of the statute.' This ruling has been uniformly followed and
as yon have well held, 'the same reasons for giving the successful contestant of a
coal land entry, a desert land entry, and swamp land selection the preference right
of entry will apply in the case of a timber land entry.'
From the record before this Department it does not appear that
Brunmett was ever notified of the closing of the case arising upon his
charge of abandonment, or of his preferred right of entry. It does not
appear, therefore, from the record transmitted, that "any rights which
he may have acquired under his-contest are lost."
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It but remains to consider whether Winfielcd is shown by the record
to have such a right as would bar Brammett's rights Lnder his contest.
Winfield was an occupant of a lot within the townsite but took no
step to contest the townsite claim, although he was fully aware that
the occupants, with the exception of himself, had abandoned the land;
on the contrary, he was the chief witness for the townsite at the hearing upon Brummett's contest. He can not therefore be held to have
secured any such rights by his occupation as would bar Brummett's
rights nder his contest. He is restricted, therefore, to his application
presented June 2, 1897, shortly after the departmental decision upon
Brummett's contest and before the same had been transmitted to the
local office, but no such rights were acquired by the tender of this
application as to deprive Brummett of the privilege secured by his suecessful contest.
Your office decision is therefore reversed, and Brummett will be.
accorded a preference right of entry, of which he is entitled to due
notice. The application by Winfield. will stand rejected.

ALASKAN LANDS-RIGHTS OF NATIVES.

JOHN G. BRADY.
IT the sale of Alaskan lands under sections 12 to 14 of the act of March 3, 1891, the
rights of native Alaskans must be protected by the government.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commlissioner of the General Land Office,

.(W. V. D.)

June 23, 1899.

(E. B., Jr.)

By its decision of March 4, 1898 (26 L. D., 305), in the matter of cash
entry No. 10, survey No. 6, Sitka, Alaska, land district, made May 2,
1894, by John G. Brady, under sections 12 to 14, act of March 3,1891
(26 Stat., 1095, 1100), the Department directed that the claimant be
required to have his survey and entry amended so as to reduce the
area of his claim to "enough land to include all his buildings, in an
approximately square form," and suggested, in conformity therewith,
certain boundaries for the reduced area which would embrace a tract of
about fifty acres immediately adjacent to Sitka harbor. Such amendment would leave a small wedge-shaped parcel of public land within
the limits of the claim as heretofore surveyed and entered, on the south
side of the claim as reduced, and between the same and a tract marked
"Lee claim " on the plat of said survey.
In a communication dated the 8th instant, Mr. Charles W. Needham,
as attorney for Mr. Brady, calls attention to the facts above stated
with reference to the said wedge shaped tract, urges that it is of considerable value to Mr. Brady and of little value to the government,
and that if it were added to the fifty acre tract above indicated the
resulting tract would still be in an approximately square form, and
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requests that the claimant be allowed to embrace the wedge shaped
tract in his amended survey and entry.
It appears that the Indian village adjacent to Sitka, on the shore of
Sitka harbor, is near the southwest corner of the said fifty acre tract,
and that on December 12, 1893jfour of the chiefs or headmen of the
Indian tribes resident at Sitka filed, in behalf of the tribes, a protest
against the allowance of an entry by Brady of the land embraced in the
said survey or any part thereof, alleging that the same bad been
claimed and used by them for more than sixty years under grant in
perpetuity from the Russian authorities; that their title has been
acquiesced in by the United States; that the Indian village is overcrowded and expansion is not possible, except in the direction of the
land applied for by Mr. Brady; that his use and occupancy of the land
have been without the consent of the tribes and are in derogation of
their rights; and that if patent to said land be issued to him irreparable injury would thereby be done 'the Indians, and they would be
deprived of rights absolutely indispensable to them as a community.
Upon this protest a hearing was ordered, which was continued from
time to time until May 2, 1894. The contest was terminated by an
agreement, in writing, signed and acknowledged on the last mentioned
date by said Brady and seven of the headmen and representatives of
the ndiais, by the terms of which Brady agrees to convey to the said
headmen and representatives " in trust for all other Indians " all the
land included within the triangle therein described, to allow the Indians
to " gather berries for their own use on said land," and to cross the
land through gates and by trails as therein indicated, etc., etc.
The said triangle contains about two acres of land and forms the
base of the wedge shaped parcel which Mr. Brady asks to be allowed
to include in his amended survey and entry. By entering into the
said agreement Mr. Brady admits that the land embraced in the triangle
should go to the Indians, and the Department is of opinion that the
rights of the Indians, if any, to such land can be more appropriately
determined and, protected if the legal title thereto is not conveyed to
Mr. Brady.
Upon careful consideration it is directed that the boundaries of the
tract which may be embraced in the amended survey and entry, as set
out on page 309 of the decision .of March 4, 1898, supra, may be changed
so as to read:
Commencing at corner No. 1 of survey No. 61, thence following the meandered coast
line OD the southwest to corner No. 6, thence, by a line to be run, to corner No. 16,
thence southeasterly following the meander line of Swan Lake, to corner No. 19,
thence southwesterly, by a line to be run, on the same course as between corners
Nos. 8 and 19 to a point on the line between corners Nos. 20 and 1, and thence to
corner No. 1, the place of beginning.

You will require Mr. Brady to elect in writing within sixty days from
notice hereof whether he will take the tract as herein bounded or will
take the fifty acre tract as bounded in the decision of March 4, 1898.
The said decision is modified accordingly.
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OKLAHOMA LANDS-GREER COUNTY-ACT OF JANUARY IS, 1597.

FRANX JOHNSON.
An "occupant" of a tract of land, as the word is ordinarily used, is one who has the
"use and possession" thereof, whether he resides upon it or not, and Congress
so used the word in the act of January 18, 1897; it therefore follows that any
qualified claimant who, on March 16, 1896, was in the actual use and possession
of the land claimed by him, is entitled to the benefits of the first section of said
act, whether he was actually residing upon the land at that date or not.

Secretary Hitchcockz to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W, V.'D.)
June 23, 1898.
(W. A. E.)
June 30, 1897, Frank Johnson made homestead entry at the Mangum,
Oklahoma, land office for the NE. 3 of sec. 29, T. 1 N., R. 20 W., I. M.,
and cash entry for the SE. of the same section. Both of these entries
lwere made uder the act of January 18, 1897 (29 Stat., 490), the first
section of which reads, in part, as follows:
That every person qualified under the homestead laws of the United States, who,
on March sixteenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, was a bona fide occupant of
land within the territory established as Greer county, Oklahoma, shall be entitled to
continue his occupation of such land with improvements thereon, not exceeding one
hundred and sixty acres, and shall be allowed six months preference right from the
passage of this act within which to initiate his claim thereto, and shall be entitled
to perfect title thereto under the provisions of the homestead law, upon payment of
land office fees only at the expiration of five years from the date of entry, except
that such person shall receive credit for all time during which he or those under
whom he claims shall have continuously occupied the same prior to March sixteenth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-six. Every such person shall also have the right, for
six months prior to all other persons, to purchase at one dollar an acre, in five equal
annual payments, any additional land of which he was in actual possession on March
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, not exceeding one hundred and sixty
acres, which, prior to said date, shall have been cultivated, purchased, or improved
by him.

August 25, 1897, Johnson submitted final proof on his homestead
entry. This proof showed that he had fenced the homestead tract in
1888; that he had used it for a pasture since then; that from June,
1892, to August 22, 1897, he had lived with his family on the adjoining
tract, Dow covered by his cash entry; and that on the latter named
date he changed his residence from the SE. I of the section, to the
NE;4 , the land embraced-in his homestead entry.
This proof was approved by the receiver, but the register declined to
approve it for the reason that in his opinion "five years residence and
cultivation of the land is necessary to comply with the act of January
18, 1897."
When th6 matter came before, your office it was held, by letter of
April, 27, 1898, thatthe words occupant and occupation, as used in the first section of the act of January
18, 1897, supra, taken in connection with the further statement that title may be
perfected under the homestead law, imply that the occupation must be such as is
required under the homestead law and includes actual residence on the land.
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In view of the fact, however, that the proof showed that Johnson
had resided for five years on the land covered by his cash entry, it was
considered that he had possibly made a mistake in describing the land
in the two entries.
e was therefore allowed sixty days in which to
apply to have said entries amended.
Instead of taking advantage of this opportunity to amend, JohnSOD,
who seems to have entirely misapprehended the ruling of your office,
filed a corroborated affidavit reiterating the facts in regard to the
establishment of his residence on the homestead tract on August 22,
1897.
No further action having been taken by him, your office, by letter of
November 30, 1898, held that he was not qualified to make homestead
entry or additional entry under section 1 of said act of January 18,
1897. His final proof was accordingly rejected, but his homestead
entry was allowed to stand subject to compliance with the homestead
law under section 2 of said act. In regard to his cash entry, the local
officers were directed to notify him that he would be allowed thirty
days in which to show cause why said entry should not be canceled
and that if he failed to take action within the time specified the entry
would be held for cancellation.
Johnson's appeal from the action of your office brings the matter
before the Department.
Had Johnson made homestead entry for the SE. t of the section,
the tract upon which he was living on March 16, 1896, and cash entry
for the NE. 1, instead of vice versa, there would have been no question
as to his rights under the first section of the act of January 8, 1897.
As he has elected, however, to make cash entry for the tract upon
which he was living and homestead entry for the adjoining tract, and
has failed, after due opportunity given him to apply to amend said
entries, it becomes necessary to determine whether the benefits of the
first section of said act can be extended to one who was not, on March
16, 1896, residing upon the tract for which he subsequently filed homestead application.
The privileges accorded by this section are extended to " every person qualified under the homestead laws of the United States, who, on
March sixteenth, eighteen hundred and niinety-six, was a bona fide
occupant of land within the territory established as Greer County,
Oklahoma." Nowhere in the section is it expressly stated that such
person must have been a resident of the tract at that date. ' The case
turns then upon the construction to be given the word " occupant" as
used in the act uder consideration. Does it, as here used, necessarily,
imply residence?
Webster defines an "1occupant" to be "one who has the actual use
or possession, or is in possession of a ting."1 The same definition is
given in Bouvier's and Anderson's law dictionaries and the American
and English Encyclopaedia of Law. This definition is quoted and
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adopted by the United States supreme court in the case of Missionary
Society v. Dallas (107 U. S., 343).
In the case of Leehler v. Chapin (12 Nev., 65), it was said, at page
72: 'To be an occupant, the party must have the actual use or possession of the land."
See also Bishop of Nesqually v. Gibbon, 21 Pac. Rep., 315; Jackson,
Van Vechter and others v. Sill and others, 11 Johns., N. Y., 214; People v. Ambrecht, 11 Abb. Pr. (N. Y.) 97; Redfield v. Utica and Syracuse R. R1. Co., 25 Barb., 54; City of Bangor v. Rowe et al., 57 Me.,
439; Inhabitants of Phillipsburgh v. Bruck's Executor, 37 N. J., Eq.,
482; Walters v. People, 65 Amer. Dec., 730 (18, 111, 194).
In Lawrence v. Fulton (19 Cal., 684), the court said:
The word occupation may be so used in connection with other expressions, or
under peculiar facts of a case as to signify a residence. But ordinarily, the expressions occupation,' 'possessio pedes,' 'subjection to the will and control,' are employed as synonymous terms, and as signifying actual possession.

In Fleming v. Maddox (30 Iowa, 239), the. following language was
used:
By the term ' occupation' is meant use or teem-e, as a house in the occupation of A.
(2 Bouv. Law Die., 254.) An occupier is one who is in the use or enjoyment of a thing.
(Ibid.) A mechanic is in the occupation of his shop where he carries on his business;
a merchant of his store; a lawyer of his office; a farmer of his farm.. It is not necessary to make his occupation complete that the mechanic should reside in his shop
or upon the same lot. He is in the occupation because he uses and enjoys it in carrying on his legitimate calling. So with the merchant, the lawyer, the farmer. If
the farmer leases his farm to a tenant, he would still have the -possession, because
the possession of the tenant is that of his landlord, but he would not be in the actual
occupation; he has parted with that to his tenant. The tenant, after entry under
the lease, has the use and enjoyment of the premises, and pays to his landlord the
stipulated rent therefor. But, where the owner of laud is in the actual use and
enjoyment of it himself, although in such use and enjoyment he eploys others to
perform all the labor connected therewith, he is in its actual occupation, within the
meaning of that-term.

In-Tweed v. Metcalf (4 Mich., 379), it was said:
There is something in the phraseology of the statute which would seem to favor
the idea urged by counsel, that to authorize an assessment of lands to a tenant, he
must actually reside upon them. The term used, however, is 'occupant' and to be
.an occupants it is not necessary that he should have his home upon the premises;
and there is no reason why a person living upon his own lands, cultivating and raising crops upon other lands not his own, situate in the same township, should not
be liable to have such lands assessed to him as an occupier, the same as if he actually
resided upon them.

It has been held by the Department in several cases that personal
residence is not necessary to the occupancy of a town lot. Berry v.
Corette, 15 L. D., 210; Benson v. Hunter, 19 L. D." 290; Kelso v. Jaloicl , 21 L. D., 98; Bowie v. Graff, 21 L. D., 522; Young v. Severy et al.,
22 L. D., 121; Aldrich v. Schlomsser et al., 22 L. D., 177. See also Hussey v. Smith, 99 U. S., 20.
It is clear, from these authorities, that the terms "occupant" and
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"occupancy" do not necessarily imply residence. According to the
ordinary signification of the word, an "occupant" of a tract of land is
the one who has the actual use and possession of it whether he resides
upon it or not.
Is the word used in its ordinary meaning in the act of January 18,
1897, or do the context and subject matter import the additional idea
of residence?
To satisfactorily answer this question we must look, not only to the
act itself, but also to the circumstances of its enactment and the evils
it was intended to remedy.
For many years there was a dispute between the United States and
the State of Texas as to the ownership of the territory now known as
Greer county, Oklahoma. Up to March 16, 1896, the State of Texas
exercised jurisdiction over Greer county, and the laws of that State
were administered there. Persons seeking to acquire title to portions
of the public lands looked to the State for title. On March 16, 1896,
however, the United States supreme court decided that Greer county
was not within the limits nor under the jurisdiction of the State of
Texas, but was subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the United
States (162 U. S., 1).
On the same day that this decision was rendered the President, for
the purpose of preserving intact the status of lands in Greer county
until Congress could take action in regard thereto, issued a proclamation declaring these lands to be in a state of reservation (29 Stat., 878).
By act of May 4, 1896 (29 Stat., 113), Greer county was annexed to
Oklahoma and all proceedings and actions of the Texas courts and officers in Greer county up to March 16, 1896, were validated. Nothing
was said in this act as to the disposition ofthe public lands and the
reservation created by the President's proclamation continued in force
up to the passage of the act of January 18, 1897. This act established
a land office at Mangim, in said county, and provided for the entry of
said lands. So much of the first section of the act as we are immediately concerned with has already been quoted.
By act approved June 23, 1897 (30 Stat., 105), the time for the exercise of the preference right of entry given by the act of January 18,
1897, to bona fide occupants of public lands in Greer county was
extended to January 1, 1898, and by act approved March 1, 1899 (30
Stat., 966), this preference right of entry was extended to those who
had had the benefit of the homestead laws of the United States and
who had purchased lands in Greer county from the State of Texas prior
to March 16, 1896.
Up to March 16, 1896, occupants of public lands in Greer county
* looked to the State of Texas for title to the tracts claimed by them. It,
becomes necessary, therefore, in construing the first section of the act
of January 18, 1897, to examine the public land laws of Texas so far as
they affected lands in Greer county.
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By chapter 19, Texas Acts of 1879, " all vacant and unappropriated
public domain" in Greer county was appropriated, the even numbered
sections for the public free schools, and the odd numbered sections for
the payment of the State debt.
By chapter 99, Acts of' 1887, it was provided that the State lands set
apart for the public free schools should be examined and classified into
agricultural, pasture, and timber lands. Accurate plats of each section
were to be prepared and'filed with the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, showing the relative proportions of timber and open land
on such section, the quality of the soil, the topography of the land, the
quality aud kind of timber, and the streams and other sources of water
supply. When any portion of the free school land had thus been classified to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, it became subject to sale,
to actual settlers only, in quantities of not less than one hundred and
sixty acres nor more than six hundred and forty acres, except that
lands classified as purely pasture lands, and without permanent water
thereon, might be sold in quantities not to exceed four sections to the
same settler. The purchaser was required to reside upon the land purchased by him for a period of three years from the date of his purchase
and after proof of such residence and aym ent in full of the government price, he was entitled to a patent.
It does not appear that any provision was made, up to March 16, 1896,
for the classification and sale of the lands set apart for the payment of
the State debt.
It is stated in the supplemental brief filed by the attorneys for Johnson that the classification of school lands provided for in chapter 99 of
the Acts of 1887, was never made in Greer county and as these lands
could not be purchased until after the classification was made, there
was no means, prior to March 16, 1896, by which persons could acquire
title to them. There was likewise no means by which persons could
acquire title to the lands reserved for the payment of the State debt as
no provision had been made for the disposition of these lands. Prior to
1879, land certificates had been issued, under an act of the legislature,
to Mexican war veterans. The land department of Texas for a while
construed this legislative enactment as vesting in the holder of such
land certificates the right to locate them upon any land that was public
domain at the date of the act, regardless of such subsequent legislative
appropriation as the act of 1879 above referred to. Considerable land
in Greer county was, located under these certificates and in a number
of instances patent was duly issued, but for several years prior to March
16, 1896, the State authorities took a different view of the matter and
refused to issue patent in such cases.
Up to March 16, 1896, persons desiring lands in Greer county either
purchased from patentees or simply took possession of so much vacant
public land (generally a section) as they reasonably expected to be able
to acquire from the State when theland was offered for sale. Pending
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this offering, the possession of land in Greer county was protected by
the district courts against all intruders, it being held that the person
in possession had the highest and best evidence of right to the land.
It is stated by the attorneys for Johnson that on March 16, 1896,
there were about sixteen hundred persons residing on and claiming
portions of the public lauds in Greer county and about one-fourth as
many had selected, improved and cultivated land upon which they
intended to make a permanent home, but for various reasons they were
temporarily residing elsewhere at that date. In some instances these
absentees had previously established residence on the land claimed by
them, but had beeli forced by successive drouths and. crop failures to
leave their bomes and seek work elsewhere. Some, unable to erect
dwellings, were-residing in dugouts made in the side of a hill in the
neighborhood of their claims, and others were residing with relatives
on adjoining tracts.
These claimants believed that Texas owned the lands and all their
acts were with a view to eventually obtaining title from the State. If
the decision of the United States supreme court had been in favor of
Texas, these claimants could have acquired title from the State without regard to whether they were residing upon the land on March 16,
1896, for those claiming land in even or school sections could have
purchased as "settlers" when the land became subject to purchase,
and those located on odd sections could have put themselves in compliance with whatever new law the State legislature might have passed
for the disposition of these lands.
It is to be presumed that Congress had knowledge of these facts and
conditions when it passed the act of January 18, 1897. The Congressional Record shows that the act in question was drawn by Judge G. A.
Brown of Texas, in whose judicial district Greer county was located
up to March 16, 1896, and who had been sent to Washington by the
people of Greer county for the purpose of explaining to Congress the
condition of affairs existing there.
The act, then, was a remedial one. It was passed for the purpose of
meeting a very peculiar and unusual state of affairs. Like all remedial
acts it is to be construed liberally and
if there be any doubt or ambiguity, that construction should be adopted which will
best advance the remedy provided and help to suppress the mischief against which
it-was aimed. Black on Interpretation of Laws, p. 307.

It is believed that the purpose of the statute will be best effectuated
by giving to the word "occupant," as used in said act, its ordinary
meaning of "one who has the actual use and possession of a thing."
To hold that the benefits of the first section of the act of January 18,
1897, are confined to those who were actually residing upon their respective claims on March 16, 1896, would be unjust to a large number
of claimants who were as honest in their efforts to comply. with law
and obtain title to their claims as were those who had actually established residence.
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It is said, in paragraph 248 of Sutherland on Statutory Construction:
"The words of a statute are to be read in their ordinary sense unless so
construing them will lead to some incongruity or manifest absurdity."
We have seen that the word occupant, as ordinarily used, does not
necessarily imply residence. Its ordinary meaning is "one who has the
actual use and possession of a thing." Independent of any equitable
considerations, this word must be read in its ordinary sense in the act
of January. 18, 1897, unless so construing it will lead to incongruity or
manifest absurdity; but when it is considered that this statute is a
remedial one, that its purpose will be best effectuated by giving to the
word occupant its ordinary meaning, and that no incongruity or manifest absurdity follows from this construction, the conclusion is irresistible that the word must be taken'in its ordinary meaning.
The view taken by your office is, that the clause i said act, "shall be
entitled to perfect title thereto under the provisions of the homestead
law," clearly implies a compliance with all the terms of the general
homestead law, including residence. This is probably true so far as
regards the time after entry, put it does not necessarily imply that the
claimant should have been residing on the land on March 16, 1896. In
the clause directly after this it is provided that "such person shall
receive credit for all time during which he or those under whom he
claims shall have continuously occupied the same prior to March sixteenth eighteen hundred and ninety-six." Here is a striking innovation and exception to the general homestead law, for an ordinary homestead claimant can not take advantage of the occupancy or residence
of a former claimant from whom he has purchased.- It is incredible
that Congress should have been so considerate of those claimants who
happened to be residing on their respective claims on March 16, 1896,
and at the same time have been harshly indifferent to those who were
as honest in their endeavors to comply with law and obtain title, but
who for various reasons, in many cases reasons beyond their control,
were not actually residing on the land at that date.
To sum up, then, the conclusions to which we come are, that the word
"occupant," as ordinarily used, is synonymous with "use and possession" and does not necessarily imply residence; that Congress used
the word in the act under consideration in its ordinary meaning; and
that consequently any qualified claimant who, on March 16, 1896, was
in the actual use and possession of the land claimed by him, is entitled
to the benefits of the first section of said act whether he was actually
residing upon the land at that date or not.
In the present case it clearly appears that Johnson was on March
16, 1896, in the actual use and possession of the tract covered by his
homestead entry, and that he is a qualified entryman.
Your office decision is accordingly reversed, Johtson's homestead
and cash entries are held intact, and unless some further objection
appears his final proof will be approved.
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PRIVATE CLAIS-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1891.
JUAN DE LA CRUZTRUJILLO.
The phrase "disposed of by the United States," as employed in section .8, act of
March 3, 1891, to define the lands excepted from the confirmatory provisions of
said act, mnust be construed to mean a final and permanent divestiture of whatever title the United States may ha' e had, or an obligation to convey such a title.
A homestead entry, under which title had not been earned, atthe time when a decree
of confirmation was entered by the court, under said act, is not a disposition of
the land embraced therein that excepts the same from the operative effect of
the decree.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Comnissioner of the General Land Office,

(W. V. D.)

June 23, 1899.

(E. F. B.)

The land in controversy, to wit:- the SW. of the NE. A, the NW. Al
of the SE. j, the NE. I of the SW. 4 and the SE. 1 of the NW. 1, Sec.
1, T. 21 N., R. 5 B., Santa Fe, New Mexico, is within the limits of the
grant to Juan Jose Lobato, which was confirmed by decree of the court
of private land claims, at the November term, 1893, of said court.
August 29, 1890, Juan de la Cruz Trujillo made homestead entry of
said tract, upon which he submitted final proof October 31, 1895, and
thereupon final certificate issued.
By letter of December 10, 1896, you held said entry for cancellation
because of conflict with said private land claim, from which decision
Trujillo has appealed, alleging error in not holding that said entry was
confirmed by the 14th section of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 854),
establishing the court of private land claims and providing for the
settlement and confirmation of private land claims in certain states
and territories.
The 8th section of said act gave to all persons claiming lands in the
states and territories therein named, under titles derived from the
Spanish or Mexican government that were complete and perfect at
the date the United States acquired sovereignty therein, the right (but
were not bound) to apply to said court for confirmation of such title,
andif in any-sneb ease a title so claimed to be perfect shall be established and confirmed, such confirmation shall be for so much land only as such perfect title shall
be found to cover, always excepting any part of such land that shall have been disposed of by the United States, and always subject to and not to affect any conflicting private interests, rights, or claims held or claimed adversely to any such claim
or title, or adversely to the holder of any such claim or title.

By the 14th section of said act, it was provided:
That if in any case it shall appear that the lands or any part thereof decreed to
any claimant under the provisions of this act shall have been sold or granted by the
United States to any other person, such title from the United States to such other
person shall remain valid, notwithstanding such decree, and upon proof being made
to the satisfaction of said court of such sale or grant, and the value of the land so
sold r granted, such court shall render judgment in favor of such claimant
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against the United States for the reasonable value of said lands so sold or granted,
exclusive of betterments, not exceeding one dollar ad twenty-five cents per acre
for such lands; and such judgment, when found, shall be a charge on the Treasury
of the United States.

Under the provisions of said act the owners of the Juan Jose Lobato
grant presented their petition to the court for confirmation of title, and
after hearing evidence thereupon, the court at the November term,
1893, found that by virtue of the grant to Lobato, and the confirmation
and ratification thereof, and the continued possession of the same,
the title thereto was complete and perfect at and before the treaty entered into
between the King of Spain and the Mexican nation, A. D. 1821, and that the same
was a complete, perfect and subsisting valid title at and before the treaty of Guadalnpe Hidalgo between the United States and the Republic of Mexico, A. D. 1848,
and is now so complete, perfect, subsistent and valid, and vested in the heirs,
assigns, legal representatives of the said Juan Jose Lobato, and that the petitioners
as such are entitled to the confirmation of said grant to them.

Whereupon it was ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said grant,
with the exception of that portion included in the exterior limits of the
Plaza Colorado, Plaza Blanca and Town of Abiquin Grant,
is hereby established and confirmed to the heirs, assigns and legal representatives of
the said Juan Jose Lobato as against the Ijnited States of America, but this decree
shall not affect any conflicting private interests under the said grant.

The boundaries of the grant as confirmed were then fixed and established by the decree, which covered the land embraced in the entry of
Trujillo. Upon inquiry of your office it is ascertained that no appeal
has been taken by the United States, the decree has become final. and
the survey has been made in accordance therewith and has been
approved by the court.
At the date of said decree, the land had not "been sold or granted
by the United States," unless the homestead entry of Trujillo, upon
which final proof had not been made, was such a disposition of the land
as was contemplated by the act.
By article 8 of the treaty of Guadalupe lidalgo, the property of Mexican citizens within the territory ceded by Mexico to the United States
was to be inviolably respected, and they and their heirs and grantees
were to enjoy, with respect to it guaranties equally ample as if the same
belonged to citizens of the United States, but while private rights of
property within the ceded territory were not affected by change of sovereignty and jurisdiction, and were entitled to protection, the duty of
providing the mode of securing these rights and of fulfilling the obligations imposed upon the United States by the treaties belonged to the
political department of the government, which Congress might itself
discharge or delegate to the judicial department. Astiazaran v. Saita
Rita Mining Co., 148 U. S., 80.
By the act of July 22,1854 (10 Stat., 308), establishing the office of
surveyor-general in New Mexico, Congress reserved to itself the power
to finally pass upon all claims under grants from the Spanish or Mex12781-VOL 28-35
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ican government Within the territory ceded by the treaty of Guadalupe
flidalgo, and providedthat it shall be the duty of the surveyor-genera], nder such instructions as may
be given by the Secretary of the Interior, to ascertain the origin, nature, character
and extent of all claims to lands under the lawsi usages and customs of Spain and
Mexico,

and to make a fall report upon such claims, to be laid before Congress,
for such action thereon as may be deemed just and proper, with a view
to confirm bona fide grants, and give full effect to the treaty of 1818
between the United States and Mexico. It further provided thatuntil the final action of Congress on such claims, all lands covered thereby shall be
reserved from sale or other disposal by the government.

No action whatever appears to have been taken upon this claim under
the provisions of said act.
Such was the status of this claim when the act of Marcb 3,1891,
supra, was passed, establishing the court of private land claims, which
extended to all persons claiming lands within said territory under
titles derived from the Spanish or Mexican government which were
complete and perfect at the date of the treaty of Guadalupe lidalgo,
the right to present their petition to said court for confirmation of their
title, providing that there shall always be excepted from such confirmation any part of such land that shall have been disposed of by
the United States.
These claimants were not bound to apply to said court for confirmation of their title, but having invoked the jurisdiction of the court for
,that purpose, they were bound by all of the provisions of the act, and
in accepting its benefits they consented that, if any part of the lahds
decreed to them under the provisions of said act " shall have been sold
or granted by the United States to any other person, such title from
the United States to such other person shall remain valid, notwithstanding sch decree," and that they will accept from the United States
in lieu thereof the reasonable value of said land, not exceeding one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.
But the only lands excepted from confirmation are those which have
been " sold or granted by the United States." As to these lands it is
declared that " such title from the United States to such other person
shall remain valid, notwithstanding such decree," which clearly indicates that it was not the itention of the act that judgment should be
entered up against the United States for the value of any lands except
those of which it had assumed to convey the title or where the title as
between the government and the purchaser, grantee or eutryman had
been earned. Nor can te claimants be held to have waived their
right to any lands except those for which they-would clearly be entitled
to have a judgment entered up in their favor for a reasonable value
thereof against the United States.
It was not the intention of the act to except from confirmation any
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lands without compensating the grant claimants by the payment of a
reasonable value therefor, and as they would only be entitled to a
judgment for such lands as might be shown to the satisfaction of the
court to have been sold or granted by the United States to other persons under the 14th section of the act, the words "disposed of by the
United States," as they occur in the 8th section of the act, must be
construed to mean a final and permanant divestiture of whatever title
the United States may have had, or an obligation to convey such a
title.
The entry of Trujillo was not such a disposition of the land embraced
therein. At the time the decree was entered up, he had not earned the
title to the land by residing on it for the period required by law, and
as he did not offer to commute the entry before the rights were acquired
by the grant claimants under the decree, his submission of final proof
thereafter, and the issuance of final certificate, conferred upon him no
better right as against the grant owners than he had under his original entry.
He acquired no vested right as against the United States by his
original entry, and the government was not bound to make good the
x title.
Whitney. v. Taylor (156 U. S., 85, 95). The lands embraced
within the limits of this grant were never a part of the public domain,
and the rights of the owners to every part thereof as established by
the decree can not be impaired or diminished, except under the plain
terms of the statute.
Your decision is affirmed.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SETTLEMENT RIGHT.

WITHERS V. PAGE.
One who goes upon land covered by an existing entry, with intent to acquire the
same as a homestead, ad purchases the relinquishment of said entry, together
with the improvements and household effects of the cntryman, and thereupon
assumes possession of the premises, initiates a settlement right superior to the
claim of another who, with full knowledge of said facts, subsequently, and prior
to the filing of the relinquishment, settles on said land.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,

(W. V. D.)

June 23, 1899.

(F. C. D.)

On March 12, 1894, one Roberts filed a relinquishment of his homestead entry embracing the SE. I of NE. i of See. 20, and lots Nos.
eight (8) ad nine (9), of Sec. 21, T. 20 N., R. 10 E., Perry, Oklahoma,
lanid district, and immediately thereafter Francis M1. Page made homestead entry of said land.
On March 17, 1894, Peter E. Withers filed an affidavit of contest
against the said entry of Page, alleging that prior to and at the time
Page made entry for said lau11d, he, Withers, was an actual settler and
resident thereon..
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Thereupon contest notice issued and a hearing was duly had.
The local officers upon considering the case rendered a joint decision
in favor of the entryman, Page.
On appeal, your office found that the appeal of Withers was not
filed within the time required by the rules of practice, and, on motion
of Page, dismissed the same. Your office, however, considered the case
under rule 48 of practice, treated the decision of the local office as
final as to the facts but held that the facts did not warrant thelconelusion reached therein; and, thereupon, held the entry of Page subject to Withers's prior right, from which action Page has appealed to
this Department.
As your office found that the decision of the local office was not in
accordance with existing law, your action in considering the case, notwithstanding the appeal was not filed i time, was warranted by the
second exception to rule 48 of practice (Bushnell v. Burtt 5 L. D., 212).
The objection thereto by Page is therefore not well taken.
The facts will not be here recited except in so far as is' considered
necessary.

After reviewing the facts in the case the local officers said:
It is a difficult question for the register and receiver to determine who ought to
have this land. But we are of the opinion that the plowing done on the land on the
10th of March for defendant, together with the buying and paying for Lis household
effects on the 9th and 10th, and the knowledge that contestant had that defendant
had gone to the land office to file, and the fact that he paid $250.00, for the improvements and relinquishment of Roberts gives him the better right.

-

Your office held "that the plowing done on the land March 10, 1894,
by the agent of Page during his absence was not a personal act of settlement and that he acquired thereby no right to the land," and further
held that Withers being an actual resident on the land when Roberts
filed his relinquishment in the local office, Withers's right attached on
that instant, and he, therefore, has the better right to the land.
As the evidence shows that when Page hired the man to do the plowing above referred to and when the said plowing was done Page was
not on the land in controversy, such act can not be considered as an
initial act of settlement, but might be considered as an additional act
of settlement providing a settlement had been initiated, and might be
considered in determining the intention and good faith of Page. Your
office seems to have determined the question as to whether or not Page
initiated a settlement right on the land, by the performance of this one
act-that of plowing the land. It appears to this Department that
that act does not control the question.
To initiate a valid settlement under the homestead law, a settler
must do two thin gs: first, he must go upon the land with the intention
of taking the same as a homestead and then he must do some act sufficient to indicate such intention. That Page went upon the land in
controversy on March 9, 1894, with the intention to acquire the same
as a homestead can not be seriously questioned and is established by
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the evidence, which shows that Page, while on the land on that date,
besides completing the bargain for the purchase of the relinquishment
and improvements of Roberts, also purchased and paid for the household 'effects of Roberts being in the house on the land. On that day
Roberts yielded possession of thQ land to Page, and the latter assumed
possession of the same, and in furtherance of this assumption of possession, on the following day employed a man to do plowing upon the
tract. These acts clearly show his intent to claim the land. The purpose of the rule requiring some overt act of settlement in addition to
the purchase of the improvements of a prior settler upon the tract of
land is to give notice to the world of the settlement right and claim of
the person so purchasing. The reason for that rule does not apply to
this case, because Withers had been duly warned and notified of the
Withers admits
-'condition of the land and of Page's claim thereto.
that long before he reached this land, when at Tulsa, he was informed
that Roberts had sold out to Page and that Page had gone to Perry to
file; and further admits that after he reached this land and before he
put up his tent or had finished unloading his effects he was warned by
Page's father; and that he, Withers, said he would'"settle on it
anyway."
This whole matter of the knowledge of Withers as to Roberts having sold to Page and of Page having gone to file, does not seem to
have been considered by your office in the determination of the rights
of the parties, although it is of great importance as showing that
Withers did not settle there innocently and without notice of the
rights claimed by others. While Withers testifies that he had previous
to going after his family contracted with Roberts for the relinquishment to said land, he does not sufficiently establish that fact. However, the evidence clearly shows that Page was not informed or aware
of any such contract existing, if it did, therefore no bad faith can be
imputed to him.
As was held by your office, no rights can be acquired by settlement
and residence on land covered by an existing entry as against the
entryman. But as between settlers on land thus reserved, the settler
who has the prior and superior right to the land is entitled to precedence, upon cancellation of the entry for relinquishment. Thus, in
accordance with the views herein expressed it is hereby held that Page,
on March 9,1894, initiated such a settlement on the land in controversy as was superior and prior to any rights that Withers may have
acquired thereto by going thereon and performing his first acts of settlement on March 1 1894, with knowledge of the claims of Page; and
that on cancellation of Robert's entry Page's rights attached eo instanti.
The views, entertained herein do not conflict with the well established principle that a mere purchaser of the improvements and relinquishment of an entryman does not acquire such a right to the land as
will defeat the settlement of one who settles in good faith on the land
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while embraced in an existing entry from attaching on the cancellation
of the entry on relinquishment.
The decision of your office is reversed; the contest of Withers dismissed and the entry of Page held intact subject to future compliance
with the law.
MINING CLAM-PTBLICATION OF NOTICE-ADVERSE CLAIM.

DAVIDSON

.

ELIZA GOLD MINING

O. (ON REVIEW.)

The law does not provide, nor does any regulation of the Department direct, that
notice of an application for patent on a mining claim shall contain a citation to
adverse claimants, or notice of the tine within which adverse claims must be
filed.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Conimissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 23, 1899.
.
(G. B. G.)
January 9, 1897, The Eliza Gold Mining Company filed in Pueblo,
Colorado, local office, an application for patent to the Nancy Smith Lode
claim.
Notice of this application was published in a weekly newspaper, the
notice appearing in the issue of January-16, 1897, and in each of the
nine succeeding weekly issues, the last of which was on March 20, 1897.
March 19, 1897, which was after the sixtieth day of such publication,
George Davidson filed in the local office an adverse claim on account of
the Julia Lode, which adverse claim was rejected by the local officers,
because not filed within the sixty days' period of publication, and,
on appeal to your office, this ruling was affirmed, July 21897. Upon
the further appeal of Davidson to the Department, it was here held
(28 L. D., 224-syllabus):
The sixty days of publication required by section 2325 R. S., on application for
mineral patent is complete when the notice has been inserted in nine successive
issues of a weekly newspaper, and the full statutory period has elapsed; and there
is no authority to permit the filing of an adverse claim after the expiration of such
period.

Davidson has filed a motion for review of this decision, in which it
is alleged that the notice of the application for patent herein as published by the register of the local land office was misleading and
deceptive," and, in the brief of counsel accompanying the motion, it is
said:
The notice in this case-is manifestly illegal, because it does not contain any citation whatever to adverse claimants and notice of the time within which adverse
claims must be filed.

The notice of the application for patent in this case conforms to the
requirements of section 2325 of the Revised Statutes, and regulation
44 thereunder approved December 15, 1897 (25 L. D., 576). It gives
the date of posting, the name of the claimant, the name of the claim,
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the mining district and county, the book and page where the location
is recorded and where the record may be found, the number of feet
claimed along the vein and the presumed direction thereof, the number
of feet claimed on the lode in each direction from the point of discov-

-

ery, the name of one adjoining claim, and a statement that no other
adjoining claims are known to exist.
The law does not provide, nor does any regulation of the Department direct, that notice of an application for patent for a mining claim
shall contain a citation to adverse claimants or notice of the time
within which adverse claims must be filed.
If the protestant was misled in this case, he was misled as to a questiol of law and not because of anything contained in the published
notice of the application for patent. The publication in this case was
in accordance with the regulations and decisions then in force, which
required ten insertions of the notice in a weekly newspaper, and the
rights of this protestant were not in the least affected by the changed
ruling in the case at bar in this regard, for it was the well settled rule
of the Department, even when ten insertions of the notice in a weekly
newspaper were required, that an adverse claim could not be filed after
the sixtieth day of publication. Miner v. Mariott, 2-I. D., 709.
No question is presented by the motion- which did not receive the
careful consideration of the Department at the time its decision
herein was rendered, or which shakes confidence in the correctness of'
the rulings therein made.
The motion is denied.
REPAYMENTENTRY ERRONEOUSLY ALLOWED.
ANTHRACITE MESA COAL MINING CO.
An entry is not " erroneously allowed" within contemplation of the repayment statute where the alleged defect is not of such character as to necessarily defeat
confirmation of the entry, and might have been cured on compliance with the
requirements of the General Land Office.

Seeretary Hitchock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 23, 1899.
(C. J. G.)
The Anthracite Mesa Coal Mining Company has appealed from your
office decision of January 25, 1898, denying its application for repayment of purchase money paid on coal entry No. 31, Ute series, made
February 98, 1883, by J. W. lallowell, for the NE.
NE. 4~
,, See. 207
T. 13 S., R. 86 WV., Gunnison, Colorado, land district.
Upon examination of the record of said entry your office found that
the affidavit required of the entryman by paragraph 32 of the coal land
regulations had ot been made by him but by one Howard F. Smith7
attorney-in-fact. Two attempts were made to notify the entryman that
he would be allowed to furnish a new affidavit nuno pro tulno and that
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in the event of his failure to do so the entry would be canceled but
he could not be found and the entry was finally canceled for the want
of a proper affidavit by the entryman.
Upon consideration of the application for repayment by your office
it was found from certain papers filed in the record of the canceled
entry that the party in whose name the entry was made had, in fact,
sold the land over two years prior to the date of the entry. From this
circumstance your office concluded that the entry had been procured
upon false testimony and for that reason held that the application for
repayment could not be allowed.
As already shown, the entry was canceled because of the absence of
an affidavit by the entryman as required by the coal laud regulations.
It is urged in support of the application for repayment that the entry
was erroneously allowed for the reason that the required affidavit was
not furnished, and could not be confirmed, and that the question as to
the truth or falsity of the testimony upon which the entry was based
is immaterial.
If the question of the truth or falsity of the testimony originally
submitted and upon which the entry was allowed, be eliminated from
the case, as suggested by counsel for the applicant, nevertheless it does
not appear that the error, if there was one, in the allowance of the
entry, was such as would necessarily prevent its subsequent confirmation. Conceding, therefore, for the sake of the argument that the entry
was erroneously allowed, for the reason alleged, yet that error would
not necessarily have defeated its confirmation, for, upon furnishing the
new affidavit as required, which was a matter solely within the power
of the entryman, and to procure which an effort was made by your
office, the alleged defect would have been cured, and in so far as that
matter is concerned the entry would have been allowed to stand and
might have been confirmed.
Independently therefore of any question as to the falsity of the testimony upon which the entry was based, the case is not one which
comes within the terms of the repayment statute.
With this modification, the action of your office in denying repayment is hereby affirmed.
RESERVOIRS FOR WATERING LIVE-STOCK.
Act of January13,1897 (29 Stat., 484).

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE ,

Washington, D. ., Jne 23, 1899.
AMENDATORY CIRCULAR.

In order that those desiring to obtain the benefits of the act of January 13, 1897 (29 Stat., 484), relating to reservoirs for watering livestock, may have a clear understanding of the purpose and effect of that
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act, and in order that appropriate action by the local land officers may
be had on all such declaratory statements, the following amendments
and additions to the circular of July 8, 1898 (27 L. D., 200, 210), issued
unler said'act, are hereby prescribed and promulgated:
Paragraphs 34 and 35 of said circular are hereby amended so as to
read as follows:
34. The declaratory statement must be made under oath and should
be drawn in accordance with Form 9 (herewith), and must contain the
following statements:
First. The post-office address of the applicant; the county in which
the reservoir is to be or has been constructed; the description by the
smallest legal subdivisions, 40-acre tracts or lots, of the land sought to
be reserved, under no circumstances exceeding 160 acres; that the land
is not occupied or otherwise claimed; that to the best of applicant's
knowledge and belief the land is not mineral -or otherwise reserved;
the business of the applicant, including a full and minute statement of
the extent to which he is engaged in breeding, grazing, driving, or
transporting live stock, giving the number and kinds of such stock, the
place where they are being bred or grazed, and whether within an
enclosure or upon unenclosed lands, and also from where and to where
they are being driven or transported; the amount and description of
the land owned or claimed by the applicant in the vicinity of the proposed reservoir; that no part of the land sought to be reserved is or
will be fenced, but the same will be kept open to the free use of any
person desiring to water animals of any kind- and that the lands so
sought to- be reserved are not, by reason of their proximity to other
lands reserved for reservoirs, excluded from reservation by the regulations and rulings of the land department.
Second. The location of the reservoir described by the smallest legal
subdivisions, forty-acre tracts or lots, its area in acres, its capacity in
gallons, the source from which water is to be obtained for such reservoir, whether there are any streams or springs within two miles of the
land sought to be reserved, and if so where.
Third. The number, location, and area of all other reservoir sites
filed upon by the applicant, especially designating those located in the.
same county.
35. Upon the filing of such declaratory statements there will be noted
thereon the date of filing over the signature of the officer receiving it,
and they will be numbered in regular order, beginning with No. 1.
The register will make the usual notations on the records, in pencil,
under the designation of "Reservoir Declaratory Statement, No-,"
adding the date of the act. The local officers will be authorized to
charge the usual fees. (Sec. 2238, U. S. Rev. Stat.) The declaratory
statements will be forwarded with the regular monthly returns, with
abstracts, in the usual manner. In acting upon these statements the
following general rules will be applied:
First. No reservation will be made for a reservoir containing less
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than 250,000 gallons, and for a reservoir of less than 500,000 gallons
capacity not more than 40 acres can be reserved. For a reservoir of
500,000 gallons and less than 1,000,000 gallons capacity not more than
80 acres can be reserved. For a reservoir of ,000,000 gallons and less
than 1,500,000 gallons capacity not more than 120 acres can be reserved.
For a reservoir of more than 1,500,000 gallons capacity 160 acres may
be reserved.
Second. Not more than 160 acres shall be reserved for this purpose
in any section.
Third. Not more tan 160 acres shall be reserved for this purpose in
one group of tracts adjoining or cornering upon each other.
Fourth. No reservation shall be made within one half mile of the
boundaries of a group of 160 acres of adjoining or cornering tracts
already reserved under this act.
Fifth. The lcal officers will reject any reservoir declaratory statement not in conformity with these rules.
Sixth. Lands so reserved shall not be fenced but shall be kept open
to the free use of any person desiring to water animals of any kind.
If lands so reserved are at any time fenced or otherwise inclosed or if
they are not kept open to the free use of any person as aforesaid desiring to water animals'of any kihd, or if the reservoir applicant attempts
to use them for any other purpose, or if the reservation is not obtained
for the bona fide and exclusive purpose of constructing and maintaining
a reservoir thereon according to law, the declaratory statement, upon
any such matter being made to duly appear, will be canceled and all
rights thereunder be declared at an end.
Seventh. Notwithstanding the action of the local officers in accepting
any such declaratory statement the Conilaissioner of the General Land
Office will reject the same if pon considering the matters set forth
therein it does not appear that the declaratory statement is filed in good
faith for the sole purpose of accomplishing what the law authorizes to
be done.
Eighth. All declaratory statements filed before this circular is received at the local land office must, by an amended or supplemental
statement, be made to conform to these regulations, and if after receiving notice to that effect the applicant makes default for sixty days his
declaratory statement will be rejected. The local officers must give
notice of this requirement by registered mail.
BINGER HERIANN,

Approved, June 23, 1899:
E. A. HITCHCocK, Secretary.

Commissioner.
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ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-SECTION 6, ACT OF MARCH 2, ISS9.

CEARLES Boos.
The right to mnake an additional homestead entry nder section 6, act of March 2,
1889, is limited to persons who, at the tine of applying for the exercise of such
right, have submitted ial proof ad received final receipt on the original entry.
On the allowance of an additional entry mnder said section, the etryman must
establish and maintain residence on the land embraced therein, and otherwise
comply with the requirements of the homestead law.

Secretary Hitchcock to the ommissioner of the General Eand Oce,
(W. V. D.)
June 23, 1899.
(H. G.)
Charles Boos appeals from the decision of your office of June 30, 1897,
holding for cancellation his homestead entry, made December 14, 1893,
for "lots 5 and 6 of S. W. () and 7 and 8 of S. E. () of section 34 in
township 20 N. of R. 6 (W)," in the Enid. Oklahoma, land district.
His application to make entry is for the " north quarter of the south
half" of said section, and evidently means the N. of the SW. 4 and
the N.

-

of the SE.

.1

of Sec. 34, T. 20 N., R. 6 W., in said land dis-

trict, which includes lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the section. The decision of
your office states that te application and the receiver's receipt were
evidently intended for lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 of said section containing 78.40
acres, as shown by the official plat of survey on file in your office, as
lots 5, 6, " 7 " and "8 " of said section lie south of the southern boundary
of the Cherokee Outlet", in the Kingfisher land district, and are
covered by prior existing entries.
The claimant states in his homestead affidavit: "That I have never
filed (a) homestead application, except on the SW. 1 of SW. and lots
5 and 6 of Sec. 34, T. 20 N., R. 6 W., being 80 acres, and this application is made to complete 160 acres to whicl I am entitled." The decision of your office further recites that said Charles Boos made homestead
entry at Kingfisher, Oklahoma, on September 12, 1892, on land originally described therein as the SW. I of the SW. i and lots " 7 " and " S,"
Sec. 34, T. 20 N., R. 6 W., and that this entry was amended in accordance with letter "CC", December 12, 1892, of your office, so as to make
the description of the land entered the SW. i of the SW. - and lots
"5" and "6" of said section. From the instructions of your office,
appearing in the record as communications addressed tothe local officers
at Kingfisber; Oklahoma, it appears that the lot numbers in sections
32, 34 and 35, T. 20 N., R. 6 W., as shown by the township plat on file
in said local office, differed from those on the plat on file in your office,
the former showing a tier of lots along the northern boundary of the
Kingfisher district numbered from east to west, 5 to 8 inclusive, while
in the latter said lots were numbered from west to east. These differences were thereafter corrected and the original entry of Boos in the
Kingfisher district was amended to conform therewith.
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The entryman made affidavit in response to the rule to show cause
why his entry should not be canceled, setting forth, in substance, that
at the time the "Cherokee Outlet"1 was opened to settlement (September 16, 1893), he had made improvements on the land mentioned in his
first entry; that no one else settled upon .or made any improvements
thereon; that he was informed by an attorney that he had the lawful
right to take the additional land covered or intended to be covered by
his second entry, which lies in the Enid, Oklahoma, land district, contiguous to the land covered by his first entry in the Kingfisher land
district; that acting upon such advice he went to the Enid land office
and made his application for said lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, Sec. 34, T. 20 N.,
R. 6 W., and being informed by the register that he was entitled to the
land, made his entry accordingly; that he has since cultivated about
ten acres of said land for about three years and now has a crop of
wheat growing thereon and has dug a well thereon and obtained
good water; that no one has settled upon said tract of land last mentioned or in anywise improved the same except the entryman; that he
would not have applied to enter the tract unless he had been so advised
by the attorney and had been informed that he could make entry
thereof by the register of the land office at Enid at the time he applied
to enter the same; that he relied upon said advice and made entry for
said tract; that he has been residing upon the tract for which he made
entry at the Kingfisher land office September 12, 1892, since prior to
said entry, and has made valuable and permanent improvements
thereon; that the tract for which he made entry at Enid, Oklahoma,
adjoins on the north the tract for which he made entry at Kingfisher,
in said Territory, and together the two tracts constitute one quarter of
a section of land. He therefore prays that his additional entry be
allowed to remain intact.
The decision of your office holds that from the statement made in his
homestead application, it appears that Boos had made a former entry
and followed this by the second entry as an additional entry under the
act of March 2, 18,89 (25 Stat., 854); that as the benefits of said act are
limited to persons who had, prior to its passage, entered less than one
quarter section of and (Lizzey Peyton, 15 L. D., 548), and as there was
no provision in the act opening the "herokee Outlet" to settlement,
allowing those who had entered less than a quarter section of land in
Oklahoma adjoining said outlet, to take adjacent lands in said Outlet
sufficient to make a full quarter section (Andrew J. Whitehair, 22 L.
D., 95), although the case " seems to appeal strongly for relief, especially as the party was misled through advice upon which he had good
reason to rely," in view of the law and the decisions cited, the relief
prayed for could not be granted, and the second or additional entry of
Boos was held for cancellation.
Since the decision of your office, it appears from the record that Boos
has made final proof for the SW. 4 of the SW. and lots 5 and 6, in
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section 34, T. 20 N., R. 6 W., before the land office at Kingfisher, Oklahoma, the lands embraced in his original entry, and that the final
receiver's receipt has issued to him therefor.
The final proof papers are now before this Department, having been
transmitted by your office.
The entryman evidently seeks to bring himself within the terms of
the act of March 2, 1889, which provides among other things, in section 6 thereof:
That every person entitled, under the provisions of the homestead laws, to enter
a homestead, who has heretofore complied with or who shall hereafter comply with
the conditions of said laws, and who shall have made his final proof thereunder for
a quantity of land less than one hundred and sixty acres and received the receiver's
final receipt therefor, shall be entit]ed under said laws to enter as a personal right,
and not assignable, by legal subdivisions of the public lands of the United States
subject to homestead entry, so' much additional land as added to the quantity previously so entered by him shall not exceed one hundred and sixty acres.

The ruling in the case of Nancy A. Stinson (25 L. D., 113, 116) is
relied on and Boos claims that he is entitled to make entry for the tract
as an additional entry. Section 5 of the act of March 2,1889, relating
to additional entry for contiguous land, would apply to the relief asked
if the original entry had been made prior to the passage of the act, but
it was made thereafter.
In the case cited suprc it was held that by the said act Congress
intended to provide a means whereby every homesteader might acquire
title to one hundred and sixty acres of land, notwithstanding a prior
partial exercise of the homestead privilege, and that the right to make
an additional entry under section 6 of the act extends to one whoseoriginal entry may have been made either before or after the passage
of the act, "if he be otherwise within the terms of said section."
The original entry of Boos was for 80.88 acres and the tract he seeks
to make additional entry for contains 78.40 acres, the aggregate area
being 159.28 acres, so that the entire land for which he seeks patent
under the homestead law would be less 'than one hundred and sixty
acres. The proviso to section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889, however,
makes an important restriction as to the beneficiaries of the act, as
follows:
Provided, That in no case shall patent issue for the land covered by such additional entry until the person making such additional entry shall have actually and
in conformity with the homestead laws resided upon and cultivated the lands so
additionally entered and otherwise fully complied with such laws.

The final proof of Boos for the land covered by his original entry was
made August 20,1898, under an allegation of settlement made in April,
1892, and the establishment of his residence thereon during said year.
His entry intended for the tract he now seeks as an additional entry
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was allowed December 14,1893.

Manifestly he could not have complied with the law since his additional entry as to residence thereon,
and he so admits in is affidavit filed in response to the rule to show
cause, when he states that his residence was u)on the tract for which
he made his first entry. He i therefore unable to complete his title
under his additional entry as it now stands or as it would be if
amended to cover the tract he intended to enter. One claiming the
benefits of the act for additional entries made after its passage must
establish and maintain residence upon the tract entered-as a homestead
as in the case of other homesteads, or he can not obtain patent.
His intention to make entry for lots 1,2, 3 and 4 of the section is
apparent from the description of the-land in his application for entry
and from the fact that the land deseribed in the receiver's initial receipt
as lots 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the same section, lie in another land district and
cover lands previonusly entered by Boos and others. But the entry can
not be so amended as to conform to the entryman's intention, as it never
should have been allowed. He had not at the time of such additional
entry made his final proof under his original entry for less than one
hundred and sixty acres and was not qualified to make the additional
entry, and he has not since the entry established nor maintained his
residence upon the land covered by the additional entry.
But as the entryvian was misled by the advice of one of the local
officers, and his entry was improperly allowed, and as his good faith is
apparent from his cultivation and iprovement of the tract, and as he
is now in a situation to meet the requirements of the law governing
additional entries, having made his final proof and received the receiver's
final receipt for the tract embraced in his original entry, his present
entry in the Enid land office will be canceled and he will be permitted
to make a new entry, upon Ianew application (as an additional entry to
make up-the deficiency of land covered by his original entry) for lots
1, 2, 3 and 4 of section 34, T. 20 N., R. 6 W., in the Enid, Oklahoma,
district, under the terms of section six of the act of March 2, 1889,
within sucl reasonable time as your office may designate, if no adverse
claims have intervened, such entry to be followed by the establishment
and maintenance of a residence on the tracts entered as in other homestead cases.
The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

SWAMP GRANT-JURISDICTION. OF LAND DEPARTMENT-CASH ENTRY.
HAGEN V. STATE OF, FLORIDA.
Under the swamp land grant the legal title passes only on delivery of the patent,
and until such title passes from the government, inquiry as to all equitable
rights involved in the adjustment of said grant comes within the cognizance of
the Land Department.
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A cash entry of land claimed nder the swamp grant, made after the passage of the
act of March 2, 1855, and prior to the act of March 3, 1857, should be passed to
patent under the terms of said acts, as against an approved, but upatented,
swamp land selection, the State not having, within ninety days after the passage of the former act, reported any sale or disposition of said tract.-

Secretary Bitchcoct to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, June
(W.V.D.)

_23, 1899.

(G.B.G.)

Your office letter of June 22, 1895, called the attention of the Departmerit to the conflicting claims of Mary Hagen and the State of Florida,
to the N. W of the NE. R of See. 11 and the N.
of the NW. i of Sec.
12, T. 5 S., P.. 17 E., Newmansville, Florida.
It is stated in your said office letter that the State of Florida, June
22, 1855, selected said tracts Under its swamp land grant, that said
selection was approved by the Secretary of the Interior, July 16, 1855,
and that' a certified copy of the list covering the same was transmitted
to the governor of Florida, August 8, 1855, but that patent has not
issued therefor.
It is further stated that Mary Hagen made cash entry for said land
August 2, 1855, and that the entry has remained suspended i your
office because of the conflict with the State's selection.
The matter was submitted to the Department for instructions, but
has been held in aleyauce here to await a judicial determination of the
question of the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to cancel an
approved swamp land selection.
April 3, 1899, the supreme court, in the case of Brown v. Hitchcock
(173 U. S., 473), held that under the swamp land act the legal title
-

passes only on delivery of the patent, and that until legal title to public
land passes from the government, inquiry as to all equitable rights
comes within the cognizance of the land department.
This Department may, therefore, inquire into the claimed rights of
Mary Hagen to the land in controversy, and cancel the State's selection
thereof, if the law and facts justify such action.
Section' 1 of the act of Marcl 2, 1855 (10 Stat., 634), entitled "An
act for the relief of purchasers and locators of swamp and overflowed
lands is as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and Eouse of Representatires of the United States of America, in Congress assenbled, That the President of the United States cause patents to
be issued, as soon as practicable, to the purchaser or purchasers, locator or locators,
who have made entries of the public lands, clained as swamp lands, either with
cash, or with land warrants, or with scrip, prior to the issue of patents to the State
or States, as provided for by the second section of the act approved September
twenty-eight, eighteen hundred and fifty, entitled "An act to enable the State of
Arkansas and. other States to reclain the swalp lands within their limits," any
decision of the Secretary of the Interior, or other officer of the government of the
Uni ted States, to the contrary notwithstandini: Provided,That in all cases where any
State, through its constituted authorities, may have sold or disposed of any tract or
tracts of said land to any individual or individuals prior to the entry, sale, o loca-
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tion of the same, under the pre-emption or other laws of the United States, no patent
shall be issued by the President for such tract or tracts of land, until such State,
throngh its constituted authorities, shall release its claim thereto, in such form as
shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior: And provided frther, That if
such State shall not, within ninety days from the passage of this act, through its
constituted authorities, return to the General Land-Office of the United States, a
list of all the lands sold as aforesaid, together with the dates of such sale, and the
names of the purchasers, the patents shall be issued immediately thereafter, as
directed in the foregoing section.

The act of March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 251) confirmed to the several
states all selections of swamp lands theretofore made and reported to
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, in so far as the same
remained vacant and unappropriated, and not interfered with by an
actual settlement under any existing law of the United States, and
directed that such selections be approved and patented to the several
states, with the following proviso:
Provided, howvever, That nothing in this act contained shall interfere with the provisions of. the act of Congress entitled "An act for the relief of purchasers and
locators of swamp and overflowed lands," approved March the'second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, which shall be and is hereby continued in force, and extended to
all entries and locations of lands claimed as swamp lands made since its passage.

It is not necessary to inquire in this case whether Congress i the
passage of the act of March 2, 1855 spra, had in view only conditions
existing at that date, or whether it was intended that the act should
operate prospectively upon cases involving entries of public lands
claimed as swamp, made at any time thereafter, prior to the issue of
patents to the State therefor.
The cash entry of Mary Hagen was made after the passage of the act
of. March 2, 1865, and before the passage of the act of March 3, 1857,
and is within the provisions of the act of March 2,1855, the act of 1857
having extended the provisions of the act of 1855 "Lto all entries and
locations of lands claimed as swamp lands made since its passage."
It appears that Mary Hagen purchased the land in controversy, and
made an entry thereof with cash; that it is public land claimed as
swamp land, and that no patent has issued to the State therefor, either
before or since the purchase. It further appears from informal inquiry
in your office that the State of Florida did not, within ninety days from
the passage of the act of March 2, 1855, or at all, return a list to your
office of lands claimed as swamp lands which had been sold or disposed
of by the State prior to the entry, sale or location of the same, under
federal laws, and that the governor of Florida reported, under date of
March 17, 1855, that the State had made no sales of swamp and overflowed lands.
Mary Hagen is, therefore, by the terms of the act of 1855, as extended
by the act of 1857, entitled to a patent for said land.
The State's selection thereof is hereby canceled, and your office will
carry said entry to patent, unless objection other than the conflict with
said selection appears.
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HOMESTEAD EINTRY-RIGIIT OF WAY-ALIENATION.

SOUTH PERR-

TwNSITE

. REED.

The words "For the ight of way of railroads," as used in section 2288 of the
Revised Statutes, are not limited to the width of the railroad track, but include
such space as is n ecessary for side track, stock yards, or other purpose- incident
to the proper business of a railroad as a common carrier.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June 24, 1899.
(C. J. W.)
On August 19,1898, your office considered together two decisions by
the local officers and appeals therefrom, relating to the homestead entry
of Charles E. Reed, for the N. J of the SE. 1, the SE. of the SE. 1 and
the NE. of the SW. 1 of See. 22, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., . M., Perry land
district, Oklahoma. One of said decisions was rendered on a hearing
involving the NE. i1 of the SW. I only, and' the other was rendered on
evidence introduced at a hearing improperly allowed in connection with
Reed's final proof on his entire entry, offered While the controversy as
to the NE. - of the SW. was still pending. Both parties appealed
from your office decision, and on February 16, 1899, said cases and
appeals were considered by the Department and your office decision
was affirmed and your office directed to return the final proof of Reed
to the local officers for appropriate action, after the case involving the
NE. J of the SW. was closed (decision not reported).
Two motions for review of said departmental decision have been
filed-one by Reed, in which he alleges that it was error not to sustain
his entry as to the NE. -1of the SW. j; and the other by the townsite
claimants, in which they object to the construction placed by the Department upon a deed executed by Reed and his wife to the Southern
Kansas Railway Company, purporting to convey sixty-nine one-hundredths of an acre ("as and for a right of way upon which to construct
and maintain stock yards"), a copy of which deed accompanied the
record.
The controversy in reference to the NE. 41of the SW. 4 arose in this
way. The contest case of Reed against Cook, for said forty acres
on]y, was reopened by departmental decision of December 21, 1897,
and a hearing was ordered to -ascertain the priority of right to this
tract as between Reed and the townsite claimants (not reported). In
reference to that matter, your office found that the townsite claimants
settled upon the NE. I of the SW. prior to Reed and prior to Cook's
entry. This finding is supported by the evidence produced at the
hearing, and was properly affirmed by the Department. Reed's motion
for review is therefore denied. When Reed offered his final proof in
support of his whole entry, the townsite claimants filed a protest, and,
anongst other allegations, charged that Reed had alienated a part of
the SE. 4. After the hearing closed in the contest case, the local
12781-VOL 28-3f6
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officers took up Reed's final proof- and the protest, and both parties
introduced testimony, the deed from Reed and wife to the Southern
Pacific Railway Company being the: evidence of the alleged alienation.
While final action was not taken on Reed's final proof, it would have
been trifling with his rights to invite him to re-offer his proof, if his
deed to the railway company operated as a forfeiture of his entry;
hence, the effect of that deed was considered and passed upon.
No reason is found for changing the construction placed upou this
instrument. The words "for the right of way of railroads," as used in
section 2288 of the Revised Statutes, are not limited to the width of
the track and cars, but include such space as is necessary for side
tracks, stock yards, or other ptrpose incident to the proper business of
a railroad as a common carrier.
The deed in this case provides for the reversion of the land to Reed
should the railroad cease to use it for the purpose for which the purchase was made. The deed does not vitiate Reed's entry.
The motion for review, filed by townisite claimants, is accordingly
denied.
M1INING CLAIM-CONFLICTING LODE CLAIMS.
K01NYO AND FRTUiNA LODES.
[Instructions under departmental decision of June 3, 1899, 28 L. D., 451.]

Secretary hitchcock to the Commissioner of te General Land Offce, JTne
(W. V. D.)
24, 1899.
(E. B., Jr.)
The Department is in receipt of your conmunication of the 21st
instant, inviting attention to departmental decision of June 3, 1899, in
the matter of Pueblo, Colorado, mineral entry No. 573, made March 6,
1895, by The Cripple Creek Gold Mining Company, for the Kohnyo and
Fortuna lode claims, survey No. 8612, wherein you ask to be instructed
whether the said decision is "to be construed as directing the issuance
of a patent for the Fortuna lode claim exclusive or inclusive of the conflict with the Kohnyo lode claim as shown by the amended survey."
In reply you are advised that, subject of course to a due showing of
compliance with law as to the Fortuna claim, the said decision is to be
construed as directing the issuance of a patent for the Fortuna lode
claim inclusive of the couflict with the Kohnyo lode claim, as shown by
the amended survey.
The said departmental decision is herewith returned.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R. CO. . DAVIS.

Motion for review of departmental decision of April 30,1898, 26 L. D.,
595, denied by Secretary Hitchcock June 27, 1899.
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RAII PROA D GRANT-QUALIFICATIONS OF SETTLER.

HASTINGS AND DAROTA RY. Co. v. MoE (ON REVIEW).
An affidavit as to the citizenship of a settler, who is claiming adversely to a railroad
indemnity selection, duly served on the company, may be accepted as a satisfactory showing in such matter, in the absence of any counter showing on behalf
of the company.
Secretary Hitchkock to the Commissioner of the General Land Qfice, June

(W. V. D.)

27, 1899.

(F. W. 0.)

The appeal filed on behalf of the Hastings and Dakota Rlailway Company from your office decision of June 10, 1898, in the matter of the case
of said company against Julius J. Moe, involving the SE. of the SW.
and the W. J of the SW. of Sec. 13, T. 120 N., R. 41 W., Marshall land
district, Minnesota, in which the showing filed on behalf of Moe accompanying his homestead app]ication tendered for this land on August
31, 1894, was held to be sufficient to evidence a claim to the land prior
to its selection by the company on October 29, 1891, and in which said
selection was held for cancellation with a view to the allowance of Moe's
homestead application, was- considered in departmental. decision of
December 20, 1898 (27 L. D., 694), and therein you were directed to order
a hearing to determine whether Moe was a qualified settler at the date
of selection. A motion was subsequently filed for review of said decision, accompanied by an affidavit by Moe in which he swearsThat he is a native born citizen of the United States; that lie was born on the
23rd day of September, A. D., 1867, in Olmstead county, Minnesota.
He further swears that if his homestead application shows anythingdifferent from
this statement it is the fault of the party who made out his applicaticn and affidavit
for the land applied for.
He further swears that he is the son of Johannes Bordoson Moe, who declared his
intention to become a citizen of the United States in D)odge county, Minnesota,
April 18th, 1867, who was, subsequently, naturalized a full citizen of the United
States, and made homestead entry' No. 4009, final certificate No. 2742, or NW.
24-120-41, Litchfield series, subsequently Benson, and now Marshall, Minnesota, land
district. Patent recorded in Vol. 6, page 162; under President Grant's administration; patent dated 13th day of December, A. D., 1875

This motion was entertained and returned for service, and has been
again filed bearing-evidence of its service upon resident counsel for the
railroad company.
No counter howing has been filed on behalf of the company, and
after consideration of the matter the order made for a hearing in this
case is revoked, and your office decision of June 10, 1898, is affirmed.
Upon completion of entry by Moe within a reasonable time to be fixed
by your office, the selection by the company will be canceled.
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INDIAN ALLOTMENTS-SECTION 4, ACT OF FEBRUARY 8, 1887.

OPINION.
It the enactment of section 4, act of February 8, 1887, with respect to allotments for
non-reservation Indians, Congress contemplated that it should be administered
in part by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and in part by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, each officer acting in a separate and distinct
sphere of duty under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior.
Modification of the regulations of June 15, 1896, 22 L. D., 709, recommended.

Assistant Attorney- Gcneral Van Devanter to the Secretary of the Interior,
June 27, 1899.
(A. B. P.)
By departmental references of December 22, 1898, and May 8, 1899,
I am in receipt of certain official correspondence relative to the authority and duties of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, respectively, in the matter of the
administration of te fourth section of the Indian allotment act of
February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), amended by the act of February 28,
1891 (26 Stat., 794).
By section of the act of 1887, the President of the United States
was authorized, in all cases where ay tribe or band of Indians had
been or should thereafter be located upon any reservation created and
set apart for their use, by treaty stipulation, act of Congress or executive order, and where in his opinion the land of such reservation or any
part thereof is advantageous for agricultural or grazing purposes, to
cause the samne to be surveyed and allotted to the Indians located
thereon, in the quantities therein specified. Sections 2, 3 and 5 prescribe the manner in which these allotments shall be made and the
agencies which shall be eployed in their making, viz: the allotments
shall be selected by the Indians, heads of families selecting for their
minor children and the agents selecting for orphan children. The
allotments shall be selected in such manner as to embrace the improvements of the Indian allottees, and where the improvements of two or
more Indians, have been made on the same legal subdivision of land,
unless they shall otherwise agree, a provisional line may be run dividing the subdivision between them and other lands assigned to each so
as to make the full quantity to which he is entitled. The allotments
shall be made by special agents appointed by the President, and the
agent in charge of the reservation, under rules and regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and shall be certified in
duplicate to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, one copy to be retained
in the Indian office and the other to be transmitted to the Secretary of
the Interior for his action and to be deposited in the General Land
Office. Upon the approval of an allotment by the Secretary of the
Interior, he must cause a trust patent to issue to the allottee declaring
that the United States will bold the land thus allotted for the period
of twenty-five years i trust for the sole use and benefit of the allottee,
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or, in case of his decease, of his heirs, and at the expiration of that
period, or of such extended period as the President in his discretion
may fix, will convey the land to the allottee, or his heirs, in fee, discharged of said trust and free of all charges or encumbrances. Duing
the trust period the conveyance of the land and contracts touching the
same are absolutely prohibited.
Section 4 provides:
That where ay Indian not residing upon a reservation, or for' whose tribe no
reservation has been provided by treaty, act of Congress, or executive order, shall
make settlement upon any surveyed or unsurveyed lands of the United States not
otherwise appropriated, he or she shall be entitled, upon application to the local
land-office or the district in which the lands are located, to have the same allotted
to him or her, and to his or her children, in quantities and manner as provided in
this act for Indians residing upon reservations; and when such settlement is made
upon nsurveyed lands, the grant to such Indians shall be adjusted upon the survey
of the lands so as to conform thereto; and patents shall be issued to them for such
lands in the manner and with the restrictions as herein provided. And the fees to
which the officers of such local land-office would have been entitled had such lauds
been entered under the general laws for the disposition of the ptiblic lands shall be
paid to them, from any moneys in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise
appropriated, upon a statement of an account in their behalf for such fees by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, and a certification of such account to the
Secretary of the Treasury by the Secretary of the Interior.

The further sections of the act of 1887 and the changes made by the
act of 1891 are not material to the questions here presented.
From the date of the first instructions issued under the act of 1887
to the present time, the fourth section thereof has been administered
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, nder what may be called, for want of a better term,
a divided jurisdiction, each officer acting in a designated sphere of
duty under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior. See Circular Instructions of September 17, 1887,.and of July 2, 1891; also, of
June 15, 1896 (22 L. D., 709).
The Commissioner of the General Land Office states in substance and
effect that under this divided jurisdiction neither officer has assumed
proper responsibility for the administration of the law, and that as a
result numerous frauds have been and are being perpetrated against
the government in the allowance of allotments to persons not entitled
thereto, and of lands not subject thereto, whereby many tracts of the
public lands, of eighty or one hundred and sixty acres each, have been
'and are still being illegally segregated from the public domain and
thus withheld from settlement and entry. Be contends that the provision of section four allowing allotments to only non-reservation
Indians who have made settlement upon unappropriated public lands,
makes the samte essentially a settlement law, and that in view thereof,
and of the further provision that such allotments can be allowed only
upon application to the local land office for the district in which the
lands so settled upon are situated, the admimiistration of the law legitimately falls exclusively within the jurisdiction of his office. For these
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reasons, and with a view to the correction of the evils resulting, as
claimed, from the existing practice, he recommends that the " entire
jurisdiction and responsibility" in the matter of the allotment and
appropriation of the public lands tinder section four be given to hiis
office.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs dissents generally from the
views expressed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office and
-declines to concur in the latter's recommendation. le insists that sole
jurisdiction of te matters embraced in section four can not be conferred, under the law, upon the General Land Office, and submits an
earnest argument in support of his position. The reference to me, as I
understand it, calls for an opinion upon the issue thus presented.
The general jurisdiction, powers and duties of the officers mentioned, respectively, are defined by statute. Sections 453 and 463 of
the Revised Statutes are especially pertinent to the matter under
consideration.
Section 453 declares:
The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall perform, under the direction
of the Secretary of the Interior, all executive-duties appertaining to the surveying
and sale of the public lands of the United States, or in anywise respecting such
public lands.

Section 463 declares:
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall, under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior, and agreeably to such regulations as the President may prescribe, have
the management of all Indian Affairs, and of all matters arising out of Indian
relations.

Considering these sections, each without reference to the other, the
jurisdiction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, would seem to be exclusive
in all. matters respecting the public lands, and the jurisdiction of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under like direction, would seem to be
exclusive in all matters pertaining to Indian afftirs, or arising out of
In(lian relations. In the case of Bishop of Nesqually v. Gibbon (156
U. S., 155, 167) the supreme court, in construing section 453, said:
It. may be laid down as a general rule that, in the absence of some specific provision to the contrary in respect to any particular grant of public land, its administration falls wvholly and absolutely within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of
the General Laud Office, under the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior. It
is not necessary that with each grant there shall go a direction that its administration shall be under the anthority of the land department. It falls there unless there
is xpress direction to the contrary.

With equal aptness it mlay be said, in reference to section 463, that
in the absence of specific direction to the contrary in respect to any
particular statute pertaining to Idian affairs, or arising out of Indian
relations, its administration falls holly and absolutely within the
jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under the supervision of the Secretary of the Literior.
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The difficulty presented by the present controversy lies in the fact
that the proper administration of section four of the act of 1897 involves
both matters respecting the public lands and matters pertaining to
Indian Affairs. While the allotments provided for in this section are
allowed only to non-reservation Idians who are settlers on the unappropriated public lands, and to the children of such Indian settlers,
"upon application to the local land office for the district in which the
lands are located," yet the allotments are to be made "in quantities and manner as provided in this act for Indians residing upon
reservations."
Other than as thus indicated, no specific direction is given in the
law itself as to the jurisdiction under which section four shall be
administered.
I am of opinion that it was within the contemplation of Congress in
the enactment of this section that it should be administered in part by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office and in part by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, each officer acting in a separate and
distinct sphere of duty and each acting under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior; that in so far as the provisions of the section distinctly relate to matters respecting the public lands, the proper
jurisdiction for the administration thereof is with the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, and that in so far as its provisions distinctly
relate to matters respecting Indian affairs, the proper jurisdiction for
the administration thereof belongs to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs. In the absence of any specific direction to the contrary, such
would necessarily be the conclusion, it seems to me, under the statutes
referred to defining the duties of said officers, respectively, and I find
no directions to the contrary in the act under consideration. The provision that allotments shall be made upon application to the local land
office for the district in which the lands settled upon are located, clearly
implies that action upon such applications shall be taken by the land
department, and the requirement that the allotments shall be made in
the manner provided for allotting lands to reservation Indians, which is
done altogether under the direction of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, implies with equal clearness that action thereon shall be taken
by that officer.
I am further of opinion that the rules and regulations heretofore issued
respecting the administration of said fourth section, do not define the
jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as distinguished
from that of the Commissioner of the General Land Office in the premises, with entire correctness. By the circular of June 15, 1896, supra,
it is, among other things, provided that-;
the action of the Office of Indian Affairs on said allotments shall be conclusive, so

far as the General Land Office is concerned, as to whether the Indian was a settler
upon said land and whether he was entitled, as an Indian, to take an allotment.

In so far as this regulation attempts to give to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs exclusive jurisdiction to determine whether the Indian
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applying at the local land office for an allotment has made settlement
upon the land applied for, I think the same is erroneous. The lands
which are subject to settlement and allotment under this section are not
Indian lands, falling within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of
Indian Afflairs under section 463, but are unappropriated public lands
falling within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office under section 453. Whether the lanils sought to be allotted are
of the character subject to allotment, whether the required settlement
has been effected, whether the Indian applicant has the prior and better
claim, and whether he is seeking to obtain the land in good faith as a n
allotment, or is seeking to obtain the same for the benefit of another
not entitled thereto, are questions more directly relating to the disposition of the public lands, and which the General Land Office is best
equipped to determine. Whether the applicant is an Indian, and
whether a non-reservation Indian, are questions more directly pertaining to Indian affairs, and which the Indian Office is best equipped to
determine.
By section 441 of the Revised Statutes " the Secretary of the Interior
is charged with the supervision of public business relating to.....
The public lands ....
. The Indians," and- this power of supervision, extending equally to the public lands and the Indians, is
sufficient to enable him to designate the boundaries and limits of the
authority and duties of-the Indian Office and the General Land Office,
wherever by reason of the mixed or dual character of the authority to
be exercised or dties to be performed, the prompt, efficielt and
orderly transaction of the public business will be promoted by so
doin g.
I therefore recommend that the regulations of June 15, 1896, be
modified so as to read:
In the disposition of applications for Indian allotients under section
4, act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), amended by the act of Feb.
ruary 28, 189t (26 Stat., 74), it shall be the duty of the General Land
Office, subject to the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior, to
determine whether the lands applied for are of the character subject to
allotment, whether the required settlement has been made, whether the
applicant has the prior and better claim, and whether he is seeking to
obtain the land in good faith as al allotment, or is seeking to obtain
the same for the benefit of another not entitled thereto; and it shall be
the duty of the Office of Indian Affairs, subject to like supervision, to
determine whether the applicant is an Indian, and if so whether he is
a non-reservation Indian. The General Land Office may by examination through special agents and by hearings at the local land offices
ascertain the facts respecting those matters coinuitted to its determination.

Approved, June 27, 1899.
B. A. HITCHCOCK,
Secretary.
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INDIAN ALLOTMENTS-SECTION 4 ACT OF FEBRlUARY 8 1887.
REGULATIONS.

Secretary of the Interior to the Conmissioner of the General Land Office,
and the Commissioner of Indian Affiairs, June 27,1899.

-

GENTLEMEN: The regulations issued June 15, 1896 (22 L. D., 709),
under section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), amended
by the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 794), are hereby changed and
modified so as to-read as follows:
In the disposition of applications for Indian allotments under section
4, act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), amended by the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 794), it shall be the duty of the General Land
Office, subject to the supervision of, the Secretary of the Interior, to
determine whether the lands applied for are of the character subject to
allotment, whether the required settlement has been made, whether the
applicant has the prior and better claim, and whether he is seeking to
obtain the land in good faith as an allotment, or is seeking to obtain
the same for the benefit of another not entitled thereto; and it shall be
the duty of the Office of Indian Affairs, subject to like supervision, to
determine whether the applicant is an Indian, and if so whether he is
a non-reservation Indian. The General Land Office may by examination through special agents and by hearings at the local land offices
ascertain the facts respecting those matters committed to its determination.
ABAN2DONED MILITARY RESERVATION-ACT OF MARCH
BLAIR V. STATE OF

, 1898.

EBRASKA.

A settlement on an odd numbered section within the Fort Randall abandoned military reservation after the passage oC the act of March 3,1893, and an application
to enter the tract, thns settled upon, filed. prior to the expiration of the period
accorded to the State, by said act, within which to exercise a preferred right
of school idemniy selection, can not defeat the assertion of such right on the
part of the State.

Secretary Hitchcock to the Comm issionet of the General Land Oce,

(W. V. D.)

June 27, 1899.

(G. B. G.)

October 4, 1897, Henry A. Blair presented his homestead application
to enter the NW.
of Sec. 3, T. 34, R. 11 W., O'Neill land district,
Nebraska, alleging settlement Mardh 9, 1893. This application was
rejected by the local officers, because the land applied for was within
the Fort Randall abandoned military reservation, and for that reason
not subject to homestead entry.
The applicant appealed from this action, and your office, by letter of
January 28, 1898, returned the application to the local office for allowance, but it was returned to your office by the register of that office,
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February 9,1898, with a statement that the records of his office showed
that the tract applied for by Blair had been selected by the State of
Nebraska, November 11, 1897, as indemnity on account of its school
grant, and he requested farther instructions as to whether said application should be allowed to go to record.
March 7, 1898, your office revoked its former action of January 28,
1898, and affirmed the action of the local officers in rejecting the application, but directed the local officers to advise the applicant that, if he
procured the relinquishment of the State to the tract in question, his
application would be given equitable consideration, and that the State
would be allowed to select other lands of equal area from any of the
undisposed of odd numbered sections in said reservation.
May 10, 1898, Blair filed his appeal to the Department, and submitted therewith certain correspondence between the Commissioner of
Public Lands and Buildings for the State of Nebraska and the appellat's attorney, from which it appears that it was not intended to select
any tract of laud upon which there was a settlement claim, but that the
State declines to make any change in its list of selections, or to
relinquish the tract involved.
In a letter of February 23, 1899, to the Secretary of the Iterior, the
Commissioner of Public Lands and Buildings for said State says that
it was his intention when making these selections to avoid as far as
possible the selection of land which was occupied as a home by persons
who had expected to homestead the land as soon as it came into markJet, and that the quarter section here involved was omitted from the
selection list when the same was made up in his office, as he then
thought Mr. Blair was a homestead-claimant for the land, but that
upon arriving at O'Neill, he was informed that Mr. Blair did not live
upon this quarter section, but occupied another, which was then upon
the list, and that he thereupon put upon the list of lands selected the
land here involved and took therefrom the quarter section which he
was led to believe. was occupied by him. It is said that this statement
is made in order that the intentions of the State may be nown, but
there is nothing in the letter to indicate that the State intends to relinquish the tract selected.
The act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat., 55), entitled "An act to provide
for the survey and transfer of that part of the Fort. Randall military
reservation in the State of Nebraska to' said State for school and other
purposes," is as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho nse of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the odd numbered sections in the portion of the Fort
Randall military reservation situated in the State of Nebraska, after the same shall
have been surveyed as herein provided, may be selected by the State of Nebraska at
any time within one year after the filing of the official plats of survey in thedistrict
land office as a part of the lands granted to said State as school indemnity for school
lands lost in place under the provisions of "An act to provide for the admission of
the State of Nebraska into the Union," approved February ninth, eighteen hundred
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andsixty-seven: Provided, Thlatnoexistinglawfulrighltsunder any ofthelaid]aaws
of the United States providing for the disposition of the public lands shall be prej1]diced by this act: And provided firther, That said lands shall be accepted by said
State of Nebraska i fll satisfaction of lawful claims now existing, or that may
hereafter arise, for school-laud indemnity for a corresponding niunber of acres, upon
assignment of the bases of the claims by doscription and selection in accordance
with the regalations of the Interior Department within the period of limitation
aforesaid; soh selections to be equally distributed, so far as practicable, among the
several townships.
See. 2. That even numbered sections, and all of the odd numbered sections in said
reservation not selected under the provisions of section one of this act, shall be open
to settlement under the homestead law only: Provided, That before said lands shall
be opened to settlement under this section, the Secretary of the Interior shall appoint
a commission of three disinterested citizens of the United States, who shall appraise
said lands and fix the value of each quarter section, and persons who may take such
lands under the homestead laws, shall pay for such lands in three equal installments,
at times to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, and they shall also comply with
all provisions of the homestead laws of the United States.
Sec. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and is hereby, authorized and directed
to cause the lands embraced in that part of the said military reservation of Fort
Randall in the State of Nebraska to be regularly surveyed by an extension of the
public surveys over the unsurveyed portions of the same.

The triplicate plat of the survey of the land embraced in the portion
of the Fort Randall military reservation situated in the State of Nebraska was filed in the local land office, at O'Neill, November 27, 1896.
In a letter of instructions sent by your office to the register and
receiver at O'Neill, Nebraska, August 18, 1897 (25 L. D., 141), it was
said:
Under the terms of said act of March 3, 1893, the even numbered sections on this
portion of said reservation, and such of the odd numbered sections as may not be
selected by the State within the time prescribed, vere opened to settlement nder
the homestead law only. As said lands have been surveyed and appraised, and the
appraisal approved, you are hereby directed to allow homestead entries to go to
record for lands in the said even numbered sections, but you will, under no eidreastances, allots entries to go to record for any of te lands in the odd nuebered sections on
this reservation entil furt7her orders.

The land in controversy is an odd numbered section covered by said
survey, was selected by the State within one year after the filing of the
plat of survey, and, if the selection is otherwise regular, it must be
sustained, un)ess such action will be prejudicial to an existing lawful
right under some land law of the United States providing for the disposition of the public lands. Blair does not claim to have had any
right whatever to the land at the time of the passage of the act of
March 3, 1893, and by the terms of that act the lands in the odd numbered sections, to which there was no existing lawful right when the
act was passed, were to be withheld from other disposition until one
year after the filing of the official plats of survey in the district land
office in order that the State might at any time during said year select
the same as idemiiity school lands. These lands if not so selected by
the State within the timie named, were to be appraised as provided in
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section two, and then, and not before, were to be open to settlement
under the homestead law.
If rights to ay of the lands in odd numbered sections could be
acquired by homestead settlement made after the passage of the act
and before the expiration of the time accorded to the State for the
exercise of its preference right of selection, rights to all the land in
said sections could be acquired in this manner, and thus the State be
defeated in its right of selection. Nothing of this sort was intended.
The State was plainly given a preferred right to be exercised at any
time within one year after the filing of the plats in the district land
office. Blair's settlement on March 9, 1893, and his application to enter
on October 4, 1897, were both subsequent to the date of the act and
prior to the time given to the State for the exercise of its preferred
right of selection.
If the State's selection of the land here. in question was in accordance with the regulations of this Department governing the selection
of school indemnity lands, the decision of your office is correct.
Although the conclusion reached in that decision of necessity presupposes the regularity of the selection, no affirmative declaration seems
to have been made upon this sbject. Subject to the condition named,
the decision of your office is affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY SELECTIOIN-POSSESSORY CLAIM.
ELISENSON V. HASTINGS AND DAIOTA RY. Co.
A possessory claim to land, and improvement thereof, unaccompanied by actual
residence thereon, will not defeat the right of the company to make indemnity
selection thereof.
The case of Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. v. Christenson et al., 22 L. D., 27, overruled.

Secretary Hitchcock. to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
(W. V. D.)
June ,29, 1899.
(F. X C@)
With your office letter of February 10, 1897, was transmitted a
motion, filed on behalf of John E. Elisenson, for review of departmental
decision of October 3, 1896 (not reported), in the matter of his contest
against the Hastings and Dakota Railway Company, involving the
NW. 1 of Sec. 13, T. 122 N., RI. 44 W., Marshall land district, Minnesota.
Said departmental decision affirmed the decision of your office rejecting
Elisenson's application, tendered May IS, 1892, to make homestead
entry of said land, for conflict with indemnity selection made by said
company on October 29, 1891, and therein the case of Hastings and'
Dakota Railway Company v. Christenson et al. (22 L. D., 257) was
overruled.
Elisenson alleges actual residence upon the land since April 21. 1892,
about six months after the selection of the land by the railway com-
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pany, but claims settlement prior to said selection by virtue of the
purchase of the improvements ot'a prior settler and continued improvement of the land.
As presented the case is controlled by departmental decision in the
case of Hastings and Dakota Railway Company v. Grinden (27 L. D.,
137), in which it Was held that a possessory claim to land, and cultivation thereof unaccompanied by actual residence thereon, will not defeat
the right of the company to make indemnity selection thereof.
The previous decision of this Department affirming the rejection of
Elisenson's application is therefore adhered to. The motion is accordingly denied.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA V. SOUTHERN PACIFIC

R. R. Co.

Motion for review of departmental decision of October 15, 1898, 27
L. D., 542, denied by Secretary Hitchcock, June 29, 1899.

FOREST RESERVE-SETTLEMENT CLAIM-TIMBER LAND APPLICATION.

THaOMAS E. ROE.
The lands excepted by settlement claims from the proclamation of September 28,
1893, establishing the Cascade Range forest reserve, were limited to those upon
which a valid settlement had been made, and the statutory period for filing or
entry had not expired at the date of the proclamation.
An applicant for the right of timber land entry within the limits of said forest
reserve can not be heard to plead settlement on the land prior to said proclamation, for his timber land application operates as a waiver and abandonment of
all right under his alleged settlement.
Secretary

Hitchcock

(W. V. D.)

to

the

ommissioner

of

June 29, 1899.

the

eneral

'Land

Office,

(E. F. B.)

Thomas E. Roe, as the transferee of Thomas A. Roe, has appealed
from your office decision of February 5, 1898, holding for cancellation
the timber land entry of the latter for the W. of the NW. i of Sec. 28,
and the S. of the NE. '1 of Sec. 29, T. 10 S., . 5 E., Oregon City,
Oregon, land district.
The record shows that on September 29, 1893, Thomnas A. Roe filed
his sworn statement for said land under the timber and stone act of
June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89).
e made his proof, and his entry was
allowed by the register and receiver on January 2, 1894.
On February 5, 1898, your office found that:
Said tract is situate and lying within the boundaries of the Cascade Range forest
reserve, which was established by President'sproclamation dated September28, 1893,
and was therefore not subject to entry on September 29, 1893, the date on which
said entry was initiated.
Accordingly, said entry having been illegally allowed, it is hereby held for cancellation, subject to appeal.
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The land in controversy is within the limits of the Cascade Range
forest reserve established by proclamation of the President September
28, 1893 (28 Stat., 1240) under authority of the tenty-fourth section of
the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095). The proclamation took effect
on the day of its date and thereafter the lands within the designated
boundaries of said reservation were reserved for public uses and were not
subject to settlement, entry or .other disposition under the public land
laws, unless they came within the following clause of said proclamation:
Excepting from the force and effect of this proclamiiation alllands which may have
been, prior to the date hereof, embraced i any legal entry or covered by any la wful
filing duly of record in the proper United States Land Office, or upon which any
valid settlement has been made pursnant to lw, nd the statutory period within
which to make entry or filing of record ls not expired; and all mining claims duly
located and held according to the laws oif the United States and the rules and regnlations not in conflict therewith.

As the claim of Roe to the land in controversy, under the act of June
3, 1878, was not initiated until September 29, 1893, after the land had

been reserved from entry under the public land laws, the land was not
excepted from the force and effect of the proclamation,. and hence was
not subject to entry under said act.
The transferee has filed an affidavit in support of his claim in which
he alleges, substantially, that the entryman was a son of deponent;
that he died intestate on May 20, 1894,; that in September, 1892,
deceased settled, built a house and resided upon the land in question,
intending to enter it inder the homestead law; that on account of ill
health he was unable to remain on the tract, and therefore he took said
land as a timber claim; that the register and receiver of the local office
advised him to file timber claim for it, and acting upon their advice lie
filed his claim on September 29 1893, after havino resided upon the
land for more than a year; that the local office did not receive notice
of the President's proclamation of September 28, 1893, in relation to the
Cascade Range forest reserve, until November 1, 1893; that the entryman paid $400.00 for said land on January 2, 189-1, and received receipt
therefor, which afflant holds; that afflant purchased said land from the
entrym anm1" March 17, 1894, by deed bearing that date, and still holds
the title so purchased." In view of these facts he asks that a patent
be issued to him on said entry.
The facts alleged in said affidavit do not show that any claim or right
to the tract in controversy existed at the date of the proclamation,
which would take said tract out of its operation. The proclamation
withdrew from disposal under the public la-nd lawvs all lands within the
designated boundaries which were subject to the control of the government and which do not come within the terms of the excepting clause.
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (28 L. D., 281).
Lands excepted from the force and effect of the proclamation by
reason of settlement thereon, are by the very terms thereof specifically
limited to those lands "upon which any valid settlement has been made
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pursuant to law, and the statutory period within which to make entry
or filing of record has not expired." No mere settlement claim would
take the land out of the operation of the proclamation unless the time
within which the entry or filing was required to be made under the
settlement laws had not expired at the date of the proclamation. This
is the express language of the excepting clause and it can not be
extended to any case that does not come within its terms. Here the
land became subject to entry May 17, 1893, by reason of the filing of
the approved map of survey in the local land office and the statutory
period for making entry under said settlement claim had expired fortythree days before the proclamation.
But independently of this, the application of Roe to make entry of
said land under the timber and stone act was an absolute abandonment
and waiver of all claim nder his alleged settlement, even if the land
had been subject to entry at the date of his application. Much less
could his transferee claim any right by reason of such settlement that
was not availed of by the entryman in his lifetime.
The decision of your office is affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-LANDS EXCEPTED-ACT O

JTLY , 1864.

UNION PACIFIC RY. (Jo. v. LANDRUI.
An unexpired pre-emption filing of record at the date of the grant to the Union
Pacific excepts the land covered thereby from the operation of the grant.
The act of July 2, 1861, enlarging the grant of 1862 to the Union Pacific, did not
make a new grant as to the lands included within the ten-mile limits.
Secretary HitchcoC7k to the Commissioner of the General LandQ
Offce, June

(NV. V. D.)

29, 1899.

(F. W. C.)

An appeal has been filed on behalf of the Union Pacific Railway
Company from your office decision of June 28, 1897, in which it was
held that lots 2 and 3 of See. 19, T. 12 S., R. 23 B., Topeka laud district, Kansas, were excepted from its grant made by the act of July 1,
1862 (12 Stat.,-489), this tract being within the ten-mile limit, because
they were, at the date of said grant, included i the subsisting preemption filing of William H. Sharawk, filed September 2,1859, alleging
settlement August 1, 1859.
This tract was offered August 3, 1863, in accordance with proclamation No 693. Until said offering, which was subsequent to the passage
of the act making the grant, the filing by Sharawk was a subsisting
claim of recordj and as such served to except the tract covered thereby
from the operation of the grant. See Northern Pacific R. B. Co. v.
Smalley, 15 L. D., 36; Union Pacific Ry. Co. v. Wade, 27 L. D., 46.
It is contended in the appeal that the company did not take advantage of the act of 1862, and as all right under Sharawk's filing had
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been terminated prior to the act of July 2,1864 (13 Stat., 356), enlarging the grant from ten to twenty miles, it must be held that the land
passed to the company by virtue of the later grant free from the filing
by Sharawk.
This contention can not be acceded to. The grant of 1862 remained,
and the effect of the act of 1864 was not to make a new grant as to
the lands included: within the ten-mile limits, but rather to enlarge that
grant to twenty miles.
In the case of Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Ry. Co. v. Kansas Pacific
Ry. Co. (97 U. S., 491, 497), it was said by the court:
It is true that the act of 1864 enlarged the grant of 1862; but this was done, not
by words of a new and an additional grant, but by a change of words in the original
act, substituting for those there used words of larger import. This mode was eviUently adopted that the grant might be treated as if thus made originally; and
therefore, as against the United States, the title of the plaintiff to, the enlarged
quantity, with the exceptions stated, must be considered as taking effect equally
with the title to the less quantity as of the date of the first act. United States v.
Burlington and Missouri Railroad Co., 4 Dill., 305.

Your office decision is accordingly affirmed and the hbmestead entry
of Joel D. Landrum allowed for this tract March 1,1897, will be permitted to remain intact, subject to compliance with law.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

UNITED STATES MINING LAWS,
AND

REGULATIONS THERFj' TNDER.
APPROVED JUNE 24, 1899.

12781-VOL 28-37
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UNITED STATES MINING LAWS, AND REGULATIONS THEREUNDER, RELATIVE TO THE RESERVATION, EXPLORATION,
LOCATION, POSSESSION, PURCHASE, AND PATENTING OF THE
MINERAL LANDS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
DEPARTHENT OF THE NTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
TITLE XXXII, CHAPTER -6 REVISED STATUTES.
MINERAL LANDS AND MINING RESOURCES.
SEIM 2318. In all cases lands valuable for minerals Mineral lands
shall be reserved from sale, except as otherwise expressly reserved

directed by law.
SEC. 2319. -All valuable mineral deposits in lands belongiugo to the United States, both surveyed and nsurveyed,

4 July, 1866, c.
6.

' 1

p

-minetal
lands
opeui
to purchase
by citizens.

are hereby declared to e free and open to exploration and
purchase, and the lands in which they are found to occupa- 10 May, 1872,C.
tion and purchase, by citizens of the United States and 152, . 1, v. 17, p.
those who have declared their intention to become such, 01
nder regulations prescribed by law, and according to the
local customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far as the same are applicable and not inconsistent
with the laws of the United states.
ofminSEC. 2320. Mining-claims upon veins or lodes of quartz ingLength
claims upon
or other rock in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, veins orlodes.
lead, tin, copper, or other valuable deposits, hereto- 10Iay, 1872,0.
fore located, shall be governed as to length along the152,s. 2, v. 17,p.

vein or lode by the customs, regulations, and laws in forceL
at the date of their location. A mining claim located after
the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two,

whether located by one or more persons, may equal, but
shall not exceed, one thousand five hundred feet in length
along the vein or lode; but no location of a mining claim
shall be made until the discovery of the vein or lode within
the limits of the claim located. No claim shall extend
more than three hundred feet on each side of the middle of
the vein at the surface, nor shall any claim be limited by
any miling regulation to less than twenty-five feet on each
side of the middle of the vein at the surface, except where
adverse rights existing on the tenth day of May, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two, render such limitation necessary.
The end lines of each claim shall be parallel to each other.
579
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SEC. 2321. Proof of citizenship, under this chapter,
may consist, in the case of an individual, of his own affi12
y, 1872,
p. davit thereof; in the case of an association of persons
94.
unincorporated, of the affidavit of their authorized agent,
made on his own knowledge or upon information and belief;
and in the case-of a corporation organized under the laws
of the United States, or of ay State or Territory thereof,
by the filing of a certified copy of their charter or certificate of incorporation.
Locators riglits
SEC. 2322. The locators of all mining locations heretofore
of'possession and
enjoyment.
made, or which shall hereafter be made, on any mineral
10 May, 872,c. vein, lode, or ledge, situated on the public domain, their
152, s. 3, v. 17, p. heirs and assigns, where no adverse claim exists on the
01.
tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, so
long as they comply with the laws of the United States, and
with State, Territorial, and local regulations not in conflict
with the laws of the United States governing their possessory title, shall have the exclusive right of possession and
enjoyment of all the surface included within the lines of
their locations, and of all veins, lodes, and ledges throughout their entire depth, the top or apex of which lies iside
of such surface lines extended downward vertically,
althongh such veins, lodes, or ledges may so far'depart from
a perpendicular in their course downward as to extend outside the vertical side lines of such surface locations. But
their right of possession to such outside parts of such veins
or ledges shall be confined to such portions thereof as lie
between vertical planes drawn downward as above described, through the end lines of their locations, so continued in their own direction that such planes will intersect
such exterior parts of sucl veins or ledges. And nothing
in this section shall authorize the locator or possessor of a
vein or lode which extends in its downward course beyond
the vertical lines of his claim to enter upon the surface of a
claim owned or possessed by another.
Ownerso ftin
SEC. 2323.. Where a tunnel is run for the development
n'2s, rg8ts ' of a vein or lode, or for the discovery of mines, the owners
1520 sMy, 18172,pc.
of such tunnel shall have the right of possession of all
92.
veins or lodes within three thousand feet from the face
of such tunnel on the line thereof, not previously known to
exist, discovered in such tunnel, to the same extent as if
discovered from the surface; and locations on the line of
such tunnel of veins or lodes not appearing on the surface,
made by other parties after the comineicement of the tunnel, and while the same is being prosecuted with reasonable
diligence, shall be invalid; but failure to prosecute the work
on the tunnel for six months shall be considered as an
abandonment of the right to all undiscovered veins on the
line of such tunnel.
negulations
SEG. 2324. The miners of each mining-district may make
--- Y mnorsregulations not in conflict with the laws of the United
150 ay .172, C. States, or with the laws of the State or Territory in which
02.
the distriet is situated, governing the location, manner of
recording, amount of work necessary to hold possession of
a mining claim, subject to the following requirements: The
location must be distinctly marked on the ground so that its
Proof of

renshi1p

ity
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boundaries can be readily traced. All records of mining
claims hereafter made shall contain the name or names of
the locators, the date of the location, and such a description of the claim or claims located by reference to some
natural object or permanent monument as will identify the
claim. On each claim located after the tenth lay of May,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and until a patent has
been issued therefor, not less than one hundred dollars'
worth of labor shall be performed or improvements made
during each year. On all claims located prior to te tenth
day of' May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, ten dollars' worth of labor shall be performed or improvements
made by the tenth (lay of June, eighteen hundred and
seventy-four, and each year thereafter, for each one hundred feet in length along the vein until a patent has been
issued therefor; but where such claims are held in commOn,
such expenditure may be made upon any one claim; and
upon a failure to comply with these conditions, the clain2
or mine upon which such failure occurred shall be open to
relocation in the same manner as if no location of the same
had ever been made, provided that the original locators,
their heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, have not
resumed work upon the claim after failure and before such
location. Upon the failure of any one of several co-owners
to contribute his proportion of the expenditures required
hereby, the co owners who have performed the labor or
made the improvements may, at the expiration of te year,
give such delinquent co owner personal notice in writing
or, notice by publication in the newspaper )ublished nearest the claim, for at least once aiweek for ninety days, and
if at the expiration of ninety days after such notice in writing or by publication such delinquent should fail or refuse
to contribute his proportion of the expenditure required
by this section, his interest in the claim shall become the
property of his co-owners who have made the required
expenditures.

SEC. 2325. A patent for any laud claimed and located mineral
Patents for
lands,
for valuable deposits may be obtained in the followinghov oliained.
manner: Any person, association, or corporation author- 10 May, 1872se

ized to locate a claim under this chapter, having claimed 152,
and located a piece of land for such purposes, who has, 92or have. complied with the terms of this chapter, may
file in the proper land office an application for a patent,
under oath, showing such compliance, together with a plat
and field notes of the claim or claims in common, made by
or under the direction of the United States surveyor-genieral, sholving accurately the boundaries of the claim or
claims, which shall e distinetly marked by monuments on
the ground, and shall post a copy of such plat, together
with a notice of such application for a patent, in a conspicuous place on the land embraced in such plat previous
to the filing of the application for a patent, and shall file
an affidavit of at least two persons that such notice has
been duly posted, and shall file a copy of the notice in such
land office, and shall thereupon be entitled to a patent for
the land, in the manner following: The reister of the land

s6,

v.17, p
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office, upon the filing of such application, plat, field notes,
notices, and affidavits, shall publish a notice that such application hlas beenl made, for the period of sixty days, in a
newspaper to be by him designated as published nearest to
such claim: and he shall also post such notice in his office
for the same period. The claimant at the time of filing this
application, or at any time thereafter, within the sixty days
of publication, shall file with the register a certificate of
the United States surveyor-general that five hundred dollars' worth of labor has been expended or improvements
made upon the claim by himself or grantors; that the plat
is correct, with such further description by such reference
to natural objects or permanent monuments as shall identify
the claim, and furnish an accurate description, to be incorporated in the patent. At the expiration of the sixty days
of publication the claimant shall file his affidavit, showing
that the plat and notice have been.posted in a conspicuous
place oil the claim durinig such period of publication. If
no adverse claim shall have been filed with the register and
the receiver of the proper land office at the expiration of
the sixty days of publication, it shall be assumed that the
applicant is entitled to a patent, upon the payment to the
proper officer of five dollars per acre, and that no adverse
claim exists; and thereafter no objection from third parties
to the issuance of a patent shall be heard, except it be
shown that the applicant has failed to comply with the
terms of this chapter.
Adyerseolaim,
SEa. 2326. Where an adverse claim is filed during the
proceedings on. period of publication, it shall be upon oath of the person
10 May, 1872, c. o
152, . 7, v.7p or persons making, the same, and shall show the nature,
93.
boundaries, and extent of such adverse claim, and all proceedings, except the publication of notice and making and
filing of the affidavit thereof, shall be stayed until the controversy shall have been settled or decided by a court of
competent jurisdiction, or the adverse claim waived. It
shall be the duty of the adverse claimant, within thirty.
days after filing his claim, to commence proceedings in a
court of competent jurisdiction, to determine the question
of the right of possession, and prosecute the same with
reasonable diligence to final judgment; and a failure so to
do shall be a waiver of his adverse claim. After such judgment shall have been rendered, the party entitled to the
possession of the claim, or any portion thereof, may, without giving further notice, file a certified copy of the judgment roll with the register of the land office, together with
the certificate of the surveyor-general that the requisite
amount of labor has been expended or improvements made
thereon, and the description required in other cases, and
shall pay to the receiver five dollars per acre for his claim,
together with the proper fees, whereupon the whole proceedings and the judgment roll shall be certified by the register to the Commissioner of the General Land-Office, and
a patent shall issue thereon for the claim, or such portion
thereof as the applicant shall appear, from the decision of
the court, to rightly possess. If it appears from the decision of the court that several parties are entitled to sepa-
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rate and different portions of the claim, each party may
pay for his portion of the claim with the proper fees, and
file the certificate and description by the surveyor-general,
whereupon the register shall certify the proceedings and
judgment-roll to the Commissioner of the General LandOffice, as in the preceding case, and patents shall issue to
the several parties according to their respective rights.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent the
alienation of a title conveyed by a patent for a mining

claim to any person whatever.

SEC. 2327.. The description of vein or lode claims, upon Description of
surveyed lands,'shall designate the location of the claimrlveyedanduOn
with reference to the lines of the public surveys, but need surveyed lands.
not conform therewith; but where a patent shall be issued 10 May, 1872, G.
for claims upon nsurveyed lands, the surveyor general, in12 . 8 v. 17 p.
extending the surveys, shall adjust the same to the boundaries of such patented claim, according to the plat or description thereof, but so as in no case to interfere with or
change the location of any such patented claim.

SEC. 2328. Applications for patents for mining-claims -PendiDg appii
g
-nder former laws now pending may be prosecuted to a rights.
final decision in the General Land-Office; but in such 18 May872,.
cases where adverse rights are not affected thereby, pat- g2
4 a.9, . 17 p
ents may issue in pursuance of the provisions of this chap-.
ter; and all patents for mining-claims upon veins or lodes

heretofore issued shall convey all the rights and privileges
conferred by this chapter where no adverse rights existed
on the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventytwo.

SEC. 2329. Claims usually called " placers," including all Conformi

tof

forms of deposit, excepting veins of quartz, or other rock in surveys limitof.

place, shall be subject to entry and patent, under like ir- 9 July. 1870, c.
cumstances and conditions, and upon similar proceedings, 11 s 12, v. 16,p.
as are provided for vein or lode claims; but where the lands
have been previously surveyed by the United States, the
entry in its exterior limits shall conform to the legal subdivisions of the public lands.
SeC. 2330. Legal subdivisions of forty acres may be sub- ten-acrets;
divided into ten-acre tracts; and two or more persons, ormaxmium

associations of persons, having contiguous claims of anyplacer
size, although such claims may be less than ten acres each,
may make joint entry thereof; but no location of a placer
claim, made after the ninth day of July, eighteen hundred
and seventy, shall exceed one hundred and sixty acres for
any one person or association of persons, which location
shall conform to the United States surveys; and nothing
in this section contained shall defeat or impair any bona
fide preemption or homestead claim upon agricultural lands,
or authorize the sale of the improvements of any bona fide
settler to any purchaser.
SEC. 2331. Where placer-claims are upon surveyed lands,

of

locations9 July, 1870, .
217.
' '
p.

lomerlanity tf

and conform to legal subdivisions, no further survey or plat surveys.

1l2ita-

shall be required, and all placer-mining claims located after tion of claims.
the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, 10 ay, 1872, C.
shall conform as near as practicable with the United States 94 1 v. 17, p.
system of public-land surveys, and the rectangular sub-
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divisions of such surveys, and no such location shall include

nore than twenty acres for each individual claimant; but
where placer-claims can not be conformed to legal subdivisions, survey and plat shall be made as on unsurveyed
lands; and where by the segregation of mineral lands in
any legal subdivision a quantity of agricultural land less

than forty acres remains, such fractional portion of agricultural land may be entered by any party qualified by law,
for homestead or preemption purposes.
Whatevidence
SEC. 2332. Where such person or association, they and
of po session,
&c., to etablish their grantors, have held and worked their claims for a
a right to a Pat- period

equal to the time prescribed by the statute of

ent.
9 July,

limitations for miniin-claimis of the State or Territory
1870, C.
be'
viene f uc
235, s. 1,v. 1s p. where the same lay be situated, evidence of such posses217.
sion and working of the claims for such period shall be
sufficient to establish a right to a patent thereto under this
chapter, in the absence of any adverse claim; but nothing
in this chapter shall be deemed to impair any lien which
may have attached in any way whatever to any mining
claim or property thereto attached prior to the issuance of
a patent.
ProceedinDgofor
SE. 2333. Where the sale person, association orcorpopnairl &C.
ration is in possession of a placer-claim, and also a vein or
0 Ma 172.lode included within the boundaries thereof, application
152, . 11, 17, Pi. shall be made for a patent for the placer-claim, with the

statement that it includes such vein or lode, and in such
case a patent shall issue for the placer-claimn, subject to the
provisions of this chapter, includiiig such vein or lode, upon
the payment of five dollars per acre for such vein or lode
claim, and twenty-five feet of surface on each side thereof.
The remainder of the placer-claim, or any placer claim not
eibracing any vein or lode-claim, sall be paid for at the
rate of two dollars and fifty cents per acre, together with
all costs of proceedings; and where a vein or lode, such as
is described in section twenty-three hundred and twenty,
is known to exist within the boundaries of a placer claim,
an application for a patent for such placer-claim which does
Dot include an application for the vein or lode claim shall
be construed as a conclusive declaration that the claimant
of the placer-claim has no right of possession of the vein
or ode claim: but where the existence of a vein or lode in
a placer-laim is not known, a patent for the lplacer-claim
shall convey all valuable mineral and other deposits within
the boundaries thereof.
Surveyor- nenSEc. 2334. inec
The surveyor-general
of the Uinited States
erri to' appo'int
y1~~M
surveyorsotiin- may appoint in each land-district containing mineral lanuds
ing claims, &C. as many competent surveyors as shall apply for appointomayl872,c.-lnent to survey milling-claims. The expenses of the sur152, sit, v17 p. vey of vein or lode claims, and the survey and subdivision
of placer-claims into smaller quantities than one hundred and sixty acres, together with the cost of publication of notices, shall be paid by the applicants, and they
shall be at liberty to obtain the same at the most reasonable rates, and they shall also be at liberty to employ any
United States deputy surveyor to make the survey. The
Commissioner of the General Land-Office shall also have
power to establish the mnaximium charges for surveys and
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publication of notices under this chapter; and, in case of

excessive eharges for publication, he may designate any
newspaper published in a land-district where mines are
situated for the publication of muining-notices in such district, and fix the rates to be charged by such- paper; and,
to the end that the Commissioner may be fully informed
on the subject, each applicant shall file with the register a
sworn statement of all charges and fees paid by such applicant for publication and surveys, together with all fees and
money paid the register and the receiver of the land office,
which statement shall be transmitted, with the other papers
ill theNcase, to the Commissioner of the General Land-Office.
SEC. 2335. All affidavits required to be
ade under Verification of
this chapter may be verified before any officer authorized to aidavits, &o.
administer oaths within the land-district where the claims 10 Msay,1872,c.
may be, situated, and all testimony and proofs may be l52,
5. . 1, v.
V17, p.
taken before any such officer, and, when duly certified by
the officer taking the same, shall have the same force and
effect as if takea before the register and receiver of the
land-office. In cases of contest as to the mineral or agricultural character of land, the testimony and proofs may
be taken as herein provided on personal notice of at least
ten days to the opposing party; or if such party can not
be found, then by publication of at least once a week for
thirty days in a newspaper, to be designated by the register of the land-office as published nearest to the location
of sch land; and the register shall require proof that
such notice has been given.
SEC. 2336. Where two or more veins intersect or cross
here ve in s
each other. priority of title shall govern, and such prior Intersect, &c.
location shall be entitled to all ore or mineral contained 101May,1872,c.
within the space of itersection; but the subsequent loca-

2

a.14,

.17, p

tion shall have the right of way through the space of intersection for the purposes of the convenient working of the
mine. And where two or more veins unite, the oldest or
prior location shall take the vein below the point of union.
including all the space of intersection.
SEC. 2:337. Where non-mineral land not colntiguous to Ptepts
for
the vein or lode is used or occupied by the proprietor of it 0PII ii ora
such vein or lode for mining or milling purposes, such non- 1
adjacent surface-ground inay be embraced and included in l52s. 15, v. 7,p
an application for a patent for such vein or lode, and the 96.
same may be patented therewith, subject to the--same preliminary requirements as to survey antd notice as are applicable to veins or lodes; but no location hereafter made of
such non-adjacent land shall exceed five acres, and payment
for the same must be made at the same rate as fixed by
this chapter for the superficies of the lode. The owner of
a quartz-mill or reduction-works, not ownig a mine in.

connection therewith, may also receive a patent for his millsite, as provided in this section.
SEC. 2338. As a condition of sale, in the absence of wat coDcinecessary-legislation by Congress, the local legislature ofbiadcb1,1o,.X!
any State or Terr itory mlay provide rules for working mines, legislatiro.
involving easements, drainage, a(l other necessary means

to their complete development; and those conditions shall
be fully expressed in the patent.

26

~uhy.186fc.

26s 5, v. 14, p.
2
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Vesteod rights

to use of' water
for mining, &c.;
right
canals,of way foor

262, S;.9, l~p
253.

SEC. 2339. Whenever, by priority of possession, rights
to the-use of water for mining, gricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, have vested and accrued, and the
same are recognized and acknowledged by the local cUStorn s, laws, and the decisions. of courts, the possessors and
owners of such vested rights shall be maintained and protected in the sale; and the right of way for the constructiou of ditches and canals for the purposes herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed; but whenever any
person, in the construction of any ditch or canal, injures
or damages the possession of any settler o the public
domain, the party committing such injury or damage shall
be liable to the party injured for such injury or damage.

Patents, Lre- SEc. 2340. All patents granted, or pre-emption or homemptions, and
homesteads sub- steads allowed, shall be subject to any vested and accrued
jcctrued er water rights, or rights to ditches and reservoirs used in
rights,
connection with such water-rights, as may have been
9 July, 1870
acquired under or recognized by the preceding section.
235, . 17, v. 16, ).
218.
Mineral lands
SEc. 2341. Wherever, upon the lands heretofore desigi are nated as mineral lands which have been excluded from
iahle mines°ivarl

survey and sale, there have been homesteads made by citizens of the United States, or persons who have declared
26 July, 1866,c. their intention to become citizens, which homesteads have
253 . 1
p been made, improved, and used for agricultural purposes,
and upon which there have been no valuable mines of gold,
silver, cinnabar, or copper discovered, and which are properly agricultural lands, the settlers or owners of such
homesteads shall have a right of pre-eluption thereto, and
shall be entitled to purchase the same at the price of one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and in quantity not
to exceed one hundred and sixty acres; or they may avail
themselves of the provisions of chapter five of this Title,
relating to Homesteads
Mineral lands,
SEc. 2342. Upon the survey of the lands described il
how set apart
ag'ricnltura the preceding section, the Secretary of the Interior may
lands.
designate and set apart such portions of the same as are
discovered open

to homesteads.
tehoestads

26July,1866,c.
2.3
11 v- 14,

clearly

agricultural lands, which lands shall thereafter be

subject to pre-emption and sale as other public lands, and
be subject to all the laws and regulations applicable to the
same.

Additional
SEc. 2313. The President is authorized to establish adland districts
and ofcers, pow- ditional land-districts, and to appoint the necessary offier of the Presi- cers under existing laws, wherever he may deem the same
d2 July,
, necessary for the public convenience in executing the pro262, s. 7, v. 14, p visions of this chapter.
252.
'
SEc. 2344. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be
Provisions of construed o impair, in any way, rights or interests in nillthis chapter not
I
to affect certain ing property acquired under existing laws; nor to affect
rights,:
the provisions of the act entitled "An act granting to A.

10 May, 1872, c. Sutro the right of way and other privileges to aid in the
152, s. 16, v. 17, p.
96.
construction of a draining and exploring tunnel to the
9 July, 1870, C omstock lode, in the State of Nevada," approved July
218.

twenty-five, eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
SEC. 2345. The provisions of the preceding sections of
this chapter shall not apply to the mineral lands situated
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in the States of Michigan,Wisconsin, and Minnesotawhich
are declared free and open to exploration and purchase,
according to legal subdivisions, in like manner as before Mineral lands
the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two. certain States
And any.bona-fide entries of such lands within the States
7
named since the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and 159 1 8
I.465.seventy-two, may be patented without reference to any of
the foregoing provisions of this chapter. Such lands shall
be offered for public sale in the same manner, at the same
minimum price, and under the same rights of pre-emption
as other public lands.
SEC. 2346. No act passed at the first session of the Thirty- Grant
of lands
oStates or coreighth Congress, granting lands to States or corporations porations t to
to aid i the construction of roads or for other purposes, or "ncldemineral

t.

to extend the time of grants made prior to the thirtieth day

Jan., 1865,

of January, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, shall be so Re.s. No. 1, v. 13,
construed as to embrace mineral lands, which in all cases 1567
are reserved exclusively to the United States, unless otherwise specially provided in the act or acts making the grant.
ACTS OF CONGRESS PASSED SUBSEQUENT TO THE
REVISED STATUTES.
AN ACT to amend the act entitled "An act to promote the development of the mining resources of the United States," passed May
tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives claim located
Congress assentbled, That Prie to ay tO,
the provisions of the fifth section of the act entitled "'An expenditure
tnddto Tan.1exact to promote the development of the mining resources of 175
'*
of the United States of America in

the United States," passed May tenth, eighteen hundred Atof Congress
and seventy-two, which requires expenditures of labor and appd.JTnne6,187

improvements on claims located prior to the passage of said (18 Stat- L,
act, are hereby so amended that the time for the first annual expenditure on claims located prior to the passage of
said act shall be extended to the first day of January,
eighteen hundred and seventy-five.

61).

AN ACT to amend section two thousand three hundred and twenty- four of the Revised Statutes, relating to the development of the
mining resources of the United States.

=Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives Monet expendof the United States of America in Congress assembled, That nstlereThsi

section two thousand three hundred and twenty-four of the pended on te
Revised Statutes, be, and the same is hereby, amended so
.
.
that where a person or company has or may run a tunnel azreasct approved
of
for the purpose of developing a lode or lodes, owned by said Februaryli, 1871
person or company, the money so expended in said tunnel (18 Stat L., 315).
shall be taken and considered as expended on said lode or
lodes, whether located prior to or since the passage of said
act; and such person or company shall not be required to
perform work on the surface of said lode or lodes in order
to hold the same as required by said act.
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AN ACT to exclude the States of M11issouri and Kansas from the provisions of the act of Congress entitled " An act to promote the development of the mining resources of the United States," approved May
tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two.

Be it enacted by the Senate ad House of Representatives
-c
of the United States of America
inCqgesasqbeTa
Congress assembled, That
tiai f' the lil- within the States of Missouri and Kansas deposits of coal,
eral
ironwle
irono,
dlea,
or other mineral be, and they are hereby,
gess approveiexcluded from the operation of the act entitled "'An act
May , 1876 (9 to promote the development of the mining resources of the
Stat. L., 52).
United States," approved May tenth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two and all lands in said States shall be subject to
disposal as agriultural lands.
Hissouri and
excluded
from the operaKansas

AN ACT authorizing the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to fell and remove timber on the public domain for mining and
domestic purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
te States
taesio/America i Congress assembled, That
of the United
all citizens of the United States and other persons, bona
thorirzed to fell
and remove tim- fide residents of the State of Colorado, or Nevada, or either
her on the pub- of the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyomlic domain for.
mining and do-ing. Dakota, Idaho, or Montana, and all other mineral
mestic purposes districts of the United States, shall be, and are hereby
Act of Coon- authorized and permitted to fell anl d remove, for building,
ues
pproved agricultural, mining, or other domestic purposes, ay
timStat. L', i8).
her or other trees growing or being on the public lands, said
lands being mineral, and not subject to entry under existing laws of the United States, except for mineral entry, in
either of said States, Territories, or districts of which sch
citizens or persons may be at the time bona fide residents,
subject to Such rules and regulations as the Secretary of
the Interior may prescribe for the protection of the timber
and of the undergrowth growing upon such lands, and for
other purposes: Provided, The provisions of this act shall
not extend to railroad corporations.
SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of the register and the
receiver of any local land office in whose district ally Mllneral land may be situated to ascertain frola time to time
%whetherany timber is being Cut or used upon any such
lands, except for the purposes authorized by this act, within
their respective land districts; and, if so, they shall immediately notify te Commissioner of the General Land Office
of that fact; and all necessary expenses incul-red in making such proper exalminations shall be paid and allowed
such register and receiver in making ip their next quarCitizens of

Coloradjo,

v-ada. and the
Territories a-

terly accoulits.

SEC. 3. Alny person or persons who shall violate the provisions of this act, or any rules and regulations in pursuance thereof made by the Secretary of the Interior, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
shall be fined in any sumt not exceeding five hundred dollars, and to which may be added imprisonment for any
terni not exceeding six ionths.
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AN ACT to amend sections twenty-three hundred and tventy-four
and twenty-three hundred and twenty-five of the Revised Statutes
of the United States concerning mineral lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre~sentaitives

Application for

of the United States of Amnerica in Congress assembled, ThatP atde

ayathor-

-section twenty-three hundred and twentv-five of the ized agent.
Revised Statutes of the United States be amended by
adding thereto the following words: "Provided, That
where the claimant for a patent is ot a resident of or
within the land district wherein the vein, lode, ledge, or
deposit sought to be patented is located, the application
for patent and the affidavits required to be made in this
section by the claimant for sch patent may be made by
his, her, or its authorized agent, where said agent is conversant with the facts sought to be established by said
affidavits: And provided, That this section shall apply to
all applications now pending for patents to mineral lands."
SEc. 2. That section twenty-three hundred and twenty- n unpatented
four of the Revised Statutes of the United States becoinmences on
amended by adding the following words: 'Provided, That
1sfulctedion.
the period within which the work required to be done A
f
annually on all unpatented mineral claims shall commence grss appd. Jan.
on the first day of January succeeding the date of location 22, 1880 (21 Stat.
of such claim, and this section shall apply to all claims L1
located. since the tenth day of May, anno Domini eighteen
hundred and seventy-two."
AN ACT to amend section twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of
the Revised Statutes relating to suits at law affectingg the title to
mining-claims.

Be it enacted b

the Senate and House of Represettives

I

actisi

of the United States of Amer Iica in Congress assemn.bled, That brugh'stbtite not
if, in any action brought pursuant to section-twenty-three either
hundred and tweuty-six of the Revised Statutes, title to Act

party.
of Con-

the ground in controversy shall not be established bygrss approVed

either party, the jury shall so find, and judgment shall be Stat. L.,
entered according to the verdict. In such case costs shall
not be allowed to either party, and the claimant shall not
proceed in the land office or be entitled to a patent for the
ground in controversy until he shall have perfected his
title.

505).

AN ACT to amend section twenty-three hundred and tventy-six of
the Revised Statntes, in regard to mineral lands, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and 1house of Representatives Adverse claimr
of the United States of Anerica
in Congress assembled, That byayagent.
be verified
the adverse claim required by section twenty-three hundred .oc. 1, act of
and twenty-six of the Revised Statutes may be verified by

C ong re ss ap-

the oath of any duly authorized agent or attorney in fact pr89 2edAptl L6
of the adverse claimant cognizant of the facts stated; and 49).

the adverse claimant, if residing or at the time being beyond
the limits of the district wherein the claim is situated, may
make oath to the adverse claim before the clerk of any

-
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court of record of the United States or the State or Territory where the adverse claimant may then be, or before any
notary public of such State or Territory.
AffidavitofcitSEc. 2. That applicants for mineral patents, if residing
wbom iPadc.
beyond the limits of the district wherein the claim is situSeo 2 act ofated, may make any oath or affidavit required for proof of
Congress ap- citizen ship before the clerk of any court of record, or beprove4April 6 fore any notary public of any State or Territory.
49).
AN ACT to exclude the public lands in Alabama from the operation
of the laws relating to mineral lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the United States of America n Congress assembled, That
mineral laws.
within the State of Alabama all public lands, whether
Act of Con-mineral or otherwise, shall be subject to disposal only as
garcs 31883 (22 agricultural lanlds: Provided, however, That all lands which
Stat. ., 487).
have heretofore been reported to the General Land Office
as containing coal and iron shall first be offered at public
sale: And provided further, That any bona fide entry under
the provisions of the homestead law of lands within said
State heretofore made may be patented without reference
to an act approved May tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, entitled "An act to promote the development of
the mining resources of the United States," in cases where
the persons making application for such patents have in
all other respects complied with the homestead law relating thereto.
Alabama

ex-

cepted from CC6
operaion of the of

AN ACT providing a civil government for Alaska.
Meining I aws
Be it enacted by the Senate ad House of Representatives
Disti t of of the fnited States of Amn erica in Congressassembled, a8 *
Alaska.
SEC. 8. That the said district of Alaska is hereby created

Act of Congress a land district, and a United States land office for said disapproved Mytiti
17, 1884 (23maytrict is hereby located at Sitka. The commissioner proL., 24),

vided for by this act to reside at Sitka- shall be ex officio
register of said land office, and the clerk provided for by
this act shall be ex officio receiver of public mfoneys and
the marshal provided for by this act shall be ex officio
surveyor-general of said district and the laws of the United
States relating to mining claims, and the rights incident
thereto, shall, from and after the passage of this act, be in
full force and effect in said district, under the administration thereof herein provided for, subject to such regulations
as may be made by the Secretary of the Interior, approved
by the President: Provided, That the Indians or other persons in said district shall not be disturbed in the possession
of any lands actually in their use or occupation or now
claimed by them but the terms under which such persons
may acquire title to such lands is reserved for future legislation by Congress: And provided further, That parties who
have located mines or mineral privileges therein under the
laws of the United States applicable to the public domain,
or who have occupied and improved or exercised acts of
ownership over such claims, shall not be disturbed therein,.
but shall be allowed to perfect their title to such claims by
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paymentas-aforesaid: And provided also, Thattheland not
exceeding six hundred and forty acres at any station now
occupied as missionary stations among the Indian tribes
in said section, with the improvements thereon erected by
or for such societies, shall be continued in the occupancy
of the several religious societies to which said missionary
stations respectively belong until action by Congress. But
nothing contained in this act shall be construed to put in
force in said district the general land laws of the United
States.
*

*

AN ACT

making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

Right of entry
@ iiunderalitheland
la Wsa restricted
No person who shall after the passage of this act, enter to320
acres. (Repealed, see act
upon any of the public lands with a view to occupation, March 3, 1891,
entry, or settlement under any of the land laws shall be see 7 A. i in
permitted to acquire title to more than three hundred and patents for right

9f the United States of America in Congress assembled,

twenty acres in the aggregate, tnder all of said laws, but oaya frditceles
this limitation shall not operate to curtail the right of any structed.

person who has heretofore made entry or settlement on the

&ctorcongress

public lands, or whose occupation, entry or settlement, is approved
Auguist 30, 1890. (26
validated by this act: Provided, That in all patents for Stat. L., 371.)
lands hereafter taken up under any of the land laws of the
United States or on entries or claims validated by this act
west of the one hundredth meridian, it shall be expressed
that there is reserved from the lands in said patent described
a right of way thereon for ditches or canals constructed by
the authority of the United States.
AN ACT to repeal the timber-culture laws, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted tibyUnited
the
Towni sites on
* ~~~~~~~~~~.
"Vmineral lands auof Senate
States and Hou'se of Representatives
of te United States of America t Congress assembled, *
thorized.
SEo. 16. That town-site entries may be made by incor- under
andsthentered
Mporated towns and ities on the mineral lands of the United eral laws not inStates, but no title shall be acquired by such towns or cities Itnldein rstricto any vein of gold, silver,
innabar,
of gold,
cinnabar.
silver, copper, or lead, or to Act-- of Con-

any valid mining claim or possession held under

existing

gress

approved

law. When mineral veins are possessed within the limits March 3,1891 (20
of an incorporated town or city, and such possession is Stat' ., 195).recognized by local authority or by the laws of the United
States, the title to town lots shall be subject to such recogilized possession and the necessary use thereof and when
entry has been made or patent issued for such town sites
to such incorporated town or city, the possessor of such
mineral vein may enter and receive patent for such mineral vein, and the surface ground appertaining thereto:
Provided, That no entry shall be made by such mineralvein claimant for surface ground where the owner or
occupier of the surface ground shall have had possession
of the same before the inception of the title of the mineralvein applicant.
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SEC. 17. That reservoir sites located or selected and to
be located and selected 'under the provisions of "An act
making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, and for other purposes," and
amendments thereto, shall be restricted to and shall contain only so much land as is actually necessary for the
construction and maintenance of reservoirs; excluding so
far as practicable lands occupied by actual settlers at the
date of the location of said reservoirs and that the provisions of "An act making appropriations for suildry civil
expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred ad ninety-one, and for other
purposes," which reads as follows, viz: "no person who
shall after the passage of this act enter upon any of the
public lands with a view to occupation, entry, or settlement under any of the land laws shall be permitted to
acquire title to more than three hundred and twenty acres
in the aggregate under all said laws," shall be construed to
include in the maximum amount of lands the title to which
is permitted to be acquired by one person only agricultural
lands and not include lands entered or sought to be entered
under mineral land laws.

AN ACT to authorize the entry of lanlds chiefly valtable for builclinjg
stone under the placer mining laws.
Entry of lands

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

for baildingO the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
stone
under
placer-n
uniu tean any person authorized to enter lands under the mining laws

of, the United States may enter lands that are chiefly val
uable for building stone under the provisions of the law in
t4proedrelation to placer-mineral claims: Provided, That lands
Stat. L., 48) reserved for the benefit of the public schools or donate to
any State shall not be subject to entry under this act.

laws.

Act
gues
(27

of

Con-

AN ACT to amend section umbered twenty-three hdred and
twenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the United States, relating
to mining claims.
Requirement
Be it enacted by
e Senate and ouse of
of poof of e
by tej ~encecCtantives
penlditure for the f t e Enited States of A
ica in Congress assem bled That
ededev8e93eptas

the provisions of section numbered twenty-three hundred

toSouthakota. and twenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the United
Act of Con- States, which require that on each claim located after
gess pproved tenth
day of May, eighteen humdred and seventy-two,
Ko.3,1893 (28
n not less than
Stat L., 6).
until patentfiiyhas been issuedtnt~therefor,

the
and
one
hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be performed or improvements made during each year, be suspended for the
year eighteen hundred and ninety-three so that no mining
claim which has been regularly located and recorded as
required by the local laws and mining regulations shall be
subject to forfeiture for nonperformance of the annual
assessment for the year eighteen hundred and ninety-
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three: Provided, That the claimant or claimants of any
mining location, in order to secure the benefits of this act
shall cause to be recorded in the office where the location
notice or certificate is filed on or before December thirtyfirst, eighteen huulred and ninety-three, a notice that he
or they, in good faith intend to hold and work said claim:

Provided, however, That the provisions of this act shall
not apply to the State of South Dakota.
This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
AN ACT to amend sectioinuinberefl twenty-tihree hud

red andtwenty-

four of Revised Statutes of the United States relating to mining
claims.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Rouse of Representatives of

the United States qf America in Congress assemb led, That

Requirenient

,1ijit°°efo2r t§

the provisions of section numbered twenty-three hundredyear 1894 nsand twenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the UnitedoSot Dakot.
States, which require that on each claim located after the Act of Con

tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and eress

until patent has been issued therefor, not less than one S~tt
hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be performed or improvements made during each year, be suspended for the
year eighteen hundred and ninety-four, so that no mining
claim which has been regularly located and recorded as

L

approved
8 4
(28
4

required by the local laws and mining regulations shall be

subject to forfeiture for nonperforinance of the annual assessment for the year eighteen hundred and ninety-four: Provided, That the claimant or claimants of any mining location, in order to secure theienefits of this act, shall cause
to be recorded in the office where the location notice or certificate is filed, on or before December thirty-first, eighteen
hundred and ninety-four, a notice that he or they in good
faith intend to hold and work said claim: Provided, hotwever, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to the
State of South Dakota.
SEC. 2. That this act shall take effect from and after its
passage.
AN ACT to authorize the entry and patenting of lands containing
petroleum and other mineral oils under the placer mining laws of
the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

Entry and pat.

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, Thateontainof lanlds
any person authorized to enter lands under the mining laws mineral
lenin and other
oils sonof the United States may enter and obtain patent to lands ler the plaer
containing petroleum or other mineral oils, and chiefly-mininglaws.
valuable therefor, under the provisions of the laws relat- Act of Coning to placer mineral claims: Provided, That lands con-robss
approved,
Feobruary ii1,1897
taining such petroleum or other mineral oils which have (29 Stat. L.52).
heretofore been filed upon, claimed, or improved as mineral, but not yet patented, may be held and patented under
the provisions of tis act the same as if such filing, claim,
or improvement were subsequent to the date of the passage
hereof.
12781-VOL 28

38
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AN ACT extending the homestead laws and providing for right of
way for railroads in the District of Alaska, and for other purposes.

Mining rights
SEC. 13. That native-born citizens of the Dominion of
in Alaska to na.
tiveborn
iti: Canada shall be accorded in said District of Alaska the
rena of the Do- same mining rights and privileges accorded to citizens of

adaio
Act

o
of

Can.
Con-

ges approved,
Stat

the United States in British Columbia and the Northwest
Territory by the laws of the Dominion of Canada or the
local laws, rules, and regulations; but no greater rights

4.898 (L. shall be thus accorded than citizens of the United States

or persons who have declared their intention to become
such may enjoy in said District of Alaska; and the Secretary of the Interior shall from time to time promulgate and
enforce rules and regulations to carry this provision into
effect.
REGULATIONS.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF MINING CLAIMS.

1. Mining claims are of two distinct classes:. Lode claims and placers.
LODE CLAIMS.

2. The status of lode claims located or patented previous to the 10th
day of May, 1872, is not changed with regard to their extent along the
lode or width of surface; but the claim is enlarged by sections 2322
and 2328, by investing the locator, his heirs or assigns, with the right
to follow, upon the conditions stated therein, all veins, lodes, or ledges,
the top or apex of which lies inside of the surface lines of his claim.
3. It is to be distinctly understood, however, that the law limits the
possessory right to veins, lodes, or ledges, other than the one named in
the original location, to such as were not adversely claimed on flay 10,
1872, and that where sch other vein or ledge was so adversely claimed
at that date the right of the party so adversely claiming is in no way
impaired by the provisions of the Revised Statutes.
4. From and after the 10th May, 1872, any person who is a citizen of
the United States. or who has declared his intention to become a citizen, may locate, record, and hold a mining claim of fifteen hundred
linearfeet along the course of any mineral vein or lode subject to location; or an association of persons, severally qualified as above, may
make joint location of such claim of fifteen hndred feet, but in no event
can a location of a vein or lode made after the 10th day of May, 1872,
exceed fifteen hundred feet along the course thereof, whatever may be
the number of persons composing the association.
5. With regard to the extent of surface ground, adjoining a vein or
lode, and claimed for the convenient wurking thereof, the Revised
Statutes provide that the lateral extent of locations of veins or lodes
made after May 10, 1872, shall in no case exceed three hundred feet on
each side of the middle of the vein at the srface, and that no such surface rights shall be limited by any mining regulations to less than
twenty-five feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the surface,
except where adverse rights existing on the 10th May, 1872, may render such limitation necessary; the end lines of such claims to be in all
cases parallel to each other. Said lateral measurements can not extend
beyond three hundred feet on either side of the middle of the vein at
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the surface, or such distance as is allowed by local laws. For example:
400 feet can not be taken on one side and 200 feet on the other. If,
however, 300 feet on each side are allowed, and by reason of prior claims
but 100 feet can be taken on one side, the locator will not be restricted
to less than 300 feet on the other side; and when the locator does not
determine by exploration where the middle of the vein at the surface is,
his discovery shaft must be assumed to mark such point.
6. By the foregoing it will be perceived that no lode claim located
after the 10th May, 1872, can exceed a parallelogram fifteen hundred
feet in length by six hundred feet in width, but whether surface ground
of that width can be taken depends upon the local regulations or State
or Territorial laws in force in the several mining districts; and that no
such local regulations or State or Territorial laws shall limit a vein or
lode claim to less than fifteen hundred feet along the course thereof,
whether the location is made by one or more persons, nor can surface
rights be limited to less than fifty feet in width unless adverse claims
existing on the 10th day of May, 1872, render such lateral limitation

necessary.

7. The rights granted to locators under section 2322, Revised Statutes,
are restricted to such locations on veins, lodes, or ledges as may be
"situated on the public do?}aib.7 In applications for lode claims where
the survey conflicts with the survey or location lines of a prior valid
lode claim and the ground within the conflicting surveys is excluded,
the applicant not only has no right to the excluded ground, but he has
no right to that portion of any vein or lode the top or apex of which
lies within such excluded ground, unless his location was prior to May
10, 1872. His right to the lode claimed terminates where the lode, in
its onward course or strike, intersects the exterior boundary of such
excluded ground and passes within it. The end line of his survey
should not, therefore, be established beyond such intersection.
8. Where, however, the lode claim for which survey is being made
was located prior to the conflicting claim, and such conflict is to be
excluded, in order to include all ground not so excluded the end line of
the survey may be established within the conflicting lode claim, but
the line must be so run as not to extend any farther into such conflicting claim than may be necessary to make such end line parallel to the
other end line and at the same time embrace the ground so held and
claimed. The useless practice in such cases of extending both the side
lines of. a survey into the conflicting claim and establishing an end,
line wholly within it, beyond a point necessary under the rule just
stated, will be discontinued.
9. Locators can not exercise too much care in defining their locations
at the outset, inasmuch as the law requires that all records of mining
locations made subsequent to May 10, 1872, shall contain the name or
names of the locators, the date of the location, and such a description
of the claim or claimns located, by reference to some natural object or
permanent monument, as will identify the claim.
10. No lode claim shall be located until after the discovery of a vein
or lode within the limits of the claim, the object of which provision is
evidently to prevent the appropriation of 'presumed mineral ground for
speculative purposes, to the exclusion of bona fide prospectors, before
sufficient work has been done to determine whether a vein or lode
really exists.
11. The claimant should, therefore, prior to locating his claim, unless
the vein can be traced upon the surface, sink a shaft or run a tunnel
or drift to a sufficient depth therein to discover and develop a mineral-
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bearing vein, lode, or crevice; should determine, if possible, the general
course of such vein in either direction from the point of discovery, by
which direction he will be governed in marking the boundaries of his
claim on the surface. His location notice should give the course and
distance as nearly as practicable from the discovery shaft on the claim
to some permanent, well-known points or objects, such, for instance, as
stone monuments, blazed trees, the confluence of streams, point of
intersection of well-known gulches, ravines, or roads, prominent buttes,
hills, etc., which may be in the immediate vicinity, and which will serve
to perpetuate and fix the tocas of the claim and render it susceptible of
identification from the description thereof given in the record of locations in the district, and should be duly recorded.
12. In addition to the foregoing data, the claimant should state the
names of adjoining claims, or, if none adjoin, the relative positions of
the nearest claims; should drive a post or erect a monument of stones
at each corner of his surface ground, and at the point of discovery or
discovery shaft should fix a post, stake, or board, upon which should be
designated the name of the lode, the name or names of the locators,
the number of feet claimed, and in which direction from the point of
discovery; it being essential that the location notice filed for record, in
addition to the foregoing description, should state whether the entire
claim of -fifteen hundred teet is taken on one side of the point of' discovery, or whether it is partly upon one and partly upon the other side
thereof, and in the latter case, how many feet are claimed upon each
side of such discovery point.
13. The location notice must be filed for record in all respects as
required by the State or Territorial laws and local rules and regulations,
if there be any.
14. In order to hold the possessory title to a mining claim located
prior to May 10, 1872, and for which a patent has not been issued, the
law requires that ten dollars shall be expended annually in labor or
improvements on each claim of one hundred feet on the course of the
vein or lode until a patent shall have been issued therefor; but where
a number of such claims are held in common upon the same vein or
lode, the aggregate expenditure that would be necessary to hold all
the claims, at the rate of ten dollars per hundred feet, may be made
upon any one claim. The first annual expenditure upou claims of this
class should have been performed subsequent to May 10, 1872, and
prior to January 1,1875. From and after January 1,1875, the required
amout must be expended annually until patent issues.
15. In order to hold the possessory right to a location made since
May 10, 1872, not less than one hundred dollars' worth of labor must
be performed or improvements made thereon annual]y until entry shall
have been made. Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved
January 22, 1880, the first annual expenditure becomes due and must
be performed during the calendar year succeeding that in which the
location was made. Expenditure made or labor performed prior to the
first day of January succeeding the date of location will not be considered as a part of. or applied upon the first annual expenditure
required by law.
16. Failure to make the expenditure or perform the labor required
upon a location made before or since May 10, 1872, will subject a claim
to relocation, unless the original locator, his heirs, assigns, or legal representatives have resumed work after such failure and before relocation.
17. Annual expenditure is not required subsequent to entry, the date
of issuing the patent certificate being the date contemplated by statute.
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18. Upon the failure of any one of several coowners of a vein, lode,
or ledge, which has not been entered, to contribute his prloportion of the
expenditures necessary to hold the claim or claims so held in ownership
in comnut111,
the coowners, who have performed the labor or made the
improvements as required by said Revised Statutes, may, at the expiration of the year, give such delinquent coowner personal notice i writing, or notice by publication in the newspaper published nearest the
claim for at least once a week for ninety days; and if upon the expiration of ninety days after such notice in writing, or upon the expiration
of one hutdred and eighty days after the first newspaper pullication. of
notice, the delinquent coowner shall have failed to contribute his proportion to meet such expenditures or improvements, his interest in the
claim by law passes to is coowners who have made the expenditures
or improvements as aforesaid. Where a claimant alleges ownership of
a forfeited interest under the foregoing provision, the, sworn statement
of the publisher as to the facts of publication, giving dates and a printed
copy of the notice published, should be furnished, and the claimant
must swear that the delinquent coow~ner failed to contribute his proper
proportion within the period fixed by the statute.
TUNNELS.

19. The effect of section 2323, Revised Statutes, is simply to give the
proprietors of a mining tunnel run in good faith the possessory right to
fifteen hundred feet of any blind lodes cut, discovered, or intersected
by such tunnel, which were not previously known to exist, within three
thousand feet ront the face or point of commencement of such tunnel,
and to prohibit bther parties, after the conmencement of the tunnel, from
prospecting for and making locations of lodes on the line tereo' and
within said distance of three thousand feet, unless such lodes appear

upon the surface or were previously known to exist.

20. The term " face," as used in said section, is construed and held to
mean the first working face formed in the tunnel, and to signify the
point at which the tunnel actually enters cover; it being froni this
point that the three thousand feet are to be counted upon which prospecting is prohibited as aforesaid.
21. To avail themselves of the benefits of this provision of law, the
proprietors of a mining tunnel will be required, at the time they enter
cover as aforesaid, to give proper notice of their tunnel location by
erecting a substantial post, board, or monument at the face or point
of commencement thereof, upon which should be posted a good and
sufficient notice, giving the names of the parties or company claiining
the tunnel right; the actual or proposed course or direction of the tunnel; the height and width thereof, and the course and distance from
such face or point of commencement to some permanent well known
objects in the vicinity by which to fix and determine the locus in manner heretofore set forth applicable to locations of veins or lodes, and
at the time of posting such notice they shall, in order that miners or
prospectors may be enabled to determine whether or not they are
within the lies of the tunnel, establish the boundary lines thereof, by
stakes or monuments placed along such lines at proper intervals, to
the terminus of the three thousand feet from the face or point of coinmencement of the tunnel, and the lines so marked will define and govern as to the specific boundaries within which prospecting for lodes not
previously known to exist is prohibited while work on the tunnel is
being prosecuted with reasonable diligence.
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22. At the time of posting notice and marking out the lines of the
tunnel as aforesaid, a full and correct copy of such notice of location
defining the tunnel claim must be filed for record with the mining
recorder of the district. to which notice must be attached the sworn
statement or declaration of the owners, claiinants, or projectors of such
tunnel, setting forth the facts in the case; stating the amount expended
by themselves and their predecessors in interest in prosecuting work
thereon; the extent of the work performed, and that it is bona fide their
intention to prosecute work on the tunnel so located and described with
reasonable diligence for the development of a vein or lode, or for the
discovery of mines, or both, as the case may be. This notice of location must be duly recorded, and, with the said sworn statement attached,
kept on the recorder's files for future reference.
23. By a compliance with the foregoing much needless difficulty will
be avoided, and the way for the adjustment of legal rights acquired in
virtue of said section 2323 will be made much more easy and certain.
24. This office will take particular care that no improper advantage
is taken of this provision of law by parties making or professing to
make tunnel locations, ostensibly for the purposes named in the statute, but really for the purpose of monopolizing the lands lying in font
of their tunnels, to the detriment of the mining interests and to the
exclusion of bona fide prospectors or miners, but will hold such tunnel
claimants to a strict compliance with the terms of the statutes; and a
reasonable diligence on their part in prosecuting the work is one of the
essential conditions of their implied contract. Negligence or want of
due diligence will be construed as working a forfeiture of their right
to all undiscovered veins on the line of such tunnel.
PLACER CLAIMS.

25. But one discovery of mineral is required to support a placer location, whether it be of twenty acres by an individual, or of one hundred
and sixty acres or less by an association of persons.
26. The act of August 4, 1892, extends the mineral-land laws so as to
bring lands chiefly valuable for building stone within the provisions of
said law, by authorizing a placer entry of such lands. It does not operate, however, to withdraw lands chiefly valuable for building stone
from entry under. any existing law applicable thereto. Registers and
receivers should therefore make a reference to said act on the entry
papers in the case of all placer entries made for lands containing stone
chiefly valuable for building purposes. It will be noted that lands
reserved for the benefit of public schools or donated to any State are
not subject to entry under said act.
27. It is to be observed that the provisions of the mineral laws relating to placers are extended by the act of February 11, 1897, so as to
allow the location and entry thereunder of public lands chiefly valuable for petroleum or other mineral oils, and entries of that nature made
prior to the passage of said act are to be considered as though made
there-nder.

28. Bv section 2330 authority is given for the subdivision of fortyacre legal subdivisions into ten-acre lots, which is intended for the
greater convenience of miners in segregating their laims both from
one another and from intervening agricultural lands.
29. It is held, therefore, that under a proper construction of the law
these ten-acre lots in mining districts should be considered and dealt
with, to all intents and purposes, as legal subdivisions, and that an
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applicant having a legal claim which conforms to one or more of these
ten-acie lots, either adjoining or cornering, may make entry thereof,
after te usual proceedings, without further survey or plat.
30. In cases of this kind, however, the notice given of the application must be very specific and accurate i description, and as the fortyacre tracts may be subdivided into ten-acre lots, either in the form of
squares of ten by ten chains, or, if parallelograins, five by twenty
chains, so long as the lines are parallel and at right angles with the
lines of the public surveys, it will be necessary that the notice and
application state specifically what ten-acre lots are sought to be patented in addition to the other data required in the notice.
31. Where the ten-acre subdivision is in the form of a square it may
be described, for instance, as the " SE. - of the SW. of the NW. i,"
or, if in the form of a parallelogram as aforesaid, it may be described
as the "W. of the W. of the SW. of the NW. (or the N. A of
the S. of the NE. of the SE. A) of section , township
range
," as the case may be; but, in addition to this description
of the land, the notice must give all the other data that is required in
a mineral application, by which parties may be put on inquiry as to
the premises sought to be patented. The proofs submitted with applications for claims of this kind must show clearly the character and the
extent of the improvements upon the premises.
The proof of improvements must show their value to be not less than
five hundred dollars and that they were made by the applicant for patent or his grantors. The annual expenditure to the amount of $100,
required by section 2324, Revised Statutes. must be made upon placer
claims as well as lode claims.
32. Applicants for patent to a placer claim, who are also in possession
of a known vein or lode included therein, must state in their application that the placer includes such vein or lode. The published and
posted notices must also include such statement. If veins or lodes
lying within a placer location are owned by other parties, the fact
should be distinctly stated in the application for patent, and in all the
notices. But in all cases, whether the lode is claimed or excluded, it
must be surveyed and marked upon the plat, the field notes and. plat
giving the area of the lode claim or claims and the area of the placer
separately. It should be remembered that an application which omits
to include an application for a known vein or lode therein must be
construed as a conclusive declaration that the applicant has no right of
possession to the vein or lode. Where there is no known lode or vein,
the fact must appear by the affidavit of two or more witnesses.
33. By section 2330 it is declared that no location of a placer claim,
made after July 9, 1870, shall exceed one hundred and sixty acres for
any one person or association of persons, which location shall conform
to the United States surveys.
34. Section 2331 provides that all placer-mining claims located after
May 10, 1872, shall conform as nearly as. practicable with the United
States systems of public surveys and the subdivisions of such surveys,
and no such locations shall include more than twenty acres for each
-

individLial claim ant.

35. The foregoing provisions of law are construed to mean that after
the 9th day of July, 1870, no location of a placer claim can be made to
exceed one hundred and sixty acres, whatever may be the number of
locators associated together, or whatever the local regulations of the
district may allow; and that from and after May 10, 1872, no location
can exceed twenty acres for each individual participating therein; that
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is, a location' by two persons can not exceed forty acres, and one by
three persons can not exceed sixty acres.
36. The regulations hereinbefore given as to the manner of marking
locations on the ground, and placing the same on record, must be
observed in the case of placer locations so far as the same are applicable. the law requiring, however, that where placer claims are upon
surveyed public lands the locations must hereafter be made to conform
to legal subdivisions thereof as near as practicable.
PROCEDURE TO OBTAIN PATENT TO MINERAL LANDS.

37. As a condition for the making of application for patent according
to section 2325, there maust be a reliminary showing of work or
expenditure upon each location, either by showing the full amount sufficient to the maintenance of possession under section 2324 for the pending year, or, if there has been failure, it should be shown that work
has been resuned so as to prevent relocation by adverse parties after
abandonment.
The "pending year" means the calendar year in which application is
made, and has no reference to a showing of work at date of the final
entry.
38. This preliminary showing may, where the matter is unquestioned,
consist of the affidavit of two or more witnesses familiar with the facts.
39. The claimant is required, in the first place, to have. a correct survey of his claim made under authority of the surveyor-general of the
State or Territory in which the claim lies, such survey to show with
accuracy the exterior surface boundaries of the claim, which boundaries are required to be distinctly marked by monuments on the ground.
Four plats and one copy of the original field notes in each case will be
prepared by the surveyor-general; one plat and the original field notes
to be retained in the office of the surveyor-general, one copy of the plat
to be given the claimant for posting upon the claim, one plat and a
copy of the field notes to be given the claimant for filing with the proper
register, to be finally tranismitted by that officer, with other papers in
the case, to this office, and one plat to be sent by the surveyor-general
to the register of the proper land district, to be retained on his files for
future reference. As there is no resident surveyor general for the State
of Arkansas, applications for the survey of mineral claims in said State
should be made to the Commissioner of this office, who, under the law,
is e officio the U. S. surveyor-general.
40. The survey and plat of mineral claims required to be filed in the
proper land office with application for Datent must be Blade subsequent
to the recording of the location of the claim (if the laws of the State or
Territory or the regulations of the mining district require the notice of
location to b recorded), and when the 6riginal location is made by
survey of a United States deputy surveyor such location survey can
not be substituted for that required by the statute, as above indicated.
41. The surveyors-general should designate all surveyed mineral
claims by a progressive series of numbers, beginning with survey No.
37, irrespective as to whether they are situated on surveyed or unsurveyed lands, the claim to be so designated at date of issuing the order
therefor, in addition to the local designation of the claim; it being
required in all cases that the plat and field notes of the survey of a
claim must, in addition to the reference to permanent objects in the
neighborhood, describe the locus of the claim with reference to the
lines of public surveys by a line connecting a corner of the claim with
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the nearest public corner of the United States surveys, unless such
claim be on unsurveyed lauds at a distance of more than two miles
from such public corner, in which latter case it should be connected
with a United States mineral monument. Such- connecting line must
not be more than two iniles in length and should be measured on the
ground direct between the points, or calculated from actually surveyed
traverse lines if the nature of the country should not permit direct
measurement. If a regularly established survey corner is within two
miles of a claim situated on unsurveyed lands, the connection should be
made with such corner in preference to a connection with a United
States mineral monument. The connecting line must be surveyed by
the deputy mineral surveyor at the time of his making the particular
survey, and be made a part thereof.
42. Upon the approval of the survey of a mining claim made upon
surveyed lands the surveyor-general will prepare and transmit to the
local land office and to this office a diagram tracing showing the portions of legal 40-acre subdivisions made fractional by reason of the
mineral survey, designating each of such portions by the proper lot
number, beginning with No. 1 in each section, and giving the area of
each lot.
43. The following particulars should be observed in the survey of
every mining claim:
(1) The exterior boundaries of the claim, the number of feet claimed
along the vein, and, as nearly as can be ascertained, the direction of the
Vein, and the number of feet claimed on the vein in each direction from
the point of discovery or other well defined place on the claim should
be represented on the plat of survey and in the field notes.
(2) The intersection of the lines of the survev with the lines of conflicting prior surveys should be noted in the field notes and represented
upon the plat.
(3) Conflicts with unsnrveyed claims, where the applicant for survey
does not claim the area in conflict, should be shown by actual survey.
(4) The total area of the claim embraced by- the exterior boundaries
should be stated, and also the area in conflict with each intersecting
survey, substantially as follows:
Acres.

-

Total area of claim -

-- -- -- -- -- ---

-- -- -- -- -- - -- ----

Area in conflict with survey No. 3021.
Area in conflict with survey No. 948 .
Area in conflict with Mountain Maid lode mining claim, unsurveyed -

---.-

.

10 50

1 5Q
2. 33
1.48

It does not follow that because mining surveys are required to exhibit
all conflicts with prior surveys the areas of conflict are to be excluded.
The field notes and plat are made a part of the application for patent,
and care should be taken that the description does not inadvertently
exclude portions intended to be retained. It is better that the application for patent should state the portions to be excluded in express
terms.
44. The claimant is then required to post a copy of the plat of such
survey in a conspicuous place upon the claim, together with notice of
his intention to. apply for a patent therefor, which notice will give the
date of posting, the name of the claimant, the name of the claim, the
number of the survey, the mining district and county, and the names
of adjoining and conflicting claims as shown by the plat of survey. Too
much care can not be exercised in the preparation of this notice, inasmuch as the data therein are to be repeated in the other notices required
by the statute, and upon the accuracy and completeness of these notices
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will depend, in a great measure, the regularity and validity of the proceedings for patent.

45. After posting the said plat and notice upon the premises, the
claimant will file with the proper register and receiver a copy of such
plat and the field notes of survey of the claim, accompanied by the affidavit of at least two credible witnesses that such plat and notice are
posted conspicuously upon the claim, giving the date and place of such
posting; a copy of the notice so posted to be attached to and form a
part of said affidavit.
46. Accompanying the field notes so filed must be the sworni statement of the claimant that he has the possessory right to the premises
therein described, in virtue of a compliance by himself (and by his
grantors, if he claims by purchase) with the mining rules, regulations,
and customs of the mining district, State, or Territory in which the
claim lies, and with the mining laws of Congress; such sworn statement to narrate briefly, but as clearly as possible, the facts constituting such compliance, the origin of his possession, and the basis of his
claim to a patent.
47. This sorn statement must be supported by a copy of the location notice, certified by the officer in charge of the records where the
same is recorded, and where the applicant for patent claims the interests of others associated with him in making the location, or only as
purchaser, in addition to the copy of the location notice, must be furnished a complete abstract of title as shown by the record in the office
where the transfers are by law required to be recorded, certified to by
the officer in charge of the record, under his official seal. The officer
should also certify that no conveyances affecting the title to the claim
in question appear of record other than those set forth in the abstract,
which abstract shall be brought down to the date of the application
for patent. Where the applicant claims as sole locator, his adavit
should be furnished to the effect that he has disposed of no interest in
the land located.
48. In the event of the mining records in any case having been
destroyed by fire or otherwise lost, affidavit of the fact should be made,
and secondary evidence of possessory title will be received, which may
consist of the affidavit of the claimant, supported by those of any other
parties cognizant of the facts relative to his location, occupancy, possession, improvem ents, &c.; and in such case of lost records, any deeds,
certificates of location or purchase, or other evidence which may be in
the claimant's possession and tend to establish his claim, should be
filed.
49. Before receiving and filing a mineral application for patent, local
officers will be particular to see that it includes no land which is
embraced in a prior or pending application for patent. or entry, or for
any lands embraced in a railroad selection, or for which publication is
pending or has been made by any other claimants, and if, in their
opinion, after investigation, it should appear that a mineral application should not, for these or other reasons, be accepted and filed, they
should formally reject the samne, giving the reasons therefor, and allow
the applicant thirty days for appeal to this office under the Rules of
Practice.
50. Upon the receipt of these papers, if no reason appears for rejecting the application, the register will, at the expense of the claimant
(who must furnish the agreement of the publisher to hold applicant for
patent alone responsible for charges of publication), publish a notice of
such application for the period of sixty days in a newspaper published
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nearest to the claim, and will post a copy of such notice in his office
for the same period. When the notice is published in a weekl,, news-

paper, nine consecutive insertions are necessary; when in a daily newspaper, the notice must appear in each issue for sixty-one consecutive
issues. In both cases the first day of issue must be excluded in estimating the period of sixty days.
51. The notices so published and posted must embrace all the data
given in the notice posted upon the claim. In addition to such data the
published notice must further indicate the locus of the claim by giving
the connecting line, as shown by the field notes and plat, between a
corner of the claim and a United States mineral monument or a corner
of the public survey, and thence the boundaries of the claim by courses
and distances.
52. The register shall publish the notice of application for patent in
a paper of established character and general circulation, to be by him
desigmited as being the newspaper published nearest the land.
53. The claimant at the time ot filing the application -for patent, or at
any time within the sixty days of publication, is required to file with
the register, a certificate of the surveyor-general that not less than:
five hundred dollars' worth of labor has been expended or improvements made, by the applicant or his grantors, upon each location
embraced in the application, or if the application embraces several
locations held in common, that an amount equal to five hundred dollars
for each location, has been so expended upon, and for the benefit of, the
entire group; that the plat filed by the claimant is correct; that the
field notes of the survey, as filed, furnish such an accurate description
of the claim as will if incorporated in a patent serve'to fully identify
the premises and that such reference is made therein to natural objects
or permanent monuments as will perpetuate and fix the locus thereof:,
Provided, That as to all applications for patent made and passed to
entry before July 1, 198, or which are by protests or adverse claims
prevented from being passed to entry before that time, where the application embraces several locations held in common, proof of an expenditure of five hundred dollars upon the group will be sufficient and an
expenditure of that amount need not be shown to have been made
upon, or for the benefit of, each location embraced in the application. 54. The surveyor-general may derive his information upon which to
base his certificate as to the value of labor expended or improvements
made from his deputy who makes the actual survey and examination
upon the premises, and such deputy should specify with particularity
and full detail the character and extent of such iprovements.
55. It will be the more convenient way to have this certificate indorsed
by the surveyor-general, both upon the plat and field notes of survey
filed by the claimant as aforesaid.
56. After the sixty days' period of newspaper publication has expired,
the claimant will furnish from the office of publication a sworn statement that the notice was published for the statutory period, giving the
first and last day of such publication, and his own affidavit showing
that the plat and notice aforesaid remained conspicuously posted upon
the claim sought to be patented during said sixty days' publication,
giving the dates.
57. Upon the filing of this affidavit the register will, if no adverse
claim was filed in his office during the period of publication, permit
the claimant to pay for the land according to the area given in the plat
and field notes of survey aforesaid, at the rate of five dollars for each
acre and five dollars for each fractional part of an acre, except as other-
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wise provided by law, the receiver issuing the usual duplicate receipt
therefor. The claimant will also make a sworn statemenit of all charges
and fees paid by him for publication and srveys, together with all
fees and money paid the register and receiver of' the land office, after
-which the complete record will be orwarded to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office and a patent issued thereon if found regular.
58. At any time prior to the issuance of patent, protest may be filed
aginst the patenting Of the claim as applied for, ULpon any ground
tending to show that the applicant has failed to comply with the law
in a matter which would avoid the claim. Such protest can not, however, be made the means of preserving a surface conflict lost by failure
to adverse or lost by the judgment of the court in al adverse suit. One
holding a present joint interest i a mineral location included in an
application for patent who is excluded from the application, so that his
interest wonld not be protected by the issue of patent thereon, may
protest against the issuance of a patent as applied for, setting forth in
such protest the nature and extent of his interest in such location and
such a protestant will be deemed a party in interest entitled to appeal.
This results from the holding that a coowner excluded from an application for patent does not have an "adverse" elailm- within the meaning
of sections 2325 and 2326 of the Revised Statutes. See Turner v. Sawyer, 150 U. S., 578-586.
59. Any party applying to make entry as trustee must disclose fully
the nature of the trust and the name of the cestui ue trtst; and such
trustee, as well as the beneficiaries, must furnish satisfactory proof of
citizenship; and the names of beneficiaries, as well as that of the trustee, must be inserted in the final certificate of entry.
60. The proceedings to obtain patents for claims usually called
placers, including all forms of deposit, excepting veins of quartz or
other rock in place, are similar to the proceedings prescribed for obtaining patents for vein or lode claims; but where said placer claim shall
be upon surveyed lands, and conforms to legal subdivisions, no further
survey or plat will be required; and all placer mining claims located
after May 10, 872, shall conform as nearly as practicable with the
United States system of public-land surveys and the rectangtllar subdivisions of such surveys, and no such location shallinclude more than
twenty acres for each individual claimant; but where placer claims can
not be conformed to legal subdivisions, survey and plat shall be made
as on nsurveyed lands. Bt where such claims are located previous
to the public surveys, and do not conform to legal subdivisions, survey,
plat, and entry thereof may be made according to the boundaries
thereof, provided the location is in all respects legal.
61. The proceedings for obtaining patents for veins or lodes having
already been fully given, it will not be necessary to repeat them here,
it being thought that careful attention thereto by applicants and the
local officers will enable them to act understandingly in the matter,
and make such slight modifications in the notice, or otherwise, as may
be necessary in view of the different nature of the two classes of claims;
placer claims being fixed, however, at two dollars and fifty cents per
acre, or fractional part of an acre.
62. The first care in recognizing an application for patent upon a
placer elaim must be exercised in determining the exact classification
of the lands. To this end the clearest evidence of which the case is
capable should be presented.
(1) If the claim be all placer ground, that fact must be stated in the
application and corroborated by accompanying proofs; if of mixed
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placers and lodes, it should be so set out, with a description of all
known lodes situated within the boundaries of the claim. A specific
declaration, such as is required by section 2333, Revised Statutes, must
be furnished as to each lode intended to be claimed. All other known

lodes are, by the silence of the applicant, excluded by law from all
claim by him, of whatsoever nature, possessory or otherwise.
(2) Deputy surveyors shall, at the expense of the parties, make full
examination of all placer claims surveyed by them, ad duly note the
facts as specified in the law, stating the quality and composition of the
soil, the kind and amount of timber and other vegetation, the locus and
size of streams, and such other matters as may appear upon the surface
of the claim. This examination should include the character and
extent of all surface and underground workings, whether placer or
lode. for mining purposes..
(3j In addition to these data,. which the law requires to be shown in
all cases, the deputy should report with reference to the proximity of
centers of trade or residence; also of well-known systems of lode deposit
or of individual lodes. He should also report as to the use or adaptability of the claim for placer mining; whether water has been brought
upon it in. sufficienttquantity to mine the same, or whether it can be
procured for that purpose; and, finally, what works or expenditures
have been made by the claimant or his grantors for the development of
the claim, and their situation and location with respect to the same as
applied for.
(4) This examination should be reported by the deputy under oath to
the surveyor-general, and duly corroborated; and a copy of the same
should be furnished with the Rpplication for patent to the claim, constituting a part thereof; and included in the oath of the applicant.
(5) Applications awaiting entry, whether published or not, must be
made to conform to these regulations, with respect to examination as to
the character of the laud. Entries already made will be suspended for
such additional proofs as may be deemed necessary in each case.
MILL SITES.

63. Land entered as a mill site must be shown to be nonmineral.
Mill sites' are simply auxiliary to the working of mineral claims, and as
section 2337, which provides for the patenting of mill sites, is embraced
in the chapter of the Revised Statutes relating to mineral lands, they
are therefore included'in this circular.
64. To avail themselves of this provision of law parties holding the
possessory right to a vein or lode, and to a piece of nonmineral land not
contiguous thereto for mining or milling purposes, not exceeding the
quantity allowed for such purpose by section 2337, or prior laws, under
which the land was appropriated, the proprietors of such vein or lode
may file in the proper land office their application for a patent, under,
oath, in manner already set forth herein, which application, together
with the plat and field notes, may include, embrace, and describe, in
addition to the vein or load, such noncontiguous mill site, and after due
proceedings as to notice, etc., a patent will be issued conveying the
sameasone claim. Theowner of apatentedlode may, byan independent
application, secure a mill site if good faith is manifest in its use or occupation in connection with the lode and no adverse claim exists.
65. Where the original survey includes a lode claim and also a mill
site the lode claim should be described in the plat and field notes as
"Sur. No. 37, A," and the mill site as "Sur. No. 37, B," or whatever
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S1. Where an agent or attorney in fact verifies the Adverse claim, he
must distinctly swear that he is such agent or attorney, and accompany
his affidavit by proof thereof.
82. The agent or attorney in fact must make the affidavit i verification of the adverse claim within the land district where the claim is
situated.

83. The adverse notice inust fully set forth the nature and extent of
the iterference or conflict; whether the adverse party claims as apurchaser for valuable consideration or as a locator; if the former, a
certified copy of the original location, theoriginal conveyance, a duly
certified copy thereof, or an abstract of title from the office of the proper
recorder should be furnished, or if the transaction was a merely verbal
one he will narrate the circumstances attending the purchase, the date
thereof, and the amoaut paid, which facts should be supported by the
affidavit of one or more witnesses, if any were present at the time, and
if he claims as a locator he must file a duly certified copy of the location
from the office of the proper recorder.
84. In order that the "boundaries" and "extent of the claim may be
shown, it will be incumbent upon the adverse claimant to file a plat
showing his entire claim, its relative situation or position with the one
against which he claims, and the extent of the conflict: Provided, hoirever, That if the application for patent describes the claim by legal
subdivisions, the midverseclaimant,if also claimingbylegal subdivisions,
may describe his adverse claim in the same manner without further
survey or plat. If the claim is not described by legal subdivisions, it
will Generally be more satisfactory if the plat thereof is made from an
actual survey by a deputy mineral surveyor, and its correctness officially certified thereon by him.
85. Upon the foregoing being filed within the sixty days' publication,
the register, or in his absence the receiver, will give notice in writing
to both parties to the contest that sch adverse claim has been filed,
informing them that the party who filed the adverse claim will be
required within thirty days from the date of such filing to commence
proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction to determine the question of right of possession, and to prosecute the same with reasonable
diligence to final judgment, and that, should such adverse claimant
fail to do so, his adverse claim will be considered waived, and the application for patent be allowed to proceed upon its merits.
86. When an adverse claim is filed as aforesaid, the register or
receiiver will indorse upon the same the precise date of filing, and preserve a record of the date of notifications issued thereon; and thereafter all proceedings on the application for patent will be suspended,
with the exception of the completion of the publication and posting of
notices and plat, and the filing of the necessary proof thereof, until the
controversy shall have been adjudicated in court, or the adverse claim

waived or withdrawn.
87. Where an adverse claim has been filed and suit thereon commenced within the statutory period, and final judgment determining
the right of possession rendered in favor of the applicant, it will not
be sufficient for him to file with the register a certificate of the clerk of
the court, setting forth the facts as to such judgment, but he must,
before he is allowed to make entry, file a certified copy of the judgment, together with the other evidence required' by section 2326,
Revised Statutes.
8S. Where such suit has been dismissed, a certificate of the clerk of
the court to that effect or a certified copy of the order of dismissal will
be sufficient.
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89. After an adverse claim has been filed and suit commenced, a
relinquishment or other evidence of abandonment will not be accepted,
bit the case must be terminated and proof thereof furnished as
required by the last two paragraphs.
90. Where an adverse claim has been filed, but no suit commenced
against the applicant for patent within the statutory period, a certificate to that effect by the clerk of the State court having jurisdiction in
the case, and also by the clerk of the circuit court of the United States
for the district in which the claim is situated, will be required.
APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTIES FOR SURVEY OF MINING CLAIMSCHARGES FOR SURVEYS AND PUBLICATIONS-FEES OF REGISTERS:
AND RECEIVERS, ETC.

91. Section 2334 provides for the appointment of surveyors of mineral claims, and authorizesthe Commissioner of the General Land Office
to establish the rates to be charged for surveys and for newspaper publications. Under this authority of law the following rates have been
established as the maximum charges for newspaper publications in
mining cases:
(1) Where a daily newspaper is designdted the charge shall not exceed
seven dollars for each ten lines of space occupied, and where a weekly
newspaper is designated as the mediun of publication five dollars for
the same space will be allowed. Such charge sall be accepted as full
payment for publication in each issue of the newspaper for the entire
period required by law.
It is expected that these notices shall not be so abbreviated as to
curtail the description essential to a perfect notice, and the said rates
established upon the understanding that they are to be in the usual
body type used for advertisements.
(2) For the publication of citations in contests or hearings involving
the character of lands the charges shall not exceed eight dollars for
five publications in weekly newspapers or ten dollars for publications
in daily newspapers for thirty days.
92. The surveyors-general of the several districts will, in pursuance
of said law, appoint in each land district as many competent deputies
for the survey of mining claims as may seek such appointment, it being
distinctly understood that all expenses of these notices and surveys
are to be borne by the mining claimants and not by the United States.
The claimant may employ any deputy surveyor within such district to
do his work in the field. Each deputy mineral surveyor before entering upon the duties of his office or appointment shall be required to
enter into such bond for the faithful performance of his duties as may
be prescribed by the regulations of the land department in force at
that time.
93. With regard to the platting of the claim and other office wor in
the surveyor-general's office, that officer will make an estimate of the
cost thereof, which amount the claimant will deposit with any assistant
United States treasurer or designated depository in favor of the United
States Treasurer, to be passed to the credit of the fund created by
" individual depositors for surveys of the public lands," and file with
the surveyor-general duplicate certificates of such deposit in the usual
manner.
94. The surveyors-general will endeavor to appoint mineral deputy
surveyors, so that one or more may be located in each mining district
for the greater convenience of miners.
12781.-VOL 28-39
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95. The usual oaths will be required of these deputies and their
assistants as to the correctness of each survey executed by them.
The duty of the deputy mineral surveyor ceases when he has executed
the survey and returned the field notes and preliminary plat thereof
with his report to the surveyor-general. He will not be allowed toprepare for the mining claimant the papers i support of an application
for patent 'or otherwise perform the duties of an attorney before the
land office in connection with a mining claim.
The surveyors general and local land officers are expected to report
any infringement of this regulation to this office.
96. Should it appear that excessive or exorbitant charges have been
made by any surveyor or any publisher, prompt action will be taken
with te view of correcting the abuse.
97. The fees payable to the register and receiver for filing and acting
upon applications for mineral-land patents are five dollars to each
officer, to be paid by the applicant for patent at the time of filing, and
the like sum of five dollars is payable to each officer by an adverse
claimant at the time of filing his adverse claim. (Sec. 223S, . S.,
paragraph 9.)
98. At the time of payment of fee for mining application or adverse
claim the receiver will issue his receipt therefor in duplicate, one to be
given the applicant or adverse claimant, as the case may be, and one to
be forwarded to the Commissioner of the General Land Office on the
day of issue. The receipt for mining application should have attached
the certificate of the register that the lands included in the application
are vacant lands subject to such appropriation.
99. The register and receiver will, at the close of each month, forward
to this office an abstract of mining applications filed, and a register of
receipts, accompanied with an abstract of mineral lands sold, and an
abstract of adverse claims filed.
100. The fees and purchase money received by registers and receivers
must be placed to the credit of the United States in the receiver's
monthly and quarterly account, charging up in the disbursing account
the sums to which the register and receiver may be respectively
entitled as fees and'commissions, with limitations in regard to the
legal maximum.
HEARINGS TO DETERMINE CHARACTER OF LANDS.

101. The Rules of Practice in cases before the United States district
land offices, the General Land Office, and the Department of the Interior
will, so far as applicable, govern in all cases and proceedings arising in
contests and hearings to determine the mineral character of lands.
102. No public land shall be withheld from entry as agricultural land
on account of its mineral character, except such as is returned by the
surveyor-general as mineral; and the presumption arising from such a
return may be overcome by testimony taken in the manner hereinafter
described.
103. Hearings to determine the character of lands are practically of
two kinds, as follows:
(1) Lands returned as mineral by the surveyor-general.
When such lands are sought to be entered as agricultural under laws
which require the submission of final proof after due notice by publication and posting, the filing of the proper nonmineral affidavit in the
absence of allegations that the land is mineral will be deemed sufficielit as a preliminary requirement. A satisfactory showing as to character of -land must be made when final proof is submitted.
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In case of application to 'enter, locate, or select such lands as agricultural, under laws in which the submission of final proof after due
publication and posting is not required, notice thereof must first be
given by publication for sixty days and posting in the local office during the same period, and affirmative proof as to the character of the
land submitted. In the absence of allegations that the land is mineral, and upon compliance with this requirement, the entry, location,
or selection will be allowed, if otherwise regular.
(2) Lands returned as agricultural and alleged to be mineral in
character.
Where as against the claimed right to enter such lands as agricultural it is alleged that the same are mineral, or are applied for as mineral lands, the proceedings in this class of cases will be.in the nature
of a contest, and the practice will be governed by the rules in force in
contest cases.
104. Where a railroad company seeks-to select lands not returned as
mineral, but within six miles of any mining location, claim, or entry, or
where in the case of a selection by a State, the lands sought to be
selected are within a township in which there is a mining location,
claim, or entry, publication must be made of the lands selected at the
expense of the railroad company or State for a period of sixty days,
with posting for the same period in the land office for the district in
which the lands are situated, during which period of publication the
local land officers will receive protests or contests for any of said tracts
or subdivisions of lands claimed to be more valuable for mining than
for agricultural purposes.
-105. At the expiration of the period of publication the register andreceiver will forward to the Commissioner of the General ILand Office
the published list, noting thereon any protests, or contests, or suggestions as to the mineral character of any such lands, together with any
information they may have received as to the mineral character of any
of the lands mentioned in said list, when a hearing may be ordered.
106. At the hearings under either of the aforesaid classes, the claimants and witnesses will be thoroughly examined with regard to the
character of the land; whether the same has been thoroughly prospected; whether or not there exists within the tract or tracts claimed
any lode or vein of quartz or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver,
cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, or other valuable deposit which has ever
been claimed, located, recorded, or worked; whether such work is
entirely abandoned, or whether occasionallyresumed; if such lode does
exist, by whom claimed, under what designation, and in which subdivision of the land it lies; whether any placer mine or mines exist upon
the land; if so, what is the character thereof-whether of the shallowsurface description, or of the deep cement, blue lead, or gravel, deposits; to what extent mining is carried on when water can be obtained,
and what the facilities are. for obtaining water for mining purposes;
upon.what particular ten-acre subdivisions mining has been done, and
at what time the' land was abandoned for mining purposes, if abandoned at all.
107. The testimony should also show the agricultural capacities of
the land, what kind of crops are raised thereon, and the value thereof;
the number of acres actually cultivated for crops of cereals or vegetables' and within which particular ten-acre subdivision such crops are
raised; also which of these subdivisions embrace the improvements,
giving in detail the extent and value of the improvements, such-as
house, barn, vineyard, orchard, fencing, etc., and mining improvements.
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108. The testimony should be as fall and complete as possible; and
in addition to the leading points indicated above, where an attempt is
made to prove the mineral character of lands which have been entered
under the agricultural laws, it should show at what date, if at all, valuable deposits of mineral were first known to exist on the lands.
109. When te case comes before this office such ecision will be
made.as the law and the facts may justify; in cases where a survey is
necessary to set apart the-mineral from the agricultural land, the proper
party at his own expense will be required to have the work done, at his
option, either by United States deputy, county, or other local surveyor;
application therefor must be made to the register and receiver, accompanied by a description of the land to be segregated, and the evidence
of service upon the opposite party of notice of his intention to have
such segregation made; the register and receiver will forward 'the
same to this office, when the necessary instructions for the survey will
be given. The survey in such case, where the claims to be segregated
are vein or lode claims, must be executed in such manner as will conform to the requirements in section 2320, United States Revised Statutes, as to length and width and parallel end lines.
110. Such survey when executed must be properly'sworn to by the
surveyor, either before a notary public, officer of a court of record, or
before the register or receiver, the deponent's character and credibility
to be properly certified to by theofficer administering the oath.
111. Upon the filing of the plat and field notes of such survey with
the register and receiver, duly sworn to as aforesaid, they will transmit the same to the surveyor-general for his verification and approval;
who, if he finds the work correctly performed, will properly mark out
the same upon the original township plat in his office, and furnish
authenticated copies of such plat and description both to the proper
local land office and to this office, to be affixed to the duplicate and
triplicate township plats respectively.
112. With the copy of plat and description frnished the local office
and this office must be a diagram tracing, verified by the surveyorgeneral, showing the claim or claims segregated, and designating the
separate fractional agricultural tracts in each 40-acre legal subdivision
by the proper lot number, beginning with No. 1 in- each section, and
giving the area in each lot, the same as provided in paragraph 45, in
the survey of mining claims on surveyed lands.
113. The fact that a certain tract of land is decided upon testimony
to be mineral in character is by no means equivalent to an award of
the land to a miner. In order to secure a patent for such land he must
proceed as in other cases, in accordance with the foregoing regulations.
Blank forms for proofs in mineral cases are not furnished by the General Land Office.
MINING RIGHTS WITHIN THE DISTRICT OF ALASKA TO NATIVE-BORN
CITIZENS OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA-SECTION 13, ACT OF MAY

14, 1898.

114. Section 13, act of May 14, 1898, according to native-born citizens of Canada " the same mining rights and privileges " accorded to
citizens of the United States in British Columbia and the Northwest
Territory, by the laws of the Dominion of Canada, is not now and never
has been operative, for the reason that the only mining rights and
privileges granted to any person by the laws of the Dominion of
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Canada are those of leasing mineral lands upon the payment of a
stated royalty, and the mining laws of the United States make no
provision for such leases.
MINERAL ENTRIES WITHIN FOREST RESERVES.

115. The following is an extract from circular entitled Rules and
Regulations Governing Forest Reservations, established under section
24 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. L., 1095). Approved June 30,
1897. (24 L. D., 589-593-594.)
LOCATION AND ENTRY OF MINERAL LANDS.

The law provides that "any mineral lands in any forest reservation
which have been or which may be shown to be such, and subject to
entry under the existing mining laws of the United States and the rules
and regulations applying thereto, shall continue to be subject to such
location and- entry," notwithstanding the reservation. This makes
mineral lands in the forest reserves subject to location and entry under
the general mining laws in the usual manner.
Owners of valid mining locations made and held in good faith under
the mining laws of the,United States and the regulations thereunder
are authorized and permitted to fell and remove from such mining
claims any timber growing thereon, for actual mining purposes in connection with the particular claim from which the timber is felled or
removed. (For further use of timber by miners see below, under heading "Free use of timber and stone.")
FREE USE OF TIMBER AND STONE.

The law provides that "The Secretary of the Interior may permit,
under regulations to be prescribed by him, the use of timber and stone
found upon such reservations, free of charge, by bona fide settlers,
miners, residents, and prospectors for minerals, for firewood, fencing,
buildings, mining, prospecting, and other domestic purposes, as may
be needed by such persons for such purposes; such timber to be used
within the State or Territory, respectively, where such reservations
may be located."
This provision is limited to persons resident in forest reservations
who have not a sufficient supply of timber or stone on their own claims
or lands for the purposes enumerated, or for necessary use in developing the mineral or other natural resources of the lands owned or occupied by thei. Such persons, therefore, are permitted to take timber
and stone from public lands in the forest reservations under the terms
of the law above quoted, strictly for their individual use on their own
claims or lands owned or occupied by them, but not for sale or disposal,
or use on other lands, or by other persons: Provided, That where the
stumpage value exceeds one hundred dollars, application must be made
to and permission given by the Department.
BINGER HERMANN,
Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, June 24, 1899.

Approved:
E. A. HITcHcOce,

secretary.
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Abandonen ct.
See Contest, Residence.
See Jffisng Chaism.

Alaskan Latds.
Undey the act of May 14, 1898, testimony
on final proof taken outside of Alaska, in
the case of a purchase of lands in said Territory, may bo admitted in evidence
437
The fund available for the compensation
i
of a deputy surveyor for surveying a claim
to Alaskan land under the act of March 3,
1891, is not necessarily limited to the deposit
made under the estimate furnished by the
surveyor general, and prior to the instructions to the deputy or the commencement of
the survey ..............
433
Funds deposited after the instructions to
the deputy surveyor should not be applied
in the settlement of his account without due
notice to the applicant for survey, and opportunity for him to present any objections
he may have to the allowance of theaccount,
or any part thereof
.............
433
In the sale of, under sections 12 to 14 of
the actof fMarch3,1891, the rights of native
Alaskans must be protected by the government .-..-.......
..
535
The open, notorious, exclusive, and continnous possession from the date of the act
of May 17, 1884, of lands by Alaskan Indians, is notice to the world of their rights
in the premises, and sufficient to prevent
any one from becossing a b2a fide purchaser of said lands ............... 427
Section 8, aet of May 17, 1884, recognized
the right of Alaskan Indians to the possession of the lands in their actual use and
occupancy at the passage of said act, or
that were then climed by them, and contemplated that futur e legislation should
provide the terms under which they could
acquire title to such land ..-.
427
If section 11, act of Mtarch 3,1891, providing for townsite entries i Alaska; is not
such "fature legislation" as was coenplated in the act of 1884, then the lands in
the actual use and occupancy of Indiana
are not subject to disposal under the townsite law; aud if said section confesred upon
the Indians the right to take title under the

Page.
townsiteIaw, no otherpersoncouldlawfully
acquire title to lands in the actual use and
occupancy of the Indians, as the townsite
entry is made solely for the several use and
benefitof theoccupants of theland entered. 427
The use of land as a fishing place, and as
a home for the fishermen employed by an
applicant for the right of purchase under
section 12, act of March 3, 1891, is not an oecupation of said and " for the purpose of
trade and manufactures," within the intent
and meaning of said section ---------------- 437
A supplemental showing of improvements
made after survey may be accepted in proof
of the actual occupancy of land applied for
under the act of March 3, 1891, where the
necessity for such occupancy, the use of the
land prior to application, and the good faith
of the applicant are manifest
............ 55
Certificates issued on account of the deposit usade to secure a survey can not be
accepted in payment for lands purchased
for purposes of trade and manufacture.
55
By means of special survey the acreage
which an applicant is entitled to enter in
Alaska as a soldiers' additional homestead
may be definitely described and separated
from the body of the public lands,hence no
reason exists why the rule of approximation should be applied in such entries made
in said district
...........-.-.
149

lien.
The act of March 2,1897, in defining and
regulating the right of, to acquire real estate in the Territories has reference only
to lands the title to which has passed from
the United States, and become the subject
of private ownership, anti does not confer
upon aliens the privilege of occupying or
purchasing mining claims from the governmeht under the mising laws..
. 178
Any restriction placed by section 2, act of
March 3,1887, upon the acquisition of publie lands by a corporation in which a part of
the stock is owned by persons, corporations, or associations, not citizens of the
United States, was removed by the act of
March 2, 1897, so that now a corporation
organised uder the laws of the United States, or any State or Territory thereof,
may occapy and purchase mining claims
from the government, irrespective of the
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ownership of stock therein by persons,
corporations, or associations, not citizens of
the United States ................. ..
178
Alienation.
A written agreement executed by a homesteader, and operating as a mere lease of a
part of the premises, and the grant of an
easement, the use of which would tend to
improve and increase the value of the land
as a homestead, is not an alienation of any
part of such land, and no bar to the perfec
tion of the entry-..................... 155
The words "For the right of way of railroads, ", as used in section 2288 of the Revised Statutes, are not limited to the width
of the railroad track, but include such
space as is necessary for side track, stock
yards, or other purpose incident to the
|
proper business of a railroad as a common
carrier ...,
561
There is no statutory inhibition against
the sale and transfer of the right of purchase accorded by the act of August 7, 1882.
(Omaha lands.-i- ,,,-,,,-.183
Amteniment.
See Entlp.

Aippeal.

7

'

See Pactice.

Application.
To enter irregular in frm, and returned
to the applicant for correction, protects the
applicant as against intervening adverse
claims ...........................
73
To enter that is defective, when tendered,
in matters that may be supplied by amendment, and is returned by the local office
without formal rejection or proper official
notification of the reasons for such return,
must be regarded as a pending application
that will protect the applicant as against
intervening claims- ......................
.
333
To enter presented in accordance with an
order of the local office at a time when on
account of the press of business it could not
be acted upon, and on which the fees were
tendered in a reasonable time, confers upon
the applicant a right superior to that equired under a subsequent entry of the land
by another-...............................48
During the pendency of, to amend an existing entry no other person should e
allowed to make entry of the tract covered
by such application, but where it is for any
reason denied, an entry irregularly allowed
during the pendency of the application may
be permitted to remain intact, notwithstanding the irregularity of its allowance.. 387
To enterlands included within a pending
railroad indemnity selection, made in acordance with departmental rulings then in
force, confers no right on the applicant
where he does not attack the validity of
such selection, and no rights are gained by

Page
an appeal from the rejection of an application thus presented -..,,,,
371, 431
To make entry of land embraced within a
prima facia valid railroad indemnity selection is properly rejected; and the applicant
gains nothing by an appeal from such rejeclion,
98
As between two applicants for the right
of entry where the question of priority depends upan the time of settlemest on the
part of one, as against the time of applieation by the other, the settler will be given
the precedence, if it can not be satisfactorily determined that the adverse applieation was regularly t dered prior to the art
of settlenent shown, and entitled to consideration at such time ................... 267
It is not necessary for the protection of a
settlement claim, on land included within
the prior pending, of another, that the sett.........
tIer should assert his settlement right by
an application to enter while the land occupies such status -,,,-------------------.490
rnder the first rle announced in Cowles
v. Huff, 24 L. D, 8, no rights, either inchoate or otherwise are acquired to lands
involved in a pending contest, by n application to enter filed before the rights of the
entryman have been finally determined,,, 515
Directions given for the preparation of a
circular letter to the effect that no applioation to enter ill be received, or any rights
recognized as initiated by the tender of
an application for a tract embraced in m
entry of record, until said entry has been
canceled upon the records of the local office,
and providing for the disposition of applications filed during the existence of the
contestant's preferred right of entry ......515

Aiid lajids.
See Reservoir Site.

Attorney.
Failure of, to file written authority for his
appearance before the local office will jusify said office ib refusing to recognize said
attorney; but the absence of such written
authority cannot be afterwards taken advantage of by one who has otherwise
authorized such appearance
,,,,,,
8

BouLdary.
See Statesald Territo-ies.

Canals and Ditches.
See

ight of IFay.

Certificate of Deposit.
See Aaskan Lands.
CertifiEatiot.
See Patent.

Circulars and Instructions.
Sea ables of, pages xviii and xx.

Citizenshlip.
The residence of an alien in this country
the last three years of his minority, who is
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INDEX.
Page
otherwise within the terms of section 2167
R. S., qualifies him in the matter of, to the
extent that he may initiate a homestead
claim by settlement, without having previously filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen1 ...........
.
138

Coal Land.suhui-4
Coal l~~~~~and.

Page.
'A chaige that an entryman has sold the
land embraced within his entry must fail if
it appears that the alleged sale was the re
sult of coercion or duress .
160
A hearing should not be had under a seeend, charging collusion between the parties
to the prior suit, until final disposition of

~~~~such suit ....

.
On application for re-issue of, patent, after
amendment of the entry so as to describe
the land actually improved and developed,
an intervening entry of said land, made by
one having full knowledge of the prior adverse ocepation and possession of the
applicant, is no bar to the favorable consideration of the application for aendMent-1
...
207
Where a patent has been issued, through
mistake of the entryinai, for land not intended to be entered, and in fact worthless
for the purpose entered, the mistake maybe
corrected for the benefit of a transferee in
good faith of the land, actually improved
and developed as a mining claim, and intended to be entered ............... ....... 307

Con firbuni ation.

:

An entry of Alabama land, reported valable for coal prior to the act of March 3,
1883, and not thereafter offered at public
sale, is within the confirmatory provisions
of the proviso to section 7, act of March ,
1891, if there was no action in the nature of
a protest or contest against the validity of
the entry until after the expiration of two
years from the issuance of the receiver's
receipt ...
.
90

Contest.
GENERALLY.
After the local officers have accepted an
affidavit of, and issued notice thereon that
has been duly served on the defendant, the
contest sholid not be dismissed on the motion of a stranger to the record alleging
that said affidavit fails to set forth a cause
of action ................
..........
147,
The fact that notice issues on a, before a
prior contest against the same entry has
been formally closed, will not prevent a conaideration of the case on its merits, when
the defendant participates in the trial, and
appeals asking for a judgment on the merits, as well as on the jurisdictional question,
and no prejudice is alleged or shown ....... 34
In the case of a hearing ordered on affidavit of, that is defective, but susceptible
of amendment, it is not necessary to remand
the case for the amendment of the charge,
and further hearing, where, at the hearing
held, the contestee did not appear, or make
objection to the sufficiency of the affidavit,
and no one sought to intervene, and the evideuce then submitted establishes the fact
that the entryman had failed to comply with
the law ......-....
...
8.380

.

..........

............

.......... 147

It is within the proper exercise of the supervisory authority of the Secretary of the
Interior, for the prevention of injustice and
the ascertainment of alleged equities, to otder a -hearing between one holding uder an
entry secured as the result of a contest, and
an intervenor alleging residence upon and
improvement of the land involved prior to
..said contest, and that the entry in question
was improperly allowed as the result of the
prior proceedings- .
-1.................... 339
A pending townsite claim, under which
final proof has been submitted that establishes the right of entry, is properly the subject of a contest; and one who seccessfully
attacks such claim, and pays the costs of
the proceedings, is entitled to a preferred
right of entry
...
.
..
.
530
A hearing will not be ordered to ascertain
alleged settlement rights acquired on land
embraced within a suspended Indian allote nt, u-here, prior to the alleged settlement,
the allotment was allowed and the order of
suspension made............ 196
Should not be allowed against an Indian
allotment pending departmental inquiry as
to the validity of the allotment claim 519
Rights as to the ownership or possession
of improvements, placed on public land
without authority of law, are not determined
by a judgment of the Department sustaining the validity of an entry of said land;
hence it can not be held that such an entry
is made for the purpose of securing said
improvements -------.. 250
HOMESTEAD.
A charge that ahomestead entryman "has
relinquished his right and sold his interest
in the land warrants a hearing though
made within less than six months after
entry
-.....................
.
.
. 315
A chargeoof failure to cultivate, brought
against the heirs of a homesteader within
six months after the death of the entryman,
does not call for cancellation, and is not sufieent ground to support a .................
5
A homestead entryman who is improperly
allowed an extension of time within which
to make commuted homestead payment,
will be protected as against an intervening
contest charging non-compliance with law,
where it appears that he had duly complied
with the laws up to the tie when he left
the land under authority of said extension 300
A charge of abandonment will not be susI ained, where it appears that the entryman
duly established his residence on the land,
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and that during his absence his family re................. 181
nained thereonDuring the pendency of a, in which each
party alleges priority of settlement, both
are boend tocomply with the lav and maintain residence upon the land; and if the sueceasfal party therein fails so to do, such
failure is properly the subject of inquiry on
behalf of the losing party, and, although
such inquiry is in the nature of a new contest, it is in effnct a continnation of the orig........... 480
inal case .................-..

TIBER CULTURE,
In , brought prior to the expiration of
the current entry year the failure of the
and
cultivate tree fur-The
entryman to pt
ing that year and before the contest, affords
no ground for cancellafion. where there is
no default prior to said year, as he is eutitied to all of said year in which to conmply
with the...............
iaw-245~~~ -------. 245
with the law .....

Contestant.
Who alleges the death of an entryman,
and that the deceased left no heirs competent to inherit his rights

nder the entry,

Page.
Vested rights secured under a valid, are
not defeated by an erroneous oder of cancellation; andiftheltndyetremainswithin
the jurisdiction of the Departnent, and the
party claiming under said entiy has not
acqaiesced in its erroneous cancellation, it
is the duty of the Secretary to reinstate the
same, and the intervention of adverse claims
'209
is no bar to such action ...................
Properly allowed of public land subject
thereto and canceled on the erroneous supposition that the land was not subject to
such disposition, should be reinstated, if the
land is still within the Jl1riedictien of the
Land Department and subject to its control- 330
granting of an application to amend
rests largely in the discretion of the Lana
Departmeut, and here, during the end
ency of the application, the relation of the
applicant, or of another, to the land has
mat-s the allowance of
hecoine uch as to
the amendment manifestly inequitable, it
.....
387
will be denied1 ..........
Permission to make a second homestead,
may be accorded where there is no adverse
claim,

and the first is relinquished on ac-

and secures the cancellahion of the entry on
the proof of such allegations, is entitled to
-------- 138
a preferred right of entry -----The period within which a successful con- testant is required to assert his preferred
right of entry does not begin to run until he
a30
is notified of such right
Anoccupantofatownlotwithinan abandoned twnsite clai acquires no right
by his occupancy that will defeat the proferred right of one who successfully contests the towneito claim; nor will the homestead application of such occupant, tendered
during the pendency of said contest, operate as a bar to the exercise of the contest..- 30
1...
ant's preferred right ...............

count of the worthless character of the land,
and the applicant, under the circunstances,
is not chargeable with negligence in the
. 259
.....
premises
Mlade in good faith, for one hundred and
sixty acres when the entrynan was entitled
to take but eighty acres, is illegal only as to
the excess, and in such case the entryman
innybeallowed to retaintheeightyonwhich
his improvements are situated and relin,
qili theremainder-I
No rights are required under an, made at
a time when the land is included within a
railroadindemnitywithdiaval; norcan any
right under su entry attach on the revocation of said withdrawal, if, prior thereto,

Declaratory Statement.

the company applies to select the land .-. 226
DESEIT LAND.

See Filg.

Dtesert Land.The
See EtcpAnnual rainfall taken into consideration
in determining whether the land is desert
.601
in chara ter-

Ditches and Canals.
See Big/it of W~ay.

Entry.
GENERALLY.
The right of one who duly enters a tract
of land, and pays the fees and commission
required by law, can not be defeated by the
fact that the records of the local office fail
3355
to show the entry ............
Is not invalid because allowed by the
receiver, in the absence of the register,whero
both offices are filled at such time, and the
register on his return Approves the action of
8
-...
the receiver .....

right of an entrynman under the act
of March 3,1877, who dies prior- to the completion of his entry, descends to his heirs
and may he perected by theni
an aesignument of a, to one tisqualified to
acquire title under the desert land law does
not renler the entry fraudulent, but leaves
the right thereto still in the entryman ...
Where a, is suspended, and the order of
suspension subsequemtly revoked, time will
not begin to run, in the matter of reclamnation, untilnotice ot'suoh revocation isserved
on the entrymean or his successors in inter...
est .
rinder sections 1 of the desert land act of
M......
arch 3, 1877, the waters of non-navigable
streams are open to appropriation for purposes of irrigation, and may bse taken by the
entrymam;, ifimeis the firstbosiafideappropriator thereof; nd the fact of such aplropriation may be shown by parol evidence .
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Page.
One who agrees to relinquish his claim on
compliance with specified conditions and
thus induces an expenditure of money on
the part of an adverse claimant, and thereafter refuses to carry out such agreement,
is estopped from setting up his priority of
claim as against said adverse claimant . . 255

Equitable Action.
See Homestead.

Evidlence,:vdence.
*town

In a hearing directed to determine priority of right as between adverse applicants, where no entry has been allowed, the
burden of proof can not be said to rest upon
.
either of the applicants.t
Secured on an informal proceeding before
a special agent can not be made the basis
in
cosdr
of a ofafnldon
inal decision, hu
but ca
can be
be consideret
m
determining whether a further investigais
justicase
by
the
Department
tion of the
...
. 263
.......
fied .3.
Rule 42 of Practice, as to manner of talk
301wb
n~g in contest cases amended ........

Filling.
The preferred right of purchase secured
by a pre-emption, on "offered" land terminates with the expiration of the statutory
period for the submission of final proof-and
making payment, and, if within that period
such filing is not carried to entry, it is not
after such time even n apparent record
claim to jth land ........................... 75

]Florida Homesteads.
Instructions of April 4, 1899, under re..... 273
lief act of February 25, 1899 ......

Forest Lands.See Reservation.

*Bea ring,

.

See lractice.

Hoint stead.
See Oklahoma Lands.
GENERALLY.
Land in the actual possession and ocenpancy of one holding the same inder claim
and color of title is not subject to entry --- 235
The enclosure and improvement of public
land without authority under any law of
Congress, or other claim of right, or color
of title, do not constitute an appropriation
of such land that will take it out of the
class of lands subject to entry-. .:.
250
The words "subject to pre-emption"
used in section 2289 R. S., prior to its
amendment by section 5 act of March 3,
1891, to define in part lands subject to
entry, are omitted from the section as
amended; and since said amendment the
only limitation placed upon the character
of lands subject to entry by said section
is that they shall be "unappropriated pub................ 61
lie lands8.............. .
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Page.
No State law incorporating a town can,
of itself, appropriate any public lands of
the United States, and thereby withdraw
or except them from disposition under the
homestead law, or other laws of the United
States. If such an appropriation exists it
is because some law of the United States
so declares
. ....
.... 61
The act of March , 1877, reserves from
pre-emption and homestead entry public
lands withinextent
the limits
of maximum
an incorporated
of the
quanto the
tity ssceptible of entry by such town
under tlestowusite laws .................... 62
Where the limits of an incorporated town
embrace less than 2580 acres, the maximum
quantity susceptible of entry under tho
townsite laws a part of which has been
the remainder
entered
a towusate
-which isasvacant
and and
unoccupied
land conof
tiguous to that theretofore entered, all of
such public land is reserved from pre-emp8..........
62
tion and homestead entry ....
An entry improperly allowed f land reserved for townsite purposes by the act of
March ,1877, may be permitted to stand,
where subsequently the town is disincorporated, and no adverse claim exists .
. 62
The words "For the right of way of railroads," as used in section 2288 of the Revised Statutes, are not limited to the width
of the railroad track, but include such space
as is necessary for side track, stock yards,
or other purpose incident to the proper
business of a railroad as a common carrier- 561
The administrator of the estate of a deceased homesteader is not entitled nuder
the law to perfect the entry of the decedent- ..
.---------.. 53
-Submission to a guardianship, created on
behalf of one who represents himself as a
spendthrift and asks for a guardian of his
estate, does not operate to disqualify sulh
...... 261
person as a homesteader
On the death of a honmesteader, leaving a
widow and heirs, the widow takes the homestead right of her husband free from any
claim on behalf of the heirs; and an agreement to divide the land with the heirs,
made by her under mistake as to her rights
in the premises, can not be held binding, in
the absence of any action taken under said
agreement by which she would be estopped
from the repudiation thereof ...............
6
The temporary separation of a homestead
entryman and his wife will not defeat the
right of the latter, as the widow of the entryman, to submit final proof on his entry. 53
The right of a deserted wife to make entry of the land embraced within the elinquished entry of herhusband, depends upon
hersettlement onthe landwhenhis entry
is canceled, and to be effective, as against
an adverse claimant, must be asserted
within three months from such cancella.......
.. 20
tion .......-... .........
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The right of a deserted wife to make entry of the laud settled upon or entered by
her husband, is not a right that she acquires

Page.
ing for the exercise of such right, have submitted final proof and received final receipt
on the original entry- ................
..
555

through him, but is by virtue of the claimOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL
that she initiates in her own right, and by
her own acts after she has become qualified
to make settlement and entry .............
143
A deserted wife, the head of a family, who
is a settler on the land embraced within her
husband's homestead entry, at the time of
its relinquishment, is entitled to make entry
thereof, if she asserts her settlement right
within three months after cancellation of
her husband's entry ..------..
482
The right of a deserted wife to make a
homestead entry ;ill not be defeated by her
erroneous designation as an "unmarried
woman "in the preliminary affidavit
504
The status of a woman as a deserted wife
is not affected by an illegal marriage after
desertion ........... .......
482
A charge that an entrywoman at the date
of her entry was, by reason of marriage,
disqualified to make entry must fail where
it appears that the alleged marriage was
illegal and v-old at miitts
In determiningthestatuis of awoman, who
is claiming the right to submit final homestead proof as the deserted wife of an entryman, a decree of divorce obtained in a
probate court of Oclahoma after August 14,
181 (the date when
court
such
s, under trritorial legislation, ceased to have jurisdiction in matters of divorce), wil be recognized as validated by the remedial act of
February 28, 1891, of the Oklahoma legislature ................ ............ .......... 406
The role allowing a child of the entryman
who is not twenty-one years of age, but is
the bead of the family, to submit final proof,
with a view to equitable action, where the
deserted wife of such entryman is deceased,
is equally applicable where the wife has
been divorced ......... ......
...............40
ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.
Section 2 of said act is a part of the honiestead laws, and provides a method of consummating title under that class of homestead entries which comes within its provisions. The privilege thus accorded, and
the title obtained thereunder, rest upon and
have their inception in the original homestead entry, which is merged in the higher
and perfected title obtained by compliance
with the provisions of said section .........
204
ADDITIONAL.
On the allowance of an entry under seetion 6, act of March 2, 1889, the entryman
must establish and maintain residence on
the land embraced therein, and otherwise
comply with the requirements of the homestead law .....
.......
.. 555
The right to make an additional entry
under section 6, act of March 2, 1889, is
limited to persons who, at the time of apply-

See A
rlaskan
iands.
such right is transferred by means of a
r
istrne
d by ens in
a
ower of atteorney to make entry in the
na e of the soldier, coupled with the right
the seldier does not revoke the power so
conferred, and an entry thereafter made in
conformity therewith is valid ......-.......
The abandoment of the original entry
does not defeat the soldier's right to make
an ontry under the provisions of section
2306, Revised Statutes .....
.... .....
On the application of an assignee to snake
, entry, the evidence required to establish
the identity of the soldier and the assignment of his claim, should not be of such
character as to unreasonably restrict the
exercise of the soldier's rightby an assignee -...
..............
application ..by 5On
one claiming as an assignee, satisfactoryproof must be furnished
as tithe identity of the alleged soldier with
the person who performed the military service ...........................
By a purchase undersection 2, act of June
15, 1880, of land entered under a soldiers
of additional right, the original
entry is merged in the perfected title secured
under said act, the certificate of right is
thereby satisfied, and the certified right of
the soldier exhausted ......................
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216

216

220

204

Initprovemnents.
Rights as to the ownership or possession
of, placed on public land without authority
of law, are not determined by a judgment of
the Department sustaining the validity of
an entry of said land-250
6

Indemnity.
See Path-sad Grant, Oddest Lands.

Indiant

Lands.

Uncompabgre te lands; instructions of
April 14, 1898, under the act of June 7,1897.
Southern Ute lands opened to settlement;
instructions of April 15,1899 .
Regulations of April 18, 1899, concerning
right of way over, for railway, telegraph,
and telephone lines, under the act of March
2,1899
A hearing will not be ordered to ascertain alleged settlement rights acquired on
land embraced within a suspended Indian
allotment, where, prior to the alleged settlemeat, the allotment was allowed and the order of suspension made ....................
A protest against the allowance of an Indian allotment justifies a earing, where it
is shown that said allotment, as applied for,
covers land included within the occupation,

88
271

457

-

196

INDEX.
Page.
enclosure, and exclusive possession of one
- who in good faith has placed valuable improveuents thereon, relying on a school indemnity selection that subsequently proved
invalid
37
A homestead entry should not be allowed
for land embraced within a suspended applicationforIndianallotment; noracontest
entertained against the allotment claim
pendingdepartmental inquiryastothevalid.
519
ity of such claim
In the enactment of section 4, act of February 8,1887, with respect to allotments for
non-reservation Indians, Congress conteiplated that it.9hould be administered in part
by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, and in part by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, each officer acting in a sepa
rate and distinct sphere of doty under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior.- 564
Modification of the regulations of June
15, 1896, 22 L: D., 709, recommended - nd
564, 569
adopted
In determining rights of inheritance n
der an allotment to a citizen Pottawatomie
of land in Oklahoma the law of descent in
force in said Territory ioust govern; and
under -said law, where the widow of an allettee dies all of her children, ortheirrepresentatives, have a share in the interest held
71
by the widow The provision in section 6, act of January
14, 1889, with respect to the allowance of seeend homestead entries was intended to atford protection to persons who had made
entries or filings, prior to the passage of the
act, but who had failed to perfeet title to the
land so entered or filed upon either before
243
.
or after the passage of said act
% There is no statutory inhibition against
the saleand transferotthe right of purchase
accordedbytheactofA ugust7, 1882 (Omaha
lands)
.
183
Although a purchaser of Omaba lands
under the act of August 7, 1882, maybe in
default, he is not divested of his right of
purchase until a forfeiture of such right has
been declared by the Secretary of the Interior
183
The repeal of the pre emption law does
not affect the disposition of the Ute, under
the act of June 15, 1880, which requires
said lands to be disposed of by cash entry
only in accordance with existing laws382
The authority conferred upon the, Secretary of the Interior by the act of March 3,
1893, to revise and adjust, on principles of
equity, and with the consent of the Indians,
the sales of Otoe and Missouria lands made
under the act of March 3, 1881, is not exhausted by an attempted revision and adjustment of said sales that has failed of con.
424
summation
Where an Indian deed, purporting to be
executed by the sole heir of a deceased allottee, is submitted for the approval of the
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Page.
Secretary of the Interior, and a protest
against such action is made on behalf of
one claiming under ain alleged will left by
the decedent, the Departimeut should take
no action until after the validity or invalidity of said will has been determined by the
local courts having probate jurisdiction
310
The lands lying in the bend of the Washits River south of the recognized northern
boundary of the Kiowa and Comanche reser'
vation, between two points where said
boundary line crosses said river, have not
been opened to settlement or entry, either
by proclamation of the President or by opertion of law -99
Under a grant of a railroad right of way
through the Indian Territory, with necessary station grounds, it is a proper exercise
of the general authority of the Interior Departinent over the public lands to require a
plat to be filed showing the lands required
for station purposes, although the granting
act does not provide for he filing of such
plat, and the approval thereof fixes the
right of the company to occupy the ground
130
included therein

Isolated Tract.

-

Section 2451 R S., as amended by the act
of February 26, 1895, contemplates that land
to become subject to sale thereunder must
have been sabject to entry under the homestead law by any qualified applicant during
the period specified in said act-214
The minimum price of, in alternate reserved sections within the limits of a rail- road grant is, by section 2455 R. S., as
amended by the said act of 1895, reduced
from two dollars and fifty cents per acre to
214
one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre
Ifni
pcsdlectionge.
If in proceedings institnied to acquire
title to public land an injustice is done to
any party, and the land yetremains subject
to the jurisdiction of the Department, it is
within the power of the Secretary of the
Interior, and it is his duty, to correct the
209
error
While the legal title to land remains in
the United States it is competent for the
Secretary of the Interior to review or reverse a decision of his predecessor in office
with respect thereto, provided the Secretary
rendering such decision, if still holding
office, would be in duty bound to review
and reverse his own action
I
390

Land Department.
An entry is not invalid because allowed
by the receiver, in the absence of the register, where both offices are filled at such
time, and the register on his return ap8
proves the action of the receiver
The register of a local land office is not
disqualified to act in a case by the fact that
he was of counsel in another suit involving
151
-the same land ..-.
e
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MIarriage.
See Hosestead.

Mlineral Lands.

:

Under the public land laws of the United
States, lands valuable for their mineral deposits can be disposed of oly nder the
ining laws .......
348
A certificate of the location of a mining
cldim is not in itself evidence of the mineral
character of the land, and therefore would
not be sfficieat to overcome an agricultural return by the surveyor general 174
In the case of a hearing to determine the
mineral or non-mineral character of a tract
of land, theretofore held by the Department to be principally valuable for its mineral deposit, the burden of proof is with the
agricultural lailmanLs aud it is ineunbent
upon them to clearly overcome the effect of
the former decision- .
............
348
The duty of determining the character of
land, whether mineral or non-mineral, and
of seeing that the public lands are only disposed of as authorized bylaw, rests upon
the Land Department, of which the Secretary of the Interior is the head; a decision,
therefore, of the Secretary that a specific
tract of land is principally valuable for its
mineral deposits, while undisturbed, is
binding upon all the officers of the Land
Department, and prevents disposition of
the land in any other way than as prescribed by the laws specifically authorizing
the sale of mineral lands .................. 348
The usual non-mineral affidavit filed by
an agricultural claimant is not sufficient to
overcome a prior decision of the Department that the land involved is mineral in
character, or to justify a reexamination of
such question of fact theretofore fairly
tried and deliberately determined ..........
348
Agricultural claimants of land mineral in
character will not be heard to plead special
consideration on the ground that their entries were allowed by order of the General
Lund Office, and that they have settled upon
and improved the land, where with full
knowledge of a prior departomental decision
holdingthe land tobe mineral, and of rights
asserted thereto under the mining laws,
they procured the allowance of their entries without notice to the mineral claimants, and thereafter entered into possession
against the protest of said claimants --349
The provision in section 5, act of February 26, 1895, that at hearings held under
protests filed against the acceptance of
classifications of land, as returned by the
commission, "the United States shall be
represented and defended by the nited
States district attorney, " etc., requires said
attorney to assist in procuring a mineral
classification of the land wherever the facts
show that to be its true character, and to
that end such officer should endeavor to sus-

Page.
tain the mineral classifications of the commission .-...
.
295

Miing Claim.
See Aliet.

Revised circular, approved June 24.1899. 577
It is immaterial whether a mineral discovery is mde before or after the location
of a claim, if it is made before the rights of
othersintervene ............
526
An award of the right of possession in
adverseproceedingsunder section2326. S.,
necessarily involves a finding by the court
that due discovery of mineral was made by
the party declared to have the right of possession, which nay be accepted by the Departmsnt, as against a subsequentl allegation ofnon-discovery on the part of another
526
mineral claimant ........................
An objection to a mineral application for
the reason that the discovery shaft and
improvements are upon ground specifically
excluded front the published notice of application is not tenable, where in adverse
judicialproceedings the ground so excluded
has been awarded to the applicant ......... 321
The expense of keeping a watchman and
custodian in charge of a mine that is not
being worked, umay be properly charged as
an item of annual expenditare .......-...... 1
Where an application for mineral patent
embraces several locations held in common,
and is made .and passed to entry prior to
daly ,198, proof of an expenditure of five
hundred dollars on the group of claims is
sufficient, under amended rule 53 of the
mining regulations .............. ........ 524
The end line of a survey of a lode claim
may be laid upon the surface of a prior location in order to hold land embraced within
the lines of a valid location; but in case the
prior location is excluded the end line may
not be placed beyond the point whore the
lode in its onward course or strike intersects the exterior boundary of the excluded
ground .......................
322
Au application for a lode patent should
not embrace land lying within and beyond
an intersecting patented millsite........... 120
The sufficiency of a published notice of
application for mineral patent must be
determined by taking the notice asa whole,
and if, when so taken, the situation of the
applicant's claim on the ground is designated with substantial accuracy, the notice
should be held sufficient .........-......... 240
The sixty days of publication required
bysection 2325 IL.S., on application for mineral patent, is complete when the notice has
been inserted in nine successive issues of a
weekly newspaper; and the full statutory
period has elapsed; and there is no authority to permit the filing of an adverse claim
after the expiration of such period. ........ 224
The law does not provide, nor does any
regulation of the Department direct, that

INDEX.
Page.

notice of an application for patent on a. shall
contain a citation to adverse claimants, or
notice of the time within which adverse
claims must be filed
550
On application for reinstatenient of a canceled mineral entry, where it appears that
parties ae claiming adversely thereto, the
applicant should publisl notice of his spplication for a period of sixty days, in the
same manner as notice for an original
application for patent is required to be
published
.
451
Where the notice of an application for a
mineral patent excepts an d excludes therefrom all conflict with a specified survey, no
portion of the laud embraced in said survey,
as it existed at the time when the posting
and publication of said notice commenced,
should be included within the entry allowed
under said application 24
Publications of notice, on application for
patent, made or begun prior to June 1, 1897,
are to be treated in accordance with the
practice of the Department existing prior
to the original decision in the case of
Gowdy et i. v. Kismnet Gold Mining Co...- 229
under the rule as announced in the case
of Gowdy v. kismet Gold Mining Co., 24
L. D., 191, the failure to include in the published notice of application for mineral
patent the names of adjoining claims will
not render such notice insufficient, where
the publication is made or begun prior to
June 1, 1897, and is substantially in accordance with the practice theretofore existing. 240
An applicant for mineral patent, who has
excluded ground embraced within a prior
application of his own for another claim,
may amend his application and entry so as
to include ground covered by the senior
application, on the relinquishment of his
claim thereto; but he will be required in
such case to make new publication and
posting, and otherwise comply with the law
and regulations .
436
The statutory provisions relative to
adverse proceedings apply only to cases
where there are adverse claims to the same
unpatented ground, hence a suit instituted
by a placer patentee against a lode claimant
for land included in the placer patent is not
an adverse proceefding within the purview
of the statute, and the judgiment rendered
therein can not be accorded the conclusive
effect which attaches to a judgment rendered in an adverse proceeding such as is
contemplated by the statte -41
A failure to file an adverse claim against
an applicant for mineral patent is a waiver
of all right to the ground in conflict; and a
judgment obtained in adverse proceedings
against the subsequent application of
another is of no avail as against such
waiver, or as against a udgment obtained
by one who successfully adversed the first
-1..
322
applicant
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It is not material to the rights of an applicant under a favorable judglient obtained
in adverse proceedings, that an adversesnit
is still pending between the losing party in
suo proceedings and a third party, where a
favorable judgmenit against the third party
for the same ground has already been secured by the applicant .
322
An applicant for lode patent has no right
to land embraced within the prior location
and application of another, and against
which said applicant filed no adverse claim. 321
Where it is held in a judicial proceeding,
though such proceeding may not be of the
adverse character con templated by the statute, that all of the land embraced in a lode
location is excepted from a placer patent,
and that sch excepted land, not included
in the lode entry, is open to exploration, and
awards the same toas ubsequent lode claimant, as against the placer patentee, and said
patentee acquiesces in such judgment, and
thereafter, having duenotice of proceedings
by such lode claiuant to secure patent,
makes no objection thereto, tho patent may
go in accordance with the judicial award.. 41
A judicial award to the junior locator,
made in adverseproceedings, of a small part
of the ground in conflict, is none the less
binding upon the parties and the Land De.
partment because made in pursuance of a
stipulation between the parties
322
A judgment rendered in adverse proceedings, whereby part of the ground in condiet is awarded to the senior locator and the
remainder to the junior, is none the less
binding updn the parties and the Departsent because it was made in pursuance of a
stipulation between the parties 98
Where a party has two applications pend
ing at the same time, each of which embraces the ground in conflict with other locators, and such ground is awarded to the
applicant in judgments secured in adverse
proceedings, he may, at his election, tale
the same uder the senior application.
322
A patent is not essential tothe enjoyment
of a, held under a valid location; hence the
failene of a mineral applicant to prosecute
his application for patent is not in itself an
abandonment of his claim.6
3
The final certificate on a mineral entry
should issue in the name of the heirs of the
applicant, where it is known at the date of
its issuance that the applicant died prior to
the submission of final proof and making
pamyient for the land.14
Where two claims are embraced within
one entry, and there is no pending contest,
protest, or adverse proceeding of any kind,
against one of said claims, patent may issue
theretbr, on duelshowing of compliance with
law, without iwaiting for the termination
of pending litigation against the other
claim.
451, 5162
An entry based on a location made after
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the witl'drawal of the land for a reservoir
The fact that a settler is not disqualified
site, under the act of October 2, 1888 conas an entrynan by the ownership of land at
fers no right; but such entry may be sithe date of his settlement will not relieve
pended,, and if it subsequently appears that
him from the operative effect of the statuthe land is not required for reservoir purtory inhibition, if he subsequently becomes
poses, the entry may then pass to patent- - 172
the owner in fee simple of one hundred and
Under the mining laws at present existsixty acres while his rights, as against an
ing in the United States, and the Dominion
adverse claimiant, are dependent upon the
of Canada, the provisions of section 13, act
maintenance of his status as a qualified
of May 14,1898, according certain privileges
settler
.
...........
.
198
ill Alaska to citizcens of the Dominion, are
The right of one who has abandoned all
inoperative
..........
.. 178
claim under a prior entry to make a second
PLACER.
entry under section 13, act of Mar-oh 2,1889,
A discovery of mineral on each twenty
21 Stat., 980, is not affected by the fact that
acres of a, is not essential to a valid Itathe date of his settlement the prior entstion .....
.
526
had not been canceled of record -449
ID the ease of a placer entry allowed on
Under the last proviso to section 3, act of
a sufficient showing as to the character of
March 3, 1893, opening the Kickapoo -lands
the land, and the development of the claim,
to settlement and entry, a person who has,
the Department should not, after the lapse
at the date of his application niuder said
of many years, permit the sufficiency of said
act, attempted to, but for any ause failed
proof to be questioned by one w ho had no
to acquire title to a homestead under existinterest in the land at the time when the
ing law, or shall have made entry under the
entry was made ..........
.
626
12......8....commuted provision of the homestead law,
' Whether all the land embraced in a lode
is entitled to make a homestead entry of
location within a patented, such location
said lands -1------.-.01
having been after the placer location but
The privilege of making an additional
before the placer application, is excepted
homestead entry under the act of February
from the placer patent, or only the known
10,1894, of lands on the south side of the
lode or vein and twenty-five feet on each
Deep Fork River, as against adverse claimsside thereof subsequently entered by the
ants, rests upon the priority of the initialode claimant: Qsery ? -41
tion of the claim to such lands, and not
upon the priority of settlement on the land
OCcu11l allA
north of said stream ....
165
See Oklahonma Lands.
In determining the location of the hun-

Offering.
A proclamation that the "plblic lands~
"
in a specified township will be offered for
public sale does not include lands that were
at suc time embraced within an uncanceled
'donation notification ................
141.....

Oklahonita Lands.
See Indian Lends.
Greer County lands; instructions of
April 13,1899, under act of March 1,1899.. 274
An "occupant" of a tract of land, as the
word is ordinarily used, is one who has the
"use and possession " thereof, whether he
resides upon it ornot, and Congress so used
the word in the act of January 18,1897; it
therefore follows that any qualified claimant
who, on March 16,1896, was in the actual use
and possession of the land claimed by him, is
entitled to the benefits of the first section of
said act, whether he was actually residing
upon the land at that date or not. (Greer
County) ......
. 57
1.
To establish the allegation that an entryman is disqualified by the ownership in fee
simple of one hundred and sixty acres, the
proof must show that the entryman owned
in full said quantity or more; if the ownership is of a less quantity, however much
less that quantity may be, the owner is not
disqualified ................-............... 187

dred-foot strip opened to occupancy "immediately within the outer boundaries " of the
Cherokee Outlet, where a meandered river
frms a boundary thereof, the strip should
be measured from the meander line of said
stream ... 167
Where a party of intending settlers select
as their starting point in the race a stream
that constitutes a boundary of the territory,
and, finding the bed of said stream affords a
doubtful crossing place, procure its improvement prior to the hour of opening,
such act will not be held to disqualify a
member-of said party as a settler169
Advantage gained by presence within the
territory prior to the passage of the act
opening it to settlement does not disquality
a settler -ti9
One who, during the prohibited period, is
within the territory in the ordinary prosecutioit of his business, but does not thereby
add anything to his previous knowledge of
the land, and is otside of the territory at
the hour of opening, is not disqualified as
a settler -181
.
303
No question with respect to the regularity
of departmental action in the establishment
of a booth, as affecting the qualifications of
one olding a certificate issued therefrom,
will be entertained it the absence of a
showing of advantage gained thereby267
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Patent.
The-certifieation of lands as school indemnity where eaid lands were previously set
apart by statute forthe creation of an Indian
fund is wholly inoperative .................

Practice.

Page.
and the order therefor duly made, but the
service thereunder is defective, and new
notice is required, a further showing as a
basis for publication is not necessary ...... 279
358
REHEARING.
The discretion of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, in the matter of order.
ing a, will not be interfered with by the
301
l-------------Department, in the absence of its apparent
abuse ...
.:1.
503
r.EVIEW.
A petition for, will not be entertained,
where it is in effect an application for the
reinstatenent of an entry that was canceled
8
under a ruling of the General Land Office
not called in question when the case was
before the Department on the appeal of the
petitioner. The application in such case
should be addressed to the General Land
Office ...................................... 451

Seeitules0sitdandCoistirued,pageXXII.
Rule 42, amended --------APPEAL.
Mailing an, to the local officers within the
time allowed for taking, from their action,
does not bring the, within the rule as to
time, if not received at the lot al office within
the time fixed therefor ...
............
Service of a notice of, on the appellee's
attorney of record will not be held insufficient on the ground that at the time of such
service said attorney had become register of
the local office wherein, the case originated,
where it does not appear that the appellee
had any other attorney at the time of such
service, and no prejudice is claimed - ..... 485
The rejection of an affidavit of contest by
the local office is a dnal action on its part
from which, will properly lie; and the failure of the applicant to appeal in time should
not operate to defeat his right to a hearing,
if he is not duly notified of his right of appeal froni the adverse action of the local
office ...-.
315

COSTS.
On a motion to retax, the official repoit of
the local officers, as to an oral agreement
between the parties, made in open court,
must control as against the statement of
counsel ...
382
HEARING.
The Department will not interfere with
the action of the local officers in directing a,
in any ease unless it be shown that by such
action they have exceeded their authority. 50
NOTICE.
Personal service of, in case of contest may
be properly made upon a non-resident ...... 339
. Of contest served thirty days before the
day of hearing before the local offie is sufficient, though an earlier date may be named
therein for taking testimony under Rule 35
of Practice-1......
*Service of, upon the attorney in fact for
the defendant is not sufficient, intheabsence
of proof that such attorney in fact was empowered to receive service on behalf of the
defendant .................................. 361
A stranger to the record will not be heard
to allege want of, to the defendant......... 136
By the circular of July 31, 1885, directing
the maner in which notice of proceeding
on a special agent's report shall be served,
personal service, if the claimant cast be
reached, together with notice by registered
mail, is requisite to confer jurisdiction....
45
Where a proper affidavit as the basis for
service of notice by publication is furnished,
12781-VOL. 28-40

Pre-enipton.
See Homestead.
The right of, will not be recognized,where
prior to the date of the pre-emptor's settlement and filing the land was occupied and
improved under a town -site settlement
claim, and such occupants are seeking to
make town-site entry, without affording
them opportunity to be heard in the assertion of their claim.............
382

Price of Lands.

-

See Public Lands.

Private Claims.
Section 2, act of May 8,1822, providing for
the confirmation of, theretofore reported as
entitled to such recognition, operated to confirm claims so reported, without respect to
the limitation in the matter of acreage contained in the act of March 3, 1819; and
where, in the adjustment of a claim thus
confirmed, said limitation has been imposed,
additional certificates of location, equal in
amount to such reduction, should issue
under section 3, act of June 2,1858 ..........
275
The phrase " disposed of by the United
States," as employed in section 8, act of
March 3, 1891, to define the lands excepted
from.........
the confirmatory
....
, provisions
301
of said act,
must be construed to mean a final and permanent divestiture of whatever title the
United States may have had, or an obligation to convey such a title
144
A homestead entry, under which title had
not been earned, at the time when a decree
of confirmation was entered by the court,
under the act of March 3,1891, is not a disposition of the land embraced therein that
excepts the same from the operative effect
of the decree ....
-1.....------------ 544
P iiblie Lands.
Fnder a railroad grant which provides
that "the sections and parts of sections
which by such grant remain to-the United
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States . . . . shall not be sold for less
than double minimum," the sections so re.
snaissing are identified when the map showing the definite location of the line of road
is filed and accepted, and from such time,
irrespective of any order of withdrawal or
notice to the local office, are subject to sale
only at the double minimum price ..........
25
The act of March 27, 1854, providing that
settlers on "public lands which have been
or may be withdrawn from market in consequence of proposed railroads, and who had
settled thereon prior to such withdrawal,
shall be entitled to pre-emption at the ordinary minimum," refers to withdrawals that
are made in anticipation of the location of
proposed roads, and not such as are made
after the road has been definitely located. .. 25
The minimum price of isolated tracts of
land in alternate reserved sections within
the limits of a railroad grant is, by section
2455 R. S., as amended by the said act of
1895, reduced from two, dollars and fifty
cents per acre, to one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre -------------------------------- 214
Alternate reserved sections within the
limits of the gant along the constructed
main and branohlinesof the Southern Pacific
railroad, and also within the limits of the
forfeited Atlantic and Pacific grant, mustbe
g
held at double minimum, irrespective of any
question as to whether the Southern Pacific
can acquire title to any or all of the odd
numbered sections within said conflicting
limits
.... 479

Railroad Grant.
See Hineral Lands, Right of Way, Survey.

GENERALLY,
Circular regulations issued under the aot
of July 1, 1898, for the adjustment of claims
in conflict with the Northern Pacific
grant ......
.
..........
103,470
All claims in conflict with the Northern
Pacific grant, coming within the provisions
of the at of July 1, 1898, which remained
unpatented at the date of the passage thereof, should be adjusted in accordance with
the terms of said act ....................
:. 470
A claim resting upon a rejected application to make homestead entry, and not upon
settlement, entry, or purchase, is not within
the provisions of the act of July 1, 1898, or
the regulations thereunder .....-....-.
124, 1.20
The enlargement of the grantto the Union
Pacific made by the at of July 2, 1864, is
operative as to lands which were atthe date
of said act public lands, and were otherwise subject to the grant on definite loca-.
128
tion
..
The act of July 2, 1864, enlargingthe grant
of 1862 to the Union Pacific, did not make a
new grant as to the lands included within
the ten-mile limits .
................ 575
The map and diagram, approved by the
Department April 14, 1894, defining the
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limits of the Indian reservation of 1855, in
the "Bitter Root valley above the Loo-I6
Fork," will be recognized and followed in
determining the extent of said reservation
as against the subsequent grant to the
Northern Pacific
-............- 305
Under the act of March 1, 1877, of the
State legislature of Minnesota, the protection extended thereby to settlement claims
cannot exceed one hundred and sixty acres
to any one settler. (St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Manitoba.) ..-..................
501
An affidavit as to the citizenship of a settler, who is claiming adversely to a railroad
indemnity selection, duly served on the
company, may be accepted as a satisfactory
showing in such matter, in the absence of
any counter showing on behalf of the oempany- ......-.....
.................
:
563
LANDS EXCEPTED.
Lands set apart as an Indian reservation,
at the date of the Northern Pacifie grant,
are not within the terms of the granting
act, and on their subsequent cession revert
to the public domain ....................... 494
An unexpired preemption filing existing
of record at the date of the grant and definite location, serves to except the land
covered thereby from the operations of the
rant to the Union Pacific
94
An unexpired pre-emption filing of record
at the date of the grant to the Union Pacific
excepts the land covered thereby from the
. 575
operation of the grant
An uncanceled donation notification existingof record at the date of the grant of May
4, 1870, and at the date of the definite cation thereunder, excepts the land included
therein from the operation of said grant- .4145
The occupancy and improvement of land
at the date of the definite location of the
Union Pacific road. do. not constitute a preemption claim that has " attached " at such'
time, within the meaning of the excepting
18
clause in the grant to said company ........
By section 31,of the act of July 1, 1862,
making a grant to the Union Pacific Rwy.
Co. all lands, " sold, reserved or otherwise
disposed of by the United States,' or "to
which a pre-emption or homestead claim
may . . . . have attached at the time the
line of said road is definitely fixed, " were excepted from said grant; and by section 4, of
the amendatory act of July 2, 18i1, it was
provided that said grant should not defeat
any " pre-emption, homestead ... . orother
lawful claim; " and it is held that an expired pre-emption filing upon "offered"
land is not an existing claim upon the records of the local office, and does not constitute a pre-emption, or other lawful claim,
within the meaning of said excepting
clauses .................. .......
.. 76,128
An expired pre-emption filing of record at
the date when a railroad grant becomes offective is not an existing claim that serves
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to defeat the operation of the grant. (Ore.
gon and Cal.)
.
477
INDEMNITY.
An indemnity selection is not a " filing"
or an "entry," as such terns are ordinarily
used
.
282
No title to land within the indeinity limits of a railroad grant passes to the company until after selection, and the approval
thereof by the Secretary of the Interior. . 231
If there is no ascertained or established
deficiency in a railroad grant, and the indemnity lands are net withdrawn, the chin
pany has no rights within the indemnity
limits prior to selection, that will bar the
222
initiation of a settlement claim
' The failure of a railroad company to specify a loss in support of an indemnity selection of lands duly withdrawn in aid of the
grant, will not defeat its right, where, prior
to the revocation of the withdrawal, the
grant is found largely deficient -226
A railroad indemnity selection, regularly
allowed nder.rulings in force at the time,
should not be canceled on the ground that
a proper basis bad not been assigned therefor, without affording the company due opportunity to supply another and sufficient
basis
298
A possessory claim to land, and improvement thereof, unaccompanied by actual res
idence thereon, will not defeat the right of
the company to make indemnity selection
-72
thereof
An expired pro-emption filing of record is
no bar to the selection of the lands covered
496
thereby as indemnity
Until the approval of a railroad indemnity selection no rights are secured thereunder that can be asserted against the govermient; and the creation of a forest reservation 'prior to the approval of a selection
embraced within the limits of said reservetion, is such a disposition of the land as to
defeat te selection thereof, even though
the tract was subject thereto when selected
281, 363
by the company
WITHDRAWAL.
In the absence of legislative direction for
the withdrawal of indemnity lands it is
within the authority of the Land Department to revoke a withdrawal, previously
made, of such lands
231
Under a, that directs a withdrawal by the
Secretary of the Interior on the filing of a
map of general routeno rights attach to
specific tracts on the filing of saidmap; and
where the order for such withdrawal is by
its terms not effective until received at
the local office, and a homestead entry is
allowed prior to such time, though after the
filing of said map, and remains of record at
date of definite location,.it excepts the land
covered thereby from the operation of the
grant, and this is true even though the entry is not enforceable
32
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The directions in section2, of the railroad
grant of May 4,1870, for a withdrawal on the
survey and location of the road are applicable only to the lands within the primylIits of the grant
231
- The provisions in section 2,of the railroad
grant of July 25,1866, directinga withdrawal
when a map of the survey of the road is
filed, refer only to lands within the primary
or granted limits
222, 363
ACT OF. JUNE 22, 1874.
The act of and the ameudatory act of August 29,1890, relate only to railroad lands
that are settled upon and claimed nuder the
preemption or homestead laws, and do not
extend to lands occupied by Indians, not
under said laws, but merely in continuance
of their ancient right of occupancy or possession-134
ACT OF APItIL 21, 1876.
The act of, is remedial in character and
was intended to relieve settlers who, without notice of a withdrawal of lands in aid
of a railroad grant, made entries of lands
so withdrawn, but should be construed, in
eaeh case arising thereunder, in connection
with the granting act, and so applied as not
to impute to Congress an intention to defeat
or impair vested rights, or to legislate with
respect to lands that had passed beyond
95
legislative control Title to designated sections vests mimediately upon the definite location of the
road, and thereafter such lands are beyond
disposition by Congress, exceptupon breach
of a condition subsequent; and where, prior
to said act, the legal title to lands has thus
passed, such lands are not subject to disposal under said act, in the absence of a forfeiture for breach of a condition subsequent.
The word " withdrawal" employed in said
act must be held to refer to withdrawals of
lands remaining subject to control by Con-----95
gress
By the grant to the Northern Pacific a
legislative withdrawal took effect upon thefiling and acceptance of the map of general
route, by which the lands thus withdrawn
were taken out of the public domain, as between the company and individuals, irrespective of any notice to the local office.
A homestead entry of lands so withdrawn
is without effect as against the company,
and while, prior to definite location, it
may be confirmed or validated by act of
Congress,if it is not so confirmed during
said period it is ineffective as against the
grant on definite location, and thereafter it
is not competent for Congress to confirm
said entry;in the absence of a breach of
condition subsequent, and the said act of
1876, is consequently not applicable thereto- 95
Tbe confirmation, by section 1,of a preemption filing, asagainstapriorwithdrawal
on the general route of the NorthernPaci-
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fd, is dependent upon couspliancew ith the
preemption law, and the presentation of
proper proofs thereof by the claimant; and
if these conditions are not complied with
tbeconfirmation is not operativeanld does
not defeat the attachment of the company's
118
right--------------------------The withdrawal on the general route of
the main line of the Northern Pacific of
lands lying within the common limits of
said route and the primary limits of the
branch line, as thereafter fixed by definite
location, took effect at once, on the filing and
approval of the map of said route, and a
pre-emption filing on lands, while so withdrawn is without effect, nor is it confirmed
by section 1, if the preemptor does not omply with the law and submit proof thereof,
and hence will not defeat the attachment of
rights under the grant for the branch line
126
on the subsequent location thereof .........

Rail road Lands.
The confirmatory operation of the act of
March 1,1886, for the benefit of a enssgide
purchaser of patented railroad lands, is not
affected by the fact that said lands are inbluded within a timber laud reservation,
where, prior to the establishment of said
reservation, the lands had been patented to
the company ---------------------- ....... 270

Rehearing.
See Practice.
Relinquishfeld

t,
Can not be held the result of a contest
where it is made and filed without actual
knowledge of said contest, and the principal
charge therein is not sustained bythe es-i187
dence submitted ----------It is not essential to the validity of a,ud
that it shall be executed in writing on the
receiver's duplicate receipt: it is sufficient
if the proof offered satisfies helocal officers
448
that the entry is i fact relinquished ......

Repayment.
One who submits final proof and secures
patent on part of the land embraced in his
nemainder, and
entry, and reliquishes the
then applies for return of the money paid
on the relinquished tract, will not be heard
to say that his entry was "erroneously
allowed" ....................... ......... 17
Where an entry has been erroneously allowed in part, or has been canceled in part
for conflict, the entrymnan may relinquish
the entry in its entirety, or retain and perfeet his entry as to that part left intact.
But a relinquishment of a specific part, in
such case, is equivalent to a declaration of
an intention by the entryman to avail hinself of the benefit of his entry as to the remainder, and if such part is subsequently
canceled for non-compliance with law, he is
not entitled to repayment therefor .......... 422

Page.
An entry that on contest is canceled on
account of the superior right of a bona ide
settler is " canceled for conflict " within the
meaning of the repayment at of June 16,
21
1880 .-.
Where an entry, not "erroneously allowed," is canceled for failure to effect reclaination within the statutory period, the
entryman is not entitled to, on a showing
that he did not reclao the land because be
believed it might be held subject to a rail22
-....... ......
road grant
Where a patent issues on an entry erroneously allowed, and the patentee, under a
suit to quiet title is adjudged to hold the
title in trust for another and required to
convey the land to the successful party in
och proceeding, and so does, andthereafter
applies for repay ment, the Land Department is without iurisdiction to cancel of record the entry so allowed, but may properly
regard it as no longer a subsisting entry of
ill
the apidicaut requiring cancellation
While there is no statutory authority by
which the Secretary of the lnterior may set
off a demand of the United States against
the claim of an individual for, the Departmeet will not certify such a claim to the
Treasury Department with knowledge of a
probable valid demand of the government
against the claimant, without an ascertainment of the existence and extent of such
163
....
.......
demand ....-.
The assignee of a mortgage is entitled to,
where an entry is erroneously allowed and
protoiscnelinthladsMrprior to its cancellation the land is mortgaged and the mortgage assigned,and adter
a sheriff's deed secured; but the assignee
in such case should relinquish all clai to
rey ntis allwedim t
beo
201
the land before repayment Is alowed ......
The act of June 16, 1880, does not authorthence the Secretary of the Interior to
draw his warrant upon the Treasury for
double minimum excess erroneously
charged for lands reduced in price by seetion 3i act of June 15, 1880; but where the
consideration received by the government
is in the form of surveyor general's scrip,
that yet remains in the custody of the Department, the error may be corrected by
a return of scrip equal in amount to the
248
excess ............................
The right to, does not exist where the
entry is properly allowed upon the proofs
presented by -the etrymen, but is afterwards canceled because it has been otherwise ascertained that the land is not of the
422
character represented in the proofs
There is no statutory authority for the
return of the excess, where lands may have
been improperly sold as double minimum,
except in cases where the lands have been
afterwards found oot to be within the lim... 456
its of a railroad grant .................

INDEX.
Page
An entry is not 'erroneously allowed"
within contemplation of the statute where
the alleged defect is not of such character
as to necessarily defeat confirmation of the
entry, and might have been cured on compliance with the requirements of the General Land Office ......... ........
551
...-

Reservation.
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'ste
States, of the mineral lands lying within
said park ............. ..................
492
The act of October 1, 1890, setting apart
the forest reserve known as the Yosemite
National Park," confers no authority upon
the Secretary of the Interior to permit the
use of lands embraced therein as a right of
way for canals or ditches for any purpose

whatevr-44

In determining whether a preferred right
The act of February 28, 1899, authorizing
to enter lands within an abandoned military,
the Secretary of the Interior to lease lands,
is asserted within the period fixed by the
adjacent to mineral springs within forest
act of August 23, 1894, time should not be
reserves, for hotel or sanitarium purposes,
held to ru while
n said lands are withheld
contemplates the leasing of land not wholly
from entry under direction of the General
occupied by the hotel or sanitarium, whenLand Office .......
........
2
o............
ever snch action is necessary to the proper
The words "and are now residing upon
conduct of such hotel or sanitarium, and to
any agricultural lands in said reservations "
make the beneficial properties of the springs
as used in the act of August 23, 1894, apply
available to the public ..................
386
only to persons who are then actually residPermission to occupylands within a forest
ing upon said lands to the exclusion of a
reserve for church and school puposes, nlhome elsewhere.................
2
der the provisions of the sct of June 4,1897,
A settlement on an odd numbered section
asked for on behalf of a corporation, maybe
within the Fort Randall abandoned miligranted to the petitioners as individuals,
tary, after the passage of the act of March
where it appears that they are settlers re3, 1893, and an application to enter the tract,
siding in the vicinity of said reserve 89
thus settled upon, filed prior to the expiraCircular of May 9, 1899, with respect to
tion of the period accorded to the State, by
selections in lien of lands included in forest
said act, within which to exercise a prer21
ferred right of school indemnity selection,
The act of June 4,1897, in providing for an
can not defeat the assertion of such right
exchange of lands included within a forest
on the part of the State .....
18...........
569
reservation and "covered by unperfected
FOREST LANDS.
bona fide claims or by patent," contains
See Sdrvey.
no provision authorizing the suspension
The words "entry" and "filing" used in
of action thereunder until the survey and
theproclamationof February 14,1893, estabexamination of the resorved lands provided
lishing the Sierra forest reserve, to describe
for in said act, and in the absence of such
lands excepted from such reservation, mu st
authority and in view of the evident purbe taken in their proper technical mearning,
pose of this legislation, the Department is
and as applicable only to record claims made
not warranted in thus suspending the exeunder the general land laws, and not includcution of sai( act .
-....................
12
ing a railroad indemnity selection .-.
282
The act of June 4, 1897, makes no proviAn applicant for the right of timber land
sion for the issuance of scrip, on the relinentry within the limits of the Cascade forest
quishment of lands included within forest
reserve can not be heard to plead settlement
reservations .........-...................... 477-L
on the land prior to the proclamation, for
The provisions made in the act of 1897, for
his timber land application operates as a
an exchange of land included within forest
waiver and abandonment of all right under
reservations, and covered by ail unperfected
his alleged settlement ............
1......
573
bona fide clai or by patent, are applicable
The lands excepted by settlement claims
only to forest reservations established by
from the proclamation of September 28,1893,
executive action under section 24, act of
establishing the- Cascade Range forest reMarch 3, 1891, and do not extend to reservaserve, were limited to those upon which a
tions, or national parks, created by special
valid settlement had been made, and the
acts of Congress .................- ..-....
472
statutory period for filing or entry had not
Before alien selection under the aetof 1897
expired at the date of the proclamation ---- 573
tan be approved, the United States must be
The departmental regulations to be issued
reinvested with all the right and title to
under the act of March 2, 1899, setting apart
the tract relinquished, with which it had
certain lands for a miational park, should
previously parted-............
.......
284
provide for the preservation from injury or
Where an bxchange of land is sought unspoliation of all timber, mineral deposits,
der the act of 1897, the relinquishment and
natural curiosities, or wonders within said
selection can be made only by the claimant
park, but should declare that they do not
or owner of the land within the limits of
prevent or interfere with the hona fide explothe forest reservation ..................
284
ration, location, occupation, and purchase,
The words "tract covered .-.. . by a
according to the mineral laws of the United
patent," as used in the act of 1897 embrace
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and include a tract to which the fullilegal
Rteservoir Site.
title has passed out of the government and
A mineral entry hased on a locationmade
beyond the control of the Land Department
after the withdrawal of the land for a, under
by any means which is the full legal equivathe act of October 2, 188, confers no riaflhtlent of a patent-21
................. 284
but such entry may be suspended, and if it
The act of 1897, in providing for an exsubsequently appears that the land is not
change of lands within forest reservations
required for reservoir purposes, the entry
for public lauds outside of said reservations
may then pass to patent . .
.
172
does not authorize the relinquishment of
I
Under the act of March 3, 1891, the Secremineral lands as a basis for lien selections. 328
tary of the Interior has authority to release
Land acquired under a grant made to a
from reservation any portion of the lands
State, or railroad company, by act of Conselected for a, under the act of October 2,
gress is a proper basi for lien selections
1888,and the acts amendatorythereofifitis
under the act of 1897, provided that the fell
made to appear that such land is not actulegal title thereto has passed out of the govally necessary for the purpose for which said
eminent, and beyond the controlof the Land
reservation was made .
. 194
Department by a patent, or some means the
full legal equivalent thereof ---------.... 328 Residence. The removal of timber, in pursuance of a
Priority of settlement will not avail an
lawful right, from land acquired under statapplicant as against adverse claimants if he
utory authority, does not deprive the owner
fails to maintain a bona fide, on the land
169
of said land or the government from receivOne who alleges priority of settlement, as
tog the benefd incident to an exchange of
against an adverse applicant for the right
lands as provided for in said act of 1897.... 328
of entry, must comply with the law in the
The right of relinquishment under act of
matter of settlement and maintenance o,
1897 is not limited to claibs initiated or
dnring the pendency of each controversy 26
t acquired
under laws tlaereqeire perDuring the pendency of a contest, in
sonal settlement and residence on the land,
which each party alleges priority of settlehut includes any tract covered by any unment, both. are bound to comply with the
perfected bona fide claim under any of the
law and maintain, upon the land
489
general land lawsa tether than the miningA
homesteader who makei entry subject
llaws),
or to which the full legal title bee
toaprior adverse soldier's declaratory statepassed out of the governmenr, and heyond
ment of record, is not excused, on account
the control of the Land Department, by any
of the existing adverse claim under the
means which is the full legal equivalent of
soldier's filing, from establishing, within
a patent .
9--828
six months from date of entry337
In au exchange of lands under the act of
A charge of abandonment isnotmade out
1897, where title to the land relinquished
where it appears that the entryman in fact
has passed out of the
or where,
eoveclmhdent,in kood faith o the land, and
certificate for patent thereto has issued, the
that his absences thereafter were temporary
selection may embrace contiguous or nonin character, and necessary for his support
contiguous tracts, if in the same laud dieand the maintenance of the claim-....... 485
tricti but if the land relinquished is cov.
The continuity of, is not affected by tm- ered by an unperfected claim, to which cerporary absences - resulting from illness,
tificate for patent has not issued, and the
and the necessity of earning money for
law under which said claim was initiated
maintenance of the claim and personal sup-requires that land taken thereunder must
port...
...................
50
be in one body, the same requirement must
Right of Way.
be observed in makiug the lien selection-- 291
Regulations of April418, 1899, concerning,
Cnsurveyed as well as surveyed land,
over Indian lands for railway, telegraph
which is vacant and openl to settlement may
and telephone lines, under act of March 2,
be selected underthe act of 1897 in exchange
899 ......
457
for forestlanms ...........-................ 284
The words "For the right of way of railThe act of 1897 provides for the control
roads," as used in section 2288 of the Ileand administration of all public lands set
vised Statutes, are not limited to the width
apart as forest reserves by the Presideot,
of the railroad track, but include such space
under section 24 -act of March 3, 1891, but
as is necessary for side track, stoee yards,
makes no grant of right of way through
or other purpose incident to the proper
these reservations, and does not give the
*
business of a railroad as a common carrier. 561
Secretary of the Interior acy new or addiThe Northern Pacific railroad coumpany
tional authority to permit the use of a right
by section 2, act of July 2, 1864, holds its
of way through them or within their boundright of wVayunder a qualified fee, whirl],
aries, and is not applicable to reservations
.
so ng as the qualification annexed is not
created by special act of Congress 474
at au end,, confers upon the conspany te
Reservoir.
exclusiveright of possession; a settlement,
See Right of ay.
therefore, upon said right of way is not a
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settlement upon the public land, and confers
no right or claim to adjoining public land- - 412
The articles of incorporation and proofs
of organization are required by the act of
1875 to be filed with the Secretary of the
Interior, and where the sane are found sufficient to identify the company as a beleficiary of the grant, and are accepted by
the Secretary the right acquired by said
acceptance will relate back to thetime when
said articles and proofs were presented, so
as to protect the company in any subsequent use of timber and material necessary
for the construction of the road439
If timber necessary thr the construction
of the road can not be found laterally adjacent to and within the termini of the proposed road, it is permissible to go beyond
said termini to secure sch material439
In determining whether timber is taken
from lands adjacent to the line of the proposed road, the nature of the country to be
traversed by said road, and the most available means of transportation may be considered
.
439
As between the United States, and a railroad company claiming the honeat of the
act of March , 1871, the company is entitled
to take from the public lands adjacent to
the line of its proposed road- timber and material necessary for the construction
thereof, on the filing of its articles of incorporation and due proofs of organization,
439
as provided in section 1, of said act
Under a grant of a railroad right of way
through the Indian Territory, with necessary station grounds, it is a proper exercise
of the general authority of the Interior
Department to require- a plat to be filed
showing the lands required for station purposes, although the granting act does not
provide for the filing of such plat, and the
approval thereof fixes the right of the company to occupy thegroundincluded therein- 130

Page.
under these acts, the Secretary of the Interior has no authority to grant the right to
establish a reservoir, or construct a ditch
for mining or domestic purposes, within the
limits of Yosemite Park, or any forest re474
serve in California

Riparian Riglts.
The control and right to dispose of public
lands lying under a navigable stream, that
forms the boundary of a State, and within
the limits thereof, passes from the government of the State on its admission to the
Union, and if a sudden change occurs thereafter in the course of such streanm, the reliction lying within said State is not the property of the United States -124
Purchasers or grantees of meandered subdivisions, bordering upon a body of water,
take title thereto with all of the incidents of
ownership, among which is that of a right
to relictions. This right pertains to the
ownership of lands bounded by a water
line, without reference to the character of
the land, and hence exists in the case of title
acquired under the swamp act
444 -

School Lands.
A settlement under the donation law
prior to survey does not except the land
covered thereby from the operation of the
grant of, where after survey the settler
abandons his clais without asserting any
right thereto before the Land Department.- 366
Ontheapproval of a turveymade afterthe
admission of the State of Nebraska to -the
Union the title to the school sections vested
in the State, and the subsequent resurvey.
of Grant and Hooker counties, authorized
by act of August 9, 1894, did not defeat
such title, though by said resurvey the
designation of such sections by number
26
may have been changed
Regulations of March 11, 1899, with respect to indemnity selections for lands em-

CANALS, DITCHES AND REsrtVOIRS.

braced within forest reservations

See Reservation, under Forest Lands.
CiOhclar of July -8, 1898, with respect to
reservoirs for watering live-stock amended
June 2, 1899 552
The right of an. applicant for a reservoir
site under the act of March 3,1891, will not
be defeated by an intervening adverse
entry, if at the date when the map showing
the location of said reservoir site is filed
the lands included therein were subject to
such appropriation
402
The grant made by the act of March 3,
1891, for canals, ditches and reservoirs over
public lands and reservations of the United
States was limited, by the terms of said act,
to companies formed for purposes of irrigation, and while section 2, of the act of May
11, 188, amendatory of the act of 1891, permits the use of rights of way, granted under
said act of 1891, for other purposes, it does
not enlarge the class of grantees; hence,

Where a forest reservation includes within its limits a school section, srveyed prior
to the establishment of the reservation, the
State under the authority of the first proviso to section 2275 R S., as amended by the
act of February 28,1891, may be allowed to
waive its ight to such section and select
other land in lieu thereof
57
The act of March 3 1849. reserving lands
in the Territory of Minnesota for school
purposes, was not irrevocable by Congress 374
Under the compact effected by the modifled proposal of March 3, 1857, and its acceptance, the status of said sections at the
time of survey was made the criterion in
determining whether the State became entitled to the specific sections, or to other
equivalent lands as indemnity. (Minn.) --- 374
The proposal made by the United States
in the act of February 2,1857, to grant to
the State of Minnesota, when admitted into

-

195
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the Union, sections sixteen and thirty-six
for school purposes, was modified by the
joint resolution of March 3, 1857, and it was
the proposal, as so modified, that was accopted in the State constitution adopted
October 13,1857 ..........
-8....
---....
The lands known as the "Red Lake reservation "i Minnesota, werennsurveyed at
the passage of the act of January 14,1889,
and by the terms of said act, and the agreement with the Indians thereunder, were set
apart to be used in raising a fund for the
benefit of the Indians, and by such app ropriation were "reserved for pblic uses,"
within the meaning of the joint resolution
of March 3, 1857, prior to survey; sections
sixteen and thirty-six in said reservation,
therefore, did not pass to the State under
the school grant, but other equivalent unappropriated lands may be selected in lieu
thereof -1.....--..
The directions contained in the act of
March 2,1889, restoring lands in the Great
Sioux reservation to the public donmain,
that said lands should be subject to disposal only to actual settlers, on the payment
of a fixed price therefor, ad that the
moneys accruing from such disposal should
form a part of the permanent Indian fund,
constituted an appropriation of said lands
for the specific purpose of creating an Indian fund, and an inhibition upon their disposal in any other manner. Said lands are
therefore not subject to selection as school
indemnity forlosses within said reservation,
and the certification of lands thus selected
is ineffective, and the State takes no title
thereby .....-.-........
...
Where the State has sold a tract as indemnity land, and it subsequently appears
that the record discloses no selection thereof, it may be permitted to select such tract,
on due assignment of basis, where sudh
action is necessary for the protection of its
vendee, and is in pursuance of its original
intention In determining the amount of school indemnity land to which a State is entitled
on account of a fractional township, the entire quantity of land in said township is
the basis of adjustment, irrespective of the
fact that a part of said township may he
embraced within an Indian reservation ....
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374
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358

235

366

Scrip.
See Private nean,

Settlement.
Questions as to priority of right, or adjustment of rights, acquired by, prior to
survey, can only arise where the settlement
is made prior to the survey in the field ....
-- 412
Conflicting rights of, acquired after survey in the field and before the filing of the
plat, must be determined by actual priority
of settlement and the good faith of the parties
........... ........
510

In the absence of special statutory authority therefor, the public lands can only be
disposed of according to te legal subdivisions of the public survey; and it follows
from such rule tat the right obtained by
settlement under the homestead law upon
a given legal sub-division extends to the
whole of that sub-division ..........
4.......
12
A notice of a possessory claim, given
prior to survey in the field, will not estop
the settler from afterwards making his
entry colform to the legal subdivisions, in
such manner as to include the land actually
settled upon by him, as against settlers
whose rights are acquired after such survey
.
.-.........
412
One who goes upon land covered y an
existing entry, with intent to acquire the
same as a homestead, and purchases the
relinquishment of said entry, together with
the improvements and household effects of
the entryman, and thereupon assumes possession of the premises, initiates a right
superior to the claim of another who, with
full knowledge of said facts, subsequently,
and prior to the filing of the relinquishment,
settles on sail land ........................ 5147
One who goes upon land covered by the
entry of another under an agreement with
the prior entryman that the entry shall be
relinquished for his benefit, acquires no
right of, as against the intervening entry of
a third party, made on the relinquishment
of the prior entry, if he has taken no action
toward securing the cancellation of said
entry........................
369
One who is living on land as the tenant
of an entryman aequires Bs right of, on the
relinquishment of the entry, by remaining
on the land, that he can set up as against
the intervening entry of a third party,
where such occupancy is in effect a continnance of his previous relation to the land- 39-5
As between two applicants for the right
of entry where the question of priority depends upon the time of, on the part of one,
as against the time of application by the
other, the settler will be given the precedence, if it can not be satisfactorily determined that the adverse application was
regularly tendered prior to the act of settlement shown, and entitled to consideration
at such time
-................ 267
The case of Cornors v. Mohr, 18 L. D.,

180, cited and followed il the matter of the

priority of, as against an entry made by one
who was in waiting at the local office prior
to such settlement, but was prevented from
making entry by the number of prior applicants then in attendance at said office ...... 243
On the Northern Pacific right of way is
not a settlement on public land, and hence
confers no right under the settlement laws. 412

HOItESTEAD.
In the case of a claim of, that includes
surveyed and unmsurveyed lands, the right
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Pae
of the settler to make entry of the surveyed
land is only protected for theperiodof three
months from settlement as against intervening adverse elaius .............-..........
91
The failure of a settlertomake homestead
entry within the statutory period after, can
not be excused on the ground of poverty, in
the presence of an intervening adverse entrymadein good faithafter theright of such
settler has expired by limitation of the
statute ..........
. ...............
8
It is not necessary for the protection of a
settlement claim, on land included within
the prier pending application of another,
that the settler should assert his settlement
right by an application to enter while the
land occupies such status .................. 490
The right of one who is residing on a tract
of land embraced within a railroad indemnity selection at the date of the cancellation
thereof, and thereafter applies within three
months of such cancellation to make entry,
is superior to any adverse claim made after
4.......
431
1....
said cancellation ...........

pecl

it appearing that many tracts adjoining said
right of way have been disposed of under
the existing survey, that neither the inter-

Agent.

See Practice.under Notce.

States and Territories.

Sates and Territoiles.

.
-

The control and right to dispose of public
lands lying under a navigable stream, that
forms the boundary of a State, and within
the limits thereof, passes from the government to the State on its admission to the
Union, and if a sudden change oceurs thereafter in the course of such stream, the reliction lying within said State is not the prop-............... 124
erty of the United States .

Statutes.

;Page.

vey is no reason for the disallowance of his
account, if, upon examination, it is-found
that such resurvey was actually necessary
and would have been authorized if application had been made therefor ........-....... 213
The provisions in the appropriation act
of March 3, 1899, requiring public land surveys thereafter made, whether within or
without reservations, to be under the direction and supervision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, do not preclude
the completion, by the Geological Survey,
of the sub-divisional survey of a township,
within a forest reserve, begun under authority of the act of June 4, 1897
..............
292
Where the Northern Pacific railroad has
been constructed across unsurveyed land,
and a survey of the public lands is thereafter made and approved, i which the lines
of survey are extended across the railroad
right of way, as though it were a mere easement, such survey will not be set aside and
a resurvey made for the purpose of closing
the lines of survey upon said right of way;-

-

See Acts of Congress, anud Revised Statutes
cited and construed, pages XIX and XXI.
The word "occupant" construed to mean
one entitled to use and possession "........
537

Survey.
The surveyor general's return, as to the
quantity of land in a legal sub-division, is
only considered conclusive for the purpose
of the disposition thereof as public land- - 187
In the survey of land bordering upon a
body of water the meander line is not run
as a boundary, but for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of land in the subdivisions rendered fractional by reason of their
bordering upon the water ...............
444
In the, of a "small holding" claim that has
a boundary line in common with an adjacent
claim, for which mileage has been charged
and allowed, the surveyor is only entitled to
compensation for such common boundary
line when it is actuallyran the second time,
and snch action appears from the record to
have been necessary ................ ..... 192
The fact that a deputy surveyor fails to
obtain special authority for making a resur-

est of the United States, nor of the company,
require such action, and that there is no
difficulty in identifying the portion of each
sub-division that remains subject to settlemont and disposition as public land412

SW-amnp Land.
The State has no right under its grant of,
to double minimum reserved sections within
239
the limits of a prior railroad grant
The actual statns of land at the date of the
swamp grant determines the right of the
State thereto, and such right is not affected
by the erroneous designation of a tract as a
lake" in the approved survey ............ 18
-Under
the grant of, it is the duty of the
Secretary of the Interior to determine what
are " swamp and overflowed lands made unfit thereby for cultivation," and therefore

subject to the grant. Until the legal title
passes to the State, by the issuance of pat-ent; the authority of the Land Department
to inquire into the validity of a claim nderf
said grant does not terminate; and in the
exercise of such authority the Secretary of
the Interior may properly revoke his approval of swamp land selections......... 390
3
Under the grant of, the legal title passes
only on delivery of the patent, and until
such title passes from the government, iquiry as to all equitable rights involved in
theadjustment of said grant comes within
the cognizance of the Land Department --- 558
The State is estopped from asserting a
claim to lands under the swamp grant,
where a certification thereof, under another
grant to the State, was accepted, and has
stood intact for many years, and the State
has disposed of the lands thereunder, on the
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faith of which others have acquired rights
455
therein ...-..........................
A cash entry of land claimed under the
swamp grant, made after the passage of the
act of March 2,1856, and prior to the act of
March 3, 1857, should be passed to patent
under the terms of said ats, as against approved, but unpatented, swamp land selection, the State not having, within ninety
-days after the passage of the former act, reported any sale or disposition of said tract. 559

Timber and Stoiie Act.
A purchaser erroneously allowed to buj
"offered " timber land takes nothing thereby; and if he cuts timber from such land is
liable in damages to the United States n a
civil action, to the same extent as tough
the trespass had been committed upon any
other pgrt of the public domain ............ 163

Page.

Townsite.
See Hognestead.
The inclusion of a part of an Indian reservation, established by treaty, within the
corporate limits of a city, under authority
of a territorial statute, is beyond the legislative power of the Territory and without
effect-.................................... 151
Where an application is made under section 22, act of May 2, 1890, on behalf of an
incorporated town, for the money paid on
a commuted townsite entry, the evidence of
the incorooration of the town, and its municipal organization, may be accepted, if
the fact ot incorporation is shown by a rettified copy of the order made by the county
board of commissioners, and it appears that
the officers elected did effect an organization, though certain directory provisions
in the statute, under which the town was
incorporated, were not complied with in the
469
........
prescribed-

Timber Cuttinlg.manner
See Right of Way, Timber and Stone Act.

Timber Culture.
An entrymanis entitledto credit for trees
planted and cultivated by a former entryman to whose possessory right he has sue245
.-..............
ceeded ..-...

:~~

Warrant.
The Commissioner of the General Land
Office may properly determine, in advance
of location, whether the assignment of a
bounty land, has been made according to
the prescribed forn; ant regulations ........

